ABSTRACT
LAYNE, MICHAEL R. Supporting Intergenerational Interaction: Affordance of Urban
Public Space. (Under the direction of Henry Sanoff and Shishir Raval.)
Throughout history, man has changed the environment so that what benefits it affords,
makes life easier. Forming the core of social life and community wellbeing, public open
spaces can provide a wealth of new and challenging venues for improving interpersonal
relationships between different age groups. Because of the current practice of designing
spaces that segregate people by age, finding safe and inviting places that support
intergenerational exchange is difficult.
Supporting an intergenerational perspective that suggests similar youth and older adult
psychological/developmental needs and motivations reflect mutually preferred settings for
leisure activities and social exchange, this age-comparative environmental assessment
study investigated the role that urban spaces such as plazas, malls, parks, and streets could
play in positive intergenerational interactions. Specifically, whether the visual perceptions
and preferences of pre-adolescent youth mirror or contradict those of active older adults,
which factors are most important, and how these principles can be applied to public open
space design.
Developed from environment and behavior research literature, an organizing framework of
fifty-one salient variables including population groups, demographics, space images,
conditional affordances, nature/culture comparatives, landscape settings,
environment/behavior factors, perception modes, and space characteristics was utilized to
collect, analyze, and interpret the separate responses of the cross-sectional youth and older
adult sample groups.
Employing twenty-four representative scene samples of urban public open space color
images selected through an expert judgment process and five environmental affordance
criteria (safety/security, sense of belonging, multiple activities, differing physical abilities,

and interpersonal engagement) to frame the questions, the survey collected affordance
rankings, demographics, and from the photo-preference task, researcher-defined space
types and participant-defined space characteristics. Content analyzed from the written
reasons youth (n=45) and older adults (n=90) selected specific urban spaces, responsive
attributes, operational features, and inferential qualities were categorized into sub-set
clusters for analysis.
Statistically analyzed and presented in an age-comparative graphic format, the results
provide strong evidence that youth and older adults perceive the physical environment in
identical ways and prefer similar public open spaces.
Ranked first yet reflecting the complementarity of intergenerational spaces, safe
environments were described by both ages as being well maintained, enclosed, quiet,
private, and not-crowded and jointly unusual, interesting, open, lively, and full of people.
Exhibiting reciprocity between many of the affordances, belonging was found to be
inversely correlated with safety (as perception of environmental safety increased, the need
for welcoming environments decreased). Though youth selected landscape park for safety
and activity and courtyard for belonging and engagement and older adults selected
courtyard for safety and garden for belonging, the results indicated that older adults
generally preferred cultural (built) spaces and youth prefer naturalized spaces. And
although both ages seemed to value spaces that were activity-oriented, the findings suggest
that an intergenerational pair may consider a space’s ability to engage them aesthetically
and psychologically rather than physically.
Defining the paired values of a hypothetical grand friend dyad and focusing on the
connection between preferred space characteristics and selected space images, the results
were further translated into specific design guidelines and urban spatial relationships
(preferred activities, desired attributes, and graphic representations) that could be
employed by integenerational program and shared-site administrators or urban planners
and landscape architects to evaluate existing sites or to develop new age-integrative

settings. Representing the desired social exchange restorative outcomes (calming.
protecting, energizing), integenerationally supportive urban public open spaces should be
safe and welcoming, encourage the presence of people, be open yet protective, include
natural and man-made elements, provide for a variety of passive and active activities, and
be restive and festive.
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BIOGRAPHY

Michael Layne is an environmental design researcher, landscape designer, educator, and community artist
working to create cultural and natural environments that improve the quality of life for both youth and older
adults. He is a member of the American Society of Landscape Architects and the Environmental Design
Research Association. Most recently he taught in the Department of Landscape Architecture, NC State
University College of Design, as an adjunct faculty member. Having just completed his doctorate in design
at NCSU, he is in the process of opening Legacyworks studio, gallery and workshop in Warrenton, North
Carolina. Through incorporation of the three legacies of environment, education, and engagement, this
community and environmental design firm will focus on the creation of public and private spaces (especially
school grounds and public open spaces) that support social exchange between young people and older adults.
While continuing to develop and test innovative cultural and natural systems design concepts and apply his
research findings to the practice of landscape architecture and urban design, Dr. Layne is investigating
opportunities to continue teaching art and design at the college or university level. With a particular focus on
improving creative interaction between youth and older adults, through his research, teaching, and practice he
continues to seek a greater understanding of the positive relationships that seem to exist between nature and
culture, and to apply the gained knowledge to the creation of intergenerationally supportive social exchange
settings that promote restorative outcomes (energizing, calming, and protecting) to all ages.
Michael was born in Hanover, New Hampshire and spent his early childhood in New England. When he was
nine, his family moved to the San Francisco Bay area where he continued his elementary and advanced
education, receiving a BA in Art from San Jose State University. Upon graduation he continued his design
development while working as a graphic designer, technical illustrator, and model-building specialist for the
General Electric Company, San Jose, California.
After moving to Boston in 1975, he continued his training while working for Dynatech R&D and opening an
industrial design firm with Thomas Salvo in Waltham, Massachusetts. Having developed a conceptual art
project while living in Rockport, MA, and subsequently installing the environmental art piece, Deacon’s
Dome, in Boston in 1981, Layne became an artist-in-residence at the Boston Center for the Arts. During the
following ten years Michael created and installed over sixty permanent and temporary environmental
sculpture installations in New England, California, and Greece and taught environmental art at the Boston
Architectural Center. His clients include the Boston Mayor’s Office of Cultural Affairs and Jordan Marsh
Company. During this period, he also taught advertising design at Bradford College and partnered with his
wife Erika in their own graphic design firm creating publications and promotional pieces for non-profit
organizations including the marketing graphics for the Boston convention for the National Conference of
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Educators in the Ceramic Arts. Over those years Michael won many national and regional design honors and
awards as an artist, designer, and educator.
In 1990, Michael moved to Raleigh, NC and while creating and installing public artworks as a visiting artist
at Humberside University, Hull, UK, and Miami University, Ohio, and for Artsplosure in Raleigh, he
continued his studies in environmental design while attending the College of Design at North Carolina State
University where he graduated with honors with the Masters of Landscape Architecture degree in 1994.
After graduation, he continued his education through teaching as an adjunct faculty member at NCSU and
working in professional practice with the landscape architecture and planning firm of Mark Robinson and
Associates, Raleigh, NC, where he worked on many area park design projects including the greenway and
park designs for an 18-mile segment of the Neuse River.
Michael Layne has been a member of the Environmental Design Research Association (EDRA) since 1994
and has been active in both the Nature and Ecology and the Children’s and Youth networks and as a past
member of the Board of Directors. Since 1995, he has presented papers, participated in workshops, and
assisted in interactive intensive sessions at EDRA, Conference on Educators in Landscape Architecture,
Generations United, and NC Council on Aging conferences. Layne has authored a number of presented
papers that reflect his research interests in the community participatory design processes, environmental
education, community arts, universal design, schoolyard design, and intergenerational (youth and older adult
inteaction) studies. They include: "Animation and the Community Landscape Architect: at-risk teen
involvement in the revitalization of an urban park," CELA conference, Asheville, NC, 1997; "Children's
participation in designing outdoor play spaces: intergenerational communication through three dimensional
landscape modeling," International Play Journal, 1996 & Proceedings of IPA/USA National Conference,
Birmingham, AL, 1995; "Comparative Analysis of Outdoor Learning Environments Using Participatory and
Non-Participatory Processes," 1995, EDRA conference, Boston, MA; "Intergenerational Preferences between
Youth and Elderly: Outdoor Settings that Promote Well-being, " 2001, Edinburgh, Scotland; “Children’s
Attachment to Place: Environmental Storytelling through Drawings and Community Art,” 2002,
Philadelphia, PA; and “Intergenerational Communities: Public Spaces that Support Interaction between
Young People and Older Adults,” 2008, Greenville, NC.
Dr. Layne created the "Universal Garden," a design proposal for the NCSU Arboretum that addressed
accessibility through developing a “Realm of the Senses.” The initial design concept and the method for
interpreting research findings was included in a chapter of a Japanese book entitled Creating People-friendly
Parks: From Barrier-free to Universal Design. In addition this design was featured in a research publication
that presented international examples of accessibility in the design of outdoor spaces. Sponsored by a branch
of the Japanese government, the book is being used as a guideline in the creation of the first accessible and
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friendly park in Osaka, Japan. The design was also featured in a 1993 Landscape Architecture Magazine
article, "Accessible America: Are Landscape Architects Ready for the Challenge?"
He has continued his community outreach efforts through twelve funded research design assistance studies in
which he has been co-principal investigator, team leader, member, research assistant, or professional
consultant. Always incorporating community participatory design processes, they include design and
development plans for schoolyards, urban and rural parks, city and small town centers. Examples include a
community development opportunities study for NC Cooperative Extension, Warren, Halifax, and Vance
Counties, 1991-2001; an NEA Challenge America Grant for conducting an area community arts assessment,
Roanoke River Valley, NC and VA; and a water quality impact assessment study for build-out in Brunswick
County for the NC Department of Environment and Natural Resources, 2007. Besides research grants, he
has received a number of honors and awards including Tau Sigma Delta Honor Society in Architecture and
Allied Arts, 2002; EDRA Student Design Competition, 2001; the Landscape Architecture Faculty Honor
Award, 1994; the Sigma Lambda Alpha National Scholarship Award, 1993; Phi Kappa Phi National Honor
Society, 1993; the NCSU Distinguished Scholarly Achievement Award, 1993; and was a charter member,
Alpha Sigma Chapter, NCSU, Sigma Lambda Alpha (CELA honor society), 1992.
He has been on the faculty for the Boston Architectural Center and Bradford College, MA, and a teaching
and research assistant in the NCSU College of Design. As a lecturer and visiting Assistant Professor, he has
also taught undergraduate design studios and seminar courses (Design Fundamentals Studio, Social Factors
in Site Planning, Introduction to Environmental Design, and Graphics for Landscape Architects) in the
Landscape Architecture Department in the College of Design. Most recently, he taught an intensive course
in "Sociology Through Photography" at Whittier College in Los Angeles where students from different
disciplines used photography to observe, document, analyze, and present social interaction between people
and the built urban environment.
Michael lives with his partner and wife, Erika Deutsch-Layne, and their two cats, Misty Dawn and Ms.
Chloe. Erika was born and raised in Buenos Aires, Argentina, and is currently the meeting planner for the
American Society for Precision Engineering located in Raleigh. Her interests, that often support Michael's
work, include plant propagation, flower/plant illustration, historic preservation of gardens & structures, and
graphic and interior design. Together, they divide their time between living in Raleigh -- where Michael just
completed his doctoral studies -- and their craftsman home on South Main Street in Warrenton, NC, which
they are in the process of restoring as Dodona Oaks, a design education bed and breakfast inn.
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Curriculum Vitae
Education

• Doctor of Philosophy in Design, Community and Environmental Design, North Carolina State
University, 2009
Dissertation: Supporting Intergenerational Interaction: Affordance of Urban Public Space
• Master of Landscape Architecture, North Carolina State University, 1994
• Bachelor of Art, San Jose State University, 1970

Academic
Experience

• Visiting Instructor, Dept of Sociology, Anthropology & Social Work, Whittier College, CA, 2003-2004
• Visiting Assistant Professor of Landscape Architecture, North Carolina State University, 2002
• Lecturer of Landscape Architecture, North Carolina State University, 1994-2000
• Teaching & Research Assistant, Landscape Architecture, NC State University, 1992-1994 & 2001
• Visiting Lecturer and Artist-in-Residence, School of Architecture, University of Humberside, UK, 1992
• Adjunct Faculty, Creative Arts Program, Bradford College, 1988-1990
• Artist-in-Residence, Boston Center for the Arts, 1986-1989
• Faculty, Boston Architectural Center, 1983-1984
Courses Taught:
LAR 612, Social Factors in Site Planning (Research Methods) LAR 234, Intro. to Environmental Design
LAR 400, Landscape Architecture/Urban Design Studio
DF 102, Design Fundamentals Studio
LAR 400, Landscape Architecture/Garden Design Studio
LAR 430, Site Planning (Lecture & Lab)
LAR 502, Landscape Arch/Landscape Description Studio
ART 131, Advertising Design Studio
LAR 457, Landscape Construction Methods & Materials
ART 230, Advanced Advertising Design
LAR 492, Special Topics in LAR (Environmental/land art)
Environmental Art (Lecture & Lab)
LAR 510, Graphics for Landscape Architects
SOC 216, Sociology Through Photography

Professional Thirty five years as a practicing professional in the design disciplines: landscape architecture,
Design
environmental sculpture, community art, graphic design, and industrial design
Experience • Principal, Legacyworks, Community & Environmental Design Firm, Raleigh & Warrenton, NC, 2000-08
• Consultant, Park Planning and Design, Raleigh, NC, 1996-99
• Landscape Architect, Mark Robinson & Associates, Landscape Architecture/Planning,
Raleigh, NC 1995-96 (Specializing in park design and community recreation master planning)
• Landscape Designer/Contractor, Sculptural Environments, Raleigh, NC, 1994-99
• Environmental Sculptor & Community Artist, Boston, MA, 1981-90 • Raleigh, NC, 1990-01
• Design Consultant, Raytheon Service Co. Burlington, MA, 1984-87
• Principal, Industrial Design Firm, Layne, Salvo & Assoc., Waltham, MA, 1979-80
• Model Builder & Research Technician, Dynatech R & D Co., Cambridge, MA, 1975-78
• Design Specialist/Model Development, General Electric Co., San Jose, CA, 1970-75
Professional The following list represents landscape & planning projects where I worked as a landscape architect,
Landscape landscape designer, planning & development consultant, or landscape construction contractor
Practice
• Jessee Residence Master Plan with Children’s Play Environment & Stream Development Plan,
Pittsboro, NC, 1998-2005
• Pre-School Playground Design & Construction Documentation (design and development of five parks
to meet ADA and CPSC guidelines) Parks and Recreation Department, Durham, NC, 1997-99
• Northern Community Park Master Plan and Construction Documentation, Recreation and Parks
• Karcher Residence Master Plan & Landscape Construction with Creek Restoration, Raleigh, NC 1997
• Neuse River Corridor Comprehensive Recreation Master Plan with Anderson Point Park and
Milburnie Park Master Plan Development, Parks, Recreation and Greenways Advisory Board
and Parks and Recreation Department, Raleigh, NC, 1996
• The Learning Ground - Schoolyard Master Plan and Design and Development Project,
Vena Wilburn Elementary School, Wake County Schools, Raleigh, NC, 1996
• Craven County Park Master Plan and Report, Craven County Recreation and Parks Department,
New Bern, NC, 1996
• Children's Playground and Community Public Recreational Areas Master Plan, Chestnut Oaks
Residential Development, Habitat for Humanity of Orange County, Carrboro, NC, 1996
• Parks and Recreation Comprehensive Recreation Plan Update, Parks and Recreation Department,
Wake Forest, NC, 1996
• Minnesota Center for Arts Education Master Plan, Golden Valley, MN, 1995
• Flaherty Park Master Plan, Parks and Recreation Department, Wake Forest, NC, 1995
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• Lotz Residence Landscape Master Plan & Construction with Planting Plan and Hillside Stormwater
Retention Landscape Plan, Chapel Hill, NC, 1995
Community Funded planning projects including community design assistance and research studies reflect my role as
Research,
co-principal investigator, team leader, member, research assistant or professional consultant.
Outreach & • Water Quality Impacts of Alternative Build-out Scenarios for Brunswick County, NC. NC State
Planning
University, Water Quality Research Project for NC Dept. of Environment and Natural Resources, 2007
• NEA (National Endowment for the Arts Challenge America Fast Tract Grant) Conduct a regional art
and cultural assessment for the Roanoke Valley of Virginia and North Carolina, 2002-03.
• Community Development Opportunities Study (URRI), NC Cooperative Extension Service, Halifax,
Warren, and Vance Counties, NC, 1999-2001.
• Four Community Projects, NC Cooperative Extension Service, Warrenton, NC, 1999-2000
• School Yard Design Development Study, Glenwood Elementary School, Chapel Hill, NC, 1997
• Community Parks and Downtown Development Revitalization Study, Racine, WI, 1996
• Participatory Design Charrette & Master Plan Dev. Perpich Center for Arts Education, Golden Valley,
MN, 1995
• Campus Development Study & Master Plan, Wilburn Elementary School, Raleigh, NC, 1993-97
• Campus Development Study, Washington Elementary School, Raleigh, NC, 1995
• Community Design and Development Study, Town of Halifax, Halifax County, NC, 1994
• Entrance Garden Design Study for N. C. School for the Arts, Winston-Salem, NC, 1993
• Community Design Studies for Town of Apex, Apex, NC, 1992
• Sense Garden: Universal Design Study for the NCSU Arboretum, 1992 (Previewed LA Magazine
and Japanese book: Creating People-friendly Parks: From Barrier-free to Universal Design, 1996)
E&B and Design Research interests include: intergenerational use outdoor space, childhood environments,
natural and cultural system preservation, ritual and sacred spaces, community/public art, schoolyards,
history of environmental/landscape sculpture, an rural community development.
Publications/ Authorship of a number of published, unpublished and in-progress research papers reflecting my
Presentations interest in intergenerational studies, public outdoor settings, community participation in design, public
art/landscape sculpture, ecological/environmental education, and urban/small town revitalization.
• “Intergenerational Communities: Public Spaces that Support Interaction Between Young People and
Older Adults.” North Carolina Conference on Aging, Greenville, NC, 2008
• “Supporting Intergenerational Interaction: Affordance of Urban Public Space.” (Symposium on
Intergenerationally Enriched Environments) Generations United 13th Intergenerational Conference,
Washington, DC, 2005
• "Intergenerational Preferences for Public Spaces." Three Decades of Design and Community. Henry
Sanoff, NCSU School of Architecture, College of Design, Raleigh, NC, 2003
• “Children’s Attachment to Place: Environmental Storytelling through Drawings and Community Art.”
(symposium) Environmental Design Research Assoc. 33rd Conference, Philadelphia, PA, 2002
• “Intergenerational Preferences Between Youth and Elderly: Public Outdoor Settings that Promote
Well-being.” Paper presented at the joint conference for the Environmental Design Research
Association & International Association of People’s Environment Studies, Edinburgh, Scotland, 2001
• “Professional-as-Expert: Limitations of the R/UDAT Model.” Paper presented, NCSU, Raleigh, NC, 2000
• "Building the language and process of environmental design in K-12 curricula" (workshop participant)
Environmental Design Research Assoc. National Conference, Saint Louis, MO, 1998
• Nature and Ecology Network Workshop (workshop participant and presenter)
Environmental Design Research Assoc. National Conference, Saint Louis, MO, 1998
• "Animation and the Community Landscape Architect: at-risk teen involvement in the revitalization
of an urban park." Paper presented, CELA Conference, Asheville, NC, 1997
• "Children's participation in designing outdoor play spaces: intergenerational communication through
three dimensional landscape modeling," International Play Journal, 1996 & Proceedings of IPA/USA
National Conference, Birmingham, AL, 1995
• "Comparative Analysis of Outdoor Learning Environments Using Participatory and Non-Participatory
Processes." Poster Paper, Environmental Design Research Assoc. Conference, Boston, MA, 1995
• Planning for the Peak of Good Living -- A Design Study for Apex/NC 55, Department of Landscape
Architecture North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, 1992
• Angles of Paradise, 1981 (co-author with E. Knevsen, poetry and illustrations of urban life in Boston,
independent artist book publication – The Edge Press)
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Media/
Publication
of Work

My designs or artwork have been previewed in newspapers, magazines, newsletters,
professional journals, research publications, and radio and television broadcasts.
• "Universal Garden," a design proposal for the NCSU Arboretum. The research and development
ideas for this garden speak to the development of a “Realm of the Senses.” The initial design
concept and the method for interpreting research findings was included in a chapter of a Japanese
book entitled Creating People-friendly Parks: From Barrier-free to Universal Design.
Y. A. Miyake, H. Kameyama and Y. Miyake. 1996. In addition, this design was featured in a research
publication that presented international examples of accessibility in the design of outdoor spaces.
Sponsored by a branch of the Japanese government, the book is being used as a guideline in the creation
of the first accessible and friendly park in Osaka, Japan. In Order to Open People's Hearts, 1994
• "Accessible America: Are Landscape Architects Ready for the Challenge?"
Landscape Architecture Magazine, Washington, DC, June 1993
• "Spiel Strasse: Street of Performance," Visions of the Future: Alternative Development Plans for the
North Carolina School for the Arts, School of Design, NCSU, Raleigh, NC, 1993
• " American Stargazer Makes Its City Debut," Hull Daily Mail, Kingston Upon Hull, UK, Nov. 23, 1992
• "Whale of a Tale," Carolina Parent, Raleigh, NC, May 1992
• "Man, Nature and the Art of Compromise," Art Forum, Asheville Citizen-Times, June 1992
• "Trigon," an interview, Creative Exchange, Raleigh, NC, 1991
• "Time Lines," Oxford Press, Miami University Report, Arts at Miami, and After Five, Oxford, OH, 1991
• "Outer-Inspace" & "An Artist's Point of View: Interview with Michael Layne," The Voice, Boston, MA, 1984
• "Critics Tip" & "Arts and Films," Boston Globe, Boston, MA, 1981, 83, 84, 86, 87, 90
• "Experiments in Art," Boston Magazine, Boston, MA, 1981

Environment
Sculpture/
Public Art
Installations

Practiced as a community artist creating and installing over 60 environmental sculptural installations
(both private and public) since 1981. Many of selected projects involved youth and older adults in a
community building process that reflects my ongoing research into intergenerational studies
• Flight of Fancy, Monument Square, Racine, WI, 1996
• Fish Stories, Beverly Gate, Kingston upon Hull, UK, 1992
• Nature: Continuity in Compromise, Broadway Arts, Asheville, NC, 1992
• Time Lines, Miami University, Oxford, OH, 1991
• Trigon, Mighty Sax, Mermaid's Tail, Dotted Line, Artsplosure, Inc., Raleigh, NC, 1990-05
• Boston 1991: Sixth Triennial, Fuller Museum of Art, Brockton, MA, 1990
• Caracol, Fuller Museum of Art, Brockton, MA, 1989
• The Source, Hallmark Bath & Tile Center, Peabody, MA, 1989
• The Water's Edge, The Wet Gallery, Boston, MA, 1987
• Conservatory, City Lights, Inc., Boston, MA, 1987
• Homage to Poseidon, Syros Island, Greece, 1985
• Pulsar, Jordan Marsh Company, Boston, MA, 1984
• Future Sails, City of Boston, MA, 1984
• Within, Massachusetts Invitational, Boston Center for Arts, MA, 1982-1989

Honors

• Tau Sigma Delta Honor Society in Architecture and Allied Arts, 2002
• Environmental Design Research Assoc. Student Design Competition, Edinburgh, Scotland, 2001
• NCSU Landscape Architecture Faculty Honor Award, 1994
• Sigma Lambda Alpha National Scholarship Award, 1993
• Phi Kappa Phi National Honor Society, 1993
• NCSU Distinguished Scholarly Achievement Award, 1993
• Charter member, Alpha Sigma Chapter, NCSU, Sigma Lambda Alpha (CELA honor society), 1992
• Artist-In-Residence - School of Architecture, University of Humberside, Kingston upon Hull, UK, 1992
• Winner, William & Dorothy Yeck National Outdoor Sculpture Competition, Miami, OH, 1991
• Artist-In-Residence - Department of Creative Arts, Bradford College, Bradford, MA, 1990
• Artist-In-Residence - Boston Center for the Arts, Boston, MA, 1986-1989
• First Night Grants, Boston, MA, 1983, 1984, 1988 &1989
• Merit Award, Bullfinch Arch Design Competition, Historic Neighborhoods Foundation, Boston, MA,
1987
• Massachusetts Arts Lottery Grant, Cambridge Arts Council, Cambridge, MA, 1983
• Public Arts Grants, WBZ-TV "Kids Fair", Boston, MA, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986
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• Merit Award, Package Design, 25th Anniversary Edition, Industrial Design Review, Boston, MA, 1982
• Eagle Scout with Bronze Palm, Boy Scouts of America, Santa Clara County, California, 1962
Memberships • ASLA, NCASLA, American Society of Landscape Architects (Full Member)
• EDRA, Environmental Design Research Association (Member)
Member of Nature & Ecology and Children/Youth Environment Networks
• American Psychological Association Division 34 (Member)
• Generations United (Member)
• Warren County Arts Council (Member)
• IPA, International Association for the Child's Right to Play (Member)
• ISC, International Sculpture Society (Member)
Community • Board of Directors, Environmental Design Association, Edmond OK, 2002-2005 (member 1994)
Service
• Chairman of Board of Directors, Warren County Arts Council, Warrenton, NC, 2002-06 (member 2000)
• Design Consultant, 4H-Rural Life Center, Halifax County, NC, 2000-2001
• Board of Directors, Artsplosure, The Raleigh Arts Festival, Inc., Raleigh, NC, 1994-1995
• Faculty Advisor, Conservation Fund Assistance Project, Halifax, NC, 1994
• Design Consultant, Habitat for Humanity of Orange County, NC, Inc., NC, 1995
• Committee Member, Technology Task Force, School of Design, NCSU, Raleigh, NC, 1995
• Committee Member, BLA Accreditation Curriculum, Dept. of LAR, NCSU, Raleigh, NC, 1993
• Team Member, Conservation Fund Assistance Project, Columbia, NC, 1993
• Team Leader, Playful City, North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, NC, summer, 1993
• Program Chair, Alumni Lecture Series, ASLA Student Chapter, NCSU, Raleigh, NC, 1992-1993
• Board of Advisors Member, The Scrap Exchange, Durham, NC, 1992 - 1993
• Guest Lecturer, Design Camp, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, summer, 1992
• Team Member, Design Competition, North Carolina Botanical Garden, Asheville, NC, 1992
• Board of Advisors Member, Boston Center for the Arts, Boston, MA, 1988 - 1990
• Director, Artist's Ball, Boston Center for the Arts, Boston, MA, 1983
• Board Member, Tremont Arts Productions, Boston, MA, 1976-1981
• Co-Director, First Annual Arts Day in the South End, Boston, MA, 1983
Personal
Data

• Supporting Skills & Interests: Technical Illustration, Graphic Design, Model Building, Performance Art,
Event Production, Environmental Sculpture, Community Art, Photography, Graphic Presentations,
Computer programs: Microsoft Word, Photoshop, Pagemaker, Quark Xpress, Excel, Power Point, SPSS
• Born in Hanover, New Hampshire; raised in San Jose, California; lived and worked in Boston, MA.
• Partner and wife, Erika Deutsch-Layne, Meeting Planner, American Society for Precision Engineering
(hospitality industry specialist). Her design interests include: flower/plant illustration/painting, building
and garden historic preservation, decorative arts and interior design; born and raised in Buenos Aires,
Argentina.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction: Context and Purpose
Social exchange is an indicator of a vibrant community life
and improved quality-of-life for individuals. Jurgen
Habermas (1971) suggests that interaction is one of the most
important orientations of a cultural life. Forming the core of
social life and community wellbeing, public open spaces can
provide a wealth of new and challenging venues for
improving interpersonal relationships between different age
groups. “Young people and older people are central to
sustainable communities and to the development of more
inclusive public spaces (Pain 2005).”

Figure 1.1.1. Groups of People Sun Bathe
and Converse in the Central Lawn Area.
Rittenhouse Square Park, Philadelphia, PA

1.1 Opening
As an environmental designer and community artist,
Michael Layne (1996 and 2001) continues to seek a greater
understanding of how the physical environment influences
human behavior and specifically intergenerational social
exchange. With a particular interest in improving the
quality of life for youth and older adults, his particular focus
has been in observing how these two age groups use and
interact within public open spaces and in using “design as

Figure 1.1.2. Diversity of People Sitting,
Watching, and Talking on a Spring Afternoon.
Rittenhouse Square Park, Philadelphia, PA

the intentional shaping of matter, energy, and process to
meet a perceived need or desire (Van Der Ryn and Cowan
1996, 8).”
In the springtime of 2002, the author had the opportunity to
visit Philadelphia with his partner and wife and stay at the
Rittenhouse Square Hotel. From their room, he was able to
view the adjacent, one-block-square public open space. The
whole park was bathed in pink blossoms hanging from the
cherry trees that completely surrounded and lined the
pathways that crisscrossed the entire square. It was noon-

Figure 1.1.3. Historic Rectangular Pool Used
as Children’s Play Area. Rittenhouse Square
Park, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA

time and people of all ages, ethnicities, and socio-economic levels were enjoying the spring weather; some
eating their lunch-time meals during their breaks from working in nearby office buildings. Although there
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were a few people sitting alone, most were in pairs or small groups, talking or eating together. Some people
laid in the grass taking in the sunshine (Figure 1.1.1), others were resting on benches that seemed to be
everywhere along the interconnecting pathways (Figure 1.1.2).
An obviously historic, large rectangular pool was noticeably devoid of any water, but was full of small
children playing within the confined walls (Figure 1.1.3). Parents and grandparents were watching the
children’s activities from the sidelines while conversing with other adults about the lovely weather or the
latest political issues. Individual youth were playing frizbee with their dogs, while young couples sat on the
grass talking in soft tones to one another. Older folks sat on the benches, alone or in pairs, simply taking in
the scene. Vendors, located at the perimeter, were selling hot dogs, sandwiches, soft drinks, and hot coffee to
park visitors or passers-by. The whole park was alive, inviting, full, and yet not crowded. This wonderful
public open space called to the author, and he spent the next several hours, watching, taking pictures, and
talking to people. It was joyous!
On the next day, Layne decided to visit another public open
space nearby the hotel, Logan Circle. About ten blocks
north, the public space was situated out in the open with
wide streets and parkways surrounding this centrally located
square. Although a very large and elaborate circular pool
with spouting fountainheads consisting of figures from
Poseidon’s realm attracted attention (Figure 1.1.4), direct
pedestrian access was difficult from the surrounding
neighborhoods or commercial areas. The evenly placed

Figure 1.1.4. Close Up of Fountain with
Spouting Poseidon Inspired Sculptures.
Logan Circle, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

benches facing the elaborately carved sculptures in the pool
were empty, only a couple of people were walking around
viewing the fountain. Several large old oaks framed the
wide-open entry walk but there was no grassy expanse to
spread out a blanket or play a game with a pet (Figure
1.1.5). This public open space was historic, arty, dramatic,
and basically unused! Although both Rittenhouse Square
and Logan Circle were certainly designed, why was one of
the urban public open spaces people-friendly (supporting
interaction of all ages) while the other space was not
supportive?
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Figure 1.1.5. Tree-Framed Entry Walkway
into Park with Central Spouting Fountain.
Logan Circle, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

What the review of these two spaces did reveal was that the physical environment influenced and obviously
played a role in the type and quality of the interactions that people had with one another and either
encouraged or discouraged those interactions. Based upon the potential importance of creating spaces that
support the interactive needs of youth and older adults, a study was needed to understand the value these two
age groups place upon supportive public open spaces. Thus, the conceptual development of this study was
guided by the same fundamental and Ruskin[ian] (1886) belief held by Fredrick Law Olmsted, that man is a
“malleable creature who, by the favorable alteration of his surroundings, could himself be favorably changed.
[Implicit in this view of the value of urban design and the art of landscape architecture is that it is] …not a
means of self-expression; [it is the] means of manipulating human surroundings to promote human
betterment, both physical and spiritual (Roper 1973, 316).”
The ideal guiding the design of this research study was based upon viewing human welfare, specifically the
welfare of youth and older adults, as an active process; one that combined a knowledge of current social
issues and supportive intergenerational programs with urban design research and common practice to develop
guidelines that could inform the design of physical outdoor public spaces supportive of the wellbeing of these
two age groups. The integration of research and design is thus intended to be a process of understanding and
applying “human activities in the best interest of human welfare (Kaplan and Peterson 1993, 17).”
Yet upon examining most of the current literature conducted by researchers and practitioners in the fields of
intergenerational, environment and behavior, and urban design studies, few had investigated the role of the
physical environment in either discouraging or supporting interaction between youth and older adults. Plenty
of research had been conducted that provided proof that the physical environment, both natural and cultural,
provided value to people in meeting both social and developmental needs. In fact, landscape assessment
studies that specifically looked at youth and older adults independently were frequent. But there seemed to
be little, if any, research work being done that compared the perceptions and preferences of supportive spaces
between the two age groups or investigated whether the environment actually benefited these two groups
simultaneously.
Although not directly observable during the two urban public open space site visits described earlier but
definitely highlighted through the subsequent literature review, was the total disconnect between
intergenerational programming and associated social science research and the practice of urban design and its
connection to environment and behavior research studies. Specifically, three problems or research gaps
emerged which this study sought to address (see Figure 1.2.1). Interface Problem #1 was associated with the
intergenerational field and spotlighted the limited research being conducted that investigated the influence of
the physical environment on social exchange outcomes between youth and older adults. The other two
problems related to the age-segregation issue and its connection to the design field. Interface Problem #2
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revealed that environment and behavior research generally focused upon specific age groups with no
comparative perception or preference research studies conducted between youth and older adults. And
continuing with this trend, Interface Problem #3 exposed the current urban space guidelines and urban design
practice of designing urban public open spaces that segregated people by age.
With the objective of increasing an understanding of the interaction between people and the physical
environment, this study fits perfectly within the environmental design paradigm. What made this study
different from other environment and behavior studies was the desire to assist in the creation of quality
environments that could support the social exchange needs of these two vulnerable yet increasingly important
populations. Therefore, constraint was employed to limit the research attention to only urban public open
space as the environment (study setting), and intergenerational youth and older adults as the population (user
group).
In order to find out if public outdoor spaces could influence this unique and very important personal and
community building intergenerational activity between the two groups, a greater understanding of the
perceptions and values that both youth and older adults held for public open space needed to be considered
and defined. The goal of this age-comparative study was to test and compare the level of satisfaction for
different public outdoor environments held by two intergenerational age groups of preadolescent youth and
active older adults (1) to determine if the two age groups both perceive and prefer similar or different urban
spaces, and if similar as the intergenerational literature suggests, (2) to define what the makeup of these
spaces would be like in order to support “positive dyadic behavior.”
Because of the lack of intergenerational research, there were no models available to accurately conduct an
age comparative study that looked seriously at the perceptions and preferences of youth and older adults
regarding urban public spaces.
This, at first, had almost discouraged me from undertaking, in which I could hope for
no assistance from others, it being easy to go wrong where on-body has beaten the
way. As I may, then without vanity, say, this work has something New in it, I hope,
the Reader will more readily excuse the Faults that shall be found therein: Some more
able Hand may possibly come after, and give the finishing Strokes to that which I
propose but a Sketch of (Le Bond 1728, 1).
But believing in the potential value of results of this investigation to improve the outcomes of
intergenerational exchange, a study design program was developed to conduct a youth and older adult
comparative environmental preference research inquiry (see Figure 1.2.1). The initial step was to investigate
the environment and behavior and design literature to define specific variables that could be employed to
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compare the environmental perceptions and preferences of these two age groups and to define the best
possible methods for collecting, analyzing, presenting, and discussing the implications of the results (see
chapters 3, 4, and 5). Employing the information obtained through the literature review, the sequential
fourfold focus of the study design included: (1) the development of a framework of variables for conducting
an age-comparative landscape preference study between youth and older adults, (2) the creation of a model to
test the differences in environmental perception and preference between these two divergent age groups, and
since the two groups seemed to converge in perception and preference, (3) the defining of the attributes,
features, and qualities that would make up an intergenerational urban space, and finally, (4) the presentation
of some suggestions on how the outcomes of the study, both graphically and textually presented might be
employed in either the selection or the creation of urban public spaces that would support the social exchange
needs of both age groups, both separately and collectively (intergenerational).
While the development of intergenerationally supportive urban public spaces could improve the opportunities
for familial pairs of young people and their grandparents to interact, this highly experienced and
economically secure elder population is increasing in numbers with time to give to community assistance
projects. It is certain that a non-familial intergenerational connection between the two age groups would be
beneficial to the welfare of youth as well as to the older adults who participate. Guided by the belief that
interaction between at-risk youth and caring older adults can be beneficial to one another, given the limited
opportunities provided by the small number of intergenerational programs available to vulnerable youth,
realizing the obvious use by these two age groups (as compared to other age groups) of public open places,
an understanding of what constitutes a quality urban public space might be beneficial to improving the
opportunities for and outcomes of intergenerational social exchange. Just as people gathered in public parks
and open spaces throughout New York City to seek refuge, to share, to grieve, and to memorialize after the
collapse of the twin towers of the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001, well designed urban public
outdoor places could be valuable in providing safe and healing environments for social interactive activities
between youth and older adults. The results of this study were intended to inform urban designers and
educate intergenerational program developers about urban open space considerations that could help or
hinder relationship development between the two age groups.
The plan of this report is divided into five chapters that explicitly describe a series of steps that carry the
reviewer from introduction of the study topic to a discussion of the implications of the study results. Chapter
1 introduces the argument for conducting the study by connecting intergenerational issues, programs and
values, and the importance of designing supportive spaces, to the problems associated with current urban
space guidelines and practice that continue to segregate people by age. The purpose, objectives, research
questions, and significance of the study are then presented with definitions of important terms, scope,
limitations, and study expectations completing the chapter text. Chapter 2 presents the results of the
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literature review that focuses on the urban realm, comparative population, and landscape quality assessment
studies. The chapter concludes with an overview of relevant methods and design issues and a guiding or
analytical framework of variables employed to investigate and evaluate the results of the study. The
methodology employed to collect and analyze the data is discussed in chapter 3 including the research
design, study location, population sample, the survey instrument, fieldwork procedures, and the data analysis
protocols. The results of the age-related data collection process are discussed in chapter 4 and include
demographic, space affordance rank, and preferred public space types and characteristics for both youth and
older adults. Chapter 5 presents a summary of the findings including the ideal intergenerational spaces for
social exchange, a reflection to other studies, further research recommendations and suggested guidelines for
creating intergenerational spaces including space attributes and spatial relationships presented in illustrative
form for creating restorative urban public spaces to meet the social exchange needs of youth and older adults.

1.2 Background Issues and Problems
Space design professionals, whether building or landscape architect, city or regional planner, or systems or
structural engineer, “deal with aspects of the physical environment, man-made or natural, in conjunction with
the human functions that their designs are intended to facilitate (Bechtel, Marans and Michelson 1987a, 2).”
The underlying purpose in conducting environmental research is to provide the design professional with
additional resources that can assist in the creation of physical environments that are more appropriate for
human use. “Even when research is not attached to an ongoing design project, the researchers almost always
have an intended application in their minds (Bechtel, Marans and Michelson 1987a, 5).”
In most cases, design or environment and behavior research studies emerge from a question relating to the
physical environment and how people feel, see, understand, or interact with that environment (Zeisel 1981).
Often, problems that are associated with a specific type of environment inform the development of the
research methodology. But when conducting cross-disciplinary research, it is sometimes difficult to
distinguish “who or what is the basic unit of analysis. In most social science research, it is the person, group,
or societal aggregate. In environmental research, it is as much, if not more, the space or the place that is
under study than the person or the agglomeration [of both] (Bechtel, Marans and Michelson 1987a, 5).”
Realizing the limited exposure design researchers and scholars have had to understanding the
intergenerational dyad and the limited knowledge held about what youth and older adults perceive as
supportive spaces, it was thus critical to the success of this study to make a connection between the
intergenerational and design fields by first delving into the realm of sociology and social work research.
Therefore contrary to the normal environment and behavior research approach where the physical space was
first selected and then the appropriate subject population followed, the approach to this study first required a
greater understanding of the intergenerational dyadic population of youth and older adult prior to
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investigating the possible influence specific environments might have on exchanges between the
intergenerational pair.
Although at first glance this approach may suggest that this study falls within the purview of sociology or
social work, the true focus was to understand the impacts various types and characteristics of the urban
environment could make on the selection of those spaces for positive social exchange between the two age
groups. Since this method was guided by the research interests and professional experiences of a designer of
physical space, perhaps an apology should be made to the intergenerational sociologists for crossing the
boundaries of the environment and behavior field. Yet, the justification for doing so was that necessity
forced the move, and sociologists themselves were to blame. For they have stressed the importance of the
individual members of the dyad by focusing upon the social and psychological values and program outcomes
of the intergenerational interaction and paid little attention to the importance of the physical environment in
supporting the exchange.
What the introductory comparison of supportive (Figures 1.1.1 – 1.1.3) and non-supportive public open
spaces (Figures 1.1.4-1.1.5) suggested was that the physical environment does seem to play a role in
supporting societal wellbeing and interaction among divergent population age groups. Based upon the belief
in the importance of one-on-one interaction between youth and older adults as a foundation for the
continuation of a caring society, and with the intention of informing the design of environments that support
the needs of these two separate youth and older adult age groups as well as their collectivity, the issues
influencing or informing the justification for conducting the study were first investigated. Given the
extremely limited research conducted by either social scientists or environment and behavior researchers
concerning the value of the physical environment in affecting intergenerational outcomes and the belief in the
importance of creating supportive public spaces for intergenerational exchange, an extensive layout was
developed that connected the two disciplines together (see Figure 1.2.1). Since this study bridged two
seemingly unrelated fields of study, but with the results being of potentially great interest to both, the purpose
of presenting the background information was to introduce the environmental design researcher to the field of
intergenerational studies, and the intergenerational social scientist to the realm of the physical environment.
The following discussion meets the objective of cross-pollinating the urban designer or environment and
behavior researcher with the intergenerational program administrator or sociologist and laying out the
argument for the value of integrating the two ideals (intergenerational populations and public open space). A
sequence of informational vignettes and problem statements makes a connection between the importance of
intergenerational programs in meeting societal needs, the benefits that intergenerational social exchange can
provide to youth and older adults, and the value that the physical environment can play in improving quality
of life and supporting the social exchange outcomes desired by the members of the intergenerational dyad.
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Figure 1.2.1. Diagrammatic Layout of Argument for Conducting Study – Connection between
Intergenerational Issues and Need to Design Age-Integrated Urban Public Open Space

First, presenting the intergenerational (people) perspective (see left side of Figure 1.2.1), the argument for
conducting this study sets the stage by introducing the environmental design researcher or practitioner to the
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societal-induced problems and socio-economic conditions facing these two vulnerable population groups of
youth and older adults. After discussing societal concerns, negative quality of life indicators, and specific
issues facing youth and older adults, sub-section 1.2.1 focuses upon age segregation as a prime cause of
family and community unrest. Next, the intergenerational field as a whole is introduced in sub-section 1.2.2
as a viable solution to meeting some of the societal issues, especially age segregation problems, with four
types of intergenerational programs spotlighted. Given the nature of this study, a focus is placed upon the
description of one-on-one mentoring programs available to disadvantaged youth living in urban centers.
Then in sub-section 1.2.3, the make-up of the intergenerational dyad, the unique values associated with
intergenerational relationships, the reciprocal benefits received through social interaction by each member of
the dyad are discussed. What completes this intergenerational dyadic exchange sub-section, and defined as
Interface Problem #1, is a discussion of the limited research being done by social scientists concerning the
influences that the physical environment might play in supporting or discouraging positive intergenerational
exchange outcomes.
Although positioned further along in the flow of the discussion (see Figure 1.2.1), the population-side of the
background information finishes with a discussion of similar changes affecting youth and older adult
wellbeing, mutual development needs associated with these life-stage changes, and reciprocal benefits
received from mutual support.
Of major importance to this argument, the sub-section ends with a presentation of the emerging
intergenerational hypothesis that suggests that although youth and older adults are from opposite ends of the
life-line, because of facing similar developmental stages and having the same associated physical and
psychological necessities, the two age groups seek comparable quality of life benefits. Besides spotlighting
one of the main reasons why intergenerational social exchange seems to be very effective, the similar
developmental and emotional needs of the two age groups (see section 1.2.6) represents the main argument
for refuting the current practice of designing age segregated urban public open spaces (see section 1.2.5),
presents a contradictory argument to Interface Problem #3, and gives guidance to the design of this agecomparative environmental preference study.
Second, presenting the environment and behavior/design (environment) perspective (right side of Figure
1.2.1), the argument for performing this open space quality assessment research study introduces the social
scientist or intergenerational program administrator to the importance of the physical environment,
particularly the urban setting, in improving social life and the associated personal and community wellbeing
it supports. By no means reflective of all the aspects of the person-environment interface, and certainly only
touching upon a few of the factors influencing how social interaction can be influenced by physical space,
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the discussion simply introduces the reader to the possible connections inherent in a study that looks at
connecting environment and behavior research to the intergenerational social sciences.
Sub-section 1.2.4 continues with a dialogue of the importance of the physical environment in supporting
social exchange and transitions from the intergenerational realm to environment behavior realm issues with a
discussion of Interface Problem #2. Starting with suggesting age segregation in research design and the lack
of intergenerational comparative studies, the sub-section talks about the value of the physical environment in
people’s lives. From experiencing the physical environment, to person-environment fit, the dialogue
continues with the obvious importance of the physical environment to meet all physiological needs (air,
water, food and shelter) and psychological needs such as safety, security, a sense of belonging, opportunities
to experience (all the senses), and opportunities for interaction with others. Further, human activity within
spaces, specifically social interaction, and the connection to intergenerational exchange is discussed. Since
public open spaces are the natural area for exchange because they are supportive of individual uniqueness
and support the equality of the dyad, specific values associated with these spaces in meeting developmental
and emotional growth needs finishes this sub-section.
Next, sub-section 1.2.5 defines many of the current problems relating to the design of intergenerational
public open spaces including lack of knowledge about space significance, contradictory research approaches
between social and design paradigms, issues specific to public space design - particularly the absence of
youth and older adults in the design process - and a look at some space requirements that are potentially
different for the two age groups. The dialogue for this sub-section concludes with a discussion of some of
the current anti-intergenerational design attitudes, including the segregation of public spaces by age, that
seem to discourage the design of urban public open spaces that provide for social exchange between youth
and older adults. Depicted not only in physical space design but in the current environmental and behavior
research that focuses upon a single population group to be studied, the discussion concludes with the need to
rethink the current design guidelines that segregate public open spaces by age. Segregation of the two
populations by design is the opposite side of Interface Problem #3 (see Figure 1.2.1) and is then refuted in the
previously discussed program for sub-section 1.2.6.
Third, sub-section 1.2.7 completes the argument for conducting the study by pulling the two research realms
together. Some final thoughts relating to needs fulfillment and public space, environmental design concepts
and concerns, and specific issues relating to the design of intergenerational spaces are presented as a
precursor to setting up the study design. By suggesting that shared and older adult development needs may
reflect compatible space preferences and wishing to inform both intergenerational program administrators
and urban designers about space considerations that support interaction between these two groups, the
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argument concludes with the goal of conducting an intergenerational age-comparative urban space
environmental assessment study.

1.2.1

Societal Wellbeing: Issues Affecting Youth and Older Adults

Confirmed by the financial crisis of 2008 and 2009, during the last several decades of the 20th Century and
much of the first decade of the 21st Century when the attainment of personal wealth and the search for selfexpression has been promoted in the press and confirmed by financial and self-improvement books
continually appearing on the best seller list of the New York Times Book Review (2002), it would be
difficult to think of helping others as a guiding principle within the minds of many Americans (Achenbaum
1999). Yet, the ideal that the more advantaged must take care of the less advantaged, for people to
voluntarily take care of those less fortunate than themselves, is the main tenet of the social compact
(Freedman 1997). This network of reciprocal caring reflects the reason people come together to form
societies, the ultimate need of people to work together for mutual protection and to support and advance the
wellbeing of each other (Cornman and Kingson 1999; Henkin and Kingson 1999b).
Suggesting a viable guide to creating sustainable cities, the International Environmental Technology Centre
of the United Nations Environmental Programme developed the Melbourne Principles (Hallsmith 2003). The
first principle was based upon the call for equity in all areas including intergenerational. Everyone, including
young people and older adults deserve a measure of quality in their lives. Supporting the main subjects of a
community (people), Gwendolyn Hallsmith (2003) in The Keys to Sustainable Cities, states that physical
wellbeing, economic security, governance, and social wellbeing are the four community needs that, if
satisfactorily accomplished, can support the fulfillment of the corresponding basic human needs suggested as
indicators of a quality life by Abraham Maslow (1943). These quality of life values can be expressed in
more practical terms as “access to health, nutrition, education, and conditions to exercise with dignity socialhuman and economic roles, training to survive and to earn income, as well as activities which make time
more valuable to individuals and communities (Govaerts 1994).”
1.2.1.1 Negative Community Quality of Life Indicators
Yet, current societal problems are indicators of a reduction in overall community wellbeing and specifically
reflect the degradation of the quality of life and loss in growth and development for youth and aging support
for older adults living and growing in this society. The trends in anti-societal behavior reflect increasing
complexities in work and life and lead to negative impacts on both the individual and society (Hartig 2001;
Layne 2001). Perhaps, the most obvious sign of change in the social compact is the uncertainties that plague
our age because of a rise in violence in homes and communities (Cornman and Kingson 1999).
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An upsurge in terrorism is only the latest in a series of threats to community and personal wellbeing over the
last decade that includes road rage, drug related property thefts, gang related shooting, homeless children
and adults, and child abuse (Putallaz et al. 1998). This ‘Spiral of Violence’ that seems to permeate our
society is also reflected in racial and ethnic tensions, an increase in drug and alcohol use, and the rash of
school shootings occurring over the last several years (Hamdi and Goethert 1997; Layne 2001; Rogers and
Taylor 1997). Often attributed to political manipulation, educational expediency, economic disparity, and
lack of social conscience, the indicators of the results of these conditions including high incidents of social,
health, and nutritional problems (Steinfeld 1972) and limited work and recreational opportunities (Taylor and
Bressler 2000) have become part of the daily lives of many citizens and lead to a reduction in overall
community values.

Figure 1.2.2. Collage of Newspaper Articles Addressing Societal Issues
Confronting Youth and Older Adults (News and Observer, Raleigh, NC)

The faltering education system's limited ability to promote healthy development in youth, such as the
creation of mandatory school testing programs, combined with extended school and work times, has
contributed negatively to the extreme difficulty of adjusting to the changes associated with adolescent
growth. An increase in alcohol and drug addiction, a rise in tobacco use, continuing lower academic grades
and test scores, high delinquency rates, premature termination of education, early criminal activity, and an
increase in youth depression speak to this stage as being a difficult period in young people’s lives (Layne
2001; Taylor and Bressler 2000; Caspi 1984a). Reflecting the current adolescent struggle to cope with life’s
growing complexities (Figure 1.2.2), a recent article on teen depression, spotlighted on the cover of Parade
Magazine, stated that 20% of high school students contemplated suicide, with from 8 to 11 teens out of
100,000 taking their own lives each year (Hales and Hales 2002). Not exclusive to teens, depression and the
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assorted ailments common to people as they age and societal role changes (loss of control, reduction in
economic wealth, failing health, loss of friends and family, decrease in opportunities to contribute) have
played a part in increased isolation, drug use, and alcohol addiction in the older adult population as well
(Atchley 1997). With suicide being the third leading cause of death among teenagers and increasing in older
adults (especially in white males), the substantial growth in antisocial behavior exhibited by American teens
and the increasing demands of older adults for appropriate services does reflect the many changes occurring
in our society (Lang 1994).
Especially true for youth and older adults living in the lower income bracket, the quality of life is being
threatened and, in fact, is non-existent in many aspects of community life. Growing up in poverty and the
associated increase in crime, drugs, and AIDS which it brings certainly reduces the access for all to a good
education and reflects a growing inequality and reduced job security for minorities in the midst of economic
growth and prosperity periods (Henkin and Kingson 1999a). Rising healthcare costs and privatization of
medical facilities reduce the ability of moderate- and lower-income citizens to reap the technological benefits
available to the more affluent, smaller percentage of the population. The gap between the haves and havenots is widening whether measured in jobs, income, education, or happiness (Hamdi and Goethert 1997).
The negative impact of these and other anti-social behaviors has resulted in a reduced feeling of individual
and community wellbeing and fueled the previously mentioned "spiral of violence" that seems to permeate
society today. The result of these conditions is that no one, rich or poor, feels secure enough to enjoy the
anticipated and promised quality of life.
Although the absence of social wellbeing is often expressed in terms of increased levels of crime and the
deteriorating qualities of educational and health services (King and Golledge 1978), research studies and
observations in the social and political realms suggest that there are a number of specific reasons for the loss
of wellbeing, especially as it relates to youth and older adults. Although not always easily available to these
two age groups, the advancement of internet technology such as meeting and greeting “friends” on Facebook
has changed the dynamic of personal relationships and social interaction with the loss of physical
connections being made between real people in authentic public spaces (Gustafson 2001). In addition,
industrial concerns of a product-oriented culture have led to a reduction in “communing with nature,
aesthetic experience, and spiritual values (Meggs 1998, 127).” Exacerbated through visual observations of
abandoned public open spaces and deserted streets associated with disadvantaged areas of the urban
landscape, an increase in gated communities, condemnation of minority based inner-city neighborhoods in
order to create higher taxable middle-class residential, work, and shopping developments, and the continued
promotion of individual rights over community values all point to a reduction in the importance of the
welfare of these two intergenerationally connected age groups to this society.
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1.2.1.2 Family Problems Influencing Quality of Life
Besides obvious modifications to the urban environment (discussed in more detail in section 1.2.5), a number
of changes occurring in the makeup and structure of the family unit may be playing a role in the breakdown
of core societal values and personal wellbeing. Some of the problems can also be attributed to an increase in
absentee fathers with over half of youth living in single-parent households. High divorce rates resulting in
single mothers raising children have created a generation of fatherless boys and girls. Specifically
challenging to boys, forty percent are being raised without a biological father (Tyre 2006). Psychologists
“emphasize that an adolescent boy without a father figure is like an explorer without a map (Tyre 2006, 51).”
Yet even when the child lives with a mother and a father, the economic challenges demanded by our society
which often requires both parents to work extended hours (Figure 1.2.2), have reduced the ability of the
family unit to provide adequate guidance to young people (Rhodes 2003; Layne 2001). Observing the
actions of adults is one way that young people learn appropriate social behavior and without adequate role
models or supervision, teens look for alternatives, primarily television, as a guide to learning (Siegel 1995).
Unfortunately, this visual media transmitter has proven to be a poor replacement. And because of the
economic needs and job requirements of a modern mobile society (Freeman 1997) that requires adult
children to live long distances from their parents (Williams and Nussbaum 2001), the once supportive
nuclear family structure of grandparents and older relatives living within the same community has been
separated geographically and thus is no longer able to assist in the raising of youth (Larkin and Newman
1997; Taylor and Bressler 2000).
Besides extended families living apart, the strain on the family structure and the inadequate ability to support
the growth and development of young people is also caused by children being born to unwed mothers, and
people with disabilities, elder parents, and infirmed spouses living longer; all requiring additional time and
financial support within and without the home (Freeman 1997; Cornman and Kingson 1999). Caused to
some extent by a reduction in family size with fewer children, the family has changed from a bottom heavy
youth-oriented structure to a top-heavy older adult structure (Williams and Nussbaum 2001). The resultant
lack of guidance and personal support associated with the reduction in transference of family values from one
generation to the next continues to erode any chances for a quality and meaningful life for both the young
and older adult members of the family.
1.2.1.3 Age Segregation: Offsetting Quality of Life
This change in the family configuration combined with simultaneously attempting to raise children and make
a living has also shifted the responsibility of child-care and older adult care from the family toward society.
Obviously, both the extended needs and the associated costs have affected the ability of communities to
supply the social and physically supportive programs required by seniors to maintain a quality of life. These
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added financial and “physical pressures on municipalities are resulting in declining commitments to childoriented out-of-school services and facilities (Medrich et al. 1982).” In addition, the economic and
educational needs of disadvantaged youth and older adults are being further reduced through public support
of private schools, low pay for teachers, and end of school tests that discount alternative approaches to
learning and training. Along with the limited time available to working adults, this inappropriate education
condition (Hamdi and Goethert 1997) that includes the lengthening of the period of education and a reduction
in parent teacher organization membership (Lang 1994) has obviously resulted in the reduction of the allimportant family and community integration (Freeman 1997; Steinfeld 1972; Williams and Nussbaum 2001).
Fragmentation of communities through an increased segregation of the population into ethnic, race, gender,
religious, socio-economic, and stages of the life cycle (Lang 1994; Guddemi, Jambor and Skrupselis 1996)
by governmental agencies, research professionals, and product advertisers, reduces the effectiveness of
political action to make changes beneficial to the welfare of society as a whole. Richard Sennett (1992)
suggests that one of the problems facing our society is that public life is based upon maintaining a mask of
civility. A convention that protects one person from another, “civility among citizens helps people to learn to
act impersonally, to join with [an]other person in social and political action, but without the modern
compulsion to know them as persons (Brill 1989, 10).” Discussed in more detail in section 1.2.5, this
maintenance of civility and societal fragmentation is being encouraged through the design and construction
of residential developments, recreation and park facilities, and educational institutions that divide the
population into age-related uses (Larkin and Newman 1997).
Segregation of the population by age has reduced personal and community support and may be contributing
to considerable social damage (Caspi 1984b). Jon Lang (1994) and Guddemi, Jambor and Skrupselis (1996)
attribute this trend, of an increasing segregation of the population into stages of the life cycle and the related
decrease in the active participation of all generations in young people’s lives, as being a major cause in
socially detestable youth behavior. The press has focused upon violence in the media as the cause for this
increased negative behavior but perhaps it can be traced to a continuing trend of isolating youth, particularly
youth-at-risk, from the rest of society (Howard 1983; Siegel 1995). “By denying young people an immediate
role in our society, we prolong their dependence, undermine their self-esteem, and cripple their capacity to
care (Bembry 1993, 4-5).” Urie Bronfenbrenner (1979) believed that the school systems lack a curriculum
for caring since they promote isolation from other age groups and the understanding acquired from taking
care of a sick person, an older adult, or a handicapped person. The physical isolation from different age
groups has developed peer group mentality that encourages egocentrism, aggression, and antisocial behavior
(Bechtel 1997). Perhaps, the current rash of school shootings is an indication of the results of the same-age
isolation from caring older adults.
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The loss in developmental support and reduction in quality of life objectives can, in part, be linked to agerelated isolation and the decline in contact between young people and older adults (Williams and Nussbaum
2001). “An increasing number of infants and toddlers are segregated in child care facilities; school-agers are
segregated in school buildings; middle-agers are segregated at the work site; seniors are segregated in rest
homes (Guddemi, Jambor and Skrupselis 1996, 7).” Specifically, youth are spending much of their awake
hours in a school environment and after graduation from high school, move away from the home and live
most of the next four years of college in peer relationships (Williams and Nussbaum 2001). Associated with
the young adult moving away from the home place, older adults upon retiring often choose to move out of
the family home and into retirement communities or choose to join same-age clubs and take vacations with
same-age peers (Williams and Nussbaum 2001).
“Increased consciousness of age categorizations based upon chronological age and age segregation are
thought to be relatively recent social developments emerging from social changes in Western industrial
societies (Williams and Nussbaum 2001, 29).” Modern society is obsessed with the age divide, with the idea
that reaching a certain age is a determinant of the achievement a person can obtain and the value that a
person can contribute to society (Williams and Nussbaum 2001). Structural changes associated with the
urbanization, industrialization, and technological advancements of the modernizing society of the 20th and
21st centuries (Steinfeld 1972), have almost but eliminated the venerated and admired older adult. This
modern-age philosophy has promoted a decline in the status of the elder statesman and thus initiated the
devaluation of the skills and wisdom that accompanies a life-time of experience associated with growing old
(Williams and Nussbaum 2001).
This trend of decreasing contact between generations, along with increased age-segregated lifestyles within
communities, has created stereotypic thinking in the minds of children and adults toward older adults and led
to a misunderstanding about community needs (Guddemi, Jambor and Skrupselis 1996; Kaplan 1997).
Gerontophobia is a major contributor to the failure of society to value old age, leading to the alienation of the
older adult from the mainstream of life. Interviews conducted by Matt Kaplan (1997) with youth and seniors
in Long Island City, NY, showed that perceptions for each other's needs were unclear for each of the two age
groups. Unfounded by later senior interviews, youth thought that the older adults wanted mostly passive
recreation facilities. Similarly discounted by earlier youth interviews, older adutls who were uncertain about
the needs of youth felt that perhaps there needed to be more constructive activities to keep the youth
occupied. The intergenerational communication gap between youth and older adults (Siegal 1995; Layne
2001), along with the focusing of consumer advertising on youth oriented images reflects current society's
morbid fear of aging (Preiser 1981).
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Yet in spite of society seeming to disavow any knowledge of their existence or at best to place little value on
older adults as an asset to society, new innovations in drugs and medical technology have increased the life
expectancy and quality of life for many seniors (Achenbaum 1998). This fact along with an increase in
health and retirement benefits has created a group of people 65 and over who will make up one-fifth of the
total US population by 2030 (Cornman and Kingson 1999). Although many people consider this Third Age
to be the last stage of life, Paul and Margaret Baltes (1998) suggest that as more and more people live into
their eighties, nineties, and even hundreds, the population may increase into a Fourth Age of life that begins
at age eighty and includes an increasing number of people over 100 years of age.
According to an article on the perception of aging in America, "…older people are more diverse than any
other group (Achenbaum 1998, 33).” These extensive ranges in diversity include both physical and mental
health, life expectancy, and level of wealth. This group, who typically no longer cares for children and is not
relied upon for production, is highly experienced and economically secure, many the most affluent
(Achenbaum 1998; Layne 2001). Retired older adults today, and continuing well into the future, are the besteducated, healthiest, most vigorous, longest-living, and the largest population in the history of the United
States (Freeman 1997). With only 5 percent living in nursing homes, over 60 percent reporting no
disabilities, and over one third willing to volunteer with time and resources to contribute, this increasing
resource of older adults from our aging society must be considered a valued asset rather than a problem to be
solved (Freedman 1997).
The consequence of discouraging intergenerational exchange and understanding includes “establishing norms
of life-span development, the emergence of a peer-oriented society, age stereotyping, and age identity
(Williams and Nussbaum 2001, 44).” In addition, this reduced intergenerational contact creates unfamiliar
attitudes between ages (Caspi 1984b), limits the opportunities for young people to learn about cultural
heritage from older adults, creates considerable social damage and a disconnect from the social functioning
and organization legacy important to sustaining a community or even a society (Henkin et al. 1997; Larkin
and Newman 1997). The result of these changes in the family dynamic and choices of same-age
relationships over traditional extended age related roles has produced not only a reduction in the
opportunities for informal contact between caring older adults and youth (Rhodes 2002), but when young and
old do interact it is often in the context of a professional role. “As institutional employees, housekeepers,
waiters, gardeners, and caretakers, teachers, and bosses and clients (Williams and Nussbaum 2001, 37),” the
interaction is ritualized and neither youth nor older adult even “sees” one another. It is clear that not only
have the changes in the family structure reduced the possibility of familial relationships to occur, but the
acceptance of the segregation of age groups as a normal course, has reduced the possibilities of non-familial
interaction as well. The resulting reduction in the opportunity for either familial or non-familial
intergenerational relationships associated with theses changes diminishes any chances for meaningful
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interaction to occur that could add to the quality of life for the members of both age groups and any
opportunities for supporting the cultural continuum.
“The orthodox model on which planning, education, aid, and technological development is based, has failed
to alleviate poverty, and continues to promote dependency, not self-sufficiency (Hamdi and Goethert 1997,
8).” It is not dependency that is the problem, but the magnitude of attitudes, strategies, and programs that fail
to adhere to the social compact, that contributes to societal ills. The social compact is a guide for
strengthening the social fabric through support of social, educational and environmental programs to improve
society’s ability to pass on essential attitudes and behaviors that hold families and society together over time
(Freedman 1997; Taylor and Bressler 2000). A review of the federal, state, and local agencies and an
appraisal of federal funding opportunities suggest that there are a large number of approaches that could be
taken to address the negative impacts of the current trends affecting society by helping to strengthen the web
of reciprocal support.
And although the strength of the American society may lie in the diversity of the cultures and associated
programs it supports, perhaps the real problem simply may lie in this diversity of approaches and the
segregation of these programs by specific user groups. If a quality society requires homogeneous diversity in
age, ethnicity, and ability, then dividing our resources to meet the needs of one group or another seems
contradictory (Kaplan 1997). In order to counteract the current trends and to renew the social contract
(Cornman and Kingston 1999), new attitudes, strategies, and policies will need to be developed to promote a
greater understanding and support of the value of multi-age interdependence (Taylor and Bressler 2000;
Taylor and Dryfoss 1999).
Although dysfunctional families, inferior schools, and poor communities are adding to societal woes, even
disadvantaged youth can still thrive in spite of such problems. “The components are in fact clear: attachment
to a caring adult, attendance at an effective school, residence in a safe community, acquisition of social skills
to deal with peer influences, and exposure to career paths (Taylor and Dryfoos 1999, 44).” Thus, an interest
in finding alternative programs that encourage adolescent social growth and personal development and the
reciprocal social and economic support of older adults seems timely.

1.2.2

Intergenerational Programs: Youth and Older Adults Helping Each Other

Based upon the public documentation of social problems and the previously mentioned adolescent struggle to
cope with life’s growing complexities, the reduction of adequate parental guidance, and the extension of
school attendance times, there seems to be a critical need to find an alternative opportunity to encourage and
support adolescent development. Rather than alienating youth from the rest of society until they pass this
difficult phase, the community should be trying in any way possible to integrate the adolescent back into
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society (Siegel 1995). Just as a decrease in intergenerational interaction has let to isolation, an increase in
contact between generations would lead to more enriching opportunities to share knowledge, skills, and
affection (Guddemi, Jambor and Skrupselis, 1996; Rogers and Taylor 1997). Given the fact that a highly
experienced and economically secure older adult population is increasing in numbers with time to give to
community assistance projects, it is highly likely that increased intergenerational connections between a
young person and a caring older adult would not only be supportive of these two age groups but be beneficial
in counteracting these forces (Williams and Nussbaum 2001).
Emerging sociological theories in the intergenerational field, in fact, suggest that both youth and older adults
can benefit from interaction with one another, and that the preservation of society is contingent upon the
preservation of the generation to generational contact (Schindler 1992). With the loss of the small
community that supports those within its fold and even more dramatically, the loss of the extended family in
America today, what is needed to supplant all of these problems confronting both young people and older
adults is the re-engagement of generations (Bernard 2006; Thang 2001). These “intergenerational
engagements offer a matrix of potentials and possibilities for reciprocal sharing of human resources which in
turn can help civil society to flourish (Seedsman 2006, 27).” In fact, intergenerational engagement can be
“an effective vehicle for converting life into a dynamic learning laboratory with mutual benefits for
individuals, groups and society, communities are strengthened economically and socially through the
creation of strategic initiatives that foster the establishment and ongoing maintenance of intergenerational
solidarity (Seedsman 2006, 23).”
From the beginning of the human struggle for survival, it has been true that members of the older generation
taught the values and skills required to support a society to the younger members (Williams and Nussbaum
2001). Through intergenerational exchange, a highly educated, affluent, and healthy group of older adults
can interact with disadvantaged youth to carry the message of hope so necessary to the community
continuum (Rhodes 2002). Given a life-time of experience, older adults can transmit life-giving knowledge
about living in the world that includes the importance of acquiring self-worth, the need for societal values
that promote the caring for others, and the protection of the natural environment (Layne 2001). In turn, the
youth can provide energy, creativity, and companionship to these same older adults. It is these connections
that seem to be important in providing both youth and older adults with an opportunity to become a part of
rather than apart from society.
Because young people, from infant to age eighteen, spend significant amounts of time being supervised by
adults who are not their parents (Kontos 1992), it is not difficult to understand why non-familial
intergenerational programs are an emerging strategy for addressing this ongoing societal issue facing the
quality of life for many Americans. And since research suggests that the basis for all relationships between
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generations is not exclusive to the maternal relationship (Kontos 1992), intergenerational programs that seek
to bring together members who live at the opposite ends of the age continuum can benefit both youth and
older adults who are often least likely to enjoy the benefits of our positive way of life.
Not a simple task. Andrea Taylor and Jeanette Bressler (2000), in Mentoring Across Generations, suggest
that an explicit intergenerational vision must be produced that builds on an understanding of the importance
of interdependence across the life course and recognition of the contributions of all ages to the wellbeing of
society. This vision requires intergenerational programs that address two important issues. The first is a
reduction in the generational conflict and the isolation of older and younger Americans from community life
through programs that improve the quality of neighborhoods, public transportation, public parks, libraries,
and other public spaces. The second is an increase in service organizations that support intergenerational
volunteer efforts (Weill and Rother 1999). In response, The Corporation for National Service and the 2030
Center, for example, are a part of a growing number of advocacy organizations that are working on an
intergenerational agenda that employs volunteers to address children's rights; juvenile justice; concerns
facing older adults; cross-cultural issues; research agendas; and intergenerational programs (Luna and
Riemer 1999; Weill and Rother 1999; Wofford 1999).
According to Generations United, a national intergenerational membership organization representing over
100 organizations and individuals, “intergenerational programming is the purposeful bringing together of
different generations in ongoing mutually beneficial planned activities designed to achieve specified program
goals (Wilson 1994).” Simply defined as planned and purposeful interactions between generations
(Brabazon and Disch 1997), intergenerational programs present solutions to problems facing youth, older
adults, and the community at large (Rogers and Taylor 1997; Schindler 1992). In addition, these programs,
when conceived and developed with care, can provide needed services to all age groups by creating
opportunities for incorporating the qualities and strengths that different generations can give to one another
(Brabazon and Disch 1997; Penn State et al. 2003). Older adults, an underutilized human resource, can be
mobilized to restore a sense of community; solutions to problems facing youth, older adults, and communities
can emerge through cooperative exchange to improve school and neighborhoods; and because they meet the
needs of more than one age-group, intergenerational services can improve both family and community
wellbeing while at the same time being cost effective (Brabazon and Disch 1997; Taylor and Bressler 2000).
Much of the current literature in intergenerational studies describe the wide variety of social program types
that are being employed to bring these two age groups together for mutual support and improvement of the
overall welfare of both individuals and community. The intergenerational programs do involve all age
groups from infant to young child, youth to young adult, and adult to older adult. While the context for
contact includes: education, employment, religious groups; mentoring and social support programs; and child
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or adult day care, medical care, and community service centers (Williams and Nussbaum 2001),
intergenerational programs are often classified as either active programs including arts, mentoring, library
programming, school-based programs and curricula, and grandparenting or informative programs such as
bibliographies, directories and data bases, policy issues, and coalition building (Wilson 1994). Some
intergenerational contact programs are very informal such as oral history projects where older adults tell
stories to youth (Kaplan 1991), while others are more formal and may include educational or training aspects
intended to elicit specified outcomes (Williams and Nussbaum 2001).
In its directory of community based intergenerational contractors (New York Department of Aging 2001),
The New York City Department of the Aging lists twenty-one separate sponsors of intergenerational
programs, projects, and services located in one hundred and eight locations across all the boroughs of New
York City. Located all over the world, developing and managing this wide variety of approaches to
intergenerational programming requires the building of partnerships among various groups including child
care agencies, schools, youth organizations, senior/retired agencies, adult day care and long-term care
facilities, arts groups, volunteer groups, corporations and businesses, service groups, religious institutions,
community-based and cultural organizations, disability and parent groups. and health care agencies.
Obviously, “a major characteristic of today’s projects and programs is their diversity (Bernard 2006, 8).” But
in addressing a whole variety of social issues, intergenerational programs seem to encompass three broad
areas: (1) intergenerational learning including school-based mentoring, literacy skill development, and
lifespan development curriculum; (2) care and support such as alcohol and drug abuse prevention, grand
parenting, long-term-care youth visitation programs, and intergenerational shared site development; and (3)
community-based initiatives consisting of community/neighborhood development projects, oral history
programs, environmental regenerations and renewal strategies and projects (Bernard 2006).
Organized by type of facility or community program, the encouraging and supporting of interactions between
children/youth and older adults fall into a variety of networking relationships that reflect who is initiating and
who is receiving the intergenerational action. Although all intergenerational programs, especially those
involving one-on-one exchange, meet intergenerational objectives that value interaction between
children/youth and older adults, the dyadic relationships often take on the role of subject/object pairs. In
most cases, either the older adult is the object and the youth is the subject of the interaction, older adult
supporting youth, or the opposite is true, youth supporting older adult (Riley and Riley 1954), with the
majority of intergenerational programs providing opportunities for older adults to administer to children or
youth including counseling, teaching, apprenticeships, and mentoring programs.
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But over the last several decades, intergenerational organizations and programs developed to encourage and
support social exchange between children/youth and older adults have expanded their approaches and now
fall into one of four relationship categories: (1) older adult serving children/youth, (2) children/youth serving
older adults, (3) children/youth and older adults helping each other or being taken care of together, (4) and
children/youth and older adults, together, serving society (Penn State et al. 2003; Schindler 1992; Kaplan
1991; Rosenberg, Layne, and Power 1979; McCrea and Smith 1997; O’Sullivan 2002). The following
describes each of the four program category types in more detail with some examples, with each program
simply reflecting the multitude of opportunities for supportive one-on-one intergenerational dyadic
interaction. Further information about existing intergenerational programs or organizations can be obtained
through the Generations United Website (www.gu.org) or by investigating further one or more of the
programs mentioned.
1.2.2.1 Older Adults Serving Youth
Social science research suggested and intergenerational literature and conference discussants confirmed that,
despite overwhelming odds, programs that encourage older adults serving children and youth can be valuable
in supporting future generations by helping young people break free from poverty and the connected ‘cycle
of violence’ that is a direct result of previously discussed societal trends affecting society (Henkin and
Kingson 1999a). Involving the largest number of intergenerational organizations, older adults helping
children/youth include: non-familial social support programs, employment training, religious instruction,
counseling, apprenticeships, in-school curriculum based programs, after-school child-care programs,
assistance to children with special needs, and mentoring such as the Foster Grandparent program managed by
the Community Services Department of the City of Raleigh, NC, as well as familial-guided intergenerational
programs that support the “newly found” resource (Dunning 2006) and growing number of older adults
taking care of their grandchildren (Figure 1.2.3).
Whether familial or non-familial, volunteerism is the mechanism used by intergenerational programs and
institutions to support older adults actively helping children and youth. Two examples of common venues
for older adult volunteers assisting young people are school-based programs (The Senior Citizen School
Volunteer Program created by Generations Together) and child-care programs (Care Castle of Colorado
Springs). Supporting either in-school or after-school programs, older adult volunteers “serve as tutors,
teacher’s helpers, listeners, career models, oral historians, resource people, artists, and crafts people (McCrea
and Smith 1997, 96).” By providing support and enrichment to the children and youth, older adults assist in
building basic skills, share lifelong experiences, and help students achieve academically and socially.
Although these and similar facilities and programs are run by professional staffs, trained older adult
volunteers directly care for the children as well as perform office duties, janitorial services, and clerical
support.
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Figure 1.2.3. Newspaper Article about Grandparents Raising
Grandchildren (News and Observer, Raleigh, NC)

Although an evaluation of the community service activities, classroom-based life-skills curriculum, and
parent involvement associated with the Across Ages program at Temple University’s Center for
Intergenerational Studies indicated a significant positive impact on the participating children, more favorable
results were indicated for those children who were involved in specific mentoring relationships (Taylor and
Dryfoos 1999). Those students participating in the mentoring groups achieved higher scores on attitudes
relating to school, the future, and elders. “For many youth, it was knowing that someone cared that made a
difference (Taylor and Dryfoos 1999, 46).”
“Mentoring can be defined as: a significant, long-term, beneficial effect on the life or style of another person,
generally as a result of personal one-on-one contact. A mentor is not intended to be a surrogate parent
(Beiswinger 1985), but a non-parental adult (Pianta 1992) “who offers knowledge, insight, perspective, or
wisdom that is especially useful to the other person (Shea 1997, 9).” The word “mentor” is both a verb and a
noun; a mentor is not only a kind and caring person, but one who, through counsel and encouragement, acts
in a supportive way toward another to build self-esteem and self-confidence (Beiswinger 1985; Bowlby
1984; Taylor and Bressler 2000).
In addition to the continued increase in the senior citizen population in the United States and the sheer
numbers of available volunteers that represents (Achenbaum 1998), there are important values which older
adults possess that suggest that they can be the perfect escorts to a young person’s challenging transition
from childhood to adulthood. According to Paul and Margret Baltes (1998), emotional intelligence and
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wisdom are the two psychological areas where age-associated advances in functioning exist. It seems that
with increased age, people improve their ability to understand the causes of emotions and how to control and
use them to effectively solve problems. It also appears that a mastery of wisdom, the knowledge about life in
general, and the good judgment required to conduct oneself in complex and uncertain circumstances, also
improves with age. Accumulated over a lifetime of experience, these two attributes can be invaluable to the
inexperienced adolescent.
A study sponsored by 100 Black Men of America was conducted to understand which components of their
mentoring program were most effective in reaching young people. Eight hundred mentors, with a median
age of 48, were interviewed and “ten key skills and behaviors were identified as essential for productive
mentoring and for deriving full satisfaction from the mentoring relationship (Dortch 2000, 65).” Mirroring
the aspects portrayed by intergenerational programs as important for successful mentoring, The Ten Tickets
to Mentoring included: (1) believing that mentoring is building a relationship, (2) acting as a role model, (3)
projecting wholesome values, (4) talking about what is right and wrong, (5) taking satisfaction because you
have something important to offer, (6) developing trust, (7) showing care, (8) guiding situational behaviors,
(9) helping develop goals, and (10) listening to whatever the mentee wants to talk about.
With the understanding that mentoring relationships generally develop through five stages: (1) helping the
mentee grow, (2) expanding opportunities for the mentee, (3) learning together, (4) investing in the future of
the mentee, and (5) trusting each other (Dortch 2000), intergenerational mentoring can thus be described as a
kind and caring relationship between two grand-friends. Mentoring programs are thus specifically designed
to support one-on-one interaction between the children/youth and the older adult age groups. Most often
mentoring interactions fall into three categories of exchange: (1) teaching, (2) counseling, (3) and just being
friends (Beiswinger 1985; Howard 1983).
Specifically, intergenerational mentoring models include both formal and informal social exchange aspects.
Formal programs are based upon predetermined goals with specific outcomes. These organized
intergenerational programs are conducted at specific locations such as within the school classroom or study
hall or within a focus area in community centers and involve specific and repeatable interactive activities
between the members of the intergenerational pairs. A number of mentoring programs such as those
conducted at Temple University’s Center for Intergenerational Learning, not only have formal aspects based
upon the Linking Life Times model (Freeman 1993; Taylor and Bressler 2000; Rosenberg, Layne and Power
1997), but encourage informal or non-programmed activities between pairs of intergenerational friends. The
informal aspects encourage the intergenerational dyad to interact outside of the normal program facilities as
same-age friends would do. This pro-social behavior provides opportunities to talk, share and solve
problems, visit interesting or educational places, enjoy an ice cream, or just hang out together. Through this
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extended personal contact with young people, intergenerational “mentors act as advocates, challengers,
nurturers, and role models (Rogers and Taylor 1997, 125).”
This helping or assisting another person regardless of the motivation, altruism seems to be the guiding
principle older adults employ when engaging in intergenerational mentoring relationship. Although this
altruistic pro-social attitude “implies that the behavior is carried out to benefit the other person without the
expectation of an external reward (Vander Zanden 1985, 314),” older adults do gain benefits from the
interaction with and mentoring of youth. Received internally rather than externally, older adults seem to
enjoy improved health and greater satisfaction with their lives when acting as a mentoring guide to youth
(Rhodes 2002).
1.2.2.2 Youth Serving Older Adults
In addition to the benefits the youth obviously receive from having a trusting relationship with a caring older
adult, grand friendships afford the adolescent a chance to care about someone else (Moore 1990). Research
studies support the idea that community service and contributing to the wellbeing of older adults by young
people improves the self-esteem and self-worth of youth (Bembry 1993; Kaplan 1992). In addition, these
relationships are most important since they help to reinforce self-identity, contribute to emotional support,
and provide an example of appropriate behavior to be employed by adolescents when associating with people
other than their own peer groups (Siegel 1995).
Expanding upon this concept, another set of intergenerational programs and organizations focus upon the
needs of older adults and the ability of uniquely qualified young people to support those needs. Often, older
adults have difficulty conducting daily or weekly tasks that can threaten autonomy and their ability to
continue to live in their own homes. Grocery shopping is one of the those types of activities that is essential
to a continued quality of life, and with the assistance of young people, older adults can maintain
independence and decrease the threat of social isolation (Schindler 1992). Although parent-supervised
children or youth attending elementary and middle schools can participate, generally these older adult serving
programs involve high school or college students who can independently drive a car and thus are more able
to assist in this process.
Young people serving older adults also includes programs which manage and support more direct
interactions such as those associated with visits by groups of students to nursing homes to perform plays or
give out gifts during the holiday season or for individual students to befriend an older adult and make weekly
visits to read stories or simply chat (McCrea and Smith 1997). In fact, the social networking and these
associated interactions between youth and older adults can be fundamental to maintaining the individual
psychological health and wellbeing of the older adult client (Siegel 1995).
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Two examples of programs where children and youth are helping older adults include in-school service
learning programs (Self-Esteem Through Service set up by Interages, located in Kensington, Maryland for atrisk youth) and a nursing home visiting program (The Community Intergenerational Program of Phoenix,
Arizona). Both programs include a pre-service educational component conducted in the classroom where
students are oriented about older adult issues and trained in intergenerational activities (McCrea and Smith
1997). The youth then use the newly acquired knowledge about older adults as a guide to making on-site
visits and performing joint activities with the seniors.
1.2.2.3 Youth and Older Adults Serving Each Other
This category not only includes programs that focus upon the mutual support of children or youth and older
adults but those facilities where both ages are being cared for together. Defined as shared sites, these
intergenerational programs and facilities are designed to physically place young people and older adults
within the same space over an extended period. Generally these facilities include joint day-care services for
both children and older adults or combine an older adult living or day-care service with a children or youth
school-based service or after-school program.
According to a national report, program directory, and a practitioner’s guide on intergenerational shared-sites
sponsored by the AARP Program Services, there exist over 281 active co-located programs and services for
children, youth, and older adults in the United States (Goyer 1998a, 1998b, 1998c). Existing in almost every
state, the most common older adult programs include adult day services centers with over 3,000 operating in
the United States (Williams and Nussbaum 2001), assisted living/residential care facilities, continuing care
retirement communities, nursing homes, senior centers, senior housing facilities, community recreation
programs, senior nutrition sites, and geriatric care units. The most common child/youth programs include
child-care centers, before/after school programs, Head Start programs, early childhood programs, elementary,
middle/junior high, high school, college/university facilities, and pediatric care units.
Generations, a collaborative partnership between the Heritage Day Health Center (adult day program) and the
YWCA of Columbus (a child day-care center), is a prime example of children/youth and older adults helping
serve each other. Conducting three types of joint programming, this shared-site facility holds planned
calendar events, encourages spontaneous interactions, and programs one-to-one pairing opportunities
(McCrea and Smith 1997). Obviously, there are many factors that influence how well these institutions and
programs manage this shared-site responsibility. In most cases, the quality of the organizational
infrastructure and the developed intergenerational programming has determined the effectiveness of the
intended outcomes.
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1.2.2.4 Youth and Older Adults Serving Society
Given the limited national vision which supports individual rights, defines society by population subgroups,
values youth as the ultimate goal, and views the aging population as a curse rather than an asset, perhaps the
most important consideration will be to focus on community and family issues rather than individual
concerns. Since healthy families and improved citizenship seem to be linked to individual and community
wellbeing, community development projects and programs that involve youth and older adults could be
beneficial in changing current attitudes while solving community problems (Sanoff 2000).
Intergenerational programs that provide for youth and older adults to serve the greater good of society or
community together, especially those that encourage community-wide awareness and place-making
activities, are the perfect mechanism for breaking down the social, ethnic, and age related barriers
detrimental to building community (Rhodes 2002; Kaplan 1994). It is the caring interactions between these
two generations that can help to restore the social compact. People-to-people connections, supported by
intergenerational programs that provide for the sharing of knowledge and experiences (Taylor and Bressler
2000), provide the opportunity to share old stories and to create new ones that help to bridge the gap between
generations and build the continuum so necessary to sustaining a community (Potteiger and Purinton 1998).
And it is through the stories of human interaction that people are educated, entertained, transformed, and thus
acquire a sense of belonging to that community (Layne 2002).
One of the main values of community-building one-on-one intergenerational experiences is that they provide
an opportunity for telling stories, to transmit memories and cultural traditions that can strengthen and support
both the individuals and the community (Henkin et al. 1997). One compelling argument for the value for the
intergenerational transference of cultural histories is that the sustainability of our aging society may center
upon a profound appreciation of the past and the lessons it imparts (Wright and Lund 2000). Besides
improving the quality of life for participants of all ages, what seems to be most important about community
service intergenerational programs is their ability to bridge the gap between the past and the future, to
support a community continuum (Figure 1.2.4). Through encouraging social interaction and thus restoring
the ties between old and young, these intergenerational programs provide opportunities for the transmission
of the cultural heritage (Henkin, et al. 1997) and assist in the preservation of the cultural and natural systems
that legacy represents.

Heritage/Past (Older Adults)

Mechanisms for Sustainability (IG Community Service)

Legacy/Future (Youth)

Figure 1.2.4. Diagram Depicting Intergenerational Community Service Programming as a
Vehicle that Bridges Past and Future Generations for Sustaining the Community Continuum
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One example of just such a successful intergenerational program is Elders Share the Arts, which is dedicated
to honoring diverse traditions, validating personal histories, and connecting cultures and generations through
visual, oral, and performing arts projects (Perlstein 1999). Creativity is an essential ingredient for quality
neighborhood transitions and helping to bring energy back into a community (Kaplan 1991; Layne 2001).
By fulfilling a sense of accomplishment from working on public art and other participatory design and
development projects, both youth and older adults become part of a larger community. The involvement of
all ages and abilities in the creation of public artworks such as murals and interactive sculptures can become
a mechanism for increasing a sense of ownership in the community so vital to community redevelopment and
future wellbeing (Layne 1995a; 1996; 1997b; 2002).
Enlisting the shared services of children, youth, and older adults (McCrea and Smith 1997), intergenerational
community service projects and programs provide the opportunity for the two age groups “to work together
to study community issues, improve local conditions, and help people in need (Kaplan 1997, 212).” Two
other sample programs combine the efforts of youth and older adults to collectively create a product or
service to be shared with or to help the larger community. Using a variety of improvisational learning
techniques, small groups of youth and older adults from the Full Circle Theater Group (Temple University
Center for Intergenerational Learning, Philadelphia, PA) engage audiences in age-related concerns and
breaking down myths and stereotypes about the aging process. In a similar interactive process conducted by
a neighborhood development program (The Neighborhood 2000 of Mt. Vernon, NY), small teams of youth
and older adults are educated into the community participatory design process through hands-on experiences
including model building, reminiscence interviews, land-use mapping, walking tours, community interviews,
and display day (McCrea and Smith 1997).
When the two age-groups work together in support of their neighborhood, strong communication and social
support between the two ages is developed while encouraging a sense of cultural/community identity and
continuity (Kaplan 1997). Recognition of these mutual benefits not only improves the wellbeing of both
members of society-serving intergenerational pairs, but can provide extensive benefits to the community as a
whole through improved safety, education, and environmental conditions (Kaplan 1994, 1997; Pain 2005).
Human actions and the effects of population on the current and future environment are perhaps best
discussed between these two age groups who have limited economic stake in the decision making process
(Tabah 1995). One of the main values of intergenerational interaction is thus related to the discussion of
environmental justice issues and the current value of having younger and older people working together to
protect and preserve the planet for future generations (Gower 1995). Discussions between the
intergenerational pairs about an older adult’s historical relationship with nature and how new approaches
might be affecting the future seems critical to a continued emphasis on protection of both the physical and
social environment (Simmons 1995).
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1.2.3

Intergenerational Interaction: Value of Dyadic Social Exchange

Although often reduced to a dimensional system that measures the desirable and undesirable aspects of
material and psychological wellbeing, a more valuable approach would be to look at the ‘life’ side of the
quality of life. When discussing community life, what is meant is social life. According to Paolo Ammassari
(1994), a contemporary Roman scholar in quality of life issues, “social life means essentially nothing else but
good social relationships. In other words, from my point of view, social life is made of social relationships
and the quality of the former depends upon the quality of the latter (Ammassari 1994, 44).” “Social
relationships are important to individuals in all cultures and across the entire human life span (Kweon,
Sullivan and Wiley 1998, 833).” Mediating attitudinal changes, the benefits of inter-group contact include:
changing attitudes that reduce age prejudice, changing behavior and expectations through new experiences,
changing from a negative approach to life through positive emotional support, and increasing the ability to
interact with society through reappraisal of self that leads to improved self-esteem (Pettigrew 1998).
A key element in the formation and continuation of a community (Keane 1991), social interaction supports
knowledge-of-acquaintance and knowledge-by-direct-experience. Supporting intuition and imagination, this
type of knowledge “relies on the contextual meaning of social relationships (Ammassari 1994).” Through
social interaction, people are afforded the opportunity to provide mutual support in meeting daily needs.
Although daily requirements for personal wellbeing are diverse, these needs/demands can be placed into two
groups: urgent/practical or ‘instrumental’ needs such as with medial care and governmental policy issues;
and no less valuable yet less urgent, non-demanding or ‘expressive’ needs such as informal conversations or
interactive programs (Keane 1991).
1.2.3.1 Value of Intergenerational Exchange
Although employing different approaches to interaction and involving variations in use-settings (Layne
1997), the main strategy for encouraging community wellbeing must rest on the, all important, interaction
between ages. Social ties are especially important for young and elder people. Individuals from these two
age groups with strong social connections have lower mortality, reduced suicide rates, less fear of crime,
better physical health, and with a shared feeling of belonging to a community, they acquire higher levels of
psychological wellbeing (Kweon, Sullivan and Wiley 1998).
Through intergenerational programs, highly educated, prosperous, and older adults in good physical shape
have the opportunity to interact with at-risk youth to carry the message of optimism so necessary to
community growth. Given a lifetime of acquired wisdom, older adults transmit life-giving knowledge about
living in the world including the importance of achieving self-esteem and the need for acquiring societal
values that promote the caring and protection of other people and physical environment (Layne 2001). In
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turn, young people involved in the intergenerational relationship provide some needed vigor, imagination,
and camaraderie to their older adult grand friends. Positioned to meet this social support role by providing an
activity, a time, and a place for intergenerational relationships to develop (Taylor and Bressler 2000), the
objectives of intergenerational programs are to spark the imagination, set goals for personal improvement,
and enhance the opportunities for less fortunate and underprivileged people to achieve these goals (Henkin
and Kingston 1999a; Wofford 1999).
Generally, people make friends with those they come in contact (often in work, school or recreational
environments), so intergenerational programs and shared-site facilities provide the supportive opportunities
for youth and older adults to get together where grand-friendships can develop. Because unmarried or
widowed older adults do not have significant others with which to spend time, these single older adults are
the perfect friendship match for the pre-adolescent youth (Atcherly 1997). While all intergenerational
programs and facilities are valuable to the collective youth and older adult participants, programs that support
reciprocal one-on-one social interactions to occur between the youth and older adult members of individual
dyads seem to be the most effective in providing mutual support.
1.2.3.2 Intergenerational Dyad: Reciprocity
According to Urie Bronfenbrenner (1979), the dyad is an important structure for human development in its
own right and is the basic building block for the further development of larger interpersonal structures, even
up to the community level. In the majority of intergenerational programs existing today, either youth-based
or older adult-based, intergenerational pairs would be considered as observational dyads since one member
of the pair generally is paying close attention to the activities of the other (Bronfenbrenner 1979). In the
Across Ages program conducted at the Temple University Center for Intergenerational Leaning, and others
that promote non-programmed interaction (Taylor and Bressler 2000), the pair would be considered a jointactivity dyad since the two participants were engaged in similar if not simultaneously identical activities.
Their interaction could be considered “dyadic action” rather than “individual action” (Riley and Riley 1954)
with the outcomes of the interaction being of greater benefit to both partner rather than the unidirectional
benefit of the observational dyad.
But there are a number of important properties that are characteristic of working dyadic relationships that are
applicable to the most successful intergenerational dyadic exchange (Bronfenbrenner 1979; Rogers and
Taylor 1997; Rhodes 2002). There must be reciprocity between the pair, each gaining from the interaction
with the other, becoming the motivation for engaging in progressively more complex activities together. In
this learning relationship, there is a balance of power that gradually shifts from the older adult to the youth.
This almost spontaneous transfer occurs as a result of the increased positive interaction within a variety of
environmental situations. A continuation of dyadic interaction, results in an increase in feelings toward the
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dyadic partner. Such affective relations tend to enhance the degree of interaction and facilitate the formation
of a primary dyad (Bronfenbrenner 1979). This third type of dyad exists even when the two are not together.
Each member of the pair is in each other’s thoughts and continues to influence the actions of the other even
when separated. This level of intergenerational interaction can be a powerful motivating force for continued
growth and development for both the youth and older adult members and thus can be considered the ultimate
goal of all one-on-one intergenerational exchanges and the programs that support them. Holding true not
only for non-familial (intended) but familial (casual) dyads, the quality of the interaction is thus increased
when the intergenerational pair acts both as a joint-activity and a primary dyad.
No matter the age of the participants, these all-important dyadic friendships develop through contact made
between two people. Social psychology literature documents the vast number of theories that have been
presented and discussed to describe and address issues relating to the connections between people including
exchange, development, contact, equity, and welfare theories (Bronfenbrenner 1979; Caspi 1984; Moon
1993; Williams and Nussbaum 2001; Pianta 1992). Based upon the psychoanalytic/therapeutic model, in
order for a person to “take the cure” or improve his/her personal wellbeing, a strong bond must be formed
within the client/therapist dyad (Huse 2002). The bond is love, which Freud calls transference (the love of
client for therapist). Although certainly defined as love for the familial grandchild/grandparent dyad but
perhaps not so intense as love for the non-familial youth/older adult dyadic, the same type of transference
(love or friendship) must occur between a youth and a caring older adult in order for the relationship to have
value and achieve positive outcomes. And although some intergenerational dyadic relationships such as
mentoring do not imply an equal friendship, a counter-transference between the older adult and the youth
seem to be required in order for a meaningful communication to take place as well. In fact, studies in
intergenerational relations suggest that both youth and older adults gain equal, albeit perhaps different,
benefits from the association.
Collectively defined as continuity theory, two of the most important aspects of a successful intergenerational
relationship include: (1) perceived and actual reciprocity and (2) maintenance of the relationship over time.
Considered as equal and mutually dependent (Kelley 1979), both teaching and learning from one another,
one-on-one intergenerational interactions such as mentoring must first be reciprocal (Taylor and Bressler
2000). While maintaining a feeling of autonomy and control over one’s life (Schindler 1992; Atchley 1997),
reciprocity, this balance of giving and receiving in an intergenerational relationship, is a key factor in
maintaining the all important emotional connection between generations (Rhodes 2002). In fact, two-sided
benefits are required in order to reduce burdensome feelings and promote a rewarding atmosphere of
admiration and help between the pair (Rhodes 2002; Seedsman 2006).
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In a successful one-on-one intergenerational relationship, there is no sharp line of demarcation between older
adult and youth since neither can exist without the other (Huang and Lynch 1995). The relationship must be
one of friendship rather than one of surrogate parent (Beiswinger 1985). According to the Tao, all existence
is circular; duality is in essence neutralized. “The Tao mentor is actually a superb mentoree; the excellent
mentoree is a fine mentor (Huang and Lynch 1995, 3).” The process produces a condition where both
members of the dyad are simultaneously learning and teaching, experiencing life together. The Tao says they
cannot exist without the other, they define each other, they are a duality of one. Especially between the two
members of a non-familial intergenerational pair, the mutual experiencing and sharing of common interests,
values and the reciprocal giving and receiving of support and care are thus the essential and all-important
benefits associated with non-programmed social interaction between grand friends (Atchley 1997).
1.2.3.3 Intergenerational Dyad: Supportive Network
Providing an extended social support network, mentoring, lifelong learning, community service, and other
one-on-one intergenerational activities can be considered important opportunities to continue these non-kinbased cross-age relationships. Supporting the sharing of skills and experiences (Seedsman 2006), and
considered a major component of this social support network, grand friendships can last over long periods
with both youth and older adult members being able to be “counted on to provide ongoing assistance,
emotional support and affirmation, and information and personal assistance in times of crisis (Atchley 1997,
227).”
When the relationship is maintained over time, the older adult member can encourage the personal
development of the youth by providing seven types of support: (1) shifting the mental context, (2) listening to
problems, (3) identifying and verifying feelings, (4) confronting negative intentions and behaviors, (5)
providing appropriate information, (6) delegating authority or giving permission, and (7) encouraging the
exploration of options (Shea 1997). Perhaps this intergenerational supportive exchange can easily be
explained by reviewing Erik Erikson’s “Eight Ages of Man” model or stages of human development where
the child is investigating the world and the older adult holds the knowledge or the access to that knowledge
(Erikson 1993; Israel 2003). Although this youth/elder relationship may seem one-sided, further
investigation of social development theory suggests that both age groups may have similar needs and thus
benefit from a mutually supportive relationship (see section 1.2.6 for a further discussion on youth/older
adults similar development needs).
In his theory of interpersonal relationships, Harry Stack Sullivan (1953) views this personal development as a
shared experience between individuals. Following the Piagetian age-related model, “each Sullivanian stage
in the sequence of personal development is as important as the last or the next for growth of interpersonal
competence in the interactions between self and significant others (Selman and Schultz 1998, 100).” Just
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prior to the adolescent years when peer relationships replace the parent in meeting satisfaction and security
needs, the preadolescent stage “is the period during which the capacity for collaboration, as distinct from
cooperation, can develop (Selman and Schultz 1998, 101).” And in the interpersonal maturity stage of
Sullivan’s framework, the capacity of the older adult to collaborate in a broad arena with minimal urges to
dominate or be subordinate expands upon the preadolescent stage and supports the “give and take” approach
to social interaction. This consensual validation or sharing of similar interpretations of experience between
youth and older adult reduces egocentric meaning, provides richness to those experiences, improves
interpersonal understanding, and makes these extended and durable interpersonal relationships possible.
Although the benefits received from the intergenerational relationship may be different for the young person
than those received by the older adult, mutual and reciprocal benefits are certainly equally rewarding and life
changing for both members of the intergenerational dyad. Through this one-on-one social exchange, youth
and older adult together are able to “confront conflicts, doubts, failures, paradoxes and adversities of life
(Huang and Lynch 1995, 91),” and through empathy and sensitivity, greater spiritual and emotional growth is
achieved by both ages. With a desired outcome of having a positive and meaningful session or experience,
the benefits of an intergeneratinal interaction are two fold (one for each age group). Youth receive emotional
intelligence (wisdom) while older adults receive a chance to care for another person and to be able to pass on
life experiences (storytelling). In fact “the linking of younger and older generations as fellow travelers to a
new time in human history can lead to radically different approaches to lifelong learning and human
development (Seedsman 2006, 25).”
1.2.3.4 Intergenerational Dyad: Exchange Benefits
Directed and encouraged by any number of social support programs, such as the Boys and Girls Clubs of
America (Beiswinger 1985; Boy and Girls Clubs 2008), intergenerational relationships develop when two
people mutually decide that it is time for change, for the development of self expansion, and are open to new
possibilities for improving the quality of their lives (Huang and Lynch 1995). An increase in emotional
intelligence and the caring of others can result when an intergenerational dyad or grand-friendship is formed
(Howard 1983). Although non-exclusive, the following demonstrates the variety of benefits that can be
gained through grand friend interaction by both the youth and older adult members of the intergenerational
dyad (Rhodes 2002).
With an older adult friend acting as a role model and advocate, the younger partner can receive social,
emotional, and cognitive benefits from the relationship. Since “adolescence had been described as a stage of
life in which the individual finally attains his full range of human powers, but is empty of adult-like
experience to guide him (Sennett 1970),” older adults serve as concrete examples of personal and career
success, providing an exemplar of the associated qualities a young person might want to emulate (Rhodes
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2002; Siegel 1995). Perhaps one of the most important aspects of this role is to define and advocate on
behalf of positive programs, networks, friends, and audiences more conducive to advancing social capital,
skill building, and personal imaging.
Since ordinary conversation improves mental abilities in youth (Rhodes 2002), social skills and emotional
wellbeing are enhanced through the continued dialogue and listening associated with intergenerational social
exchange activities. Out of fear of rejection or disapproval, young people often hide their true feelings from
parents and teachers. Thus, the opportunity for authentic conversations that is provided by an
intergenerational dialogue can be critical in a young person’s ability to understand and reflect upon their
place in the world and their ability to grow within it. Besides gaining a positive attitude and understanding of
older adults and the aging process (Guddemi, Jambor and Skrupskelis 1996), ongoing meaningful
conversations can improve self-awareness and critical thinking capabilities that add to the knowledge base of
the pre-adolescent youth which can be exhibited through improvements in school or work related behaviors,
life management skills, and connections to their community (Taylor and Bressler 2000).
One of the major benefits to the young adolescent that older adults can provide is the guidance essential to
gaining the necessary information and education required for the mastering of skills to qualify and find a
temporary or future job (Kuehne and Collins 1997). With parents often too busy to assist in this vital search
for and attainment of economic and personal freedom, older adults with a wealth of personal experiences in
the working world, can be guides and prime motivators for youth staying in school and achieving personal
missions in life (Tyre 2006). An experienced older adult can guide the youth in this undertaking in twelve
ways: (1) setting high expectations of performance, (2) offering challenging ideas, (3) helping to build self
esteem, (4) encouraging professional and winning behavior, (5) confronting negative behaviors and attitudes,
(6) explaining how an organization works, (7) coaching and offering wise council, (8) offering
encouragement and inspiration, (9) sharing critical knowledge, (10) triggering self-awareness, (11) imparting
quotable quotes and sayings, (12) and standing by the young person during critical situations (Shea 1997,
10).
Perhaps because the majority of intergenerational programs seem to focus upon older adults helping youth,
less seems to be written about the benefits of intergenerational exchange to the older adult member of the
grand friendship. Yet, older adults seem to gain considerable benefit as well, both altruistic and personal,
from the one-on-one interaction with a young friend. As people age, their roles in society also change. The
launching of children, retirement, disabilities, widowhood, and dependency are a number of examples of
changes that can often lead to inappropriate coping activities such as alcohol and drug additions or suicidal
actions (Atcherly 1997). Rather than using one of these negative escape mechanisms, intergenerational
interaction with a young person can be a positive option and very helpful to the older adult in the adaptation
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process which leads to joy and happiness for the individual (Guddemi, Jambor and Skrupskelis 1996). A
sense of efficacy and pride that emerge from being admired and helpful to the youth often adds value to the
older adult’s life (Rhodes 2002). Along with renewed responsibility for a young person, older adults gain
personal inspiration, have an increased sense of accomplishment, and receive public recognition (Dortch
2000). And through personal interaction and dialogue with a young friend, insights can be gained into the
older adult’s own childhood or even the activities and situations facing their own adult children (Rhodes
2002).
1.2.3.5 Requirements for Successful Dyadic Interaction
The literature suggests that besides the previously discussed all-important reciprocity, “universal qualities
such as trust, kindness, patience, mindfulness, simplicity, humility, and honesty (Huang and Lynch 1995,
25)” must be encouraged between the youth and adult members of the intergenerational pair. Of all these
qualities, especially for the youth-at-risk, building a close friendship (grand friends) based upon trust is
critical to realizing the full measure of benefits desired by both ages. Guided by mutual trust in each other,
core tasks required for positive intergenerational relating, such as “accessing, maintaining, and building
relationships, negotiating rules and asserting one’s rights, establishing structure, and contributing to the
stability of the relationship (Hansson and Carpenter 1994, 65),” are more easily achieved. Realization of
these objectives, along with mutual trust “that strengthen[s] the bonds and connectedness (Huang and Lynch
1995, 25),” helps to form a supportive interpersonal relationship where advice, invitations, assistance, and
compliance are freely given and received (Blau 1967).
In order to have a greater understanding of the relationship between benefits and requirements for positive
social exchange between the intergenerational dyad, three interviews were carried out by the author with
administration, staff, and clients associated with programs conducted at The Center for Intergenerational
Learning, Temple University. The first interview was conducted in person with Dr. Andrea Taylor (2001),
then director of Across Ages and Project Youth Connect on April 18, 2001. The second was a personal
interview conducted on May 23, 2002 with two intergenerational mentoring dyads (one female pair and one
male pair) who participated in the recently completed Across Ages (2002) program who still maintained
active intergenerational relationships. The third was a phone interview with Pam Adderly (2003), a
managing staff member of both programs, on March 27, 2003.
Unlike exotelic activities that are intended to serve a specific purpose such as an older adult assisting a young
person with math in an after-school program, the non-programmed intergenerational interactions that take
place within urban public spaces are autotelic activities (Csikszentmihalyi 1990 and 1997). Focusing upon
these non-programmed activities and the use of public open spaces by the intergenerational mentoring pairs,
the questions posed in all three interviews sought first to understand the reasons the youth and older adults
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supported the intergenerational relationship. Then, more important to this study, they were asked: “What did
you do together?” “Where did you go together?” and “Why did you select those particular spaces for your
activities?” Supported by the interviews with staff, the following highlights the values of the interactions, the
activities preferred, and the associated physical types of spaces defined by the interviewed (1) female youth,
(2) male youth, and (3) female and male older adults.
1.

For the female youth, the critical benefit from the exchange was having someone to listen to
what she had to say. This was not surprising since in a number of studies, talking was the
third most important activity mentioned by adults when listing intergenerational friendship
experiences (Holladay and Kearns 1997; Williams and Nussbaum 2001). The young
person stated that in order to carry on a positive dialogue, a different space outside of both
the youth and older adult home environments was required. The space needed to be safe
and inviting but supportive of more passive recreational activities rather than an active one.
One of her favorite places was just sitting in her grand friend’s car while parked next to a
local community park. Although the park itself was not considered safe, the safety of the
automobile near the park environment provided the perfect place for just talking.

2.

For the male youth, talking and listening was also important, but active recreational
activities such as playing basketball provided the best opportunity for have a meaningful
dialogue. This fact was again supported by the results of a number of surveys conducted
with mentoring adults, indicating that recreational activities, especially sports, were the
most common intergenerational interaction experienced by grand friends (Holladay and
Kearns 1997; Williams and Nussbaum 2001).

3.

Besides enjoying the passive or active activities and the associated conversations, both the
male and female older adults had the same reason for valuing the relationship, a desire and
need to provide help to their young friend. Talking and listening were the main and most
important activities conducted by the intergenerational pairs (just sitting for the female pair
and sports for the male pairs). The older adults seemed to gain a lot of personal self-worth
from the relationship. For both the female and male older adults, the relationship itself
rather than a specific activity or place was of most importance and both the male and
female partners allowed their young friends to select the activities the pair would do
together and the places they visit together.

Reiterating and confirming the results of the previously discussed interviews, a recent workshop on
intergenerational perspectives spotlighted both activities and environments as two additional requirements of
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importance in supporting a positive social exchange leading to the desired outcomes or benefits. Conducted
at the 2005 National Council on Aging conference, a group of environmental design researchers discussed
six domains associated with quality of life goals for the intergenerational dyad (Kaplan, et al. 2005). By far,
the most important experience or domain for improved quality of life was Social Contact, described as
desired interaction and affiliation among people. Supporting intergenerational social interaction, the
remaining five domains included: (1) Privacy, control over the amount of interaction; (2) Awareness and
Orientation, orientation to environmental cues; (3) Autonomy and Personal Control, choice of activity; (4)
Individuality and Continuity of Self, actions associated with personal skills and traditions; and (5) Functional
Ability, independent mobility.
What these five intergenerational space-defined domains indicated was that a connection seemed to exist
between the meeting of personal needs and intergenerational outcomes and the supportiveness of social
activities. The results of a national Big Brother - Big Sister impact study conducted by Jean Grossman and
Joseph Tierney (1998) suggested that the strongest measure of relationship quality was associated with the
extent to which the youth and older adult pair engaged in social activities together (Rhodes 2002). The study
concluded that those relationships that provided for moderate levels of activity and structure derived the
greatest benefit and underscored the value of involvement in enjoyable pursuits. This and other research
indicated that positive non-programmed activities occurring between youth and caring older adults during
non-school hours could support healthy growth and development (Taylor and Bressler 2000).
Although young people are more active than older adults and seem to want to be involved in a variety of
interests, older adults seem to feel more useful and hold less of a feeling of physical and emotional decline
when similarly engaged in a diversity of amusements and hobbies (Antonelli, Rubini and Fassone 2000). A
work of the heart (Dortch 2000), the center of the intergenerational exchange is a social and emotional
connection built around shared interests (Hansson and Carpenter 1994; Penn State et al. 2003). This
connection is supported and encouraged through leisure interests that the intergenerational pair enjoys
together. The critical element is that the activity be engaging to both members, be inviting, easy to execute,
and allow for individuality to emerge. “The most successful activities involve decision-making or problemsolving challenges, sensory experiences, and sufficient time to be completed (Penn State et al. 2003).” These
shared self-expanding experiences promote an increase in learning and wanting to be together, thus extending
and expanding the value of the relationship (Aron and Aron 1997).
Though most intergenerational programs focus on the positive outcomes of a dyadic relationship and the
programming of activities to support that interaction, no shared pursuit, no supportive intergenerational social
exchange takes place in a vacuum. Although person-to-person relationships may play a major role in
influencing the value of the social exchange, all interaction must be conducted in a physical space
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(Appleyard 1976). And although intergenerational social scientists sample individuals and normally focus
upon the makeup and outcomes of youth and older adult relationships and thus pay little notice to the effects
and critical value of the physical environment on the interactions between the dyad (Bechtel, Marans, and
Michelson 1990), in deciding if a specific public space can be considered supportive of the needs of an
individual or the intergenerational pair, environmental psychology suggests that a relationship must exist
between the environment and the person.
In order for that connection to be meaningful, the person goes through a place identity process (TwiggerRoss and Uzzell 1996). Guided by the model presented by Glynis Breakwell (1986), in Coping with
Threatening Identities, identity with a specific place is associated with certain actions connected to physical
space: evaluation, accommodation, and assimilation of the social world. The identity and selection process
associated with a particular space is governed by four personal identity principles: distinctiveness, continuity,
self-esteem, and self-efficacy (Breakwell 1986 and 1993; Korpela 1989). Originating from social
psychology, these four self-assessment principles can be defined within the environmental context as guiding
the actions that people take to connect to a particular space (Twigger-Ross and Uzzell 1996).
Distinctiveness is reflective of a person’s desire to be unique, to be connected to a specific settlement or
community such as a county, town, or city. Continuity is associated with the desire to preserve a connection
with a place over time. This past/present self-to-environment relationship can be self-referent (connection to
one specific place) or self-congruent (connection to generic characteristics of a place rather than a specific
place). Self-esteem refers to the positive evaluation of self or an identified group and associated with pride of
place or ownership of a personal environment. Self-efficacy is associated with a person’s ability to manage a
particular place, the belief in the capacity for the space to meet situational demands.
While the previously discussed interviews with the two intergenerational pairs from the Across Ages
program did not address the specific evaluative processes each member of the dyad undertook to select a
particular space, what the results indicated was that even when playing a game of basketball, just hanging
out, or simply talking to each other while sitting in a car, the surrounding physical environment seemed to
play some role in the quality of the outcomes realized from each of the mentoring support activities. In fact,
along with the shared selection of non-programmed activities, intergenerational programs that encourage
mutual place selection as part of the relationship building process seem to be adding to the overall value of
the social exchange experience. Understanding that communication is critical for quality interpersonal
exchange between the two age groups (Sullivan 1953), finding safe and inviting public open spaces would
seem to be a valuable asset in improving intergenerational outcomes. Although, one of the main values in
intergenerational social interaction is to share environmental knowledge through the experiencing of public
spaces as a pair (Kaplan 1994), little research has been conducted that investigates the influences of the
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physical environment (particularly urban public open spaces) in supporting intergenerational dyadic social
exchange and the associated outcomes. Does the design of physical space really matter?

Interface Problem #1
Intergenerational Studies
Limited Research for Investigating the Influences of Physical Space Design
(particularly Urban Public Open Space) for Supporting Intergenerational Dyadic
Social Exchanges and Outcomes

1.2.4

Physical Environment: Importance to Social Exchange

Michael Brill (1989) suggests, and the explosion of the Internet and text messaging confirms, that many of
our public environments are not physical places but channels for communication. Yet, “the effect of physical
environment upon behavior of living organisms has been a focus of modern scientific inquiry since the time
of Charles Darwin (Pastalan and Carson 1979, 211).” And assuming that glial cells support and nourish
brain-power, “studies have shown that laboratory animals raised in enriched environments with toys and
companions to challenge their brains had more glia than animals raised in an impoverished environment with
few companions and toys (Briggs 1988, 140).” Along with the value of the physical environment to support
growth and development and to encourage creativity, there is the “general acceptance of the proposition that
environment can profoundly affect our health, comfort, moods, and perhaps emotional stability (Pastalan and
Carson 1979, 211).”
1.2.4.1 Limited Intergenerational Environmental Research
Although the criteria for judging environmental value can often be vague (Stamps and Nasar 1997), the
specific focus of this discussion was to address the ability of physical environment to influence the quality of
intergenerational interactions between youth and older adults. Yet, intergenerational social scientists and
program sociologist usually sample individuals rather than environments and unlike experimental work in
psychology, the critical variable may lie in the environment (Bechtel, Marans and Michelson 1990). In fact,
most of intergenerational research seemed to be focused upon measuring the success of program
development and infrastructure with little discussion of the influences the physical environmental may play
in positive intergenerational outcomes.
Including university-based community service projects, multi-site mentoring projects, and community-based
older adult/youth exchange programs (Kaplan 1994; Taylor and Bressler 2000; Ward 1997a), most of the
intergenerational research seemed to focus upon the evaluation of existing programs. In addition to program
evaluative research, attitudinal studies investigated people’s feelings toward aging, children’s outlooks
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toward older adults, professional caregiver responses toward older adults, older adult viewpoints toward
children and youth, and attitudes relating to intergenerational communication theory (Newman and Smith
1997; Putallaz et al. 1998; Bengston, Edwards and Baffa 1975). Other studies investigated young people’s
knowledge of older adults, the value of volunteering and benefits of training by older adults, relationships
between grandparents and grandchildren, and the influence of issues relating to intergenerational equity and
political action. Although a few studies showed an interest in intergenerational behaviors and social
interaction between preschool children and older adults within child-care settings (Kuehne 1989; Lambert,
Dellman-Jenkins and Fruit 1990), the focus was upon the effects of the interaction and not on the ability of
the physical environment to make a contribution.
And much of the intergenerational literature published over the last several years describes the benefits and
promotes the value of mentoring of young people by older adults (Rhodes 2002, Taylor and Bressler 2000),
with a successful dyadic friendship that develops between vulnerable youth and caring older adults having
the potential to positively transform two lives. “Yet because a close personal relationship is at the heart of
mentoring, a careless approach can do tremendous damage to a child’s sense of self and faith in others
(Rhodes 2002, 3).” Except for one minor mention of the importance of proving a safe, activity
accommodating, and mutually “owned” meeting space for supporting mentoring programs (Rogers and
Taylor 1997), with all the outcome oriented program evaluation research projects being conducted (Ward
1997a; Taylor and Bressler 2000; McCrea and Smith 1997; Kaplan 1994), it seems implausible that little
consideration has been given to the importance of the physical environment in supporting these valuable oneon-one intergenerational relationship.
With “an intervention goal that focuses on quality of life [and] an intervention target that encompasses social
processes at a variety of levels (Holahan and Wandersman 1991, 827),” community psychology seems to be
one of the few areas of research that investigates group (social) interaction and behavior within an
environmental context. More a “sense of community” rather than “the community” location where someone
lives, the view of membership (a sense of belonging to a group), influence (ability to affect the group),
sharing of values (group-filled personal needs), and shared emotional connection (shared history and
spiritual bond) are four key elements that seem to parallel Urie Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) ecology of human
development (Holahan and Wandersman 1991). Extending the complexity of the environment and behavior
chain of environmental conditions, behavioral outcomes, and social processes, the community outlook is
more reflective of the intergenerational perspective of social support that goes beyond the outcomes
associated with individual behavior to include effects on group, organization, and social networks (Holahan
and Wandersman 1991).
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Although not focusing upon dyadic outcomes, a small number of intergenerational social and health scientists
are investigating the possible influence of the built and natural environments on children’s and older adult’s
exchanges within the urban realm (Penn State College of Agricultural Sciences 2003; Ziegler and Andrews
1987). Since social interaction seems to be critical to sustaining a society, the understanding and protection
of spaces and places that provide for community and group interaction among all members and all ages of the
society are essential. In support of this goal, community awareness and community development projects
based upon the Side by Side intergenerational curriculum guide develop by Matt Kaplan (1994) that spotlight
a greater understanding of the special places that exist within a neighborhood, can help to reintroduce the
community to itself (Hester 1990a; Sanoff 2000; Layne 1997) and provide a venue for a greater connection
between intergenerational exchange and the physical environment. Through this community-action
educational process, intergenerational pairs of youth and older adults can again build self-pride through
awareness of the sacred structure of the physical, cultural, and natural systems that make up the unique
quality of their communities (Hester 1990b).
In addition, Matt Kaplan (2005), working with environment and behavior research associates (see section
1.1.3), has begun the initial process of developing a set of intergenerational environmental design domains.
Besides Social Contact, described as desired interaction and affiliation among people, (1) Privacy, control
over amount of interaction; (2) Awareness and Orientation, orientation to environmental cues; (3) Autonomy
and Personal Control, choice of activity; (4) Individuality and Continuity of Self, actions associated with
personal skills and traditions; and (5) Functional Ability, independent mobility have been spotlighted as
important environmental attributes for supporting positive intergenerational program outcomes. Although
these two knowledge-based examples of intergenerational-environment interface research are encouraging,
there seems to be no studies that investigate the influence of specific physical space attributes on
intergenerational dyad experience.
1.2.4.2 Experiencing the Environmental
People spend all their time in some type of physical environment and all interaction takes place within a
physical space (Appleyard 1976). In fact, the experience of place is a fundamental aspect of people’s
existence in the world (Relph 1976). According to landscape assessment research studies, personal
wellbeing can be improved by positive environmental stimulus. As one of the goals of social interaction
between intergenerational friends is to improve a sense of wellbeing, then selection of a space for that
interaction can play an important role in the degree of wellbeing felt by these parties.
Including the city proper, neighborhoods, suburbs, and commercial districts, the majority of Americans live
in urban areas (Nasar 1989b). Generally there are two ways in which people experience the urban landscape:
urban cognition and urban aesthetics. Most notably presented as a city’s imageability by Kevin Lynch
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(1960) in The Image of the City, urban cognition or awareness of clearly identifiable elements or structures
“gives us knowledge of where we are – orientation - and how to get to desired destinations - wayfinding
(Nasar 1989b, 32-33).” And although often defined as unquantifiable, urban esthetics generally refers to the
perceived quality of a particular urban setting or surrounding.
When conducting research with people engaged in a variety of skills and challenges, Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi (1990 and 1997) found that both teenagers and adults entered a state of flow, when they
concentrated on a single task, forgot personal problems, lost the sense of time and self, felt competent and in
control, and experienced a sense of harmony and union with their surroundings, the physical environment.
The ability of urban environments to evoke strong emotional responses from the awareness of specific space
features and their relationships to one another can be expressed best by sharing the experiential flow of
perceptions held for two urban public open spaces by Tony Hiss (1990) in Experience of Place. “Some
places, like Grand Central [Train Terminal], seem to help us become aware of our own experiencing (Hiss
1990, 27).”
Just walking though the vast main concourse of Grand Central Terminal…almost
always triggers in me a spontaneous and quiet change in perception…[which] lets me
gently refocus my attention and allows a more general awareness of a great many
things at once: sights, sounds, smells and sensations of touch and balance, as well as
thoughts and feelings. When this general kind of awareness occurs, I feel relaxed and
alert at the same time (Hiss 1990, 3).
“Like Grand Central Terminal, Prospect Park is a place that seems to welcome experiencing (Hiss 1990,
34).” Created by landscape architects Calvert Vaux and Fredrick Law Olmsted at the turn of the last century
(Roper 1973), for a short, three minute, five-hundred foot entry pathway into the park seemed to
automatically trigger an awareness of the surrounding environment whether those intentions were present or
not. The path starts at the Grand Army Plaza, directs people along a short stretch of straight path, around a
curve which bends around a small hill, through the Endale Arch tunnel, and out into the Long Meadow.
I notice after my first few steps how quiet everything was in front of me…that the city
had already become almost invisible…I felt in this restricted setting where only
diminished information was available to me, I had become alert to all small changes
around me…The experience that this striking transition can offer is of being overtaken
by a sense that in the midst of a crowded and confining city you can be present in and a
part of a serene and endless world (Hiss 1990, 29-33).
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What Hiss defines in a description of his two walks is that the awareness of public space can provide
opportunities for a conscious and sensory changing perspective of the world and its attributes. “It is one thing
to find out that a railroad station could be converted into a school and another thing to realize that a mere
room can function as a teacher (Hiss 1990, 27).”
The value of the physical environment to change outcomes can best be expressed through recounting an
experiment conducted by Abraham Maslow (1954) in which three just such rooms were rigged to test the
effects of surroundings on mental functioning (Hiss 1990). Conducted in a beautiful nicely decorated living
room with a large window, rugs, paintings, a soft armchair and a mahogany desk, an average clean and neat
worked-in office, and an ugly grey janitor’s room/storage closet, participants were asked to review
photographs of people to determine if the faces displayed energy or wellbeing. The results strongly indicated
that people found energy and wellbeing in the faces while viewing them in the beautiful room, and found
sickness and fatigue in the faces when viewed in the ugly and the average rooms. Unaware of the purpose of
the test, the settings also had a real impact on the participant’s behaviors. They personally did not like to be
tested in the ugly room, and rushed through the exercise while complaining of a myriad of physical ailments.
What the previous examples show is that although people prefer certain spaces over other spaces, it can
certainly be argued and observations of co-workers, family, and friends would confirm that for much of our
interactive lives, the physical environment seems to play a minor role. In fact, repression of the immediate
environment seems to be a requirement by factory workers, office workers, students, and just about anyone
who wants to complete a task (Huse 2002). Awareness of the immediate environment is often shut out by
people who are entertaining themselves while reading a book, watching a movie or playing a video game.
“Sublimation is the psychoanalytic term that designates the human capacity to withdraw consciousness from
its relatedness to the immediate (physical) environment and to channel energy into purely symbolic worlds
like those opened by books, music, conversation, and jobs to be done (Huse 2002).” Yet, what arises from
this discussion is the question that asks whether the physical environment affects people’s behavior and thus
influences social interaction.
1.2.4.3 Person-Environment Connection
No interaction, no exchange of mutual support takes place in a vacuum. All social activities, all human
behavior takes place in a physical space, a behavior setting (Bechtel 2000). Expressed by Kurt Lewin (1935)
as B=f(PE), people interact and “behavior evolves as a function of the interplay between person and
environment (Bronfenbrenner 1979, 16).” While people can choose whether to experience painting,
literature, music, or one of the other “higher” art forms, interaction within the physical environment and
observation of space-making art forms such as architecture, landscape architecture, and urban design is truly
inescapable (Carmona et al. 2003).
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The growing “interest in creating pedestrian-oriented urban places (Issacs 2000, 145)” that will revitalize
existing communities and support social exchange between divergent populations speaks to the importance of
design in creating positive experiences between people and the physical environment. And there are many
ways in which these physical environmental spaces can improve the quality of human life. A multitude of
research studies have suggested that both personal and private spaces, especially those that include natural
elements, can be psychologically and physically healthful (Kaplan 1995; Kaplan and Peterson 1993; Ulrich
1984). Yet, urban open spaces are a part of the realm of social life, and as such, the restorative qualities of
the environment are also accompanied by the arousal and invigorating aspects of the social encounter and
exchange which it provides (Whyte 1980; Sommer 1989). And there seems to be a direct relationship
between the design or layout of the physical environment and opportunities and desires to interact with others
(Issacs 2000).
For example, the initiators of proxemic behavior research, Edward Hall (1966) and Robert Sommer (1969),
suggest that spatial distance is a major factor in the ability of people to communicate (Aiello 1991; Bechtel
1997; Altman and Vinsel 1977). Human territorial behavior regulates social interaction and thus
interpersonal interaction is, to some degree, dependent upon the ability of a public space to support spatial
behavior distances. These interpersonal spacing requirements are affected by the size of the space available
for social exchange. People seem to maintain closer distances when in the center of a large open space and
prefer further distances when in spaces that are confined, narrow, or with lower overhead features (Aiello
1991). As people move from a more open space to a more confining space, they seem to increase their
interpersonal distances. The designing of spaces that incorporate “spatial separation makes it possible to
create different settings for different uses, and so to reduce opportunities for conflict (Brower 1980, 181).”
And in the same way, the design of certain features of the physical environment in support of social
relationships can be used to define appropriate territorial behavior and thus encourage social interaction.
Even housebound older adults organize (design) control centers within their residences in order to gain
“maximum knowledge of the external environment by orienting a chair occupied most of the time to window,
door, television, telephone, and personal possessions (Lawton 1989, 157).” Each of these chair space
locations provide an opportunity for possible interactions with others by affording views to outdoor activities
of others (window and door), entertainment (TV), social involvement (phone), and emotional ties to personal
items such as family and friend photos (Lawton 1989). And not surprising, through an evaluation of
collected longitudinal data, Michael Lewis and Candice Feiring (1991) concluded that environmental factors
including the family system of interactions between parents and siblings; the social network of relatives,
peers, and non-relatives; and the physical environment all play a role in positive attachment outcomes.
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“Although the social surround is of great importance, physical aspects of the living environment are also
relevant (Carp and Carp 1984, 280).”
M. Powell Lawton (1970b) believed that this social ecology must include the individual, the social
environment, and the physical environment in its concept. He conceived of this social ecosystem of
consisting of five components: the individual, the physical environment, the personal environment - usually
dyadic, the suprapersonal environment - groups of spatial-clustered individuals, and the social environment –
social structures of norms and institutions (Lawton, 1970b, 41-42). Yeates (1979) presents them as the
individual environment of personality, skills and physical ability; interpersonal environment associated with
interaction between familial and familiar people; suprapersonal environment involving the social
characteristics of a situation; behavioral environment of social norm rules; and the physical environment of
natural and man-made features including space, distance and other stimuli that influence behavior. And Urei
Bronfenbrenner (1979) defined the microsystem that surrounds the developing individual as consisting of the
activities, roles and interpersonal relations that are experienced within a setting that exhibits specific physical
and material characteristics. He also proposed that “different kinds of settings give rise to distinctive patterns
of role, activity, and relation for persons who become participants in theses settings (Bronfenbrenner 1979,
109).” He continued with stating that the most influential objective physical properties of the environment
are those that have meaning to the person behaving within a given setting.
Approaching the person-environment interface from another angle, Eliel Saarinen (1948, 127) uses the
“room” as a definitive expression of form that “…constitutes the space of protection that everyone is
compelled to establish about himself.” He believes that this “room” is the “…sanctuary of man’s life and
work.” What is important to this discussion is that Saarinen further points out that the “room” is not what we
commonly consider as a bare space with four blank walls, but a place in which all the features that make up
the environment are an essential part of that place. Now, when a person enters that “room,” a person is
influenced by that space and either feels uncomfortable or comfortable. The space either supports or does
not support the needs of that person. Unless the person is insensitive to the physical world around him, he
seldom feels indifference and most often conforms to the pattern prevailing in the space (Barker 1978).
Defined by Kurt Lewin (1935) as a person’s all important life space, these spaces consist of the person
him/herself and the perceived environment including the physical milieu and any object of importance to the
individual. And according to Bohland and Davis (1979), environmental attributes are perceived by people on
the basis of personal standards that reflect backgrounds, needs, and expectations. Influenced by both the
internal needs of the individual and external objects existing in the physical landscape, both the mind and the
environment are changed by their interaction (Lewin 1935 and 1997; Lester 1995).
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Most people consider the physical environment or landscape as a visual resource, and “to say that the
landscape is a visual resource is to admit to the integral tie between the physical aspects of the land and the
human experience of it (Kaplan 1985, 161).” Once a person becomes aware of the physical environment
through sight, or one of the other senses, the supportiveness or lack of supportiveness becomes the focus.
Whether an action is appropriate or not for a given situation, the perceived ability of a specific environmental
to be compatible with a person’s goals and objectives becomes the immediate focal point of the attention (S.
Kaplan 1983). When considered in this way, a physical place is thought of “as the major context for actions
and interactions, within which a number of situations, scripts, and behavior settings may occur (Garling and
Golledge 1989, 218),” and as a meeting place and center of activities (Rubenstein 1992). As an example, the
results of a study that compared the interactions between pairs of children in a day care center, found that the
time spent between the dyads was related not only to the nature of personal relationships and distances to
staff support, but to the degree of visual connection to the physical environment (Legendre 1999). Within
this context of setting a stage for human behavior (Richardson 1980), space can thus be defined in terms of
symbolic meaning and social action (Low 1997).
1.2.4.4 Environmental Support: Human Needs
The environment matters and both influences and reflects a person’s environmental values including
perceptions, feelings, and behaviors (Becker 1977; Zeisel 1981; Rapoport 1982; Sanoff 1991). Based upon
the emotional responses to past experiences and behaviors associated with physical environmental settings,
people select spaces in which to interact based upon the perceived ability of that environment to meet one or
more of the human needs or the desired affordances a particular space provides. A person’s lifestyle is also
determined by the degree of fit between competencies, needs, and personality and the environment made up
of people and things. This person-environment fit (Lewin 1935; 1997), reflective of both personal and
community wellbeing, seems to be influenced to a great degree by social and cultural diversity inherent in
quality settings (Holahan and Wandersman 1991). “Congruence between a person’s needs and the
environment, which serves as a barrier or resource to meet them, may be relevant to continued (independent)
living and to life quality, well-being, or mental health (Carp and Carp 1984, 286).” Obviously, “to fail to
meet one’s needs is painful and disruptive (Kaplan and Kaplan 1983, 80.”
Person-environment interactions at all stages of the life course seem to play a significant role in achieving
basic human needs including access to quality air, food, water, and a safe and secure living environment. In
addition to these critical life-support needs, people of all ages need to have their social and emotional needs
met in order to experience a good quality of life (Carp 1976; Ammassari 1994). Cross-cultural studies have
shown that the physical and social environments determine the extent to which these basic human physical
needs as well as psychological and social needs can be met. Learned rather than instinctive, human survival
is explicably linked with the appropriate interaction with the environment (Lee 1982).
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This learning comes in two basic forms: the understanding of the value of different objects encountered and
the knowledge of the location of those objects within the environment. Although the knowledge is not static
but requires a continuous sorting process as new experience is collected, “unique bundles of information
about different aspects of the environment…slowly and laboriously constructed in our nervous systems (Lee
1982, 59),” form images or a schemata which helps to define every individual and their relationship to the
world in which they live (Gibson 1977; 1986). In fact, consciousness of the presence of environmental
features and the observation of the highly active interaction of children with their surroundings speaks to the
importance of the physical environment in meeting both social and developmental needs (Sebba 1991;
Maslow 1943 and 1954).
Unquestionably dependent for satisfaction upon the physical environment and critical in meeting both
physical and psychological requirements is the need for appropriate sensory experiences (Carp 1976). These
experiences can be stimulated by any of the basic human senses (sight, smell, taste, hearing, tactile, and
kinesthetic). Developmental theory suggests that sensory stimulation is required for quality infant and child
development (Vander Zanden 1985) and even in older adulthood, loss of sensory input (such as vision or
hearing) can have a devastating effect on normal behavior (Carp 1976). Not only can the physical
environment contribute positively or negatively to a person’s sensory experiences and continuing roleadjustments but “the quality of the physical environment can influence the extent to which the needs of older
people [and youth] can be provided for (Yeates 1979, 71).” In fact, including supportive physical design
qualities within public spaces and residential settings have been shown “to affect the behaviors and
functioning of older people (Moos and Lemke 1984, 166) and in meeting aesthetic, self-actuation, selfesteem needs (Lang 1994) by improving attractiveness, activity levels, social contacts, wellbeing, and general
life satisfaction (Lang 1994; Lawton, Newcomer and Byerts 1976; Carp 1976).
Although overdevelopment systems, whether natural or cultural areas, “can generate negative feedback such
as overpopulation, pollution, chronic unemployment, and exploitation (Steinfeld 1972, 114),” most often
improvements to existing public environmental structures do tend to support the required and desired needs
of both the individual and the community. And though many public open spaces are obviously created to
support more practical uses associated with meeting a basic motivational need such as locating a parking lot
next to a retail mall in order to provide for shopping for clothing (personal protection need) and or groceries
(food need), the often degrading visual and ecological aspects of these types of functional spaces can often
lead to the pursuit of higher order motivational needs such as the addition of adjacent grass and tree-lined
walkways and even creating an eating court adjacent to the parking areas.
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For example in seeking to support both physical and psychological needs through the design of physical
space, “a prime goal of Modernist architects” such as Calvert Vaux “was to provide not only a living unit that
was uncrowded, sunlit, and well ventilated, but” along with landscape architects such as Fredrick Law
Olmsted (Roper 1973), “also access to an unpolluted, sunlight public realm (Lang 1994, 219).” The value of
leisure time, activities, and places to enjoy them for improving the overall wellbeing of the working masses
was promoted in the 1800s by writers and poets such as Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau, and
William Cullen Bryant (Fein 1967; Thoreau 1937). A prominent student of this group of writers and
thinkers, the father of landscape architecture in this country, and a proponent of the social compact ideal,
Fredrick Law Olmstead put the welfare of the masses into action by designing Central Park as a place to
soothe and replenish the spirits of the working classes of New York City (Rosenzweig and Blackmar 1992;
Thompson 1998). Olmstead's ideals were expressed not only through his writings (Olmsted 1870), but
through the many urban parks he designed for other major US cities that were intended to be a tool for
improving the social welfare of the less fortunate in society (Thompson 1998).
Current research seems to support the restorative value of the physical environment, especially natural open
spaces, in providing for improved personal wellbeing (Hartig 2001). Clare Cooper Marcus (1999) states in
Healing Gardens that outdoor environments relieve physical symptoms, reduce stress, and improve overall
sense of wellbeing. And in Experience of Nature, Rachel and Stephen Kaplan (1989) spotlight a study
conducted with residents of 38 neighborhoods showing that access to nature improved people satisfaction
with their neighborhood landscapes and thus was directly connected with feelings of individual wellbeing.
Yet before the welfare needs of individuals and civilization can be meet and maintained or deeper social
problems such as delinquency and crime that influence these desired conditions can be addressed, the need
for personal safety must be considered (Jacobs 1961). A critical concern for everyone but especially for
young people and older adults (Lang 1994), both physical and emotional safety are required if people are to
experience intellectual, psychological, and social growth (Sanoff 1994). No interaction, no activity, no
personal development or learning, “no discovery of truth and wisdom can be realized (Huang and Lynch
1995, 6)” if people feel that the environment does not provide for personal safety needs. Obviously, unless
the physical environment and particularly public open spaces “can be secure places, socially,
psychologically, and physically, children [as well as older adults] will not have the freedom of movement to
take advantage of [these] potentially highly [experiential and] educative environments (Lang 1994, 309).”
Besides fulfilling the previously discussed basic human needs including safety, a supportive physical space
must provide at least some of the preconditions necessary for those needs to be realized including: freedom to
protect one’s self and require others to act with justice, fairness, honesty, and orderliness, freedom to speak
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and express one’s self, freedom to investigate and seek out information, and freedom to do what one wishes
as long as someone else’s rights are not violated (Maslow 1943).
1.2.4.5 Human Activities within the Environment
Mirroring the needs of all ages including older adults, Mia Kellmer Pringle (1975) identifies the instincts,
drives, motives, and wants of children with four basic needs: love and security, praise and recognition,
responsibility, and new experiences. In trying to achieve these personal needs, children must be associated
with interesting and interested adults and involved in imaginative and interactive activities (Woodhead
1997). In order to meet the desired creative and lively activity needs, an appropriate environment must be
available that supports the encouragement of the adult partner and provides a stimulating space for both ages
to interact.
An ecological psychologist and a pioneer in environment and behavior research, Roger Barker (1968; 1978)
observed that “human activities are not uniformly or randomly distributed but are concentrated in bounded
regions (Barker 1978, 192).” He defined these specific units for studying human behavior as behavior
settings (Bechtel 1997). In the thirty-plus years that he and his colleagues studied these public spaces, he
observed “that almost all behavior within a town occurs within its behavior settings,” and that these
circumjacent environments “intervene between a town’s inhabitants and the wider environment.” Thus, the
inhabitants of a community “are almost always subject to the influences residing in its behavior settings
(Barker 1978, 197).”
Combined to provide the fabric of people’s daily lives (Knox 2005), the ordinary places where people go,
these behavior settings define what people do and how they behave (Bechtel 1997). Although the issues
relating to social, economic, infrastructure and individual life-style choices are considerations, once a person
visits a setting, the “physical design will probably have some influence on how they spend their time there,
and on their attitudes toward the place (Issacs 2000, 145).” And regardless of the cultural context or purpose
of the visit, the specific design of the environment does influence the actions that take place (Aiello and
Thompson 1980). In Life Between Buildings, Jan Gehl (1987) argues that the design of public places can
influence the number of people using the space, for how long, and what activities occur there.
Although “the environment, biogenic and sociogenic, natural and artificial, is rich in potential experiences
for people (Lang 1994, 25),” basically “people act in different spaces depending upon the task at hand
(Tversky 2003, 66).” In a simplified form and perhaps mirroring the three levels of Maslow’s (1943)
motivational scale, activities conducted in public open spaces can be organized into three categories:
necessary or compulsory, optional or recreational, and social or interactive (Carmona et al. 2003; Woolley
2003).
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It can be argued that when conducting required or compulsory activities in public settings such as going to
work or school, shopping or waiting for the bus, the necessity and immediacy of the activity has little or no
dependence upon the environment (Woolley 2001). In these situations, the specific physical setting and its
characteristics might be of only slight importance or none at all. On the other hand, optional activities, such
as sunbathing, strolling, sitting, or watching, only take place if the physical environment and weather support
such an action. In fact the quality and availability of the physical environment clearly has an impact on the
opportunities for these activities to take place.
Even if during a compulsory action, a decision is made to alter course and choose an optional activity such as
people-watching or stopping for coffee, the specific setting, along with time, opportunity, and weather, all
influence the decision. The results of a study conducted by Marjut Wallenius (1999) involving 167
interviews with 30 year old people showed that the higher the perceived supportiveness of the environment,
the higher the level of relative frequency for informal action. And looking at the relationship from an
opposite perspective, studies have shown that not only people’s interest and experiences but their selfconcept are shaped by participating in leisure activities (Florida 2002).
Although singular in the exact benefits optional or leisure activities may provide an individual, except for in
a few cases (running or walking alone), recreational activities are generally enjoyed in groups and thus can
be considered as social behaviors. As long as the intended recreational activity can be performed, people
generally participate with someone else as friendship groups, family units or a combination of the two
regardless of the specific recreational place selected (Cheek, Field, and Burdge 1976). On the other hand,
when selecting a space for social activities such as greetings and conversations, communal activities, or
interacting with a friend, these social exchanges occur spontaneously or through prior arrangements as a
direct consequence of the perceived value of a space to support those more individual behaviors.
Besides the personal benefits received from social activities, Carl Keane (1991) states that community
formation is also dependent upon these social activities or interactions and that the three variables that
enhance that social exchange are: (1) opportunities for contact, (2) proximity to others, and (3) appropriate
space to interact. In addition, the visual and action oriented supportiveness of the environment seems to
promote people’s involvement in accomplishable and socially supported community development projects
(Wallenius 1999). Thus, it seems important to the benefit of community wellbeing to provide physical
spaces where the best possible interactions can take place, where both programmed and casual social
interactions are not only possible, but likely to occur.
Whether individually and collectively, the lives of humans can be described as a series of these activities or
events that some times repeat themselves or are changed by personal choice or circumstance. “There is no
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aspect of our lives that is not governed by these patterns of events (Alexander 1979, 69).” When thinking
about or trying to describe a specific activity or series of events, most people first mention the physical
location where the activity took place. It does not seem possible for people to describe an activity or event
without imaging the places were it happened. In the following quatation, Alexander considers and discusses
“watching the world go by” in light of this behavior or activity/environment relationship. “We sit, perhaps
slightly raised, on the front porch, or on some steps in a park, or on a café terrace, with a more of less
protected, sheltered, partly private place behind us, looking out into a more public place, slightly raised about
it, watching the world go by (Alexander 1979, 70).”
People cannot separate their behaviors or the description of those associated activities or events from the
physical spaces where they occurred (Barker and Wright 1978). Personal relationships and the values they
impart live through the memories of specific activities enjoyed and the stories people share with one another
about those interactions. Both for individuals and the community as a whole, the activities and thus the
stories are remembered and kept alive because of their link to real and very specific places (Potteiger and
Purinton 1998). The stories are truly valued and more rewarding to people because they happen within a
material setting. The associated courtyards, streets, buildings, intersections, open spaces, parks, shops, and
restaurants, give a concrete footing by which the stories can be believed.
What is more important to the idea of community continuum and individual wellbeing, is the ability of these
environments to provide a venue for creating new stories that add to the old ones. Environments connect past
stories to the present situation and in the telling of those stories, connect the present to the future. Although
it is the interactions between people that provide a basis for the stories, it is the physical environment that
gives those stories life (Potteiger and Purinton 1998). Thus, the quality of the physical environment to
promote and encourage interaction helps to create stories that through their telling also encourage and
promote continued quality of life experiences.
And reciprocally, the memories, the stories of the activities people conducted as part of their lives that were
generated within physical spaces can become valuable in connecting people to the past and thus through that
connection preserve the environments themselves. For example, when taking a tour of historic buildings or
walking the streets of a historic neighborhood, it is the stories that link us to place (Layne 2002). Although
the structures may be interesting, it is the stories of what people did within those spaces that help people from
this generation relate to people of past generations, to make a connection over time.
How the absence of stories can affect the health and wellbeing of a community and the individuals living
within it can be clearly shown with a simple example. What shocked visiting design professionals during a
past tour of the Strawberry Mansion neighborhood in East Philadelphia (Hecht 2002) was the disheartening
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decay of historically significant buildings located throughout the area. Yet this had done little in preventing
the devastation of these magnificent structures. In fact, the Mayor of Philadelphia had begun a campaign to
tear down many of the existing structures with the intention of developing new mixed-use plans for the
community. What was not available to the visitors and gone from the political consciousness, were the
stories that could have given the community life and value and perhaps been instrumental in saving both the
individual buildings and the collective neighborhood.
In contrast, during the creation of a driving tour of historic homes in rural Vance County, North Carolina
(Layne and Tomlinson 2000), it became obvious to the development team that it was the stories behind the
structures that were critical to their preservation. Although sited next to both preserved buildings and
community open spaces, as well as adjacent to vacant lots or run down historic homes, the multitude of
historic markers clearly indicated the value of stories, even in some cases over the buildings themselves, in
preserving a cultural connection to the past. It was the activities or stories of romance and unrequited love,
of heroic deeds and shameful actions that made the places come to life and connect the current generation to
those of the past and to the physical environment in which those human behaviors and social interactions
took place.
1.2.4.6 Social Interaction and the Environment
“The relationships of behavior to space and the objects in space is a system of causes, effects, interactions,
and feedback, so that the ultimate effects of a change in any component of the system may become evident
only after a chain of interactive cause-and-effect cycles (Lawton 1970b, 42).” Connecting meaning to social
exchange, the discursive approach to social psychology suggests that “people’s experiences of environmental
features are socially constructed (Bonaiuto and Bonnes 2000).” The following interpersonal relationship
diagram (Figure 1.2.5) defines this concept by presenting five socially defined interconnecting variables that
seem to influence how people interact with or relate to one another (Aiello 1991). Each of the first four
socially constructed factors (culture, socialization experience, relationships, and situation) build upon the
previous ones and collectively suggest that the fifth factor (environment) may play an important and
culminating role in social exchange. In an observational study conducted with forty-five toddlers in social
relationships in a day care center, Alain Legendre (1999) spotlighted three of these factors by concluding that
the quality of dyadic interaction was dependent upon: the nature of the inter-individual relationship, the
distance between child and adult care-givers, and the visual connection between the pair of children within
the play space.
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Figure 1.2.5. Diagram Showing Interpersonal Relationship of Socially Constructed Variables
that Connects Culture to Environment

Based upon the uniqueness of each individual as influenced by the five socially constructed variables (Figure
1.2.5), there are a large number of possible spatial relationships between elements that exist within a physical
setting that could influence the choices made by the group members when looking for a space to socialize.
These human spatial relationships become the basis for deciding which spaces are most appropriate for
positive social exchange. The perception of an environment’s ability to meet these personal space needs is
reflected in the preference for one space over another. Obviously, it would be somewhat impossible for the
respondents to be aware of every nuance of their personally constructed cultural background or socialization
experiences. But as discussed earlier, when the behavior of a number of individuals results in a
suprapersonal environment, or more important to this discussion, a personal dyadic environment (Lawton,
1970b), the specific relationship, situational purpose, and the proposed environment collectively influence
the ability of the social interaction to achieve the desired results.
Many of the environments and associated patterns discussed by Christopher Alexander (1977), in A Pattern
Language, reflect a great understanding of the relationship between the physical attributes of a space and the
relationships and situations that take place within them. In fact he suggests that certain spaces cultivate
individual development (a place of ones own), while other spaces are intended to be employed by married
people in order to cultivate the relationship as a couple. As perceived by each individual or collectively by
the two participants, the physical attributes of an environment and the relationship that exists between them
either supports or does not support their needs. Yet, what was critical to meeting the goals of this thesis was
the need to look beyond an acceptance of the physical environment as having an influence on human
behavior and social exchange to the more specific relationship that exists between physical space and the
desired social exchange between the youth and older adult members of the intergenerational dyad.
1.2.4.7 Environment and Intergenerational Exchange
Much of the literature conducted in the intergenerational field seems to focus on a discussion of youth and
older adult needs, salient traits, or interaction outcomes and research results propose that contact per se
between youth and older adults improves attitudes, perceptions, and relationships between the two groups
(Caspi 1984). In addition, existing intergenerational organizations spend much of their time organizing their
programs and activities to meet desired outcomes or the needs of youth and or older adult clients. Except for
some emerging yet limited designing of shared-site facilities, consideration of the physical environment and
its influence on interaction is not defined. Whatever rooms or facilities are available at the time program
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activities are conducted seem to be acceptable. The participants and the program activity are programmed
and controlled, yet the environmental attributes that might support a better outcome for the interaction seems
to be left to chance.
Angie Williams and Jon Nussbaum (2001) in Intergenerational Communication Across the Life Span suggest
that even quality intergenerational programming is insufficient in forming life-affirming inter-group
relationships. What inter-group contact theory does put forward is that besides including behavioral and
attitudinal outcomes and the characteristics of the individuals involved in the cross-age contact
communication, an additional relevant variable is the characteristics of the contact situation including both
programming and the physical environment (Allport 1954; Pettigrew 1998).
Based upon the social constructs for interpersonal exchange, Figure 1.2.6 is a focused interpretation of the
interpersonal relationship diagram (Figure 1.2.5) suggesting that intergenerational interaction between youth
and older adults is influenced by four factors: hereditary issues, life experiences, programs/activities, and the
physical environment. Although birth, heredity, cultural norms, and the influences of life experiences cannot
be controlled, three of the social interaction variables (personal relationship, situation, and environment) can
be managed (Figure 1.2.5).

Birth, Heredity,
and Cultural
Norms

Life Experiences
(varies b/w ages
& generations)

IG PROGRAMS
and ACTIVITIES
IG DYADIC
INTERACTION
(Outcomes)

PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMEN
(Urban Space)

Figure 1.2.6. Four Factors that Seem to Influence Positive Outcomes of Dyadic
Intergenerational Interaction between Youth and Older Adults

A result of preexisting conditions relating to upbringing and culture, the two factors on the left belong to each
individual member of the dyad, cannot be altered by design or programming, and thus are beyond the scope
of this discussion. However, the two factors on the right are more universal (program activity and
environment), have the potential to influence the responses of a majority of people, and can be altered by
program development and physical space design in order to influence the outcomes of the intergenerational
dyadic exchange (center box). Although section 1.2.2 suggests that purposeful interaction between
generations can be planned through the use of intergenerational programming of activities conducted in
specific settings (Schindler 1992), cross-generational programming alternatives are not a part of the focus of
this thesis and thus the remaining discussion well concentrate on the unique relationships between youth and
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older adult pairs and the physical environment and its potential for influencing intergenerational dyadic
exchange.
As discussed in earlier sections and throughout this document, the youth/older adult dyad communication
becomes the mechanism by which the developmental needs and motivational factors for each member of the
pair can be realized. But the sociological or intergenerational literature does not seem to link therapeutic or
pedagogical communication/interaction theory and environment-influencing relationship theory. Although
linking the physical environment to human experience, even environment and behavior studies (E&B) or
“person-environment-relationship” theories seem to leave out discussions of communication and
relationships within an environment. For example, the work of Rachel and Steven Kaplan (1982; 1983;
1989) that seeks to understand how qualities of natural environments and nearby nature (legibility, mystery,
coherence, complexity) affects people’s feelings of wellbeing and place attachment, does not address the
“people-in-relationship-within-an-environment.” Similar to the “prospect and refuge” theory presented by
Jay Appleton (1975), the Kaplan’s studies look at how the environment affects the person (a person prefers to
be enclosed with a view, rather than enclosed within a view). The person’s relationship to the environment is
not considered in terms of his/her relationship to others and how these relationships influence their
experience of the physical environment (Huse 2002).
Yet, people’s relationships with other people obviously do affect their perceptions and experiences of the
environment. Certainly it makes sense that when people are together either in pairs or in groups, the shared
camaraderie alters the perception of the surrounding environment and its ability to enhance the experience.
Think about the difference in the experience and the related environmental influences between going on
vacation by yourself or with your family, and eating lunch with a friend or by yourself (Huse 2002).
Although determined somewhat by the character of the relationship, the associated feelings of security and
affection seem to open up the physical world for observation, appreciation, and play. In these cases, the
opening up to the physical environment is enhanced by the strength of the relationship between the people
involved. This is a “person-in-relationship-within-an-environment” concept that is different from much of
the current studies in environment and behavior research that seek to understand individual responses to
environmental stimuli (Taylor, Zube, Sell 1987; Stokols and Altman 1991b; Bechtel 1997; Bechtel, Marans
and Michelson 1987b).
Although there have been few research studies or theories developed that link person-to-person relationships
with the environment influence, there are two ways that a physical environment can affect the value of a
social exchange between the members of a youth and older adult dyad: the relationship-enhanced
environment or the environment-enhanced relationship. Of course, when two people have a real connection
to each other, a positive supportive relationship going on, this fact may have a bearing on the outlook of the
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surrounding physical environment. For example, when people are in love and walking through some
environment hand-in-hand, the entire space is illuminated and charged with the light of that love. The
physical environment seems to be glowing. In the same way, when an intergenerational pair is connecting
during an important life-changing conversation, the youth being listened to and the older adult feeling he/she
is helping, the physical environment may also be charged with the energy of hope and love. The
relationship-enhanced environment, the space within which this positive exchange takes place would be
remembered as the place where an important interaction took place. A drab or degraded environment can
thus be transformed as a result of the positive social exchange. A positive relationship can thus enhance the
perceived value of the physical environment!
Reviewing the intergenerational social exchange from another perspective, the physical environment has the
ability to enhance the outcomes achieved and even add to the value of the dyadic relationship. Provided by
the attributes of the physical environment, perhaps the true value of an intergenerational dyadic experience is
that the environment-enhanced relationship encourages exceptional learning and growth for both members.
Influenced by the physical space visited, the joint interaction can expand awareness, insight, and perspective
and provide a venue to highlight the key ideas and information that makes the event meaningful and
memorable to both participants (Shea 1997).
The environment exists as a physical space with all its unique smells, sights, sounds, colors, and textures and
can be filled with lots of people or be absent of them. Whatever the nature of the setting, it can either act
simply as a vessel, such as many classrooms or offices do, by merely enclosing the communication between
people, or the setting can actually enliven and enhance the interaction by providing an opportunity to become
a part of the space together. In this case, the environment acts as a trigger for social exchange and has the
potential of creating an opportunity for growth and development for each member of the dyad, often far
beyond the programmed or anticipated outcomes of the intergenerational exchange.
The value of the physical environment to intergenerational dyadic activities and the associated social
exchange outcomes is clearly described in a small book by Joseph Cornell (1979), Sharing Nature with
Children. Cornell’s love for nature and his confidence in the benefits inherent in the physical world as a
support for people is expressed in his belief that “when a person becomes harmoniously attuned with the
world, his feelings of harmony with other people are intensified, too.” “As we get closer to nature, we find
that the subject of our study is not actually nature at all, but life, and the nature of our own selves (Cornell
1979, 123).” For Cornell, the environment is more than a vessel for communication between people, but can
actually enhance to the enlivenment of that communication.
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What the physical environment affords the teacher or older adult participant is the opportunity to create more
constructive and ultimately more satisfying social interactional experiences for the youth partner. For
improving the non-programmed intergenerational experience for both the youth and elder, Cornell (1979, 1114) suggests the following five tenets of outdoor teaching be employed by the older adult:
1.

Teach less, and share more – share personal observations and inner connections to
both the natural and cultural physical open spaces.

2.

Be receptive – listen, be aware, and be sensitive to the ideas and thoughts of your
young partner.

3.

Focus the youth’s attention without delay – involve the young person by asking
questions and pointing out interesting sites.

4.

Look and experience first; talk later – you don’t have to be all knowing, simply
respond to the environment, interact, and have fun.

5.

A sense of joy should permeate the experience – whether gaiety or calm
attentiveness, your enthusiasm is contagious and the most valuable asset as a grand
friend.

Although relationship-enhanced environments may be an interesting topic that social scientists could study,
environment and behavior design researchers, landscape architects, and city planners are far removed from
the psychological, therapeutic or communication/interaction research and have limited access to the personal
details of social exchange relationships provided by couples in love or even by intergenerational dyadic
exchanges conducted within urban settings. What the environmental designer can do is create open spaces
that support or enhance the value of the relationship or the social interaction that could be taking place within
that environment. Just as a degraded or negative setting could distract or debase the spiritual connection
between the dyadic pair and thus reduce the benefits achieved from the exchange, a positive and inspiring
physical environment could enhance and enliven the feelings one person has for another in either a beloved
or non-familial intergenerational relationship.
1.2.4.8 Urban Public Open Spaces: Exchange Value
When the behavior of a number of individuals results in the creation of a suprapersonal environment, or more
important to this discussion, an intergenerational dyadic environment (Lawton, 1970b) and that environment
is combined with a social environment, the appropriately designed space or physical environment can be
manifested as a home, office, or institutional building or simply as a frequently spaced set of benches located
along a walkway (Aiello 1991). Although intergenerational interaction can and does take place in private
residences, community and recreational facilities, youth or older adult activity centers, schools, nursing
homes, child and adult day care centers, shared-site facilities, religious institutions, hospitals, clinics, and
various community agencies (Kuehn and Collins 1997), programmed intergenerational interaction between
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youth and non-parental adults generally occurs in three types of settings: child/adult-care facilities, schools,
or public open spaces (Kontos 1992).
Although when designed as shared sites, combined child/adult day care facilities can often include attached
outdoor spaces in their plans, the programmed activities generally occur within the specifically designed
rooms located within the buildings. In addition, these share-sites are relatively few in number and generally
support the day care needs of young children and thus cannot fulfill the role of providing spaces for social
exchange between youth and older adults.
Society’s seeming lack of concern for the special needs of the adolescent in designing public outdoor spaces
(Marcus, Watsky, Insley and Francis, 1990) combined with the increase in school-centered activities and the
lengthening periods of education (Lang 1994) suggest that the school environment might be a prime choice
as a setting for intergenerational interaction. Though other settings such as community centers might be
appropriate as well, the school is the one place where youth are required to visit continuously over a long
period of time. Although environmental research for secondary schools is less than that for primary schools
(Sanoff, 1994), the importance of social networking opportunities in high school environments is critical to
the psychological health and wellbeing of the adolescent (Siegel 1995). In fact, Henry Sanoff (1994) states,
in School Design, that extracurricular activities have critical social and psychological significance to
adolescent peer relationships and thus seem to be primed as a space for intergenerational exchange as well.
Unfortunately, schools are places where youth spend a majority of time but over which they have little
control (Stine, 1997). And although classrooms are often the spaces where the intergenerational dyad can
meet on a regular basis, inner city schools are often physically and visually degraded and do not support a
sense of ownership or security required for positive interaction to take place. In addition, the classroom is a
space where the teacher is the major decision-maker, and thus is not a viable place for young people to plan,
evaluate, and execute their own decisions (Sanoff 1994). Further, opportunities for informal social contact
are often limited to organized events in large assembly spaces, and even student lounges and activity centers
are most often too formal and programmed for effective social interaction to take place (Siegel, 1994).
One area of the school that has been overlooked as a quality space for living and learning, is the outside
environment (Stine 1997). In her book, Landscapes for Learning, Sharon Stine (1997) states that the outside
areas of the school functions like a neighborhood, a place not exclusive to learning but an environment for
living. The similarity to the neighborhood with its public, private, semiprivate spaces, and connecting
pathways, makes it an ideal place for different generations to interact.
Yet, Jane Jacobs (1961), in The Death and Life of Great American Cities, points out that successful
places for social exchange are multidimensional and diverse; they are full of stimulations and
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creative interplay; and unlike the school ground, they do not cater to one industry or program, or a
single demographic or age group (Florida 2002). What makes urban public open spaces different
from the other two environments is the required interaction of non-familiar people (suprapersonal)
within an almost exclusively man-made milieu (Lawton 1990).
Again, one of the guiding features required for positive intergenerational interaction is for both partners to be
on equal footing and to have a sense of control over their mutually selected activities and environments
(Taylor and Bressler 2000; Rhodes 2002). Different from familial relationship of grandparent and grandchild
where the older adult is in charge, the use of public space is usually selected for the mutually supportive
social exchange opportunities it provides. According to Susan Kontos, the value of these types of spaces
over the other ones listed is that these spaces are public places, owned by neither older adult nor child, and
thus neither member of the dyad can take possession or hold control. Particularly important to the positive
outcomes sought by the non-familial intergenerational pair, neutral spaces can only truly exist in public open
spaces, activity domains (Atchley 1997) or activity settings (Bartko and Eccles 2003), where a variety of
non-programmed behaviors can be supported that will encourage positive social exchange.
Given the fact that most of the existing intergenerational one-on-one mentoring programs are intended to
support the needs of at-risk or disadvantaged youth with the aid of older adult volunteers, the majority of
both age groups living within metropolitan areas with a high percentage living in densely populated center
cities ( Kweon, Sullivan and Wiley 1998; Larkin and Newman 1997; Rogers and Taylor 1997; Brotman
1976), the places most often chosen to visit by an intergenerational pair are not just public open places, but
urban public open spaces. The city, a conglomerate of closely-knit spaces and places, supports a variety of
activities and functions. Urban spaces can be unpredictable and lead to spontaneous and unplanned
encounters, both maintaining previous acquaintances and supporting new ones. These spaces are most often
outdoor places, including not only parks, but the streets themselves, nearby vacant lots, residential yards, and
even parking lots (Kaplan 1983). Often more accessible than designated activity settings, these spaces are
not only popular, but have been shown to play a significant role in people’s perceived quality of life.
In a major multi-country study supported by UNESCO, Growing up in Cities, Kevin Lynch (1977) found that
children living in major cities in Poland, Argentina, Australia, and Mexico all use these “un-programmed”
spaces rather than the playgrounds and reservations which remained mostly empty. Rather than places
created to accommodate specific activities (sports arena, playground, or shopping mall), these spaces are
“accidental” spaces (Moore 1990). Including streets, courtyards, or even apartment staircases, these
intergenerationally neutral spaces were important extensions of the crowded or controlled home environment
(Lynch 1977). “These supportive places consist of “the shape of the local streets, the stairs, and courtyards
that are important to children [and older adults]: the paving, the trees, the safety, and suitability for informal
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play, the corners, doorways, nooks, and benches where they can meet their friends, the opportunities those
places give them to slip away from the parental [or older adult caretaker] eye while still being thought safe
and under general supervision (Lynch 1977, 20-21).”
For both older adults and young people, these types of spaces are immediately at hand, require no additional
expense or travel arrangements, and provide places for walking, talking, and “just hanging out.” Because
these urban public open spaces are not connected to rigidly prescribed programs or activities, the physical
attributes and features they possess are important considerations in the selection of a space for
intergenerational social exchange. But obviously these types of casual spaces are in themselves not exclusive
to cities and can be found in small towns, suburban neighborhoods, or even small group of houses
surrounding a grocery store and gas station located at a crossroads in the rural parts of North Carolina.
Obviously, it is important to look at the qualities unique to the urban realm to determine the values that they
hold for positive social exchange between youth and older adults.
The Creative 100, members of the creative class from 48 states, Canada, and Puerto Rico, gathered in
Memphis, Tennessee from April 30 – May 2, 2003, and created a draft to point of the Memphis Manifesto
(Florida 2003, 381-382). Intended to assist all communities seeking to compete in the current economy, the
importance of the physical environment in supporting a creative and vibrant economy is expressed in the
seventh point: “Invest in and build on quality of place. While inherited features such as climate, natural
resources, and population are important, other critical features such as arts and culture, open and green
spaces, vibrant downtowns, and centers of learning can be built and strengthened.”
In The Rise of the Creative Class, Richard Florida (2002) states unequivocally that regarding place and
community, physical spaces play critical roles as incubators of creativity, innovation, and the real force that
brings people together. Lifestyle was even more important than even employment to the creative people
Florida interviewed in his focus groups. They would not work in or even apply for jobs “in places that did
not afford the variety of ‘scenes’ they desired – music scene, art scene, technology scene, outdoor sports
scene (Florida 2002, 224).” Florida suggests that “place is becoming the central organizing unit of our
economy and society (Florida 2002, 224).”
“Other urban scholars have optimistically argued that urban characteristics provide increased opportunities
for social interaction (Keane 1991, 27),” with the city providing information about the social world, being a
source of inspiration, and by offering a plethora of activities, it can generate uniquely stimulating experiences
(Gehl 1987). One inquiry conducted with over 3,000 participants found that when people are considering
environmentally friendly behaviors, social context was found to be “comparable to sociodemographic,
political attitudes, and environmental knowledge and concern combined (Olli, Grendstad and Wollebaek
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2001, 181).” And, in a study that compared perception of community with specific environmental features
found that besides the overall layout, architectural style, and many other physical features play vital roles in
achieving a sense of community while natural features and open spaces foster pedestrianism and increase the
likelihood of social interaction (Kim and Kaplan 2004).
Many bemoan the loss of community due to an increase in urban development such as high-rise buildings,
underground garages, and long distances between functions (most “modernized” cities and suburbs include
examples of these features) that support automobile traffic rather than the pedestrian traffic required for
encounters to take place. Yet, “what is important is not whether factories, residences, service functions, and
so on are placed close together on the architect’s drawings, but whether the people who work and live in the
different buildings use the same public spaces and meet in connection with daily activities (Gehl 1987, 103).”
Besides depicting the cultural influences of past and present and the symbols associated with personal
identity (Low 1997), designed urban public spaces accommodate social behavior and set the stage for social
interaction (Richardson 1980). Urban public spaces help to “create an image for the city in which they are
located; they become a meeting place, and a center for various activities that improve the physical and social
environment (Rubenstein 1992, 1).” Always containing “a myriad of diverse and intense connections and
activities, urban space has always been a place for the community rather than the individual. They provide
emotional attraction for both citizens and visitors, embodying political and cultural activities, giving
significance and providing landmarks in time and space (Giddings et al. 2005, 15).”
Though initially created to improve worker health by providing sunlight and fresh air or acting as places of
refuge from the congestion and noise of the city (Olmstead 1870; Roper 1973), changes in the mode of
human settlement including faster transportation systems, a general reduction in work hours, and a shift from
industrial occupations to service and professional vocations have changed the role of parks and other urban
public open spaces to that of supporter of social interaction and leisure activities (Mumford 1969; AlHomoud and Abu-Obeid 2003). Agreeing with this assessment, the observational research of William Whyte
(1980) in The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces, found that people were attracted to social spaces and that
these lively spaces tended to attract more people than less social spaces. The perception of a well-defined
space seems to be associated with the frequency of the social exchanges that takes place within that space
(Al-Homoud and Tassinary 2004).
Jan Gehl (1987), in Life Between Buildings, suggests that people have a need for contact, to meet, see, hear,
and be among others, and “experience other people functioning in various situations (Gehl 1987, 17).” Even
as chance or passive, contacts imply positive experiences, are an alternative to being alone, and even in a
modest way are better than being a passive observer of other people’s experiences on television. Supporting
a sense of community (Carmona et al. 2003), plazas, squares, parks and other “public places certainly give an
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identity to an area by acting as landmarks and symbols, and they can provide opportunities for people who
are friends (or strangers) to gather and share the experience of being in the place (Lang 1994, 272).” Urban
public open spaces that provide opportunities for social interaction between all ages, are safe and secure, and
where everyone has a sense of ownership, would be expertly designed to provide the wealth of new and
challenging venues supportive of intergenerational interaction between young people and older adults.
Thus, it is important to provide physical spaces within communities where the best possible interactions can
take place, where both programmed and casual interactions are not only possible, but likely to occur. It is
critical that these spaces be public spaces because without opportunities for group social connections, the
interactions, even intergenerational, remain isolated events rather than shared or community events. Society
is about groups of people interacting collectively to create stories that are mutually shared, mutually
understood, and mutually transferred to future generations. Multidimensional, diverse, stimulating and
providing opportunities for creative interaction (Florida 2002; Jacobs 1961; Whyte 1980), successful urban
public spaces don’t just conform to the needs of one age group or a single demographic but provide
opportunities for social interaction between all ages. Postulating that the integration of different age groups
is critical to a sustainable society, the urban environment seems to afford the best opportunity for these allimportant social exchanges to take place.

Interface Problem #2
Environment/Behavior Studies
E & B Research Investigates the Needs, Perceptions, and Preferences of Single
Population Groups and Individual Settings with Limited Age-Related
(Intergenerational) Comparative Studies being Conducted

1.2.5

Conflicts Designing Intergenerational Public Open Space

Assuming that the previous discussion has to some degree proven that the physical environment is a critical
factor in supporting positive social exchange between youth and older adults, “there is little feeling these
days that the environment determines what people do, whether they want to or not. The perspective is very
much more one of opportunity, rather than determinism. And although there are a number of
intergenerational programs (Boys and Girls Clubs, Across Ages, and Elders Share the Arts) that are being
used as models for initiating new mentoring programs, one of the primary concerns of program directors is
the inadequate spaces available for interaction between these two age groups.
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1.2.5.1 Lack of Knowledge About Space Significance
“Is the wide range of possible movements and activities permitted by the environment, those which were
desired to occur (Michelson 1975, 5)?” Vital to even asking this question is the belief that “architects,
planners and urban designers should be attentive to the theoretical underpinnings that are relevant to placemaking (Knox 2005, 1).” And central to the designing of good urban spaces is the capacity of the built
environment to provide settings in support of the activities critical to the quality of people’s lives and, for the
purpose of this study, to provide supportive spaces for social exchange between youth and older adult
intergenerational pairs.
Yet, the majority of texts and journal articles written about intergenerational exchange simply described the
benefits of intergenerational programs, presented existing programs, or discussed the procedures and
problems associated with the formation of a new mentoring service (Taylor and Bressler 2000; Rhodes 2002;
Taylor and Dryfoos 1999; Beiswinger 1985; Kaplan 1994; Rogers and Taylor 1979). None of the reviewed
literature discussed the use or importance of public spaces or the value physical space might have on the
outcomes of intergenerational relationships. In fact, intergenerational practice, research, and teaching
seemed to focus upon the importance of interaction and the activities or programs for improving the social
compact, with no attention paid to the role the physical environment might have on influencing the outcomes
of these interactions. Only one example was found in a chapter about mentoring youth where Anita Rogers
and Andrea Taylor (1997) expressed the importance of several physical attributes associated with good
meeting places for youth and older adult programmed interactions.
This downplay of the value of the physical environment in supporting intergenerational exchange goals by
intergenerational program professionals seems to mirror the once total disregard for the benefits of physical
design in another human-care industry, health (Bechtel 1997). A main problem facing the urban design
researcher and design professional when touting the importance of the physical environmental in promoting
wellbeing and improved outcomes of intergenerational interaction, is summed up by the incorrect belief
expressed by the health-care industry “that the traditional, institutionally designed health care facility has no
bearing on the wellness of its patients as long as the level of care is superb (Devlin and Arneill 2003, 666).”
However, a study conducted by Roger Ulrich (1984) in an intensive care unit of a hospital helped to change
the way the medical profession viewed the value of designed environments as recovery benefits. He
compared the number of days in recovery after surgery between patients who had a window view of a blank
brick wall and those who had a window view of trees and landscaping. The results showed that those
patients who had a view to a wall took longer to recover, required stronger doses of analgesics, and noted a
greater number of problems than those who had a view to nature (Ulrich 1984; Bechtel 1997).
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Although this seminal study led to further research and the appearance of research articles in design journals
linking the design of health-care settings with the wellbeing of patients has increased the support of
environmental design by health-care providers that changed the way many hospitals are designed, little
research or promotion of the benefits of the physical environment to intergenerational exchange has
appeared. And though all interaction, all activities, must be conducted within physical spaces (Appleyard
1978), the ability of a space to operationally provide for personal action and behavior seems critical to the
success of the intended program or interaction outcomes. The inequality that exists between human goals
and human accomplishments is not only reduced or increased by improved (intergenerational) interpersonal
engagement, but can be supported or discouraged by the interaction with the physical environment (Studer
1970). In order to achieve the desired outcomes for intergenerational interaction, is seems that appropriate
settings may be required.
Yet, the designing and building of urban public open spaces that could be used by both elderly and youth
simultaneously does not seem to be a simple task. What is truly significant, is that there is limited knowledge
about the value the physical environment might play in intergenerational exchange, or if some indication of
value is realized, the features, attributes or qualities those spaces ought to possess in order to meet the
specific needs of the participant youth and older adults social exchange. Though many planners have set a
high value on social interaction and have devised various environmental means to increase the possibilities of
encounters between people within residential settings (Lawton 1970a), there is a lack of understanding about
what types of urban public spaces and their attributes that would be considered mutually supportive for social
exchange by both young people and older adults.
1.2.5.2 Contradictory Research Approaches: Social Science and Design
The lack of knowledge about the value of physical space design on intergenerational exchange can perhaps
be traced to the difference between the desired research outcomes of the intergenerational scientist and that
of the environment and behavior researcher. One of the major problems in designing spaces that support
social exchange between youth and older adults is that intergenerational studies are generally associated with
the practice and research field of sociology, and this discipline has generally “reinforced the sociologist’s
tendency to ignore the role of the physical environment in social exchange (Dunlap and Catton 1994, 1213).” Two traditions that account for this slow recognition of the value of environmental factors include: (1)
that social phenomena was most often explained in terms of biological, geographical, physical conditions
such as climate and (2) it was believed that the participating “actor’s ‘definition of the situation’ was
assumed to be so influenced by surrounding actors as to be virtually independent of the situation’s physical
characteristics (Dunlap and Catton 1994, 14).” This continuation of ignoring the importance of the physical
environment as an integral part of everyday human life by a great many academics and professionals in the
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social sciences may simply be in keeping with society’s current trend toward people-oriented popular media
(Relph 1976; Seamon 1996).
Although the social environment that supports intergenerational interaction may be a strong determinate of
quality social exchange, all interactions take place within the physical spaces and thus must be considered a
major factor in improving social exchange outcomes between the dyad (youth and older adult). It is true that
several articles in intergenerational research publications have mentioned the physical environment as a
contributing factor (Rogers and Taylor 1997; Kaplan 1994), and in recent years, shared-site administrators
have begun to discuss the importance of improving the physical spaces within their facilities that are
associated with non-programmed social exchange between the two age groups. Yet, most social scientists
working in the intergenerational arena seem to focus on the individual and the programmed activity they
provide and pay little attention to the environmental influences.
Although not true of some intergenerational mentoring programs (Across Ages), most of time the choice of
activity and the spaces where activities take place are controlled by the program staff, leaving little chance
for the members of the dyad to influence what they do or where they go. Thus, the limited intergenerational
research that takes into account the physical environment seems to be associated with program-controlled
spaces (usually classrooms or activity rooms) located within existing intergenerational facility buildings.
Even when some understanding of the value of physical space design is acknowledged, in the field of applied
research involving older adults, children, or intergenerational relationships, environmental factors are not
specified or even included in the research program evaluation process (Lawton 1970b; Altman and Wohlwill
1978; Steinfeld 1972).
Despite the apparent limited awareness of the physical space factor in either supporting or undermining the
value of social exchange between youth and older adults, another problem with designing intergenerationally
supportive public spaces is related to the limited knowledge about the makeup of intergenerational pairs and
their preferences and use of different types of public spaces by the environmental design researcher.
Although the previous section vigorously promoted the value of the physical environment and especially the
urban landscape as an effective tool in providing social contact that supports human development, “physical
planning alone is not likely to have a significant impact on human ecological patterns without consideration
of factors relating to participants in encounters and the programs, or social contexts, in which the encounters
take place (Steinfeld 1972, 4).”
For example, one study that investigated the relationship between activities carried out in a residential
neighborhood, a community center, and a greater suburban environment and the evaluative aspects of those
spaces identified four different groups of inhabitants (Bonaiuto, Bonnes and Continisio 2004). Classified
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within a number of socio-demographic and residential variables, the four groups included: (1) neighborhood
confined and use of only one sub-place, (2) marginal escape users who were centered on home but also used
the center, (3) multi-place hyper-actives who had a high degree of interaction within all three spaces, and (4)
quality users who used both the neighborhood and the center for both socializing and cultural activities.
What this study indicated was that a clear understanding of user groups, their preferred activities and which
type of spaces they would most enjoy are required if intergenerationally adequate urban public open spaces
are to be designed.
Yet, one problem associated with designing supportive intergenerational spaces can be traced to the
broadening interest in landscape assessment studies by both researcher and designer. Initially the realm of
landscape architects and geographers, research in environmental assessment and perception is now being
conducted by psychologists, land managers, lawyers, and ecologists (Taylor, Zube, and Sell 1987). The
problem arises when each group ignores existing data and methods and employs their own disciplinary
paradigms to measure and assess the value of the environment. This disparity often produces research results
that may not be compatible, often leading to the creation of public spaces that do not necessarily meet the
needs of all potential user groups.
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Set of
Environmental
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Set of
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Resultant
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Simulated Set
of Human
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Set of
Environmental
Stimuli

ENVIORNMENTAL DESIGNER
Set of
Requisite
Behaviors

Figure 1.2.7. Opposing Environment-Behavior Research Approaches Taken by
Behavioral Scientist and Environmental Designer (Studer 1970, 103)

And another difficulty, linked to the quality design of public spaces for intergenerational exchange, is the
lack of cooperation between the social or behavioral scientist and the urban designer. Raymond Studer
(1970) suggests that the problem lies in the two different approaches each discipline takes toward the
environment-behavior interface. Although both are concerned with fulfilling human needs and in
investigating the same three classes of variables, Figure 1.2.7 clearly shows the opposing directions from
which the sociologist and the designer approaches understanding the influence of the environment on
behavior.
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Basically, the social scientist typically manipulates and investigates the effects of very focused stimuli upon
function and the resulting behavior and characteristically deals not with synthesis but with analysis. In
contrast, the urban designer cannot select specific variables from the myriad of behavior complexities
associated with environmental space design including beliefs and attitudes, crowding and stress, perception
and aesthetics, cognition and wayfinding, personal space and territoriality (Bechtel 1997), but must deal
fundamentally with synthesis of the behaviors upon function and stimuli (Studer 1970).
What this means for the designer, is that in order to design intergenerationally supportive urban spaces,
observation of dyadic behaviors between these two age groups must occur within definable spaces. Although
this may seem possible for designers of interior spaces such as those that exist in shared-site facilities or
school buildings used for mentoring activities, the current trend in urban design to create public spaces that
segregate youth from older adults and thus the lack of intergenerationally designed public outdoor spaces,
makes this task somewhat limiting. Yet in spite of this fact, “in short, any project that truly accounts for
relevant social science consideration will have explored at least to some degree whatever behavioral,
perceptual-symbolic, and normative implications may lodge in its design. This is the joint task of social
scientists and designers (Bechtel, Marans and Michelson 1987, 4).”
1.2.5.3 Physical Space Design Issues
Given the constraints associated with the limited number of intergenerational facilities and access to
mentoring programs available to youth, Jean Rhodes (2002) in Stand by Me suggests that perhaps young
people could recruit helpful and caring non-familial older adults from their own social networks. Finding a
potential mentor from within the extended family, neighborhood, school, church or community organization
who is familiar with the cultural norm and circumstances may be even better at offering credible advice.
“Unfortunately, even when youth want to find mentors on their own, settings are often structured in ways that
discourage contact with adults (Rhodes 2002, 115).” Beyond the boundaries of their home environments,
there are many factors that impede the ability of youth to find supportive older adults (Rhodes 2002).
Overcrowded schools, changing marital patterns, and loss of community coherence have reduced the
opportunities for informal social contact between youth and older adults. Yet, even when youth have found a
supportive older adult and is actively seeking to interact with that mentor, physical settings are often
designed to discourage this interaction (Rhodes 2002).
Basically, the pair has access to three types of spaces (home environments, indoor activity centers, and urban
public spaces) where spontaneous or non-programmed social interaction between youth and older adults can
occur. Whether inside or outside, the home environment is controlled by the parent or older adult
homeowner or renter. And as stated earlier, both youth and older adults need to interact within spaces that
they equally feel in control. And except for a small number of affluent people with the financial means and
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large enough spaces to create specialized environments within their residences, designers are not able to play
much of a role in creating or altering these home spaces so that they would encourage or support
intergenerational interaction. And although there is a greater opportunity for architects, interior designers,
and landscape architects to influence their design, most public or private indoor activity centers are created to
meet a specific purpose (movie theatre to watch a movie, golf course to play golf, or restaurant to eat a meal),
and thus are not conducive to the required non-programmed activities that support the desired
intergenerational interactive outcomes. And since “nearly three quarters of older Americans live in
metropolitan areas, and almost one third live in densely populated central cities [and] due in part to older
adults’ restricted physical mobility, they are more likely…to remain in their neighborhoods (Kweon, Sullivan
and Wiley 1998, 834).” Their proximity to the older adult and youth populations is simply another factor
that makes urban public open spaces the obvious choice as the settings for intergenerational interaction and
thus the focus of this study.
Although the restorative qualities and child development potential of neighborhood environments are wellknown (Kaplan 1995; Moore 1990), the isolation of at-risk youth, the elderly, and the poor from the rest of
society, has led to the decay and destruction of these havens of community support. The societal and
community issues facing youth and older adults (see section 1.2.1), along with increased economic
challenges facing the poor and elderly, not only affect the wellbeing of individuals and families but mar
urban neighborhoods (Henkin and Kingson 1999a; Hirshorn and Piering 1999; Layne 2001).
Reflected in the resulting inhospitable conditions of abandoned buildings, vacant lots, and graffiti covered
walls, the disinvestment rings of urban blight surrounding city centers have added to the previously discussed
increase in levels of aggression, violence and mental fatigue (Kuo and Sullivan 2001; Thompson 1993).
Attributed in part to the “flight” of the more affluent middle class population to the suburbs in the 1970s
(Gladwell 2002), the degradation of many of the urban neighborhoods have resulted in their inability to meet
the needs of their residents or even to support valued intergenerational social exchanges. Requiring
interactions to take place within a parked automobile rather than in a public open space (see result of
interview with intergenerational pair section 1.2.3.5), certainly supports the obvious need for the design and
redevelopment of the community open spaces to meet the needs of the resident divergent population. And
although environmental space problems associated with low-income users are not primarily design problems
but political and economic problems (Bailey 1971), given proper financial and community support, the
inherent diversity of use associated with these spaces can provide the scenario needed by architects,
landscape architects, and other urban designers for the design or redesign of these urban public open spaces
to meet intergenerational social exchange objectives.
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Yet, even when the political will and the associated financial support is available, urban public spaces are
still being designed with little regard for their highly valued social exchange opportunities (see section 1.1
and Figures 1.1.4 and 1.1.5). Often barren, uninviting, and uncomfortable, the mere presence of outdoor
common spaces within the urban realm does not seem to be conducive to promoting social ties (Kweon,
Sullivan and Wiley 1998). “That the sight of people attracts still other people is something that city planners
and city architectural designers seem to find incomprehensible. They operate on the premise that city people
seek the sight of emptiness, obvious order and quiet. Nothing could be less true. People’s love of watching
activity and other people is evident in cities everywhere (Jacobs 1961, 37).” Although the importance of
people being present in a public space is supported in a most profound way through the documented
observational research conducted by William Whyte (1980) in The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces, many
urban designers still seem to consider the creation of public space as producing “a work of art” or spatial
object that must stand alone (Francescato 1994), be guided by the elements of design (Bell 1993; Ching
1979), conform to a fixed set of guidelines (Vanerburgh 1994), perhaps be devoid of people, and have little
regard for the needs of the intended users (Francis, Cashdan and Paxson 1981; Sanoff 1990).
1.2.5.4 Participatory Design: Absence of Youth and Older Adults
The result of this individualism in the approach to environmental design is the creation of public spaces that
do not meet the needs their intended users. Since the design of urban public spaces is intended to meet the
needs of the public, effective environmental change requires that representatives of each of the user groups
must first become aware of the situation (Sanoff 1983; 1990). Since people will live and work in the
proposed urban environments long after the design and construction is completed, their input is most critical
to the development of spaces that will meet their needs (Sanoff 1988; 1990).
What is missing and critical to achieving a successful urban public space is that the design or development
program should not be based exclusively upon an individual’s ideals, but must be based upon the premise
that everyone-is-an-expert about what is important to them and how they relate to existing and proposed
social and physical environments. Everyone, children and youth to older adults, male or female, rich or poor,
educated or not, has a valuable understanding of their surroundings and is capable of analyzing the situation
and assessing a course of action appropriate to community goals (Wates 2000). This underlying principle,
that everyone is different and has a unique way of looking at the world, must be employed in developing,
planning, and conducting any participatory design program (Sanoff 2000). Building consensus among
participants seems to be a cornerstone of valued community design and development programs (Creighton
1994; Sanoff 2000) and the most effective way to transmit information and to gain insights into user needs is
through a community participatory design process (Sanoff 2000). During the 1970s and the 1980s,
participatory design methodologies were developed to offer groups a way to reach consensus (Godschalk
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1971), to educate people so they could make informed decisions (Smith and Hester 1982), or to develop
unified visions that could be accepted by the whole community (Jones 1999).
Without the use of this approach in the design process, the spotlighting of the needs of one group over
another group often occurs. Listening to one group over another often leads to failure of the resultant urban
public space to meet the needs of the community. Not exclusive to any demographic group, the resulting
tensions can best be illustrated and may be most apparent when designing public open spaces where the
values of one age group seems to conflict with those of another age group (Francis 1988; Lang 1994). For
example an urban design which only addresses older adult needs might be boring to youth and unused by
them. If a place is designed to meet the physically active play requirements of youth, older adults might
work to have those play areas removed (Francis 1988). And if a public space has been designed with no
accommodations for the changing mobility issues facing older adults, then although the space is considered a
public space, it does not conform to the “broadest possible concept of ‘public’ (Altman and Zube 1989, 2).”
Perhaps when designing community development projects, less time should be spent at the drawing board by
the urban design professional and more time spent attending community meetings trying to understand the
needs of the proposed users of the space. Yet, even when the urban planner and the community development
program does seek the input of the user public and involves them in a participatory design program, young
people and older adults are often not provided an opportunity to participate in the design process (Francis
1988). Because of the mechanism employed to involve professional architects, politicians, business owners,
and other stakeholders in urban development programs, youth and older adults are not considered important
in the decision making process.
Though often the principal users of public parks, playgrounds, school grounds, plazas, malls, streets, and
other types of public and semi-public urban open spaces, youth and older adults are not well represented at
community development meetings where decisions about the design of these public open spaces are
discussed and voted upon (Marcus, Watsky, Insley and Francis 1990). Thus, the design of urban public open
spaces are generally planned and constructed without the input from the youth and older adult resident
population. This reduced participation and subsequent lack of adequate information about what these two
age groups prefer in public outdoor settings continues to be reflected in the design of all types of public and
private urban open spaces that do not match the objectives of youth or older adults and thus do not support
activities that encourage positive intergenerational social exchange outcomes.
1.2.5.5 Space Requirements: Youth and Older Adult Differences?
Besides the lack of input by youth and older adults into the design process, perhaps one of the reasons that
urban designers create spaces that do not support intergenerational exchange needs is their reliance upon the
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theory of proxemics put forth by Edward Hall (1966) and Robert Sommer (1969). One of the tenets of this
personal space concept is that there is an association between status and the amount of physical space allotted
an individual. According to Robert Sommer in Personal Space: The Behavioral Basis of Design, “because
social and spatial orders serve similar functions, it is not surprising to find spatial correlates of status levels
and, conversely, social correlates of spatial positions (Sommer 1969, 17).” It would thus be easy to assume
that older adults with a greater level of status afforded them by young people would be allotted more space.
Yet, if social interaction is to take place between an intergenerational pair, not only equal social status but
equal physical status should be considered important.
In addition, when a design is implemented which tries to meet the requirements of these two age groups, a
problem occurs because of the belief in the apparent divergent requirements of youth and elderly toward
what they consider usable space (Moore 1990). Reiterating the first environment and behavior minitheory
(Bechtel 1997) presented by Humphrey Osmond (1957), current literature suggests that older adults prefer to
sit at the periphery of a space (sociofugal) and watch the world go by and the adolescent wants to be at the
center of a space (sociopetal) in order to be seen by others (Marcus et al. 1990; Lang 1994; Owens 2002).
The variations in the physical features of a public setting obviously do affect the ability of the space to meet
the functional needs of individuals from different age groups (Heft 1997; Altman and Zube 1989). It is also
true that within a community both age groups are not homogenous in their interests and demands. Given any
urban public open space development situation, members from these and other age groups can be associated
with different “ethnic and religious groups, local political organizations, special interest groups (women,
landowners, youth organizations, abutters…business community, the unemployed (Hamdi and Goethert
1997, 13),” all influencing the ability of the physical environment to meet their needs.
And although older adults are generally no different in their preferences for public space than other age
groups (Lawton 1980), the changing social/work role, economic status, mental health, and physical and
sensory capabilities associated with the aging process often influences the selection of an older adult’s sphere
of activity (Carsten 1990 and 1993; Lang 1994). In addition, changes in the physical environment can alter
the way older adults understand and use the world around them. Both the meaning and the value that an
environment evokes, directly influences the actual and possible actions and interactions older adults conduct.
In the urban environment, where constant change in social groups, their activities, and physical attributes of
the environment confuse normal social interaction, the values and meanings elders associate with a given
environment are often in flux.
The resulting reduction in social networking opportunities and self-confidence must be considered in
designing supportive outdoor spaces and thus might be considered to be in direct conflict with the needs of
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youth, who have greater mobility and social interaction options. Thus, although youth and older adults may
have similar needs in terms of the use of space and even equally prefer similar scenes (Kaplan 1985), their
physical differences in body function as well as placement of those space preferences into different
categories may require different environmental attributes to meet their needs.
1.2.5.6 Segregation and Urban Public Space
In spite of the differences in how older adults and youth seem to relate to the world, purposeful interaction
between generations could be planned through the use of intergenerational programming of activities in
specific intergenerationally supportive settings (Schindler 1992). Yet, influenced to some degree by the
previously discussed issues, current belief in the difference in needs or preferences between youth and older
adults has led to the design of urban public place settings that address the preferences of either one age group
or the other (Carstens 1993; Moore, Goltsman and Iacofono 1987). Although lack of knowledge about the
environmental needs of youth and older adults, conflicting approaches to research between social scientists
and environment behaviorists, absence of input by youth and older adults into the design process, or
seemingly different physical needs and space preferences of the two age groups obviously play a role in the
difficulties surrounding the design of public spaces to meet the intergenerational exchange goals, the one
major factor that seems to have emerged is that the accumulation of these and other issues has led to the
continuing creation of spaces that tend to segregate youth and older adults from one another.
Adding to this dilemma is the fact that communities are being designed in a way that increases the
segregation of the population into stages of life cycle (Lang 1994; Guddemi, Jambor and Skrupselis 1996).
This fragmentation is being encouraged through the design and construction of residential developments,
recreation and park facilities, and educational institutions that divide the population into age-related uses
(Larkin and Newman 1997). Toddlers and infants are segregated into child-care facilities, school age
children are segregated into school buildings, middle-agers are segregated into work environments, and
seniors are segregated in retirement communities and rest homes.
Although past designers such as Fredric Law Olmsted and other advocates of open places within cities have
argued that public open spaces must serve many purposes (Roper 1973), many of today’s parks are designed
to serve a single purpose like recreation. And even when supporting other environmental, sociological, or
economic interests, they often only meet the needs of one user group (Jacobs 1961). And with “public parks
that attract tourists but discourage teen use (Lawson and McNally 1995, 209)” being developed as destination
sites within cities, this separation holds especially true for youth and older adults. Segregating people by age
and designing public outdoor environments that address the needs of one age group over another reduces the
opportunity to improve both community and personal wellbeing.
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An increasingly age-segregated society along with the previously discussed limited involvement by youth
and older adults in the community development process has contributed to the design of urban public spaces
that isolate one population age group from another. Although sharing neighborhoods and having access to
public open spaces, the single age approach to living, learning, and leisure separates youth and older adults
from social contact with one another. The problem is that “age-segregated settings and activity patterns limit
[intergenerational contact and the] opportunities for intergenerational mutual support and cooperation
(Kaplan 1991, iv)” the interaction can provide.
1.2.5.7 Segregation and Design Research
As a result of many post occupancy evaluation research studies of public open spaces, “a conclusion reached
by many of these researchers is that professionally designed and publicly managed parks and playgrounds
frequently do not always satisfy the needs of their users (Francis, Cashdan and Paxson 1981, 12).”
Particularly absent of specific design results associated with meeting the needs of youth and older adults,
“site-selection criteria currently used by housing [and urban] planners rarely attend to the particular needs of
aging residents [or users], nor do they provide guidelines that are easy for architects and developers to
interpret (Howell 1976, 181).” Similar problems seem to exist in other areas of environment and behavior
research, where studies that investigate the perceptions and preferences of children abound while those that
investigate adolescent youth are fewer. Due in part to their absence from the design research dialogue “our
society does not fully acknowledge their special needs, teenagers have particular problems in regard to the
use of public places (Marcus, Watsky, Insley and Francis 1990, 80).”
Some design research literature even suggests that urban public life and the public spaces that promote and
sustain that life are no longer relevant to today’s urban dweller (Chidister 1988; Sennett 1992) because of
much of the activities traditionally associated with those spaces have been moved to the home residence,
indoors, or to other special place venues (Marcus and Francis 1990). Yet, urban public open spaces are still
are being planned with the segregation of people by social, ethnic, cultural, economic, and age continuing to
be the guiding basis for their designs.
Whether collecting and analyzing data for an environment and behavior research project, using research as a
precedent for designing a physical environment to be used by people or conducting a post occupancy
evaluation, the problem to be addressed, the people who will use or benefit from the action, and the specific
spaces need to be identified (Ziegler and Andrews 1987). But when designing urban public spaces for
intergenerational use, a specific setting is not a specific space but a potential space. Neither the designer nor
the researcher can find an urban public place specifically designed for intergenerational use that can be used
to guide either the research study or the design program.
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Perhaps the absence of youth and older adult supportive spaces than can be used for observational research is
due in part to the current fragmentation of contemporary life where many “public and semipublic spaces have
become the special territories of different age groups (school yard, teen hangout, college campus, tennis club,
senior citizen housing), [reflective of] this function-user specialization (Marcus and Francis 1990, 1).”
Adding to this problem is that much of our public life now takes place in open spaces that are owned and
controlled by private enterprises, and these companies have not always been successful at providing quality
spaces for public use (Brill 1989; Lang 1994). One of the main problems is that these “newly made places
for public life either don’t recognize sufficiently that we are a stratified, segmented, and pluralistic public, or
worse, do recognize it and support only the needs of that public with substantial disposable income (Brill
1989, 14).” What this suggests is that urban public space has “become a primary concern of private-space
managers, with design and management being used in favor of affluent users and against less desirable users
such as teenagers [and] the elderly (Francis 1989, 150).” The result of this approach to creating ‘public
spaces” that restrict the undesirable users (Lang 1994), is the development of spaces that are restricted by
fences with lockable gates and closed at night and during weekends or indoor atrium plazas which are both
visually and physically separated from the street. Obviously, these spaces are not always available to the
researcher, and even if access is provided, the inherent promoted segregation is not conducive to studying use
by youth and older adults.
More important to this discussion, environment and behavior researchers tend to study the responses of a
single population (age, gender, social or professional group) toward a single environment (see section 2.3).
This singularity of focus is reflected in the networks setup in the Environmental Design Research Association
over the last 10 years that investigate either a special topic area or a singular population group. These areas
include relationships between the physical environment and exercise and health, building processes,
communication, culture, historic preservation, interior design, international connections, movement, nature
and ecology, participatory design, post occupancy evaluation and programming, professional practice,
residential spaces, work, cyberspace and digital environments, and individually, children, youth &
environments, and environment - gerontology (EDRA 2009).
The limited comparative population studies research is also reiterated by a review of the chapters included in
Methods in Environmental and Behavior Research associated with the application of environmental design
research that investigated environmental programming, post-occupancy evaluation, children and the built
environment, environmental research with older adults, and landscape assessment and perception (Bechtel,
Marans and Michelson 1987b). Likewise, in the two editions of the Handbook of Environmental Psychology
and in Environment and Behavior, An Introduction, the research areas are either divided by topics that
address no explicit population group including spatial behavior, territoriality, crowding, cognition,
personality, emotion, stress, crime; specific types of settings such as residential environments, schools and
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classrooms, offices and factories, hospitals, natural environments, community spaces, and extreme and
unusual spaces; or look at specific populations individually such as children, older adults, and people with
mental disabilities (Stokols and Altman 1991b; Bechtel 1997).
1.2.5.8 Segregation and Design Guidelines
Supported by additional literature review, it is obvious that the research findings employed in the
development of urban design guidelines have been collected and interpreted using data acquired from studies
involving one age group or another. Either the perceptions and preferences of youth for supportive spaces
have been investigated or individually, older adults have been studied. Segregation rather than comparative
studies seems to be the norm, resulting in design guides that also segregate populations.
Even if some of the suggestions have emerged from independent youth and older adult environment and
behavior research data and combined to present a more universal picture of space usage, much of proposed
design guidelines seem to be based upon the informal sampling results collected from the available users of a
particular public outdoor space at the time the interviews took place. This research method of using available
participants rather than selecting samples that represent a cross-section of the larger user population is also
prevalent in much of the research conducted by university faculty who employ convenient samples of student
participants in their studies (Herzog and Flynn-Smith 2001; Korpela, Klemettila and Hietanen 2002; Kaplan
and Kaplan 1989). Although raising validity concerns, one example of a convenient sampling procedure
found that when seeking a public place when depressed, “most adolescents tended to cite a place of
distraction, while most adults tended to cite a place of contemplation (Marcus and Wischemann 1999, 157).”
What seems to be the most important issue facing guidelines use in the design of urban public open spaces
that seem to promote the segregation of populations by age is that, whether employing convenient or
programmed samples, the research results are most often based upon preference data collected from
individuals. Whether independently using a public space or visiting a space with a small or large group,
individuals are surveyed concerning their personal responses toward the environment. Even when
considering the use of public spaces in social groupings, the assumption is that the respondent would be
visiting the space with other same-age friends. Thus, the results are single-age specific and do not reflect
interest in visiting an urban public space with an intergenerational friend.
Although not meeting intergenerational social exchange goals, the obvious result of this categorization of
research populations and methods has led to the development of design guidelines and urban design theory
that suggests that urban public spaces must include opposing places to meet the needs of a variety of age
groups (Marcus and Francis 1990; Lang 1994). Recommendations for the design of public open spaces such
as parks, malls, and playgrounds stipulate the importance of creating separate spaces to meet the various
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needs of divergent age groups (Marcus and Wischemann 1990; Marcus and Barnes 1999; Marcus and Greene
1990; Moore, Goltsman and Iacofano 1987; Carsten 1993).
These space segregation suggestions seem to be even more pronounced for defining specific places that
separate young people from older adults (Marcus, Cooper, Watsky, Insley and Francis 1990; Owens 2002).
Oscar Newman (1976) suggested in his guidelines for defensible space that areas for tots, teens, and older
adults not only be separate spaces, but that clear demarcations of the periphery of each area be clearly
marked so that the specific activities associated with these age-segregated zones be maintained. He further
suggests that the flowering, green areas, which are the pride of the elderly, should be fenced off to protect
those green areas from children’s play.
Indicative of the research and practice ideology of specialization, these design guides suggest that the needs
of each user group are different and thus the environmental design criteria needs to be different. Although
perhaps justified within certain privately managed environments such as small garden spaces adjacent to
hospital recovery rooms (Marcus and Barnes 1999) or within elder housing central courtyards (Carstens
1990), design guidelines for creating public outdoor spaces including public parks continues to promote the
segregation of pre-adolescent and adolescent youth from older adults by suggesting that “it may make sense
to provide facilities for adolescents in their own garden space (Marcus and Barnes 1999, 375),” or “the
elderly feel fairly comfortable near preschoolers and their parents, but not so comfortable close to older
active children (Marcus, Watsky, Insley and Francis 1990, 124).”
Even though it may be true that each age group has different objectives in terms of activity venues such as
young people wanting to skateboard or older adults wishing to relax on a bench at the edge of an open play
area (Owens 2002), the differences in space use, either for active or passive recreation purposes, simply
reflects same-age pair relationship activities. Not only has this design approach led to unused and ineffective
environments, but the lack of age-integrative urban public open spaces has reduced the opportunities of
intergenerational relationships to occur.
“At present, little attention has been paid to the physical environment in terms of its influence on
intergenerational communication. Design professionals often develop environments that do not adequately
accommodate people across the age continuum or afford opportunities for intergenerational exchange
(Haider and Kaplan 2008, 2).” Reflective of the ongoing categorization of research studies by gender,
ethnicity, and age and based upon current trends in public space design guidelines to segregate people by age,
gender, ethnicity, culture and socio-economic status (Carstens 1993; Marcus and Francis 1990; Moore,
Goltsman and Iacofano 1987), there are very few, if any, public spaces that are designed specifically for
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intergenerational interaction. This age segregation alone makes it almost impossible to be able to design
outdoor settings that could promote interaction between these two age groups.
Not only design guidelines literature but design research models seem to equate the physical and cognitive
differences between children and adults with differences in the perceptive and evaluative responses to the
built environment between the two age groups (Ziegler and Andrews 1987). These supposed perceptive
differences are often equated with the reasons youth and older adults choose to use different physical spaces
and facilities. There seems to be a strong connection between a person’s perception and preference for a
specific space and a person’s psychological wellbeing. The physical environment can affect the achievement
or satisfaction of basic human needs. Although the selection of a space is often governed by its ability to
meet certain practical and physical requirements, the ability of the space to meet certain human motivational
factors or developmental needs is also important and obvious.
One of the most significant ideas that may need to be investigated by the social scientist and the design
practitioner who is interested in creating urban public open spaces that support social exchange between
youth and older adults is to realize that both age groups may actually prefer similar spaces. Thus, a greater
look at the personal growth needs of both youth and older adults could provide a strong foundation for
assessing the value of urban public spaces for their mutual support.

Interface Problem #3
Design Studies
Research Investigates the Needs, Perceptions, and Preferences of Single
Population Groups with Limited Age-Related (Intergenerational) Comparative
Studies; Designed Guidelines Segregate Spaces by Age

1.2.6

Mutual Cross-Generational Development Needs and QOL Benefits

Although the belief that youth and older adults hold different preferences in space usage has a strong
environment and behavior research basis, and the subsequent design guidelines suggest that the two age
groups require segregated public environments, there seems to be a conflict between these ideals and those of
the intergenerational program or research expert. The achievement of the mutual benefits associated with
intergenerational social exchange (see section 1.2.3) seem to require supportive public spaces (see section
1.2.4), yet the previously discussed design research and design guidelines that suggest separate preferences
and needs require separate public open places to meet those needs. However, a current hypothesis in
intergenerational studies suggests that not only do the two ages gain mutual benefits from social interaction,
but that youth and older adults may in fact have similar developmental needs. Since the similar cross-
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generational development needs are contrary to the opposing age-related needs suggested of urban
researchers and designers and thus may have some influence on the preferences youth and older adults have
toward supportive environments, the following takes a closer look at these mutually supportive youth and
older adult development needs and motivational factors.
1.2.6.1 Similar Changes Influencing Wellbeing: Youth and Older Adults
While the premise presented here suggests that the divergent youth and older adult stages-in-the-life cycle
seem to reflect similar changes occurring in their lives and thus may not significantly alter the way these two
age groups view the satisfaction of their needs, it would be inaccurate to suggest that personality types,
cultural influences (past and present), social roles within the culture, and environmental settings do not
influence the fulfillment of personal and societal needs (Lang 1994). “Individual differences increase with
age; a person becomes more unique as they get older (Carp 1976, 19).” Extensive life histories and life
experiences such as multiple marriages, parenthood, job loss or change, retirement and leisure activities,
contribute to distinctive life styles (Williams and Naussbaum 2001) and the associated living environments
those life styles require. Just as there is no one best life style in meeting older adult needs, there can be no
one single environment, but rather a wide variety of spaces and places are necessary to support the richness
of unique life styles associated with this aged cohort.
Reflecting the first stage of Maslow’s (1943; 1954) five-stage hierarchy of basic human needs (see Figure
1.2.8), obviously people of all ages require their life-support needs of air, water, food, shelter (warmth and
comfort) to be met (Carmona et. al 2003). But because of failing health, reduced mobility, fixed incomes,
and less adaptability to extremes in heat and cold, older adults do seem to require cleaner air, closer access to
grocery stores or inexpensive restaurants, and more controlled home environments than do young people
(Carp 1976; Lang 1994). In spite of the individual youth and older adults differences associated with life
experiences, financial capabilities, societal status, physical dexterity, and sensory acuity, basic environmental
needs remain remarkably similar throughout the life course (Carp 1976; Williams and Nussbaum 2001).
Generally, older people are no different then young people except that the process of aging does bring about
both physiological and psychological changes that can affect the interaction with others and with the
environment (Carstens 1993). Changes in sensation and perception and response mechanisms occur as
people age. Older adulthood generally brings a decline in vision, hearing, kinesthesia, sensitivity to
temperature and a lessening in locomotion, occupational skills, learning ability, and societal context (Atchley
1997; Carp 1976).
Sensory losses typically begin at 65 and include vision, hearing, touch, taste and smell. Slower reaction
times and a decrease in orientation capabilities can be attributed to changes in the central nervous system and
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reduction in muscular control and agility. In addition, reduced metabolic rates and hormonal changes can
affect the ability to adapt to changes in temperature, while arthritis and decreased cardiopulmonary activities
often affect the types of movement an older adult can handle (Carstens 1993; Atchely 1980). Beside these
physical changes associated with the aging process, poor nutritional habits and lack of exercise often
exacerbate the problems, all adding to the loss of personal wellbeing.
The three social or functional role changes that seem to reduce both the activity and interactive range of the
older adult include family structure, work relationships, and fixed incomes. The separation from children as
they grow up and move away from the home and community to start families of their own; the death of close
friends and relatives of the same age; and the loss of a spouse of many years can contribute to uncertainty
about the future in the older adult (Pastalan 1970). Retirement and the associated reduced status is often an
extremely difficult transition for many elders imbued with the work ethic and who have not developed
leisure-time pursuits to replace the time required to succeed in business (Carstens 1993). Finally, the loss of
the job with little chance of finding work in old age due to a youth-oriented society limits the income of the
older adult. All these physical and functional changes often contribute to a diminished social role, mobility,
and the sphere of activity and interactions required to establish a meaningful connection to home and
community. Both the physiological and social “changes tend to reduce older people’s sense of security and
control over their lives, diminish self-confidence, and reduce social networks (Carstens 1993, 13).”
Although these age-related changes affect to some degree the ability of older adults to meet their
developmental needs, children, especially pre-adolescent youth, are going through similar physiological,
sociological, and functional changes as older adults. Similar to the reduced self-worth experienced by older
adults, studies in child psychology have found that there is a reduction in self-esteem during adolescence
(Vasta, Haith and Miller, 1999). Young people are also having to adjust to bodily changes including
pubescent hormonal changes and growth spurts which can affect self esteem as well as personal and social
adjustment. Fast food and reduced family meal times have created poor nutritional habits, while increased
indoor activities associated with video games and television programming have increased obesity within the
youth population and thus affected personal self-worth and reduced the motivation for social interaction.
And although increasing rather than decreasing in potential activity and experience, young people are also
having to adjust to alternations in occupational skills, leaning abilities, and societal relationships associated
with aging. Also similar to the older adult, albeit for different reasons, young people cannot drive, have
limited access to finances, and because of extended school time requirements, are also limited in their sphere
of social and physical activities. In addition, a decline of the extended family unit and the mobile business
climate associated with repetitive changing of job locations for their parents, adds to a loss of close friend
and family connections for youth that mirrors similar losses affecting older adults.
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According to Jean Piaget’s (Pieget and Inhelder 1969) theory of the stages of human development, the
beginning of adolescence (age 12-13) is marked by a change from the concrete operational stage to the
formal operational stage. Continuing throughout the remainder of a person’s life, “the distinguishing
characteristic of the formal operational stage is the capacity for hypothetical-deductive reasoning (Vasta,
Haith, and Miller 1999, 276).” Unlike the child who cannot yet deal with the what-ifs, both the adolescent
and the older adult start with the world of possibilities (hypothetical) and work backwards to what is going
on in the immediate situation (operational). Rather than focusing on personal positions and abilities (child
orientation), the adolescent is concerned with often conflicting and opposing attitudes, personal attributes,
and beliefs. And in the same way, older adults are moving from the work force into retirement and often
experience the same conflicting attitudes and feelings of uncertainty about their future (Priddy 1980; Yeates
1979).
The developmental changes that are occurring for both age groups seem to reflect the same uncertainty that
accompany the transition between a supportive social environment and one where self-support is missing.
The need for personal autonomy, the ability to self-govern with the capacity to exist independently of others,
is common to both youth and older adults (Schindler 1992). As a young person grows toward adulthood,
personal wants increase and ideologies change, they want to be less dependent upon their parents for both
economic and governing support. In the same way, older adults who have had personal autonomy for their
whole adult lives, are reluctant to give up their independence simply because their personal income has
become static and the world continues to change at a greater rate of speed.
Milton Rokeach (1973; 1977) presented a comparative analysis of the results of thirty-six values taken of
eleven age groups of several samples of Americans ranging from 11 years at one end to 70 years at the other.
The 36 separate values were organized into fourteen developmental patterns for final discussion. Seeming to
follow Erikson’s (1950) view of a continuing maturational process of development, the review of the data
showed continuous value changes from preadolescence to older adulthood for all fourteen developmental
patterns. Based upon a visual inspection of the presented data (Rokeach 1977), a comparison of values
showed both differences and significant similarities between the two age groups.
Development Patterns showed divergence between the two age groups in rank for eighteen of the thirty six
values tested with four decreasing over the life course and five increasing in rank over the life course. DP 3:
A World of Beauty, True Friendship, Polite; DP 5: An exciting Life, Pleasure; DP 7: Loving; and DP 8:
Mature Love seemed to be considerably higher for youth than for older adults (a continuing down trend from
high to low over the life span). Reversing value rank, DP 4: Obedience; DP 6: Self-respect, Ambition,
Broadminded; DP 10: A comfortable Life, Cheerful, Clean, Forgiving, Helpful; DP 12: Salvation; and DP
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13: National Security were much higher for older adults than for youth (all increased over the life course with
some an even rise and others leveling out at adulthood).
In contrast, the remaining five Development Patterns (DP) showed that youth and older adults held similar
ranks for the remaining eighteen of the thirty-six values tested. DP 1: A Sense of Accomplishment, Wisdom,
Responsible; and DP 2: Imaginative, Intellectual, Logical, Inner Harmony were of equal low rank for both
age groups (ranked low for youth, increased during adulthood, and fell back to a low rank for older adults).
DP 9: A World of Peace, Family Security, Capable; DP 11: Equality, Independent; and DP 14: Freedom,
Happiness, Social Recognition, Courageous, Honest, Self-controlled were similarly high for both youth and
older adults (some undulated up and down over the life course, while others remained relatively stable).
1.2.6.2 Mutual Development Needs: Youth and Older Adults
Although Kurt Lewin (1935; 1997) suggested that there are as many needs as there are cravings, the variety
and extensive use of the Abraham Maslow’s (1934) human needs typology in all areas of human growth and
development including business planning (Burstiner 1989), design psychology (Israel 2003), urban space
design (Lang 1994), and city planning (Hallsmith 2003), attest to the significance of this model as a guide to
understanding human motivation (see Figure 1.2.8).
Despite the many changes in sensory acuity, motor skills, financial capability, and social status occurring in
the older adult as he/she ages, “basic needs seem to remain remarkably similar throughout the life span (Carp
1976, 27).” Food, water, shelter, and security are physical life-support needs that are required by people of
all ages in order to survive. In addition to the prolongation of physical existence, both youth and older adults
need their basic psychological needs met as well. Closely tied to the physical environment, sensory
experience including audition, tactile and kinesthetic stimulation, interactions with other people (people need
people), and novel, various, and rewarding experiences are essential to continued alertness and good
functioning for both youth and older adults (Carp 1976). Although the environmental needs may appear to
be quite distinct between youth and older adults, once these basic physiological needs are met, other more
psychological needs become important motivational factors (Maslow 1943; 1954; Vander Zanden 1985;
Steinfeld 1972). In fact, ”the social climate in which a child lives is for the child as important as the air it
breathes (Lewin 1997).” Neither independent nor mutually exclusive of each other (Lang 1997), four
additional social and emotional needs are shared equally by people of both ages and when met, add to a good
quality of life (Maslow 1943; 1954; Frager and Fadiman 1984; Lang 1997).
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Self-Actuation
Needs

Self-fulfillment
Needs

Esteem Needs
Affiliation Needs: Love &
Belonging

Safety Needs: feel secure

Psychological
Needs

Fundamental
Needs

Physiological Needs: hunger, thirst, sex drives

Figure 1.2.8. Abraham Maslow’s (1943; 1954) Five-Stage Hierarchy of Basic Human Needs

Both younger and older people need to feel safe from harm, to feel they are living in a stable and ordered
world where familiar and undisrupted routine prevails (security needs). When an older adult provides a
measure of security and comfort and promotes independent exploration, the youth is likely to develop
feelings of self-worth and self-sufficiency (Klohnen and John 1998). Both the knowledge and the physical
ability of the child to return to the secure home-base of the older adult provides the security necessary for
personal and environmental exploration (Fraley and Waller 1998). In addition, both members of both age
groups need to receive love and affection, to belong to a community of family and friends (affiliation needs).
What is so valuable about the intergenerational grand friendship is that it can provide fulfillment of both
security and affirmation needs in the youth and reciprocally, by providing those needs to the youth, the older
adult receives them back in return.
Once these underlying needs are met, people need to feel valued by others, to receive self-respect and
recognition (esteem needs). “Satisfaction of the self-esteem needs leads to feelings of self-confidence, worth,
strength, capability and adequacy of being useful and necessary in the world (Maslow 1943, 382).” Not only
do older adults continue to seek opportunities to add to their self-esteem, but youth at the beginning stage of
growth into adulthood, are also seeking self-worth, to make an impact on the society in which they live. “A
common theme expressed by both youth and elders is the need to be appreciated and to find meaningful work
(Taylor and Dryfoos 1999, 46).” Although not meeting immediate empirical needs, Jurgen Habermas, in
Knowledge and Human Interests suggests that the fundamental conditions of work and interaction, by nature,
“include processes of learning and arriving at mutual understanding (Habermas 1971, 196).” Valued equally
by both youth and older adults, he further implies that cultural life is determined by the same two basic
orientations of work and interaction.
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Even when all the previous needs are met, both youth and older adults may feel restless and discontent unless
they are doing what they are meant to become. Although a certain amount of uncertainty exists for the young
person transitioning into adulthood or the older adult retiring from the life-long job, both ages need to feel
fulfilled as a human being, to develop to one’s full capacity (self-actuation needs). Dissatisfaction with the
extended leisurely life-style associated with early retirement and extended health into old age, seem to have
influenced the trend of older adults seeking more productive life styles (Steinfeld 1972). Wishing to add to
one’s self-actuation needs, many older adults seem to be looking for opportunities to feel useful, give back to
the community, and to experience spiritual fulfillment at the end of life (Taylor and Bressler 2000; Taylor
and Dryfoos 1999).
What is particularly significant is not only the similarities in physical, safety, and belonging needs, but the
equally high level of importance that self-esteem and self-actuation needs hold for both youth and older
adults as they move into or out of major life stages in our society. Basically, pre-adolescent youth are
preparing to enter adulthood, while older adults are preparing to leave adulthood. Both can be quite
traumatic and the mutual sharing of these feelings among intergenerational pairs can be most positive for
both ages.
A comparison between the child-to-adolescent-stage and the adult-to-older-adult-stage, as described by Erik
Erikson (1963) in his “Eight Stages of Man,” indicates that youth are moving from initiative to identity and
older adults are moving from generalativity to integrity or wisdom. In the progression from taking direct
initiative for ones actions that support the creation of a personal identity, young people grow in self-esteem
and improved personal and social adjustment. In the same way, the action of caring for others and
contributing to society (generalativity) that results in improved wisdom, also contributes to a feeling of selfworth and life satisfaction in later life (Erikson 1963; Rhodes 2002; Steinfeld 1972). In fact, one of the
apparent similarities between Maslow’s hierarchy of human motivation and the needs of both older adults
and youth in changing from one life stage to another is that achieving or maintaining self fulfillment (SelfActuation Needs) and self-esteem (Psychological Needs) seems to be strong motivating factors for both age
groups (Maslow 1954; Layne 2003; Israel 2003).
“When an organism is not hungry, in pain, or fearful, new motivations emerge, such as curiosity and
playfulness (Frager and Fadiman 1984, 386.” Rather than being guided by deficiency motivations, a more
positive motivational approach led urban designer Jon Lang (1994) in Urban Design: The Urban Experience,
to add two additional developmental needs to the five presented by Maslow: cognitive needs (the need to
learn) and aesthetic needs (the need for a sense of beauty). Fundamental to human survival is the acquiring
and organizing of knowledge. To do this, both youth and older adults need to continue to learn, both formally
and experientially. In order to meet one’s full potential, to be fully self-actualized, both ages need to
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continue to grow in an understanding of both the physical and social world. The aesthetic needs fall into to
categories: need for beauty and need for self-expression. Observation, exploration, and enjoyment of all
forms of expression, including the built and natural environment, provide the venue for perceiving and
understanding the aesthetic qualities of life. Often, the acquiring of a greater understanding of the reasons for
the success or failure of a space or a work of art, has lead to the need to be creative and share ones
observations with others.
Although young people may be increasing in physical abilities, leaning skills, occupational experience,
financial resources and social responsibilities while elder people are declining in sensation and perceptual
abilities, educational capabilities, professional skills, economic productivity and societal roles, the changes
occurring for both youth and older adults require similar adaptation and coping competence in order to meet
these altering conditions. Continuity of activities and the environment, anticipation of changes, and taking
compensatory action are adaptation techniques that can be used to adapt to the job, income, physical ability,
dependency, role changes occurring for both age group members. In addition to necessitating similar
adaptation procedures, intergenerational ages need to cope with threats to self-concept and self-esteem that
accompany these life-changing experiences (Atchley 1997).
Without obligations, both old and young people fall into stasis and their lives are wasted. Most people need a
goal or objective that will organize their time, give them self-worth, encourage interaction with others and
develop opportunities to share life experiences – to create and tell stories. Sometimes defined as “the lack of
something required to live whole human lives (Hallsmith 2003, 33),” “needs satisfaction is the driving force
behind human behavior (Lang 1997, 25).” Delineated in the central box shown in Figure 1.2.9 and further
discussed in section 1.2.6.4, intergenerational interaction between youth and elderly can be mutually
beneficial, specifically because the exchange provides the mechanism by which many of the previously
discussed needs of both ages are satisfied (Priddy 1980). When seeking needs fulfillment together,
particularly self-actuation needs, the supportive intergenerational relationship seems to translate directly into
received benefits for both youth and older adults.
1.2.6.3 Reciprocal Benefits of Interaction: Youth and Older Adults
“Human needs are seldom satisfied in solitude; because people depend on one another for the material and
psychological resources necessary to their wellbeing, they associate to exchange these resources through
interpersonal behavior (Foa 1982, 132).” Carl Rogers (1952), in his person-centered perspective, believes
that through interaction with another, a person’s own personalities are uncovered and become visible. The
positive “relationship provides the best opportunity to be ‘fully functioning,’ to be in harmony with oneself,
others, and the environment (Frager and Fadiman 1984, 343).” Relationships between youth and older adults
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are the cornerstone of personal growth and development (Pianta 1992) and the supportive connection created
by the intergenerational dyad enhances the ability to fulfill both social exchange and developmental needs.
Uri Bronfenbrenner (1979) suggests that the development potential is contingent upon mutual trust, positive
orientation, consensus, and an evolving balance of power between members of the dyad. Attachment
Theory, which is based upon trust and security (Putallaz et al. 1998; Bowlby 1973; 1982; 1984), seems to
reflect to some degree the Prospect and Refuge Theory presented by Jay Appleton (1975) in Experience of
Landscape. Based upon survival ideologies of human existence on the plains of Africa, both theories allude
to the importance of protection from predators (refuge) and exploration of the environment (prospect).
Acquired through relationships with older adults at an early life stage, childhood attachment seems to have
some relevance to the human need for trust and security (Rhodes 2002). Much of the intergenerational
literature relating to social development of the child seems to have investigated the outcomes of parental
attachment activities and focused upon the negative results of a lack of attention and care during childhood
development (Putallaz et al. 1998; Bengston, Edwards and Baffa 1975). Because of the deep-seated
insecurities associated with growing into adulthood, these attachment issues become salient during
adolescence (Rhodes 2002). Thus, the value of intergenerational exchange may be in the support system of
trust and safety that is built up during the intergenerational relationship period. The ultimate benefit to the
youth, and perhaps the older adult as well, is the continuity of the compensation of the attachment
relationship over the course of the life span (Putallaz et. al 1998).
When discussing an integenerational mentoring relationship, it is assumed that the older person provides
some sort of advise or support to the younger person and that the pair consists of only a provider (older adult)
and a recipient (child/youth). Yet, in defining the year’s theme of “a society for all ages” during the
welcoming address at the 1999 “International Year of Older Persons,” the United Nations declared that this
society “is one that enables the generations to invest in one another and share in the fruits of that investment,
guided by the twin principles of reciprocity and equity (O’Sullivan 2002, 34).” Understanding the even
exchange of emotional, physical, and practical support that takes place between youth and older adults
involved in non-programmed activities that take place within urban public spaces, the relationship can be
defined as a reciprocal one. This mutual respect across generations is reflected in a shared understanding of
equity between the two generations that promotes opportunities for life-long development and supports both
the individual and the paired needs.
Research studies support the idea that community service and contributing to the welfare of the older adult by
young adolescents improves the self-esteem and self-worth of youth (Bembry 1993; Kaplan 1991; 1997).
And according to Janice Siegel (1995), this social networking and the associated interactions are fundamental
to maintaining an individual’s psychological health and wellbeing. In addition, these relationships are most
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important to adolescents since they help to reinforce self-identity, contribute to emotional support, and
provide an example of appropriate behavior among other people (Siegel 1995). Community service
programs seem to improve the quality of life (QOL) for those who participate by increasing social skills,
expanding personal learning, developing problem-solving skills, and increasing self-esteem far beyond the
classroom or the home (Bembry 1993; Kaplan 1994). Reflecting the benefits received by youth,
intergenerational interactions where the older adult acts as a mentor have resulted in older adults having
increased feelings of “well-being, life satisfaction, improved self-esteem, and greater personal and social
adjustment, and are generally happier (Guddemi, Jambor and Skrupselis 1996, 7).” Thus, in a working
intergenerational pair relationship, developmental progress is not exclusive to one age group or the other and
the benefits can continue well beyond the time frame of the programmed cohort period (Bronfenbrenner
1979; Taylor 2002).
The value of interpersonal relationships for both members of the intergenerational dyad can be attributed to
the principle of reinforcement or mutual rewards (Berscheid and Walster 1969; Kelley 1979). Although just
being friends seems to be an important benefit to both youth and older adult dyadic associations, Ellen
Berscheid and Elaine Walster (1969) suggest that the liking of one person is based upon the rewards provided
by the other person. Both youth and older adults can be drawn to the intergenerational relationship because
of imagined rewards, but sustainability of the relationships requires the meeting of real benefits (Rhodes
2002). Greater stability is achieved as positive dividends emerge for both members of the dyad.
Although not predictive of the quality of the interaction, reduction of anxiety, stress, loneliness, and
insecurity are considered primary rewards associated with a positive interpersonal relationship. Insecurity is
associated with feelings of distress, frustration, conflict, and pain, and can occur when a person is prevented
from meeting their needs. Reduction or termination of the insecure feelings is achieved either by changing
the pattern of behavior (independent solution) or having another person deal with the situation (dependent
solution). “There are limits to the extent to which the person can satisfy his needs through his own efforts.
Even the most competent person requires the help, co-operation, and support of others (Ainsworth and
Ainsworth 1958, 24).“ When in an intergenerational relationship, the experience provides meaning,
structure, and a sense of feeling needed to the older person, contributing to the ability of the older adult to
cope with his/her own personal traumas. Similarly, the research suggests that the intergenerational
relationship is important to young people “by: (1) enhancing youth’s knowledge and refusal skills regarding
alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs; and (2) increasing youth’s reported sense of self-worth, promoting feelings
of well-being, and reducing feelings of sadness and loneliness (Rogers and Taylor 1997, 138).” Whether old
or young, each member of the intergenerational pair receives comfort from associating with someone who is
or has gone through the same experience that caused the individual to feel anxious, afraid, socially isolated,
or unsure. Study results also imply that high anxiety seems to increase a person’s need for affiliation with
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another people in a similar situation (Berscheid and Walster 1969).
Based upon the results of a national Big Brother-Big Sister impact study conducted by Jean Grossman and
Joseph Tierney (1998), measured by degree of closeness, emotional support provided, help in improvement
of personal skills, and feelings of empowerment, the findings showed that intergenerational relationships
produce positive outcomes for youth and greater mentor satisfaction (Rhodes 2002). Although the four
intergenerational-relationship program types discussed in section 1.2.2 seem to reflect major practical
benefits for children/youth and older adults independently, the one-on-one mentoring programs seem to
contribute mutual benefits to both the dyad and the individuals. Founded on the idea of mutual support
(youth and older adults helping each other), one-on-one intergenerational mentoring can add to the quality of
life for each member of the intergenerational dyad in many ways. The following list is suggestive of meeting
the developmental needs and motivational factors for both youth and older adults (Newman et al. 1997).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Utilize experience and skills of older adults to enhance growth of youth while
young people provide energy and stimulus (learn from each other)
Stimulate mutual interests and support between pair
Strengthen link with community and value of individual participation in its
planning
Build relationships between at-risk youth and isolated older adults
Assist dyads to develop positive self-image and increase their self-esteem
Both ages learn to listen and to share equally
Create long-term friendships (learn about each other)
Improve quality of life for both members of intergenerational pair
Become aware and understand age-related issues (both ages)
Learn the cyclical nature of life (including death and dying)
Gain understanding of link to past (the continuum)
Develop or reinstate a sense of responsibility for self and others
Enhance interpersonal skills to develop compassion, tolerance, and patience in
both members of the dyad
Learn or relearn analytical skills and options for future growth avenues
Experience unknown places and features within the community
Stimulated the exchange of information, knowledge, and its value
Sharing financial and program resources for enhanced value
Learn about the value of social interaction as an avenue to personal development
Share life experiences (create a model of collaboration)

1.2.6.4 Intergenerational Quality of Life Benefits
Besides suggesting that a similar knowledge base and professional skills are required to serve these divergent
populations, intergenerational research and program evaluation has recognized that the mutual benefits
accrued when these two generations interact may reflect the common needs and developmental issues facing
youth and older adults (Larkin and Newman 1997). In spite of age differences and the extensive life histories
and associated experiences of older adults, intergenerational friendships are formed between young people
and older adults because of similar attitudinal support needs (Williams and Nussbaum 2001).
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Both can be supportive of one another since whether transitioning from child to adult or from adult to older
adult (see Figure 1.2.9), psychologists in both children and older adult development literature have expressed
an observation of similar changes occurring in their lives that are reflected in comparable developmental
needs (Piaget and Inhelder 1969; Bronfenbrenner 1979; Byrne 1996; Caspi 1984a, 1984b; Erikson 1993;
Frager and Fadiman 1984; Kane et al. 2003; Lawton 1987; Lester 1995; Lewin 1997; Vasta 1999). Further, a
review of the quality of life and intergenerational studies literature supports the previously defined belief that
both youth and older adults have similar personal development needs (Bembry 1983; Henkin et al. 1997;
Hirsborn and Piering 1999; Layne 2001; Priddy 1980; Putallaz et al. 1998; Schindler 1992).
In reviewing the first three stages of the life-cycle in terms of intergenerational connectiveness and
developmental similarities between youth and older adults (Seedsman 2005), the first stage can be defined as
a time of formation for the young person, the second stage might be defined as the contributions stage, where
the middle-ager supports society though efforts at work, at home, or in the community, and the third stage is
the re-formation stage, the time when the older adult becomes someone different (see Figure 1.2.9).
Promoters of this life span perspective believe that “the potential for development extends throughout the life
span; there is no ultimate end point of development plateau (i.e., self-actuation or ego integrity) and no
prescription for, or expectation of, ultimate decline (Williams and Nussbaum 2001, 4).” Development is a
life-long process, with neither the first 12 years nor the last 12 years of life holding any sway over
development potential.

PERSONAL FORMATION
DEVELOPMENT STAGE OF
YOUTH
(Childhood to Adult)

SIMILAR ATTITUDES & COMMON
DEVELOPMENT NEEDS
SUPPORT
INTERGENERATIONAL
RELATIONSHIPS

PERSONAL REFORMATION
DEVELOPMENT STAGE OF
OLDER ADULT
(Adult to Older Adult)

QUALITY OF LIFE BENEFITS
• SENSE OF WELLBEING
• LIFE SATISFACTION
• SELF-ESTEEM
• HEALTH (REDUCED STRESS)
• PERSONAL & SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT

Figure 1.2.9. Intergenerational Relationships: Common Youth and Older Adult
Development Needs Lead to Fulfillment of Mutually Desired Quality of Life Benefits

Based upon a review of the basic human needs and the climate of change that surrounds these two age groups
(Maslow 1943; Frager and Fadiman 1984; Burstiner 1989; Lang 1994; Hallsmith 2003), an emerging
intergenerational hypothesis (see Figure 1.2.9) suggests that preadolescent youth and older adults not only
have similar attitudes and common developmental needs but that through the intergenerational relationship,
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individually and as a pair, mutually desired quality of life benefits can be realized. In other words,
intergenerational interaction between youth and older adults can be mutually beneficial because the
interaction fulfills similar developmental needs (Priddy 1980).
Mirroring Maslow’s motivational theory (see Figure 1.2.8) and implied in the intergenerational literature,
intergenerational interaction between youth and older adults can be mutually beneficial in a number of key
ways (Priddy 1980; Rhodes, 2002). Although often reduced to a dimensional system that measures the
desirable and undesirable aspects of material and psychological wellbeing, a more valuable approach would
be to look at the ‘life’ side of quality of life (Ammassari 1994). For both youth and older adults, personal
physical and emotional changes, associated developmental needs, and the motivational factors that contribute
to a positive intergenerational relationship, all lead to the fulfillment of five quality of life benefits (Figure
1.2.9).
The impact on basic life lessons that intergenerational mentoring programs can provide cannot be measured
or quantified (Taylor and Bressler 2000), but the value that positive interaction between youth and older
adults can be defined in terms of personal growth and improved wellbeing. As suggested by Baltes & Baltes
(1998) and Yeates (1979) for elderly and by Guddemi, Jambor, and Skrupskelis (1996) and Vasta, Haith, and
Miller (1999) for youth, wellbeing is one of the goals sought in achieving a Quality of Life. In fact, a sense
of wellbeing is the first of a list of five desired benefits, including life satisfaction, self-esteem, health
(reduced stress), and personal and social adjustment (Bohland and Davis 1979; Layne 2001), which add to
the quality of life (QOL) for both older adults and youth (Figure 1.2.9) and the creation of a sustainable
community or civil society (Freedman 1997).
Since the argument presented is that the physical environment plays a role in positive social exchange
between the members of the intergenerational dyad, the focus of this study was to determine commonalities
in perception between elderly and youth for preferred public open spaces. Although Stamps & Nasar (1997)
state that criteria for judging environmental value is often vague, intergenerational spaces can be defined as
environments that are supportive, add to the individual’s hopefulness, assists in overall personal
improvement, and thereby enhance the youth and older adult quality of life (Marcus and Barnes, 1999).

1.2.7

Intergenerational Spaces: Mutual Needs and Compatible Preferences

What continues to emerge throughout this argument is the apparent connection between intergenerational
exchange and the influences of the physical environment upon that interaction. Given the argument that
there seems to be mutual benefits received by both youth and older adults during intergenerational
exchanges, perhaps the major point here is to again take a quick look at the psychoanalytic therapeutic
client/therapist dyadic relationship. While the therapeutic model of dyadic interaction has no reference to the
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physical environment (the sessions take place in a sterile office with the focus upon the patient and the
conversation between therapist and client and thus the environment for this analytic dyad is repressed), this
study suggests that the physical environment may play a much greater role in the social interactions between
members of both the familial and non-familial youth and older adult dyads (Huse 2002).
Since the developmental needs associated with the two age groups seem compatible, and the other
intergenerational compatibility considerations of personality, culture, and social role are more closely
associated with the social sciences, this section extends the discussion of the mutual development needs and
quality of life benefits received by youth and older adults from intergenerational exchange to a connection
with environmental settings for supporting those needs and thus sets the final stage for conducting this agecomparative environmental preference study. The following is only a cursory look at the connection between
environment and behavior with the issues relating to landscape assessment research presented in more detail
in the literature review (chapter 2) and study design (chapter 3).
1.2.7.1 Needs Fulfillment and Public Space
Besides taking care of basic human needs, people want to make a living, get along with their neighbor, be
proud of where they live, take care of their children, feel healthy, and feel safe (Nassauer 1999) and feel
valued by those in which they come in contact. This is not surprising nor out of the ordinary. The idea of
achieving quality of life goals and fulfilling a lifespan development prospective, rather than aging-out of
being of value to self and society, requires policy initiatives that encourage both youth and older adults to be
involved in family and community life (Seedsman 2006). Critical to meeting this goal, “it will be important
to introduce a range of mechanisms that encourage people of all ages to connect and sustain meaningful
engagement (Seedsman 2005, 37).” One way in which this ideal can be actively pursued is to provide urban
public open spaces that encourage social interaction between generations.
Yet, the problem occurs when the physical environment, especially public urban open space, does not
support the social exchange needs and thus impacts negatively upon all these universal goals. As discussed
earlier, negative impacts provide a clue to the motivations that drive human behavior (Nassauer 1999). The
relationship that exists between humans and the environment arises out of a direct response to environmental
change and social conditions; and although reflective of the meaning people hold for specific places, this
interaction with the environment is directly associated with the previously discussed human values, beliefs,
and attitudes (Bechtel 1997). Collectively, the resulting belief systems are what people use to organize their
knowledge and make decisions that inform their responses to the physical environment (Bechtel 1997; Zeisel
1981).
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Along with seeking a space that meets Maslow’s (1943; 1954) five basic physiological, safety, affirmative,
esteem, and self-actuation human needs (see Figure 1.2.8), people including both youth and older adults also
seem to prefer spaces that meet cognitive and aesthetic needs. “Since acquiring and categorizing knowledge
is necessary for survival (Lang 1994, 161),” intergenerationally supportive urban public spaces can also be
defined as those spaces youth and older adults are able to investigate and learn something new about. And
whose beauty can perhaps lead to the development of self-expression through community programs that
result in the creation of a community inspired work of art such as a poem, a mural, a song, a dance, or a
dramatic performance or even the creation of an exciting new urban public open park.
In environment and behavior (E & B) studies, preference for an environment is linked with aesthetics and
perception research (Bechtel, 1997). Understandably, environmental aesthetics research is particularly
important to planners and designers who “are interested in the environmental patterns that people appreciate
(Kaplan and Kaplan 1984, 96).” Preference is often used as a target variable in research surveys for
landscapes and built environments (Stamps and Nasar 1997) and compared to a medley of other variables
such as tranquility (Hertzog and Barnes 1999) or wellbeing. Decisions of preference can be influenced by
the review process, demographic factors (age, gender, ethnic), political affiliations, or personal factors such
as sensation seeking (Stamps and Nasar 1997). In fact, people can have a variety of reasons for liking one
environment over another.
In a study that investigated architectural design criteria for supporting cross-generational contact, the
precursor to the study suggested that “physical features can have an important influence on where and when
social contact will take place, and the effectiveness of social interaction when it does take place (Steinfeld
1972, 4).” Thus besides meeting practical and social needs, the appreciation of the urban landscape also
includes visual and aesthetic preference. Although different from needs in their lack of immediate urgency,
fulfilling of preferences is an important indicator of the wellbeing of an individual. Although they do not
undermine a person’s functioning, if a person’s preferences are not met over a long enough period of time,
the fulfillment of their needs will steadily decline as well (Kaplan and Kaplan 1984).
1.2.7.2 Environmental Design Concepts and Concerns
With continued population growth worldwide and an increasing number of new settings required to support
that expansion, “the relationship of public spaces such as parks, plazas, and streets to the quality of urban life
has attracted intense interest on the part of public officials, researchers, designers, and citizens (Francis 1989,
147).” What all these urban design professionals have in common is the need to understand how public
spaces can support public culture and outdoor life through designs that provide overall experience and
satisfaction in meeting both social and individual needs and expectations (Francis 1989; Hiss 1990).
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Though the period of adolescence and the transition into older adulthood are often painful and confusing with
little guidance to support the change, Richard Sennett (1970) suggests that the diverse urban structure of
cities can provide the experiential framework for achieving not only growth but a freedom from self-slavery.
This ideal is based upon the belief that people, both youth and older adult, seek an identity within their
surrounding environment and that the process of conscious value-making and value-choosing that occurs can
have a profound influence upon the interrelationships “between a self-image and an image of the world
outside the self (Sennett 1979, 25).”
Critical to the designing of good urban spaces is the capacity of the built environment to provide settings that
provide for the activities important in people’s lives. Individual differences are apparent, no matter a
person’s age. For older adults, multiple marriages, parenthood or grandparenthood, job loss or change,
retirement and leisure activities, contribute to distinctive life styles (Williams and Naussbaum 2001) and their
required associated living environments. Just as there is no one best life style in meeting older adult needs,
there can be no one single environment, but rather a wide variety of spaces and places that support the
richness of unique life styles associated with this aged cohort.
Assuming that the argument presented in section 1.2.4 has been persuasive in suggesting that the physical
environment is a critical factor in supporting positive social exchange between youth and older adults, “there
is little feeling these days that environment determines what people do, whether they want to or not. The
perspective is very much more one of opportunity, rather than determinism (Michelson 1975, 5).” Yet, the
question needs to be asked. “Is the wide range of possible movements and activities permitted by the
environment those which were desired to occur (Michelson 1975, 5)?” Central to positively addressing this
inquiry is the belief that “architects, planners and urban designers should be attentive to the theoretical
underpinnings that are relevant to place-making (Knox 2005, 1).”
Although for a long time environmental psychology research was devoid of the environmental factor
(Wohwill 1973; Kytta 2002), the purpose of this research field of psychology is to counter the approach
taken by social psychology and other experiment-oriented psychologists to ignore the role of the physical
environment in shaping human behavior. Environmental psychology is ‘problem-oriented’ in that it attempts
to answer a wide range of practical questions asked by architects, interior designers, and city planners about
the social and psychological effects of their designs (Holahan and Wandersman 1991). Thus, environmental
psychology (environment and behavior) seems to be the perfect research paradigm to guide the investigation
into youth and older adult perceptions and preferences for urban public spaces that meet their social
exchange needs.
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1.2.7.3 Specific Issues Designing Intergenerational Spaces
“Based upon the belief that there is no plateau for self-actuation and that the potential for personal
development extends through the life span, the person and the environment are engaged in a transactional
relationship, influencing and being influenced by each other (Williams and Nussbaum 2001, 6).” Uri
Bronfenbrenner (1979) suggests that developmental potential is enhanced if a person’s entrance into a new
setting is not made alone, but with someone he has interacted with before (such as a young person visiting an
urban park with an older adult). As members of a grand friendship, whether a young person living at the
beginning of the life course or an older adult living further along, collectively both are constantly engaged in
the spontaneous organization of their environment, with the physical spaces having a critical and continual
reciprocal influence on the lives of both ages.
Specifically, there are four main reasons the quality of the physical environment (especially public open
space within the urban realm) is so important to meeting the needs and influencing the wellbeing of youth
and older adults. First, the physical environment is potentially easier to manipulate than either the social or
psychological environments. Second, because of the mobility issues associated with young people and older
adults, deleterious aspects of the environment can influence behavior opportunities. Because of the limited
mobility often associated with both young people and older adults, these two age groups have in common a
high degree of dependency on the quality of the local public environment (Kaplan 1991). Third, the great
advantage of the urban environment is that the city provides rich and diverse opportunities for the lifelong
basic need for sensory experience. Both for the young person and the older adult, with perhaps having
limited access to multi-sensory simulation opportunities, the urban landscape provides for new experiences
with variation of textures, sights, and sounds, and the opportunity to interact with other people (Carp 1976).
Fourth, environments that are well-designed to meet the unique needs and preferences of youth and older
adults also meet the needs and preferences of other age groups as well.
Although the investigation began with the objective of determining what types of urban public open spaces
would be supportive of social exchange between non-familial youth and older adults who were participating
in intergenerational programs, the same non-programmed meeting opportunities required by at-risk youth and
older adults to support mentoring outcomes are also needed to meet the social interactive activities of familial
intergenerational pairs of grandchild and grandparent. Given the increasing number of older adults from the
baby-boomer generation retiring and wanting to spend more time with their grandchildren, public open
spaces are needed to support the growing need for public places that can support the needs of active
exchanges between youth and older adults without the extended costs related to private activities. The point
is that urban public open spaces that meet the desired non-programmed objectives of just hanging out and
talking are critical to successful interactions between both familial and non-familial intergenerational dyads.
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Though these spaces are important to the intergenerational social exchange and interactive activities so
valued by both young people and active older adults, it is important to make clear that intergenerational
spaces should not be singular in the application of design. In order to support the inherent variations and to
accommodate the unique characteristics associated with these two divergent population groups,
intergenerationally supportive urban public spaces may require some physical design modifications that
consider a variety of physical, emotional, and preference criteria. A space that fits the exclusive needs of an
older adult may in fact not fit the needs of a young person. And an intergenerational space must be planned
differently than a space that is designed for the exclusive use of children, since it must also fit the physical
differences in body size, shape, and mobility of the older adult. For example, a three-foot high seat wall
designed to support an older adult male may be too high for an eight year old female, who may require a two
foot high seat wall (Heft 1997). And especially in the public realm, the importance of maintaining specific
spatial distances between these two ages must include personal space for both youth and older adults to feel
comfortable being together (Hall 1966; Sommer 1969). For urban public open spaces to be supportive and
promote social and personal growth and development, the urban environment should provide personalized
spaces where both ages “can gather, free from danger, to engage in stimulating activities, conversation, and
exploration of ideas (Sanoff 2000, 124).” Thus, a more creative rather than a cookie cutter approach must be
employed if the designed spaces are to meet the environmental affordance needs of the two age groups.
What is significant is that “the affordances of the environment create possibilities for action, and [more]
importantly, the environment can be modified to establish new possibilities (Heft 1997, 83).”
1.2.7.4 Research Theme: Designing Age-Integrated Spaces
The theme of this dissertation is social (age) and environmental (public space) integration, supporting
positive intergenerational exchange outcomes through the design of integrative public open spaces. “If a
society will not invest in core institutions” and the associated physical environments “that draw people
together into communities, eventually there will be no community and no society (Stuart 2000, 191).”
Intergenerational urban public open spaces that support “non-kin-based cross-age relationships through
mentoring, lifelong learning, and community service activities (Seedsman 2006, 29)” could play a vital role
in building a more sustainable society. If our “vernacular space is to be shared, not exploited or monopolized
(Jackson 1994, 67)” and is supportive of interaction between youth and older adults, then this common
ground, this public open space, will assuredly be much more supportive of all age groups. The creation of
public spaces that meet the needs of this heterogeneous complimentary unity of intergenerational and multigenerational opposites reflects the importance of both unity in design (Bell 1993) and unity in community
(Hamdi and Goethert 1997).
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1.3 Purpose, Objectives and Questions
Over the last few thousand years, man has continued to change the environment so that what benefits it
affords, makes life easier (Gibson 1986). Yet, the choices that designers and planner make for designing
urban public open spaces may be guided by ideals that are in fact detrimental to the continued growth and
sustainability of both the individual and the society. The rules that guide design decisions, although
intending to meet the needs of individual population groups, seem to suggest that the segregation of youth
and older adult groups from each other is beneficial. Based upon the idea that people prefer it that way
because of some inherent differences in needs and desires between the two ages, there is a strong belief in
our society that based upon age alone (Cladwell 2005), youth and older adults desire different spaces for
social exchange. Since intergenerational research indicates that not only would youth and older adults
benefits from social exchange with one another but the developmental needs of the two groups may in fact be
similar, this belief may be misguided. Matching development needs of youth and older adults may be a
major reason why these two age groups work so well together and achieve such positive results from their
interactions and why the value of segregation by age in the design of public open spaces or any other space is
not only unfounded but the resulting segregated spaces can be considered flawed.
In other words, contrary to the environment and behavior research findings and design guidelines that
suggest that youth and older adults prefer separate types of spaces and thus require the segregation of urban
public spaces to meet their needs, intergenerational studies suggest that the developments needs, motivational
factors, and the resulting quality of life benefits of social interaction between the two age groups are
analogous. And given the strong connection between the quality of the physical environment and meeting
the desired intergenerational social exchange outcomes, then perhaps the perceptions of supportive spaces
and the preferences for the attributes those spaces exhibit are also similar between youth and older adults.
Thus, it seems critical to supporting these intergenerational social activities so important to personal and
community wellbeing, that public open spaces be designed to integrate rather than segregate these two
populations.
Obviously, a greater understanding of the perceptions and preferences that youth and older adults hold
toward the use of urban public open spaces was required in order to provide urban planners and designers
with additional information to make more informed decisions. Understanding both the differences and the
similarities between ages in terms of their preferences for social exchange spaces could become a guiding
force in planning and creating spaces between buildings that are supportive, engaging, and integrative.
Guided by their defined mutual development needs and motivational factors and with the goal of finding
commonality between elderly and youth for supportive settings, the types of spaces youth and older adults
prefer and the choices of activity those spaces need to possess in order to meet those needs for quality
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intergenerational exchange required consideration. Critical to determining how public outdoor environments
could be integrated to achieve youth and older adult exchange goals, a greater understanding of the paired
values and perceptions toward these environments was explored in this study.
Thus, the purpose of this age-comparative study was to understand what role the physical environment could
play in intergenerational exchange, which factors are most important, and how these principles could be
applied to the design of public open space. Similar to the Growing Up in Cities study (Lynch 1977), the
scope of this cross-generational investigation focused upon the way both youth and older adults image, use,
and value public open spaces, particularly for social interaction with a friend. Specifically, the research study
sought to understand the perceptions these two age groups have for supportive environments and the
attributes, features, and qualities required in order to create public open spaces such as parks, malls, plazas,
paths and streets that would afford greater opportunities for improved intergenerational interaction.

1.3.1

Study Objectives: Age Comparison

“Evidence from research into the relationship between human behavior and the physical environment
indicates that physical features [and their spatial relationships] can have an important influence on where and
when social contact will take place, and the effectiveness of social interaction when it does take place
(Steinfeld 1972, 4).” Thus, the main purpose of this study was to investigate the role that urban public open
spaces such as plazas, malls, parks, and streets play or could play in positive intergenerational interactions.
Specifically, whether the objective and subjective responses of youth mirrored those of older adults, which
factors were most important, and how those principles could be applied to the design of intergenerationally
supportive urban public spaces.
Since this research investigation was interested in examining the effects of urban environmental attributes on
an intergenerational population and the unavailability of intergenerational dyads required the testing of
individuals from each age cohort, the study can be considered quazi-experimental with the two sample
groups of youth and older adults forming a hypothetical intergenerational dyadic group. Although the
purpose of this survey was thus to document and analyze the preferred urban space types and space
characteristics defined by the two separate youth and older adult participant groups, one of the underlying
aims was to test the validity of a proposed hypothesis that refutes the current practice of designing urban
public spaces that segregate people by age. Contrary to current design theory and related urban design
guidelines that suggest that youth and older adults need and prefer different types of settings for leisure
activities and social exchange, this study supports an intergenerational perspective that given common
developmental needs and similar quality of life goals, the environment/exchange theory suggests that these
two age groups will also perceive supportive urban public spaces similarly and thus will prefer the same
types of spaces with mutually preferred features, attributes and qualities.
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Supporting the desire to achieve specific outcomes from the investigation, the first goal was to validate this
intergenerational environment/exchange hypothesis (IGEE). Being able to state that youth and older adults
mutually prefer similar urban settings with common space characteristics, would support the idea of creating
urban public spaces that would be supportive of desired intergenerational social exchange outcomes. The
second goal was two fold, crossing and interconnecting two research disciplines. The presented argument
(section 1.1), the research design (chapter 3), and the final analysis and discussion (chapters 4 and 5) was
intended to (1) provide an incentive for social scientists to investigate the value of the physical environment
in improving the outcomes of intergenerational exchange and to (2) inspire environment and behavior
researchers to conduct research studies that compare the preferences and perceptions of youth and older
adults for physical environments which they use.
Given the limited number of research studies conducted with youth and older adult combined-use of public
spaces for mutual support and wishing to lay the foundation for future work in this area of research, the third
goal was to conduct a landscape assessment survey in order to determine the differences and similarities in
perception and preference youth and older adults held for urban public spaces (Weidemann et al. 1982;
Bechtel 1990). The intention of this cross-sectional age-comparative study (Marans 1990) was to understand
what role the physical environment plays or could play in intergenerational exchange between youth and
older adults with the final objective of being able to define intergenerationally supportive public open spaces.
Specifically, the aim was to find out if there were any urban public open spaces that could meet the social
exchange needs of both youth and older adults and if so, what explicit characteristics did they possess.
Since the underlying purpose and fourth goal of this design-oriented study was to be able to provide
information that might be useful in planning urban public open spaces that would support intergenerational
exchange, a three-step preliminary agenda for setting up the survey program was developed: (1) to discover
where youth and older adults converged in terms of the values each age group held for supportive spaces, (2)
to define and categorize the salient attributes of these mutually supportive spaces, and (3) to select those
environmental characteristics that could be applied to the design process for creating urban public spaces
supportive of social exchange between youth and older adults.
Since people favor situations where both physical and psychological needs are most likely to be met, the
capacity to make choices (preference) in terms of future environmental possibilities became the basis for the
research design (Kaplan and Kaplan 1984). And although the results of the background search suggested that
both youth and older adults may have similar developmental needs, both physically and cognitively, the
approaches taken by young people and older adults to the selection of preferred social exchange spaces may
vary (Ziegler and Andrews 1987). Specifically, the social skills, physical abilities, life experiences, and
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educational and economic levels will obviously differ between the two age groups (Baltes and Baltes 1998).
Even though the results of an earlier study conducted by the principal investigator with participants from the
two separate age groups who were similar in every respect except for age (Marans 1990), showed some
convergence between youth and older adult preferences for supportive urban public spaces (Layne 2001), no
common basis from which each age group could make a decision about an environment’s supportiveness was
provided in the study design. This lack of a mutual perspective created some doubt as to the usability of the
findings.
Based upon the belief that there is a relationship between psychological/sociological systems and preference
for specific physical environments to meet human social exchange needs, the study also sought to make a
connection between urban space environmental characteristics and human (1) beliefs, (2) actions and (3)
feelings. In order, these human connections to physical space can be defined as: (1) environmental attributes
that are measurable and represent human thought or understanding, (2) environmental features that support
human behavior or actions, and (3) environmental qualities that are less definable but reflect human feelings
or meaning. And since the overall purpose of this age-comparative study was to examine the relationship
between types and the associated characteristics of urban public open spaces perceived to meet social
exchange needs (environmental affordances) and the construct preference for both youth and older adults, an
extended set of environmental variables was also required in order to conduct this age-comparative study.
Thus, in order to address these two concerns some mechanism was required by which youth and older adults
could address the survey questions (see section 1.3.2) from the same vantage point.
Guided by the argument presenting the value for conducting this intergenerational urban space preference
research study (see section 1.2), the results of the environment and behavior literature review (see chapter 2),
the need for defining an organizational schema for collecting, analyzing, and interpreting the findings of this
study, and the three-step preliminary agenda for understanding preference of supportiveness of urban public
spaces from an age-comparison perspective, the following five critical objectives for developing, organizing,
and administering this age comparative environmental assessment study were targeted (see methods chapter
3 and Table 3.1.1).
Objective I
Develop an effective framework for collecting and assessing the desired outcome,
perceptions, and preferences of youth and older adults toward urban public open spaces.
Based upon the reviewed environment and behavior research literature (see chapter 2), an organizing
structure of variables often used to guide environmental and behavior studies variables was developed in
order to conduct this intergenerational age-comparative study (see guiding framework sub-section 2.5 and
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defining variables and connections in section 3.1.2 and Figures 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3). First, an
intergenerational schema of five mutually accepted user-needs criteria was developed as a guide by which
each participant group, both youth and older adult, could interpret the value of urban public spaces for social
interaction. More than a simple tool for mitigating the divergent approaches of the two age groups, what
became clear, was that these five environmental social exchange affordances of safety, belonging, multiple
activities, ability, and engagement (see section 2.6.4), also became the basis for valuing the urban space types
and associated characteristics selected as most supportive by both youth and older adults (see section 3.6,
Analysis Protocol).
Second, in addition to the five environmental affordances, the researcher-defined types of public open spaces
were identified as landscape setting types (i.e., parks, plazas, streets, paths, and malls), urbanscapes (natural
and cultural) and environmental focus (environment centered, people centered and behavior centered). The
subject-defined urban space characteristics were classified according to three perception modes (responsive,
operational, and inferential) and identified as space attributes, space features, and space qualities.
Objective II
Determine the convergence or divergence in environmental perceptions, and preferences and desired
outcomes between youth and older adults for urban public open spaces.
Utilizing the previously discussed framework that included the five-part environmental conditional
affordance scheme, the age-comparative study was conducted to understand the perceptions and preferences
of pre-adolescent youth and active older adults for the ability of typical physical urban spaces to support
social interaction between pairs of intergenerational friends (see methods chapter 3). Employing a photo
preference questionnaire, the desired environmental pre-selection conditions (five conditional affordances),
environmental perceptions (three modes), and environmental preferences (space types and characteristics) for
urban public open spaces were independently collected and analyzed for both youth and older adult samples
(see results chapter 4).
Defined as critical to the value of this age-comparative environmental assessment study, the following three
objectives are based upon the results of the collection and analysis of the independent age-group data that
supported the validity of the intergenerational environment/exchange (IGEE) hypothesis that youth and older
adults prefer the same urban public spaces for social exchange.
Objective III
Define urban public open space types such as plazas, malls, parks, paths, and streets that
were mutually preferred by youth and older adults for social exchange.
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Based upon the five pre-visitation conditional affordances (safety, belonging, multiple activity, ability, and
engagement) employed by the youth and older adult participants to select supportive urban public open
spaces, the mutually preferred results of the researcher-defined space types including urbanscape factors,
landscape setting types, centeredness factors, and perception modes were organized and classified.
Objective IV
Create detailed descriptions of specific environmental attributes, features, and qualities
mutually considered most important to youth and older adults in selecting supportive
urban public open spaces for social interaction.
Once the determination was made that the two age groups preferred similar space types and the associated
space characteristics for social interaction, a set of mutually preferred intergenerationally supportive urban
public open space characteristics - including responsive attributes, operational features, and inferential
qualities - was defined and the related elements organized under the three perception mode classifications.
Objective V
Apply the mutually preferred space types and space characteristics to the design of spaces
that would be supportive of intergenerational exchange or positive intergenerational
dyadic behavior.
With the intention of merging sociological concerns with the environmental considerations, the
intergenerational behavior outcomes were translated through the influences of the physical environment on
space design. Based upon these intergenerationally defined space types and space characteristics, a set of
environmental quality indicators was created and some design concepts for use in guiding the design of
public spaces that would support social interaction between youth and older adults were presented (Lynch
1977). Extending from the common space characteristics, a set of design guidelines including space features
and spatial relationships was developed that focused upon creating intergenerationally supportive urban
public spaces that would be responsive to the restorative outcomes (energizing, protecting, and calming)
collectively indicated by the youth and older adults as important in meeting their social exchange needs. The
conceptual urban space guides and associated design suggestions were based upon the common space types
and space characteristics collected as a result of the proof of the intergenerational environment/exchange
hypothesis which this study intended to provide.

1.3.2

Research Questions: Environmental Influences

Once the variables to be employed in this age-comparative study were defined (see Figure 3.1.2) and the
guiding framework was developed (see sub-section 2.5 and 3.1), the focus turned toward the creation of the
final survey design. Explained in detail in chapter 3, the development of the overall layout for the project
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and specifically the data collection instrument (see section 3.4), the questions to be addressed in the study
were finally clarified (Kaplan 1991; Kytta 2002; Crestwell 1994) and ultimately attached to the appropriate
sections of the survey questionnaire (see Table 3.1.1).
Given the significant role that the five conditional environmental affordances (social exchange needs) would
play in pairing the responses of youth and older adults and in qualifying those responses for analysis and
discussion and thus becoming part of the survey instrument, the first question to emerge was important in
examining the relationship between the urban public space values for social exchange (environmental
affordances) and the intergenerationally defined preferences. Realizing that none of the affordance values
exist in isolation, the second part of this question emerged and was addressed in the second part of the
analysis procedure. The last part of this question connects the affordance values to specific urban space
characteristics, and became one of the main aspects for the final discussion of the results.
Question 1
What values do youth and older adults hold for each of the five conditional affordances
(desired pre-conditions for use of public space); do any relationships exist between these
environmental affordance variables; and how do those values relate to the most preferred
urban public spaces for social exchange?
Although the affordance variables provided a framework for documenting the preferences youth and older
adults held for specific settings, like other environmental assessment studies, this study also sought to
understand the reasons for these selections. To gain a greater understanding of the connection between the
conditional affordance variables and the physical environment, the analytical framework also included a set
of descriptor variables that were directly connected to the environmental perception responses of the two age
groups.
Once Question 1 was addressed (see section 4.2), this age-comparative study asked and answered four
additional questions. Questions 2 and 3 were addressed through the survey results presented in sections 4.3
and 4.4 with implications discussed in chapter 5 while Questions 4 and 5 were presented and discussed in
sections 5.1 with possible design solutions defined in section 5.3.
Question 2
What types of urban public open spaces and the associated characteristics do youth prefer
for social exchange?
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Question 3
What types of urban public open spaces and the associated characteristics do older adults
prefer for social exchange?
Question 4
Based upon a comparison of similarities and differences, what types of urban public open
spaces are mutually preferred by youth and older adults and what are the salient
environmental characteristics (attributes, features, qualities) they possess?
Question 5
Assuming that the mutually selected salient space types and characteristics are
significant, can this knowledge be translated and applied to the design of
intergenerationally supportive urban public open spaces?
Guided by the overall purpose, the desired outcomes, and the five objectives, the overall outline for
conducting the survey was developed and the program was implemented. Once the previously discussed five
survey questions were spotlighted and explicitly defined, a review of other investigations presented in the
environment and behavior literature - including their methods of research and results - was conducted. Based
upon that review, a theoretical and working framework was developed (see sub-section 2.5 and sub-section
3.1.2), a general outline for the project was defined (see section 3.1 and Figure 3.1.1), and an appropriate
instrument for collecting the data (Pennartz and Elsinga 1990) was created (see section 3.4 and Figure 3.1.2).
Following the selection of the study population (see sections 3.2 and 3.3), the completion of the fieldwork
and collection of the data (see sub-section 3.5.2), and the analysis of the collected information relating to the
perceptions and preferences of youth and older adults for supportive urban public spaces was completed (see
section 3.6 and chapter 4), a final discussion of the results (section 5.1) including proposed design
applications (section 5.3) and comparisons to other studies (section 5.2) can be found presented in full at the
end of this thesis.

1.4 Study Significance and Implications
A review of the intergenerational literature revealed a limited number of research studies had been conducted
that looked at environmental influences. As a young field of study, most of the research conduced in this
cross-age discipline seemed to be related to the social sciences, particularly to the results of older adults
caring for children, or in some cases, the care of older adults in day care facilities. Much of the writings
focused on presenting the value of the intergenerational field in supporting social change and renewing the
social compact with the less advantaged in our society (Taylor and Bressler 2000; Rhodes 2002). The
majority of research could be classified under participatory or service-learning research in which existing
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intergenerational programs were spotlighted and evaluated in terms of outcomes generated (Taylor and
Bressler 2000; Kaplan 1994, 2007). What was missing was any reference to the physical environment,
specifically public space, as a contributor to intergenerational exchange outcomes.
Though absent from any relevant social science research literature, personal observations in mentoring
situations and discussions with intergenerational program colleagues suggested that not only an increase in
value could be gained by the intergenerational pair and the community from social interaction between youth
and older adults, but that the physical environment seemed to play a role. Since the purpose of social
interaction between youth and older adults is to improve the outcomes of that exchange for both the
individual and the community, then knowledge of the role that the physical environment would or could play
in accomplishing that task seemed a significant goal.
Yet, a review of the current people/environment research literature also showed a limited number of studies
that specifically compared the collective preferences, perceptions, or uses of public or even institutional
spaces by children and older adults. For all the research attention given to supporting the importance of the
physical environment in child development or in improving the quality of life for older adults living in
retirement communities or elder care facilities, surprisingly little hard numerical research or analysis has
been conducted that investigated what types of spaces would support or enhance the interaction between
these two significant age groups.
Further, environment and behavior design research conducted with independent populations suggesting that
older adults and youth prefer different environments, has produced design guidelines for developing urban
public open spaces that segregate people by age. The disparity that exists between the current practice of
designing public spaces to meet the needs of single age user groups and the value inherent in creating places
that support intergenerational exchange does not seem to coincide with the results presented by
intergenerational studies that indicate that both age groups have similar developmental and social exchange
needs and thus may actually prefer similar spaces. In addition, a previously author-conducted pilot study
indicated that not only did youth and older adults seem to prefer similar spaces but that these mutually
desired quality of life benefits might be enhanced by providing well designed urban public open spaces that
encouraged that intergenerational interaction.
The lack of research that investigated the potential influence of the physical environment on outcomes of
social exchange between youth and older adults along with the limited studies that compared youth
perception of the environment to those of older adults has led to the current characterization of these two
fields as incompatible. Further, this absence of environmentally-focused age-comparative research studies
and this divergent approach to research studies conducted by both intergenerational social scientists or
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environmental psychologists has kept the central role of the physical environment as modifier of social
exchange between the two age groups from being recognized.
Just as Fredrick Law Olmstead and Francis Vaux placed a high value on the social exchange and recuperative
value of well-designed urban environments by creating Central Park in the middle of Manhattan to be
enjoyed by people from all socio-economic levels and to support the variety of ages represented in the then
common extended family (Rosenzweig and Blackmar 1992), an age comparative study that sought to identify
the perceptions and preferences held by youth and older adults living at both ends of the life span in order to
inform the design of urban public open spaces that support a renewed community social life (Brill 1989;
Whyte 1980;1989) was considered to be a significant contribution to both fields of intergenerational and
urban design studies.
Since the goal of this study was to look at life in an urban setting that encouraged non-familial interaction
within the suprapersonal environment (Lawton 1990), then the appropriate research design was considered
critical in helping to understand how youth and older adults value, reject or find meaning in certain attributes
of the physical environment (Lynch 1960). But as social science research investigates the individual, group,
or societal aggregate and environmental design research explores place or space, the question arose as to
what or who was the unit of analysis in this intergenerational study (Bechtel, Marans and Michelson 1987).
Given the necessity to focus on the environmental perceptions and preferences of the two separate age groups
(youth and older adults) that make up an intergenerational pair, the research in this study needed to be
directed back and forth between the individual youth and older adult groups, the collective or
intergenerational dyad, and the physical environment as it related to fulfilling their interactive needs and
desired social exchange outcomes.
Although the significance of this study may be in providing a venue for dialogue about the importance of the
physical environment in intergenerational exchange between the intergenerational researcher/practitioner and
the environmental researcher/designer, this mixed population/environmental focus could provide the perfect
mechanism for both the intergenerational social scientist and the environment and behavior researcher,
perhaps for the first time, to realize the mutual interests in potential knowledge gained from working either
independently or collectively on future age-comparative environmental assessment studies. In fact, the
difference in the approach taken by the advisory-task oriented social scientist and the performance-task
oriented designer or environment and behavior researcher for solving social problems may be mitigated
through the environment (Brauer et al. 2004; Zube 1980).
Besides developing a greater understanding on the part of the social scientist and designer for the role that
urban public spaces can play in supporting non-programmed intergenerational interaction and thus helping to
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reduce the creation of public spaces that segregate people by age rather than creating community spaces that
encourage communication between the two age groups, the principle guiding the approach and objective of
this study was to introduce and affirm the positive association that could exist between intergenerational
studies and environment and behavior research or urban design. By showing and explaining the values and
influences that the physical environment can have on intergenerational programming goals, and by
investigating and describing the urban public spaces that are supportive of positive intergenerational
exchanges between youth and older adults, both fields are enriched and benefited.
In addition to the potential for collaboration between design professional and social work professional and
the integration of research interests in children’s environments with those of the gerontologist, once the study
was conducted and the values and influences that the physical environment can have on intergenerational
programming outcomes were presented, the objective became clear: to promote the design of urban public
open spaces that can support social exchange between youth and older adults, and to provide design guides
for creating spaces that would meet the conditional and resultant affordance needs required for personal and
community wellbeing. Although the design oriented results and specific urban design guidelines presented in
section 5.3 accommodate this objective and more than adequately meet the significance criteria, specific
implications to further research or practice were considered important.
With the purpose of extending the significance of the results beyond the dual-field benefits and toward a
specific audience (Creswell 1994), the importance of the results to future intergenerational and
environmental design inquiries is further expressed in the implications to research, policy, and practice.
Graphically presented in Tables 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 in chapter 5, the following discusses the potential
implications of the results to scholarly research and applications to intergenerational social scientist and the
environmental psychologist; community planning and benefits to the intergenerational policy advocate and
the community or urban planner; and physical space design and the importance the intergenerational program
administrator and the urban designer.

1.4.1

Intergenerational Field: Research, Advocacy and Programming

Besides the mutual benefits received by academics and practitioners in both disciplines, there are specific
implications of the results of this urban space design to the intergenerational field. A main objective was to
provide the intergenerational social scientist with some insights and valid research data about the value of the
physical environment in improving interactive outcomes and to inspire further research work on comparing
the urban space design benefits desired and received by youth and older adults. Also, to suggest to the
intergenerational program administrator or developer that quality space design is essential to providing the
best possible outcomes desired from mentoring or other community building programs. Specifically, space
design could be a critical component to successful shared-site facilities and their ability to provide the desired
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intergenerational exchange outcomes. And finally as a direct consequence of this study, the interpretation of
the results indicated that social interaction occurring within the right environment could be restorative to both
youth and older adults, whether an intergenerational program is primarily serving older adults or youth.
Discussed earlier, intergenerational practice, research, teaching and policy advocacy tend to focus on
relationships between children and older adults and the activities or programs for improving personal or
community wellbeing (the social compact), yet take little notice of the role that the physical environment
could and would have on influencing the outcomes of those interactions. Although only insinuating possible
value to intergenerational studies and social systems, the following discusses possible implications and uses
of the results of this study on intergenerational scholarly social science research, intergenerational policy
advocacy, and current program administration and future development.
1.4.1.1 Social Science Research
In reviewing the field of intergenerational studies, Brabazon and Disch (1997a) defined five categories of
intergenerational programming that could be of benefit to young people, older adults, and the community.
These included: (1) youth and children serving elders, (2) elders serving children, youth and families, (3)
young and old jointly providing community service, service to one another, or sharing program expenses, (4)
arts programming, and (5) oral history projects. Although two major leaders in this emerging multi-age field,
Elizabeth Larkin and Sally Newman (1979), argue that this extensive array of program types falling within
the intergenerational realm dictates the development of this field of study as a separate academic discipline,
Ed Rosenberg, Lois Layne and Maureen Power (1997) believe that the strength of this new domain lies in its
appropriately being considered a part of a multi-disciplinary field that could access a variety of academic
resources.
At present, much of the research conducted in the intergenerational field seems to be associated with the
analysis or evaluation of specific intergenerational programs as justification for continued funding (Ward
1997a and 1997b). Although based upon theories of aging and child development or focusing on political
and ideological issues, “much of the intergenerational research is applied research grounded in programs
(Ward 1997b, 127).” “The field has yet to undertake a significant amount of fundamental research on basic
questions that have little direct relation to programs (Ward 1997b).” Basically, it has been suggested that in
order to obtain a broader perspective of issues relevant to the welfare of youth and older adults, the
intergenerational field needs to move beyond attitude research (youth perceptions of older adults) and
conduct studies that use age as the variable of interest, focus on co-located “shared” site adult/child care
settings, and extend data collection methods beyond the standardized measures (Ward 1997b).
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And when conducting “research [that] is directed to the two-person group, [most of the studies investigate]
…the reciprocal relationship between husband and wife, doctor and patient, seller and buyer, employer and
employee, teacher and student, mother and child (Riley and Cohn 1954, 210).” Yet, little research seems to
have been conducted that compares the intergenerational youth and older adult action system. “Although
some data collected from college students…suggest[s] that contact between… young people and older adults
is minimal…relatively little is known about the frequency and nature of intergenerational contact in
nonfamilial contexts (Williams and Nussbaum 2001, 37).” Rather than investigating the interactions between
the dyad in different roles, most of the research seems to be associated with the outcomes achieved by one
intergenerational program as compared to another (Ward 1997a; 1997b) or focuses upon the benefits gained
by one age group or the other.
What these discussions point out is that the results of this age-comparative environmental assessment study
could add greatly to the dialogue regarding the value of initiating a separate or multi-disciplinarily field while
providing investigative incentives and ideas for expanding the current limited array of research opportunities.
Not only would the developed framework of variables and methods used to assess youth and older adult
perceptions and preference for urban public spaces suggest a possible collaboration between the
intergenerational social scientist and the environmental psychologist, but add those variables to the
previously mentioned program evaluation studies. Besides providing the venue for extending
intergenerational studies beyond political and ideological issue, the frameworks extends the discussion into
broader issues relevant to the welfare of youth and older adults. Although suggesting the influence of the
physical environment in meeting social and psychological intergenerational needs, the data collection
methods go beyond the standard measures with possible application to programming outcomes evaluation.
With common environmental perceptions and preferences, the findings support further mutual youth/older
adult needs/benefits research. In addition, an indication that the two age groups value and select spaces for
social exchange based upon desired outcomes supports the social science research approach that includes
individual benefits analysis. Realizing that intergenerational outcomes are connected to modes of perception,
modes and thus physical space attributes and features, suggests employing environmental factors in
measuring intergenerational exchange goals.
1.4.1.2 Community Planning Policy Advocacy
Similar to the value of the framework in research, the organization of variables can be employed by the
intergenerational advocate in defining and discussing the influences of urban public open space on
intergenerational program success. What is crucial is that an interpretation of the findings would indicate
that intergenerational social interaction occurring within the right environment can be restorative to not only
youth and older adults but to the whole community.
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Perhaps a major benefit to the future success of intergenerational programs and an increase in political
support is the realization that the physical environment is an important contributor to intergenerational
exchange and the increased benefits to youth and older adults it provides. Focusing upon the restorative
objectives of intergenerational exchange and encouraging the presence of people as defined by the study
results, intergenerational advocates can propose the development of urban spaces that reflect a connection
between people and place and are activity centered including both active and passive recreation provisions.
Besides assisting with policy development and possible funding acquisition for the creation of age-integrated
rather than age-segregated urban public spaces, the fact that youth and older adults prefer similar spaces for
social exchange increases the awareness of the need to involve youth and older adults in the community
development process which may direct policy makers toward including other public spaces such as
schoolyards within the intergenerationally supportive community development and planning agenda.
Whether a program is primarily serving older adults or youth, the environmental affordances and other
environmental variables can be employed by intergenerational program advocates as a basis for organizing
intergenerational community building programs reflective of “a very promising and under-utilized direction
for programmes concerned with neighborhood and public space regeneration and renewal (Pain 2001, 6).”
Although not all neighborhoods are the same and thus each may required unique public open spaces to meet
the needs of each intergenerational facility or development condition, the resultant list of space features and
supporting activities can be used as a guide to making policy decisions about what attributes are needed to
meet intergenerational as well as community welfare objectives.
1.4.1.3 Programming Administration and Development
Understanding that self-fulfillment is one of the main reasons older adults participate in mentoring activities
with youth and that youth also seek self-actuation (Maslow 1943), one of the main outcomes sought by
intergenerational programs is an improved quality of life outcomes for both members of the dyad. Yet
satisfaction of this as well as the other basic human needs is contingent upon first meeting certain
preconditions: examples are freedom to speak, to do what one wishes, to investigate, and to expect justice,
fairness, honesty and orderliness (Maslow 1943). What the physical environment can do is either support or
impede the achievement of these preconditions, effectively supporting or opposing basic life satisfaction.
Reflecting this belief, one of the primary concerns of the directors of existing intergenerational programs is
the inadequate facilities available for interaction between youth and older adults. Classrooms are often the
only sites where intergenerational dyadic pairs can meet on a regular basis, yet inner city schools are often
physically and visually degraded and do not support a sense of ownership or security required for positive
mentoring to take place between these two age groups. What the framework of variables offers the program
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administrator is an opportunity to add the value of physical space to the discussion and to expand the
extension of existing or the development of new intergenerational programs to include environmental
concerns.
Realizing that physical space quality is a critical component in meeting desired intergenerational exchange
restorative outcomes, problems with space arrangements can be easily remedied and alterations completed
that support energizing, calming or protecting intergenerational exchange objects. With the potential of
adding greatly to the quality of intended intergenerational exchange activity benefits of youth and older
adults, the physical space attributes spotlighted in the study could also be invaluable to the administrator in
making needed modifications to existing facilities used for intergenerational programming. It was felt that if
the intergenerational environment/exchange (IGEE) hypothesis of youth and older adults preferring similar
places was confirmed, then spaces could also be designed to accommodate both age groups (to interact
together with either same-age or intergenerational-age friends) rather than creating spaces to accommodate
each group separately. This would be of primary concern and obvious economic benefit to developers and
managers of new or existing intergenerational programs facilities.
Although quality physical environments seem to play an important role in achieving quality of life needs
through support of positive intergenerational exchange, some intergenerational programs still do not seem to
place much emphasis on the value of physical space in meeting intergenerational program goals.
Practitioners of one area of the intergenerational field that seem to be more conscious of and responsive to
the value of the physical environment in meeting age-integrative objectives is the shared-site facility
developer. The concept employed to guide intergenerational shared-site projects was to develop and manage
youth and older adult programs and services that were co-located within the same facility. Program
characteristics range from those who serve specific generations without any interaction between staff,
participants, or the sharing of the building to those with planned, ongoing intergenerational activities,
informal interactions and the sharing of staff and building facility (Goyer 1998c).
Intending to improve the opportunities and benefits of occasional, non-formal interactions between
children/youth and older adults, those shared-sites that encourage informal interaction between the two
generations, like talking while walking down a hall or stopping in the infants’ room to hold a baby, tout the
benefits of promoting normalcy and can be considered the most important aspects of the program (Goyer
1998c). Although supporting the similar space preference hypothesis with the sharing of the facility being
the least challenging problem, one of the issues often spotlighted by administrators and staff was a greater
need for information about potential intergenerational activities that could be used to develop better informal
gathering spaces (Goyer 1998c). Although another prime example of the sociologist approach, where the
program or activity, rather than the space, is of prime importance, the guidelines developed from the results
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of the study provide not only the requested list of mutually preferred youth and older adult activities but a list
of physical space attributes that can be employed in the design of better informal gathering spaces such as
entry areas and outdoor garden venues.
Not only could the findings support the development of improved co-located intergenerational shared-site
facilities but could support and encourage non-planned intergenerational activities between the pairs within
other non-programmed spaces such as parks, plazas, streets, malls, and other public places. The results could
assist program directors or staff in selecting nearby urban settings, suggesting modifications to those settings,
or guiding the design and creation of new urban public open spaces. Specifically, the development
guidelines can be of assistance in locating and assessing existing intergenerational exchange supportive
public open places that exhibit attributes such as: alternative light, surrounding buildings, open areas,
meeting location, covered, pathways, seating, nature, multiple activities, and people around. Either
documenting those intergenerational spaces for future reference, or for providing clients with locator maps of
preferred sites, the preferred space attributes and activities along with the desired outcomes are valuable tools
in providing settings that will augment the already valuable benefits youth and older adults gain from social
exchange with one another.

1.4.2

Environmental Design Field: Research, Planning and Practice

Besides informing intergenerational academic or practitioner, the other main objective of this age
comparative study was to provide the environment and behavior researcher with some background
information about the intergenerational field that might inspire further work on comparing youth and older
adult simultaneous use of public space. Besides inspiring joint research collaboration between the two
disciplines, the study results make a clear statement to the urban planner that current urban public space
design guides of segregating populations by age may be just as detrimental to the continuum and growth of a
society as designing spaces to segregate populations by ethnicity, color, or social standing. Specifically
relating to this study, designing public open spaces that segregate youth from older adults can counteract the
work of intergenerational programs that are trying to encourage social interaction between the two ages.
In order to design spaces, particularly urban public open spaces that could support intergenerational
interchange, answers to the preferences for these spaces by both age groups were defined in the findings.
Specifically valuable to the urban designer in designing intergenerationally supportive places, the analysis of
the results indicated that at least three types of restorative spaces are required to meet the social exchange
needs of these two age groups: energizing, protecting, and calming. Significant is the interpretation of these
observations is that not only youth but older adults need and want to be stimulated and that not only older
adults but youth require calming spaces that provide relief from the pressures of daily life. The following
discusses in more detail the possible implications and uses of the results of this age comparative
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environmental perception study on environment and behavior research, community planning policy
directions and, perhaps most importantly, on urban open space design - especially community landscape
architecture.
1.4.2.1 Environment and Behavior Research
The study of environment and behavior by its nature of connecting people to place cannot be considered as a
single academic discipline. Tress, Tress, and Fry (2005) place integrative and non-integrative research
approaches into five categories: disciplinary, multidisciplinary, participatory, interdisciplinary, and
transdisciplinary. The Environmental Design Research Association (EDRA) annual conference is the oldest
and most widely accepted venue for introducing the results of research in the field. Although falling under a
single thematic umbrella, the continued presentation of the work of academics and practitioners from a
multiple of fields and domains including environmental psychology and design suggests that environmental
design must be placed within the multidisciplinary category. While the participatory and transdiscipinary
approaches cross the academic/non-academic boundaries associated with multiple perspectives, the results of
this study fall more accurately under the interdisciplinary framework of crossing disciplinary boundaries,
common goal setting, integration of disciplines and development of integrated knowledge and theory.
Specifically, the organizing framework of variables and employed methodology addresses the multidisciplinary research approaches of the intergenerational social scientist and the environmental psychologist.
In an academic and research world where specialization is the rule, this study also encourages the
environmental design researcher to follow the work of the intergenerationalist by extending the research
focus from investigating the behavior of only one subject group or environmental type toward conducting
comparative studies involving divergent population groups or environments (Sebba 1991; Nasar 1989a;
Groat 1882; Parker and McDonough 1999; Simmons 1996; Virden and Walker 1999; Barer and Johnson
2003; Pretty, Chipuer and Bramston 2003; Kaplan 1973; Pianta 1992). Just as the approach to social science
research understands the value of looking at more than one age, gender, ethnic, economic or social group at a
time and comparing them to one another, the framework for this study provides a venue for changing the
environment and behavior research model from individually oriented (segregated) research programs to
integrated research design.
Although a diversity of views and strategies has been applied to research conducted on environmental
perception, little had been done with respect to comparing youth and older adult perceptions of quality space.
Yet, environment and behavior research remains a viable area of study for responding to the perceptions of
these two age groups with respect to developing environments that meet their collective needs, provided an
appropriate framework and procedure has been developed to accommodate their special requirements. The
main objective of this study was thus to contribute such a theoretical framework and methodology and to
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present the results of the analysis of differences in perception of the urban environment between [older]
adults [and] adolescents (Pennartz and Elssinga 1990, 676).” Critical to addressing this objective was the
ability of the age-comparative study to answer the question: “To what degree and in what way is there a
difference [or similarity] between perceptual schemes of [older] adults [and] adolescents (Pennartz and
Elssinga 1990, 678)?” with the results replicating past research perception organizational frameworks that
employed the three perception variables of responsive, operational, and inferential.
Besides depicting a model for conducting studies where age is the significant variable (population
comparison), the employed purpose, methods and results of this youth/older adult environment/behavior
study will perhaps inspire and guide collaborative efforts between academics conducing research focusing
upon the two age population EDRA research networks: Children, Youth & Environments and EnvironmentGerontology (Environmental Design Research Association, 2004). And because the developmental age of
adolescence does not easily fit within either childhood or adulthood and are thus underrepresented in design
research studies, including health care environments (Blumberg and Devlin 2006) and urban public space
usage (Owens 2002), the presentation of the results of a study that investigates the behaviors of young people
between the ages of 12 and 14 are perhaps of even greater significance to the growth of the field.
Though a review of the environment and behavior literature showed a number of research gaps (see subsection 2.5.2), Stephen Golant (1984) spotlighted three findings that emerged from the work of M. Powell
Lawton (1977) that suggest a difficulty in adequately interpreting current environment and behavior research
conducted with youth and older adults. He concluded that current research does not seem to consider the
individual behavioral relationships that indicate that (1) older adults experience the environment differently,
(2) youth and older adults experience the environment differently, (3) and both groups experience the
environment differently from the expert judgments of spaces. Significant to this discussion is that the results
of the age comparative study shows that youth and older adults perceive the physical environment in
identical ways and do prefer similar spaces for social exchange and proves the proof against the assertion that
there is an “apparent discrepancy between older people’s [and youth’s] environmental experiences and [the]
objective indicators of their…[environmental] quality of life (Golant 1984, 240).”
Not only the application of the framework but the dual-age accessibility of the survey instrument and urban
space images could inspire a direct connection between the environmental behavior research concept and
intergenerational program activities and desired outcome goals. Specifically, both the developed framework
and the resultant spotlight on the realization that both youth and older adults select urban public spaces for
social exchange based upon three restorative benefits suggests continued investigations that compare nature
to culture and the use of new and revisited environmental variables as correlates with preference and
tranquility. While the complementarity of the results were a reminder that individuals rather than age groups
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are the users of community spaces, one section of the survey instrument collected a list of potential
intergenerational public open spaces that could be analyzed though observational research techniques as to
their ability to support intergenerational exchange and increase an understanding of the how people see, feel
about, do in, do to and know about the environment, informing the design of environments that promote
individual and community wellbeing.
1.4.2.2 Community Planning Policy Directions
“One of the basic objectives of urban design [and thus the goal of urban planning research] is to specify what
the public realm should be, how it is defined and bounded, what its enclosing elements should be, and how it
interacts with the private realm (Lang 1994, 189).” The framework and methods, the proven hypothesis, the
restorative outcomes, and three perception modes and associated urban space attributes spotlighted in the
study design and findings collectively address these community planning issues. Not only can the
framework of variables help to reduce the use of guesswork as a way of defining the environmental issues
facing youth and older adults but the urban planner may find the age-conforming results and the ensuing
design “guidelines to be a useful means of presenting alternatives and a means of informing both himself or
herself and the community about the needs of those who are usually not well represented at community
meetings – children, teens, older adults – but who often are the principal park [and other public open space]
users (Marcus, Watsky, Insley and Francis (1990, 71).”
In a study conducted by Gary Coates and Henry Sanoff (1978), results of observations of children’s activities
spotlighted an adolescent preference for community and public open space over all other non-home
environmental venues. With similar findings for older adults reported in other findings, the use of the
framework to define the intergenerational influences on the public space indicates the importance of directing
the study toward urban space planning. Since the public realm can provide a wealth of new and challenging
venues for dyadic interaction between both familial and non-familial intergenerational pairs, the set of
photographs used in the survey questionnaire could be employed by the urban planner to show the types of
public or semi-public spaces including parks, malls, plazas and community gardens that could promote
positive intergenerational activities. The determination of positive physical environmental attributes and the
associated guidelines could assist in developing community public space master plans that could be used to
modifying the urban environment to meet the perceived environmental qualities for improving the policy,
planning, design and management of urban public spaces needed to support intergenerational exchange
between youth and older adults (Craik and Zube 1976).
Since the literature seems to support the fact that public outdoor environments, particularly parks and public
urban spaces, are often not designed to meet the needs of either older adults or youth (Marcus and Green,
1990), the identification of the human needs associated with both youth and older adults that reflect societal
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as well as personal concerns including issues that may affect “health and medical care, finances, loneliness,
housing, and transportation, [helps to answer the] question that arises … how can the physical environment
be used to cater to these needs (Yeates 1979, 76).” When basic needs are met and desired outcomes for
interacting with the environment are realized, decent and effective behaviors supportive of community
wellbeing are achieved. Both individual and the wider community benefits of creating intergenerationally
supportive urban centers can be realized if community leaders follow the suggestions that emerged from the
study findings that would focus the planning of public open spaces based upon restorative (active and
passive) outcomes rather than upon high excitement outcomes only. In addition, by focusing on creating
spaces which feel safe and provide a senses of belonging and includie equal amounts of natural and cultural
features, urban center that include interconnected plazas, streets, mini-parks, landscape parks, pathways,
courts, gardens, and promenades can achieve the restorative qualities desired by people for interacting within
the public realm. Presented in the study results and “translated into policy, planning, and design measures,
knowledge of restorative environments can support adaptation and so promote health and well-being (Hartig
2001)” for, not only youth and older adults, but for all age groups.
Although along with understanding what people see and what they know about an environment, what they
feel about a preferred environment (Zeisel 1981) is valuable to planning supportive urban spaces, what
people do to and do within the physical environment, their behavior, is the ultimate representation of the
environmental effect (Studer 1970). By presenting the specific activities preferred by youth and older adults,
the study provides the urban planner with a guide to the specific elements essential to creating spaces that
promote intergenerational interaction. Not only essential to recognizing and assessing the value of existing
urban public spaces to provide intergenerational exchange opportunities, the proposed open space design
layouts and associated space attributes afford a greater opportunity for planning improved intergenerationally
supportive public spaces because of the improved ability to provide for the active and passive recreational
activities so essential to improve wellbeing.
Perhaps of most importance to the effectiveness of future urban planning was the use of the results to
address the question of designing age-segregated or age-integrated public spaces. In contrast to studies
that focus upon increasing an understanding of the role that the environment plays in the cognitive needs
of individual age groups such of children (Moore 1978; 1989; Hart 1979) or older adults (Lawton 1977;
Carstens 1993), this study looks at the all important “way in which the needs of each group now and the
future overlap…and in the ways they also compete with the broader needs of society (Lang 1994, 361).”
It was felt that since the intergenerational environment/exchange (IGEE) hypothesis was confirmed, then
spaces could be designed in a way that more easily accommodated both age groups (to interact together
with either same-age or intergenerational-age friends) rather than creating separate spaces. Urban public
spaces for example, if created to meet intergenerational social exchange needs, would provide “more
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opportunities for teenagers to participate actively in life, to explore, and to self-test without harming
others…[and would] help fulfill many of teenager’s cognitive needs (Lang 1994, 310).”
Since effective planning for different urban areas (residential, commercial, industrial, shopping, tourism) can
be adjusted to coincide with the findings that indicated that reciprocal correlations of environmental
affordance requirements do exist (example: residential communicates sense of belonging, requiring reduced
safety perceptions, while shopping spaces need to be safer because of reduced sense of belonging), planning
based upon the results could be of obvious economic benefit to civic leaders planning for the development of
urban spaces that help build a more sustainable community. Although the results do support the conclusion
that similar space preferences between the two age groups that support intergenerational interaction can
improve the wellbeing of both youth and older adults, the mutually preferred space attributes and associated
guidelines presented as a conclusion may also reflect spaces which are compatible to all age groups. Perhaps
these results can spark a new way of thinking about the design of public outdoor spaces to meet the needs,
not only of the adolescent and the older adult, but of the mid-age range population as well.
1.4.2.3 Landscape Architecture – Urban Design
In cooperation with public officials, urban developers, and urban planners, architects, landscape architects
and urban designers “deal with aspects of the physical environment, man-made and natural, in conjunction
with the human factors that their designs are intended to facilitate (Bechtel, Marans and Michelson 1987a,
2).” Since design standards literature does not discuss specific outdoor spaces that are used collectively by
youth and older adults, and in fact, promotes the creation of public spaces that segregate people by age, little
information is available about what types of outdoor settings would most likely be used by both groups
simultaneously and what specific characteristics those urban public space might require to be supportive of
intergenerational exchange. The results of this age-comparative research study provide answers relating both
to the human factors and the associated physical space attributes intended to meet the social exchange needs
of youth and older adults.
The purpose and ultimate results of this study was:
…not to introduce new techniques or concepts in design and planning, but to fortify old
ones. By sharpening the focus on human benefits, the analysis in fostering health can
remind the practitioner of the importance of familiar but often neglected themes. The
familiar themes…are those that have been raised by designers and planners such as
Frederick Law Olmstead, Christopher Alexander, and Kevin Lynch, all insightful
thinkers sensitive to humans and their peculiar requirements. These themes have also
been central concerns of the environment and behavior movement. Implicit in this
work is a tendency to view humans not as rational maximizers, but as creatures very
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much dependent on their environment, as capable of decent and effective behavior
when the environment is appropriate to their requirements. This is a concern, in other
words, to understand what sort of environment would be supportive of people, what
sort of environment would allow the needs of people to be met and their purposes to be
carried out (Kaplan and Peterson 1993, 21).
By developing and employing a framework of variables and concepts often employed to investigate and
validate quality environments, the urban designer has access to a large set of environmentally defining
variables for guiding design decisions and developing quality solutions for meeting urban public open space
problems associated with creating intergenerationally supportive places. In additions, the study results can
inform the decision making process by providing valid space preferences of both youth and older adults,
eliminating the need for the urban planner to either guess or impose his or her own values upon the design of
urban public spaces suggestive of intergenerational social exchange. Believing that both youth and older
adults are an underutilized resource of our current society, the results suggest providing opportunities for
social integration rather than social segregation through the design of intergenerationally supportive urban
spaces. Probably most significant, is that the proof of youth and older adult mutually preferred similar space
types and characteristics may encourage the urban designer to employ a shared-use approach to the design of
socially age-integrated rather than socially-segregated public open spaces.
Specific to employing human psychological research results to inform quality urban space design, the results
spotlight and define the outcomes youth and older adults desire from intergenerational social exchange
activities. For the urban designer, the findings suggested that energizing, protecting, and calming restorative
spaces were required to meet the social exchange needs of these two age groups. Most important was the
realization that in order to provide a sense of relief from the pressures of daily life, both youth and older
adults wanted to visit urban spaces that were both stimulating and tranquil. What the specific guidelines and
suggested space layout provides is a new model for designing restorative intergenerational spaces.
Although greatly simplified, Jan Gehl (1987) in Life Between Buildings suggests that outdoor activities
conducted in urban environments can be classified as necessary, optional, and social. Necessary activities
such as going to work or waiting for a bus are compulsory and are only slightly influenced by environmental
concerns. Optional activities such as people-watching or taking a walk are voluntary and are influenced by
weather and settings. Social activities such as communal events or passive contacts occur spontaneously and
obviously depend upon the presence of other people (Carmona et. al 2003). Gehl’s (1987) argument is that
poor quality urban spaces only support necessary activities while higher quality spaces encourage both
optional and social activities. Since the basis for one-on-one intergenerational exchange between young
people and older adults seems to be supported by both operational and social activities (Newman et al. 1997),
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the specific active and passive activities desired by both ages defined in the study can help the urban designer
to create the higher quality urban public spaces required to meet those activity goals.
Presented as space attributes, space features, and space shapes, the results of the survey provide the urban
designer with specific guidelines for urban public open space design that will accommodate the social
exchange goals and preferences of the active members of the intergenerational dyad. Suggesting the
importance of creating separate yet inter-connecting restorative-oriented public open spaces, the results
suggest that ideal spaces for intergenerational exchange should generally include: variation in light,
contiguous buildings or backdrops, prospect and refuge, open space or adjacency to open space, group and
paired meeting opportunities, overhead cover, appropriate seating, circulation pathways, natural settings, and
varied activity opportunities.
Based upon the complementarity of space affordances and attributes realized through the analysis of the
survey data, each urban space design project must be guided as much by an individual focused approach as
with a generalized scheme. Accepting that some differences between the two groups may exist and that a
desire for older adults to mingle with the younger people may in fact be limited, does not negate the fact that
intergenerational studies do seem to suggest that these two age groups, located at opposite ends of the lifeline, do have developmental needs in common. As the goal of intergenerational programs are to bring these
divergent age groups together for mutual benefit and for building community, the results of this study
provide the urban designer with information that would encourage a more age-integrative approach to urban
public space design.
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CHAPTER 2

Literature and Framework: People and Environment
“Paralleling the definition and specifications of [the] research questions, variables, and hypothesized
relationships, [the literature search was intended]…to obtain background information about the topic or
issues under investigation (Marans 1990, 52).” Of particular interest was to understand the issues and
problems to be addressed by the survey instrument, the urban settings to be investigated, and the population
groups to be studied. Once the goals and objectives were clarified and the five main questions defined, the
development of the theoretical or organizaational framework for the design of the study, as well as the
development of the survey instrument and an appropriate analysis procedure, required an investigation of
other studies including their methods of research and results (Pennartz and Elsinga 1990).
Expanding upon the use of literature in the first chapter to define and present the argument for conducting
this research paper, chapter 2 presents an overview of the literature associated with people and environment
studies and specifically to the theories, methods, and approaches that have been employed to understand the
influences that the physical environment has or may have upon the social interaction between young people
and older adults. Since there existed no age-comparative studies that addressed the perceptions and
preferences of youth and older adults for the use of public open spaces, the approach was to look at a wide
variety of research agendas rather than focus on a single issue. Presented in this archival literature
investigation are a number of research studies, design guideline references, and the associated theoretical
writing relating to the subject matter of this thesis.
Understanding that “physical factors [of the environment] coact with each other and the child’s [and older
adult’s] personality in a complex ecological process of growth and development (Moore 1990, 6),” the
literature review required both the investigation of environmental issues and the motivations and perceptions
of the two age groups. Thus the literature search included a review of research and theory relating to a
number of environment and behavior categories. These categories included environmental design
disciplines, population studies, public space usage and design criteria, and quality of life issues for both
individuals and community. Some areas were investigated with much rigor, while others were not. Some
subjects revealed no immediate connection to the topic area but because of possible future interest, further
investigation continued. Other fields, although mentioned in this review, were obviously not related in any
significant way to the study population groups or to the urban setting and were dropped after a cursory
review.
But, since the focus of the degree concentration was concerned with community and environmental design
and the results were intended to inform design decision-making, an initial search of the relevant literature
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focused on a general overview of the environment and behavior (E&B) field. Several guiding texts were
consulted in order to gain a better understanding of the overall research conducted as it related to people and
their relationships to the physical environment. The importance of making a strong connection between
environmental influence and positive social exchange between youth and older adults began with a close
review and cross-check (Briggs 1988) of five significant research texts that provided substantial overviews of
the people/environment field: Environment and Behavior: An Introduction by Robert Bechtel (1997);
Methods in Environment and Behavior Research edited by Robert Bechtel, Robert Marans, and William
Michelson (1987b); the two volumes of the Handbook of Environmental Psychology edited by Daniel
Stokols and Irwin Altman (1991b); Volumes 1, 2 and 4 of Advances in Environment, Behavior and Design
edited by Erwin Zube and Gary Moore (1987; 1989; 1997), and Volumes 1, 2, 3 and 6 of Human Behavior
and the Environment: Advances in Theory and Research edited by Irwin Altman and Joachim Wohlwill
(1976; 1977; 1978; 1983); Volume 4 edited by Irwin Altman, Amos Rapoport and Joachim Wohlwill (1980);
Volume 7 edited by Irwin Altman, M. Powell Lawton and Joachim Wohlwill (1984); and Volume 10 edited
by Irwin Altman, and Erwin Zube (1989).
Guided by the review of these texts and the presented approach most often taken in environment and
behavior research study designs that stipulated a physical setting, a population group, and the variables that
connected them (behavior), or as B=f(P,E) person-environment fit (Lewin 1935; 1997), three general
literature review categories were defined and selected for further investigation: the environment - urban
public open space studies, people - comparative population studies, and relationships – landscape quality
perception and assessment studies. Within each of the three main classifications, individual areas of inquiry
reflect a best guess on subjects that might inform the study design including theories, population groups, and
approaches to conducting the study. Reflective of the overall research conducted in each focus area, a broad
overview of the literature and a discussion of a few studies that seemed most appropriate for developing the
methodology, defining the variables, or analyzing the results required for conducting this research study are
presented. Since in many cases the study methods and results were relevant to a specific discussion and thus
placed in the appropriate location within the text, the literature section may simply mention here the research
as it fits within each classification area.
Perhaps most importantly, following the presentation of the three main literature review sections that
included some spotlighted results and methods, this chapter organizes the principles and variables that
emerged from the literature review into a theoretical framework. This organizational framework of
environmental space variables became the basis for defining the questions posed and investigating and
evaluating the answers received from the results of this intergenerational urban public open space agecomparative study.
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Although the presented literature should by no means be considered an exhaustive review of available
research studies, additional reviewed literature has also been included within the appropriate sections where
the methods employed, the results obtained, or the findings in those studies had a direct bearing on the
methods, results, and implications realized by this intergenerational survey. Specifically chapter 1 presents a
review of the intergenerational literature and its connections to human development theory while the
literature presented in chapter 3 continues the review conducted in this chapter but with a focus upon those
studies or concepts that are directly connected to the framework and methods used to guide the development
of the assumptions, questions, and analysis of this study. Chapter 4 relates to the results analysis to similar
research approaches and chapter 5 not only relates those findings to both supportive and non-supportive
previously selected studies but includes design guidelines literature that may have a bearing upon the overall
interpretation of the results for urban open space design implications.

2.1 Inquiry Approach: Investigation Focus
Focusing upon understanding the relationships or connections that exist between people and the environment
and how the environment affects the people-to-people relationship, the purpose of the literature review was
to investigate research studies, concepts and theories associated with youth and older adult perceptions,
preferences, and uses of the physical environment. Yet, the limited intergenerational research conducted in
either the social sciences or the environment and behavior field lead to the employment of a specific
approach for conducting the literature review. Instead of focusing on one specific area of research, the
limited available literature required a much more universal approach to be conducted.

2.1.1

Environment and Behavior (E&B) Research

The study of the relationship between people and their everyday environment received only minor attention
from behavior scientists prior to the mid-1960’s. Over the last fifty years however, psychologists and their
colleagues from the related disciplines of architecture and landscape architecture have initiated several
coherent paradigms and methodologies in the field of environment and behavior (E&B) research. Associated
with living in cities and of particular interest in defining intergenerational supportive urban public spaces, the
sociophysical constrains of decisional/communicational/informational or experiential overloads have resulted
in several characteristics typical of the urbanite (Kruse and Graumann 1991).
Speed or tempo in conducting tasks, vigilance to sudden changes in opportunities or problems, and social
alienation because of lack of personal connections to people and place summarize the social psychology of
living in urban places. With the purpose of understanding these psychological relationships between urban
dwellers and their environments and reflecting current research studies relating to territoriality (Reis 1999),
personal space (Gress and Heft 1998), and spatial relations (Major et al. 2000), well know theories and topic
areas associated with the density continuum also include: “…crowding…; environmental attitudes and
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assessments; spatial cognition, resource conservation, and behavior settings analysis; individuals’ reactions to
environmental stressors; small group ecology; and the influence of urban and cultural factors on the vitality
of neighborhoods and community groups (Stokols and Altman 1991a, xi).”
Including some of the previously defined topics, Figure 2.1.1 outlines, in the top two rows, eleven major
conceptual research study areas presented by Robert Bechtel (1997) in Environment and Behavior: An
Introduction. Although the literature review did investigate many of the topics, the three research areas of
(1) perception and aesthetics, (2) values, beliefs, and attitudes, and (3) ecological psychology were
spotlighted as being particularly related to visual landscape quality assessment preference and the perception
of spaces that most closely could meet the social exchange needs or outcomes of youth and older adults.
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Figure 2.1.1. Eleven Major Environment and Behavior Research Topic Areas Connected to
Intergenerational Landscape Quality Assessment Focus (Urban Space Perception and Preference)

The first area of research interest selected for review fell under the classification of perception and aesthetics.
Often related to a person’s personal aesthetic sense, perception is associated with a response to specific
stimuli reflected in visual attributes of the physical environment. Yet because visual awareness is associated
with an ever-changing physical environment, James Gibson (1986) suggested, in The Ecological Approach to
Visual Perception, that perception is based more upon what the environment affords (provides) a person
rather than upon the specific attributes that environment exhibits. Although Kevin Lynch (1960), in Image of
the City, did not choose to look at meaning, Jack Nasar (1989), in a study conducted in Chattanooga, TN,
found that imageable elements (nodes, paths, edges, landmarks, and districts) did influence the perceived
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quality of the city environment. Given the experiential (phenomenological) nature of urban public spaces
that support the daily experiences and interactions between persons, objects, and events (Kruse and
Graumann 1991), an urban aesthetics framework was considered a most appropriate way for judging the
meaning and value people hold for those environments (Nasar 1989).
Since there seems to be a close association between aesthetic perception of outdoor environments and the
meanings people place upon them, the second investigative area selected for review was classified under the
terms of values, beliefs, and attitudes. The relationship that exists between humans and the environment
arises out of a direct response to environmental change and social conditions; and although reflective of the
meaning people hold for specific places, this interaction with the environment is directly associated with
human values, beliefs, and attitudes (Bechtel 1997). Always important in the way the physical environment
is viewed, human values are concerned with motivations and the principles that guide people’s lives.
Expressed either independently (individual) or collectively (community/group), values are not specific to any
particular situation or circumstance (Bechtel 1997). More directly connected to facts, belief on the other
hand can be questioned and altered as additional information is received. While values and beliefs direct the
way we feel, attitudes are more closely connected with human behaviors and interactions with specific
spaces. Collectively, the resulting belief system is what people use to organize their knowledge and make
decisions that inform their responses to the physical environment (Bechtel 1997; Zeisel 1981).
Because “ecological psychology has opened a new dimension in human behavior, establishing the parameters
of behavior from a community rather than from individual points of view (Bechtel 1997, 224),” this
environment and behavior category was selected as the third important topic area for review. Presented in
Figure 2.1.1 as extending from ecological psychology that often includes the previously discussed Gibson’s
(1977; 1986) theory of affordances and visual perception and Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) theory of human
development, two environment and behavior pioneers, Roger Barker and Herbert Wright (1978), in Habitats,
Environments, and Human Behavior, suggested that human behavior is tied directly to specific places.
Defined as behavior settings (Barker 1978a), these units for studying group behavior hold universal meaning
for people (Rapoport 1982; Lynch 1960). “Behavior setting theory proposes that there are specific,
identifiable units of the environment, that is, behavior settings that, because they combine both physical and
social elements of the environment into one unit, have very powerful influences on human behavior (Scott
2005, 297).” Robert Bechtel (1977) defined the community central behavior setting as a behavior focal
point. Relating this concept to the current study, an understanding of the importance and perceived quality of
this central meeting space to a community relates directly with desire to understand the perceived values that
the intergenerational dyad holds for urban public open spaces supportive of social interaction.
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Although the specific space attributes may remain the same, the meanings associated with particular behavior
settings are usually associated with aesthetic perceptions that emerge through both visual and a variety of
other senses. As an amplification of the perception/aesthetics dialogue and adding to the reviewed topic
areas, attribution theory suggests that people make sense of their environment by attributing qualities to the
visual stimuli the environment projects. An overview of the environment and behavior literature relating to
the community/group focus of ecological psychology studies, the individual focus of perception and
aesthetics studies, and the combined personal and community focus of values, beliefs and attitudes topic
areas, behavior settings, environmental perception, environmental aesthetics and attribution theory, seemed
to define the specific approach that should be taken when investigating environmental quality assessment
studies literature (Figure 2.1.1).
Focusing upon the objective of developing an appropriate design for conducting an age-comparative study
involving youth and older adults, the search reviewed environmental associated literature that sought to
understand or interpret the relationship between perceptual social exchange needs and the scenic or visual
preferences for intergenerational quality environments or landscape quality assessment concerns or issues. A
number of studies provided a useful comprehensive review and criticism of the issues and themes related to
landscape (environmental) quality perception and assessment (Sell, Taylor, and Zube 1984; Taylor, Zube and
Sell 1987; Raval 1997, Kaplan and Kaplan 1983). Since the definition of a quality landscape depends upon
the perspective of the user and cannot be separated from the process employed by the individual observer to
determine its value (Raval 1997), the literature review was confined by the appropriateness of research
methodology or theoretical approach to relate to the two participant age groups (youth and older adults) to be
studied.

2.1.2

People, Environment and Behavior Perspective

Although all environmental design research inquiries seem to consider to some extent human behavioral,
perceptual-symbolic, and normative responses - unlike traditional social science research that typically
studies the individual - the crucial variable in people and environment research studies (E&B) may be the
environment (Bechtel, Marans and Michelson 1987a). And “like the concept of ‘the person,’ that of ‘the
environment’ represents one of those abstractions that is probably overly broad and unfocused to prove
particularly useful (Wohlwill and Kohn 1976, 19).” Yet it is easy to understand that the “environment is that
which surrounds us, the ambience of individuals, of social groups, of our species. How we choose to
emphasize the environment – as nurture, haven, or home; as deprivation or stimulation to the senses; as myth
or symbol; or as threat and hazard – is partly the essence of this conference (Kates 1976, 133).”
Reflecting an understanding of the role of the environmental psychologist of “specifying functional
relationships between given attributes of the physical environment and relevant aspects of behavior
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(Wohlwill and Kohn 1976, 20),” John Zeisel (1981) in Inquiry by Design, suggests there are five ways
people respond to the physical environment: (1) what they know about it, (2) what they do to it, (3) what do
in it, (4) what they see in it, and (5) what they feel about it. What people know about an environment is
concerned with factual information. This can be in the form of knowledge (what a person knows or believes
about a situation) or actual data (something that can be counted, categorized, or measured). What people do
in or do to an environment is connected to direct behavior (place activities, path activities, and their
relationship to others). However, what people do in a space is directly observable while what people do to a
space is also observable, but often shows up in physical traces rather than through direct observation. What
people see in the environment reflects cognitive understanding and the resulting perceptions are indicators of
the meaning people find in the environment. What people feel about the environment is associated with their
belief system and is mirrored in people's opinions and values.
In spite of this understanding, a review of the literature has shown that designers and social scientists
approach research as it relates to people-environment fit from different perspectives (Zube 1980).
Customarily, when conducting research in the environment/behavior and design fields, the physical
environment to be studied is selected first and the people who use that specific environment are selected
second (Bechtel, Marans and Michelson 1990; Sanoff 1991). The study population is a variable to be studied
as it relates to the defined physical environment selected. Most often existing spaces are selected such as
downtown plazas, schools, hospital gardens, and parks (Marcus and Francis 1990; Marcus and Barnes 1999;
Sanoff 1994; Stine 1997; Whyte 1980) and observations of human behavior are conduced, documented, and
behavioral theories are tested. In some cases, as with this study, concepts and variables in environmental
meaning, perception and preference are tested for reliability on different population groups including
students, architects or other professionals, children, and elderly (Barer and Johnson 2003; Brauer et al. 2004;
Groat 1982; Nasar 1989; Pretty, Chipuer and Bramston 2003; Zube 1980). Whether specifically placeoriented or addressing a single age group demographic, “much of the research in person-environment
relations has been performed in contexts that are very user specific, such as mental hospitals; residences for
mentally impaired individuals; schools; offices; and various settings for children, adolescents, and the aged
(Lawton 1999).”
Reflective of the environment-behavior (E&B) research approach to understanding the relationships between
the physical environment and human response, the literature review focused upon four main goals: to
understand (1) how the environmental meets or does not meet human needs (Human Motivation), (2) how
people make a connection to the environment (Environmental Perception), (3) the methods and criteria
people use to evaluate whether the environment meets those needs (Environmental Preference), and (4) the
differences or similarities that may exist between different populations in response to these needs,
perceptions, or affordances.
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Figure 2.1.2. Model of Overlapping (People, Environment, and Behavior) Literature Reviewed to
Inform the Development of an Intergenerational Space Research Design Framework

Besides informing these four goals, the major purpose in selecting these three literature review categories
(People – youth & older adult comparative population studies, Environment – public space: the urban design
guidelines and affordances, and Behavior – landscape [environmental] quality assessment) was to define
research variables, methodologies, and approaches relevant to a study design that would be appropriate for
this youth/older adult age-comparative study. The literature review procedure model illustrated in Figure
2.1.2 presents the conceptual use of the overlapping issues, methods, and variables that emerged to define an
intergenerational space research design framework. Described in specific detail in sub-sections 2.5 and 3.1.2,
the emerging analytical framework refined the research issues and variables associated with the study of
public open spaces that would or could be supportive of social exchange between young people and older
adults.
Although other population groups were investigated, the first priority was given to people-oriented
comparative studies that focused upon youth and older adults. Since environment “refers to the physical,
administrative, and social attributes of settings in which people, live, work, and play (Zeisel 1981, xi),” and
the results of this study may influence design decisions, studies relating to the design of urban settings and an
understanding a space’s ability to meet user needs took second priority. As human behavior or people’s
response to the physical environment can be described as what people see, feel, do in, do to, and know about
places and spaces (Ziesel 1981), studies that sought to assess how specific environments affect people (a
landscape’s quality) became the third priority of the literature review.

2.1.3

Search Objectives and Design

Following the suggestions of Amos Rapoport (1997) in his chapter on the “Theory in Environment and
Behavior Studies” in Handbook of Japan-United States Environment-Behavior Research, the literature
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search was expanded in order to gather information that transcended existing links relating to environmental
settings, human characteristics, concepts, and domains. The purpose was to explore available knowledge
from a variety of sources (breadth over depth) to maximize an awareness of the possible linear and lateral
connections that existed between intergenerational and environment and behavior studies. In keeping with
this agenda, the search approach was open to new opportunities and asked questions to be answered rather
than making assumptions to be tested. Although reflected to some degree in the literature review section, the
breadth of the inquiry is also expressed in the variety of interconnecting references displayed throughout the
text in the other four chapters.
“The modern history of research on environment and behavior, having evolved out of the parent disciplines
in the social and behavioral sciences, has followed the tradition of those fields by focusing primarily on
psychological and social processes and has shown less concern with special places and special populations,
such as elderly [or youth], or with environmental design and environmental policy formulation (Lawton,
Altman and Wohlwill 1984, 7).” Yet, perhaps one of the most important examples showing the connection
between environment and behavior research and the design disciplines of architecture and landscape
architecture was Inquiry by Design by Jon Zeisel (1981). The significance of this text was its use of visual
charts, forms, and drawings to present an underutilized tool to the design of places that could meet people’s
needs. Particularly depicted in the research methods section, Ziesel explained in a clear way the approach a
designer could take to use a variety of both unobtrusive (physical traces, behavior observation and archival)
and interactive methods (interviews and questionnaires) to gain a greater understanding of how people
interacted with the designed environment.
Guided in part by this text and following the four different orientations adopted by both researchers and
practitioners when investigating person-environment relations: (1) place, (2) design, (3) social and
psychological processes, and (4) environmental policy (Altman 1973; Lawton, Altman and Wohlwill 1984),
a review was conducted that reflected the independent connection between older adults and youth and the
physical environment.
Based in part upon the deficiencies in the methods employed and the results obtained from a number of predissertation exploratory surveys conducted by the author (Layne 2001; 2003), the literature investigation was
guided by the following four objectives:
1. Methods and Processes: Determine the best methods and processes to be employed for
conducting comparative studies between two divergent population groups, specifically a crosscomparative study between youth and older adults
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2. Human Use and Relationships to Public Space: Establish what role the urban environment plays
in human social interaction with an investigative focus upon the physical environment’s ability to
meet human social exchange/leisure activity needs
3. Issues and Variables for Comparison: Develop a list of issues, variables, and organizational
structures that could inform the development of a framework for conducting this intergenerational
age-comparative study
4. Design Implications: Discover what implications the current research in the fields of people and
environment and intergenerational studies might have in the physical design of urban public spaces
to support social interaction between the two age groups
Guided by the threefold aspect of environment and behavior studies (the physical environment, the human
being, and the relationships that exists between them), the literature review sought to understand the issues
and variables that were relevant to the use of urban public open space for social exchange between two
divergent age groups (youth and older adults). Besides relevant variables associated with these two age
groups, the investigation focused upon the human use and relationships to public space; the data collection
methods and analysis procedures associated with an age-comparative study; and the approaches taken to
translate the results into urban design guidelines for creating intergenerational supportive environments. To
meet the four objectives, the literature investigation was divided into the previously discussed three research
areas associated with the field of environment and behavior or environmental psychology: environmentoriented urban public open space design studies, people-oriented comparative population studies specifically
relating to youth and older adults, and people and environmental-oriented landscape quality perception and
assessment studies.
Aware of the vast amount of theory, applications, and results available from the topic areas yet “spurred by a
desire to make sense of the tangle of contradictions [that often] plague the traditional explorations of genius
(Briggs 1988, 6),” the focus or bias of the investigator was directed toward an understanding of the issues
surrounding the use of urban public spaces by a hypothetical youth and older adults dyad. Figure 2.1.3
outlines these three topic areas and includes the specific sub-areas that were reviewed and discussed in the
overview that ultimately lead to the development of the framework employed to investigate and evaluate the
answers to the five questions posed in section 1.2. And though placed within defined categories, most of the
readings selected for the literature review could be placed within one or more of the classification areas. As
an example, Rachel Kaplan and Eugene Herberts (1987) cross-cultural study was discussed under divergent
population studies but could have easily been placed in the methodological or the environmental preference
and perception category under the landscape quality assessment area.
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Figure 2.1.3. Selected Topic Research Areas Leading to Development of Organizational
Framework Employed in Study Design, Data Analysis, and Discussion of Findings

2.2 Public Space: The Urban Environment
Of prime importance and representing the setting in environment and behavior research, the literature review
for this section is most closely allied with the field of design and reflects the goal of this study to inform the
design of urban public open spaces that could support social exchange between dyadic pairs of youth and
older adults. The review of three areas of literature investigation included: the public realm and the value of
those social spaces to provide interaction between people, the various and extensive use of guidelines to
support the design of public spaces from pathways to urban parks, and recreation and leisure activities which
are the most obvious type of interactions associated with public spaces.
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2.2.1

Public Realm and Social Exchange

According to Rowles (1979), adjustment to personal space and the associated sense of wellbeing is as much a
function of social relationships as it is a function of the physical setting. And this could be said of people of
all ages particularly for the two age groups in this study, elderly and adolescent. Yet in the same study
mentioned previously, Marjut Wallenius (1999) states that no environmental setting is an isolated unit in a
person’s life and that the significance of the setting depends upon a person’s plans and life situation.
Since understanding what constitutes the public realm (the study area) and the issues associates with living
within the city environment was critical to developing the study design, it was important to review the
writings of researchers, academics, and practitioners working in the field of urban design. In investigating
the themes, research issues, and theoretical concepts conducted within the purview of urban design, Jon Lang
(1994), in Urban Design: The American Experience, expertly described the contextual and functional aspects
of urban spaces, Ashraf Salama (1998), in Human Factors in Environmental Design, and Francis Ching
(1979), in Architecture: Form, Space and Order, explained the elements of architectural design, and Kevin
Lynch (1960), in Image of the City, employed archetypes of human use to clearly defined the structure of the
city. Other works that presented concepts relating to the function or described the public realm of city
environments included Public Places – Urban Spaces by Matthew Carmona (2003) and his associates,
People Places edited by Clare Cooper Marcus and Carolyn Francis (1990), Urban Open Spaces by Helen
Woolley (2003), Small Urban Spaces by Whitney Seymour, Jr. (1969), and Pedestrian Malls, Streetscapes
and Urban Spaces by Harvey Rubenstein (1992).
Another area related to an understanding of the ream of the urban public space, urban planning was another
area of literature reviewed. Either describing historical concepts, concerned with describing existing
conditions, actions to be taken to develop future cities, or design considerations, the reviewed texts included:
Jay Stein’s (1995) Classic Readings in Urban Planning, David Walters and Linda Brown’s (2004) Design
First, and Gene Bunnell’s (2002) Making Places Special. In discussing both urban public space issues and
research design, Public Places and Spaces edited by Irwin Altman and Ervin Zube (1989) and Planning a
Pluralist City: Conflicting Realities in Ciudad Guayana by Donald Appleyard provided insights into the
urban domain that helped to develop the guiding framework employed in the survey design.
Perhaps the most comprehensive look at how people use and interact within the public realm of the city can
be attributed to William Whyte (1980) in his seminal book on observational research conducted in New York
City, The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces, the work of which was continued and defined in more practical
terms by the Project for Public Spaces (2000) in How to Turn a Place Around. A number of individual
research studies and projects were also reviewed that looked at the urban environment and public open
spaces from diverse and interesting perspectives. Some studies compared urban scale (Bonaiuto and Bonnes
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1996), qualities of slow cities in a fast pasted society (Know 2005), or specific issues such as territoriality
(Brower 1980), enclosure and safety (Stamps 2005a), perceived danger (Blobaum and Hunecke 2005) or
behavior settings (Barker 1978b). Other studies discussed the relationship of public space to public life (Brill
1989), public space qualities (Francis 1989; Armour 1993), vitality in public spaces (Montgomery 1998),
urban space as a representation of culture (Low 1997), pedestrian places (Isaacs 2000), or suggested that
urban outdoor spaces may not be meeting the needs of specific populations such as teens (P. E. Owens 1993;
2002).
Following the lead of Jane Jacobs (1961) in describing the importance of the street in urban life, other
researchers compared types of public streets (Appleyard and Lintell 1972), and perception of crime and
disorder in streets (Perkins, Meek and Taylor 1992). Although the urban public realm is often though of as
the central business district of the city, other areas make up the whole and are studied including the urban
residential neighborhood open space (Gobster 2001), neighborhood activities (Bonaiuto, Bonnes and
Continisio 2004), neighborhood pedestrian life (P. M. Owens 1993), urban natural areas (Ryan 2005),
campus outdoor spaces (Marcus and Wischemann 1990), shopping centers (Zacharias 1993) and farmers
markets (Sommer 1989).
With the increase in school-centered activities and the lengthening periods of education (Lang 1994), the
school environment seems to be a viable choice as a setting for intergenerational interaction. Unfortunately,
schools are places where youth spend a majority of time but over which they have little control (Stine 1997).
Although environmental research for secondary schools is less than that for primary schools (Sanoff 1994),
the importance of social networking opportunities in high school environments is critical to the psychological
health and wellbeing of the adolescent (Siegel 1995). Henry Sanoff (1994) states, in School Design, that
extracurricular activities have critical social and psychological significance to adolescent peer relationships.
He further suggests that the classroom, where the teacher is the major decision-maker, is not a viable place
for young people to plan, evaluate, and execute their own decisions. Further, opportunities for informal
social contact are often limited to organized events in large assembly spaces and even student lounges and
activity centers are most often too formal and programmed for effective social interaction to take place
(Siegel 1995).
One area of the school that has been overlooked as a quality space for living and learning, is the outside
environment (Stine 1997). In her book, Landscapes for Learning, Sharon Stine states that the outside areas
of the school function like a neighborhood, a place not exclusive to learning but an environment for living.
The similarity to the neighborhood with its public, private, semiprivate spaces, and connecting pathways,
makes it the ideal place for different generations to interact. Perhaps there are other outdoor settings that
make this interaction possible such as urban parks or community centers, but this is the one place where
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youth will visit continuously over a long period of time. Additionally, because society does not acknowledge
the special needs of the adolescent in using public outdoor spaces such as public parks (Marcus et al. 1990),
the schoolyard seems more qualified than the other choices.
Yet, Jane Jacobs (1961), in The Death and Life of Great American Cities, points out that successful places are
multidimensional and diverse, they are full of stimulations and creative interplay, and they do not cater to one
industry or a single demographic or age group (Florida 2002). Following this ideal, the central thesis of The
Great Good Place by Ray Oldenburg (1999) is that quality daily life must include experiences in the
domestic, work, and social realms. Because many people live alone or in combative environments and work
places are generally isolated but with anti-social or competitive aspects associated with the internet and
telephone communications, the social realm has become more important in people’s lives. He suggested that
‘third places’ (cafes, coffee houses, bars, bookstores and other hangout places) have the qualities missing
from the other two realms that support the human needs for release and stimulation (Oldenburg 1999). The
core qualities of the third place, and thus for urban spaces in general are: being neutral ground, highly
inclusive and accessible, low profile, always open, upbeat mood, comfortable and supportive, and encourages
conversation or engagement (Carmona et. al 2003).
Cities and particularly urban public spaces exist as physical entities and consist of physical objects. Yet it has
been suggested that people do not perceive those places in the same way as they are objectively structured
(King and Golledge 1978). In fact, environment and behavior research studies often suggest that the
environment exists both as an objective physical structure and a psychological or cognitive structure. The
perceived spaces or “cognitive maps” that people create of urban environments have been documented in
many children’s studies (Layne 1996; 2002; Moore 1990; Sanoff 1994; 2000). Kevin Lynch (1960), in Image
of the City, classified the spatial components which people employ to build their cognitive maps into paths,
edges, districts, landmarks, and nodes. In fact, the results of a study that sought to understand the features
people used to position themselves while walking through the city spotlighted specific visual cues (King and
Golledge 1978). Of the thirty most highly solicited responses, nine reflected specific types of buildings or
building complexes including churches and restaurants and seven represented specific elements such as traffic
lights, direction signs, or billboards. Five cues were associated with environmental conditions like smog,
slums, construction work; three reflected perceive relationships between aspects of the environment such as
those that influenced changes in residential quality; and two each represented views (skyline) and roadways
(freeway system).
Yet, much of the observational research conducted in urban settings and presented through documented
photographs is based upon a view of somewhat limited activities of chance squeezed into the middle of the
workday (Whyte 1980; Marcus and Francis 1990). Although ranging in scope from larger national urban
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systems to local neighborhoods and focusing on the responses of the general public or individual age groups
(King and Golledge 1978), little work has been done on comparing the perceptions and preferences of urban
spatial form between youth and older adults.

2.2.2

Urban Space Design Guidelines

Although interaction may require appropriate settings, the designing and building of outdoor settings that
could be used by both elderly and youth is not a simple task. Though often the principal users of parks and
schoolyards, youth and the elderly are usually not well represented at community design and development
meetings (Marcus and Wischemann 1987; Marcus et al. 1990). This reduced participation and subsequent
lack of adequate information about what these two groups prefer in outdoor settings continues to be reflected
in the design of all types of public and private outdoor spaces that do not meet their needs. In addition, when
a design is implemented which tries to meet the requirements of these two groups, a problem occurs because
of the apparent divergent needs of youth and elderly toward what they consider usable space (Moore 1990).
This has led to the design of outdoor settings that individually address the preferences of either one age group
or the other (Carstens 1993; Moore, Goltsman and Iacofono 1987).
Yet, the development of neo-traditional communities over the last two decades was largely based upon a
desire to create an environment that promoted a sense of community for all ages. A recent survey was
conducted with homeowners living in Gainesville, Florida, to ascertain if there was any difference in the
perception of a sense of community (SOC) for people living in three types of residential development located
there. Reflecting the conditional affordance criteria for selecting intergenerational spaces, the SOC scale
employed in the study asked five questions relating to feeling safety, connection to neighbors, strong sense of
community, interaction with neighbors, and liking where they lived (Youngentob and Hostetler 2005).
Although much of the current urban design literature seemed to focus on the values inherent in creating newurbanist residential communities, the initial urban design research focused upon the design of more
urbanscape environments and was instrumental in the designer’s understanding of how and why people use
public open spaces (Whyte 1980).
Since one of the main objectives of the study was to be able to employ the results to create a set of guidelines
that intergenerational practitioners and urban designers or planners could use to create intergenerationally
supportive urban public open spaces, literature that combined both implications of research and design
guidelines was closely reviewed. William Whyte (1980), in The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces, besides
presenting the findings of his observational research of small urban places located in New York City, also
included an appendix of urban space zoning suggestions. In addition, Project for Public Spaces (2000)
presented a schematic and description of supportive place characteristics based upon a review of over 1,000
supportive urban public open spaces. Developed for The City of Raleigh, North Carolina by Craig Lewis and
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David Walters (2001) of the town planning and architecture firm, The Lawrence Group, urban design
recommendations for creating mixed-use centers, site design, street design, and building design was reviewed
as an example for implementing the results.
Although one research paper described a successfully designed Denver pedestrian mall as having four
interrelated conditions: accessibility, comfort, people engaged in activities, and sociability (Nasar and Sancar
2006), People Places edited by Marcus and Francis (1990), not only presented a review of the literature and
issues relating to quality public open spaces but included design review checklists for the design of urban
plazas, neighborhood parks, mini- or vest-pocket parks, campus outdoor spaces, elderly residential outdoor
spaces, day care outdoor spaces, and hospital open spaces. Continuing with suggesting design guides for the
requirements of different ages, the Play For All Guidelines workbook, edited by Robin Moore, Susan
Goltsman, and Daniel Iacofano (1987), specified the planning, design, and management of outdoor play
spaces to meet the needs of children with all types of abilities. Specific recommendations and illustrations
included child development objectives, site analysis and criteria for supportive outdoor open space elements
including entrances, paths, signage, ground cover, trees and vegetation, water features, performance spaces,
and meeting and gathering places.
Because the focus of the study was on urban design and the intent of the results was to inform the design of
spaces that would support intergenerational exchange, the presentation of the urban space design guidelines
is quite extensive. Interpreted from the design research literature and common urban design practices
collected from many sources, each of the documented lists of extended descriptive design guidelines
indicates the variety of ways in which urban design can be approached. Organized by space size, type, or
user group, each of the following urban design guides, along with the results of this age-comparative study,
informed the development of the intergenerational space design guidelines discussed and presented in detail
in sub-section 5.3 in chapter 5.
Reflective of an architect’s approach to defining space (Salama 1998), Walters and Brown (2004) suggest
that quality urban spaces consist of outdoor rooms designed to accommodate pedestrian activities. In Small
Urban Spaces, “the design of the midtown park is based on the concept of a small outdoor room, human in
scale, with walls, floors, and a ceiling (Zion 1969, 75).” The walls generally consist of nearby buildings that
unify, embrace and protect. The floor is more than something to walk on; it provides textural interest and
variety. The ceiling is a dense and closely planted canopy of tree leaves that create a solid roof of shade. To
furnish the room, furniture needs to include seating (both permanent and movable), waterworks to refresh the
spirit, plants (flowers, vines and trees), an open fence to manage movement and to close the park after dark,
kiosks or cafes for food service, and facilities for quiet games. An extension of the outdoor room concept,
Design First presents three main design considerations: spatial enclosure, building facades, and controlling
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the car (Walters and Brown 2004). The following list defines in more detail these issues as they relate to the
design of supportive urban spaces:
• The proportions of the spaces – height to width ratios
• Sun angles and the associated shading relating to times of year and time of day
• The locations, size, type, and number of points of entry and exist
• The character of the views into and out of the space
• Use, numbers and types of trees and other plantings within the setting
• The types and quantity of businesses surrounding the space
• The size, shape and style of thresholds and entrances into the surrounding buildings
• The appropriateness of the building facades to the surrounding environment,
its contextual relationships
• The space must be pedestrian-oriented and not auto-oriented, yet accommodate the
automobile
• Some on-street parking with nearby parking areas supports need for easy access to
cars while providing some associated safety features
Continuing with the idea that the urban realm is really a series of interconnected individual spaces whose
intangible qualities can be measured, the following four space characteristics can be considered the “key
attributes of successful places (Project for Public Spaces 2000, 17; Carmona, et al. 2003, 100).”
Comfort and Image (Safety and Belonging)
• Intangibles: safety, charm, history, attractiveness, spirituality, sittability, walkability,
greenness, cleanliness
• Measurements: crime statistics, sanitation ratings, building conditions,
environmental data
Access and Linkage (Ability)
• Intangibles: readability, walkability, reliability, continuity, proximity, connectedness,
convenience, accessibility
• Measurements: traffic data, mode split, transit usage, pedestrian activity,
parking usage patterns
Uses and Activity (Multiple Activity)
• Intangibles: realness, sustainability, specialness, uniqueness, affordability, fun,
activity, usefulness, celebration, vitality, indigenousness, homegrown quality
• Measurements: property values, rent levels, land-use patterns, retail sales,
local business ownership
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Sociability (Engagement)
• Intangibles: co-operation, neighborliness, stewardship, pride, welcoming, gossip,
diversity, storytelling, friendliness, interactivity
• Measurements: street life, social networks, evening use, volunteerism,
number of women, children and elderly
Confirming one of the basic findings of William Whyte (1980), that “the sight of people attracts still other
people (Jacobs 1961, 37),” a successful urban public space seems to exhibit five people-oriented
characteristics (Project for Public Spaces 2000, 81):
1.

High proportion of people in groups (selected as a meeting place)

2.

Higher than average percentage of women (seating availability and perception of safety)

3.

Different Ages (different constituencies who may use at different times of day)

4.

Varied Activities (more things to do, often require no special equipment or facilities)

5.

Affection (smiling, kissing, embracing, holding and had shaking)

The results of a survey conducted by Clare Cooper Marcus (2003) of resident perception of shared outdoor
spaces associated with four residential developments spotlighted six specific components of a successful
community open space:
1.

Bounded by the dwellings it serves and is clearly not open to general pubic

2.

Entry points from public streets and sidewalks are defined, not public

3.

Dimensions and height-to-width ratios of buildings to outdoors are human scale

4.

Access between dwelling unit and shared space passes though a private outdoor space such as a
patio, balcony, or yard

5.

Clearly understood boundaries between what is shared and what is private space

6.

Layout, circulation patterns, planting, furnishings, lighting, etc. is designed to accommodate the
needs of residents, especially children’s play and other at-home users such as older adults

Yet, “the ultimate visual objective in any design is to balance unity with diversity and to respect the spirit of
the place (Bell 1993, 93).” In Elements of Visual Design in the Landscape, Simon Bell (1993) supports this
goal by connecting the basic elements and organizational principles of design to the visual perception and the
value people hold for public landscapes. The following three-tier organizational framework of basic
elements, variables, and organization provides a common aesthetic language for discussing the visual
management of physical, outdoor environments.
A. Basic Elements – point, line, plane, solid volume, open volume
B. Variables – number, position, direction, orientation, size, shape (form),
interval, texture, density, color, time, light, visual force, visual inertia
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C. Organization –
• objectives: diversity, unity, genius loci
• spatial cues: nearness, enclosure, interlock, continuity, similarity,
figure and ground
• structural elements: balance, tension, rhythm, proportion, scale
• ordering: axis, symmetry, hierarchy, datum, transformation
Guided by these ideals, Roger Ulrich (1983), in Behavior and the Natural Environment (Altman and
Wohlwill 1983), presents the following eight visual properties that seem to influence human interest and
preference for both natural and urban settings. Although a number of studies have found that preferences of
professionals such as architects, landscape architects, and range managers can vary significantly from those
of the public (Ulrich 1983, 107),” the majority of studies reviewed suggested that there is a “high level of
agreement among individuals in their aesthetic preferences for natural environments (Ulrich 1983, 106).”
1.

Complexity is present with a moderate to high number of independently perceived, dissimilar,
elements being present

2.

The elements are grouped or organized in such a way to create a perceived overall structure or
patterning

3.

The structural properties establish a focal point

4.

There is a high to moderate level of well defined depth or spaciousness

5.

Appraised as conducive to movement, the ground surface texture tends to be homogeneous and even

6.

Appraised threat or perceived hidden danger (especially nearby) is negligible or absent

7.

Signaling that new landscape information is just around the corner, a reflected or curved vista is
present

8.

The presence of water evokes interest, aesthetic pleasantness, and tranquility

Developed from the results of student investigations in urban design at the University of California at
Berkeley Department of Landscape Architecture, and supported by the book on user needs for urban plazas
(Whyte 1980), the following explicit guidelines were compiled from a review of the first chapter of People
Places (Marcus and Francis 1990) and reflect the physical space needs of people of all ages within urban
open spaces such as the street plaza, corporate foyer, urban oasis, transit foyer, and grand public place
(Marcus, Francis, and Russell 1990). It should be noted that the recommendations reflect the San Francisco
Bay Area climate that is cooler and windier than many urban centers in the Southeast.
• Location: near diversity of uses (retail, restaurants, office, hotels), along existing
pedestrian pathways, received lunchtime sun, at a corner with two adjacent streets
are at same elevation, or mid-block that passes-through between streets
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• Size: 40 ft. is intimate, 80 ft. for seeing facial expressions and is a pleasant human
scale, between 230 ft. to 330 ft. to see events with successful plazas not to
exceed 450 ft. in small direction
• Visual Complexity: density and variety in forms, colors, temperatures, neighbors,
textures, landscape elements (trees, shrubs, fountains, sculptures), shaped artifacts,
space articulations, nooks, corners, level changes, and complex views from space
• Uses and Activities: passers-through need limited grade changes, barriers, and open
pedestrian circulation channels and lingerers need dense furnishings, attractive focal elements,
defined edges, and a sitting oasis, each group separated from the other within the space. Men are
largest user group and favor front locations (being on display) while women visit in groups and
prefer back or secluded areas with less pollution, noise, dirt, excessive concrete, a greener space
near retail stores and eating establishments. People sit, stand, walk, talk, watch, read, eat, smoke,
relax, listen, sun, and wait for someone and like the place to have a drinking fountain, movable
chairs, greenery, programs and events, music, cheap food, concession stands (drinks), good
visibility, flowers, café, tables and umbrellas, lots of seats.
• Potential Service Areas: within 900 feet (four-minute walk) of users, visible to
community, not too small and level with surrounding landscape, and publicized use
• Microclimate: Sunlight should enter a majority of the open space throughout the year
from 11 A.M. to 2 P.M. daily and at least part of the space shaded in hot summer seasons (borrowed
sunlight or reflected light can be used to enhance and warm the space). The sun/shade pattern
surrounding noon-time seating areas should provide for temperatures between 55º and 75º and assist
in reducing glare from pavement and surrounding buildings. Plantings, screens, low walls, design
of building envelopes and other wind baffling measures can be used to keep ground level currents to
under 11 m.p.h. for pedestrian areas and 7 m.p.h. for seating areas.
• Boundaries and Transitions: Minimal boundary elements used to define space yet
create easy visible and physical access to adjacent walks (prefer two sides exposed to right-of-way).
Use of plantings to extend plaza into adjacent walks suggests access. The perimeter should be well
articulated with seating, seat walls, and viewing areas into the main space and 50% of boundary
being allotted to retail stores and cafes with outdoor seating.
• Subspaces: As people prefer enclosed rather than exposed, large spaces should be
divided into subspaces by means of level change, plantings, construction, and seating with the
divisions being clear but subtle. The subspaces must be larger than room-size or connected visually
to the large space.
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• Circulation: Spaces should be connected to pedestrian walkways, malls, street
closures and adjacent sidewalks. Pedestrian flow routes for people passing through, accessing
adjacent buildings and businesses, and using the space for sitting, eating, or viewing should be well
defined and unimpeded. The flow at peak time should conform to two people per minute per foot of
walkway with through access being directed using bollards, change of level, paving textures,
planters, or walls. All pedestrian walkways need to be accessible or have alternate accessible routes
nearby.
• Seating: By “far and away the most important element in plaza use (Whyte 1980,
28),” people sit where a seat is provided. Need one linear foot of seating for each thirty square feet
of place space; one linear foot of seating for each linear foot of perimeter; a well used space at peak
time would be one person for every three feet of linear feet of seating provided. People like to sit on
edge looking out, on edge looking in, around plaza edges, on islands, and in secluded alcoves. Need
to have a sunny spot where people are passing by. Spaces need to have secondary seating such as
seating walls steps with views, retaining wall, and grass mounds. Employ a variety of seating
styles, sizes, shapes and arrangements (benches: short and long, narrow and wide, wooden
preferred, backless and with backs; steps and ledges: curved or corners are best; table seating: fixed
or mobile, plain or with umbrellas (spatial enclosure, shade, wind protection, attraction). Sitting
alone: steps, ledges or backed benches, or curving outward; sitting in groups: wide backless
benches, corner benches, curving inward, mobile chairs and tables, both with a variety of
orientation.
• Planting: A variety of textural, color, massing, height, aural, and olfactory, degrees of
shade planting effects add immeasurably to a plaza’s use. The height, massing, and openness of leaf
trees should be employed to provide for adequate light and views of all elements within the space.
Trees should be planted to screen adjacent building walls and to add cover to adjacent sidewalks or
streets. Variety of plant color (foliage and flower), texture, and fragrance along with slightly raised
and sloped lawn areas offer opportunities to connect with nature and a respite from the surrounding
concrete.
• Level Changes: While providing access to disabled users with ramps, slight changes
in elevation provide important visual, functional and psychological advantages. While maintaining
visual connection between levels, slightly raised plazas provide an overlook (psychological
wellbeing associated with prospect) to occupants, while a slightly lowered plaza provides the same
overlook (raised entry) for people passing by.
• Public Art or Fountain: Sculptures or fountains should create sense of joy and
wonder, stimulate play and creativity, promote contact and communication, provide comfort and
amenity using seating, railings, ledges or steps, and encourage interaction by directing people to be
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actors rather than audience. It should speak to the majority of people who are using the space.
Large sculptures should be placed alongside pedestrian paths, not located in center of plaza, and
kept from blocking views of important amenities such as taxi stands. Use of falling water or water
sounds can reduce stress and nearby traffic noise so should be placed as near as possible to seating
areas.
• Paving: To avoid people creating paths across plantings or lawns, need to create
direct pathways of firm pavement (no gravel) between destination sites and entry points. Changes
in paving materials or patterns suggest different uses or edge of plaza.
• Food: Push carts, cafeterias, fast food restaurants, food kiosks, and outdoor cafes
attract people and enliven a space. Drinking fountains, trash receptacles, rest rooms, and
telephones, tables and chairs, and benches are required within plazas that provide food services.
• Programs: Management of space programs is critical to the success of a plaza and can
include: seasonal festivals, summer performances, street performers, evening concerts (music,
dance, and theatre). Designed with area to act as a temporary stage, located as not to interrupt
normal circulation patterns, movable chairs available, amplification not too loud, temporary food
concession locations at perimeter, and visible signage to publicize events.
• Vending: In addition to retail and food service establishments, non-competing street
vendors of flowers, crafts, fruits and vegetables, and take-out food carts can be located near widened
sidewalks, building entrances, bus stops, and near display windows. Farmers’ markets for providing
fresh produce can be located within nearby warehouse, temporary stalls in plaza or adjacent streets,
and employing parked trucks in neighboring parking lots or along streets. An associated fabric
canopy or structure can provide added color, shade, contrasting scale, improved visibility, and fill
space at off-peak hours.
• Information and Signs: Names of adjacent and surrounding buildings should be
prominently displayed and well lit after dark and main entrances well defined. Informational and
directional signs located inside the buildings (restrooms, cafeteria, coffee, shop, telephones,
elevators, information desk) and outside on the plaza (taxi stand, transit stops, nearby streets, and
clear map of neighborhood) would be welcomed.
• Maintenance and Amenities: Vandalism is reduced when plaza is cared for with
lawns and plants watered and trimmed, pavements swept and washed, benches cleaned and
maintained, and trash receptacles emptied frequently.
Anthropologist Edward Hall (1966) in The Hidden Dimension, defines three types of interactive space: fixedfeature, semifixed-feature, and informal. He suggested that both the individual and group organized their
activities within defined territories. Since these spaces are an extension of the organism and stay relatively
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constant, he called them fixed-feature space. Small spaces such as a kitchen, a restaurant, or a courtyard are
all expressions of these types of spaces. Given the constancy of the activities conducted within these spaces,
ecological psychologist Roger Barker (1968; 1978; Barker and Wright 1978) defined them as behavior
settings. Based upon the work of Humphrey Osmond (1959), Hall suggested that the activities conducted
within these spaces could be altered with the addition of physical features such as walls and furniture. These
semifixed-feature spaces could either keep people apart (sociofugal) such as in a waiting room where seating
ran around the perimeter of the room, or bring people together (sociopetal) such as in a café where the tables
are arranged within the small space (Hall 1966).
Later defined in more detail by Robert Sommer (1969) in Personal Space, Hall’s final category of spatial
experience included four distance or proxemic zones: intimate, personal, social, and public (Hall 1966).
These personal space distances are especially noteworthy when discussing social interaction between youth
and older adults and have relevance to their perceptions of the supportiveness of the urban spaces presented
in the photo-questionnaire. Obviously, the intimate distance (0-1 ft.) is and should not be of interest to either
member of the intergenerational pair as it reflects an unmistakable interconnection with another body. Both
the personal and the social distances are directly related to interactions between the dyad. Thought of as a
small protective bubble, personal distance was first denoted by Heniri Hediger (1968) to distances separating
non-contact species. Hall divides this space into a far phase (2-4 ft.) and a close phase (1-2 ft.). At first,
while the pair is getting to know each other, the far phase distance would seem most appropriate. Teaching,
sitting, walking, and talking about generalities within a community open space does not require closer
contact. But as the friendship develops, the close phase distance would support short personal contacts such
as a hug for support or a jovial slap on the back. As trust grows, this close-in personal space can support
conversations about issues of personal concern to each member of the pair.
Social distance (4-12 ft.) is where impersonal business occurs, like playing a game of frizbee or pool, and is
reflective of the active recreational or action oriented (such as shopping) use of public spaces. Here, the dyad
may interact with other people in conversation or activity. Public support programs (youth and older adults
helping others) are a perfect example of this type of interactional space. Public distance (over 12 ft.) does not
seem to support social exchange between the dyad, but this distance is associated with much of the public
realm and supports more passive activities such as watching other people from a mutual perspective. The
highest three territorial distances are important in supporting community life and particularly the social
interaction of youth and older adult pairs. Thus, good intergenerational urban public spaces should provide a
variety of social interaction distances.
And in Pedestrian Malls, Streetscapes, and Urban Spaces, Rubinstein (1992) suggests that urban public open
spaces must fit within an urban context and include elements (graphics, materials, furnishings, and
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amenities), activities, and relationships to automobiles and traffic but within a human scale. Spaces should
be inviting with shops, cafes, and comfortable seating areas and have a sense of containment which
reinforces a sense of security. He further goes on to specify measurements and relationships that seem to
encourage this feeling of human protection and personal connection in public open spaces. The space area
should be less than 150 feet by 200 feet (preferably closer to 80 ft. x 80 ft.) with the space width or open
space size being between one and two times the height of the surrounding buildings (Rubinstein 1992, 50;
Walters and Brown 2004, 132; Marcus, Francis and Russell 1990, 19). Any width over four times the height
of the surrounding buildings was considered too large to be an urban public open space (see Figure 2.2.1 for
relationship dimensions of buildings to public open space).

(H) Building Height

1 to 2 x (H)
Urban Open Space

Figure 2.2.1. Spatial Relationships between Buildings and Urban Public Open
Space Required to Support Social Interaction

Extending the behavior settings work of Roger Barker (1968), Robert Bechtel (1977) observed that a wellintegrated community will cluster a number of human behavior settings around a very rich most-central
behavior setting or behavior focal point. “A ‘good’ behavior focal point has the following qualities (Bechtel
1997, 243):”
1.

Centrally located with easy access by everyone

2.

Crossroads of mostly pedestrian traffic

3.

Behaviorally rich, with mix of activities and people

4.

Maximum visual access so people can see and be seen

5.

Lots of seating with food and drink service available

Besides defining the qualities and attributes of individual public spaces, some of the literature specified the
characteristics that would be required for either analyzing existing or developing a whole community or city
milieu. “A successful urban environment needs to have a transaction (interaction) base that is as complex as
possible (Montgomery 1998, 99).” Jan Jacobs (1961), in The Death and Life of Great American Cities, goes
on to discuss the importance of diversity to the usability, and thus, the life of a city. Four chapters are
devoted to an explanation of the generators of this diversity and how it translates into the physical layout and
elements associated with a viable city district.
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• Mixed Primary Uses – Associated with a single district and used separately by
different groups of people or by them collectively, a multiple of parts with a variety of purposes or
functions is required to ensure the presence of people outdoors at all times of the day
• Small Blocks – Opportunities to turn corners must be frequent
• Aged Buildings – A mingling of different-aged buildings
• Concentration – Dense concentration of people for a variety of reasons including
residential
Indicative of the importance of supportive urban public spaces with variety and vitality and presented in an
urban design paper by J. Montgomery (1998), “the following list [was] derived from Jan Jacobs (1961)
[textual descriptions of a livable city]:
• The extent of variety in primary land uses, including residential;
• The proportions of locally owned or more independent businesses, particularly shops;
• Patterns in opening hours, including the existence of evening and night-time activity;
• The presence and size of street markets, and types of specialism;
• The availability of cinemas, theatres, wine bars, cafes, pubs, restaurants and other
cultural and meeting places offering service of different kinds at varying prices and degrees of quality;
• The availability of spaces, including gardens, squares and corners to enable
“people-watching (Jacobs 1961, 38)” and other activities such as cultural animation programmes;
• Patterns of mixed land ownership so that self-improvement and small-scale
investment in property is possible;
• Availability of differing unit sizes of property at varying degrees of costs so that
small businesses can gain a foothold and not be driven out of business by sudden rises in rent and/or
property taxes;
• The degree of innovation and confidence in new architecture, so that where possible
there should be a variety of building types, styles and designs;
• The presence of an active street life and active street frontage
(Montgomery 1998, 99).”
Understanding the importance of vitality to the use of spaces by people, William Whyte (1980) and the
Project for Public Spaces (2000) identified seven major attributes that attract people to a public open space:
1.

Places to sit - both fixed and mobile

2.

Sunny spaces that are wind-free - openness

3.

Plenty of shade - trees and coverings

4.

Touchable water - sound emitting fountain, falls, stream

5.

Good food - accessible and reasonably priced
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6.

Well connected streets and sidewalks -“the main public places of a city
(Jacobs 1961, 29)”

7.

External stimulus to invite conversation - sculpture, landmarks,
musicians and entertainers

Reiterating the need to support all segments of the population including youth and older adults and matching
to some degree the qualities of previously preferred urban images employed in another intergenerational
comparative study (Layne 2001), the following list presents specific guidelines recommended by Walters and
Brown (2004) in Design First, for various community planning projects;
• A space should be large enough to accommodate civic festivities and events
• The space should be consistent with existing buildings and character
• Wherever possible, the vegetation, including large specimen trees, should be preserved or planted to
create a more naturalized and mature landscape
• Parking needs to be less visible with short distances between building entries and street curb
• Pedestrian walkways should run along the fronts of buildings rather than beside parking lots
• Views to pedestrian destination sites focal points such as building entrances, transit spots, sculpture,
etc. are critical components of good spaces
• Must have direct entry to indoor activities from the space
• Spaces should be part of a series of spaces creating an interesting journey rather than a single
destination
• Indoor activities need to spill out into the space (dining areas, merchandise displays)
• Outdoor spaces need to open into interior building spaces (atriums, entry plazas)
• Wayfinding signs and kiosks are important in providing both access and comfort
• Streets and sidewalks need to be pedestrian oriented toward the buildings and their activities with
places to sit and watch, diagonal parking preferred
More specific to the needs of individual urban centers, urban design guidelines were created in order to
develop Miller Park and its adjacent blocks as the symbolic and actual public center of Chattanooga,
Tennessee, into a revitalized full-time urban city (Watson 1986). Completely surrounded by buildings, the
park’s spatial, cultural, visual, pedestrian, and vehicular connections to the city were strengthened through
focusing on eight design issues:
1.

Convergent Vistas/Visual Connections

2.

Multiple Entries (Street, Through Block and Building)

3.

Through Block Connections/Passages

4.

Public Transportation (Trolley) Stop

5.

Multiple Use Development (Pavilion, Stage, Commercial, Restaurant, Arcade)
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6.

Combine Park (Nature) and Plaza (Culture) Spaces

7.

Street Connection (Covered Promenade, Porches, and Loggias)

8.

Building Facades (Profile, Elevations, Details)

According to the City of Raleigh North Carolina Urban Design Guidelines, “the design and location of urban
open space on a site is perhaps the most important determinant in a successful pedestrian environment.
Examples of usable urban open space include: outdoor café or restaurant seating, a plaza with seating, a tot
lot, a picnic area, or a wide arcade for strolling along store fronts (Lewis and Walters 2001, 11).” Specific
interpretation of the following guidelines is to be based upon both the surrounding uses and the prospective
user groups.
• Space should be visible and easily accessible to public areas
• Visually permeable with views into and out of space
• Sun exposure important
• Direct access to adjacent streets with multiple points of entry
• Space well-buffered from moving autos
• Create “outdoor rooms” using building facades, landscaping, walls, on-street parking
• Program specific activities for space
• Street corners usable as open space if elevated and buffered from street
• Perimeter to contain active uses: cafes/eateries, retail, and high density residential
• Specifications: One tree and 25 linear feet of seating (12” – 30” high) for every 1,000
square feet of space (movable chairs encouraged), one water tap and one garbage receptacle for ever
5,000 square feet of space, and one half of open space at street
• Public artworks (freestanding or attached murals, sculptures, fountains, decorative
elements, lighting) to be placed within the space with artist a part of design team
• Use decorative bases, posts, luminaries and bollards to create good uniform light
throughout space with substantial amounts of lighting at pedestrian walks (storefronts)
• Utilize drought tolerant plants and xeriscape techniques for landscaping
• Both vehicular and pedestrian gateways and entry points to be spotlighted using
special landscape treatments (flowers, accent rocks, signage, decorative lighting, sculpture,
architectural elements, special paving)
• Pedestrian walks to include landscaping elements, lighting, way-finding signs,
vertical markers or arches, special paving, and seating and resting spots
• Walks (5 feet wide minimum) to be accessible and safe with curb ramps, street
crossing marker, and buffered landscaping from adjacent roadways
• Bike land provided and parking racks near building entrances
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• Pedestrian cross-access provided between adjacent properties (interconnected spaces)
• Parking lots to be hidden (behind walls or buildings or use of parking structure),
divided into smaller units with parking isles shaded during summer months
• Natural features should be preserved
• Building facades, architectural elements, or trees used to create a comfortable spatial
enclosure/definition (1:3 height-to-width ration) that is important to pedestrian scale and sense of
place for both open spaces and urban streets
• Buildings should be smaller rather than larger in scale (break down large buildings
into small volumes
• Rehab of older buildings encouraged
• Buildings should fit contextually and relate to neighbors (silhouette, spacing, setback,
window proportions, entryways, façade, materials, scale, shadow pattern, solids to voids, and
landscaping)
With the purpose of improving the downtown environment of Tampa, Florida, a set of urban design
regulations required of all new development was adopted which reiterated the importance of previously
stated urban design guidelines (Goers 1989, 5).
• Streetscapes do not exist in isolation and must include: trees and tree grates, paving
patterns, lighting fixtures and luminaries
• Onsite Public Open Space that can be used by a variety of people must be provided
• The installation and display of permanent Public Art (landmarks) is required
• Waterfront development must include view corridors and public access to the
river’s edge
• Retail spaces must not be inward but must face and be at street level
And a review of a development control plan created for a traditional Australian town, Cleveland Town
Center, spotlighted five critical design issues: (1) orderly and focused development scheme, (2) civilizing the
car, (3) preserving old town character, (4) integrate harbor area with town center, and (5) promoting the
pedestrian (Doonar 1991). An addition to developing pedestrian thoroughfares, open spaces, and commercial
plazas, pedestrian priority design components are to include:
• Trees and Plants
• Street Furniture (seating)
• Pedestrian Signage
• Lighting
• Streetscape Sculpture
• Paving Design
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• Ground Level Façade Treatment
• Public Structures
• Treatment for Disabled Persons
Although general guidelines are helpful in developing urban centers as a whole, Kevin Lynch (1960) in The
Image of the City, defines the urban realm as consisting of a collection of activity or decision nodes (space)
interconnected with paths. As these pathways are more than simply routes that connect one space to another
but in themselves are activity centers, the following guidelines developed from a study conducted in Dresden,
Germany was reviewed. Pedestrian pathways should include:
• “A variety of open spaces along the path that are connected by narrow, bending
streets or passage ways
• Beginning and ending points, a set of sequential segments
• Controlled views into spaces with potential surprises
• Well defined spaces that create a sense of clarity (definition) and enclosure (a most
critical element) and help to frame views
• Special features and landmark objects as visual focal points and orientation aids
• General coherency of the architecture along the path, with complexity in the surfaces
and details in the architecture (Isaacs 2000, 177-178)”
Since, in fact, “streets and their sidewalks (are) the main public places of a city (Jacobs 1961, 29),” and
“walking is the most popular physical activity for older adults (Joseph and Zimring 2007, 75),” and
pedestrian circulation is tied directly to movement within public outdoor spaces, knowledge of supportive
pathway attributes was considered important. Based upon the results of a study conducted by Joseph and
Zimring (2007) that investigated the pathway preferences of the residents of three continuing care retirement
communities, the following presents guidelines for outdoor pathway designs that support both recreational
and everyday activity use.
• Recreational Paths – Preference for pathways used for recreation include: longer,
uninterrupted path segments with fewer destination opportunities or choices, moderate to steep slopes,
paved surface, continuous route, interesting views, and steps absent.
• Destination Paths - Preference for pathways used as connections between destinations
include: shorter path segments with close connection to residential, administration, and activity
centers, centrally located, paved surface, continuous route, interesting views, and steps absent.
Not only describing the importance and attributes of quality streetscapes, Jacobs (1961) specifies the
importance of naturalized open spaces within the city. She states that a successful urban park must be able
“to attract as many different kinds of people, with as many different schedules, interests, and purposes as
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possible [and that they] tend to have four elements in their design[:] intricacy, centering, sun, and enclosure
(Jacobs 1961, 103).”
• Intricacy is related to the multiple of reasons people or even one person comes to a
park (to sit tiredly, play, watch a game, read or work, show off, fall in love, keep an appointment, view
the hustle of the city from a retreat, find an acquaintance, be near to nature, keep a child or self
occupied, see what is up, and always to be entertained by the sight of other people). Designing space
for intricacy requires variety, even subtle expressions of difference in the physical space (changes in
ground elevations, groupings of trees, opening leading to various focal points) exaggerated by the
differences in use.
• Centering is the place that is understood to be the center, the climax, of the park.
Although sometimes only a main crossroads and pausing point, the finest centers are stage settings for
people.
• Sun is part of a park’s setting and is important to city people who live much of their
lives indoors. Shade, especially in the summer, is also a critical component of a successful park.
• Enclosure, generally adjacent buildings or plantings surrounding the park, creates a
definite shape out of a space. The resulting unified park space defines a positive feature, and appears
as an important event in the city scene.
Since historically large public gardens were used for social interchange, and “in seventeenth-century England
the public had access to many aristocratic gardens, and…many country paths and lands leading through
scenery were open to all (Jackson 1994, 113),” the following twenty-five garden design precepts defined in
the Theory and Practice of Gardening (Le Blond 1728) and reiterated in English Pleasure Gardens (Nichols
1902), were considered a valuable contribution to the review and discussion of public open space design
guidelines:
1.

Nature more prominent than art – using art to set off the beauties of nature

2.

Prospect (views from buildings) and openness rather than dark and gloomy – thickets and too much
cover avoided, free prospect and open to air

3.

Openness and views restricted to be able to discover the garden over time, having many views that
are stopped in certain places

4.

Perceptually larger than reality by dividing the garden into a variety of parts, each with a different
function, shape, size, elevation, and theme (interconnected parts not all seen at once)

5.

Proportional spaces, to be one-third longer than the width

6.

Raised entry, at least three step decent from building into garden

7.

Formalized level parterre near house or main entry, with a prospect view on all sides

8.

Parterre edged with hedges if views of no quality
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9.

Groves make chief beauty of garden

10. Kitchen and fruit garden separated behind walls and located near the bass-courts
11. Small grove of trees open to compartments, bowling green arbors, and fountains are located near the
house to provide shade
12. Evergreens planted to provide year-around green and contrast with other plantings
13. Head of parterres include central features such as basins or water works
14. Circular line of palisade or woodworks lead into great walks and other area
15. Compartmentalize layout of formal areas divided by crosswalks and paths
16. Principal walk at building front with a large, very wide walk crossing at right angle
17. Extend views at end of walks using grill and opening through walls
18. Low marshy areas for bowling-greens, waterworks and groves, raised pathways
19. Use a single garden framework of walks and chief line connected to the parterre, then furnish the
garden with many parts (groves, quincunces, close-walks, galleries, halls of verdure, green-arbors,
labyrinths, bowling-greens and amphitheatres adorned with fountains, canals and figures)
20. Create contrariety among the diverse parts (flat to raised, full to void)
21. Create diversity of designs within each part as well, no repeats between walls, elements or patterns
22. Relationships among and between divergent parts to be regular and agreeable, the openings, glade,
vistas, etc. to flow between the different areas
23. The elements and areas need to be great and noble rather than mean and pitiful, rather to have fewer
quality areas than many trifling areas
24. Consider future growth (0 to 30 years) in execution of plan, time can affect the handsome and well
proportioned garden and destroy the whole quality
25. Creating no corners or angles, trees should be placed to create a sense of receding rather than
advancing views and be set back from sides of walks
Expressed in the text and images relating to the park design movement of late 1800s and early 1900s (Pregill
and Volkman 1999) and defined by Tony Hiss (1990, 43) in The Experience of Place, Calvert Vaux and
Frederick Law Olmstead established a number of important park design concepts reflective of the pleasure
gardens and the “modernized version of the romantic park, characterized by winding paths, varied landforms,
pastoral lawns and lakes and groves of trees, and isolation from the urban setting (Jackson 1994, 113).” The
following four principles guided the design of both Central Park in New York City and Prospect Park in
Brooklyn:
2.

Use of natural forms – lakes, streams, woods, winding paths, turf meadows dotted with trees

3.

Separation of parks from the city - use of berms or hills and thick plantings along park edges
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4.

Separation of different pathways within a park – keeping pedestrian paths, bridal paths and
vehicular roads apart

5.

Efficient use of space to create the maximum of openness and light within a park – use of long
views and vistas within the park or extending even beyond the boundaries

Reflecting this combination of historical uses as pleasure ground, reform park, recreational facility, and open
space system (Cranz 1982), neighborhood parks fulfill “a desire to be in a natural setting and a need for
human contact (Marcus et al. 1990. 71).” Considered a green oasis in a concrete desert, visitors equate
greenery, nature, relaxing, comfortable, tranquil, peaceful, calm, and sanctuary with park as retreat. To
accommodate this need for contact with nature, suggested guidelines should include: provide a varied palette
of plant life, moving of still water, some isolated spots using large trees (requiring limited pruning) to create
separate spaces, meandering paths along natural settings, naturalized areas, isolated tables in quiet areas,
seating near perimeter, seating place located in sunny and shaded areas, benches located in natural areas,
backed by walls or shrubbery and facing interesting views.
Observations suggest that people also visit parks to meet and spend time with others (overt socializing) and
to watch the world go by (covert socializing). Low-density parks are better for getting together (games,
picnics, sports) and high-density parks are better for people watching. When coming to the park with others
to talk and/or eat together, the park space should include: easily describable meeting places, concave or right
angled seating arrangements, movable/flexible seating, picnic tables, wide pathway that passes through
varied and attractive spaces, and accommodations for separate sub-group to claim a meeting area through
arrangements of tables, seating areas, different levels, plantings, active recreation spaces. To encourage
casual meeting opportunities, the park should have a relatively open layout, attach benches to certain specific
facilities and create a circulation system that leads people past potential contact areas. For people-watching
purposes with no intention of speaking with others, benches need to be placed so that people moving through
or alongside the park can be observed unobtrusively.
Often viewed and used by the neighborhood residents as well as the students as a park, research conducted in
college or university settings was also investigated. Informed by the “academical village” of the University
of Virginia, the following guidelines are based upon the results of a 1981 study of the University of
California Berkeley campus by a landscape architecture class (Marcus and Wischemann 1987, 54-59).
Observing that outdoor campus environments are important to students for casual interchange, chance
meetings, entertainment, and study between classes and considering campus buildings as “houses,” the
design classifications reflect a home-based approach to interpreting the uses of outdoor spaces for living and
learning (Marcus and Wischemann 1990).
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• Front Porches – A critical transition area between inside and outside, often used for
causal waiting and meetings, socializing, eating, and studying. Attributes include: the main pedestrian
entrance to a building, partially enclosed/sheltered, set back from main traffic lanes, most often
hardscaped, affords a sunny spot in winter, and cool or breezy in summer, some overhangs or
coverings, plantings, comfortable seating for individuals or small groups of two, threes, or fours,
tables for eating, and reasonably priced food and drink nearby (snack bar or vending machines),
drinking fountain, and liter containers.
• Front Yards – A soft green transition area between private and public spaces where
students or faculty can talk in private, sunbathe, sleep, eat, study, or hold a class. The purpose is to
provide a nearby calming and familiar environment for fostering positive mental health and reducing
stress, where people can feel at home. Attributes include: a mixture of lawn, plantings, and pathways,
unique features, unobstructed lawn areas in sun and shade (trees are free of prickly vegetation), bench
seating around the perimeter or near large trees.
• Backyards – A semi-private, partially enclosed, sheltered, quiet, and unhurried space
near a building that can be used by faculty and staff to have a brown bag lunch or to hold departmental
meetings or outdoor classes. The backyard space should have warm spots, shade, limited pedestrian
access to adjacent building, and permanent seating grouped around perimeter or attached to islands
with walls or plantings located at their backs. The space should be large and open enough to
accommodate temporary movable seating and tables required for special “family” uses such as for
graduation ceremonies or class projects. To be warm and inviting, these hard-surfaced courtyards
should be constructed with wooden decking or other non-concrete paving types of surface materials.
• Common Turf (Streets or Parks) – Imageable gateways or entry points and a central
quad or plaza are important, more community-oriented, pedestrian-focused outdoor campus spaces.
Gateway/Entry - Entry spaces require well-lit maps and directional signs and subspaces for waiting,
perusing notices, and picking up newspapers and flyers. Central Plaza - The main plaza or central
gathering place is where friends meet, displays are placed, speeches are given, performances are
scheduled, and rallies occur. Size, location, and spatial attributes are critical design considerations in
creating a supportive central gathering space. The size should be between 150 by 250 feet and 100 by
550 feet in order to accommodate a large number of people and required furnishings. The space must
be arranged with trees and site furniture that create smaller spaces to accommodate quiet study and
conversation and still be open as a whole to support multi-thousand-person events. The location
should not be associated with any one building but bounded by high–use generators (cafeteria, library,
student union, theater, gymnasium, bookstore, administration building, post office). This central space
should be an important orienting device, located adjacent to a major pedestrian route where people
watching and waiting for friends is easy. The space must support two main functions: a stage where
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people perform or move through (give speeches, play music, walk by) and an audience where people
are stationary (watching and being watched). The areas for the sitters and the actors must be at least
symbolically separate with the predominant seating located around the perimeter. A great variety of
types and locations of seating (benches, steps, lawns, retaining walls, and fountain edges) and anchor
spots (trees, columns, and planters) are required to support both male and female uses of all ages.
Finally, the central space needs to have bicycle racks, kiosks or bulletin boards, food service (food
carts or kiosks and cafeterias or restaurants with outdoor seating), and a visual/aesthetic focal point
such as an eye catching water feature or fountain.
Since children, youth, and older adults are often the principal users of the neighborhood urban park (Marcus
et al. 1990), the following reflects a compilation of park attributes that would meet the needs of each of these
special user groups:
• Retired and Elderly: Visited alone for reflection and observation or to seek others in
an “outdoor living room,” a well designed park can meet the needs of seniors by including: seating
located at park entrance or along busy thoroughfare, entrance near public transportation stop,
crosswalks to park entrances, drinking fountain (two level), restrooms, and shelter located
conveniently together, attractive, peaceful, natural settings to walk, sit, contemplate nature, or doze in
open air, and benches arranged in a variety of ways and long enough to accommodate two to four
people without infringing on personal space. The park should limit stairs, place benches at top of
pathway inclines, located benches up against walls or plant masses, provide benches with backs and
arms, and have pathways that are smooth but not slippery and without glare (dark colored). A sense of
belonging and social exchange can be enhanced through programmed activities such as: card playing,
shuffleboard, table games, bocce ball, horseshoes, and lawn bowling. Place game tables in both sun
and shade, arrange equipment lockers, coat pegs, and spectator benches around game courts, and
locate garden plots with tool storage sheds adjacent to park proper and within fenced area.
• Aged Six through Twelve: Since older children and pre-adolescent youth tend to
prefer overgrown, un-manicured, mysterious, and even slightly dangerous areas to play (Moore 1990),
parks that support the needs of this age group should have areas that are undersigned and natural and
unchecked, planted with indigenous species, have varied topography (undulating to roll down, slide
on, hide behind) and flat areas (grass for sports and paved for hopscotch, marbles, jacks). Include
unmanaged watercourses or drainage channels for water and mud play. Plant hardy low-branching
trees, away from fences or perimeter, for climbing and with the roots to be used as play spaces. Take
advantage of existing natural elements (logs, boulders, sand areas) along with providing loose props
(boards, bricks, building blocks) to encourage imaginative play. Provide old fashioned play
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equipment setups (rings, slides, swings, monkey bars) and hire permanent recreation staff to organize
sports games and manage equipment and play props.
• Teenagers: Parks that support the needs of teens for a hangout away from adult
supervision and as a group gathering place required: a community building/recreation center with
special room and equipment (staff supported), area for socializing near an entrance or business street
intersection, a clearly defined area with seating for five to seven youth (various seating for various
postures) with views of and by passerbys as youth like to be on display (Layne 1998), hangout with
seating area facing a parking lot for those with cars. Although creating a possible location for illegal
or questionable activities, teens require private areas that are hidden from view for much needed
private meetings. If near fast food or school grounds, a well-defined picnic area with trash receptacles
can support lunchtime use. As cycling, skateboarding and rollerskating are favored activities of teens
(Owens 2002), the park needs to provide bike racks and alternative pathways and obstacle courses for
wheeled sports.
Focusing specifically on the older adult user, field study interviews conducted in MacAuthur Park, Los
Angeles, spotlighted five main reasons why older adults visited the park: “to ‘get away’ from the room,
exercise, relate to nature, see and meet friends, and ‘nothing else to do.’ Frequently mentioned physical park
assets were open landscape with trees and plants, company of interesting people, park wildlife, the lake, and
outdoor air (Byerts 1976, 323).” Archival research, inventory of physical features, and the park user
interviews resulted in the development of the following set of general design characteristics for creating
public parks that would meet the needs of older adults.
1.

Overall Park Environment
• Variety of settings with focal points
• Safe/secure from crime, damage, physical hazard
• Barrier-free by design
• Active and passive recreational functions
• Open space and natural amenities
• Range of private and public use areas
• Support various weather and time use options
• Circulation between venues require appropriate walking distances, visual
connections, rest and observation areas
• Connection to surrounding community

2.

Park Furniture
• Attractive, durable, easy to use, comfortable seating/tables
• Portable seating to accommodate group arrangements and weather conditions
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• Arrangement of seating/tables creates spaces
• Seating options vary to meet individual or small group use
3.

Park Furniture Organization
• Related to various group sizes
• Meet needs of peer and intergenerational social interaction and activities
• Promote informal recreation and gaming groups
• Support both observer and visitor
• Orient furniture to movement patterns, structured activities, and natural amenities
• Interspersed within and among settings with visual overlap

4.

Park Shelter(s)
• Present focal point for social gatherings
• Support intergenerational exchange
• Permit both structured and spontaneous activity
• Sited and designed so function matches associated park asset
• Designed to support theme associated with historical and cultural background
• Provide protection from extreme weather, temperature and living conditions
• Contain or have nearby toilets, snacks, storage, drinking fountain, trash
receptacles
• Safe, durable and easy to maintain
• Built on a single level
• Capable of surveillance
• Flexible or portable space enclosures (seasonably adjustable)

Although this study focused upon public open spaces that can be visited by people of all ages such as parks,
much of the literature that discussed the outdoor needs of older adults was associated with outdoor spaces
surrounding elderly housing (Carstens 1990). In Site Planning and Design for the Elderly, Diane Carstens
(1993, 19) spotlights and defines the following four spatial requirements for designing outdoors spaces that
would meet the specific needs of older adults.
1.

Orientation and Wayfinding – Either a radial or an axial/linear plan is most effective with a larger
dominant focal area located in center of radial or at both ends (one more dominant) of linear route.
Reference points such as vertical landmark located in the dominant areas with required smaller areas
(hierarchical scheme) adjacent and within sight of major focal areas. Each space to have its own
unique color, pattern, architectural details, planting schemes. Directional and locational aids such as
signs and maps should be employed.
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2.

Predictability and Controlled Use – Although spaces should not be isolated but have a visual and
physical connection to other spaces, various sizes, shapes, formal and informal landscape
treatments, and details provide for large public groups, small semi-public groups, or more
intimate/private activities or uses.

3.

Socializing, Mastering, and Claiming – Smaller spaces or smaller subspaces within a larger area
with defined boundaries and reduced vertical scale (cover or roof) provide for a sense of intimacy
and ownership.

4.

Sensory Stimulation and Comprehension – Environmental detailing of outdoor spaces should be
varied in order to enhance visual, tactile, auditory and kinesthetic perception. Yellows, oranges, and
reds should be used, with the intensity, quality, and quantity of illumination increased during
nighttime use. Tactile cues such as changes in paving textures are more easily read, and sounds of a
lower pitch and greater intensity (not loudness) support older adult preferences.

Because the physical capabilities of older adults may differ from those of younger people (Lawton 1980), and
comfort, safety and security, ease of access, and opportunities for socializing become increasingly important
(Carstens 1990), the following design recommendations for specific outdoor site elements relating to senior
housing environments seem appropriate to designing urban spaces that reflect approaches to the fulfillment
of the previously defined four social and psychological needs of older adult: orientation, predictability,
socializing, and sensory stimulation (Carstens 1993).
• Site Entry: High visibility yet not overpowering, adequate site distances, near covered
transit stop, clear and bold signage, seating located inside entry, with high branching trees and low
shrubs that do not obscure vision
• Entry Drive: Wide, speed bumps and curves, connection to drop off and parking, with
identification and directional signage and easy access between entry and arrival court
• Main Entry/Arrival Court: Small, enclosed space with covered seating located to side
of entry for waiting and watching with views from inside building, downward lighting and of paving
edges, high traffic areas designated with change of paving
• Parking and Secondary Building Access: Parking close to buildings with covered, and
illuminated drop-off, seating/waiting areas visible from inside the buildings
• Shared Patios and Terraces: Centrally located and protected areas with views and
easy access to indoor space, adjacent to kitchens, bathrooms, public spaces, and walkways to other
areas. Space to accommodate both large and small groups (sub-areas), with plenty of seating for use in
both shade and sun, and amenities (bird feeders, raised flower beds, barbecue), electric and water
supply, night lighting, and at-grade, smooth, non-skid surfaces. A fifteen foot wide arcade is most
appropriate for outdoor use with easy access to indoor activity rooms
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• Lawn Areas: Providing opportunities for lawn games and group activities, located
near paved areas with seating for viewing, clearly defined edges at grade, sloped to drain, shade in
afternoon
• Private Patios and Balconies: Protected form sun, cold and wind but with sunshine
part of day, viewed from cross court neighbors or active public spaces, screening from adjacent
neighbors, water hose connection, open soil for plantings, fences with gates connected to public
spaces, lockable building entry doors
• Gardening Areas: Cluster gardening lots adjacent to well used areas, good topsoil,
benches, direct sun a good part of day, storage for gardening supplies, allow for planning in public
areas, flower arranging facilities and displays
• Walkways: Located within view of buildings, connected to activity areas, pass
through natural areas, connected to frequently used building entries, walking loops of varying
difficulty, seating fifty feet apart, interesting elements, goals and rest stops encourage walking
• Play Areas for Visiting Children: Locate away from quiet areas with access path and
benches adjacent and some distance away
• Seating: Light yet stable, movable furniture with armrests and backrests and flat seats
(soft material, wood or firm padding) with leading edge between 13.5 and 17 inches high, movable
foot rests and side tables
• Tables: Very stable, smooth, with rounded edges, no protruding legs, separate from
chairs, variety of shapes, use with armed chairs
• Walking Surfaces: Non-slip, non-glare, without protrusions or joints, with positive
drainage, and use color to signal upcoming stairs of path connections. Six foot wide with small leafed
or evergreen trees and raised (30 inches) or at grade planting beds alongside paths, unobtrusive
railings if needed to accommodate less-able older adults
• Ramps and Stairs: Supply both ramps and stairs at changes in elevation, ramps should
be gradual slope, with frequent level resting spots, large turning radii, non-slip, non-glare surfaces,
handrails, lighting, and tactile warning at beginning and end
• Handrails: Two handrails (32 and 26 inches high), easy grip (2 3/4” diameter and 2”
from wall), plastic or vinyl coated, illuminated, and extending one foot past elevation changes
• Outdoor Lighting: Higher intensity lighting for site, building entries, parking lots, and
special events, light highly used areas at periphery, overlapping, downward lighting, and install
electric outlets and sound/public address systems for staging special events
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• Outdoor Signs: Use oversized, corporate identity system (hierarchy and local styles),
well spaces and bold san-serif lettering, light lettering on dark background or dark on neutral gray
background or warmer colors, non-reflective sign surface, illuminate, and use symbols, raised lettering
and images to help those older adults with visual deficiencies
Understanding that the needs of young people as well as older adults are important, seventeen setting types
were recommended to improve the usefulness of outdoor spaces for interaction between children and with
their environment (Moore 1989, 107). Derived from the research results of the Environmental Yard project
(Moore 1978) and defined in more detail in the Play for All Guidelines (Moore, Goltsman, and Iacofano
1987), the following lists the types of spaces, the activities that are supported by those spaces (operational
mode), and the physical attributes or elements required (responsive mode).
1.

Entrance/Exit Settings – Activities: sense of arrival and departure, and for
greetings, meetings, gossiping and hanging out. Attributes: drop-off/loading area, seating, bike
racks, wheelchair access, bulletin board, signs, litter receptacles, overhead shelter, expressive
features (arches, flags, banners)

2.

Pathway Settings – Activities: connecting entrances/exits to centers of activity,
indoor facilities, landmarks, utilities, and exploration. Attributes: appropriate path dimensions,
surfacing, edging, and levels to accommodate walking, wheeled, and disability access

3.

Signage and Display Settings – Activities: understanding the space opportunities
and what can and cannot be done in the space requires functional sign systems that include
informational, directional, identification, regulatory signs, expressive displays such as artworks and
cultural information, and day-to-day activity display panels. Attributes: color, shape, location, size,
graphics, words, language required for best quality communication

4.

Fences, Enclosures, and Barriers – Activities: define individual, pair, and group
activity and social settings, direct movement, and protect environment. Attributes: height, material,
style, size, and location of space defining structures

5.

Manufactured Equipment/Play Structures Settings – Activities: a variety structures
with varying difficulties (access requirements) support large muscle motor skill development and
play activity. Attributes: elements include balance beam, climbers, enclosures, rockers, slides,
spinners, swings, and upper-body strengtheners, storage facilities, and safety surfaces

6.

Multipurpose Games Settings – Activities: formal ball games and informal ball
play. Attributes: medium to large, flat, open turf areas.

7.

Groundcovers and Safety Surfaces – Activities: variety of play activities and
interactive contact with nature. Attributes: turf or managed grass area, unmown rough areas of
rough grasses and plants, non-accessible erosion control areas, and play equipment safety surfaces
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8.

Landforms/Topology – Activities: fantasy play, orientation skills, hid-and-go-seek
games, viewing, rolling, sliding, and jumping. Attributes: three-dimensional earth form shapes,
configurations, and slopes that create various circulation opportunities within and between spaces

9.

Trees and Vegetation – Activities: seasonal changes introduce concept of time and
environmental education such as “specimen” collection and orientation exercises; stimulates
exploration and experiential learning (visual and the other senses) with opportunities for discovery,
fantasy, imaginative, and dramatic play; perception of connection between natural and man-made
features and the aesthetic enclosures they create. Attributes: leaves, flowers, fruits, nuts, seeds,
sticks, roots, bark and changes in light, color, texture, and fragrance

10. Gardening Settings – Activities: educational opportunities include leaning about the
ecological cycle, cooperation with others, fine-motor skills, sensory stimulation, and social
interaction. Attributes: community garden plots, variety of pathways, fenced/gated area,
storage/tool sheds and overhead structures, seating, recycle/compost area, and harvesting/produce
sales area
11. Animal Habitats – Activities: animal care and protection, animal/human contact,
biological education, observation and documentation, competence and socialization opportunities,
sound/musical interpretation, and interactive exercises that provide for sense of wonder and
fascination. Attributes: regular petting zoo settings, farm settings, non-harmful insets and insectlike organisms (caterpillars, butterflies, moths, ladybugs, beetles, pillbugs, spiders, millipedes, and
snails), birdlife (with nesting, food and nesting materials) small animals, amphibians, and reptiles
(salamanders, tortoises, squirrels, toads, mice, moles, snakes, and lizards), and pond life (fish and
frogs) and their settings (ponds, streams, fountains, birdbaths, shrubs, bushes, trees, groundcovers,
rocks, walls, sand, gravel, natural areas)
12. Aquatic Settings – Activities: water play, sand and dirt imaginative play, splashing,
paddling, wading, swimming, floating (sailing), multi-sensory awareness (sound, changes in water
states, textures, wetness), and cool-off activities and skating and sliding in winter. Attributes: pond,
steam, marshes, fountain, drinking fountain, water hose, puddles, bubblers, sprinklers, sprays,
cascades, man-made channels, and water edges
13. Sand/Dirt/Soil Settings – Activities: imaginative play and social interaction, and
with or without props and water, dirt or sand can be dug, sifted, poured, sculpted, thrown, and
drawn-upon. Attributes: sand box, tree roots, both movable man-made objects (trays, buckets,
utensils) and found objects (rocks, sticks, leaves), and raised and shelf-like play areas
14. Manipulative Settings, Play Props, and Adventure Play – Activities: manipulation
of elements, organization, socialization, imaginative play, and building skills. Attributes; smallscale natural and man-made objects (stone, branches, logs, plant parts, bottle caps, building/lumber
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scraps) and large manufactured items (modular systems, table and chairs, wheeled toys,
clothing/costumes)
15. Gathering, Meeting, and Working Settings – Activities: Social development,
educational exercises, cooperative working relationships, and talking or watching spaces for small,
medium and large groups. Attributes: benches, decks, patios, verandas, gazebos, and sitting circles
that are designated, enclosed, protected/covered, and multi-leveled
16. Stage Settings – Activities: performance, dramatic and fantasy play, teamwork
development, self-actuation, and community identity. Attributes: campfire circles, small and large
arenas, groupings of picnic tables, and amphitheaters
17. Field-house and Storage Settings – Activities: maintenance and environmental care,
toilet and emergency first-aid, and communication and programmed activities. Attributes: buildings
and enclosed structures for storage, restrooms, and offices, fenced areas with lockable gates, all with
appropriate signage and labels
And although research literature that defined design guidelines for the creation of urban public open spaces
supportive of intergenerational exchange was limited, a workshop on Intergenerational Perspectives in
Environmental Design (Kaplan et al. 2005) presented at the 2005 American Society on Aging/National
Council on Aging conference, did spotlight and define six intergenerational experience domains relating to
improved quality of life. Intended as a guide for designing spaces that promote intergenerational exchange,
the following framework connects the related intergenerational principles, design concepts, and applied
examples to those experience domains (Kaplan et al. 2007).
1.

Social Contact – Develop opportunities for structured and informal interaction by creating small
activity oriented spaces within a larger complex or public place. Indoor examples: activity kitchen,
toy library, capture nook, front lobby and corridor, internet café. Outdoor examples: mist fountain,
outdoor theatre, chess plaza, active urban street plaza

2.

Privacy – Create unobtrusive observation and entry points into activity spaces that allow for
informal access at own pace

3.

Awareness and Orientation – Extending inside to outside using interconnected activities and artwork
to bridge and create access to adjacent outdoor spaces

4.

Autonomy and Personal Control – Provide opportunities for choosing the degree of interaction with
others and control over personal environment by creating multiple variations on activity elements.
Examples include shared sites, mobile seating, interactive sculptures, and loose play parts

5.

Individuality and Continuity of Self – Familiar, non-institutional settings such as a domestic kitchen
and culture-based programs such as a quilting or other heritage craft provide a normalized
environment and common ground for exchange
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6.

Functional Ability – Varying degrees of active and passive recreation opportunities provided
through program and physical site alternatives promote activities that meet the ability maximum

2.2.3

Recreation and Leisure Activities

Although the focus of the research investigation was to learn about the different ways youth and older adults
relate to visual space attributes and characteristics of supportive urban public spaces, other issues needed to
be considered. Understanding that the value of the space to the intergenerational pair would probably
revolve around the non-programmed activities those spaces would support, a review of leisure and
recreational spaces revealed some valuable insights. Two texts considered important contributions to the
topic were selected for review. Third in a series of texts that investigated man and his relationship to
community and natural resources, Leisure and Recreation Places, by Cheek, Field and Burdge (1976), was
reviewed because of its insightful discussion of small social groups and leisure settings. Rather than
selecting places for recreational purposes or to spend leisure time based upon the activities they provide,
people select those places to be together with another person (Cheek, Field and Burdge 1976). While work
tends to be an individual activity and home is a place to recreate alone, play and recreation are essentially
group activities. Considered leisure settings rather than specific activity sites, recreation and leisure activities
tend to be social in nature involving small groups of family, friends, or mixed family and friend units. The
text discussed research that suggested that different ages and different ethnicities preferred different
socialization and leisure activities and spaces.
Since the value of intergenerational interaction between the two age groups is often measured in desired
outcomes and the ability of the physical environment to contribute, a closer look at the benefits of leisure was
considered essential. Thus, Benefits of Leisure, a text that discussed a wide variety of issues relevant to
achieving positive outcomes from spending time engaging in non-programmed leisure activities was
reviewed. Defined as what an individual or group gains (Driver, Brown and Peterson 1991), benefits seem to
automatically partner effectively with leisure, a desirable state of flow (Csikszentmihalyi and Kleiber 1991;
Csikszentmihalyi 1990; 1997). Contrary to current ideas about recreation being exemplified as an organized
sport activity, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (1990) suggests that recreation must be a voluntary exercise. He
further describes his flow model of recreation as including: free time, enjoyable experience, structured
activity (later enlarged to an appropriate skill), focused attention, clear goals, immediate feedback, deep
involvement, sense of control, the dissipation of self-absorption, and the sense of time being altered. Experts
in the fields of human development, environment and behavior, and recreational studies discussed various
methods employed and results gained from conducted research relating to the benefits of leisure activities
including: psychophysiological indicators ( Ulrich, Dimberg and Driver 1991), self-actuation
(Csikszentmihalyi and Kleiber 1991), self-identity (Haggard and Williams 1991), resources and quality of
life (Marans and Mohai 1991), preference and perceived benefits (Driver, Tinsley and Manfredo 1991),
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family bonding (Othner and Mancini 1991), services and community satisfaction (Allen 1991), social
psychology (Ajzen 1991), sociological perspectives (Kelly 1991), and aging and the life cycle (McPherson
1991). The final contribution discussed four constructs of leisure (as time – free from obligation, as action –
participation in specific activities, as action without any constraints, and as quality of experience) as they
related to the measurement of benefits (Hamilton-Smith 1991).
In discussing the recreational needs of urban dwellers, Robert Weaver (1969) stated that “conventional
recreational facilities are not available to all people of the city [and] many people in cities are not interested
in outlying recreational areas or traditional rural concepts of recreation. Their desire is for city-oriented
recreation (Weaver 1969, 24).” Thus, recreation and leisure activities, both active and passive, most often
occur within an urban park. A specific type of open space that can add to the quality of life, “urban parks are
community assets. They provide a convenient setting for a broad variety of leisure and recreational
activities, as well as enhancing the image and perceived value of the community. Urban parks can serve the
needs and interests of all kinds of people and many subgroups of the population: young and old, groups and
individuals, affluent and poor, male and female, athletic or not, and all ethnic and cultural groups (Hayward
1989, 193).”
A partially annotated bibliography of literature dealing with urban parks and open space conducted between
1959 and 1978 (Orr 1978) revealed 164 separate citations categorized into seven sections. The General
Nature of Urban Parks and Open Space section included studies and opinion papers relating to: historical
sketches, current condition of urban recreation, nearness to urban areas, rationale for urban parks, leisure
resource evaluations of value, need, and importance, survey of critical problems and challenges facing park
systems with solutions, guidelines, and programs and facilities.
The Administration and Management section included: park maintenance strategies, use of volunteers in park
maintenance; estimating economic value of parks; and neighborhood parks and their association to improved
real estate values. The Facilities section displayed paper relating to use, management and characteristics of:
adventure playgrounds, public/private ownership of parks spaces, use of lighting, urban river walks, roof top
parks, urban bikeways, preservation of ‘wild’ areas, trash collection, the value of cemetery open space for
park use.
The Planning and Design group listed articles relating to: leisure services planning, a national outdoor
recreation plan, urban park systems, recreation systems, types of urban parks, trail design, collaboration and
interdisciplinary approaches to park planning and design, user needs as basis for design, and guides to park
and playground design. The Vegetation section discussed the value of plant materials to modify urban
microclimate including noise reduction, solar shading, air pollution, and water supply, and the importance of
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trees in increasing property values. The Use and User Characteristics section included: underutilization of
neighborhood parks. user characteristics and park value, income and race as factors in park facilities
participation rates by young people.
Generally, research conducted within the urban park setting includes either observations or interviews
(Hayward 1989) and thus the results can provide a wealth of information that can be employed by the design
professional to create these ‘nature in the city’ environments to meet the needs of a variety of user groups.
Results of user needs evaluations can contribute to the development of active recreational facilities, passive
recreational opportunities (picnicking, walking, sitting – even in a car (Across Ages 2002), and interpretive
information that helps to explain history, features or opportunities for use (Hayward 1989).
In Experience of Nature, Rachel Kaplan (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989) discussed settings, activities, and
experiences as measures of the Recreation Opportunities Spectrum (ROS), while another study employed
color slides to investigate the perception of the value young people have for man-made features located
within recreational/urban park settings (Wohlwill and Harris 1980). The results suggested that evaluation of
recreational park spaces was closely associated with the dimensions of contrast, obtrusiveness, and
fittingness of the built features within the natural surroundings. Other research has been carried out that
investigated the user needs of another important type of urban open space, the greenway (Gobster and
Westphal 2004). Collected using a variety of survey methods including drawing within a worksheet
instrument, the results were helpful in improving the design, management and programming of the study
area.

2.3 Comparative Population Studies
Second in importance and representing the human factor in environment and behavior studies, the literature
review for this section is most closely allied with social or environmental psychology. Guided by a user
participatory approach to understanding the social factors associated with site design and planning of
neighborhood spaces and representing the combined results of many studies, Randy Hester (1984), in
Planning Neighborhood Space with People, created a check list of user needs. The “studies indicated that the
importance of various user needs varies according to life-cycle stage and class differences (Hester 1984,
74).” An overview of expectations for supportive open spaces by a variety of groups include: older adults
(activities with others and safety with environment secondary), middle-class college students (interaction
with or without others in the natural environment and symbolic ownership), lower-class college students
(people important, safety and psychological comfort), elementary school children (people, appropriate
activity settings, and relatedness), and preschool children (appropriate activity settings). With considerable
variation from situation to situation, “for all groups, safety, symbolic ownership, convenience, and physical
comfort appear to have a stronger latent than direct influence on use (Hester 1984, 75).”
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Similarly, Milton Rokeach, in The Nature of Human Values, presented a comparative analysis of the results
of thirty-six values taken of eleven age groups of several samples of Americans ranging from 11 years at one
end to 70 years at the other (Rokeach 1973; 1977). The 36 separate values were organized into fourteen
developmental patterns for final discussion (Rokeach 1977). Seeming to follow Erikson’s (1950) view of a
continuing maturational process of development, the review of the data showed continuous value changes
from preadolescence to older adulthood for all fourteen developmental patterns. Based upon a visual
inspection of the presented data (Rokeach 1977), a comparison of values showed both significant similarities
and differences between the two age groups.
Five development patterns (DP) showed that youth and older adults held similar ranks for eighteen of the
thirty-six values tested. DP 1: A Sense of Accomplishment, Wisdom, Responsible; and DP 2: Imaginative,
Intellectual, Logical, Inner Harmony were of equal low rank for both age groups (ranked low for youth,
increase during adulthood, and fell back to a low rank for older adults). DP 9: A World of Peace, Family
Security, Capable; DP 11: Equality, Independent; and DP 14: Freedom, Happiness, Social Recognition,
Courageous, Honest, Self-controlled were similarly high for both youth and older adults (some undulated up
and down over the life course, while others remained relatively stable).
In contrast, the remaining nine Development Patterns showed divergence in rank of the remaining eighteen
values between the two age groups (four decreased over the life course, and five increased in rank over the
life course). DP 3: A World of Beauty, True Friendship, Polite; DP 5: An exciting Life, Pleasure; DP 7:
Loving; and DP 8: Mature Love seemed to be considerably higher for youth than for older adults (a
continuing down trend from high to low over the life span). Reversing value rank, DP 4: Obedience; DP 6:
Self-respect, Ambition, Broadminded; DP 10: A comfortable Life, Cheerful, Clean, Forgiving, Helpful; DP
12: Salvation; and DP 13: National Security were much higher for older adults than for youth (all increased
over the life course with some an even rise and others leveling out at adulthood).
Reflective of these two comparative population studies and with the objective of reviewing research
approaches to understanding the influences of the physical environment on social exchange between youth
and older adults, four areas of investigation were conducted: divergent population studies, children and youth
studies, older adult studies and intergenerational studies. Although the discussed literature was placed within
one of the four population group sub-sections, many of the studies crossed categories and could have been
placed in another designation as well. For example, the study conducted by Marketta Kytta (2002) that
looked at environmental affordances to meet sociability needs between children from different residential
districts was placed within the children and youth classification but could just as easily have been placed
within the divergent population classification.
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2.3.1

Divergent Population Studies

To understand the variety of issues and population groups that are studied in environment and behavior
research, a review of the Handbook of Environmental Psychology (Stokols and Altman 1991b) and the
Handbook of Personal Relationships (Aron and Aron 1997; Gonzalez 1997) was conducted and revealed a
number of examples of population-based studies. Although a gap seemed to exist in intergenerational agerelated comparative studies, this initial review did reveal that studies were conducted that compared the
responses to a variety of environment and behavior variables by divergent populations based upon age,
expertise, gender, ethnicity, culture, types of residents (rural/urban, size, type), or even type user.
Some studies made comparisons by age and investigated the environmental perceptions of adolescents to
adults by place identity, attachment and sense of community (Pretty, Chipuer and Bramston 1003) and the
perceptions of children to adults in wayfinding through simulations using landmarks or routes (JansenOsmann and Wiedenhauer 2004) to traffic noise and sleep (Ohrstrom et al. 2006), and adult memories to
child activities (Sebba 1991). Other research compared age to expertise such as a college space planning
study involving 200 students and 40 faculty (Sanoff 2000) and the perceptions of educational outdoor
settings between children and teacher (Simmons 1993; 1994; 1995; 1996). Using photographic simulations
to represent outdoor setting, personal interviews were conducted with teachers from four cities in the
Chicago area to ascertain their preferences toward natural environments that could be used for environmental
education purposes. The collected data strongly supported the fact that teachers make academic and
professional decisions about the use of outdoor school grounds for educational purposes based upon personal
views of nature and to what degree those environments afford them a level of comfort. Youth, on the other
hand, seem to have an opposite view of what constitutes a valuable outdoor space.
In other studies, the attitudes and social cognition of three expert groups (politicians, political journalists, and
sports journalists) was compared (Brauer et al. 2004) and employing semantic differential scales, the
perception of meaning in building types of architecture students, pre-architecture students and nonarchitecture students was compared (Hershberger 1970). A number of studies employed rating and sorting
tasks to compare the perceptions and preferences of photographic simulations of outdoor spaces between
designer and client (Kaplan 1973), the perceptions and meanings for house styles between architects and
laypersons (Nasar 1989a), and the meaning for post-modern residential, religious and civic buildings between
architects and accountants (Groat 1982). Other studies compared the space constructs of environmental
professionals to lay persons (Leff and Deutsch (1973) and the composition and construction in weaving
designs between experts and novices (Seitamaa-Hakkarainen and Kakkarainen 2001).
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Despite the differences in age, education, occupation, and ethnicity, one study showed that the youngest older
adults (age 70-84) had similar concerns with aging issues to the oldest older adults (age 85-103) except that
African Americans seemed to have better social support networks because of their closer ties to church
communities (Barer and Johnson 2003). And another study found that institutionalized older adults had more
negative self-concept and lower self-esteem than non-institutionalized older adults (Antonelli, Rubini and
Fassone 2000).
Gender and ethnicity are two other areas in which divergent populations were compared. One study
compared the perceptions of supportive play spaces between male and female youth (Salvadori 2002), while
another study employing a self-adjusted questionnaire found much commonality in the meanings given and
the preferences for natural spaces between African American, Hispanic, and European American male and
female university students (Virden and Walker 1999). Another study used a questionnaire to collect
preferences for recreation and leisure activities of 301 adults (50% African American and 50% European
American). The findings concluded differences between the two groups with inner-city residents not
participating in physical recreational activities and African Americans preferring culturally oriented rather
than outdoor recreational activities (Cheek, Field and Burdge 1976). Besides comparing the attitudes,
beliefs, and behaviors between African American adults and European American adults (Parker and
McDonough 1999), between residents of three types of housing developments (Youngentob and Hostetler
2005), and between rural and urban youth (Bogner and Wiseman 1997) toward conservation, Marcia
McNally (1990) found that through conducting interviews with residents from different residential
communities, African Americans valued nature in residential gardens while European Americans preferred
nature in public open spaces.
Other studies looked at cross-cultural issues by comparing the preferences for natural settings between
psychology students living in Australia and the United States (Kaplan and Herbert 1987) or preference for
certain natural or built forms or features between psychology and sociology students residing in Senegal,
Ireland, and the United States (Newell 1997). While urban and rural residents perceived wilderness in
different ways (Lutz, Simpson-Housley and De Man 1999) and in-depth interviews indicated that both park
users and non-park users had similar ideal images of public open spaces (Francis 1987), “small city
inhabitants tend[ed] to have: (a) more integrated urban experiences between different places and between
home and neighborhood; (b) higher relevance of interpersonal socialization activities…; and (c) urban
activities and conditions characterized by less urban isolation (Bonaiuto and Bonnes 1996, 699)” than large
city dwellers.
A study that investigated the relationship between activities carried out in three settings in Rome and the
evaluative aspects of those spaces (residential neighborhood, community center, and greater suburban
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environment) identified four different groups of inhabitants (Bonaiuto, Bonnes and Continisio 2004).
Classified within a number of sociodemographic and residential variables, the four groups included: (1)
neighborhood confined and use of only one subplace, (2) marginal escape users were centered on home but
also used the center, (3) multiplace hyperactive had a high degree of interaction within all three spaces
including green areas, and (4) quality users who used both the neighborhood and the center in specific ways
(socializing and cultural activities in the center and sports and leisure activities in the neighborhood).
Particularly true when working with people who are less educated or who have not had an opportunity to
visit many different places, the results of other studies have shown that when people are asked to answer
open-ended questions relating to preference for landscape quality or physical space attributes, they become
confused and do not know how to respond (Layne 2001). Several studies that looked at comparing the
responses of architects to non-architects seemed to provide evidence of this phenomenon. One example of
the divergence between expert and user was discussed in a survey conducted by Jack Nasar (1989a), where
professional architects misjudged the preferences for house styles by the general public. In another study
conducted by Linda Groat (1982) that employed a Q sort method for comparing the perceived meaning
architects (experts) hold for Post-Modern buildings with those of accountants (lay people), it was found that
with a greater understanding of the physical design of structures, architects viewed buildings in a totally
different way and that the two groups thus employed two separate codes for evaluating the buildings.
Presented in Inside Culture, the results of an intensive comparative study involving upper-income and
working-class populations living in four New York City neighborhoods showed that most of the participants
preferred landscapes over all other art forms (Halle 1993). And the results of a preference study conducted
with 539 adolescents, showed that home, neighborhood, and town center were most favored and valued for
both retreat and social interaction (Clark and Uzzell 2002). What was most significant, was that between the
ages of 13 and 14, there was a heightened concern for social interaction and thus a focus on the perception of
the ability or affordance of an environment to meet these specific needs.
As a condition for accepting two open space playground design projects in Davis, California, an extensive
research phase to determine how existing sites were being used by both children and adults, was combined
with an innergenerational participatory design phase (Francis 1988). One major aim was to understand the
differences in values and preferences each of the two age groups held for the two playground spaces (Sanoff
1991). For both the Village Homes playground and the Pioneer Schoolyard projects, the research methods
employed included behavior mapping of children activities, modeling of ideal outdoor designs, and
interviews with parents, neighborhood residents and teachers.
The research methods employed were not only used to understand similarities and differences between the
two age groups for the use of the spaces, but these methods became negotiation techniques for helping
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children and parents resolve key design decisions (Francis 1988). Of most interest to this age-comparative
study, a review of the results revealed both similarities and differences for preferred design elements and
concepts between the two age groups.
Yet, in a summary of adult vs. child preferred design elements at the Pioneer School showed that traditional
play equipment was of prime importance to adults while alternative play equipment was of most importance
to children. Nature-related activities seemed to have the same importance for both age groups. A
comparative ranking between children and adults of preferred playground elements at the Village Homes site
showed that parents preferred more formal structures with the slide ranked first. And although children had
almost one third fewer elements with the open imagination area ranked first, the overall list included both
formal and informal elements. The results of the research for both projects reveled eight preferred open
space qualities where children and adults were opposed (Francis 1988). Children preferred challenging,
fantasy evoking, rough edged spaces that contained loose parts, water, and alternative play equipment
allowing for change and discovery. Adults preferred safe, real, neat and clean spaces that contained fixed
parts, no water, and traditional equipment providing static and known experiences.

2.3.2

Children/Youth Studies

When interested in looking at how children and youth interact with public open space and the relevance that
their behaviors may have on design, a number of texts seemed to present complete and encompassing
applications of research methods appropriate for use with intergenerational studies. Childhood’s Domain by
Robin Moore (1990) first introduces an ecological approach to children’s interaction within the environment
and then presents a well defined methodology for gaining knowledge of the types of urban public open
spaces and place in which preadolescents actively engage. Through drawings of favorite places, personal
interviews and field trip site visits with the participant 9-12 year old youth, the territories of young people are
explored, defined and explained. Besides wonderful examples of children’s drawings and the photographs of
children playing within specific spaces, one of the valuable aspects of the study is the descriptions and
classifications of their favorite place elements and activities.
Because of the youth-oriented, educational supportive nature of intergenerational programs, much of the
intergenerational exchange between youth and older adults is conducted within the school setting (Larkin and
Newman 1997, Taylor and Bressler 2000). Understanding that the intergenerational interactions that take
place within urban public outdoor settings are most often not associated with school-oriented activities, a
study of preadolescent use of time outside of school was reviewed. Informal discussions and structured
interviews with sixth graders to determine out-of-school activities and interests, “yielded five categories of
activities: (1) Children’s activities ‘on their own’, (2) Children’s activities with their parents, (3) Children’s
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in-home and out-of-home chores, jobs, and responsibilities, (4) Organized activities, including participation
in recreational and cultural programs supervised by adults, (5) Television viewing (Medrich et al. 1982, 11).”
The results indicated that each of the five time-use domains were associated with a pattern of use or type of
activity (Medrich et al. 1982). On-their-own activities with friends tended to be physically active while alone
they engaged in intellectual and more passive activities. One surprising finding was that the children
“experienced a good deal of boredom” and that “contact with peers, more than with parents, ameliorated that
boredom (Medrich et al. 1982, 233).” Spending time with parents was most closely associated with key
periods of the day (meals, afternoon, and bed time) and with availability associated with the parent’s work
patterns. The interaction between parent and child was most closely connected with watching television
together or with driving children places. Generally, chores were considered easy, associated with gender,
and took up very little time. Reflecting forty-two percent of the children surveyed, paying jobs included
newspaper delivery or baby-sitting. Eighty percent of the adolescents in the sample were involved in from
one to three public-sector or private-sector organized group or individual activities outside of school hours.
With children’s activities having a distinct appeal, these extra-curricular activities were either sports or arts
oriented and classified under lessons, groups, or school programs. Over forty percent of the participants
watched three or more hours of television per day with heavy viewing homes having the set on all afternoon,
during dinner, and all evening.
Given this fact that children and youth spend most of their daytime hours in school, Sharon Stine’s (1997)
Landscapes for Learning provides insights into the use of these important outdoor environments for young
people. Dr. Stine defines nine reciprocal pairs of environmental affordances that must be met in creating
supportive school environments: (1) accessible/inaccessible, (2) active/passive. (3) challenge-risk/repetitionsecurity, (4) hard/soft, (5) natural/people built, (6) open/closed, (7) permanence/change, (8) private/public,
and (9) simple/complex. Then through a presentation and discussion of eleven case studies of quality
outdoor school environments from around the world, she includes not only design concepts but the
participatory process employed in their creation.
Understanding the need to provide environmental designers with guidelines and suggested applications of the
approaches to the design of outdoor spaces that would meet the needs of all children, no matter their abilities,
Moore, Goltsman and Iacofano (1987) of MIG Communications presented Play for All Guidelines. The
introductory text presents child development objectives, site analysis procedures, and site design criteria and
then goes on to define and illustrate specific site design and management considerations including entrances,
pathways, signage, fences/enclosures, play equipment, game settings, surface treatments, vegetation, garden
and animal settings, water features, sand play, play props, stage settings, and gathering places.
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Another text that discusses the needs of youth and makes recommendations for designing public open space
to meet their needs is People Places by Clare Cooper Marcus and Carolyn Francis (1990). Along with other
user groups, Marcus and her associates discuss the specific environmental needs and the associated behaviors
of children (preschool and age 6-12) and youth (teens) and presents examples of successful features and
make design recommendations for the creation of neighborhood parks that would be supportive (Marcus et
all. 1990). Specific to young people, Marcus and Wischemann (1990) provide descriptions of quality case
studies and make recommendations for the development of four types of spaces required to meet the needs of
students on a college campus.
One text of note that exclusively discusses children and youth behavior within outdoor spaces was Children
and the Environment edited by Irwin Altman and Joachim Wohlwill 1978). Experts in the field of
environmental psychology and the role that the physical and spatial environment can play in child behavior,
the text presents examples of research and psychological discussions of children and their relationship to the
natural world (Tuan 1978; Moore and Young 1978), school environments (Gump 1978), childhood and
privacy (Wolfe 1979), wayfinding and cognitive mapping (Siegel, Kirasic and Kail 1978), and participatory
design and children as environmental planners (Nagy and Baird 1978).
When looking at understanding the specific methods to be employed in conducting environmental research
with children and youth, the chapter on “Children and the Built Environment” by Ziegler and Anderson
(1987) in Methods in Environment and Behavior Research (Bechtel, Marans and Michelson (1987b) was
very informative. Reviewing the methods employed to collect information on the behavior of young people,
this chapter suggested certain measurement techniques for working with infants, pre-schoolers, school
children and adolescents. Specific to this study, the overlapping self-report techniques for
use with children and youth included survey attitude instruments (cognitive mapping, diaries/activity log,
photographic simulations, games, scale models (Layne 1996), and interview techniques (unstructured,
structured, participant interview, content analysis, and Q-sort).
Although one study compared the restorative experiences and self-regulation between the favorite place
preferences of children aged 8-9 and those of youth aged 12-13 (Korpela, Kytta and Hartig 2002), in
reviewing the children and youth literature, most of the research was separated into studies that investigate
children and those that investigate adolescents. The results of a space design study that compared the actual
and ideal preferences of children attending schools with both open and traditional classrooms indicated that
having a variety of interesting activities, comfortable spaces and places to be by themselves was significant
(Sanoff 2000). An extension of the study conducted by Kevin Lynch (1977) that investigated the life of
children living in urban centers located throughout the world, Louise Chawla (2002) conducted a similar
urban space study that resulted in a list of parameters (preferences) that children placed on livable
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urbanscapes that included: safety and freedom of movement, social investigation (sense of friendliness),
variety of interesting activity settings, peer gathering places, cohesive community identity, green areas,
provision for basic human needs, secure tenure (feeling of ownership), and a tradition of community
organization and self-help.
Other studies that looked at the ability of different types of city and town centers to meet the needs children
presented taxonomies of environmental qualities that: supported certain physical activities and sociological
affordances (Kytta 2002), defined attributes that favored or hindered children’s needs or affordances
(Churchman 2003), used interviews to determine the extent of children’s independent mobility to actualized
affordances (Kytta 2004), and employed active research methods to develop seventeen setting types
supportive of children’s play activities (Moore, Goltsman and Iacofano 1987, Moore 1978; 1989).
Additional studies explored interactions between young children in a day care center using video
documentation (Legendre 1999), negative and positive emotions of pre-adolescent boys and their connection
to the physical environment using self-report checklists and questionnaires (Thurber and Malinowski (1999),
and the use of interactive activities to test value and need in the perceptions of ten year old children (Bruner
and Goodman1947). Other research employed prospect-refuge theory (Appleton 1975) to test perceptions
and collect aesthetic preferences of pre-adolescents for landscape painting (Fischer and Shrout 2006), use a
survey of ownership scales (territoriality, personalization, control, and involvement) “to determine if the
physical design of learning environments can foster a sense of student ownership in the learning process
(Killeen, Evans and Danko 2003, 250),” and the use of wish drawings and interactive landscape model
building exercises to understand children’s preference for schoolyard environments (Layne 1996).
A number of studies investigated variables and concepts associated with the perceptions and preferences held
by adolescents for urban spaces including: undergraduate men’s fear and the perception of safety using semistructured interviews (Day, Stump and Carreon 2003), aged 11-15 male and female preferences for home,
neighborhood, school, and town center using a survey instrument of 40 different affordances (Clark and
Uzzell 2002), high school student perceptions of social meaning in residential building types using sorting
and ranking tasks and survey questionnaires (Sanoff 1973).
Further studies employed a 6-point Likert-type scale to assess adolescent preferences for structured and
unstructured activities over the course of one year (Bartko and Eccles 2003), used observational techniques,
focused interviews, a participatory workshop, and a cognitive mapping exercise to gather outdoor space
preferences of high school students in order to design a more appropriate school yard (Stine and Bullard
1993), utilized a survey questionnaire to determine the community outdoor places most valued by high
school students and the reasons for the selections (Owens 1993; 1994), and directly employed teens in
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gardening projects that provided opportunities for planning and maintaining urban public parks that would
meet their needs (Lawson and McNally 1995).
“Controlled by a variety of social, cultural and physical factors, environmental experience is a function of
diversity and access (Moore 1990, 6).” An example of children’s perception of supportive environments can
be seen in the research work conducted by Kevin Lynch (1977) in Growing up in Cities, and the previously
discussed work by Robin Moore (1990) in Childhood’s Domain, where cognitive mapping by young people
suggest that the use of non-programmed spaces such as back alleys and corners of abandoned lots are
important environments in a child’s life. Of all the favorite places collected from Polish children in the study
(Lynch 1977), open space (green area and street) was mentioned most frequently. Lynch suggested that the
reason boys mentioned open space twice as often as girls was because of the boy’s larger sense of safety or
their need for space to conduct motorial games. The results of these and other studies suggest that when
offered the opportunity to select certain types of spaces for play, children and youth prefer open spaces,
undefined natural areas, and non-programmed informal or found places (Sanoff and Coates 1971; Moore
1978; 1990; Francis 1988; Sanoff 1991; Lynch 1977).
Further, these studies seem to indicate that the outdoor environments adults believe as being educationally
beneficial are in direct contrast to those environments accepted by children. Where adults tend to select
environments that are programmed for public outdoor recreational use and are more controlled and
manicured, youth seem to have their own view of what constitutes a valuable outdoor space and seem to
prefer to interact within less organized and underutilized “back” spaces.
Specifically, if the intention is to study the urban environment as it is actually used and experienced by
children, a look at the model of the realms of environmental experience as presented by Robin Moore and
Donald Young (1978) could be helpful. The triangulation of these interdependent experiential factors:
"…physiological-psychological environments of body/mind; the sociological environments of interpersonal
relations and cultural values; and physiographic landscape of spaces, objects, persons, and natural and built
elements" (Moore and Young 1978, 83-84), mirrors the relationship of the three paradigms associated with
urban place research (cognitive, experiential and psychophysical) that was presented in the last section.
Further reflective of environmental paradigms and defined by Ittelson, Franck and O'Hanlon (1976), the five
modes of experiencing urban places are: environment as an external physical space - detached physical
properties; environment as self - personalized space or emotional attachment; environment as social system relations with other people; environment as emotional territory - emotions and feelings; and environment as
setting for action - activities or actions.
Perhaps the biggest area of study, that involves young people, asks how does the environment influence child
development. According to Wohlwill and Heft (1991), the high levels of simulation (motion, complexity and
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visual diversity) that exist within an urban setting do influence child development. Since children have fewer
opportunities to adapt or to modify urban environments, studies that seek to understand environmental
variables of highly stimulating public spaces on children's development are needed. Although seemingly
detrimental to health and welfare, studies that compared suburban and rural youth to city youth, found that
urban youth had greater chances for interaction with others and found the diversity important in their lives
(Wohlwill and Heft 1991).
According to Kruse and Graumann (1991, 1200), the model study conducted by Martha Muchow in 1933
depicted three research perspectives for studying the life space of urban children: "space in which the child
lives, space which the child experiences, space which the child lives…" Identified using a mixture of
interviews, questionnaires, essays, and graphic methods, only spaces that the child experienced seem to be
connected to meaning (Kruse and Graumann 1991). Although observation is the most valued method for
viewing how children use their environments (Bechtel, Marans and Michelson 1987b), the Environmental
Response Inventory for Children (ERIC) or cognitive map exercises might be more useful in attaching
meaning to their behavior.

2.3.3

Older Adult Studies

The focus of this area of inquiry was based on the search for a greater knowledge of the relationships that
exist between older adults and the physical environment in which they live. Social and emotional forces that
influenced the use of physical spaces was also explored and included community and residential planning
and design literature. The work of M. Powell Lawton (Lawton, Altman and Wohlwill 1984; Lawton,
Newcomer and Byerts 1976; Lawton 1970a; 1070b; 1977; 1987) was instrumental in gaining an
understanding of the environment influences on older adult’s health and wellbeing. Literature discussing
design guidelines for public spaces to meet American with Disabilities Act and specifically meeting older
adult needs was also reviewed.
A review of a partially annotated bibliography of 356 publications and periodical articles related to older
adults and the built environment issued between 1970 and 1979 was organized into: The Aging Process,
Retirement and Income, The Housing Situation, Housing Design, Congregate Housing, Long-term Care,
Safety, Services for the Elderly, Foreign Experience, Reference Sources, Bibliographies, and Addenda
(United States, Department of Housing and Urban Development 1979). Of particular significance to this
study are articles relating to the city, urban spaces, and older adult needs. The Aging Process section
included prospects and issues of aging in America, the city environment (priorities and concerns), familial
and societal relationships, public policy considerations, and planning for future needs and services.
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The Retirement and Income articles discussed socioeconomic characteristics and impacts, retirement
(financial) planning, retirement living, and retirement communities. The Housing Situation section included
publications concerned with impacts of housing on health, housing satisfaction, public housing and social
services, housing adjustments and quality of life, independent living facilities, alternative to institutional
living, housing regulations, and community planning for the older adults. The section on Housing Design
suggested that older adult housing design was an unexplored field and then went on to present research
conducted to determine the value of high-rise housing, housing preference, behavior factors and user needs,
performance and design criteria.
The Congregate Housing section included articles on older adult needs, dependent care facilities and assisted
living housing, management and services, and a comparison between congregate and traditional housing
benefits. The Long-term Care section presented documents that talked about what to look for in choosing a
nursing home, the hospice movement, designing better nursing homes, and quality assurance issues. The
section on Safety (one of the five affordance variables in this study) presented publications on security and
older adults as crime victims, older adult fear of crime, and fire safety concerns in older adult housing. The
Services for the Elderly section included articles on counseling, neighborhood action for improved services,
community settings that support services (Lawton, Newcomer and Byerts 1976), black and Chicano older
adult considerations, social and rehabilitation services, legal rights services, senior center facilities, and
geriatric and adult day care facilities.
The Foreign Experience section presented studies and information from the UK, Japan, Germany, Canada,
Sweden, China, Denmark, and Russia. The articles included grouped housing, housing design standards and
planning, social gerontology, economic factors, community care and services, retirement programs, and
security and safeguards. The Reference Sources section included the following categories: catalog of films,
elder services, management issues, design guidebooks, handyman services, research studies and methods,
aging programs and organizations, and service centers. The Bibliographies and Addenda sections listed
additional information sources for: minority age groups, safety and crime against older adults, housing
design, alternatives to institutionalization, preparation for retirement, environmental challenges, ergonomics
of environmental design, transportation systems, support services, daily needs and interests, housing
evaluation, aging trends, home care, and needs and health care for minority older adults.
Yet, a review of the literature relating to older adult perception of the physical environment first required an
investigation of the problems and concerns facing this older adult population. Employed as a guide to
developing the argument for conducting this intergenerational comparative study (see section 1.2), the initial
text for understanding the unique issues facing older adults was Social Forces and Aging by Robert Atchley
(1997). Given the fact that the intergenerational exchange between youth and older adults was a social
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interaction, this introductory text to social gerontology was very informative. A number of issues were
clarified including: the two faces of aging (positive increase in wisdom and experience and negative loss of
physical and mental capabilities, opportunities for employment and good looks), life stages (young-old,
middle-old and old-old), psychological aspects (sensory perception and metal functioning), and human
development (self, personality, and life structure of interaction with the external world). The social aspects
of aging were spotlighted including the changing roles and required role modification because of retirement,
children moving away, widowhood, dependency and institutionalization, and taking care of grandchildren or
mentoring of youth. Suggested adaptation techniques were also defined and included the discussion of types
of bonding opportunities (family, friends and social support networks) and the importance of older adults
continuing to participate in life-style activities that support continuity of a quality of life.
The field of gerontology employs research methods from the humanities, social psychology, and human
services to study aging and includes the research on physical aging, psychological aging, social
psychological aging, and social aging (Atchley 1997). Although psychological aging relating to personality,
coping alternatives, and human development needs of older adults seemed to provide insights into the similar
development needs of youth and older adults (see section 1.1.6), the effects of physical and psychological
aging are outside the scope of environment and behavior research studies. And since intergenerational
programs and the associated pairings exist because of the societal concern for the wellbeing of both youth
and older adults (social aging), the main area of gerontology that most closely related to the study design was
social psychological aging.
Similar to the five experiential modes presented earlier (Ittelson, Franck and O'Hanlon 1976), when looking
at the relationship between elderly and urban spaces, a good starting point was to look at the five conceptual
components of the environment as outlined by Lawton (1970b). Yeates (1979) presents them as the
individual environment of personality, skills and physical ability; interpersonal environment associated with
interaction between familial and familiar people; suprapersonal environment involving the social
characteristics of a situation; behavioral environment of social norm rules; and the physical environment of
natural and man-made features including space, distance and other stimuli that influence behavior.
“Focusing on the interaction of the individual with his or her environment and include[ing] such types as
attitudes, values, beliefs, social roles, self-image, and adjustment to aging (Atchley 1997, 3),” successful
aging, ‘life satisfaction,’ or psychological wellbeing “has…been a central concern in the field of gerontology
[and] one of the oldest areas of research (Spacapan and Oskamp 1989, 12-13).” Although the Social
Psychology of Aging, edited by Shirlynn Spacapan and Stuart Oskamp (1989), presents social gerontological
research topic areas that address not only life satisfaction but interpersonal processes, stereotyping,
heterogeneity, women, health, financial security, personal control, and public policy, the specific area most
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allied with the goals of this study is the association between positive aging and the value connected with a
sense of control encouraged through the proactive manipulation of the physical environment by older adults
(Lawton 1989). M. Powell Lawton (1989) agues that especially for the older adult, quality personenvironment transactions, are related to a person’s ability to control his actions or the affordances the
environment provides. Lawton presents “the environment proactivity hypothesis, which suggests that as the
person becomes more competent, the environment affords increasing resources relevant to a person’s needs
(Lawton 1989, 140)” and “the environment docility hypothesis [that] would predict…impaired people are
differentially vulnerable to environmental events, events in which the person is likely to be in the recipient
role, rather than the initiator role (Lawton 1989, 157).”
Another text presented similar issues and problems facing the aging older adult (Atchley 1997), Community
Planning for An aging Society, edited by M. Powell Lawton, Robert Newcomer and Thomas Byerts (1976),
was organized into four parts that focused on the designing of older adult services and facilities. This
collection of papers discusses (1) the facts about aging – demographics (Brotman 1976; Cantor 1976), urban
life-styles and life-cycle factors (Carp 1976), (2) through case study examples, principles relating to societal
responsibilities associated with alternative housing and services, (3) programming issues relating to older
adult housing – preference and satisfaction (Mathieu 1976), segregation and integration (Lawton 1997), site
selection (Howell 1976), and neighborhood design (Zelver 1976), and (4) planning community services –
facilities (Kahana, Felton and Fairchild 1976), neighborhoods (Regnier 1976), transportation (Golant 1976),
and urban parks (Byerts 1976). What the text suggests is that although “the urban environment [as it exists]
is especially difficult, [psychologists agree] that individual differences increase with age [and thus there is a
need to] design and create the wide range of environments necessary to support the rich variety of life styles
that are appropriate among older people (Carp 1976, 19).”
An additional collection of papers, Assessing Older Persons, edited by Robert and Rosalie Kane (2000),
discussed and presented examples of instruments and procedures for assessing physical functioning (Pearson
2000), social functioning (Levin 2000), and especially relevant to this study, values and preferences (Kane
2000), and the physical environment (Cutler 2000). Yet, “having evolved out of parent disciplines in the
social and behavioral sciences [and thus]…focusing primarily on psychological and social processes, [less
concern has been shown toward] special places and special populations, such as elderly, or with
environmental design and environmental policy formulation (Lawton, Altman and Wohlwill 1984, 7).”
Elderly People and the Environment, edited by Irwin Altman, M. Powell Lawton and Joachim Wohlwill
(1984), presented the work of environment and behavior researchers in assessing the value of the physical
environment to the wellbeing of older adults. Specifically informative to the development of the framework
employed in this study, the papers included the presentation of a model framework for assessing wellbeing
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(Carp and Carp 1984), orientation to place, design, process and policy (Lawton, Altman and Wohlwill 1984),
retirement communities (Marans, Hunt and Vakalo 1984), rural environments (Rowles 1984), residential
settings (Moos and Lemke 1984), human factors and functional environments (Faletti 1984), and the effects
of behavior on environmental experiences (Golant 1984). Through an ecological approach to understanding
the spatial needs of older adults, Spatial Behavior of Older People, edited by Leon Pastalan and Daniel
Carson (1970), presents the studies concerned with both public and private use of spaces within institutional
settings (Sommer 1970), effects of space and physical objects on behavior (Lawton 1970), social and spatial
environmental planning (De Long 1970), use of space within the home range (Gelwicks 1970), the meaning
of natural landscapes (Carson 1970), and adaptation to changing surroundings (Carp 1970).
Individually, other researchers also investigated the behaviors and outcomes on older adults due to mobility,
relocation, segregation, and other environmental changes (Schooler 1976), neighborhood satisfaction based
upon safety, neighborliness, convenience, and physical appearance (Bohland and Davis 1979), factors
relating to path choice for walking within retirement communities (Joseph and Zimring 2007), social
exchange within inner-city common green spaces (Kweon, Sullivan and Wiley 1998), and the use of a fourdomain model (satisfaction, usability, meaning, and control) to measure the perceptual value of housing by
older-older adults (Oswald et al. 2006). In a particularly valuable resource, Methods in Environment and
Behavior Research, edited by Robert Bechtel, Robert Marans and William Michelson (1987b), M. Powell
Lawton (1987) discusses and defines the best methods for conducting research with older adults. With the
intention of “maximizing the quality of research data gathered on older people (Lawton 1987, 354),” he
suggests that interviews are the best overall method except with those with language, cognitive, or hearing
problems, direct behavioral observation is the best method for those with the above impairments, and
although the questionnaire is more demanding, it is a good method to use with relatively healthy, active and
moderately well-educated older adults. And, supporting the observations made during the collection of data
from older adults by the author (Layne 2001) and a later study conducted with nursing home residents (Kane
et al. 2003), Kane and Kane (2000) suggest that Likert scales are not effective measures to be used when
assessing the responses of older adults.
Considered the first environment and behavior mini-theory (Bechtel 1997), Humphrey Osmond (1959)
classified two kinds of non-supportive and supportive space: social fugal and social pedal. Being large, open,
and expansive, with high ceilings and bright lighting, sociofugal spaces tend to drive people apart and
discourage social interaction. And in opposition, smaller spaces, lower overhangs, and close lighting,
sociopedal tend to bring people together, encouraging conversation. The literature suggests that older adults
want to see rather than be seen, they sit in the areas surrounding open spaces, almost preferring the exterior
edges of sociopedal spaces (Sommer 1969).
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Reflecting the concern with applying the results to the design of urban public open spaces that support the
active interaction between older adults and young people, two texts were reviewed that presented guidelines
for creating spaces that would meet the needs of older adults. Although focusing upon the design of
residential neighborhoods, Site Planning and Design for the Elderly, by Diane Carstens (1993), did discuss
issues relating to aging and presented recommendations for meeting older adult requirements and preferences
(orientation and wayfinding, predictability and control, socializing, sensory stimulation, and environmental
comprehension) and the practical requirements (safety and security, comfort, and physical, psychological and
visual access). Carstens introduced valuable insights into the importance of maintaining quality connections
between interior and outdoor spaces and provided detailed and illustrative guides for meeting the Americans
with Disabilities Act standards.
But perhaps one of the best texts for defining guidelines for older adult use of public outdoor spaces can be
found in People Places, edited by Clare Cooper Marcus and Carolyn Francis (1990). Yet, of the seven
chapters written by different authors (urban plazas, neighborhood parks, mini- and vest-pocket parks, campus
outdoor spaces, day care outdoor spaces, and hospital outdoor spaces), only the chapter on housing and
outdoor spaces for the elderly exclusively reviewed the needs of older adults (Carstens 1990). Besides
reviewing and spotlighting the public space activities and environmental attributes that people of all ages
enjoy (Marcus, Francis and Russell 1990; Whyte 1980), the most important contribution was the discussion
of older adult issues and definition of guidelines for creating supportive older adult spaces within
neighborhood parks (Marcus et al. 1990), the college campuses (Marcus and Wischemann 1990), and
hospital spaces (Paine and Francis 1990).

2.3.4

Intergenerational Perspectives

Since the purpose of this study was to investigate possible connections between the supportiveness of urban
environmental settings and the preferences of both older adults and young people, a look at the research
literature that discussed intergenerational perspectives was critical. Yet, the limited scope of published
research conducted on the interrelationship between older adults and youth can be summarized by sharing the
results of a number of keyword searches conducted over the Internet. And a North Carolina State University
Library word search resulted in youth - 4829 times, elderly - 1529 times, and elderly and youth - 27 times. A
similar word search for dissertation abstracts resulted in youth - 7516, elderly - 6643, elderly and youth - 48,
and communication and youth and elderly – 3 times. What did emerge from this initial search was the
realization that much of the current research that did exist on the subject of intergenerational interaction was
generally confined to dissertation topics relating to youth supportive activities (Weinsberg 1974; Priddy
1980; Howard 1983; Schindler 1992; Bembry 1993; Reese 1997). Though a greater understanding of
intergenerational service work programs conducted within school and church communities was realized and
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the associated qualitative research was extremely beneficial, the population study samples were extremely
small, with no associations made to the influences of the physical environment on outcomes.
Continuing the activity oriented focus and perhaps best defined as action research studies, two additional
dissertations did implicitly discuss the importance of the physical environment in supporting
intergenerationally supportive activities. Physical Planning for Increased Cross-Generational Contact by
Edward Steinfeld (1972) and An Intergenerational Approach to Community Education and Action by
Matthew Kaplan (1991) suggest that programming and the physical environment are interconnected and
inseparable in terms of intergenerational contact (Steinfeld 1972). Besides implying that the programming,
participants, and environments are essential ingredients in a successful intergenerational exchange, both
studies focus on informing the creation of better intergenerational programs through a greater understanding
of the physical aspects of the community neighborhood environments in which the participants live. In
addition to providing insights into intergenerational community support and development opportunities for
both older adults (Steinfeld 1972) and youth (Kaplan 1991), the research papers present examples of the use
of somewhat unique research tools for defining the perceptions and preferences of the study groups toward
environmental issues. Steinfield employs alternative visualization models to assist Foster Grandparent
volunteers in defining their disposition toward proximity and privacy with very young children while Kaplan,
after interviews with community leaders, employs a special event approach to conduct an intergenerational
community participatory design exercise with school age children and older adult volunteers.
Further investigation suggested that much of the intergenerational studies literature seemed to be an
argument for the need for intergenerational programs to counteract societal and family problems that are
affecting the wellbeing of youth and older adults (see sub-section 1.1.1 in the first chapter). The second and
most prevalent area of intergenerational literature outlined the types of intergenerational programs that were
being employed to help support the social compact or to assist communities and schools in combating youth
and older adult problems (see sub-section 1.1.2). And the third area of the intergenerational literature
discussed the benefits of social exchange between youth and older adults and connects those advantages most
often to qualities that older adults need to possess in order to be caring mentors to vulnerable youth (see subsection 1.1.3).
Continuing the social work approach, much of the current research focused upon the evaluation of existing
intergenerational programs. These included university-based intergenerational community service projects,
multi-site intergenerational mentoring projects, and community-based older adult-youth exchange programs
(Kaplan 1994; Taylor and Bressler 2000; Ward 1997a). In addition to the program evaluation studies, other
areas of research included attitudinal studies such as people’s attitudes toward aging, children’s attitudes
toward older adults, professional caregiver attitudes toward older adults, older adult attitudes toward children
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and youth, and attitudes relating to intergenerational communication theory (Newman et al. 1997; Putallaz et
al. 1998; Bengston, Edwards and Baffa 1975; Ward 1997b).
A number of studies were conducted to investigate young people’s knowledge of older adults, the value of
volunteering and benefits of training to older adults, relationships between grandparents and grandchildren,
and the influence of issues relating to intergenerational equity and political action. Although several studies
reflected interest in intergenerational behaviors and social interaction within child-care settings between
preschool children and various types of older adults (Kuehne 1989; Lambert, Dellman-Jenkins and Fruit
1990), the focus was upon the effects of the interaction rather than on the ability of the physical environment
to make a contribution.
Yet, no matter the reason for an exchange, the age of intergenerational, generational, or peer participants, or
the absence of environmental influences in the research, the all-important dyadic friendships develop through
contact made between two separate individuals. One area of research in the social sciences investigates and
seeks to understand why and in what way these valuable dyadic relationships occur and are supported. Since
the focus of this study was on the intergenerational dyadic exchange, social psychology literature was also
reviewed. Of greatest significance to this study, was the literature that discussed in detail the
intergenerational dyad (Bronfenbrenner 1979), the social psychology relating to human development, and
desired outcomes associated with youth and older adult one-on-one interrelationships (see section 1.1.3).
Jurgen Habermas (1971), for example, suggested that interaction, along with work, were the two basic
orientations of a cultural life. Interestingly, interviews conducted with adults concerning intergenerational
friendship experiences revealed that the most frequent place sited for forming an intergenerational
relationship was the workplace (Holladay and Kearns 1997; Williams and Nussbaum 2001).
Beginning with Urie Bronfenbrenner’s (1979), The Ecology of Human Development, a large number of
theories and concepts have been presented and discussed to describe and address issues relating to the
connections between people including contact theory (Caspi 1984; Pettigrew 1998), equity and social welfare
theory (Moon 1993), social development theory (Pianta 1992; Kontos 1992; Newman and Smith 1997),
interpersonal relations theory, and dyadic interdependence theory (Gonzalez and Griffin 1997). Particularly
of interest to this study, Intergenerational Communication Across the Life Span by Angie Williams and Jon
Nussbaum (2001) presents and discusses a number of social interaction and exchange communication
theories and concepts including: life-span perspective, intergroup theory, communication accommodation
theory, communication predicament model of aging, stereotype activation model of communication in older
adulthood, and structuration theory. Implying that interpersonal relationships are influenced by any number
of social, psychological, or environmental influences, each of the concepts suggests that there is a marked
difference between intergenerational and peer interaction.
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In fact, positive intergenerational mentoring relationships seem to require three interactive responses:
sustained closeness or emotional support, increased empowerment or learning support, and consistent mutual
activity or social support (Huse 2002; O’Sullivan 2002; Rhodes 2002). In a study that drew from the data
collected from a national Big Brothers Big Sisters survey (Grossman and Tierney 1998), youth characterized
as having at least a moderate level of mutual activity with their mentor had higher levels of school
competence and self-worth and lower levels of conflict with parents and friends than those protégés who,
although highly supported by mentors, had few opportunities of integrative activities (Rhodes 2002).
Further investigation revealed a bibliography of 457 references published between 1959 and 1974 relating to
intergenerational relations and aging that was organized into eight sections reflecting social, developmental,
behavioral, theoretical, and comparative perspectives (Bengston, Edwards and Baffa 1975). Although
defined as intergenerational, the first two sections presented results or discussed issues relating to older
adults as a group. The Social Change and Generational Differences (macro-social) section presented the
significance of old age as a classification and cohort for study and its connection to the societal structure and
attitudes, past and present. The Developmental Change and Generational Differences (micro-social) section
focused upon the older adult and the relationship to the family unit and discussions of developmental changes
over the life course.
There were basically no age-comparative studies between the adult and youth groups presented in the next
three Behavior Pattern sections. The Behavior Patterns (consensus/disagreement) section discussed
generational views on aging, including stereotypes and age discrimination, and belief differences by youth
toward older adults and conversely, older adult views of youth. The Behavior Patterns (intergenerational
continuity) section presented writings relating to continuity of social and political ideals often focusing on the
generational gap associated with the social movement and political actions of youth. And the Behavior
Patterns (intergenerational and intergenerational considerations) section focused much of its attention on the
attitudes and interactions of the three-generation home.
The final three sections (Patterns of Interaction, Comparative Perspectives on Intergenerational Relations,
and Theoretical Viewpoints on Generational Relations) continued he discussion on generational conflict and
problems with age in modern society, but added a few studies on inter-age perception, relationships between
grandparents and grandchildren, communication and social interaction between ages, and some cross-cultural
views on aging. Being socially oriented, discussions on the value or benefit of the physical environment in
personal development and social interaction were non-existent.
When initially investigating the literature on intergenerational research, one available text that seemed to
cover the issues relating to the field was a seven-part document titled Intergenerational Approaches in Aging.
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Edited by Kevin Brabazon and Robert Disch (1997a), the seven areas included: (1) defining the
intergenerational field, (2) grandparent caregiving, (3) intergenerational education, (4) intergenerational
program models, (5) approaches to program evaluation, (6) community building, and (7) future benefits of
intergenerational programs. Republished from the Journal of Gerontological Social Work, the papers were a
compilation of authors and researchers who were leaders in the new field of intergenerational studies with a
focus on promoting the value of the field to both practitioners and policy makers.
A continuing search did spotlight the previously discussed studies conducted by Deborah Simmons where
children’s levels of comfort for natural settings were different than those for teachers (Simmons 1993; 1994;
1995; 1996). In addition, in Stephen Golant’s Location and Environment of Elderly Population, James
Bohland and Lexa Davis (1979) described their study to determine any difference between the satisfaction of
elderly to urban environments and those of other age groups. And contrary to a number of current texts on
designing urban or school environments (Marcus et al. 1990; Stine 1997), where they emphasized different
environmental needs for different age groups, the results showed no significant difference in satisfaction
between elderly and younger persons. One other significant comparison, made between elderly and youth,
was discussed by M. Powel Lawton (1987) in Methods in Environmental and Behavioral Research by
Bechtel, Marans and Michelson (1987b). He states that “recurrent satisfaction with a number of domains of
everyday life is higher than that expressed by other groups… This pattern, which might be called ‘excess
satisfaction,’ is expressed particularly well in older people’s evaluation of their housing, neighborhood, and
community…(Lawton 1987, 242-243).”
In a study conducted in two districts of Hiroshima, Japan, participant observations were made of community
activities and in-depth interviews were conducted with older residents (Minami 1997). The purpose was to
collect ethnographic data on the role elderly people played in the social life of the community. A comparison
between the observations made regarding community characteristics, interpersonal relationships, and social
life of the older adults in an old community and those of a newly renovated community revealed stark
differences in elder participation in community affairs. In the older community, residents over 65 who were
all ‘know figures’ in the area, took an active role in managing town meetings and community festivals.
Projects were conducted in an informal fashion with work being completed on the spot. Negotiations
between members occurred throughout the process with no single person controlling the program. During
the festivals, elderly and children took center stage with mothers of the children taking back stage roles such
as cooking or preparing costumes.
Following the renewal of the second community, the roles previously held by older adults were taken over by
the middle-aged population. The management and administrative responsibilities for the festivals were now
conducted by fathers, whose children now took over the leading roles in festival performances. A number of
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changes occurred that further reduced intergenerational cohesion within the community. Due to lack of time
for preparation by the working adults, ready-made commercial foods and goods replaced communal cooking
and handmade instruments. Since the older adults were no longer in charge, knowledge of ceremonial
routines and setting preparations were also simplified which lead to a reduction in public interest.
The results of this study suggest that the loss of cultural heritage through a decrease in the social role of the
elderly along with changes in the physical environment of the community may ultimately lead to the
disengagement by both elderly and youth in the activities of that community (Minami 1997). It also
spotlights the importance of supporting the cultural continuum; that future generations depend upon the
maintenance of our social compact and the preservation of our legacy.
Although very limited, one area of intergenerational literature could be classified under the application of
intergeneration ideals to the design of public space. Often descriptions of the planning, organizing, and
conducting programmed intergenerational activities rather than descriptions of research designs, the papers
included: intergenerational community play events (Guddemi 1996), intergenerational community planning
or design programs (Sutton and Kemp 2002; Kaplan 1991; 1994; 1997; Layne 1997b), intergenerational
playground design (Blose, Hale and Garner 1996), intergenerational school yard design (Layne 1995a;
1995b; 1996a; 1996b), intergenerational designs for shopping malls (Foreman et al. 2005), and even
intergenerationally considered urban design guidelines (Pain 2005; Haider and Kaplan 2008).
Although supported from the literature review conducted in design and E&B studies, the five environmental
affordances that are employed as criteria for collecting, analyzing, and interpreting the responses of the
participating youth and older adults were initially defined through a review of the intergenerational literature.
The first three affordance variables (safety/security, sense of belonging, and multiple activities) first emerged
from a review of a paper by Anita Rogers and Andrea Taylor (1997) presented in Intergenerational
Approaches to Aging and defined as safety, mutual ownership, and multiple activities. The last two
affordance variables (ability and social engagement) first emerged from a review of Developing an
Intergenerational Program, a guide for early childhood practitioners produced by Penn State Intergenerational
Programs (2003) and defined as accommodates differing capabilities and support learning.
Since populations of cities constitute the mixing of all age groups, any study related to the urban context
should incorporate the whole spectrum of age, from children to adolescent to middle age to older adult.
Given the fact that youth and older adults, located at both ends of the age spectrum, use public space more
frequently than other groups (Layne 2001; Marcus et al. 1990; Marcus and Wischemann 1987), the selected
data collection methods should, at the least, be appropriate for studying these two specific groups. Both
elderly and children require special attention when selecting an appropriate method for collecting data,
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because it is often difficult to apply many of the frequently-used techniques. Because they are easily
distracted and commonly have reading problems, youth and elderly as well as African Americans, Native
Americans, and Hispanic Americans have difficulty with printed tests (Bechtel, Marans, Michelson 1987b).
Whether the elders are "impaired" or active, their education levels must be taken into consideration when
deciding on the correct methodology to use.
Given the focus of intergenerational studies on two vulnerable populations, the fulfilling of institutional
requirements often makes access to youth and older adults difficult (Ward 1997b). In addition, finding the
correct method of data collection that would be appropriate for both age groups can be problematic. A
number of techniques seemed to have been employed to collect data from youth and older adults including
writing stories based on images, analyzing wish drawings, semantic differential scales, interviews, sentence
completion tasks, documentation of personal observation, and standardized and self-constructed
questionnaires (Ward 1997b; Sanoff 1991; 1994; Moore 1990; Ziegler and Andrews 1987; Lawton 1987).

2.4 Landscape Quality: Perception & Assessment
Spotlighting the third and final leg of the tripartite model for environment and behavior research (see Figure
2.4.1) environmental quality assessment addresses human behavior with a particular focus on the perceptions
and meanings people find in viewing the physical world. Cutting across class and ethnic boundaries,
landscapes seem to play a vital role in the lives of people (Gans 1999). The results of an intensive study
involving upper-income and working-class populations living in four New York City neighborhoods, showed
that most of the participants, no matter their economic status, preferred landscapes over all other art forms
(Halle 1993). What the obviously unexpected results of this study point out is that “the assessment of
environmental [or landscape] quality can serve many useful purposes, by (1) clarifying the goals of
environmental policy, (2) judging the effectiveness of environmental protection programs (3) gauging the
environmental impacts of proposed public or private projects, and (4) communicating trends in
environmental quality to public officials, citizens, and decision-makers (Craik and Zube 1976a, 3).” Since
the goal of this study was to be able to inform the design of intergenerationally supportive urban public open
spaces, landscape quality assessment research seemed most appropriate and was selected for review.
Since landscape or environmental quality assessment and its application to the design of intergenerationally
supportive public spaces can often be associated with a wide variety of ecological, psychological and sociocultural issues, a definition of landscape, landscape research, landscape planning or design, and landscape
quality seemed to be required. Based upon the European landscape Convention (Council of Europe 2000),
landscapes are defined “as areas, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and
interaction of natural and/or human factors (Tress et al. 2005, 2).” Landscape research, then, will be defined
as an investigation of the “problems and perceptions of landscapes related to different uses and perceptions
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[as they relate to a variety of user groups. This type of research also] analyzes the complex relationships
between spatial systems and these actors (Tress et al. 2005, 2).” Thus, landscape planning will be considered
as an outgrowth of this research by trying to “influence the spatial organization of the landscape [in order] to
solve land-use conflicts between different interest groups (Tress et al. 2005, 2),” and to enhance, restore or
create supportive landscapes through design. And although not easy to define and often expressed as “scenic
value, scenic quality, scenic beauty, visual resource, visual quality, and landscape aesthetics (Raval 1997,
39),” for this discussion, landscape or environment quality will be associated with the visual properties and
features or characteristics, rather than with the use of the other senses, that can be perceived and defined by
the study participants as having a degree of excellence (Daniel and Vining 1983) in meeting their social
exchange needs.
Wishing to define what types of urban public landscapes would be beneficial for social interchange between
youth and older adults, a greater understanding of the theoretical and methodological approaches to
environmental assessment required further investigation. A number of papers were examined that provided a
useful and “comprehensive review and criticism of the issues and themes related to landscape quality
perception and assessment (Raval 1997, 37).” In chapter 23 of the Handbook of Environmental Psychology,
Kenneth Craik and Nickolaus Feimer (1991) discussed the development and evaluation of environmental
assessment and its role in science and practice. They also defined and discussed methodological issues
relating to three forms of assessment: evaluative (or post occupancy evaluation), descriptive, and predictive.
Of most importance to this study was the descriptive form which includes technical assessment (direct
measure) and observational assessment which employs adjective check lists, rating scales, and Q-sort decks
to help collect and present environmental perceptions under trait designations, lexical meaning, effective
meaning, perceptual/cognitive meaning, implicative meaning, and semantic meaning.
Besides a review of texts and papers that discussed and defined themes in landscape assessment theory (Zube
1984) and methodological issues in assessment of landscape quality (Daniel and Vining 1983; Taylor, Zube
and Sell 1987), and Perceived Environmental Quality, edited by Kenneth Craik and Erwin Zube (1976c),
discussed environmental assessment in terms of defining research needs, understanding methodological
issues, and developing and applying quality indices for measuring environmental quality in scenic and
recreational, residential and institutional, and air, water and sonic environments. Craik and Zube (1976a;
1976b; 1976c) define and discuss four principal uses for a set of environmental quality indices or measure
based upon people’s perceptions to: (1) conduct human-public appraisals of existing environmental quality or
conditions, (2) act as a criteria for determining base-lines for establishing what spaces are good or bad, (3)
gauge the congruence between perception and quality, and (4) be employed in conducting both personcentered and place-centered appraisals. Reflecting the objectives of this study, a correlation between the
perceived supportiveness (affordance value) of existing urban spaces and defined physical attributes “would
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provide a functional leverage for modifying the environment to meet [the] goals of perceived environmental
quality [intergenerational exchange outcome goals] and for establishing standards and guidelines for
environmental [urban public space] policy, planning, design, and management (Craik and Zube 1976c).”
As illustrated on the left side of Figure 2.4.1, “the usual person-environment (P-E) system views person and
environment as a joint determinant of behavior, with the indirect path from person to behavior through
environment representing the appraisal, or environmental cognition, element of the transaction (Lawton
1989, 136).” And although Ted Relph (1976), in an article on place and placelessness, identifies physical
setting, activity and meaning as the three most important components of place and Per Gustafson (2001), in a
study published in the Journal of Environmental Psychology, states that meaning attributed to places include
self, other, and the environment, other literature suggested that perception of the physical environment
(landscape quality assessment) seems to imply a cyclical connection between environment, people, and the
outcomes of their interaction.

MODEL OF LANDSCAPE PERCEPTION INTERACTION PROCESS
PEOPLE

BEHAVIOR-INTERACTION

OUTCOMES

ENVIRONMENT

Figure 2.4.1. Four-Part Perception/Interaction Model: Assessment of Landscape Quality

When reviewing the human/landscape interaction process it was helpful to first review a number of recurring
models of landscape perception developed by the authors in order to make sense of the vast array of
landscape assessment research on the subject (Sell, Taylor and Zube 1984; Taylor, Zube and Sell 1987;
Lawton 1989; Raval 1997). In Environmental Perception and Behavior, James Sell, Jonathan Taylor and
Erwin Zube (1984) presented an interactive model in which landscape perception is considered a function of
the active or passive, purposeful or accidental, or unique or habitual interaction between humans and tangible
or intangible landscape properties and the tangle or intangible, implicit or explicit outcomes. Feeding back
and thus modifying the human, landscape and interaction components, the outcomes can be “statements of
landscape quality, numerical expressions of perceived values, ratings of preference, meaning, adaptation,
habitual behavior, statements of landscape taste, or enhancement of sense-of-self (Sell, Taylor, Zube 1984.
70).” Although in Methods in Environment and Behavior Research, the same authors simplify the model to
suggest a three-part cyclic connection exists between human, landscape, and outcomes, with the mutually
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influencing the interaction between humans and landscapes leading to outcomes that feed back to the two
interacting elements (Taylor Zube and Sell (1987), M. Powell Lawton (1989) presents and discusses a fourpart model of person-environment-behavior-affect.
Significant to the objectives of this age-comparative study of defining urban public spaces that could support
intergenerational interaction outcome goals and borrowing from Lawton’s model, Figure 2.4.1 depicts the
environmental perception or assessment as a person-environment-behavior to outcomes interface. Reflecting
the environment-behavior studies conceptual ideal that the interaction between people, the physical
environment, and behavior result in some form of outcome, the four-part model also suggests that the
perceived or desired outcomes of an exchange may also influence each of the three components, both
individually and collectively.

2.4.1

Methodological/Research Paradigms

Traditionally a favored research area for understanding the role that meaning and value play in the perception
of the physical environment (Sanoff 1991), perception/interaction models provide a look at the reasons
people prefer a specific setting and how that environment influences their lives. With the intention of
explicitly explaining how research is customarily carried out (Bechtel, Marans, and Michelson 1990), a
number of researchers employed the previously discussed perception-to-outcomes models that clarified and
created a unified theory for landscape assessment research by identifying the perceptive “approaches or
paradigms…in terms of their theoretical or conceptual orientations and their potential contributions to the
field (Zube 1894, 104).” Varying from three to five - yet encompassing similar models - landscape
(environmental) assessment models or paradigms included: professional, behavioral, and humanistic (Zube
1984); formal aesthetic, psychological/cognitive, and experiential (Raval 1997); expert, psychophysical,
cognitive, and experiential (Sell, Taylor and Zube 1984; Taylor, Zube and Sell 1987; Sanoff 1991);
ecological, formal aesthetic, psychophysical. psychological, and phenomenological (Daniel and Vining
1983).
Similarly, a review of the previously discussed paradigms and four-part model of the environment and
behavior interactive process for assessing the value of the physical environment (see Figure 2.4.1) led to the
identification of four landscape assessment research paradigms that seem to relate well with the objectives of
this age comparative study. Representing the expert, cognitive, psychophysical, and experiential paradigms,
the following framework provides a short description, suggests alternative models, defines the type of
environmental values they seek to address, most common data collection methods employed, and possible
connection to this study.
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Expert Paradigm
• Description: environmental knowledge/understanding (not meaning)
• Alternative Models: ecological and formal aesthetic
• Value Sought: what valued (measurable attributes), skilled evaluation of
landscapes based upon expert knowledge and measurable traits
• Methods Employed: classification system scales, rating of photographic images
• Connection to Study: expert judgments of urban space images for survey and
content analysis of participant text responses
Cognitive Paradigm
• Description: judgments of scenic beauty (meaning)
• Alternative Models: psychological
• Value Sought: why environment valued, reflects feelings and perceptions of
people who inhabit, visit, or view environments, assesses meaning and importance as contrasted
to preference (complexity, information load, etc.)
• Methods Employed: adjective checklists, survey questions, and semantic
differential scales, field survey questions (more qualitative than quantitative).
• Connection to Study: open-ended questions that ask participants to provide the
reasons for the selection of preferred urban spaces and self-descriptions of favorite open space
Psychophysical Paradigm
• Description: dimensions related to perceptions of beauty (value)
• Alternative Models: psychophysical
• Value Sought: what valued in environment – preference or the ability of
landscape (environment) to stimulate responses in observer, psychophysical research
measures the conditional aesthetic responses of observers to external and invariant
properties of environment or environmental features
• Methods Employed: scenic beauty estimation scale, rating scales, Q-sort, paper
and pencil tests, questionnaires
• Connection to Study: urban space image selection, affordance rating scale,
sorting exercise
Experiential Paradigm
• Description: experience of interaction
• Alternative Models: phenomenological
• Value Sought: value of the experience of interaction between people and place
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without analysis, emphasis is on determining meaning and significance of various aspects
of the environment to the particular person, the individual response is inspected to find
common features of landscape experience, look to find the values people wish to preserve
and to make comparisons between various regions, cities and particularly built
environments, reflects the nature of interaction and its outcomes
• Methods Employed: observational documentation, reflective storytelling,
archival investigation of art and literature
• Connection to Study: content analysis of participant responses and resultant
participant defined variables, a focus on desired outcomes (inferential modes) as defined by
participants to develop intergenerational urban open space designs
Since the approach to this study emerged from an interest in the perceptions and preferences of youth and
older adults (intergenerational dyad) rather than from a specific environment, the use of the expert
(ecological or formal aesthetic) landscape quality assessment models, which places people in a peripheral
position, seemed inappropriate. In contrast, the experiential (phenomenological), cognitive (psychological),
and psychophysical models, which place people at a focal point where landscape quality is determined by its
effects on human beings, seemed to fit the goals of the study (Daniel and Vining 1983).
According to Taylor, Zube and Sell (1987), the psychophysical paradigm is used to measure the aesthetic
values of landscape environments by the general public and thus was considered the most useful approach to
conducting this study. And although this intergenerational comparative investigation can be defined as a
photo preference study and thus falling within the psychophysical paradigm, all four landscape quality
assessment paradigms were employed as guides for developing the organizing framework, the required
expert judgment exercise, the use of open-ended questions to identify the reasons for the selection and the
text content analysis procedure employed to define the desired outcomes of the interactional use of the
spaces.
The multidimensionality of human experience as it relates to the physical environment, with a complex array
of cognitive and evaluative dimensions, required an extended paradigm approach to creating of a welldefined framework that connected specific measures to quantifiable landscape features (Daniel and Vining
1983). The Expert paradigm guided the selection of images that reflected a design expert understanding of
landscape setting types and urbanscape factors. The Psychophysical paradigm helped to define and organize
the five affordances used by the youth and older adults in their perception of an environment to meet their
needs. The Experiential paradigm was a guiding influence in defining and analyzing the text responses
associated with the responsive and operational modes while the Cognitive paradigm defined the text
responses associated with the inferential mode.
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2.4.2

Environmental Preference and Visual Perception

In order to understand the possible relationship between elderly and youth preferences for supportiveness of
outdoor settings and the associated attributes and qualities, a review of Environment and Behavior (E&B)
studies relating to environmental preference and visual perception was conducted. The review spotlighted a
number of concepts, some were portrayed lightly while others were presented in more detail and can be
found throughout this thesis as they relate to specific arguments, methods, results or discussions. Four of the
main areas of investigation included: visual perception and environmental affordances (Gibson 1977; 1986;
Zube, Sell and Taylor 1982; Balling and Falk 1982; Heft 1997), perceived environmental or landscape
quality assessment (Russell and Pratt 1980; Craik and Zube 1976a; 1976b; Appleyard and Lintell 1972;
Coughlin 1976; Craik 1981; Daniel and Vining 1983; Nasar 1989b; Peron et al. 1998; Raval 1997; Sell,
Taylor and Zube 1984; Zube 1980; 1984), aesthetics and scenic beauty assessment (Herzog and Kropscott
2004; Appleton 1975; Kaplan 2001; Ulrich 1983; Bourassa 1990; Isaacs 2000; Purcell, Peron and Perto
2001; Stamps 2000; Wohlwill 1976) and the connection between preference and perception or other variables
(Kaplan 1985; Bosselmann and Craik 1987; Bruner and Goodman 1947; Cohen and Trottle 1990; Gabr 1993;
Garling and Golledge 1989; Hartig and Staats 2005; Herzog and Barnes 1999; Herzog et al. 2000; Kaplan
1985; Kaplan and Kaplan 1982; Mesch and Manor 1998; Nasar and Hong 1999; Pennartz and Elsinga 1990;
Sanoff 1973; Yang and Brown 1992).
In one photo-preference survey that compared tranquility to preference (Herzog and Barnes 1999),
preference was defined for the participants as; ‘how much…you like the setting for whatever reason.’
Reflective of this method, the dependent variable, preference is often designated as any reason a study
participant has for liking a particular space or environment no matter what the rationale. Although this
approach provides for the widest application to independent variables, definitions do vary widely. Yet when
discussing or using the concepts of perception and preference, it seemed important to be somewhat more
explicit, both conceptually and operationally (Anderson and Weidemann 1997).
Intending to visit a space with a particular purpose in mind, people base their choices upon the suitability of
the space to meet their needs. Whether meeting pragmatic, cognitive, or affective perceptions, the aim of an
environmental assessment is thus to determine if the properties of the space will support the desired activities
(Garling and Golledge 1987). In other words, the perceiver selects from among the properties and
affordances which the environment exhibits (Pennartz and Elsina 1990), determines its inherent meaning, and
then decides whether the space will fulfill the desired outcomes. Although decisions of preference can be
influenced by this review process, demographic factors such as age, gender, ethnic or political affiliations, or
personal factors such as sensation seeking also contribute to preference (Stamps and Nasar 1997). In fact,
people can have a variety of reasons for liking one environment over another.
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Steven and Rachel Kaplan (1983) in Cognition and Environment presented a framework for looking a
people’s preference for different landscapes and scenes. The framework concerned two basic human needs:
making sense (an understanding of the space) and involvement (how the space affects someone). Two
temporal dimensions also seemed to influence a person’s preference for a specific place: present or
immediate and future or promised. By combining the two needs components with the two time dimensions,
four distinct preferential factors emerged: coherence, complexity, legibility, and mystery (Kaplan, Kaplan and
Ryan 1998). Typical of large open spaces, a coherent setting is easy to understand since it is orderly with a
few distinct areas and elements. In contrast, a complex setting includes a richness of elements and thus
appears intricate with a variety of spaces in view. A legible setting is distinct with memorable components
that could support wayfinding. Usually suggested by a curved path or vegetation blocking the view into the
settings, a mystery setting increases a person’s desire to explore. “Even small amounts of coherence,
legibility, complexity, or mystery can make a substantial difference in how comfortable people feel in a place
(Kaplan, Kaplan and Ryan 1998, 16).”
Although specified for natural settings yet reflecting a similar set of ideals, Roger Ulrich (1983) lays out
another framework of eight visual properties that may also influence aesthetic preference and interest in
urban settings. The number of independent elements perceived in a scene or its (1) complexity is followed by
(2) structural properties, which represent the continuity of groupings and patterns of similar or dissimilar
elements. And (3) focality is reflective of the environment’s ability to attract observer’s attention and (4)
depth or spaciousness reflects perception in three dimensions. While (5) ground surface textures relate to the
connecting space between observer and object, (6) threat/tension reflects spaces that promote insecurity or
fear. Finally, (7) deflected vistas signal curiosity due to the anticipation for preference of spaces just out of
sight and often exhibited by a curved street, with the last element, (8) water, “described in a large body of
intuitive literature as a landscape element that evokes interest, aesthetic pleasantness, and positive feelings,
such as tranquility (Ulrich 1983, 104).”
What these two environmental preference frameworks indicate is that in environment and behavior (E & B)
studies, preference for an environment is linked with both perception and aesthetics research (Bechtel 1997).
Two E & B pioneers, Roger Barker and Harvey Wright (1978), developed a unit for studying behavior in
1955 they called behavior settings and two other pioneers, Amos Rapoport (1982) and Kevin Lynch (1960),
suggested that these behavior settings held universal meaning for people. It is understood that although the
resulting attributes of a behavior setting may remain the same, the meaning associated with each behavior
setting can emerge through a variety of human senses but that aesthetics is usually associated with visual
perception. The importance of visual perception in both public space design and in understanding the way
people respond to an environment should not be underestimated. The visual image can be used as an inroad
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into the way we think about a place, its given value. In Art and Physics: Parallel Visions in Space, Time,
and Light, Leonard Shlain (1991) suggests that throughout history, there have been direct relationships
between what the artist perceives and presents through his visual art and what the scientist perceives and
presents through his theories. In a comparison between the physicist’s physical description of the world and
the artist’s vision, “the artist presented the society with a new way to see the world before a scientist
discovered a new way to think about the world (Shlain 1991, 73).”
Often defined strictly by the visual characteristic (Lynch 1960), activities carried out within a defined district
are also important factors in defining the value of an urban space. When associated with a specific location,
that functional and visual space becomes a place, associated not only with the visual but the social
characteristics (Lang 1994). In the same way, the perception of the environment includes not only the
aesthetic or object properties and features but also includes how those properties are perceived. Not only the
physical features and the events that occur within those spaces are perceived but the perception also includes
the meaning that each individual person gives to a particular situation (Bronfenbrenner 1979). Thus, the
landscape or urban open space is not only made up of a complex set of factors that can be objectively
described and analyzed using research methods, but is a framework for subjective and personal observations
and experiences. Consequently, this “perceived landscape is immediately analyzed by the observer,
compared, and evaluated with his/her knowledge and pervious experiences (Antrop 2005).” The feelings that
influence the perception “are not simple sensations or emotions…[but] complex, nonverbal, experiential
qualities that convey the totality of…past experience, memories, beliefs, and values relating to particular
environments (Schroeder 1990).”
John Briggs (1988) in Fire in the Crucible, suggests that it is thus “plausible to maintain that because each of
us is different, each is endowed by those differences with a special sensitivity to some subtle dimension of
reality that others overlook (Briggs 1988, 18).” Through his research on the human immune system and the
resultant theories on the cognitive workings of the mind, Gerald Edelman (1993) was convinced however
that the brain’s physical structuring consists of a dynamic layering of interconnected feedback loops not
strictly under genetic control. Edelman proposed that what we learn about the world, our perceptions, such
as the different textures of objects, are not etched into our brain, are not explicit, but are implicit in a pattern
of relationships among many groups of neurons. And according to George Kelly’s (1955) personal construct
theory, people construct (create) the world in which they live. To Kelly, the properties of the perceptual field
consist of the information we receive from the outside world. When people perceive, they can either open up
to new alternatives (dilate the perception field), or withdraw into a narrower view (constrict the perception
field). Thus when dilating the perception field, an individual construct system is being tested and a personal
comprehensive theory of the world is being built (Lester 1995). Because of the need “to learn the value to
himself of different objects that he encounters and the location of these objects (Lee 1982, 59),”
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environmental awareness is a process of the continuous sorting of information about different aspects of the
environment. Thus, whether “natural, social, or built, [the environment] becomes a unique representation in
the nervous system of people who experience it [and]...every new perception is an act of construction
following referral and it always modifies the organism to some extent (Lee 1982, 59).”
Although modern psychology has often treated perception as though the perceiver was a passive recording
instrument, Jerome Bruner and Cecile Goodman (1947) suggest that there are two types of perceptual
determinants, autochthonous and behavioral, which can be considered as organizing factors in perception.
The autochthonous determinants can be considered as predictable responses of the nervous system (electrochemical) to physical stimuli in a ‘dark room’ situation. On the other hand, behavior determinants can be
grouped under adaptive functions that lead to higher-level functions of perception such as learning and
motivation, personality dynamics, and social needs and attitudes. For example, in a study where 167
interviews were conducted with 30 year olds, Marjut Wallenius (1999) not only showed that the higher the
perceived supportiveness of the environment, the higher the level of relative frequency of informal action but
that the supportiveness of the environment was associated with accomplishable and socially supported
projects. And the results of a study that asked adolescents to rate and rank home, neighborhood, school and
town center environments according to meeting affordance needs indicated that “whilst there was no clear
relationship between preference for an environment and the perception of affordances, there was a
relationship between preference and how often the environment was used (Clark and Uzzell 2002, 106).”
Guided by these motivations and needs, environmental “perception is the active and purposeful process of
obtaining information [gathered by the human senses] from the environment (Lang 1994, 26)” and then
evaluating and giving meaning to that assembled and classified information (Atchley 1997). A purposeful
action involving both aesthetic and functional awareness (Garling and Golledge 1989; Gabr 1993),
perception is thus a continuous process requiring exploration over time. “Perception, then, is a creative not a
mechanical act: we see what we look for and we look for things that interest us. Our perceptions are not
mirror-images but interpretations of what is ‘out there,’ and it is these interpretations of the environment
rather than its objective qualities that explain our attitudes and behaviors (Brower 1988, 18).”
But, where behavior requires personal interaction with the physical environment, perception does not
necessarily need that contact. Aldo Leopold, in A Sand County Almanac, states that “the outstanding
characteristic of perception is that it entails no consumption and no dilution of any resource (Leopold 1949,
173).” Perception and the associated assessment of a quality environment can thus be accomplished without
actually stepping foot into the space. Yet, “the study of environmental perception seeks to understand the
impressions we form of settings and places, which constitute an aspect of everyday experience, and thus
focuses upon the processes and factors influencing the varied impressions that observers form of
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environments (Bosselmann and Craik 1987, 165).” Although pertaining to both descriptive and evaluative
responses of all types of environmental awareness, perception often is associated with immediate visual
perception.
Since this study sought to understand the relationships that people have with the physical environment in
terms of visual preference, a review of the literature was conducted that looked at theories relating to these
two aspects of environment and behavior research: environmental perception and aesthetics. As a field of
experience unique to each individual and thus visually open to awareness (Legendre 1999), Tony Hiss (1990)
suggests people employ three types of perception when they experience a place: changing perception,
conscious (simultaneous) perception, and sensory (outer) perception. When people move along a pathway,
the landscape changes and shifts in perception occur to accommodate those changes (Gustafson 2001). At
any point along the pathway, there can be a rich variety of things to view that come into consciousness
simultaneously. And once attention is drawn away from the ongoing conversations that are inside each
person’s head, other forms of sensory perception than sight become wide open and an individual becomes
alert to the extended outside stimulus present in the physical environment. What this description of
interactive environmental perception process suggests is that although cities and particularly urban public
spaces exist as physical entities and consist of physical objects, people do not perceive those places in the
same way as they are objectively structured (King and Golledge 1978). Actually, environment and behavior
research studies often suggest that the environment exists both as an objective physical structure and as a
psychological or cognitive structure. In fact, the perceived spaces or “cognitive maps” that people create of
urban environments have been documented in many children’s studies (Layne 1996; 2002; Moore 1990;
Sanoff 1994; 2000). Kevin Lynch (1960), in Image of the City, classified the spatial components which
people employ to build their cognitive maps into paths, edges, districts, landmarks, and nodes.
However, where urban cognition refers to Lynch’s (1960) concept of imageability that can help with
orientation and wayfinding, urban aesthetics “refers to urban affect or the perceived quality of the urban
surroundings [with such] variables as pleasure and beauty represent[ing] the most influential dimension of
environmental assessment (Nasar 1989, 33).” Although a framework of five measures for studying urban
aesthetics might include physical, perceptual/cognitive, urban affect, wellbeing, and spatial behavior, Nasar
(1989) suggests naturalness, complexity, order, and openness are salient features of urban scenes and that
evaluation, excitement, and calmness are salient evaluative dimension of responses to those urban places.
What he further points out and what the design of this age comparative study is predicated upon is a belief
that there is a “relationship between environmental attributes and the perceived quality of urban areas [and]
that the salient perceptional/cognitive variables may have important influences on affect (Nasar 1989, 41).”
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As can be seen, preference is frequently used as a target variable in research surveys relating to both
landscapes and built environments (Stamps and Nasar 1997) and often compared to a medley of other
variables such as tranquility (Herzog and Barnes 1999). In fact, since preference is an extension of this
perceptual process (Kaplan and Kaplan 1984), the results of people’s perceptive psychophysical or subjective
relationships with the environment often emerge as descriptor variables such as - busy, distracting, confusing,
quiet, contemplative, safe, open, closed, dark, light, and expansive. Employed as a bipolar test of perception
of environmental quality, in a Perceived Environmental Quality Index (PEQI), created by Irwin Zube (1980),
adjectives such as pleasant, distressing or relaxing were used as descriptive variables for attributes of outdoor
settings. While Brown and Daniel (1984), instead of using a bipolar scale of words, developed a numerical
scale psychophysical model called a Scenic Beauty Estimate (SBE) to measure the scenic quality of
environmental settings, the results of a study conducted in a heavily used Manhattan park indicated that over
half the participants used the words greenery, comfortable, relaxing, tranquil, calm, peaceful, oasis and
sanctuary to describe the value of a “park as retreat (Marcus et al. 1990).” And the results of a survey
conducted by Herzog and Barnes (1999) that compared seven variables (tranquility, preference, mystery,
coherence, focus, unstructured openness, and surface calmness) and employed 66 color slides of natural
settings representing three categories: field/forest, deserts, and large waterscapes indicated that tranquility
and preference were both substantially and positively correlated for all setting types.
And when perception is related to human interaction or experiential objective relationships with outdoor
settings, descriptor variables are often defined as: entrance, pathway, play field, intersection, parking,
benches, lighting, walls, steps, and trees. In fact, according to the results of an urban design review
conducted in two different cities, preference was more closely aligned with visual styles and elements than
geographic location, demographic factors, political affiliations, personality factors, or common urban design
principles (Stamps and Nasar 1997). Furthermore, the results of a study that sought to understand the
features people used to position themselves while walking through the city did spotlight specific visual cues
(King and Golledge 1978). Of the thirty most highly solicited responses, nine reflected specific types of
buildings or building complexes (churches, restaurants) and seven represented specific elements such as
traffic lights, direction signs, or billboards. Five cues were associated with environmental conditions (smog,
slums, construction work), three reflected relationships between parts such as changes in residential quality,
and two each represented view (skyline) and roadways (freeway system).
Not all environmental assessments reflect positive outcomes nor even matches favorable perception to the
existence of objects residing in physical spaces. The results of one urban signscape study that looked at
prominence and complexity, indicated that visual-based preference was associated with the reduction of a
perception of sign obtrusiveness (Nasar and Hong 1999). And in a study that used a five-point bipolar scale
to rate pairs of photographic images (foreground included and foreground excluded) to test the importance of
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photographic composition and foreground detail on people’s perception of attachment, indicated that
including foreground elements in the image did little to add to people’s feeling connected to the scene (Law
and Zube 1983).
Although ranging in scope that included larger national urban systems, urban centers, local neighborhoods, or
residential complexes, and focusing on the responses of the general public or individual age groups (King
and Golledge 1978), what the research indicated was that environmental preference was based upon the
varied impressions or perceptions people have for specific settings. The nature of the formation received
from these environmental impressions seems most often to be associated with past experiences acquired from
responding to similar settings (Carp 1976). Combining these experiences with a person’s idiosyncratic
interests and values obviously produces personal perceptions that are multi-faceted, subtle, and complex
(Taylor, Zube and Sell 1987). Although a person’s experiences of a place are not directly accessible to
others, his/her perceptions must somehow be expressed and communicated in order to be studied
(Bosselmann and Craik 1987). Thus, it seemed critical that some type of mechanism for recording
environmental perceptions and a framework for defining and interpreting those perceptions would be
required in order to be able to share any gained knowledge with another researcher, program administrator,
or design professional.

2.4.3

Restorative/Healing Landscapes

Given the stressful aspects of the community and home environments of at-risk-youth or disadvantaged older
adults and the positive outcomes orientation of intergenerational exchanges, research that addressed the
restorative and healing qualities of the physical environment were considered important contributions to
understating the potential value of intergenerationally supportive urban spaces. Considered a part of
landscape assessment theory, stress reducing and restorative environments (supportive environments)
research and space design literature was thus reviewed.
Especially for these two vulnerable age groups, youth and older adults, “congruence between a person’s
needs and the environment, which serves as a barrier or resource to meet them, may be relevant to continued
(independent) living and to life quality, wellbeing, or mental health (Carp and Carp 1984).” Associated with
reduction of stress, tranquility and preference were highly correlated in a study that asked participants to rate
natural environments using a variety of descriptive variables (Herzog and Barnes (1999). Even as far back as
the time of August Caesar, architects such as Vitruvius (1960), in The Ten Books on Architecture, discussed
the benefits of “green things” along with the physical exercise of walking, “by clearing away the gross
humours from the eyes, leaves the sight keen and the image distinct.” The associated clean air (a product of
natural plants) “reduces that superfluity which is more than the body can bear (Viturvius 1960, 155).”
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The restorative qualities of the natural world have in fact been documented in countless studies and texts over
the last sixty years (Appleton 1975; Balling and Falk 1982; Cornell 1987; Hartig 2001; Hartig and Staats
2001; Herzog and Barnes 1999; Kaplan 1983; 2001; Kaplan and Kaplan 1989; Korpela et al. 2001; Moore
1999; Ryan 2005; Stamps 2004; Thayer 1994; Thoreau 1937; Ulrich 1983; 1984; Wallenius 1999), yet few
people live within a wilderness setting and thus may not have a chance to truly feel the deeper calmness, joy,
and aliveness that this experience may provide. “But all of us can become more receptive to the aspects of
nature we do experience. Because, it isn’t where we are that’s important – rather, its how deeply we are able
to see and experience, no matter where we are (Cornell 1987, 10).”
Perhaps the continued elevation of stress as a factor in people’s lives and thus the importance of
understanding and defining the stress reduction and restorative benefits of the physical environment on
people’s wellbeing is indicated by the number of research studies conducted over the last fifteen years.
Supportiveness and the restorative qualities of the natural environment was explored and defined by Rachel
and Steven Kaplan (1989) in The Experience of Nature. Based upon a literature review, one study discussed
the potential value of health care environments to patient outcomes (Devlin and Arneill 2003), while other
studies conducted research that “illustrate[d] the potential breath of restoration research…including
residential satisfaction, place attachment, and ecological behavior (Hartig 2001).” These included: the
restorative experiences of favorite places (Korpela et al. 2001), stress recovery in natural and urban field
settings (Hartig et al. 2003), views of nature and recovery outcomes (Ulrich 1984), the restorative values of
views of nature from home (Kaplan 2001), the perceived restorative potential of natural settings (Herzog,
Chen and Primeau 2002), and the healing power of nature (Kaplan and Kaplan 1990). Besides discussing
environmental influences on increased aggression, crime and mental fatigue (Kuo and Sullivan 2001a;
2001b) and the restorative qualities of nature as motivator for ecological behavior (Hartig, Kaiser and Bowler
2001), other studies developed and employed environmental measurement techniques to assess the physical
environment as stressor (Evans 1999) and the components of restorative environments (Laumann, Garling
and Stormark 2001; Herzog, Maguire and Nebel 2003).
Searching for a way to understand and address mental fatigue, Rachel and Stephen Kaplan (1983, 1989;
2001), developed the Attention Restoration Theory (ART) which suggests that natural environments tend to
be liberally endowed with a ‘soft fascination,’ ‘being away,’ ‘extended scope,’ and ‘supportive of intended
activities’ (Hartig et al. 2003; Herzog and Barnes 1999). They suggest that nature promotes in the viewer a
sense of moderate fascination and thus pleasure and that the moderately pleasurable feelings that emerge
from viewing nature provide a repast from metal fatigue (a reduction in directed attention) and thus result in
a restorative outcome. Through his ongoing research in restorative environments, Roger Ulrich adds to the
dialogue by suggesting that the restorative qualities of nature are simply an extension of our human
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preference for natural settings to provide a restorative response (Ulrich 1984; Ulrich, Dimberg and Driver
1991).
To test the restorative qualities of different types of environments, Hartig and Staats (2005) employed a
series of photographic images to simulate an hour-long “walk” through a forest area and an hour-long “walk”
though an urban environment. The sequential photographic slides depicted movement along a trail within a
commonly know pine forest and along a sidewalk located within the center of Stockholm. Each participant
was questioned as to the attentional-recovery outcomes they perceived, the attitudes or aspects an
environment projected, and the likelihood of realizing the changes in recovery outcomes. Since the stress
factors associated with young people attending college can be high, the results were a good indication of the
restorative aspects of natural over cultural environment.
Supportive health care facilities are another example of settings where the wellness of patients and improved
recovery times from surgery can be directly connected to the quality of the physical environment and its
ability to provide for social interaction (Devlin and Arneill 2003). Roger Ulrich (1984), in a study conducted
an intensive care unit of Johns Hopkins Hospital, compared the number of days in recovery after surgery
between patients who had a window view of a brick wall and those who had a window view of trees and
landscaping. The results showed that those patients who had a view to a brick wall took longer to recover,
required stronger doses of analgesics, and noted a greater number of problems than those who viewed nature
(Ulrich 1984; Bechtel 1997). Helping to change the way the medical profession viewed the value of design
elements as recovery benefits, his theory of supportive design advocated that those health care environments
that seemed to support coping skills and promote improvement outcomes of hospital patients recovering from
surgery are spaces that seem to provide: (1) sense of control with respect to physical surroundings, (2) access
to social support, (3) access to positive distractions (Ulrich 1983; 1984).
Perhaps one of the most obvious indicators of the relevance of the restorative qualities of the physical
environment to people’s lives is reflected in Healing Gardens, edited by Clare Cooper Marcus and Marni
Barnes (1999). Focusing on guidelines that can either be employed to assess existing places or for designing
new spaces, the text offers a set of therapeutic benefits and design recommendations for creating semi-public
spaces to assist in improving patient healing after surgery or for improving the quality of life for those living
with debilitating illnesses. Along with guest researchers, the manuscript introduces the historical and cultural
aspects of landscapes (Marcus and Barnes 1999a), design philosophy (Marcus and Barnes 1999b), and
current theories and research associated with the effects of gardens on health outcomes (Ulrich 1999).
Addressing the qualities of restorative/recuperative/healing gardens to meet specific needs, the content also
introduces comprehensive planning and design recommendation including: a typology of outdoor spaces and
case studies relating to acute-care hospitals (Marcus 1999; Marcus and Barnes 1999c), psychiatric hospitals
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(Sachs 1999), children’s healing gardens (Moore 1999), nursing home gardens (McBride 1999), alzheimer’s
treatment gardens (Zeisel and Tyson 1999), and hospice gardens (Marcus 1999b).

2.5 Guiding Framework: Principles and Relationships
Making up the guiding framework for this study design, the following set of independent variables was
developed from an analysis of the concepts and findings collected from all three main areas of the literature
review (see sub-section 3.1.2 and Figure 3.1.2 for details). The main purpose of this section was to present
some of the literature that informed the establishment of the selected variables that were used to inform the
conception of the study questions, the survey instrument, the analysis procedures, the discussion of results,
and the presentation of the intergenerationally supportive urban public open space design guidelines.
Although some of the important findings were presented here as part of the description of this analytical
structure, many of the specific research details which guided the selection of specific variables or the coding
of specific elements can be found presented as part of descriptions of the specific action steps located
throughout this document. Reflecting a wide range of use in both research and practice and intending to
show that the list of independent variables was not randomly selected, the purpose of the following section
was to present some of the spotlighted literature that investigated urban space perception and preference
variables.
According to Christopher Alexander (1979) in the Timeless Way of Building, the difference between a good
environment and a bad environment is an objective matter. He further suggests that the reason this belief is
so firmly entrenched, is “because the single central quality which makes the difference cannot be named
(Alexander 1979, 25).” Yet, in order for a landscape or urban public open space to be defined as good or bad
by a user, the criteria employed to make that decisions must somehow be made explicit (Rapoport 1997).
The debate between holistic and analytical approaches to design as well as research methods has been
ongoing since the time of Plato and Aristotle (Pearson 2001). Although the holistic approach is clearly
present in the methods that many anthropologists and sociologists employed in collecting, analyzing, and
presenting the information about the people they study (Collier and Collier 1986; Kutsche 1998; Prosser
1998), there are others who are developing specific scales to collect data relating to particular population
groups (Byrne 1996). A number of studies have employed conceptual frameworks to classify and organize
the variables associated with understanding the relationships that exist between the physical environment and
human attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors (Dietz, Stern and Guagnano 1998; Newell 1997; Fisher and Nasar
1992; Bonnes, Bonaiuto and Ercolani 1991; Bourassa 1990; Purcell, Peron and Berto 2001; Herzog a Kutzli
2002; Kahana et al. 2003; Alfonzo 2005; S. Kaplan 1983).
In their seminal book, Cognition and the Environment, Steven and Rachel Kaplan (1983, 80) suggested that
“preference is an extension of the perception process.” They go on to discuss the preference framework
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people use to meet their informational needs relating to the use of the environment, making sense of the
space, and potential for future involvement. The four informational preference categories of the framework
are: coherence, complexity, legibility and mystery. Donald Appleyard (1964) and his associates believed in
the importance of creating techniques for recoding, analyzing, and communicating their visual studies
relating to the highway travel experience (Appleyard, Lynch and Myer 1964). Without such a framework, it
would have been difficult to organize, express, or refine the findings and then produce any resultant design
alternatives (Sommer 1969).
Supported by interviews conducted with several intergenerational dyads and program staff (see sub-section
1.2.3.5) and based principally on the use of the psychological model of landscape quality assessment, what
was clear from a review of the landscape quality assessment literature (Daniel and Vining 1983; Bechtel,
Marans and Michelson 1987b; Taylor, Zube and Sell 1987; Sanoff 1991), the limitations of the results of a
previously intergenerational study conducted by the author (Layne 2001; 2003), and the complexities
associated with man-environment studies (Geller 1989), was that when investigating the perceptions and
preferences youth and older adults hold for public urban spaces, “it is important to understand the
classification scheme that people use to comprehend the environment and the meaning they are likely to draw
from those classifications (Sanoff 1991, 16).” In order to be able to record, analyze, and interpret the
perceptions and preferences for supportive urban open spaces, the meaning and value, as they related to the
youth and older adult connections to the physical environment, needed to be operationalized (Patton 2002).
Thus, the most important use of the literature review was to identify and specify a set of principles that could
be employed to conduct this intergenerational age-comparative urban space preference study.
In addition, the review of environment and behavior and research studies suggested that there was a direct
connection between environmental perception and environmental preference and that the perception is
influenced by a person’s human social needs and his or her life experiences. And though the review of the
intergenerational studies literature suggested that youth and older adult may have similar developmental
needs (see sub-section 1.2.6), their life experiences can generally be quite different and thus the two age
groups may have different ways of looking at the world. Although the value of this study may lie in the
approach of comparing the perceptions and preferences of two separate groups whose responses are both
personal and equal, it is not enough to understand that the youth and older adult group preferences for urban
public spaces are similar as suggested by the intergenerational literature or far apart as suggested by the
design literature, but it is important to understand the reasons for their convergence or divergence if
intergenerational supportive environments are to be created.
What the literature also pointed out was that any attempt to understand the similarities and differences
between youth and older adults for preferred public spaces must be approached from a common position.
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Since the members of each of the two age groups may have different reasons for determining if a place is
supportive (good or bad), a common approach to viewing an environment must first be developed. Thus, in
order to accurately measure the environmental choices associated with this divergent study population, a
clearly defined set of guidelines first needed to be established (Daniel and Vining 1983). Although
observational research and the associated checklists for collecting human behaviors within specific types of
environments is often the preferred method of many design oriented studies, the lack of any existing
intergenerational public open spaces required another approach. Thus, in order to define what types of
spaces should be created that could support intergenerational activities, the goal of this study was to develop
a set of guidelines that could interpret how the human/environment relationships (particularly those of youth
and older adults) were influenced by meaning (perceptions) and value (preferences). Since group
comparative studies, except those that compared professional opinion over that of the layperson (Pennartz
and Elsinga 1990), generally did not investigate specific environmental characteristics, the theoretical model
for assessing the value youth and older adults place upon urban public spaces needed to include variables that
would address environmental affordances or needs; youth older adult perception and preference factors; and
intergenerational space features.
Thus, the development of the framework of variables employed to compare and contrast the environmental
perceptions and preferences of youth and older adults was guided by both a composite of information that
included a general view of the environment and behavior literature (comparative studies, urban space studies,
environmental quality assessment studies) and a more focused view of relevant specific research studies and
discussions of theories and design implications. Influenced by the search for any potential relationships that
may have existed between public open space and intergenerational engagement between youth and older
adults, the selection of variable was guided by the belief that the ability of an urban public space to meet one
or more specific human needs (intergenerational environmental affordances) for positive social interchange is
dependent upon how the space is viewed (perception) combined with the specific physical characteristics that
the space possesses (Maslow 1943; Appleyard 1976; Gibson 1986; Brower 1988; Marcus and Francis 1990;
Heft 1997).
Given the importance of understanding the youth and older adult participant perceptions, feelings, and
interpretations of landscape quality of urban public open spaces as defined by human/social intergenerational
affordance needs (Daniel and Vining 1983), “a first step in the search for order among various exchange
rules is to devise a classification system that will group and distinguish resources in a manner that reflects
similarities and differences in the behaviors associated with them (Foa 1982, 133-134).” To achieve this
objective, the grouping of the variable was created through the use of three separate steps (Byerts 1976): (1)
conducting the previously discussed archival research investigation of environment and behavior studies and
associated design applications which resulted in (2) the development of a set of often used interconnected
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variables that when (3) organized into five classifications (conditional affordances, landscape setting types,
urbanscape factors, centeredness factors, and perception modes) were employed to organize and conduct the
age-comparative analysis of the independent perceptions and preferences held for urban public open spaces
by youth and older adults.
Based upon the premise that environmental quality is associated with personal impressions and their
assessments, the development of the investigative and evaluative framework employed two types of research
approaches (deductive and inductive). The researcher defined variable associated with the pre-selection
requirements and urban space types were deduced from a review of the literature and used to organize the
responses of the participants into manageable independent variable categories. These variables included:
conditional affordances, urbanscape factors, landscape setting types, centeredness factors, and perception
modes. The participant defined space characteristics of attributes, features, and qualities emerged from the
results of the survey. Although organized under the three perception modes, the categories of urban space
characteristics were induced (text content analysis) from the responses and definitions presented by the
participants in their written responses to the reasons for selecting a space. Specifically, sub-section 3.6.2.5
describes the procedures employed in transforming the youth and older adult personal text responses into
analyzable data. This process resulted in a three-part framework for measuring interrelated variables
associated with intergenerational engagement within a public space that included: (1) conditional
environmental affordances based upon basic human developmental needs as discussed in chapter 1; (2)
researcher defined variables relating to types of spaces that emerged from the review of past studies; and (3)
the participant defined variables that described the attributes, features and qualities of the selected urban
spaces associated with environmental supportiveness for social exchange.
Although the selected constructs were based upon previous empirical studies and hypothesized in advance
(Russell and Pratt 1980), the purpose of this study was not to validate the use of any of the conditional
affordances or the environmental perception and preference variables used in the framework. But one of the
important goals of this study was to evaluate the usefulness of this classification system in conducting agecomparative landscape assessment studies, particularly those involving youth and older adults (see subsection 5.3.5 and Table 5.3.2 for results). Collected from the previously discussed environment and behavior
literature, this exploratory and analysis supportive schema organized the meanings the youth and older adult
study participants placed upon the physical environment (Kaplan, Kaplan and Ryan 1983).
“Since…environmental quality is…something that is calculated through a formal understanding of the
processes by which attributes of the environment simulate pleasure, attract preference, or generate desirable
human related consequences (Peterson 1976, 66),” the guiding framework provided the means for connecting
characteristic elements or attributes of the urban landscape with degrees of excellence or values held by the
two participant age groups (Daniel and Vining 1983).
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Besides providing a mechanism for calculating the degree to which youth preference for the supportive urban
public open spaces was similar or different from the preferences of older adults, the framework of variables
provided specific measures for defining what specific perception factors were used by members of the two
groups to make those selections of preference. In addition, the organizational framework of variables was
employed as a means for guiding the development of the total research design of the study (see section 3.1
the accompanying Figures 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 for clarification of the final form of the guiding framework and the
relationships between the variables). The framework of variables was first employed to develop the original
questions posed by the study (see sub-section 1.3.2), and then to create the associated questionnaire that
would provide a means by which each youth and older adult study participant could effectively respond to
the environmental assessment survey (Pearson 2000). Next, employed to systematize the multivariate data
collection process, the framework of comparative variables helped to define, clarify, and manage the
recording of the survey results. Besides guiding the analysis of the collected environmental perception and
preference responses, the schema provided the venue for interpreting and discussing the meaning of the
dyadic results in relationship to other research studies (see section 5.2). Finally, the framework of researcher
defined and participant defined variables, including affordances and perception modes, was used to develop a
set of design guidelines for creating ideal urban public open spaces that could support intergenerational
exchange (section 5.3).

2.5.1

Environmental Affordances: Meeting Social Exchange Needs

Whenever someone looks at a scene, preference for that scene is often a reflection of not only its aesthetic
qualities, but its possibility for behavior (Hartig and Staats 2005). This aspect is connected to an expected
outcome or the ability of the space to provide for a specific need or affordance. The purpose of creating the
theoretical structure was, in essence, to “unpack” or expand environmental preference beyond the visual or
aesthetic realm into environmental use or preference based upon perception of a space to provide for human
social exchange needs.
Perception and action are interconnected in a direct way and reflect the specific requirements of the
individual for that environment to meet his needs (Heft 1997). Since non-programmed social exchange
between youth and mentoring older adults requires action within a physical environment, the perceived
ability of that environment to meet the interactive needs was considered critical to selection of the best
possible space. According to the ecological approach presented by James Gibson (1986) in Ecological
Approach to Visual Perception, this interdependence between person and environment, this detection of
stimulus information, is what is perceived as environmental affordances (Gibson 1977; 1986; Heft 1997).
“The affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for
good of ill (Gibson 1986, 127).” Contrary to the interactional and constructivist theories that view person-
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environment relationships as a dualism of separate entities, a rational and transactional framework that is
supported by the concept of affordances, views the perceiver-environment relationship as a mutually
supported reciprocity (Heft 1997). The person’s perception of the ability of the selected environment to meet
his/her needs consists of its objective and subjective properties. For the space to be considered supportive, it
must reflect both the environmental properties and the perceptions of the individual user.
Yet, these properties, these affordances, are also functionally significant for each person individually (Heft
1997). As an example, a child may find that a one-foot high brick wall adjacent to a sidewalk affords the
perfect opportunity to sit and watch people go by. On the other hand, the same seat wall would not provide
the same level of comfort to an older adult. The elder would require a seat wall of two-feet to afford a
chance to sit and watch the world go by. Height matters! What affords the child for seating does not
necessarily afford the older adult. Although the features present in one space may be the same as in another,
the affordance of a particular space may be different for one age group and not for another. In addition to the
possible differences in required physical space needs, everyone’s choice of a supportive environment and his
or her ability to define that space may also be influenced by a variety of social, economic and educational
issues. Personal life experiences, livelihood, residential location, educational level, and historical milieu may
all impact the choice. Particularly for this study, the experiences of youth compared to those of older adults
may in fact be quite different and thus make a major impact on the decisions each participant makes.
Whether physically and psychologically, both examples spotlight one of the main concerns associated with
conducting a comparative study involving two opposed age groups with different physical traits as well as
different world experiences. Although these issues may be of importance to the specific choices made by
either youth and older adult, the selection of urban public spaces to meet the intergenerational intervention
goal of improved quality of life for both age groups (Holahan and Wandersman 1991) required a similar
outlook toward the supportive space. And since the goal of this study was to understand what type of urban
public spaces could support exchange between these two groups, a commonality or convergence in
perception of an environment’s ability to meet those common needs was required. Although each person,
each member of the intergenerational dyad, may well perceive a physical environment somewhat differently,
it was the combined perceived value, the environmental affordance of a selected public space to meet mutual
goals that was important. Thus a set of intergenerational affordances needed to be developed through which
each participant, both youth and older adult, could view an environment and determine its suitability for
intergenerational social exchange. In other words, when selecting an urban public space for social
interaction, the ability of that physical space to support the developmental needs of both youth and older
adults was considered critical (Kaplan 1983).
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In order understand the specific use of affordance criteria in research and to determine the most appropriate
list of affordances for conducting this survey, the previously discussed literature was again reviewed as they
related to methods, themes, concepts and findings. Falling under the broad heading of urban public spaces, a
number of studies defined and discussed affordance variables as they related to public spaces and places
(Altman and Zube 1989; Jacobs 1961; Day, Stump and Carreon 2003), natural versus urban settings (Staats
and Hartig 2004), territoriality in urban settings (Brower 1980), urban streets (Appleyard and Lintell 1972),
urban design (Lang 1994; Carmona et al. 2003), control in public space quality (Francis 1989), and public
spaces and cultural connections (Low 1997). Classified as more familiar spaces or themes, other studies
related the affordances to home environments (Brower 1988), social dimensions of neighborhoods (Weenig,
Schmidt and Midden 1990), space preference (Ulrich 1983), place attachment (Mesh and Manor 1998),
security theory (Blatz 1966), enclosure (Stamps 2005a; 2005b), walking (Alfonzo 2005), and post occupancy
evaluation (Pretty, Chipuer and Bramston 2003). Still others linked the affordances to social issues including
personal relations (Aron and Aron 1997), social support and bonding (Atchley 1997), personal development
(Ainsworth and Ainsworth 1958), and child/adult relations (Pianta 1992). Following concerns for creating
spaces that support the needs of divergent age groups, a number of studies investigated affordances and
residential settings satisfaction for older adults (Boland and Davis 1979; Moos and Lemke 1984; Weidemann
et al. 1982; Kane et al. 2003), needs of older adults (Kane 2000; Pearson 2000; Faletti 1984; Carp and Carp
1984), design of older adult spaces (Carstens 1990; 1993), adolescent environments and activities (Clark and
Uzzell 2002; Bartko and Eccles 2003), children spaces and schoolyards (Sebba 1997; Moore 1989; 1978),
and intergenerational urban spaces (Layne 2001; Pennartz and Elsinga 1990; Kaplan 1997).
Since meeting social exchange needs for both youth and older adults was considered a valued outcome for
intergenerational mentoring programs, and the benefits of that outcome can be enhanced by supportive
physical spaces, a selection of the appropriate environmental affordances for conducting the study was
considered critical. Given the wide variety of environmental factors spotlighted in the literature that could
influence preference for supportive urban public spaces to meet intergenerational social exchange needs, a
limited selection of variables was necessary in order to conduct a focused experiment (Stamps 2005).
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HUMANS
LANDSCAPE

YOUTH

URBAN PUBLIC SPACE
CONDITIONAL AFFORDANCE NEEDS

PERCEPTION OF
SUPPORTIVENSS
= PREFERENCE

• Feeling of Personal Safety/Security
• Welcoming/Sense of Belonging
• Flexibility/Multiple Activities
• Mobility/Differing Physical Abilities
• Communication/Interpersonal Engagement

OLDER ADULT
PERCEPTION OF
SUPPORTIVENSS
= PREFERENCE

Researcher Defined
Variables
DESIRED OUTCOMES

Participant Defined
Variables

INTERGENERATIONAL
SOCIAL EXCHANGE
SITUATIONAL (RESULTANT)
AFFORDANCES
• Elements & Relationships
• Activities/Behaviors/Uses
• Restorative Outcomes
• Calming Spaces
• Protecting Spaces
• Energizing Spaces

Figure 2.5.1. Guiding Framework: Conditional and Resultant Environmental Affordances Affecting
Youth and Older Adult Perceptions and Preference for Supportive Urban Public Spaces

Although two sets of environmental affordances were spotlighted (conditional or pre-selection space
affordances and situational or resultant after-selection space affordances or outcomes), the most important
use of the literature review was to name and define five conditional affordances that could be employed in
the development of the survey instrument to provide a platform from which both youth and older adults could
address the study. Since they informed or provided the framework for selecting the most preferred urban
public spaces for social interchange, safety, belonging, multiple activity, ability, and engagement were
considered predictor variables. Although defined in Figure 2.5.2 and discussed in more detail in the
following sub-sections, Figure 2.5.1 spotlights the researcher-defined five conditional affordances and
connects them to the three participant-defined situational affordance categories (elements, activities and
outcomes). Based upon the simple landscape perception model previously discussed in section 2.4 and
presented in Figure 2.4.1 (Sell, Taylor and Zube 1984; Taylor, Zube and Sell 1987; Raval 1997), Figure 2.5.1
clearly shows the mutual influence between youth and older adult perceptions of environmental
supportiveness displayed under Humans and the ability of an urban public space to meet one or more of five
researcher defined urban public space conditional affordance needs listed under Landscape. And a
satisfactory connection between the intergenerational pair and the physical environment made through the
use of the five conditional affordances would lead to selection of supportive space features, that provide for
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desired activities ultimately providing for meeting the intergenerational social exchange needs as defined in
three restorative outcomes (calming, protecting, energizing).

Study Definition: Environmental Affordances
First presented by James Gibson (1986) as his “Theory of Affordances” in his seminal book, The Ecological Approach to
Visual Perception, in which perception is related to the needs of the perceiver and the idea that human beings prefer
environments to which they are best adapted (Charlesworth 1967; Taylor, Zube and Sell 1987), environmental affordances are
what the physical environment contributes to the needs of people, in other words, what it furnishes or affords human beings to
meet their needs and desires.
Based upon either collective or individual perceptual, cognitive, and behavior competencies, what the environment offers our
species as a whole or an individual member, can be measured in “terms of the activities and meanings it allows because of its
characteristics (Lang 1994, 30).” Although personal motives, environmental knowledge, and perception of possible outcomes
influence awareness, when properly designed and constructed, the urban environment affords shelter and support for human
activity and affords the opportunity to communicate meaning (Lang 1994; Sebba 1991). While this twofold purpose can be
expounded to an almost limitless list of physical space affordances, for this study the affordances are intergenerational, which
means they are what is required by an urban public space to provide for positive social interaction between the members of a
youth and older adult dyad.
Besides the perceived ability of one or more of the 12 survey photographs of urban public spaces to meet the desired
intergenerational exchange outcomes because of specifically defined space characteristics (attributes, features and qualities),
specific to this study two categories of environmental affordances were defined: conditional and situational (see Figure 3.1.2).
Five in number, the conditional affordances represented the required needs that the environment was perceived to provide
before it was selected as a space in which social exchange could take place. Although the results showed they were not equal
in value, by rank the conditional affordances included: (1) Safety/Security: encourages a feeling of personal safety, (2) Sense
of Belonging: welcoming messages - a connection to the space, (3) Multiple Activities: flexible - accommodate a lot of
different uses, (4) Differing Physical Abilities: supports mobility – people of all ages can get around, and (5) Interpersonal
Engagement: provides for connecting – communicating with a friend.
Presented specifically in the intergenerationally supportive design guidelines (see section 5.3), the situational affordances
represent the desired needs that the environment was perceived as fulfilling (the results) once the space had been selected for
social exchange. Although the situational affordances included the perceived attributes or features and the associated
relationships, the desired activities or uses, and the achieved outcomes for the selected urban public spaces (see Figure 3.1.1),
most important to the value of an intergenerational exchange is a positive outcome. Though the findings indicated they were
not equal in value, by rank, the three situational affordances required for meeting the social exchange restorative needs of an
intergenerational exchange included places that were: (1) Calming: peaceful, restful, beautiful/attractive, and contemplative,
(2) Protecting: supportive, inviting/familiar, private/personal, reclusive, and cozy, (3) Energizing: engaging, vibrant/festive,
public life, and having fun.

Figure 2.5.2. Definition of Intergenerational Conditional and Situational Environmental Affordances

2.5.1.1 Conditional Affordances
The results of the review of the literature associated with the three focus areas (comparative populations,
public space, environmental quality assessment) revealed quite a number of research studies that mentioned
the importance of what this study defines as conditional affordances. A number of studies dealt with only
one or two affordances while many of the reviewed investigations cataloged all five conditional affordance
issues collectively. Some of the studies employed one or more of the affordances as variables that were
compared to preference or wellbeing, while others employed the affordances as headings of classification
systems for use in the analysis of results to survey questionnaires, and still others discussed these
environmental issues as environmentally associated needs for various population groups to be met in
designing appropriately supportive spaces.
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Developed from the literature review and representing the researcher’s best guess of the most important
measures that both youth and older adults employ to interpret the supportiveness of an urban public open
space for social exchange, five intergenerationally supportive conditional affordances were identified (Kane
et al. 2003) as the basis for developing the survey instrument employed to compare the environmental
perceptions and preferences between the two age groups. They included: (S) Safety/Security – encourages a
feeling of personal safety, (B) Sense of Belonging – welcoming messages, a connection to the space, (M)
Multiple Activities – flexible/accommodates lots of different uses, (A) Differing Physical Abilities – supports
mobility/people of all ages can get around, and (E) Interpersonal Engagement – provides for
connecting/communicating with a friend. Besides discussing the definitions of the five constructs and
presenting some relationships they may have with other variables, the main focus of this section is to present
some of the background research and design guidelines literature that supported their inclusion in this study.
In Urban Design: The Urban Experience, Jon Lang (1994) employed the same five basic human needs or
affordances to define the ability of the urban environment to support human use and interaction. Acting as
mediator variables between youth and older adults and the physical environment, all five conditional
affordances seem to influence the quality of intergenerational social exchange outcomes. In order to have a
positive intergenerational experience in a public place, that space, to some extent, must exhibit all five
attributes or qualities (the five human needs of safety, belonging, multiple activities, ability, and personal
engagement) as perceived by both members of the intergenerational dyad. Guided by an understanding that
satisfaction of basic human needs is a motivating factor in human behavior, Maslow’s model of basic human
needs (see Figure 1.2.8) was modified in order to effectively present the five selected affordances that people
employ to make decisions on how they act within the urban landscape (Lang 1994). Following the examples
of a variety of writers (Israel 2003; Erikson 1950; Hallsmith 2003; Carp 1976; Vander Zanden 1985;
Carmona et. al 2003), who modified and discussed the five-step hierarchy of basic human needs (Maslow
1943; 1954), a set of five conditional environmental affordances were matched to the three levels
fundamental, psycho-physical and self-actuation needs (see Figure 2.5.3).
In fact, the first (safety) and second (belonging) conditional affordances, listed at the bottom of Figure 2.5.3,
were taken directly from Maslow’s (1943; 1954) model of developmental needs. Because people need to feel
safe as well as connected before selecting a space in which to interact, these two affordances were considered
fundamental environmental needs required of an urban public open space in order for intergenerational social
exchange to take place.
W. E. Blatz (1966) in Human Security, suggested that security issues are all-inclusive no matter what type of
personal or group relationship or activity in which a person is involved (intimacy, avocation, vocation, or
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philosophy) and are all-pervasive as all actions can be interpreted using this term. Although the absence of
social wellbeing is often expressed in terms of increased levels of crime and the deteriorating qualities of
health and educational services (King and Golledge 1978), the fear or loss of a sense of security associated
with these conditions is often exacerbated through visual observations of abandoned public open spaces and
deserted streets that exist in urban centers. “Basic building blocks in any schema of wellbeing,…[the]
comfort and security…domain[s] refer not to safety in the sense of minimizing falls and accidents (typically
construed as quality of care), but rather an overall sense of security, safety, and order (Kane et al. 2003,
241).” Since safety is one of the eight “preferences and values of older people…worth measuring in clinical
and research contexts (Kane 2000, 244), ” it is not surprising that there are a large number of articles and
research papers associated with safety (Stamps 2005), its antecedent fear, and related environmental variables
such as tranquility (Herzog and Chernick 2000).
The implication of a sense of belonging can best be stated by considering the work of Ted Relph (1976) in
his seminal book, Place and Placelessness. Relph employed seven different aspects of outsideness and
insideness to describe various levels of experiential involvement with a sense of place. “The value of these
modes, particularly in terms of self-awareness, was that they apply to specific place experiences yet provide a
conceptual structure in which to understand those experiences in broader terms (Seamon 1996, 6).”
Developed as one of his prime tenants, the notion of the importance of insideness in explaining our
connection to place informed his belief that the greater the capacity for an environment to generate a feeling
of belonging, the greater the capacity for that environment to become a place of importance (Relph 1976;
Seamons 1996) and thus a place to be visited and enjoyed.
Oscar Newman (1972) in his principle of “defensible space, ” argues that strongly defined, semi-private
places are required for people to have a feeling of control, a sense of belonging to a space (Israel 2003).
Although, “at an individual level, control is closely related to privacy, one needs others for many reasons
(Kaplan and Kaplan 1982, 265),” and thus, the very existence of community is directly connected to a sense
of belonging by all members. And a review of the urban landscape of most cities do suggest that drama and
dignity, variety and whimsy, and reflection of local values in architectural forms, details, landmarks, building
facades, material and vegetations do indicate importance of maintaining community individuality and thus
creating a sense of belonging for those who reside there (Bunnell 2002).
“Expressed by a majority of urban residents [who participated in a study that investigated a sense of
belonging],…place attachment is a positive emotional bond that develops between individuals or groups and
their environments (Mesh and Manor 1998, 504).” An environment’s ability to create a sense of belonging in
an individual is often associated with a person’s ability or even need to create a personal attachment to a
specific place (Ryan 2005). This attachment to place is in essence a personal bond between visitor and a
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particular place. That bond is usually created over a long period of time based upon recurring visits to the
space. The attributes or characteristics of the space that imbue a sense of belonging can thus be interpreted,
either consciously or unconsciously, and then projected toward spaces which the person has never before
visited. This ability of interpreting a sense of belonging of a space from a visual review helps to make the
selection of intergenerationally supportive spaces possible.

Self-Actuation
Needs

Engagement

Ability

Psycho-physical
Needs

Multiple Activities

Belonging

Fundamental
Needs

Safety

Figure 2.5.3. Hierarchy of Five Conditional Affordance Needs for Intergenerational Social
Exchange between Youth and Older Adults

Closely aligned with Maslow’s psycho-physical needs and listed in the next level of Figure 2.5.3, the third
(multiple activities) and fourth (ability) affordances suggest that an environment must provide for lots of
activities and be perceived as affording a person with easy access, the use of the space. Besides being a
powerful force in nature, diversity in space attributes that support multiple activities plays a major role in
visual preference and is essential to countering the current “trend in society toward efficiency and
productivity (Watt 1982, 160).” More than consumerism and shopping, many choices and many things to do
are considered key attributes of quality special places (Bunnell 2002). In fact, Jane Jacobs (1961), in The
Death and Life of Great American Cities, stipulates that the required intricacy of good quality urban open
places is directly related to the variety of space features and arrangements that afford a variety of activities.
And reflected in the development and use of the Americans with Disability Act (ADA) guidelines in
architectural and landscape architectural design, connectively with or accessibility to the urban landscape
obviously is a human need that requires ease of movement from one part of the community or urban
environment to another for people of all ages and physical abilities (Bunnell 2002).
Since intergenerational interaction, by its nature, is intended to support the esteem and self-actuation needs of
both youth and older adults, social engagement seems to fall squarely into the highest self-actuation
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developmental needs category presented at the top of the pyramid (figure 2.5.3). Judged by urban open space
designer “a major requirement of supportive urban places, public spaces and squares with areas for seating,
[are not simply fulfilling resting opportunities but are considered] sociable settings (Bunnell 2002, 42).”
“Although most park users claim that ‘contact with nature’ is their main motivation for going to a park,
observation of what people actually do in parks suggests that social contact – both overt and covert – is
equally important (Marcus et al. 1990, 73).” In fact, once a sense of safety and belonging are met, the
physical environment simply needs to provide for the other three affordances opportunities: to show, to do,
and to share.
In order to provide evidence of the validity of the selected five conditional affordances and to lay the
groundwork for connecting the guiding framework to the study design, examples of the environment and
behavior and design studies research and supportive urban space guidelines literature are next presented.
Specifically, the selected studies connected the affordances to a diversity of research investigations including
residential or leisure spaces, urban design issues, or youth, older adult, or intergenerational considerations.
Either individually or collectively, each of the following selected texts or papers included one or more of the
conditional affordances employed as either a guide to the study design, a category of a measurement scale,
the result of the research study, an analysis criteria, or a factor in designing quality outdoor public spaces.
Reflecting the use of affordances in residential environmental assessment, safety was a primary factor in
lower income residents from six northern California communities having a strong preference for home
gardens and yards as representing nature. Although appearing bleak and “tacky,” residents of a black
Oakland neighborhood considered the environment to be the only place where their children could play in
relative secure (McNally 1990). And a survey conducted in eight neighborhoods in different towns in the
Netherlands employed a structured questionnaire to determine neighboring and sense of community among
the residents. Indicative of issues of activity, belonging and engagement, the results revealed that “a high
quality and quantity of [almost daily] interaction [was identified with] ‘a lot of social support,’ ‘strong
identification with neighborhood,’ ‘no lack of mutual involvement,’ ‘strong feelings of solidarity,’ ‘no
gossip,’ and ‘no disapproval of deviance’ (Weenig, Schmidt and Midden 1990, 42).”
Employing the ‘identity process theory’ developed by Glynis Breakwell (1986; 1993), researchers Clare
Twigger-Ross and David Uzzell (1996) employed four principles in a study to examine how people identify
with specific local residential environments. Reflective of the five environmental affordances and
development needs, the four identity motivators to action within and environment included: (1)
distinctiveness – maintaining personal uniqueness, (2) continuity – continuance of self over time, (3) selfesteem – identification of self with group, and (4) self-efficacy – capability to meet situational demands.
Utilizing a similar affordance derived measure, a Sense of Community Scale (SOC) was one of five scales
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used in a study to compare behaviors, attitudes, and knowledge among homeowners living in three
(traditional, post-WWII, and neo-traditional) residential development types (Youngentob and Hostetler
2005). Of the five questions employed in the SOC scale, three are spotlighted. The first sought responses to
a feeling of safety (S), the third asked about a strong sense of community (B), and the fourth looked at
neighbor interaction (E). Translated from an older adult housing site-selection framework for meeting the
needs of an aging society, five basic design criteria included: “(1) safety and security in social and physical
surrounding, (2) familiarity of neighborhood, (3) accessibility to key services and activities, (4) absences of
major environmental barriers, and (5) proximity to all age groups, were translated from an older adult
housing site-selection framework (Howell 1976, 181).”
Reflective of the importance of the physical environment of providing for multiple activity opportunities,
cities which “afford a richness of experiences…nooks and crannies for their imaginative play…[and] changes
in the scale of activities (Lang 1994, 308-309)” seem to support the educative and exploratory behaviors of
children. Confirming this belief, an analysis of a collection of short written compositions describing
preferred outdoor spaces revealed that “children’s activities range[d] from those that use[d] the prevailing
conditions of place (like walking, wandering, playing hide and seek, jumping, running, and climbing trees)
through interactive activities (like chasing insects and searching) to those that modifi[ed] the environment
(planting, growing flowers, camping) (Sebba 1991, 404).” A professional advocate for creating spaces
supportive of children’s interactive play, Robin Moore (1989) not only states that setting diversity is critical
to the developmental impact of a space on the positive growth of young people, but he suggests that both
social safety (fear of strangers among parents or care givers) and physical safety (fear of water, traffic,
falling, snakes, dogs, bugs and animals) influence the perceptions children hold for supportive play spaces.
And collectively expressing a connection to all five affordances, a generalization of the results of a study that
sought to assess the perceived psychological benefits of leisure activities (Driver, Tinsley, and Manfredo
1991) defined the following eight value categories: self-expression (self-actuation), companionship, power,
compensation, security, service, intellectual aestheticism, and solitude (autonomy).
Reflecting similar benefits acquired from involvement in leisure activities, “ individuality, autonomy,
privacy, and dignity…were “highly related to self-worth and individual agency [for maintaining the
wellbeing of older adults living in nursing homes (Kane et al. 2003, 241).” In a study that sought to
understand older adult satisfaction with their neighborhoods, a causal model of four specific environmental
dimensions (safety, neighborliness, physical condition, and convenience) was employed in the analysis of the
results of a seven-point preference scale questionnaire (Bohland and Davis 1979). Besides “opportunities to
enjoy nature…by tak[ing] a short walk or just feeling the sun on one’s face, comfort, safety and security, ease
of access to the outdoors, and opportunities for meeting others and socializing becomes increasingly
important aspects of outdoor use [by older adults] (Carstens 1990, 171).”
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Developed through an extensive literature review and discussions with older adults, administrators, and
licensing personnel, and reflective of the five conditional affordances previously discussed, the Physical and
Architectural Features Checklist (PAF) of the Multiphasic Environmental Assessment Procedure (MEAP)
operationalizes nine design factors essential for quality older adult group housing. “Two dimensions focus
on the presence of physical features that add convenience and special comfort and foster social and
recreational activities (physical amenities, social-recreational aids). Three dimensions assess physical
features that aid residents in activities of daily living and in negotiating the facility environment (prosthetic
aids, orientation aids, safety features). Two dimensions assess the extent to which the physical setting
provides residents with potential flexibility in their activities (architectural choice, space availability). The
PAF also measures the presence of features that make the setting more pleasant for staff (staff facilities) and
the degree of physical integration between the facilities and the surrounding community (community
accessibility) (Moos and Lemke 1984, 166-167).”
Reiterating this list of five desired conditional affordances for creating older adult supportive spaces and
“based upon the available knowledge of social and personal life styles among the elderly,…some particular
needs that elderly residents [require] can assist in the determination, by a community or developer, of the
relative quality of one site compared to others. These special needs can be listed as follows:
1.

[Belonging] Familiarity of neighborhood (and its characteristics).

2.

[Multiple Activities] Pedestrian accessibility to key services.

3.

[Safety] Safety and security in relation to the surrounding social and physical environment.

4.

[Ability] Modifiability of major environmental barriers.

5.

[Engagement] Proximity to middle-age and older neighbors (Howell 1976, 181).”

Specifically related to the design of intergenerational spaces, number nineteen of the Charter of the New
Urbanism specified in The Urban Design Handbook states: “A primary task of all urban architecture and
landscape design is the physical definition of streets and public spaces as places of shared use (Gindroz et al.
2003, 22).” In addition, tenets twenty-one and twenty-three directly spotlight the five intergenerational
affordances by suggesting the urban spaces must meet the needs of pedestrians by designing spaces that are
safe and secure, accessible and open, and comfortable and interesting. Social psychology literature confirms
this belief by suggesting that older adults and youth may select spaces for their use that have people present
rather than those spaces where people are absent (Sears 1983). The presence of people suggests that those
spaces are safe and thus meet the human needs of security when choosing a place for interaction.
Yet, although security accompanies safety as a measure of a person’s ability to be comfortable in a space,
this primary need to feel secure cannot be totally satisfied through a person’s own efforts or even that of the
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physical environment that surrounds him/her. A person needs the support of others and close relationships
with others to truly feel a sense of belonging (Ainsworth and Ainsworth 1958). In presenting valuable
insights into developing supportive programs that encourage intergenerational relationships, Anita Rogers
and Andrea Taylor (1997) suggested that along with providing a space that is clearly identified by both older
adults and youths as ‘their’ space (ownership or belonging), intergenerational mentoring meeting spaces
should be large enough to accommodate a range of program activities (multiple activities) and provide a turf
where the two ages can feel safe (safety and security).
“Security relates to the ‘protection’ of oneself, one’s family and friends, and individual and community
property. Lack of security, perceptions of danger, and fear of victimization, threaten both the use of the
public realm and the creation of successful urban environments. A sense of security and safety is, therefore,
an essential prerequisite of successful urban design (Carmona et al. 2003, 119).” And according to Jane
Jacobs (1961), security is not only an essential design consideration but is the most important condition
required for a livable city. And safety is critial to city sidewalks and streets as much as for any other urban
spaces. “The bedrock attribute of a successful city district is that a person must feel personally safe and
secure on the street among all these strangers (Jacobs 1961, 30).”
The results of a study that investigated the use of urban plazas indicated that not did effective spaces change
over the course of time within a day, a night, or different days of the week, but these quality public open
spaces seemed to be stages for social interaction by providing multiple activities opportunities for different
ages and genders (Low 1997). And along with private interests, used as home, personalization, and conflict,
Mark Francis (1989) included accessibility (ability), ownership (belonging), and safety in his discussion of
control issues as they relate to the use of public space. Explained in greater detail as they relate to the
development of design guidelines (see sub-section 5.3.1.2), How to Turn a Place Around, “in researching
more than 1,000 public spaces around the world,…found four key qualities of successful public spaces:
Accessibility, Activities, Comfort, and Sociability (Project for Public Space (2000, 17).”
In part two of Urban Design: the American Experience, Jon Lang (1994) presented the importance of
designing the public realm of cities to meet the basic human and cognitive needs of people. Guided by the
previously discussed Maslow’s (1943; 1954) hierarchy of basic human needs and mirroring the five selected
conditional affordances, Lang defined the needs for attaining a functional sociogenic urban environment as
physiological (ability), safety and security (safety), affiliation (belonging), esteem (engagement), selfactuation (multiple activities), cognitive, and aesthetic. And adopted from the Project for Public Spaces
(2000, 100) urban design guides for usable urban spaces and reiterating the five conditional affordances
employed in this study, Matthew Carmona (2003) and associates created a table of four key attributes of
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successful places: (1) comfort and image (safety and belonging), (2) access and linkage (ability), (3) uses and
activity (multiple activities), and (4) sociability (interpersonal engagement).
2.5.1.2 Situational (Resultant) or Actualized Affordances
Although the set of five conditional affordances were defined in some detail, the situational or “actualized
affordances are that subset of the former that the individual perceives, utilizes or shapes. Actualized
affordances are revealed through actions of the individual, or though self-report (Kytta 2004, 181).” Since
the situational affordances, including the preferred space features, desired activities, and restorative
outcomes, were self-reported by the youth and older adult participants through the analysis of the survey
results and thus not know prior to conducting the survey, only a limited investigation of the literature was
conducted following the analysis. As each of the participant stipulated physical space attributes and
preferred activities acquired from the content analysis of the text responses are not often listed as study
variables, and the value of intergenerational interaction is based to a major degree upon the goal of achieving
positive outcomes rather than on specifying particular behaviors, the literature review was focused on finding
connections to the spotlighted calming, protecting and energizing restorative space outcomes.
From a review of the environment and behavior and design literature, a number of studies and deliberations
revealed the importance of the three restorative situational affordances especially as they related to nature
(Hartig, Mang and Evans 1991; Kaplan 1995; Kaplan and Kaplan 1989; Marcus and Barnes 1999). Some
research studies or concept discussions focused on a single situational affordance such as protective
courtyard, or apartment staircase (Lynch 1977), a room being a protective sanctuary (Saarinen 1948) from
which to watch the world go by (Alexander 1979), the stress reduction (calming) qualities of outdoor
environments (Marcus 1999), or the stimulating opportunities provided by public spaces (Florida 2002;
Jacobs 1961; Whyte 1980). Still other research studies or texts defined important social exchange spaces as
needing to include both of the reciprocal affordance qualities (energizing and calming) in order to promote
dyadic interchange (Lawton 1970b; Aiello 1991; Cornell 1979; Gehl 1987).
Mirroring the three situation affordances (energizing, calming, and protecting) revealed during the content
analysis of the text responses of youth and older adults to the reasons for selecting public spaces for social
exchange, the results of a study conducted by Charlotte Clark and David Uzzell (2002) illustrated that the
existence of four different environments of home, neighborhood, school, and town center combine to provide
three important adolescent development needs: (1) social interaction and (2) retreat involving close friends,
and (3) retreat associated with safety. Where safety was controlled, the finding of a study that compared
preference to the restorative qualities of natural and urban spaces indicated that companionship increased
preference for urban spaces while solitude increased preference for natural spaces (Staats and Hartig 2004).
And the results of a study that employed a perceived restorative scale, two preference scales, and a
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familiarity scale to collect participant preferences for types of outdoor scenes “supported the hypothesis
regarding the use of the restorative value of a scene as an implicit frame of reference for perception
judgments (Purcell, Peron and Berto 2001, 93).”

2.5.2

Landscape Setting Types: Urban Public Spaces

“Individual differences increase with age (Carp 1976, 19):” a person becomes more unique as he/she ages.
Extensive life histories and life experiences contribute to distinctive life styles and the associated living
environments those life styles require. Thus, environmental perception is based upon everyday experience
and focuses on the factors influencing the impressions that observers form about settings and places
(Bosselman and Craik 1987). Just as there is no one best life style in meeting older adult needs, there can be
no one best environment. Rather, a wide variety of spaces and places are necessary to support the richness of
unique life styles associated with this intergenerational-aged cohort.
This realization lead to the desire to first collect as wide a list of landscape setting types as possible in order
to reflect the required variety of urban spaces present in a modern city environment. Since photographic
images of urban public spaces were employed as the basis for conducting the photo preference survey
exercise, a list of specific space types that would be representative of the those simulations used in the data
collection process was considered critical. Although the goals was to create a survey instrument that was
manageable yet reflective of the desired diversity of urban public open spaces available to youth and older
adults for social exchange and thus only eight researcher defined landscape setting type variables were
ultimately selected, the design and research literature was investigated to collect as many urban space type
names as possible.
In order to be able to explicitly define and name a representative sampling of urban open space types, a
review of urban space design texts was conducted. Kevin Lynch (1960), in Image of the City, defined the
physical and perceptual ways people imagine a city into five types of space elements or types: paths, edges,
districts, nodes, and landmarks. Guided to some degree by these designated space types, a list of descriptors
(names) of different urban space types was collected from a review of environment and behavior research
texts: Public Places and Spaces edited by Irwin Altman and Ervin Zube (1989) and the Social Life of Small
Urban Spaces by William Whyte (1980); journal papers such as “No Teens Allowed” by Patsy Eubanks
Owens (2002); and urban design guidelines literature such as People Places by Clare Cooper Marcus and
Carolyn Francis (1990), Urban Design by Jon Lang (1994), Public Spaces, Urban Places by Matthew
Carmon and associates (2003), Small Urban Spaces by Whitney Seymour, Jr. (1969) and Pedestrian Mall,
Streetscapes and Urban Spaces by Harvey Rubenstein (1992). Other literature reviewed for possible names
that discussed urban public spaces types and attributes included Marcus and Francis 1990; Jacobs 1961;
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Kaplan and Kaplan 1989; Spirn 1984; Liggett 2003; Moore 1990; Layne 2001; Marcus and Barnes 1999;
Sommer 1989).
Although there are “three enduring archetypal places for public life: the street, the square, and the park (Brill
1989, 26; Jacobs 1961; Francis 1989),” Marcus and Francis (1990) in People Places, organized public spaces
into five types of public open space, street plaza, corporate foyer, urban oasis, transit foyer, and grand public
place. “In architectural terms, type is usually about form (a domed drum) or about use (a stadium), and
sometimes about both (a domed stadium). Even in types mostly about use, we have an image of form. In
landscape terms we also find use type and form type. For example, Condon’s (1988) development of
fundamental landscape types posits form types like the bosque, the allee, and the single tree, and use-types
like the street, the cloister, and the natural theater (Brill 1994).” And in a study that created a framework for
documenting observations adolescent preferences for non-home environments includes: community open
spaces, public open spaces, woods, parking lots, streets and public sidewalks (Coates and Sanoff 1978).
In contrast to environmental amenities, Robert Marans and Paul Mohai (1991) define recreational and
cultural amenities located in the urban realm as: swimming pools, gymnasiums, ball fields, tennis courts,
jogging trails, bicycle trails, bowling lanes, golf course, museums, theaters, restaurants, zoos, aquariums,
libraries, orchestras, opera companies, dance companies, and professional sports teams. Often associated
with the quality of life a community can provide its citizens, these urban leisure resources are exclusive to
one another and thus require specific spaces to be designed to meet the physical activity or cultural amenities
defined.
Besides reviewing the urban open space literature to determine the most appropriate landscape setting types
to be included in the study, a telephone interview was conducted with a staff member of The
Intergenerational Learning Center at Temple University (Adderley 2003). She was responsible for
organizing the intergenerational cohort pairs participating in a number of research studies and documenting
the non-programmed activities of the mentoring dyads. Twenty-four urban space type names were generated
from the list of intergenerational types of activities, types of spaces, and specific locations recorded from
discussions with the Across Ages program participants:
church
library
malls
aquarium

video arcade
bowling alley
window shopping
neighborhood block

sports center
food bank
playgrounds
music center

school
car
dock
pier

movie theatre
center city
mentor’s home
sports fields

parks
pool
museum
WMCA

Defined as destination sites or major connecting spaces reflecting the importance of streets and sidewalks as
major open spaces in the life of the city (Jacobs 1961), a list of fifty names of urban open space types was
culled from the literature search. The literature revealed choices were considered by the research team to be
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common to many cities and urban centers and probably be perceived as valuable and thus most likely be
visited by a large number of people, especially youth and older adults. Used to select the preliminary set of
almost 4,000 color slides, prints, and digital images of public open space collected from both large and small
urban activity centers from around the world, the landscape setting types included:
pathway
esplanade
galleria
playground
public mkt.
promenade
square
atrium
sidewalk
wharf

festival site
city square
transit mall
concourse
market place
street corner
farmer’s mkt.
outdoor café
street seating
boardwalk

pool
plaza
forecourt
garden
piazza
fountain
strip mall
museum
park
walk

path
alley
terrace
arcade
street
gallery
stairs
patio
zoo
mall

courtyard
pedestrian connector
amusement park
large indoor space
open lawn
roof garden
entry plaza
corporate foyer
transit foyer
vest-pocket park

Although not depicting the total number of urban space types that could be visited by youth and older adults,
this selection of public open spaces seemed to represent a range of natural and cultural spaces that could
provide extensive opportunities social interaction opportunities. A review of the fifty names showed that by
organizing them into categories that maintained a cross-section of urban space types, the list could be
collapsed down to a manageable size (see sub-section 3.4.3 and Figure 3.1.2. for more details).
Understanding that the survey instrument would ultimately include the use of three sets of eight photographic
images each, the list of urban space type names reduced to eight. Representing a cross section of spaces that
could meet intergenerational social exchange needs, Court, Plaza, Garden, Promenade, Landscape Park,
Mini-park, Pathway, and Street seemed to reflected both the types of spaces and the variety of uses available
within urban settings (Lang 1994).

2.5.3

Urbanscape Factors: Natural and Cultural Spaces

Peter Coates (1998) in his book, Nature, presented an overview of man's changing relationship to nature over
the last millennium, and within the context of western culture, describes how ideologies, events, politics,
economics, ethics and values have led to the current belief system that guides human/environment
interactions. Reflective of the current ecological and environmental ethics literature (Bookchin 1986; Lyle
1985; VanDeVeer and Pierce 1994; Wilcox and Theodore 1998), where man has come in contact with
nature, nature has suffered (Coates 1998). In fact there has never been a time in history when man has not
changed the earth. And although "either by accident or design, human beings have sometimes created
landscapes that are at least as rich and as stable, occasionally as beautiful, as those shaped by nature" (Lyle
1985), it is certain that historically, there has never been a balance between nature and culture when man has
been involved.
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From Aristotle (1947) who in his Metaphysics describes nature as being outside of culture; through the
Middle Ages were great tracts of land were seized by the nobility and the resources plundered (The AngloSaxon Chronicle of 1087); to the Renaissance where man developed an anthropocentric view that meaning
stems from human sources, man considered himself separate and apart from the natural world (Coates 1998).
This historical view of a relationship between man and his environment that promotes technological,
scientific, and economic expansion, reflects the current trend of western industrialized societies toward the
promotion of human individualism and the creation of man-made or cultural environments. No longer
judged in degrees of authenticity or wilderness, but in degrees of health and wellbeing, nature must be
considered, both polar and inseparable, a paired construct with culture. Sim Van der Ryn and Stuart Cowan
(1996), in Ecological Design, discuss the problems associated with not recognizing the reciprocal nature of
these two design factors by expressly stating: “we have individually and collectively denied the
interdependence of nature and culture. The tragedy is that dumb design has provided so little of enduring
value at such a great environmental and social cost (Van der Ryn and Cowan 1996, 14).”
Reflecting the ongoing concern for understanding the different effects of natural environments, as compared
with urban (cultural) environments, on quality of life and behavior, a number of studies looked at tranquility
and danger (Herzog and Chernick 2000), restoration (Staats and Hartig 2004; Hartig et al. 2003), emotion
and aesthetic responses (Ulrich 1983). Others studies looked at human responses to man-made structures
located in natural settings (Wohlwill and Harris 1980), environmental aesthetics and responses to natural
versus man-made scenes (Wohlwill 1976), and the connection of naturalness (in contrast to man-made
spaces) with complexity, clarity/order and openness as salient visual qualities across various populations
(Nasar 1989b).
Consistently presented in the research findings on environmental aesthetics, people seem to prefer natural
scenes over built scenes (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989). Yet the results of a previously conducted
intergenerational study (Layne 2001) supported by the findings of other research studies has shown that both
youth and older adults, especially those with lower socio-economic status, seem to prefer more manicured
and architectural settings for recreation and leisure (Layne 2001; Balling and Falk 1982). Although “natural
environments are pleasant, relaxing, and stress-reducing for many,…urban settings cannot be dismissed as
not providing such opportunities. In fact, it is again a balance of natural and human-made landscape features
and conveniences, of exercise and rest, that may make leisure optimally positive (Baum 1991, 408).” Given
the non-existent age comparative research studies that addressed the value of nature over culture,
understanding the preference for natural or man-made settings by the two members of the intergenerational
dyad was considered essential in designing appropriate urban spaces for social interchange between the pair.
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When discussing preference for natural spaces over cultural spaces within the urban public realm, it is
important to understand what is meant by these terms. Often defined as an urban landscape, urban public
open spaces are generally outdoor spaces. Most commonly referred to as working landscapes rather than
natural landscapes, these urban spaces or scenes have been “shaped over time by sequential, ongoing human
activities as much as by natural processes (Hiss 1990, 114-115).” “Conceptually, scenery is a characteristic
of all environments. It is the general appearance of places and the aggregated features which help to define
the character of these places, both natural and urban (Craik and Zube 1976b, 23).” Yet for most people, an
urban environment that consists mostly of growing plants (trees, shrubs or grass) is most often considered a
natural landscape. According to Roger Ulrich (1983), and supported by other studies, people “…appear to
respond to a scene as natural if (1) it contains extensive vegetation or water, and (2) if buildings, cars, and
other building features are absent or not prominent.” In contrast, urban environments that have mostly
buildings, paving, or other man-made elements are most often considered working or cultural landscapes.
Although somewhat confusing, the importance of using the more common terms of natural and cultural in
defining and discussing people’s preferences was considered important.
Thus for this study, the more common view of a planted urban space being considered a natural landscape
and the hardscape or man-made urban space being considered as a cultural landscape guided the
classification of each of the final twenty-four photographic images into either natural or cultural. Following
the work of several researchers in environment and behavior studies (Osgood et al. 1957; Russell and Pratt
1980), the organizational framework employed in this study included the measurement of this bipolar set of
researcher-defined variables (nature/culture) on the perceptions and preferences of youth and older adults for
supportive urban public spaces (see Figure 3.1.2).

2.5.4

Centeredness Factors: Environment, People, and Activity (Behavior)

James Gibson’s (1986) theory of affordances brings the physical environment (C1) and the social
environment (C2) together to create what may be called a transactional perspective that sees the person and
the environment coexisting (C3) and giving an event meaning (Gibson 1986; Clark and Uzzell 2002). M.
Powell Lawton (1970b) believed that social ecology of interaction must have the physical environment, the
individual, and the social environment within its concept. And in describing the nature of environmental
interaction, William Ittelson, Karan Franck and Timothy O’Hanlon (1976) suggested that space
characteristics were ways of analyzing environmental experiences and modes were descriptions of the
experience itself. They go on to define the environmental modes or centeredness factors as: (1) environment
as external physical place, (2) environment as setting for action, and (3) environment as self, as social
system, and as emotional territory.
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The three previously discussed centeredness factors were confirmed as significant variables in environment
and behavior research from a review of the literature that spanned topic as diverse as favorite places being
selected by remembered experiences rather than remembered properties (Korpela et al. 2001); the
classification of physical spaces and social events (Mesch and Manor 1998); the relationship between the
physical features and social interaction (Skjaeveland and Garling 1997); the supportiveness of the physical
environment vs. human goals (Studer 1970); that environmental preference is associated with environmental
quality (Pennartz and Elsinga 1990); and that preference for favorite places is strongly associated with
cultural perspectives (Newell 1997).
Understanding that environment and behavior research investigates people and their relationship to the
physical environment, an analysis of the results of an interview study suggested that a framework of three
variables was essential to understanding what makes places meaningful. The “meanings spontaneously
attributed to places by the respondents [were] mapped around and between the three poles of self, [behaviors
with] others, and environment (Gustafson 2001, 5).” In analyzing the gender-significant results of a crosscultural examination that looked at reasons people gave for selecting favorite places, Patricia Newell (1997)
placed the motives for selection into three main categories: primary focus on place (environment-centered),
primary focus on person (person-centered) and primary focus on person/environment interaction (activitycentered or behavior).
The three centeredness classification system was employed in “understanding the impact of neighborhoods,
including dwelling units, on older [adults],…the characteristics of person, environment, and personenvironment fit were considered important by the residents for determining residential satisfaction (Kahana
et al. 2003).” And in another study that conducted human factors research, a task–oriented taxonomy was
created for recording the activities of older adults. Utilizing the concept of language, the “task descriptors
developed in this research viewed an activity in terms of subject or operator (person), verb (transaction), and
object (environment) (Faletti 1984, 213).” Conducted in a child day care center, the three behavior
categories of self-centered, object oriented and socially oriented were employed to classify the observed
child-environment interface that occurred between toddlers interacting with one another (Legendre 1999).
Even when defining types of recreation and leisure resources, three categories emerged that seem to match
the environment, people, and interactive centeredness aspects of environment and behavior research. They
included “nature (nature-based) recreational resources,…man-made (sports-related)…facilities, [and] cultural
resources…that offer psychological and social benefits exclusive of physical fitness, health, or natural
application (Marans and Mohai (1991, 352).”
What the results of the literature investigation revealed was that in measuring environmental reality,
“quantitative data…includes ‘objective’ or factual information about the environment as well as factual
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information about the people associated with the environment including their behaviors (Marans and
Ahrentzen 1987, 261).” Guided by the obvious importance of these three factors in understanding the
perceptual and preferential differences and similarities that youth and older adults hold for supportive urban
public open spaces, an additional category of variables was added to the organization framework (see Figure
3.1.2). Defined as environment-centered, people-centered, and activity-centered (environment/people
interaction or behavior), the three researcher-defined centeredness factors were included in the content
analysis of the text responses youth and older adults supplied in the survey to the reasons for selecting urban
public spaces for social exchange (review sub-section 3.6.2.5.1 for details).

2.5.5

Modes of Perception: Guides to Space Preference

Although all four of the previously discussed landscape quality assessment models (see sub-section 2.4.1),
“acknowledge that the environment (the ‘actual landscape’) plays some role in determining landscape quality
(Daniel and Vining 1983, 77),” only “the psychophysical model emphasizes the multidimensional analysis of
human landscape experience. A complex array of cognitive, affective, and evaluative psychological
dimensions may be required to fully characterize the landscape experience of humans. To be practically or
theoretically useful, however, this array must be systematically related to indices of landscape quality or
preference on the one hand, and to objectively specified measures of landscape features on the other (Daniel
and Vining 1983, 79).” Although environmental settings can be explained in terms of human values, beliefs,
attitudes, intended purpose, energy use, environmental stress, and perceived meaning (Bechtel 1997), a
number of theories exist in the environment and behavior studies field that suggest that preference for the
physical environment can be classified within a tripartite classification system of modes of perception
(Mesch and Manor 1998; Lewin 1935; Barker and Wright 1978; Bronfenbrenner 1979).
Understanding how people find meaning in their lives and specifically in the environments that they observe
or in which they interact, is directly associated with the way they see the world. In the same way, the
researchers perceive the nature of the world in a certain way and must decide upon a corresponding
epistemological approach that fits the research problem being addressed (Crotty 1998). Objectivism purports
that meaning resides in the object (environment) and is independent of any conscious action or thought on the
part of humans. Subjectivism, on the other hand, suggests that meaning is imposed upon the landscape by
people and is only a construct of human thought. Both of these epistemological approaches suggest
quantitative rather than qualitative data collection approaches. Somewhat different than the previous two
epistemologies that place meaning in the object, constructionism assumes that meaning is contingent upon
human constructions of the interactions between human beings (social context) and the physical
environment. Researchers who prefer qualitative data collection strategies tend to adhere to this third
epistemological approach (Crotty 1998).
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Looking at meaning from a slightly different approach but seeming to fall within the same three
epistemological categories, meaning can also be described as pragmatic, denotative, and connotative.
Matching somewhat the objectivist approach, pragmatic meaning suggests that people can infer emotion
from looking at style in civic, architecture, garden, product, or graphic venues (Rapoport 1982). Explicit,
observable, and reflective of a subjectivist viewpoint, denotative meaning is directly expressed in human
behavior. On the other hand, connotative meaning relates to a personal association with an environment, and
similar to the constructivist position, it also reflects the ability to evoke an emotional response.
David Canter’s (1977) sense of place theory suggests that the physical environment exhibits meaning to an
individual based upon three factors. These “constituents of place” include physical locale, activities
performed in that locale, and the meaning associated with the union of place and activity (Canter 1977; Groat
and Wang 2002). This “sense of place” that a physical environment presents to humans is particularly
applicable to urban public spaces and their design. According to Matthew Carmona and his associates
(Carmona et. al 2003), as discussed in Public Places – Urban Spaces, perception of an environment is more
than simply seeing or sensing, it involves four, often simultaneous, activities: interpretive, cognitive,
affective, and evaluative. Interpretation (responsive mode) of an urban space is associated with the physical
characteristics that help to define the meaning of the place. Cognition (operational mode) reflects people’s
need to make sense of the world and how the space will be used. An environment’s effectiveness (inferential
mode) is connected to how a person feels about the space. And finally, evaluation or preference of an urban
space incorporates values (affordances) and helps the determination supportiveness (good or bad).
Recognizing that people perceive the physical environment in terms of sameness and differences (Kelly
1955) and thus tend to group different elements of the physical environment together in categories, “this
equivalence making is part of cognitive development (Sanoff 1991, 16).” Developed to organize the way
people group their perceptions of likeness (Olver and Hornsby 1966; Maccoby and Modiano 1966;
Greenfield, Reich and Olver 1966), the first three of five main modes for distinguishing equivalence can be
defined as perceptible (qualifications such as size, shape, location), functional (use of items), and affective
(emotions they arouse) (Sanoff 1991; Leff and Deutsch 1973).
George Peterson (1976) reiterated the distinctions made by Charles Morris (1956), in Varieties of Human
Values, that from the individual point of view, environmental preference and thus an environmental response
is measured in three ways: objective value, operative value, and conceived value (Michelson 1975; Moore
1978; Morris 1956; Peterson 1976). Reflecting the knowledge of an environment’s attributes and features,
operative value is connected to knowledge and use. This type of value is also connected to a person's
knowledge of what the physical environment actually is. Besides reflecting actual data, operative value
mirrors what a person does to or does in an environment (behavior), how an environment is actually used.
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Revealing overt choice of how an environment is used or intended-to-be-used, objective value is connected to
feelings and opinions. Normative in nature, people with operative values are interested in what is good for
them, their wellbeing, and sympathetic to their expectations, demands and priorities. Similar to what people
see in an environment, conceived value is linked to how a person perceives, conceives or is affected by a
place. Reflective of how the environment is selectively assessed, human interpretation of symbolic attributes
provides the impetus for meaning (Michelson 1975). Not only connected to perceptions of current
conditions, conceived values also can represent what the environment could be.
Although defined in a variety of terms, the review of the environment and behavior literature indicated that
the three spotlighted perception modes were employed as analytical frameworks, taxonomies or construct
systems for collecting data, or for organizing and defining research results. To clarify the meanings people
find in environments they prefer, some studies focused on the perception of different population groups
including children’s restorative experiences (Korpela, Kytta and Hartig 2002), place attachment among
adolescents and adults (Pretty, Chipuer and Bramston 2003), lay-persons versus professionals (Leff and
Deutsch 1973), assessing older adult environments (Cutler 2000), methods in youth perception (Ziegler and
Andrews 1987), aging and adaptation (Atchley 1997), and designing parks for older adults (Byerts 1976).
Still other studies employed the three perception modes to define meaningful places (Gustafson 2001),
discuss place attachment and social ties (Mesh and Manor 1998), classify quality environmental attributes
(Russsell and Pratt 1980), describe emotional and environmental satisfaction (Thurber and Malinowski
1999), categorize restorative values (Purcell, Peron and Berto 2001), organize data collection methods
(Marans and Ahrentzen 1987; Michelson 1975), and list properties of place (Garling and Golledge 1989).
Another group of studies made use of the perception modes focus upon perceptions of specific types of
spaces including urban characteristics and social support (Keane 1991), behavior settings (Barker 1978a),
neighborhood affordances (Kytta 2002), symbolic benefits of rural settings (Cary 1993), residential
satisfaction (Anderson and Weidemann 1997), architectural meaning (Hershberger 1970), and cultural public
spaces (Low 1997).
Representative of the wide scope of research that employed one or more of the three perception modes to
classify people’s awareness and appreciation of the physical environment, one study suggested that
neighborhoods were considered good places to live if they had equal amounts of physical attributes and
socialization opportunities (Mesch and Manor 1998). And since the goal of the study is to define the aspects
of outdoor environments that would promote interaction, the four aspects of interactional space as defined in
a study by Skjaeveland and Garling (1997), could be used as an example of the connections that exist
between preference and physical landscape attributes. The four appearance aspects are defined as (1) space
or openness, (2) structuring elements, (3) aesthetic content factors, and (4) formal aesthetics such as style.
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In other studies that looked at accessibility and its influence on quality of life in housing cooperatives
(Cooper and Rodman 1994) or developed models for determining residential satisfaction (Anderson and
Weidemann 1997), people evaluated residential environments along affective, behavioral, and cognitive
dimensions. And the results of a study that compared the perceptual schemes employed by three different
population groups to evaluate quality urban environments indicated that adolescents were drawn to the
immediate sensation of stimuli (the response mode), architects employed spatial qualities (responsive mode),
and adults seemed to consider both meaning (inferential) and interpretation for social activities (operation) as
important to perception of supportive spaces (Pennartz and Elsinga 1990). Even Will Burtin, a well know
graphic designer, visualizer of complex scientific and technological information, and art director of Fortune
magazine, “believes that a person’s ‘emotional, physical, and intellectual response’ and understanding of the
information communicated should be the yardstick used to measure or evaluate a design (Meggs 1998, 315).”
But, perhaps the most revealing and constructive use of the three-part perception modes to organize and
categorize the ways in which people find meaning in the physical environment can be found from a review of
four environmental design researchers. Guiding the research work of others and considered leaders in their
respective fields, collectively the authors have contributed important analytical frameworks over the last fifty
years that are based on the tripartite perception mode system previously discussed.
Although the use of semantic differential (polar opposites) and the associated rating scales to define
preference for physical environments are less effective when employed with older adults (Lawton 1990) and
pre-adolescent youth (Ziegler and Andrews 1987), the framework created by Charles Osgood, George Suci
and Percy Tannenbaum (1957) in Measurement of Meaning, organized the differentiated bipolar adjectival
scales of he environmental descriptors people use to define spaces into three main categories: potency factors
(responsive), activity oriented factors (operational), and evaluative or judgment factors (inferential).
Matching the three perception modes of responsive, operational and inferential, Robert Thayer, Jr. (1994), in
Gray World, Green Heart, described a three-dimensional framework for examining the meaning of
landscape, particularly those that have been influenced by technology for utilitarian purposes and have an
impact on human emotional responses. The three-part framework consists of (1) the perceptual dimension
(perceivability and conspicuousness in the landscape), (2) functional use, (3) and symbolic with respect to the
land. And in order to improve the understanding of the effects design decisions have on humans and their
interaction with designed environments, John Zeisel (1981) in Inquiry by Design, suggested that when
engaging in their creative work, designers must account for the physical (objects, places, relations between
places, and qualities), behavioral (characteristics of people, activities, relationships between people), and
administration (formal rules and informal rules).
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Of all the literature reviewed that discussed the use of a three-part system for understanding how people
perceived the physical environment, Donald Appleyard (1976), in Planning a Pluralist City, and Sidney
Brower (1988), in Design in Familiar Places. seemed the most explicit in identifying and defining the three
common modes of perception. Presented in his insightful study as a framework for organizing and depicting
how the inhabitants of Ciudad Guayana, Venezuela viewed their city, Appleyard defined the responsive
mode as; people perceive the physical environment as a sensory experience of the physical characteristics it
exhibits. He described the operational mode as: people perceive a space as a place for action or the taskoriented behaviors the environment affords and the inferential mode as: people perceive the environment as a
means of communication, the symbolic qualities it imparts.
This three-part model for interpreting the way people perceived their own home or community environments
was further described by Brower as a guide to understanding the contrasting perceptions and responses to the
physical environment between residents and visitors. Evoking a universal response to physical attributes of a
space, “the responsive mode (descriptions) relies on observer’s sensitivity to first impressions and not to their
familiarity to a place, nor to their knowledge of its origins or social significance, and consequently it is the
predominant mode of the outsider (Brower 1988, 9).” It is the mode of sensory delight to specific and
measurable space attributes. Guided by practical necessity, the operational mode (activities) “is concerned
with features of the physical environment that affect the user’s ability to execute necessary tasks (Brower
1988, 11).” Associated with recognition, orientation, wayfinding, and active and passive recreational use, it
is the mode that looks for functional features. Focusing upon symbolic elements that often support social
relationships, the inferential mode (judgments) “refers to messages, symbols, signs, or markers (Brower
1988, 12)” located within the physical environment. Evoking personal feelings about a space, the
environmental qualities “might be described as appropriated, controlled, personalized, safe, cared for,
private, threatening, or friendly (Brower 1988, 12).”
Accepting the three perception modes (operational, responsive, and inferential) as defined and described in
the previously discussed literature, the guiding framework developed to collect and analyze the responses of
youth and older adults for supportive urban public spaces not only addressed the perceptual but the
preferential aspects of determining the quality of an environment. Based upon the belief that there is a
relationship between psychological/sociological systems and preference for specific physical environments in
meeting social exchange needs, the analytical structure for conducting this study formulates a connection
between human beliefs, actions, and feelings and urban space characteristics (see Table 2.5.1). These three
space characteristic match each of the perception mode categories and can be defined as: (1) environmental
attributes that are measurable and represent human thought or understanding (responsive), (2) environmental
features that support human behavior or action (operational), and (3) environmental qualities that are less
definable but reflect human feelings and meaning (inferential).
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By way of explanation, there are many factors associated with how a physical environment influences a
person’s decision about the appropriateness of a space to meet his/her social exchange needs. These factors
are related to the way a person perceives or views the physical space. Some look at a public space in terms
of the specific attributes it possess or its responsive mode, others focus in on specific features and how the
spaces can be utilized to achieve an activity goal or its operational mode, and still others perceive the space
by the qualities it presents to them or the inferential mode of the space. Matching the three research-defined
perception mode variables with the corresponding three participant-defined space characteristic variables,
Table 2.5.1 also includes descriptive phrases corresponding to each of four research and design
considerations. Reflective the results of the literature review including many of the previously discussed
theories and descriptions of organization frameworks, the categories include the perception modes,
environment and behavior relationships, purpose, response type or value, the design approach, and space
characteristics.

Table 2.5.1. Comparative Table of Three Perception Modes and Space Characteristics
as they Relate to Environment and Behavior Study Variables
Perception
Modes

E&B
Relationship

Purpose

Response Type
(Values)

Design
Approach

Understanding
(what people know)
Behavior
(what people do)
Meaning
(what people feel)

Sensation Seeking
(senses)
Practical –
Functional (use)
Evoke Feelings

Spatial - Sensual Normative
Object (Descriptions)
Activity Oriented Operative
(Activities)
Meditative/Symbolic
(Judgments)

Art and
Aesthetics
User Needs and
Tasks
Context and
Community

(Researcher-Defined)

RESPONSIVE
OPERATIONAL
INFERENTIAL

Space
Characteristics
(Participant-Defined)

ATTRIBUTES
FEATURES
QUALITIES

In contrast to the previously described affordance, landscape setting type, urbanscape, and centeredness, and
perception mode variables that were developed and researcher-defined prior to the data collection process
and thus influenced both the posed questions and the instrument design, the environmental attributes,
elements and qualities were participant-defined and emerged directly from the content (text) analysis
procedures. Basically, descriptive words or phrases were collected from the written survey responses of each
participant to the open-ended questions (see sub-section 3.6.2.5 for content analysis procedures). These text
responses were content analyzed in order to generate two levels of information: category label (perceived
space characteristic) and the descriptors that would define them (Gabr 1993). Based upon the three
perception modes (responsive, operational, and inferential), the results were organized into (1) spatial/visual
qualities, (2) physical elements, and (3) emotions/moods (meaning).
The reviewer should note that, although the specific environmental qualities were developed during the
coding of the text response, this analytical framework was used to guide the classification of the participantdefined environmental characteristics and place them into one of the three previously defined perception
mode categories. Although the theory, research, and design guidelines literature listed some space
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characteristics as study variables or desired characteristics, the main objective of the text analysis and
recoding of space characteristic variables was investigative rather than confirmatory. Thus the resulting list
of seventy-eight environmental attributes, elements, and qualities (see sub-section 3.6.2.5.3) were not
intended to conform to any known pre-existing list of space characteristics. The following provides further
descriptions and some applicable connection to literature for each of the three perception mode/space
characteristic classifications.
2.5.5.1 Space Attributes: Responsive Mode
Forty-four names of space characteristics defined during the text analysis of the collected responses to the
open-ended survey questions were placed within the responsive mode category. Reflecting a sense of place,
each of the urban open public space attributes were selected because they could be experienced though one
of the human senses (tactile, kinetic, color, texture, sound and smell, and particularly sight). The responsive
mode is connected with the human senses and to the question “What is it?” Understanding a space is
important and reflects an aesthetic motive and literal perception of the actual space characteristics, specific
objects, or design elements such as trees, sky, billboards, landmarks, color, texture, sounds, smells, and glare.
Jane Jacobs (1961), in The Death and Life of Great American Cities, sites four specific attributes required for
people to use urban public parks. These open spaces must have: (1) intricacy – possess variations in
elements at eye level, (2) centering – have a focal point or climax element, (3) sun – must have sunny spots
along with shade, and (4) enclosure – having a defined surrounding boundary of buildings or trees to create a
territory (Hall 1966; Sommer 1969; Lang 1994).
2.5.5.2 Space Features/Elements or Activities: Operational Mode
Twenty-nine individual space characteristic names were also collected from the youth and older adults word
responses to the survey questionnaires and placed within the operational mode classification. Associated
with action or behavior, each name reflected the practical aspects of an environment that allowed a person to
complete a particular task or purpose. This included a physical feature or element that supported a particular
activity or was implied in the action word used by the participant to describe a reason for selection of an
image. The operational mode is associated with the question “What is it for?” and is task-oriented,
purposeful and demanding. Connected with personal activity or use, this mode is connected to objects or
concepts that support or impede activity and movement such as benches, stairs, entrances, playground
equipment, and impediments, barriers, and freeways.
Much of the research literature on environmental preference has revolved around visual value (photographs,
drawings, or even window views) of natural or cultural scenes rather than looking at preference as it relates
to behavior-in-the-environment (Hartig and Staats 2005). Harry Heft (1997) suggests that the perception of
what the physical environment affords (Gibson’s (1977; 1986) is related not so much to the defined features
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or physicalistic/structural approach that an environment possess, but rather to a functional approach or the
behavioral resources or possible functions that the environment allows. As landscapes not only have visual
or aesthetic qualities but are physical spaces capable of housing activities, preference may be linked to its
ability to provide an opportunity to carry out particular behaviors or to fulfill a particular role (Hartig and
Staats 2005). In The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces, William Whyte (1980) presented his finding of his
photographic studies of the human preference and use of a variety of New York’s open spaces. Although sun
penetration, aesthetics, and shape and size of the spaces were considerations, how people used the space was
considered most important. Whyte concluded that the most sociable spaces possessed the following traits
(Carmona et. al 2003):
•

Visually and physically accessible and located on a busy route

•

Connected to the street (not fenced off or isolated)

•

Generally level with pavement (not significantly above or below)

•

Sitting places (integral - steps, walls & explicit - benches, seats)

•

Communication and choice supported with moveable seating

2.5.5.3 Space Qualities: Inferential Mode
Fourteen space qualities names were placed within the inferential perception mode and depicted symbolic
interpretations or reflected how a person felt when visually visiting one of the specific spaces presented in the
survey. Perhaps matched to personal expectations, the inferential mode often is connected to past
experiences and to the question “What it ought to be?” Going beyond documentable features or uses of a
space, this mode is associated with meaning and qualities that infer other less definable characteristics.
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CHAPTER 3

Methodology: Data Collection and Analysis Procedures
“The research cited (in the previous chapter, especially relating to landscape quality assessment) illustrates a
variety of problems intrinsic to environmental-perception research (Wohlwill and Kohn 1976, 24.”
Associated with the generalization of principles related to the environmental realm, the four related tasks
include: “isolating and defining relevant stimulus dimensions, assessing the relevant variables in natura”,
teasing out the respective roles of different variables, [and addressing] the problems of sampling of
environments Wohlwill and Kohn 1976, 24-25).” The intention is to not only to describe the methodology
employed for conducting this age-comparative study, but also to be cognizant of these environmentalpsychological research concerns in the process. Specifically, this chapter describes the methods and
procedures employed to collect environmental perception and preference data from the youth and older
adults participants and to analyze that data in order to begin to define urban public open space types and
characteristic that could be used to design places that would be supportive of intergenerational social
exchange.
In order to design intergenerationlly supportive spaces, a clear understanding of the differences and
similarities in perception and preference between youth and older adults for urban public space that support
social interchange was required (Weidemann et al. 1982; Bechtel 1990a). Conducting an age-comparative
project seemed to be the best way to achieve this research objective. Without comparable youth/older adult
studies available to use as a guide, three actions steps were deemed essential to move from intergenerational
research concept to urban space design. As defined in more detail in section 1.3, the three steps included: (1)
develop a framework of appropriate variables that could be used in a youth and older adult urbanscape
preferences study, (2) employ the framework to define space types and space characteristics preferred by
youth and older adults, separately and collectively, and (3) to use the comparative results to make some
design recommendations for creating intergenerationally supportive urban public spaces. Since the
framework (step #1) has already been defined in the previous chapter (sub-section 2.5) and design
recommendations (step #3) required further procedures and are presented in the discussion in the final
chapter (section 5.3), the purpose of this chapter is to define the exact methods employed to collect, analyze,
and define the preferences (age group specific and collectively) for supportive social exchange urban spaces
(step #2) for the two intergenerational age groups.
Ordered to match the sequential procedures utilized to conduct this study, the chapter is organized into six
sub-sections. After first defining the research principle and variables investigated, a contextual depiction of
the region and youth and older adult programs involved in the survey leads into a description of the study
population to be investigated. Because of the purposeful use of photographic images in collecting youth and
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older adult environmental preferences, an extensive depiction of the scene sampling and image selection
process along with the associated questionnaire design is explained. Given the unique duel-age population
constraint, the data collection process, including a description of the specific fieldwork, is defined. And,
finally, the all-encompassing analysis protocol with coding procedures and statistical analysis completes this
chapter.

3.1 Research Design
Basically there are two different approaches that can be taken in developing the design for a research project:
an in-depth vertical study focusing upon a specific identifiable issue and variable or a more general lateral
study which looks at a wide variety of issues and variables (Rapoport 2000). Given the lack of creditable
literature available on research studies conducted that looked at the combined-use of public space for mutual
support by youth and older adult and wishing to lay the foundation for future intergenerational-environment
and behavior research, the approach of this study was to conduct a generalized, laterally extensive research
approach that compared the perceptions and preferences of youth and older adults to the supportiveness of
urban public spaces for social interchange (Marans 1990).
Similar to “action” research conducted during community development projects (Francis, Cashdan and
Paxson 1981), the research design included an appropriate mix of techniques that were employed to assess
the breath and depth of perceptions of the young people and older adults for urban public spaces that could
support social exchange between them (Moore 1990). Using a photo preference survey design approach, this
study employed both quantitative and qualitative methods to collect, measure, and analyze the responses of
the two age-population groups (Marans and Ahrentzen 1987).
As an initial step in clarifying the specific research design procedures employed and following a similar
approach taken by Hisham Gabr (1993) to define the research methods employed in a visual attributes study
relating to environmental perception and preference of quality tourism destination sites, Table 3.1.1
summarizes the data collection methods employed in each of the five sections (see section 3.4.1) of the
survey instrument (column 3) and matches them to the five main study questions presented in section 1.3.2
(column 2) and the techniques employed to analyze the collected data (column 4) shown at the end of this
chapter (section 3.6). Although included in the last row of this table but presented in Section 5.3 of the last
chapter, the answering of Question #5 (design implications) was guided by the expert paradigm and required
additional analysis procedures not presented as a part of the methodology described in chapter 3.
For a more expanded view of the research design, the following sections include a discussion of the
exploratory, mixed-methodological approach to the project using quantitative and qualitative research
techniques. A description of the interconnecting dependent, independent, control, and mitigating variables is
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defined with the use of a flow diagram. The section ends with a discussion of the very significant five
control affordance variables that emerged from the literature and were employed as mitigating variables
between the two population groups and the selection of preferred space images in the survey instrument.

Table 3.1.1. Organization of Methodology Connecting Survey Questions to Sections of
Survey Instrument, Data Collection Methods, and Data Analysis Techniques
SURVEY
INSTRUMENT
SECTION

RESEARCH QUESTION

DATA
COLLECTION
METHOD

DATA ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUE

1st Section
Space by
Affordance

2. What types of urban public
open spaces and the associated
characteristics do youth prefer
for social exchange?
3. What types of urban public
open spaces and the associated
characteristics do older adults
prefer for social exchange?
1. What values do youth and
older adults hold for each of
the five environmental
affordances (desired outcomes)
and do any relationships exist
between them?
Triangulation (Q: 2 & 3)

- Photo Preference Rating
- Open Ended Questions

- Frequency Distribution
- Descriptive Statistics (mean)
- Frequency-to-Affordance Calculation
- Content Analysis

- Concept Ranking Task

- Frequency Distribution
- Descriptive Statistics (mean)
- Correlation test

- Multiple Free-Sort Task
- Open Ended Questions

Triangulation (Q: 2 & 3)
(Sites for Future Analysis)

- Open Ended Questions
- Check Box Response

- Frequency Distribution
- Descriptive Statistics (mean)
- Content Analysis
- Frequency Distribution
- Descriptive Statistics (mean)
- Content Analysis
- Frequency Distribution
- Descriptive Statistics (mean)
- Tests for Homogeneity
- Test for Independence (Demo Data)
(Chi-Square – Gender & Ethnicity)
- Test for Independence of Variance
(Affordance Ranking)
(Cross-Tab & Chi-Square for
Independence)
- Factor Analysis (t-test & One-way
ANOVA)
- Frequency Distribution
- Group Classification

2nd Section
Conditional
Affordance
Rank
3rd Section
Space by Group
4th Section
Personal Space
5th Section
Demographics

- Age Check Box
- Gender Check Box
- Ethnicity Check Box

4. What types of urban public
open spaces are mutually
preferred and what are their
salient characteristics?
5. How can results be applied
to the design of
intergenerationally supportive
urban public open spaces?

3.1.1

- Uses Data Collected
from Sections 1 and 2

- Uses Photo Preference
Data Collected from
Section 1 Defined by
Answering Q4

- Expert Interpretation
- Diagrammatic Response

Exploratory / Mixed-Method Approach

Realizing that no known urban public spaces exclusively designed to support intergenerational exchange
between youth and older adults seem to exist, observational research methods for conducting a comparative
study were deemed inappropriate. In an alternative approach, the investigation of intergenerational programs
showed the number of programs that provide opportunities for non-programmed activities between these two
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age groups is quite small and access to these programs remained problematic (Generations United 2001;
Taylor 2004). This fact made it extremely difficult to conduct surveys of intergenerational pairs who
participate in paired excursions into the public realm. In addition, there was an absence in the literature of
comparative studies conducted between youth and older adults relating to environmental quality assessment
from which to draw inspiration. Although environmental psychology and participatory design appeared to
offer great potential as comparative research tools (Francis 1988), as yet no clear model for simultaneously
collecting data from youth and older adults had been developed.
Yet in spite of these difficulties, the intergenerationally focused objective of this study required the
development of a method that would measure the similarities and differences between the perceptions and
preferences of youth and older adults for supportive public spaces. Because of the unavailability of existing
intergenerational youth and older adults pairs to study, the main hurdle to overcome was to create a research
design that would accommodate the possible variations associated with two separate and divergent age
groups of youth and older adults (see section 1.3.1). This was felt to be a critical step if the results of the
comparative survey were to be considered valid and usable for guiding intergenerationally supportive urban
space design decisions.
Although the previously discussed investigation of the environmental assessment studies provided a wealth
of research findings that could possibly have been adapted to this age comparative study, the absence of a
direct connection between the two population groups of this age comparative study dissuaded the use of a
confirmatory research approach. What the multi-field review of the literature did provide was an extensive
list of environmental assessment and preference variables, not yet tested in an age-comparative research
agenda. Given the multitude of variables available for investigation and not wanting to limit the information
obtained to confirming or refuting an existing hypothesis (Creswell 1994), extending the scope of an existing
theory, or selecting participants and assigning them to highly structured situations (Caspi 1987), an
exploratory or investigative approach was thus employed with the intention of gathering as much information
not only about youth and older adult environmental perceptions and preferences but the reasons behind those
preferences and how they might influence the design of intergenerationally supportive public open spaces
(Creswell 1994).
Based upon a grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967), this exploratory investigation of the
intergenerational use of urban public spaces was designed to allow patterns to emerge from the experiencedbased concepts of the youth and older adult participants (Patton 2002). Although this inductive approach was
used to permit general patterns to emerge from specific data collected from the answers given to five
investigative questions (section 3.4.1), an analytical framework (sub-section 2.5 and Figure 3.1.2) most often
used in deductive research) was also developed in order to organize and analyze the results (section 3.6.2).
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By employing language (in the form of text responses) to define “a set of categories that structure perception
through the attribution of meaning (Low, Taplin and Scheld 2005),” the approach could further be defined as
cognitive.
In order to strengthen the results of this study, a mixed-methodological approach was employed as a strategy
in developing the investigative procedures (Patton 2002). The five guiding research questions (section 1.3.2)
and the development of the survey instrument (section 3.4) employed a combination of quantitative and
qualitative methods to support a methodological triangulation of the data collection and analysis results
(Patton 2002). Although not often combined in the same study, this duel approach seemed to be appropriate
because of the number of variables under investigation and the exploratory nature of the design. Although
the combined-methods approach may initiate contradictions, the belief was that it would provide a fresh
perspective to the emerging intergenerational approach to environmental studies. The main reason for using
a deductive/inductive approach was to expand the breadth and scope of the study (Creswell 1994).
Both quantitative and qualitative methods were employed in the instrument design in order to gain a better
understanding of the perceptions and preferences for urban public spaces collected from both the youth and
older adult groups. Based upon the use of the psychophysical paradigm (Taylor, Zube and Sell 1987) in
which the perceived value is tied to the ability of an environment to meet human needs (Gibson 1977; 1986),
only the selection of specific urban space images to meet one or more of the five conditional affordances and
the rating of those affordances could at first be considered as quantitative (section 3.4.1). Reflecting the
cognitive paradigm (Taylor, Zube and Sell 1987), the subsequent open-ended survey questions, designed to
investigate why the spaces were valued, were in a highly exploratory way (Gustafson 2001) qualitative in
their initial form. But in order to define the space characteristics and be able to make a comparison between
the preferences of the two age groups, a content analysis of the reasons for selecting the spaces was
conducted. So in the final form, all the data, including the coded text responses, were quantified for easy
measure and comparative analysis and thus could be considered part of a correlational research design study
(Groat and Wang 2002).
The ability for people to group discriminately the landscape together in order to provide meaning and make
sense of the diversity of the physical environment which surrounds them (Olver and Hornsby 1966; Maccoby
and Modiano 1966; Greenfield, Reich and Olver 1966) was utilized as a major tool for managing the
quantification of the more qualified aspects of the study: instrument development, survey sessions, and
coding of data. Specifically, equivalence making was employed by the expert judges in the scene sampling
process that produced the final urban space images used to collect participant responses. In addition, the
youth and older adult participants utilized equivalence in the process of sorting those same images into
groups according to a common theme. And the coding of the text responses to the open-ended questions was
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accomplished through the use of equivalence on the part of the research team and supporting expert judges to
group words into discriminate classifications for analysis.
As an overall approach, five general mixed-method research approaches were employed in the study:
convergence, development, complementarity, expansion, and initiation (Garber and Garber 2004). Seeking
to yield a greater confidence in the results by using convergence, several competing methods (selecting a
setting to meet conditional affordance criteria and free-sorting task) were used to classify the most preferred
types of spaces for social exchange. Since an investigative or pilot survey was conducted with youth and
older adults prior to this study (Layne 2001), the development purpose was thus employed to gain valuable
information that was used to select the images and create the survey instrument employed (Honikman 1980).
Combining overlapping methods (quantitative image selection and qualitative text response) to enrich the
understanding of collected data, complementarity was used to determine the reasons why youth and older
adults preferred specific urban spaces for social exchange and to define their specific characteristic. Wishing
to expand the range of the initial space selection results by overlaying conditional affordance values,
expansion was employed to develop the affordance ranking question with the results informing the final
value given to the selected images. Finally, initiation was utilized as a tool for developing the personally
preferred space question, the newly discovered intergenerational spaces to be used for proposed future
observational research work.

3.1.2

Defining Variables and Connections

Although a previous intergenerational landscape preference study indicated a convergence existed between
the public spaces that youth found supportive and the spaces older adults found supportive, the exact reasons
for those selections were unclear (Layne 2001). This led to an understanding that the use of a defined set of
variables as a guide, a clearer understanding of the differences and similarities between the choices made by
the two age groups could be better defined. Thus, in order to make comparisons between the responses of
youth and older adults to preferred public spaces for social exchange and to define the common physical
characteristics of those spaces in order to make design decisions required to create intergenerationally
supportive environments, a clarification of the exact multivariate data to be assessed and interconnections
that existed between them was considered exemplary (Carp 1979).
Presented in graphic form as an organizational chart in Figure 3.1.2, the survey design employs fifty-one
separate variables including population groups, demographics, space images, affordances (needs),
nature/culture, landscape settings, environment/behavior factors, perception modes, and space qualities,
features, and attributes. Further defined and clarified in the guiding framework (sub-section 2.5), the survey
instrument (section 3.4.1), the analysis coding procedures (section 3.6.2), the results (sections 4.1 – 4.4), and
the summary of findings (section 5.1), the study variables are further discussed in terms of three associations:
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first, grouped by perception and preference status (Figure 3.1.1), second, grouped by classification type
(Figure 3.1.2) showing control, dependent, mitigating, and independent variables; and third, grouped as either
researcher or participant defined.
Given the predetermined variables of population and preference in this youth and older adult comparative
environmental assessment study, the defining variables were organized into four categories: conditional
affordances, space types, modes of perception, and space characteristics. Developed from the proposed
framework described in chapter 2 and displayed graphically in Figure 3.1.2, the four sets of variables were
defined by their placement within the person-environment continuum and characterized through the survey
instrument, record of results, and the approach used in the analysis of the findings. The questions posted in
the survey instrument and the analytical approaches used to guide the discussion of the results were created
to accommodate the variations associated with these four aspects of human perception and preference for
public spaces that support social interaction. Before the four categories of variables are defined in more
detail (Figure 3.1.2), a clear understanding of the relationship that exists between them is required.
The organizational framework (outlined in some detail sub-section 2.5) and the relationship of the study
variables is founded on the ideal that environmental perception is a function of the interaction between
humans and the physical landscape (Zube, Sell and Taylor 1982) and that preference “is an extension of the
perceptual process (Kaplan and Kaplan 1983, 80).” Viewed as the result of an evaluative process, preference
for an environment is based upon the assumption that the space will meet the more immediate urgency of
basic human needs as well as the somewhat less urgent but no less vital, social and restorative needs. Thus,
the premise of this study is based upon the belief that preference for a physical environment is based first
upon the perception of a space to meet one or more of specific human needs (Maslow 1943) or conditional
affordances and then, through one of the perception modes (Appleyard 1976; Brower 1988), a determination
is made whether the specific attributes, features, and qualities exhibited by that space are supportive of the
desired outcomes or situational affordances.
Figure 3.1.1 presents the two-stages of perception/preference interdependency that guided the organization of
the variables and the layout of the survey design. The youth or older adult visual review (Perception Stage
#1) of each of the urban spaces (24 photographic images) to meet one of the specified needs (Conditional
Environmental Affordances: safety, belonging, multiple activity, ability, or engagement) resulted in the
selection (Preference for Space Types) of a space with three classifications: Urbanscape (natural or cultural);
Landscape Setting (court, plaza, garden, landscape park, mini parks, street, path, or promenade); and
Centeredness Factor (environment, person, activity/E&B). Once an image was chosen, each survey
participant re-reviewed (Perception Stage #2 or Modes of Perception) the selected space image and through a
text response, described the reasons for selecting that urban public space (Preference for Space
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Characteristics). Although being placed to the far right in the diagram with some connection to the space
characteristics (Figure 3.1.1), the Situational Environmental Affordances are not directly connected to the
perception/preference continuum not included within the main survey design but are presented as part of the
design guideline suggestions (section 5.3).

Perception
Stage #1

Conditional
Environmental
Affordances

Preference for
Space Types

Perception
Stage #2

Modes of
Perception

Preference for
Space
Characteristics

Situational
Environmental
Affordances

ATTRIBUTES

ELEMENTS/
RELATIONS

URBANSCAPES

RESPONSIVE

LANDSCAPE
SETTINGS

OPERATIONAL

FEATURES

ACTIVITIES/
USES

CENTEREDNESS

INFERENTIAL

QUALITIES

OUTCOMES

• SAFETY
• BELONG
• ACTIVITY
• ABILITY
• ENGAGE

Figure 3.1.1. Guiding Interrelationships between Environmental Perception, Preference, and
Affordance Variables for Intergenerational Urban Space Assessment Research Design

Although Figure 3.1.1 diagrammatically presents the suggested linear set of steps by which both youth and
older adults will address answering the first three-part section of the survey instrument, it is by no means to
suggest that the process is sequential. It is believed that each respondent approached the viewing of the
images individually and although the concept is to first view the urban spaces though the conditional
affordance lens and then to assess the space value in terms of the situational affordances (desired outcomes,
behaviors, and space elements), there is no guarantee this actually occurred. The purpose of this discussion
was to clarify the relationships that existed between perception and preference as modified by the conditional
affordances and, although not part of the survey analysis, to connect them to the desired situational
affordances.
By selecting youth and older adult subjects as independent age groups and “allow[ing] them to select their
[preferred] environments and choose their [preferred] experiences (Caspi 1987, 1204),” the approach seemed
to follow a social science strategy of casting the individual in the role of independent variable (Snyder and
Ickes 1985). Although individuals did participate in the study, the ultimate purpose of defining mutually
supportive space types and characteristics required that the independent age groups should be considered as
an intergenerational dyad. Given the importance of understanding the perceptions and preferences of the two
age groups as a single unit, the intergenerational age groups of preadolescent youth and the older adult (CV1)
were considered as population control variables (Cheek, Field and Burdge 1976). Since the research premise
was that the preferences of youth and older adults would be similar, the two demographic considerations of
gender and ethnicity (CV2) associated with each group were also considered to be control variables and
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analyzed to determine if conformity existed. As can be seen in Figure 3.1.2, three additional demographic
variables (income, education, and home), all associated with socio-economic conditions of the two
participant groups, could be considered important influences in selection of supportive environments. While
these were considered as much as possible in defining and recruiting the sample populations (section 3.2, 3.3
and 3.5.2.1), analysis was not conducted with these variables and thus they were not included as specific
control variables.
Explained in detail in the scene sampling and image selection processes (section 3.4.2 and 3.4.3) and in the
accompanying diagram (Figure 3.1.2), twenty-four photographic images were employed as simulations of
urban public outdoor scenes in this survey design. Since the two group’s subjective opinion of the
supportiveness of public spaces for intergenerational social exchange was based upon both youth and older
adult perception of the value of one or more of one or more of the twenty-four images as influenced by the
independent variables (space types and space characteristics), preference (DV) for those space images by
both age groups was considered the dependent variable (Leedy 1997). Although the images were intended as
simply a triggering mechanism by which the respondents could make decisions about preferred physical
space types and characteristics and thus were not directly a part of the final analysis, the specific selections of
space images by youth and older adults were also recorded and later utilized in the development of
intergenerationally supportive urban space design guide suggestions presented in chapter 5.
Guided by Kurt Lewin’s (1997) field theory that suggests behavior is a function of person and environment:
B=f(P,E), the purpose of this research design is to investigate the degree of fit between the individual’s needs
associated with supporting social exchange and the physical environment of things and people (Carp and
Carp 1984; Cheek, Field and Burdge 1976). Since the person components (P) are associated with an
individual’s physical and mental competence and life experience and expectations (Carp and Carp 1984), the
five conditional affordances or social exchange needs employed in the survey could be considered subjective
variables. On the other hand, since objective indices of the physical environment (E) could be based upon
either direct measure or observer judgment, and according to Craik (1981) many aspects of the environment
require expert judgments and can be adequately reproduced and generalized, these conditional affordances
could also be considered objective. Although each youth and older adult survey participant interpreted the
social exchange needs (desired outcomes) independently when selecting one of the images, because personal
attributes and quality of life issues were deemed beyond the scope of this study and the environmental
affordances employed in the study were first defined by the principal investigator, the five conditional
affordance variables (MV) were considered as intervening or mitigating variables (Figures 3.1.2 and 3.1.3).
Although the mitigating affordance variables of safety, belonging, multiple activity, ability, and engagement
were graphically presented in Figure 3.1.1 as situated between the subjective variable, preference (P), and the
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objective variables associated with urban space types and characteristics (E), the ranking of the five
conditional affordances by the participants in section two of the survey process was considered an important
step in understanding the values each age group placed upon these important desired outcome variables.
Since each respondent could select one affordance need over another in terms of value, these conditional
affordances (IV1) were also considered as the first groups of independent variables.
Although not changed or manipulated during the survey data collection and analysis procedures, the
remaining five categories of variables, as presented in Figure 3.1.2, were defined and classified by the
investigator as a part of the image selection and text content analysis processes and thus were considered
independent variables (Leedy 1997). Based upon the visual perception and assessment of the space’s
environmental quality for meeting one of the five conditional affordance needs, each respondent selected an
appropriate space image and explained the reason for the selection. Organized under Space Types (Figure
3.1.1), the first two groups of variables emerged from the selection of photographic space images. Each
image preference was determined to be either naturally or culturally oriented (Urbanscapes - IV2) and either
a court, plaza, garden, landscape park, mini parks, street, path, or promenade (Landscape Settings – IV3).
The third group of Space Type variables was generated from the content analysis of the reasons for the
selection, with each space defined as environment, person, or activity focused (Centeredness Factor – IV4).
Grouped under Modes of Perception (Figures 3.1.1 and 3.1.2), three variables associated with the construct
perception emerged from the literature search (Appleyard 1976; Brower 1988; Osgood, Suci and
Tannenbaum 1957; Sanoff 1973; Bruner and Goodman 1947: Olver and Hornsby 1966) and were defined in
detail in the framework included in sub-section 2.5. Although more social science oriented and perhaps less
useable in terms of making urban space design decisions, the strong relationship that existed between modes
of perception and preference for certain space characteristics (Figure 3.1.2) required the collection of this
data. Defined as independent variables, the responsive (experience-literal), operational (understanding-task),
and inferential (meaning-symbolic) modes (IV5) also emerged from the content analysis of text responses of
the dual-aged participants. Leading directly into and specifically connected to the preferred space
characteristics (Figure 3.1.1), the three modes of perception variables were documented and used as another
indicator of convergence or divergence between the youth and older adult groups.
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Figure 3.1.2. Organizational Chart of Interconnecting Dependent, Independent, Control, and
Mitigating Variables Employed in Age-Comparative Environmental Preference Survey

The last group of defining variables was perhaps the most significant datum collected from this age
comparative study since these findings not only defined the specific space characteristics preferred by the
youth and older adult age groups, but were the only variables which could actually be applied to the design of
intergenerationally supportive urban open spaces (see section 5.3). Graphically presented in Figures 3.1.1
and 3.1.2, the three collections of space characteristics preferred by the two age groups were directly
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connected to and an outgrowth of each of the three associated modes of perception. Defined through a text
content analysis of reasons for selection of a space image, the preferred space attributes, space features, and
space qualities defined and chosen by the respondents could not be controlled by the investigator and thus
were considered as independent variables (Leedy 1997). Although not a part of this survey design, the
mutually preferred Space Characteristic variables (CV6) were used to guide a post-review of the selected
study space images. The final fifty-six urban space attributes, features, and qualities combined with the
analysis of the images resulted in the creation of a set of Situational Affordances which matched defined
elements and their relationships to preferred space usage or activities and the resultant outcomes received by
the two age groups for intergenerationally supportive urban public open spaces (see details in section 5.3 l in
the last chapter.
Besides being organized within the perception/preference or dependent/independent variable paradigms, the
organization of the variables used to investigate the differences and similarities between youth and older
adults can be defined researcher/investigator defined or participant/study population defined. Given the
intergenerational focus of this study, the two age groups (CV1) were obviously defined by the investigator,
yet the random selection process specified that the demographic variables remain with the respondents
(CV2). Similarly, the five conditional affordances (MV and IV1) were taken form a review of the literature
and thus defined by the researcher, yet the interpretation of the attributes reflective of each affordance
variable remained with the study participants.
Deduced from a review of the literature and used to define the twenty-four images used in the study and to
organize the text responses of the participants into manageable variable categories, the space types, including
urbanscapes (IV2), landscape settings (IV3), centeredness (IV4), and modes of perception (IV5) were
defined by the investigator or the design experts employed to help with the development of the survey
instrument. Defined by the participants and emerging directly from the content analysis process, the
classification of space characteristics (IV6) including space attributes, features, and qualities was induced
from the text responses of the youth and older adult reasons for selecting a space for social exchange.

3.1.3

Space Selection: Conditional Affordances

Although positive social interaction between intergenerational pairs is related specifically to the trust that the
two individuals hold for each other (Huang and Lynch 1995) and less dependent upon a specific place, the
research design for this study is based upon the underlying assumption that all interaction takes place within
a physical space and in order for either a young person or older adult to select a public outdoor space to visit
together, that environment must first meet certain needs. Based to some degree upon the findings of a study
conducted by Hertzog and Barnes (1999) that a positive correlation existed between tranquility and
preference, perceived environmental supportiveness is an essential condition. Since people seem to favor
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situations where both pragmatic and idealistic needs are met, intergenerational preference would also be
given to those environments that fulfilled those conditions as well (Kaplan and Kaplan 1983). Perhaps then,
when young people and older adults are deciding the benefits of one public space over another for
intergenerational interaction, the selection is based upon the idea that the more comfortable a person feels
within a specific space, the more likely they will be to interact with others in that space.
In order to conduct a study that investigated the environmental perceptions and preferences between these
two divergent population groups and to equalize to some extent their experiences (Lawton 1990), an
environmental supportiveness schema seemed an essential requirement through which the youth and older
adult participant could interpret the value of the presented urban public space images. Piloted by Maslow’s
theory of human motivation (Maslow 1943; Burstiner 1989), and based upon the results of a previous
intergenerational study (Layne 2001), discussions with experts in the intergenerational field, and a literature
review of design, E&B, and intergenerational studies, a set of five conditional affordance variables were
selected. Specifically, the first three affordances (safety, belonging, and multiple activities) first emerged
from a review of a paper by Anita Rogers and Andrea Taylor (1997) presented in Intergenerational
Approaches to Aging and defined as safety, mutual ownership, and multiple activities. The last two
affordances (ability and engagement) first appeared within a review of Developing an Intergenerational
Program, a guide for early childhood practitioners produced by Penn State College of Agricultural Sciences
(2003) and were defined as accommodates differing capabilities and supports learning.

Intergenerational
Study Groups

Pre-adolescent Youth (Y)

Older Adults (OA)

Five Conditional
Affordances for
IG Exchange

Safety (S)

Selection from 24
Photographs &
Reasons for Choice

Belong (B)

Multi-Activity (M)

Urban Space
Preference

Ability (A)

Engage (E)

Urban Space
Preference

Figure 3.1.3. Flow Diagram Showing Five Conditional Affordances Used as a Perception Lens
between Study Populations and Preference for Supportive Urban Public Open Spaces

Guided by the concept of similar developmental needs suggested in section 1.2.6 and further defined in the
guiding framework (sub-section 2.5), the research program is centered upon the belief that youth and older
adults visually assess the ability of a physical environment to reflect (1) a feeling of safety, (2) a sense of
belonging, (3) accommodate multiple activities, (4) support differing abilities, and (5) promote interpersonal
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engagement before they address other factors associated with preference such as space qualities, space
activities, or space attributes (see Figure 3.1.2). These five conditional affordance variables (desired
outcomes) were considered essential to conducting an intergenerational comparative study and thus became a
guiding principle and unifying element in the development of the study design and survey instrument.
Finally, as exhibited in the photo preference and ranking data collection tasks included in the first two
sections of the survey instrument (Table 3.1.1), there were three basic objectives for employing the five
conditional affordance needs within the study design. First, understanding that there are many ways in which
people approach the viewing of a photograph, the use of the affordances would provide a singular lens
through which each of the twenty-four space images presented in the survey instrument could be viewed
(Figure 3.1.3). Second, acknowledging that differences in personal objectives caused by extended life
experiences associated with older adulthood may influence space perception (Honikman 1980; Kelly 1955),
the affordance schema would provide a mutually-accepted user-needs framework from which the two age
groups could interpret the space images and make similarly informed decisions. And third, the ranking of the
five affordances was part of a three-phase process employed to investigate the proposed intergenerational
hypothesis, that the two divergent age groups actually approached the visual world in a similar way.
Included with the sample population selection procedure (section 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3), and the comparative
analysis of the text responses by age, gender, and ethnicity (section 3.6.4.1), the conditional affordance
ranking analysis (section 3.6.4.2) was used to validate the remaining survey results. The selection of this
process was based upon the belief that if the two age groups viewed the spaces through the same set of
glasses as expressed in the ranking results, then the space types and space characteristics defined by the
youth and older in the text content analysis could also be considered comparable and intergenerationally
viable.

3.2 Study Setting: Region and Programs
In environment and behavior studies, and particularly those that are intended to inform the design of the
physical environment, the specific study setting is selected first and the study population emerges from the
residents or users of the selected space. Since this study was specifically designed as an age-comparative
study to inform the future design of proposed intergenerationally supportive urban public open spaces, the
youth and older adult age groups were selected first. Yet, if the results are to be generalizable and able to
truly inform the design of spaces to meet the needs of this age-divergent population, the description of the
study environment becomes essential.
In the case of this study, the twenty-four pictures of public open spaces would be considered as the site or
setting for the research study. But as these were collected from a variety of city and town locations (detailed
scene sampling and image selection process presented in section 3.4.2 and 3.4.3) and were considered by
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expert judges to be representative of any urban/suburban community, a look at the physical and cultural
aspects of the urban/suburban area in which the participant resided was considered a quality stand-in for the
traditional study site description. The following describes the demographic makeup of the Triangle region in
which the participants lived and compares those statistics to the demographic characteristics of the rest of
North Carolina and those of the United States. In addition, the specific types of youth and older adult
facilities and programs from which the study population was surveyed concludes the section (Youngentob
and Hostetler 2005).

3.2.1

Population Statistics: Triangle Region of North Carolina

Since the needs for intergenerational interaction between youth and older adults do not seem to be strictly
associated with one economic, social, or racial group, finding an ethnically and socio-economically diverse
group of participants was considered important if the results were to be valuable across a wide range of
environmental conditions. One of the main reasons for conducting the survey in the Triangle region was the
interconnected urban/suburban environs located within a historically rural North Carolina. Combined with
the economic and educational growth of Research Triangle Park and the surrounding urban centers, the
region provided a cacophony of subjects, both youth and older adult, to meet this study’s age-comparative
objective.
In The Rise of the Creative Class, Richard Florida (2002, 355) placed the Raleigh/Durham region (with over
1 million residents) sixth in the whole county in the creativity index including fifth in technology and second
in talent. Defined as consisting of “people in science and engineering, architecture and design, education,
arts, music and entertainment whose economic function is to create new ideas, new technology, and/or new
creative content (Florida 2003, 8),” the high level of people in the creative class is probably associated with
the centrally located Research Triangle (technology) Park and the three major universities (Duke University,
University of North Carolina – Chapel Hill, and North Carolina State University) that attract and graduate
some of the most talented young people in the country. Besides technology and talent, Florida (2003)
suggests that tolerance (ranked 52nd for Raleigh/Durham) is the third segment of the 3Ts required for
economic development to be strong. The reduction in the tolerance level (created using the gay, bohemian,
and race integration indices), as compared to technology and talent, is probably associated with
Raleigh/Durham being located within the Bible-Belt of the South.
The following review of the demographic information collected from the 2000 US census reveled that
although the Triangle region (Wake County) was emerging as a creative urban setting, the area was quite
similar in makeup to all of North Carolina and the USA as a whole and probably mirrored the populations of
many other places in the country. Since the study was age-related, the first demographic statistics
investigated showed that for Wake County, the number of youth 10 to 14 years was 43,320 or 6.9% of the
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total population. This figure compares equally to the North Carolina youth population of 6.8% of the total
and a little lower than the US youth population of 7.3% of the total. For the older adult population between
the age of 60 and 79 years, Wake County had 53,254 or 8.4% of the total population. Similarly, this total
was somewhat less than North Carolina’s total of 13.1% and the US total of 12.9% of the total population
count (Census 2000 Summary 2008a).
Since gender was a measurable demographic statistic employed in the survey document (Figures 3.1.2 and
3.4.5), a comparison between the Triangle, North Carolina, and US population was conducted. In Wake
County, the youth group (10 – 14 years) consisted of almost an equal count of 21, 395 females and 21, 925
males. Being 6.8% and 7.0% respectively, this percentage compares favorably to the North Carolina
percentage of total population of 6.6% females and 7.1% males and slightly lower than the US percentage of
total population of 7.0% females and 7.6% males. In comparing the older adult population group between 60
and 79 years, Wake County had 29, 454 senior females, accounted to 9.3% of the total, and 23,800 males,
accounting for 7.6% of the total population. These figures, although somewhat higher than the youth group
percentages, were somewhat lower than the similar percentages for older adults reported for North Carolina
of 14.4% female and 12.0% male and reported for the US of 14.1% female and 11.9% male (Census 2000
Summary 2008a).
Ethnicity was also a variable documented and analyzed in the study (Figures 3.1.2 and 3.4.5), so a similar
regional, state, and national comparison of demographics was performed. Not broken down by age, the
ethnic makeup of Wake County residents was 454,544 white or 72.4% of the total, 123,820 black of African
American or 19.7% of the total, with mixture of races of 7.9% of the total population. When compared to
state and national numbers, North Carolina had a comparable distribution of 72.1 % white, 21.6% black and
6.3% other, while diverged with 75.1% white, 12.3% black, and 12.6% other (Census 2000 Summary
2008b).
Although not included as part of the demographic data recorded through the survey instrument (see section
3.4.1), the population sampling procedures did include an awareness of the importance of income, education,
and home places to the decision making process and thus was considered in the selection of appropriate
youth and older adult programs and facilities from which to recruit participants. Again, taken from the 2000
Census data, the following economic and social characteristics were compared to the state and national
figures.
Although not part of the creativity index, Raleigh/Durham’s wage inequality ranking (measure differences
between creative class wages and those of the working class and the service class) was fourth. In 1999, of
the 632,420 employed people living in the Raleigh/Durham area, 38.2% (241,700) were members of the
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creative class (consisting of super-creative and creative professionals), 22% (139,340) were part of the
working class, and 39.7% (250,910) were from the service class. Specifically, in Wake County, the total
number of employed civilians over the age of 16 was 343,426. Of this number, 47% were management or
professionals, 41.9% held sales, office, farming, construction or production jobs, and 11% held service
positions. As a comparison, the US figures showed a lower percentage for management and professional
positions of 33.6%; higher percentage for sales, office, farming, construction, and production jobs of 51.4%;
and almost equal percentage for service employment of 14.9% (Census 2000 Summary 2008d).
A review of the related income levels for 1999 showed that 44.8% of income for households in Wake County
was below $50,000 per year as compared to a greater 57.9% of the total US households. Over one-third
(35.3%) of the Wake County household earned between $50,000 and $100,000 per year while the US
statistics showed a lower percentage of 29.7%. And comparably higher than the US percentage of 12.3%,
Wake County households earning over $100,000 per year is almost one-fifth at 19.6% (Census 2000
Summary 2008d).
Understanding that income levels are directly connected to educational levels, a subsequent review of the
social characteristic of the 2000 Census indicated that 51,713 people (29% of the total number of people over
the age of three registered in school) were enrolled in college or graduate programs as compared to a lower
percentage of 22.8% of the total school enrollment in the US. Of the total number of Wake County residents
over the age of twenty-five, 17.8% graduated from high school, 27.9% attended some college or received an
associates degree, 29.6% obtained a bachelors degree, and 19.3 earned a graduate or professional degree.
When compared to the US educational statistics showing 28.6% high school graduates, 27.3% with some
college or an associates degree, 15.5% with a bachelors degree, and 8.9% with a graduate degree, an
interpretation of the results would indicate that although the Triangle region has a lower number of high
school graduates and similar number of people who have attended college or received an associates degree,
the area with three major universities probably accounts for the much higher number of people holding
bachelor, master, and doctoral degrees (Census 2000 Summary 2008c).
What the previous investigation indicated is that North Carolina’s Triangle region does seem to mirror fairly
closely the ethic, gender, educational, and socio-economic demographics of the rest of the state and rest of
the county. Thus, since similarities in the demographic makeup between the study population and the North
Carolina or United States populations would make the result of this study generalizable and provide a
stronger basis for using those results in a wider range of applications, the previously stated statistics were
compared to the personal statistics of the final youth and older adult study groups selected for the study (see
section 4.1 for demographic results and Section 5.1.1 for demographic comparison).
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3.2.2

Survey Population Facilities and Programs

With the goal of conducting the survey within the Raleigh/Durham Triangle area and intending to conduct
the survey with a representative sample of the population (Section 3.3.1), intergenerational or separate preexisting youth and older adult programs, centers, institutions, or governmental departments were contacted to
see if they would support the study by allowing their members to participate in the survey. Since current
intergenerational programs often are developed to connect older adults to less-advantages young people,
particular attention was made to programs or facilities that were supportive of at-risk youth or were involved
in community outreach efforts.
The contacted youth and older adult public and private facilities and programs included: Wake County Public
Schools including Mary Phillips High School, Pullen Community Center, Smart Start, The United Way,
Council of Ministries, Project Enlightenment, Senior Education Core, Guardian Ad Lithem, 4-H, Encore
Center for Life, Living, and Learning, Boys and Girls Clubs, Boy Scouts of America, Communities in
Schools, Children, Youth and Families at Risk Program, Resources for Seniors, Adult Leisure Programs,
Raleigh Parks and Recreation, After School X-Press, Golden Years Clubs, AARP, Cary ZYZ, Triple F,
Young at Heart, Raleigh Community Services Department, City of Raleigh Foster Grandparents Program,
The Gardens at Wakefield Plantation (senior living), Springmoor Lifecare Retirement Community, Brighton
Gardens of Raleigh, Glenwood Towers, Carriage House, Magnolia Glen, Abbotswood at Stonehenge, The
Heritage of Raleigh, Independent Village of Olde Raleigh, Whitaker Glen Apartments, Chadwick
Apartments, Golden K Kiwanis Club, Northern Wake Senior Center, Garner Senior Center, Whitaker Mills
Senior Center, East Wake Senior Center, Cary Senior Center, and the Garner Senior Center.
A number of letters of inquiry (appendix C), phone interviews, email correspondence, meetings, and public
presentations were conducted in order to secure the participation of both youth and older adults that reflected
the makeup of the areas residents under study. During each contact or presentation, the name and association
of the investigator, the title, purpose, and value of the research to the potential participants were spotlighted
and included a story about the connection between young people and older adults. After explaining that the
young people and elders are the experts about what types of public spaces they prefer, and encouraging them
or their friends to participate, the discussion continues with a brief description of the survey process
including images and questions, and a review of the procedures for protecting their anonymity. The
presentation concluded with a mention of the time frame, that refreshments will-be-served, and contact
information for answering additional questions (appendix C). Based upon willingness to participate,
availability of staff and facilities support, and appropriateness of members (see sampling procedure section
3.3.1), the following lists and describes those programs or facilities whose youth and older adult residents or
members participated in the survey sessions.
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3.2.2.1 Youth Facilities and Programs
Although the North Carolina Division of Aging has shown interest in developing initiatives that enhance
relationships among generations, currently no youth/older adult mentoring or other interactive
intergenerational programs seemed to be present in the Triangle area. Yet, an investigation of
intergenerational mentoring programs that exist in other urban centers showed that they were generally
supportive of those young people with disadvantaged circumstances (Taylor 2000; Taylor and Dryfoos
1999). In addition, curriculums that allowed for non-programmed social interaction between youth and older
adults and thus supportive of social interaction within an urban public open space, seemed to be most often
associated with after-school programs. Meeting both criteria with a membership consisting of pre-adolescent
aged young people, the associated Boys and Girls Clubs of North Carolina and Communities in School of
Wake County were contacted and agreed, with permission of parents or guardians, to allow young male and
female program participants to participate in the survey sessions.
Boys and Girls Clubs of America – Wake Forest Boys and Girls Club
Headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, the Boys and Girls Clubs are a well-known youth serving organization
that provides a safe place for learning and growing to take place. Through developed relationships with adult
professionals, youth participate in programs and activities that support character and leadership training,
educational and career development, health and life skills, the arts, and sports, fitness and recreational
opportunities. Providing an emphasis on educational enhancement and access to technology, Boys and Girls
Clubs promote greater understanding of differing cultures and improved race relations. In addition,
representative of the previously discussed intergenerational quality of life issues, the Clubs support four
developmental objectives: competence, usefulness, belonging, and influence (Boys and Girls Clubs 2008).
Specifically, the Wake Forest Boys and Girls Club is a member of the association of six Wake County Boys
and Girls Clubs with administrative offices located in Raleigh, NC. Opened in an older building Wake
Forest in 1986, the newly constructed facility is located within a neighborhood setting and was first occupied
in 1996. Open daily, after school, and on Saturdays the facility is available when youth have free time and
need positive and productive outlets. Intended to reach out and include young people who cannot afford or
may lack access to the community programs, the fees for Club membership were extremely low. Although
the young club members seemed to be ethnically and socio-economically diverse, the majority of attendant
boys and girls came from middle class white households.
Communities in Schools of Wake County – Heritage Park and Walnut Terrace Learning Centers
Established in 1990, Communities in Schools of Wake County is a private, non-profit agency that champions
the needs of disadvantaged youth in helping them to learn, stay in school, and prepare for live by connecting
them to needed community resource, supportive volunteers, and educational opportunities (Triangle United
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Way 2008). The program “delivers quality tutoring and academic support to motivated, but economically at
risk students, who face daily challenges of avoiding drugs, resisting the pressures of gangs, and the constant
threats associated with poverty (Communities in Schools 2008).”
In the 2006-07 school year, Communities in Schools worked directly with 875 students through programs
conducted in twelve Wake County Public School sites and in six after-school learning centers located in
traditionally lower middle class African American Raleigh Public Housing communities. Through the
assistance of professional staff and volunteer adult tutors/mentors, the at-risk youth are given the incentive
and opportunity to connect with a caring adult, to care, to graduate, and to learn to give back to the
community (Communities in Schools 2008). Supported directly with financial and human resources by
Skanska, a construction and development company, and the Hurricanes Hockey Team respectively, the
Skanska Heritage Park Learning Center is located within the Heritage Park Housing Community and the
Hurricanes Academy Community Learning Center is located within the Walnut Terrace Housing
Community.
3.2.2.2 Older Adult Facilities/Programs
As there were few one-on-one intergenerational programs in the US and access to those programs was
limited (Taylor 2004), the objective was to find programs and facilities within the Greater Triangle area that
supported the demographic makeup of the area’s active older adults. The Triangle and surrounding areas
near Raleigh, North Carolina, seems to be a fast growing retirement area that supports a wide variety of
senior housing options including apartments for all ages, maintenance free homes, continuing care retirement
communities (CCRC), independent living communities, respite care communities, assisted living
communities, memory care facilities, and skilled nursing home facilities with in-home and rehabilitation care
services available for all types of living conditions (Seniors Guide 2006, 28-29). Directly associated and
often located directly next door to residential communities they intend to serve, exist a number of senior
community centers with a variety of programs that cater to the needs and desires of older adult retirees.
As described earlier, quite a number of senior programs, facilities, and residential communities were
approached, with the following eight senior supportive entities emerging as the locations in which the survey
sessions were conducted. The selection included ethnically integrated as well as socio-economically
segregated programs and communities, and programs that supported activities of interest to both males and
females, collectively and individually. The largest group of participants was associated with the Foster
Grandparents Program of Raleigh, while the remainder of the older adult participants visited local
Community Centers for personal growth or social support or resided in retirement communities located
throughout the Triangle region.
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City of Raleigh Foster Grandparent Program – Chavis Heights Community Center
As one of fourteen citizen involvement and volunteer programs managed by the City of Raleigh Community
Services Department, the Foster Grandparent Program is an innovative service that improves the quality of
life and self-esteem of Raleigh seniors by helping them to remain physically and mentally active through
continued participation in needed community services. Specifically, the program provides meaningful parttime volunteer opportunities for persons, sixty or over, to offer one-on-one support services to children with
special needs. After forty hours of orientation and pre-service training, physically active, low income, older
adults received a stipend to serve four hours a day, five days a week, to mentor young people usually living
in the City’s disadvantaged neighborhoods (City of Raleigh 2008). Located within one of Raleigh’s Public
Housing communities, the Chavis Heights Community Center was used the first Monday of each month for
training and as an outreach facility in support of the seventy plus, mostly female, senior Foster Grandparent
volunteers.
Community Center Programs/Organizations – Whitaker Mill Senior Center, Northern Wake Senior Center,
Golden Kiwanis Club (Cary Senior Center), and AARP
With operation or senior service coordination provide by the non-profit United Way agency, Resources for
Seniors, Inc., since 1973, Whitaker Mill, Northern Wake, and Cary Senior Centers provide a variety of
programs designed to promote physical, social, and emotional wellbeing of independent older adults. Acting
as senior activity centers to older adults living within each specified service community, the three senior
centers are supported by their respective city’s or town’s Parks, Recreation, and Cultural Services
Departments. Supported by qualified staff and instructors, the provided programs often include: senior clubs,
exercise and dance classes, arts or crafts classes, wellness and health screenings, as well as opportunities for
special social events, trips, seminars, educational programs, workshops, and community outreach activities
(Resources for Seniors 2003; 2008).
Supported as a meeting location by the Cary Senior Center located at Bond Park, members of two
independent senior organizations participated in the survey. A member of Kiwanis International founded in
1915, with the 8,000 clubs in 96 countries, the Cary Golden K Kiwanis Club is a volunteer service
organization of primarily retired white upper middle class business men, dedicated to helping to better the
community and its youth. Primarily focusing on service to children, the Golden K seniors build friendships
with each other while supports local service activities and leadership programs that may involve students
attending kindergarten through college (Kiwanis 2008). One of the most powerful lobbying non-profit
organizations in the United States, AARP (American Association of retired Persons) was established in 1958
and provides a wide range of benefits, products, and services to its members aged 50 and over (Wikipedia
2008; AARP 2008). Chapter 3976 with several hundred active male and female members of mixed ethnicity,
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Cary AARP’s monthly meetings provide the venue for members to participate in workshops and seminars,
and to plan for local community service projects.
Residential Retirement Communities – The Gardens at Wakefield Plantation Senior Living Apartments,
Chadwick Apartments, Whitaker Glen Apartments
Residents from three different retirement communities participated in the survey. Established in 1984,
Whitaker Glen is a continuing care retirement community is located next to the Whitaker Mills Senior
Center. This older community provides housing for generally upper middle class white professional retirees
of the old Raleigh establishment (Whitaker Glen 2008). Also located next door to a senior center (Garner
Senior Center), Chadwick Apartments is a 40-unit complex serving an ethically divers population of
independent older adults, age 62 or older, with an income less than 50% of the median income of Wake
County (Chadwick 2008). The Gardens at Wakefield Plantation is a more luxurious apartment complex for
independent active seniors over the age of 62. The facility includes a well-maintained landscape and garden
pathway, a community dinning room, theatre, game room and fitness center, hair salon, library and computer
center, and non-denomination chapel (Gardens at Wakefield 2008). All three senior living communities
provide residents with a variety of social, cultural, and educational programs, and supportive services
provided by Resources for Seniors.
Individual Independent Participants
One outgrowth of the investigator’s enthusiasm for the age comparative research project was that many
individuals showed particular interest in the survey questions being address. Subsequently, a number of
older adults, who fit the age requirement of between 60 and 79, participated in the study by answering the
survey questionnaire. Reflecting a mixture of socio-economic conditions and life experiences, these older
adults, each took the survey individually within their own home environments rather than within a group
setting.

3.3 Comparative Groups: Population Sampling
In order for the results to reflect the population as a whole, all older adults and youth from the Triangle area
had to have an equal chance to participate in the study. Thus, it was important to try and gather a sample
frame of the whole population (Agresti and Finlay 1997). Since the purpose was to assess the preferences for
older adults and youth who might have the ability to participate in intergenerational programs, the process
included a multistage approach. Although it was not possible to collect a simple random sample of the whole
population because of the age-comparative nature of the study, both stratified and clustering sample
collection approaches were employed to assure as random a sample a possible. In this way, bias was reduced
and the quantitative results could be analyzed using parametric measures and presented as percentages of
distributions (Marans 1990).
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With a target survey population of between 80 and 100, including 40-50 preadolescent youth and 40-50 older
adults, the following describes the procedures employed in collecting a statistically relevant sample of youth
and older adults reflective of the general population residing in the Triangle area of North Carolina. The
cross-sectional, multi-stage clustering process is discussed in detail followed by a discussion of the specific
age consideration of the two target groups and the relevance to the questionnaire design. The specific
number of participants who took part in the study can be found in Section 2.5.2.2 and the final number of
analyzed participants with the associated demographic attributes is specified under the results in Section 4.1.

3.3.1

Cross-Sectional/Multi-Stage Sampling (Clustering) Procedure

A cross-sectional survey design is “used most often because it is relatively simple to plan and inexpensive to
execute” and “can be used to examine possible differences in the attitudes and behaviors among subgroups of
a population (Marans 1990, 48-49).” Given the dynamic growth and changes in makeup of both the older
adult and youth population and in the United States (Achenhaum 1998) and the purpose of the study for
comparing the preferences of two different age groups, collection of data at a single point in time was
considered appropriate. Thus, the responses of both youth and older adults were collected during a onemonth period using a cross-sectional survey design (Creswell 1994; Marans 1990; Marans and Ahrentzen
1987).
The structure and importance of this age-comparative study dictated a more extensive approach to selection
of the two sample populations than might ordinarily occur. In order to understand the supportiveness of
environments for intergenerational interaction without having access to intergenerational programs that
encouraged social interaction in public spaces between non-familial friends (Kelley 1979), the responses of a
theoretical intergenerational dyad consisting of independent youth and older adults was required (Riley and
Riley 1954).
Although the purpose of this study was to understand the range of ideas and opinions that both youth and
older adults have for supportive public open spaces, the specific objective of the research design was to
develop statistics about the two populations under investigation. Thus, three key steps as outlined by Floyd
Fowler (1988), in Survey Research Methods, were used to guide the sampling procedure: (1) defining the
sample frame, (2) specifying sample size and the known chance for selection, and (3) determining procedures
for selecting the specific sample units.
In deciding what process should be employed in selecting the participant samples representative of each of
the two intergenerational age-group sample frames under study, the following four criteria were considered
important to the dyadic nature of the study objectives.
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• The two sample age groups should reflect the general population range in terms of culture, gender,
education, residential type and location, and socio-economics (Cheek, Field and Burdge 1976).
• The two sample age groups should be similar in makeup (homogeneous), reflecting a cross-section
of the greater population.
• Besides meeting the age requirement, the youth sample group should be typical of a cross-section
of young people currently participating in on-on-one intergenerational programs.
• Besides meeting the age requirement, the older adult sample group should be comprised of adults
that are physically and mentally active and could reasonable be expected to act as a mentor or grand
friend to young people.
Although the sample should reflect the mixture of people who reside in the Triangle (see section 3.2.1), a
review of the four requirements suggested some modifications. Thus, the sample frame was defined as two
age groups, preadolescents youth between the ages of 10 and 17 and older adults over the age of 50. The
youth group consisted of young people who were economically and educationally disadvantaged or from
lower to middle income houshold who would be principle users of public spaces and would be prime
candidates for and could receive the most benefits from involvement in an intergenerational program. Since
older adults who volunteer for programs that support young people are often retired and can come from a
variety of ethnic and socio-ecoonomic circumstance, the older adults population reflected this variation in
demographics. All youth and older adults were physically active without mental or physical conditions that
would exclude them from visiting outdoor public spaces and participating in mentoirng progreams and
intergenerational social interchange activities.
In order for the results to reflect the population as a whole, all youth and older adults living within the
Triangle area, who met the four criteria, had to have an equal chance to participate in the study. It was
critical to gather as large a sample as possible to insure that the sample represented the race, status, wealth,
education, ethnicity, gender, and age in the same ratios as existed in the total population being studied.
Using a randomized population selection approach (the parts reflect the total population), this non-probability
study employed a quota aspect that sought to ensure that each segment (gender, ethnicity, and socioeconomic factors) of the population was represented in the sample (Leedy 1997).
Yet given the focus of this study of investigating the preferences of two vulnerable populations, the meeting
of institutional requirements made access to youth and older adults somewhat difficult (Ward 1997b).
Recognizing that the dual-age samples represent a theoretical intergenerational dyad, selection of a specific
sample size and maintaining an equal chance for selection required a high degree of personal contact in order
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to recruit the greatest number of respondents. The study design employed a simple, proportionally stratified
(non-probability: convenient, accidental, quota sample) approach rather than an actual probability sampling
approach (Leedy 1997). Since everyone who was contacted had an equal chance to participate, the
demographic proportion of sample to total population was approximate rather than actual. Although the
randomized approach did allow for correlational techniques to be employed in analyze the collected data, the
quazi-experimental nature of the study required that the results be considered as only indicative of possible
generalizability.
Although the following description of the population sampling process indicates an extensive effort at
finding programs and facilities to meet demographic quotas (see list in section 3.2.2), eventually the only
controlled factor was the collecting the responses from those participants whose age fell within the predetermined youth/older adult constraints. Although it was essential that at least thirty-five participants from
each group be studied (minimum number required to conduct statistical analysis), no restriction on the
number of participants was employed. Since the final number of respondents varied between the youth and
older adult participants, several tests for homogeneity were conducted to determine if the respondents from
the two age groups were compatible in terms of gender and ethnicity.
Besides developing a plan to collect a study sample that was reflective of the whole population, the main
purpose of this study was to compare the responses of two specific age groups to outdoor settings dictated the
importance of trying to select participants from the youth and older adult group with matching outlooks
toward life (Ziesel 1981). The objective was to match as close as possible the two age groups according to
ethnicity, gender, socioeconomic status, and environmental experiences as suggested by Ziegler and Andrews
(1987).
Although this focus would insure the closest reliability for the collected response data, the absence of direct
sampling sources of individuals who were associated with intergenerational dyad-supportive programs (such
as one-on-one mentoring) required a more managed approach. Understanding that non-probability samples
are often used to compare two specific age groups as defined by the four criteria (Marans 1990), a
judgmental sampling approach was employed to select “good” respondents for the study (Fowler 1988;
Patton 1002; Raval 1997). In determining the steps required for collecting the specific units (youth and older
adult sample), a simple two-stage “purposeful” strategy that included a clustering component (Marans and
Ahrentzen 1987), often used to sample school students (Fowler, 1988), was employed to assemble a list of
participants for the study (Creswell 1994).
As the goal was for the results to be of value to intergenerational programs as well as urban designers
supportive of intergenerational exchange, a cross section reflective of the two divergent age groups was
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considered essential. The first step in the two-stage process was to review and spotlight regional
organizations, programs, and facilities that supported preadolescent youth and older adults as earlier specified
in the intergenerationally supportive criteria. Even though the availability of reviewed programs to respond
to the inquiry did play a role in the ultimate selection (Section 3.2.2), an effort was made to stratify the
population in order to obtain a wide range of variations in the responses (Gustafson 2001; Wohlwill and
Kohn 1976).
Although somewhat surprising to the investigator and perhaps to the urban designer, work of Community
Development Centers have shown that there was little difference between rich or middle class and poor or
lower class clients in there ignorance of design principles and stubbornness in supporting poor aesthetic
solutions (Bailey 1971). In spite of this observation, care was taken to spotlight programs and facilities
whose members, collectively, represented the divergent ethnic, socio-economic, educational backgrounds,
and environmental experiences existing in the region (Creswell 1994; Cheek, Field and Burdge 1976; Ziegler
and Andrews 1987).
As a result of the process and a further review of all those organizations contacted (see section 3.2.2 for
details), programs and facilities that individually supported older adults and youth with similar backgrounds,
life expectations and experiences, and from similar residential conditions were spotlighted. Based upon
economic and sociopolitical data, organizations that supported older adults who lived in three separate
housing developments or who lived nearby in their own homes were selected as representative of the senior
population frame specified in the previously stated criteria. Similarly, three after-school programs (one
located in a middle-class white neighborhood and the other located within two urban renew communities
generally housing African American families from the lower economic strata) where spotlighted as
supporting the youth component of the age divergent sample frame.
The second and final step in the multi-stages process that followed the selection of the population
representative programs or facilities was to identify and recruit potential respondents from each age group to
participate in the study (Creswell 1994). The multiplicity of the organizational members, representing all
characteristics within these two age groups, provided an opportunity to meet random sampling criteria.
Although the approach could not be considered a truly systematic randomized sampling, all individuals that
were members or visitors to one of the senior centers, or participated in one of the after-school programs, or
were residents of the housing communities had an equal opportunity to participate in the survey sessions.
Other than focusing on the two intergenerational age groups in selecting organizations to participate, no
restrictions regarding race, age, gender, ethnicity, or socio-economic status were publicized or promoted. In
fact, everyone, members, staff, or friends, were asked and encouraged to contribute. Thus, each and every
member of the clustering organizations had an equal probability of being selected.
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Since no specific randomized procedure was employed to select specific participants, the generalizability of
the results to the larger population could be questioned. Yet, understanding that “stratified samples will
produce sampling errors that are lower than those associated with simple random samples of the same size
(Fowler 1988, 39),” the final step in the recruitment of individual participants was considered a viable
alternative. Although a discussion of the (selected) youth and older adult survey participant groups is
included next in this section, the specific number and group affiliation of the survey participants can be found
under Fieldwork in Section 3.5.

3.3.2

Preadolescent Youth

Barbara Byrne (1996) states in Measuring Self-Concept Across the Life Span, at this stage of the life cycle
(grades 3 - 8), preadolescent youth, no matter their ethnic, gender, or socio-economic status, can describe
their own behavior in relationship to others to a much greater level than can younger children. They are able
to define themselves as being smart, popular, helpful, as well as other self-descriptions. More important to
this study is the fact the youth spend a great deal of time outside, away from the home environment, and
exhibit an increase in freedom of choice and the ability to express their own preferences.
Considered as a transitional age compatible with much of the intergenerational literature that defines the most
appropriate age for mentoring (Taylor and Bressler 2002), youth in this age group are still accessible to and
are able to consider the advice of older adults. Unlike teenagers who are more guarded toward adults
(Ziegler and Andrews 1987), preadolescent youth have not fully maturated into peer-relationship dominance.
Especially important to intergenerational interaction is their sensitivity to the opinions of others and the
making of evaluations based upon social comparisons (Byrne 1996).
Jean Piaget (Piaget and Inhelder 1969) suggests that this de-centering stage of development occurs at the end
of childhood in preparation for adolescence. Byrne (1996) concurs by stating that preadolescent youth (age
8-12 years) is no longer that of a child, yet not as yet a full adult. While Piaget states that adolescents, the
next stage of development, starts at 12 or 13 years (Piaget and Inhelder 1969), Jean Rhodes (2002, 13), in
Stand by Me, suggests that adolescents is the age between 14 and 17 years. On the other hand, Andrea
Taylor and Jeanette Bresssler (2000, 22), in Mentoring Across Generations, extend the age of youth to
include young people between the age of 10 and 17 years.
Combining these preadolescent age definitions and believing that a certain level of maturity is required for
positive social interaction to occur between youth and older adults, the Across Ages mentoring program at
Temple University was used as a guide in deciding participant age levels for this study. Generally, the
Across Ages program recruits students who attend middle school (grades 6 - 8) and thus can be considered a
part of the upper end of the preadolescent scale. Meeting primary intergenerational mentoring criteria and
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including African, Anglo, Hispanic, Native, and Asian Americans from families who would be considered
fitting into the lower to middle socio-economic levels of society, the youth population sample employed in
this study was between the ages of 10 and 13 years.
“In keeping with the preadolescent’s ability to describe himself or herself in relation to different life domains
(Byrne 1997, 85),” the next step was to determine if this preadolescent age group could respond favorably to
the type of environmental awareness and preference questions that were to be included in an appropriate
survey instrument. In order to determine if a match existed between the instrument design and the youth
study population, a review of previously employed physical, social, and academic self-concept measures was
conducted.
From an investigation of twenty-nine preadolescent self-concept measures, Barbara Byrne (1996) selected six
measures worthy of continued use with preadolescent youth. The participant age range of between 8 and 19
who were answering from 70 to 150 separate questions indicated that this age group could, in fact, work with
a fairly elaborate questionnaire. And although the three types of self-report questionnaire structures
employed in the six spotlighted measures (a 4- to 6-point Likert scale, a 4-point alternative format Likert
scale, or a dichotomous yes/no scale) where not actually employed in the design of the intergenerational
study instrument, the use of a self-situational format that included a variety of topic areas was useful as a
guide. The review clearly revealed that preadolescent youth could probably place themselves within a
specific physical environment and answer questions relating to group behavior, discrete observation and
intelligence, physical appearance, personal satisfaction, and social connections.

3.3.3

Active Older Adults

Often called later adulthood of the golden year and “always considered the last stage of existence before
death (Achenbaum 1998, 31)”, the age at which senior adulthood begins is ill-defined (Vander Zanden 1985).
Although “sixty-five has become a convenient if arbitrary benchmark for acknowledging old age
(Achenbaum 1998, 32; Byrne 1996),” the onset of old age often is dependent upon where a person lives in
the world and at what age individuals are regarded and treated as “old” by their contemporaries (Vander
Zanden 1985). Thus, picking any single year as the start of old age is problematic. “Claiming that the
second half of life begins at fifty is reasonable. Equally plausible are ages 55, 57, 60, 62, 64, 65, 70, 72, and
75 (Achenbaum 1998, 32).”
No matter at what point old age begins, the age range of older adults is quite extensive (Carp and Carp 1984).
And although often segregated into age-homogeneous housing projects, this last stage of human development
is potentially the longest in terms of duration (Achenbaum 1998). Often defined as the Third Age of life,
“more and more people are living into their late eighties, nineties, and even hundreds (Baltes and Baltes
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1998, 14).” Besides being the lengthiest period, older adulthood also includes the most diversity of any other
age (Achenbaum 1998). In fact, “the young-old, generally those between the ages of 55 and 75, are mobile,
active, ready to experiment with diffierenct types of work and leisure, and often social gregarious (Yeates
1979, 73).” And with the social-technological-scientific advances of the last fifty years and individual
psychological strength, many older adults can still look and feel youthful and continue to grow intellectually
at age eighty and beyond.
Although not necessarily required of a good mentor (Taylor and Bressler 2000), in order to be able to interact
with young people and actively participate in non-programmed activities, only those older adults who were
mobile and unencumbered by physical or emotional disabilities and thus considered capable of being
involved in an extended relationship with a young person were considered appropriate older adult
participants (Rhodes 2002; Bressler and Taylor 2000). Further, since this study was intended to understand
preferences for real settings that an intergenerational pair could enjoy together, the final older adult study
group consisted of healthy and physically active male and female older adults who were able to move about
easily in order to travel to public spaces and interact with the young people on a consistent basis away from
the normally used educational or community based facility.
Similar to the youth group demographics, the older adult participants also included African, Anglo, Hispanic,
Native, and Asian Americans who resided in one of three types of older adult housing or participated in
organized programs at one of three senior or community centers. However, because intergenerational
volunteer seniors can come from all walks of life, the older adult (selected) study participants came from the
range of lower through middle to upper socio-economic levels of society. Although the discussion in the
Fieldwork Section 3.5 indicates that the age range of the older adults survey participants was wider, based
upon the vitality and satisfaction suggestive of people living in the sixty to seventy-five year Third Age
(Laslett 1991 and 1995), combined with the idea of the Fourth Age, which begins at about age eighty (Baltes
and Baltes 1998), the final age range considered as appropriate for analysis was a twenty-year span of
between 60 and 79 years (Kane et al. 2003).
Believing that similar to preadolescents, seniors have little difficulty in describing themselves in relation to
different life situations, it was also important to determine if older adults could also respond favorably to the
proposed environmental awareness and preference questions that were to be included in the survey
instrument. Following the same investigative methods as defined for the youth group for determining if a
match existed between instrument design and the older adult study group, a review of previously employed
measures of self-concept used with older adults was conducted. A review of the self-concept literature
indicated that “this period of the life span [was] the most poorly served by adequate assessment measures
(Byrne 1996, 212).”
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Modified from the Twenty Statement Test (TST), Barbara Byrne (1996) discussed only one self-assessment
measure for use with older adults. Similar to the youth appropriate measures but applicable to ages 3 to 100,
the measure also employed a situational approach to the asking of three, open-ended, questions beginning
with: who are you? A three-tiered framework was employed to quantify and analyze the results. Two
valuable insights emerged from the review of this multi-age self-concept measure. First was the positive
indication that an open-ended question could safely be employed not only in the older adult but in the youth
survey design (see sub-section 3.4.1). Second, a similar tiered framework and coding procedure as employed
in this review would also work well to document and analyze the responses of both age groups in this age
comparative study (sub-sections 2.5 and 3.6).

3.4 Survey Instrument
When conducting research on environmental preference, two central issues needed to be considered: “(1)
how the environment is to be presented and (2) the format for participants’ reactions (Kaplan and Kaplan
1983, 97).” Regarding the first concern, it was considered most effective if the participants could be taken
directly to the environments to be studied. Yet, limited intergenerationally-designed public spaces, immense
costs, complicated logistics, and questionable benefits suggested that surrogates for the real environment
(photographs) were considered to be entirely satisfactory. With respect to the second concern, there were a
variety of reactions participants could have taken and methodologies that could have been employed to
record those reactions. Given the existing condition “where the distribution of participants being studied is
not controlled by the researcher (Marans and Ahrentzen 1987, 257),” a survey design seemed most
appropriate. The simple preference for specific environments (space images) that meet specified conditions
have proven to be meaningful and relatively resistant to outside influences (Kaplan and Kaplan 1983). The
following describes in more detail the development of the instrument including a discussion of survey and
measurement options, a review of pre-test results, the final survey design, and the scene sampling process for
selecting the final urban space images associated with the creation of the two-parts (questionnaire and
environmental assessment simulations and measures) of this age-comparative survey instrument.

3.4.1

Instrument Development

One of the goals of the literature review was to find appropriate methods for collecting information from two
divergent age groups. A number of methods and associated collection instruments were employed by
researchers working with youth and older adult populations (Bechtel 1997; Hamdi and Goethert 1997). They
included observations, structured and unstructured interviews, surveys, tests, time budgets, games,
simulations and post occupancy evaluations. A review of methods that specifically sought to understand
what people see in an environment and what they feel about that environment (Marans and Ahertzen 1987),
suggested that questionnaires, paper and pencil tests, and survey panels would be most appropriate (Zeisel
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1981; Bechtel, Marans and Michelson 1990; Hamdi and Goethert 1997). But when looking at appropriate
collection methods as they relate to youth and older adults, tests and survey panels were not considered
suitable. When youth are the subjects of an investigation, questionnaires or interviews were considered the
two best methods for collecting data (Ziegler and Andrews 1987). What was more important is that these
two methods were also considered most appropriate when working with older adults.
3.4.1.1 Survey Approach
Children and older adults, located at both ends of the age spectrum, use public space more frequently than
other age groups and yet are usually not well represented at community design and development meetings
(Layne 2001; Marcus and Wischemann 1987; Marcus, Watsky, Insley and Francis, 1990). Though often the
principal users of parks, schoolyards, and other urban open spaces, the reduced participation by active older
adults and pre-adolescent youth in urban development programs and urban public space assessment studies
has led to a reduction in adequate information about which survey approach would be most appropriate for
assessing the preferences of these two specific age groups. Because it is often difficult to apply many of the
frequently-used techniques discussed earlier, both older adults and young people required special attention
when selecting an appropriate method for collecting data. Similar to the self-report methods used in
intergenerational program evaluation (Kaplan 1997; Ward 1997b), the development of the instrument for
determining the preferences for urban public open space gathered from two vulnerable populations required
considerable care and could not be adapted directly from methods available for use strictly with adults
(Ziegler and Andrews 1987).
Both youth and older adults, particularly those in the lower socio-economic levels, “have limits on their
ability to respond to particular kinds of data collection (Ward 1997b, 138).” Since these two ages are often
easily distracted and commonly have reading problems, youth and older adults, as well as African
Americans, Native Americans, and Hispanic Americans, have difficulty with printed tests (Bechtel, Marans
and Michelson 1987a). This observation would tend to suggest that a survey interview might be preferable to
a pencil and paper questionnaire. In fact, along with observation, “personal interviews are the principle
method for studying school-age children in environmental settings (Ziegler and Andrews 1987, 316),”
investigating affordances of children’s environments (Kytta 2002 and 2004), and are considered to be the
least problematic of all methods for use with older adults (Lawton 1987). The obvious value of the interview
process is it ability to provide an opportunity for “both parties to explore the meaning of the questions and
answers involved” so that “misunderstandings…can be checked immediately (Brenner, Brown and Canter
1985, 3).”
While the one-on-one interview process does counteract problems with communicating ideas and is
unquestionably the most ubiquitous research method in environmental studies of older people (Lawton 1987,
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339),” three disadvantages made the specific use of the interview impractical for this study. First, the large
number of trained and supervised interviewers that would be required and the associated well designed
interviewer-respondent instrument and program was beyond the budget of this self-financed study. Second,
face-to-face interviews were considered to provide a greater chance for interviewer bias to occur than a
simple respondent addressed questionnaire. Third, since distortions can often occur in recording and
transferring verbal data, written response questions were considered more reliable and less susceptible to
error in interpretation (Brenner, Brown and Canter 1985). Since the survey was intended to obtain the
perceptions and preferences for relatively healthy active older adults with no visual handicaps (see section
3.3.3) but with a range of educational backgrounds, a somewhat modified questionnaire was needed to be
able to collect relevant information from the two age groups (Lawton 1990).
Byrne (1996) presents six quality scales for youth and one for senior adults that were employed by researcher
for evaluating self-concept. The youth scales included questions that could be answered yes or no, be
selected from a Likert type four/five point variable, or checked as true or false. The older adult scale was
open-ended and asked the respondents to answer three questions any way they wished. Based somewhat on
the suggested validity of these methods for collecting data from these two age groups, the questionnaire
employed both approaches: asking direct questions from an array of options and providing an opportunity to
provide personally relevant information about supportive urban spaces through the use of additional openended questions.
Although the questionnaire may be more appropriate than the interview for collecting data from older adults
and youth in this age-comparative study, both approaches share one common requirement if they are to be
used effectively. In order to counteract the assumption that both methods require environment-relevant
knowledge and the ability to share that understanding with the researcher (Lawton 1987), photographic
representations of spaces were often included as an integral part of the research instrument. Guided by this
observation and informed to some degree by a photo preference study conducted with youth, adults and
architects by Pennartz and Elsinga (1990), a semi-structured survey questionnaire supported by visual images
was considered the most appropriate method for collecting relevant responses from both age groups
regarding their preferences for quality urban public spaces (Hamdi and Goethert 1997).
3.4.1.2 Visual Measure
Although the use of pictorial information in inter-group relations research has a long history and is a
promising strategy for investigating children’s attitudes toward the older adults (Caspi 1984), prior to
describing the specific visual stimuli and exact measures to be employed in this study, it was first important
to discuss the value of using photographic images (visual simulations) in research design and as a way of
connecting the survey participant to the questions being asked (Ziesel 1981; Shlain 1991).
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The use of photographic displays in landscape perception and assessment (environment and behavior) studies
has become commonplace (Law and Zube 1983; Russell and Mehrabian 1976). Much of what people learn
about the physical environment involves other experiences than interaction with the “actual” place, and thus
entails some form of simulation (Kaplan 1993). Simulated environments, such as photographs, are used in
research to present information and to connect the world of the researcher with the practical world of the
study participant (Kaplan 1993) and can be used to conduct design reviews, to access demographic or
political affiliations, but are best used to account for preference of visual (architectural) components and
styles (Stamps and Nasar 1997). “Photographic simulations of ‘real world’ landscapes provide the researcher
with an economical means of bringing diverse landscape settings to observers in a manner that is both
expeditious and provides for experimental control (Law and Zube 1983).”
Conceptual simulations such as maps, site plans, and computer simulations that represent abstract forms of
environmental information, seem to be a valuable tool for almost all age groups in collecting data relating to
human values concerning proposed urban spaces. In a similar way, responses to existing environments by
most age groups can best be conducted using perceptual simulation tools such as photos, sketches, and film
or computer model-scapes to gather data on environmental perception, cognition, and evaluation
(Bosselmann and Craik 1990; Stokols 1993). Although “the theoretical presupposition for simulation
research is that knowledge of “a reality” can be obtained by reproducing that reality in some substitute
medium (Groat and Wang 2002, 91),” the first of two major validity concerns when conducting
environmental quality assessment studies is the relationship between real and represented spaces (Taylor,
Zube and Sell 1990). Though the use of photographic simulations in environmental preference studies
correlated well with ratings obtained through on-site exercises (Stamps 2000), three questions relating
simulation use arose: do photographs represent real landscapes, do people react to them in the same way as
real spaces, and which is a better representation, black and white or color images (Shuttleworth 1980)?
For most people, both young and old, who have grown up in the era of the 35 mm camera, the instant
Polaroid, the camcorder and now the digital camera, “a photographic image is good evidence of the reality it
captures (Winston 1998, 60).” In fact, photographs have been used in a number of studies to represent the
physical environment and have been found to be reliable simulations of the real environment (Brower 1988;
Bosselmann and Craik 1990; Taylor, Zube and Sell 1990; Nasar 1989a). Although expressing a definite
space at a single point-in-time (Saarinen 1948), the use of photographs as simulations of environmental
settings has been shown to be just as effective in documenting personal preference as those obtained through
on-site visits (Shuttleworth 1980; Kaplan and Kaplan 1983; Sanoff 1991; Stamps 2005). In fact, Henry
Sanoff (1991, 2) in Visual Research Methods in Design stated: “Photographs contain a vast resource of
information and are often less ambiguous than words.” Although “scarcely aware of the significance of color
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in their daily lives (Saarinen 1948)”, most people connect color to the image of reality (Bell 1993). Arthur
Stamps (2004) in his simulation literature review of 1215 scenes and 4200 respondents, suggested that color
images are considerably more valid in representing real spaces than either black and white photographs or
graphic representations (drawings) of environments.
The second most important validity question often posed when suggesting the use of simulations in
environment and behavior research is: do the photographic surrogates represent an unbiased sample of scenes
from the represented spaces (Sanoff 1991)? Although scene sampling as apposed to population sampling has
to a great extend been ignored in environmental research studies (Sanoff 1991; Wohwill and Kohn 1976),
opportunity, cross-sectional and random sampling strategies have been employed in a variety of studies to
address this specific issue (Taylor, Zube and Sell 1990). And although a good sampling of images required
quite a bit of time and expertise on the part of the researcher, the use of photographic simulations to represent
public outdoor settings was shown to be valuable in conducting research with any size group of survey
participants.
Since this study sought to understand the space perceptions and preferences of divergent youth and older
adult age groups, the use of photographs as surrogates of specific real environments was considered
appropriate (Bosselmann and Craik 1987). Through an extensive scene sampling process (see 3.4.3),
photographic pictures were thus used as visual representations of urban public spaces because conducting a
preference study in real settings was considered to be not only cost prohibitive but difficult to organize and
manage (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989). The use of photographic simulations afforded the ability to include more
respondents, present more public spaces, and yet investigate human responses to existing environmental
conditions (Gabr 1993). Since photographs cannot capture or project other than visual attributes of an
environment (Sanoff 1991; Gabr 1993), they were the prefect choice for documenting the visual perceptions
and the related preferences youth and older adults had for supportive urban public spaces.
Although as previously mentioned, much of the discussions about the use of photographic simulations in
landscape quality assessment research seemed to focus upon the ability of the image to represent real spaces
and whether the use of color was important (Shuttleworth 1980), there seemed to be little discussion about
the value of the photographic image as an important tool in the interviewing process. Photographic images
connect people to specific places and thus they provided a non-threatening (Cronin 1998) “break the ice”
way for youth and older adults to participate in a survey asking questions that were usually not part of the
normal discussions that occur between people.
Used as the object of discussion, the photograph functioned as a third agent (Collier and Collier 1986). The
photographic simulation seemed to relieve the respondents of being the subjects of the interview and allowed
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the participants to take on the role of expert making it understandable that visual images are perhaps the most
widely used data collection tool. Because “photographs are charged with psychological and highly emotional
elements and symbols (Collier and Collier 1986, 49)”, both youth and older adult informants seemed to relate
directly to the images (Caspi 1984). Providing visual ‘clues’ to people’s perceptions of environmental
experiences (Isaacs 2000), the photographic images initiated a variety of visual stimuli that triggered a
response in the participants. The response was then, in the case of the survey, to select a space that has
valued and had importance in meeting their social exchange needs (Hertzog and Barnes 1999). The
interaction with the photograph, this inroad into the way people think about the value of a place, elicited a
flow of information that was immensely helpful to the researcher’s ability to answer the posed questions
about youth and older adult preference and use of environmental spaces.
Since “it has also been shown that the use of preference reactions to photographic material is a highly
effective procedure for deriving salient perceptual categories (Kaplan 1985, 161),” the use of images seemed
to coincide with the multi-variable requirements of this research methodology. Considering the fact that
pictorial information is easier to process than verbal information (Caspi 1984), that pictures are remembered
better than words, and that pictures are stored in the memory in the form of both visual images and verbal
codes (Dowing 1992), the extent and variety of setting attributes under investigation also spotlighted another
reason for employing urban space images as part of the survey instrument. Just as the five conditional
affordances were used as modifying variables through which the two age groups could view each of the
images (section 3.1.3), the use of those same urban space images also provided a singular lens through which
each respondent perceived the ability of the space to meet one or more of the affordance needs. Both the
youth and older adult participants were thus looking at the same visual image from the same perspective,
ensuring to some degree the generalizability of the results.
Much of the research literature on environmental preference has revolved around visual value (photographs,
drawings, or even window views) of natural or cultural scenes rather than looking at preference as it relates
to behavior-in-the-environment (Hartig and Staats 2005). As landscapes not only have visual or aesthetic
qualities but are physical spaces capable of housing activities, preference may also be linked to its ability to
provide an opportunity to carry out a particular behavior or to fulfill a particular role (Hartig and Staats
2005). Subsequent interviews with participants following an intergenerational environmental assessment
study (Layne 2001) and interviews with intergenerational mentoring program participants and staff (Taylor
2001 and 2004; Across Ages 2002; Adderley 2003) indicated that social dimensions were as important as the
physical dimensions of the environment in meeting intergenerational objectives. A review of Environmental
Simulation: Research and Policy (Marans and Stokols 1993) determined that this interdependency between
physical and social dimensions of a setting needed to and could be addressed while employing this
simulation research method (Stokols 1993).
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In Art and Physics: Parallel Visions in Space, Time, and Light, Leonard Shlain hypothesized that throughout
history, there have been direct relationships between what the artist perceived and presented through his
visual art and what the scientist perceived and presented through his theories. In a comparison between the
physicist’s physical description of the world and the artist’s vision, “the artist presented the society with a
new way to see the world before a scientist discovered a new way to think about the world (Shlain 1991, 73).
In environmental assessment research perhaps the best way to describe this concept is: “the environment
[photograph] is identified [selected] in terms of those distal phenomena outside the person’s skin to which he
responds, and the environment is described in terms of its behavioral counterparts [defined reason] rather
than by its own preperceptual properties (Barker 1978a, 30).” Similar to Kurt Lewin’s (1935) life space,
what this continuum of seeing and then thinking suggested was that the survey instrument needed to connect
visual image to preference by assisting the youth and older adult participants to define the reasons for
choosing a specific urban public space.
When employing simulations of existing or proposed environments to understand people's perceptions and
preferences, paper and pencil tests are often used to collect responses to the visual simulations (Sanoff 1991).
During a community design workshop conducted by Henry Sanoff (1994) at the Center for Early
Adolescence, photographs of school settings were rated by each participant using a paired comparison list of
five descriptive words: stimulating-sedative, interesting-boring, teacher directed-student directed, flexibleinflexible, and like-dislike. This bipolar adjectives method of data collection was used effectively for
interpreting the meaning conveyed by each image. In a photo preference survey that sought to understand
the value urban public spaces might play in social exchange between youth and older adults (Layne 2001), a
five point Lekert scale was used to a measure how supportive each age group felt about a variety of settings
while visiting by themselves, with a friend, and with a group. Although results showed a convergence
between the two groups, reasons for the selections remained undefined.
Although bipolar adjectives (semantic differentials), adjective check lists, and rating scales (Lekert), can be
employed to measure levels of meaning and value people have towards simulated environments (Zeisel
1981); when working with elders and youth, the number of adjectives, and scale dimensions must be kept
low. In fact the use of Lekert scales do not seem to be reliable means for measuring preference when used to
survey older adults (Kane et al. 2003; Byrne 1996). Especially for the older adults, it was extremely
important for the instrument to allow the information to emerge rather than simply to generate data (Lawton
1987; Byrne 1996). Since youth, as well as older adults, are most often not involved in decisions relating to
the use of public space (Whyte 1980; Hester 1990a; Layne 1997; 2001), it also followed that the instrument’s
design must allow for personal input by each participant. Although extra effort was required to determine the
best possible approach and to help participants understand the concepts and methods being employed
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(Bechtel, Marans and Michelson 1987a), personal experience and expertise that was unique to each youth
and older adult supported the “viability of using the respondent’s own accounts as scientific data (Kelly
1955; Brenner, Brown and Canter 1985, 3).
Since it is assumed that people have an awareness of themselves and their relationship to the world in which
they live (Byrne 1996) and the study sought to understand cognitive and behavioral aspects of self-awareness
within a potentially supportive space, it was felt that the use of photographic images of urban public spaces
and a simple survey that asked for a numbered response and a short word answer would be better than any of
the other methods for collecting the needed responses. Asked to explain the reasons for selecting a particular
urban space setting, each youth and older adult participant could then invest each image with his/her own
personal meaning (Brower 1988). This dual use of both photograph and verbal description allowed for
exploring the meanings of the answers (Kaplan 2001; Brenner, Brown and Canter 1985), leading to a greater
understanding of not only the perceived value but an understanding of how a space might be used (Honikman
1980).
Thus, the instrument was considered a mixed closed-ended and open-ended design, permitting the recording
of “some descriptive content and qualifying intensity of each preference (Kane 2000, 246).” The multiplechoice questions (photo preference), along with the open-ended questions (written reason for selection)
measured meaning as well as content (Gans 1999). Able to be quantified through the use of a content
analysis procedure (Groat and Wang 2002), the open-ended question format allowed for documentation of
the participants’ specific perceptions and evaluations of the environment as it related to their own life
situations, their own sense of wellbeing (Marans and Ahrentzen 1987).

3.4.2

Questionnaire Design

Based upon the previous analysis and a clear definition of the specific problems to be addressed, a
standardized questionnaire, rather than a personal interview process, was employed to discover regularities
among the populations of the two age groups (Zeisel 1981). In developing the survey questionnaire, the
following three steps were taken to insure a quality instrument was created (Fowler 1988): a review of the
study goals presented in chapter 1, a reexamination of the variables (see Figure 3.1.2) to be employed that
were presented in the framework (chapter 2), and the drafting of the analysis plan (see Analysis Protocol later
in this chapter).
Before discussing the specific layout of the questionnaire used in this study, an assessment of the research
criteria employed in its development was conducted. The four criteria often used for evaluating measuring
techniques employed in landscape assessment studies are validity, reliability, sensitivity, and utility (Daniel
and Vining 1983). In developing the instrument to measure the assessed value of the physical environment
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to meet certain human needs for the two divergent age-groups, only the last three of the four criteria were
specifically addressed. Although Stephens and Willems (1979) found in an older adult housing study a high
degree of reliability between reported and observed behavior, since there were no known previous studies
that sought to measure preferences for spaces used by both youth and older adults, consistency of results
from repeated measurements, its reliability, could not be tested at this time through the use of this instrument.
Perhaps the duplicate use of this instrument in the future will prove valuable in addressing this issue. The
utility or usefulness of the measurements was considered by employing the ‘thematic analysis’ method for
organizing the organizational framework for analyzing the open ended questions (Twigger-Ross and Uzzell
1996) and sensitivity was considered through the development of the affordance system upon which to
measure differences between the two age groups.
Of most importance to this environmental assessment study, was its validity, or the relationship between what
was measured and what was intended to be measured (Taylor, Zube and Sell 1990). Given the nature of this
age-comparative study, an understanding that there may be variations in both user-needs and situational
constraints between youth and older adults was helpful in planning and designing a questionnaire that would
spotlight perceptions and preferences for public spaces (Hester 1975). It was critical that the development of
the survey instrument be usable by both youth and older adults and that it would focus upon the specific
questions to be answered and the associated variables that needed to be measured (Fowler 1988).
In seeking to understand youth and older adult satisfaction with a number of urban spaces to meet their needs
and in addressing the validity question, the survey instrument (appendix B) provided for a number of types of
questions to be asked and answered (Anderson and Weidemann 1997). The instrument was developed to
meet the five main questions spotlighted in chapter 1: types of spaces youth prefer, types of spaces older
adults prefer, differences and similarities between the two groups, the mutually supportive space attributes,
and how the results can inform the design of intergenerationally supportive urban public spaces? Similar to
the approach taken by Hisham Gabr (1993) to define the research methods employed in a visual attributes
study relating to environmental perception and preference of quality tourism destination sites, Table 3.1.1
summarizes the data collection methods employed in the survey instrument, matches them to the associated
study questions presented in chapter 1, and the techniques employed to analyze the collected data that are
discussed throughout this chapter.
3.4.2.1 Preliminary Layouts
In an effort to initiate the design process for creating the layout for the survey instrument, a number of
existing instruments were collected from a variety of sources for review. These included several six-question
focus group questionnaire forms created by the author for use with intergenerational pairs who were
participating in programs managed by the Center for Intergenerational Learning at Temple University in
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Philadelphia, PA. Two interview forms employed by the faculty of Whittier College in California to conduct
a parks and recreation study were also reviewed. These forms included a demographic information section, a
simple introduction with survey purpose, and 22 questions to be documented by the interviewer including
open-ended, dichotomous structured yes/no, and a pre-defined selection of options to check off or circle. A
review was also completed of a dorm safety and community survey conducted with NC State University
students. The survey included five-point and three-point Likert-type scales, dichotomous yes/no questions,
pre-defined options to select by circle or check mark, and several open-ended questions. The final reviewed
survey form layout was a free-sort housing preference exercise that included the listing of photographs by
letter or circling choices by letter, and supporting open-ended questions for reasons for grouping the images
together. A number of texts that discussed and showed examples of environment and behavior research
collection instruments were also investigated with special attention paid to semantic differential forms and
satisfaction scales (Bechtel 1990a; Sanoff 1991; Zeisel 1981) and the use of simulations in photo preference
surveys (Sanoff 1991; Bosselman and Craik 1990). A review of measures used in self-concept research for
preadolescents and older adults (Byrne 1996) completed the investigation of types of form layouts that might
meet the needs of the study.
Given that “direct questioning regarding environmental perception is unlikely to be fruitful (Kaplan 1985,
161)” along with the limited availability of standardized data collection instruments that test both age groups
collectively, understanding the actual steps people take in choosing a supportive space were considered
helpful in defining the appropriate organization of the survey instrument. Although “perceiving and
interpreting the physical environment is a complex process involving the interaction of human physiology,
development, experience, and cultural sets and values with outside stimuli (Sanoff 1991, 14),” people seem
to make decisions on what they would like their communities to become both practically and visually. A
review of the consensus building step-by step process employed in community participatory design
workshops (Sanoff 1981, 1990, 1991, 1999 and 2000; Layne 1995a and1996; Hamdi and Goethert 1997)
suggests that all people including youth and older adults take four steps in selecting a supportive space:
awareness, perception, decision making, and action. Given this idea, how might the layout of the instrument
be influenced? People must first become aware of the space; they need to discover the environment before
any decisions can be made. Thus, this survey needed to employ images of urban public spaces for review by
the participants, with those pictures becoming a trigger for addressing the questions posed by the study.
Next, since people’s perception of a supportive space is guided by the ability of that space to meet current
personal needs, for the survey to be successful, the participant’s task must be to look at the images and decide
if any of the spaces could meet one or more of the proposed conditional affordance needs (Safety, belonging,
multiple activity, ability, and engagement). Then, based upon the perception of needs support, the question is
asked: How does this affect me? Based upon personal experience and reasons for selection of a space, the
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participants needed to make a decision about the supportiveness of one space over another. Finally, the
survey needed to provide for the action of selecting a preferred space and sharing the reasons for the
selection. Thus, the design of the instrument needed to be guided by an understanding that preference for a
specific space was based upon the visual perception of the ability of an urban public space (as defined by a
set of photographic images) to meet basic human (affordances) and social exchange (personal) needs.
Based upon this dual needs perspective and in support of the questions posed by this study, the array of
variables to be collected, and the suggested four-step selection process, a five-task questionnaire with
accompanying photographic images to be used as cues for answering the preference questions was created to
collect environmental assessment information from both age groups. Employing appropriate measures and
layouts from the previous review of forms, a modification of an instrument employed by the author in a
previous intergenerational study (Layne 2001; 2003) and following the suggestions of Floyd Fowler, Jr.
(1984) in Survey Research Methods, the survey questions were framed to focus on the previously discussed
dependent, independent, and intervening variables (see section 3.1.2).
Designed to collect information about the previously defined variables that relate to social interaction and the
use of public open space (Al-Homoud and Tassinary 2004), the initial attempt at laying out the survey
instrument resulted in a five-page document, heavily descriptive in format (see appendix B). Divided into
five separate task-oriented sections intended to address a total of 58 individual questions, the personal
environmental preference measure included: a most preferred and least preferred photo preference task; a
five-part affordance-based multi-sorting task; open-ended and check box tasks asking for name and
description of personal favorite public space; name and description of a most and least supportive photo
preference survey of intergenerational space images; and a demographic check box set of questions.
Although this initial attempt seemed to have all the sections and measurements required to answer the
questions sought from youth and older adults, the layout was too word oriented, made no connection
graphically to the photographic urban space simulations, and the tasks were tedious, convoluted, and not easy
to understand, with too many least/most preferred space options required.
Discussions with members of both study populations, including intergenerational dyads (Across Ages 2002),
intergenerational program staff (Adderley 2003), management and staff of youth and older adult programs
(Boys and Girls Clubs of North Carolina, Communities in Schools of Wake County, Resources for Seniors,
Inc., Raleigh Parks and Recreation Department – Adult Leisure Programs, City of Raleigh Community
Services Department – Retired and Senior Volunteer Program), and reviews by research associates were
helpful in making adjustments to the vocabulary, re-phrasing the questions, reducing the overall scale of the
document, and developing a graphic layout to support the design of a more effective data collection
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instrument (Fowler, Jr. 1984) that could be pre-tested with several young people and older adults (see
appendix B).
Besides reducing the size of the instrument from 5 to 3 1/4 pages, the introductory statement was changed
from a university oriented promotional banner to a people-oriented simple survey description and instructions
focusing on each of the two participant groups. In generally, the amount of descriptive and instructional text
located throughout the survey was also reduced and simplified and presented in one or two line requests. The
underlining of important words or phrases was intended to assist with greater clarity and understanding.
Elimination of the least preferred options changed the focus of the questions from dual positive/negative
preference for spaces to only affirmative preference. Small code numbers were added to each space where
an answer would be placed to help with analysis of the responses. Perhaps one of the most significant
changes was the addition of graphic symbols (numbers within boxes) that represent and connect the
questionnaire to the urban space pictures used as cues in this model of a photo-preference survey. Although
retaining the five task-oriented sections, the new survey instrument was totally reorganized to simplify both
tasks and instructions and to more closely match the objectives of answering the five questions (see section
1.3.2 in chapter 1) posed by this age-comparative study.
While located in reverse order in the instrument, the questions asked in the three-part photo-preference
section one and ranking section two were matched to the first three specific points of investigation proposed
by this study: (Question #2 and #3) types and characteristics of urban spaces preferred by youth and by older
adults and (Question #1) the value each age-group holds for the five intervening conditional affordance
variables. The multi-sort section three and open-ended personal space description section four provide an
opportunity for each age group to reiterate the types of spaces they prefer and the characteristics they
perceive as influencing those choices. The fifth and final section, although not associated with any of the
three questions, seeks to qualify the two age groups and to determine the exact nature of the participants
through collecting demographic data: age, gender, and ethnicity. While the last two questions posed in
chapter 1 are not directly addressed by this survey instrument, Questions #4 is answered through the analysis
procedures that compare the responses of youth and older adults and a response to Question #5 is tackled
under the Intergenerational Space Design Implications located at the end of chapter 5.
3.4.2.2 Image Delineation
Since physical spaces are most often defined by their characteristics (quality, type, use, features), this study
used photographic images of different urban public spaces to assist both age groups to define those preferred
characteristics. The intent of this study was not to present the most preferred or selected photographic
images of urban public settings as perfect examples of places for social exchange. As defined by the survey
participants, it is the attributes of those spaces that are significant, rather than any specific image employed in
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the study. It is important to note here, that although the photographs of urban public spaces reflected the best
guesses of design professionals for spaces that could meet intergenerational needs, these simulations were
only used as a tool (a cue) for collecting data and should not necessarily be considered as examples of the
highest quality of intergenerational spaces.
The final twenty-four photographic images of urban public spaces that were employed in the survey were
represented in three sets of eight pictures each (Figures 3.4.6, 3.4.7 and 3.4.8). The twenty-four scenes
reflected a variety and diversity of potential spaces (Kaplan 2001) that could be visited by an
intergenerational pair including: larger open spaces, smaller enclosed spaces, areas that are mostly natural,
areas that are mostly built, built spaces screened by vegetation, interior spaces, spaces that were shaded,
spaces that were sunny, and spaces that had a mixture of lots of elements (e.g., sidewalks, streets, lawns,
woods, stairs, water features, plants and trees, benches, chairs, tables, lighting, signs, and building facades).
As designated by the scene sampling process, each grouping contained eight images that represented one
each of the following landscape setting types as discussed in the framework presented in chapter 2: Court,
Plaza, Garden, Promenade, Landscape Park, Mini-Park, Path, Street. In addition to these landscape type
designations, the team of experts through the scene sampling process also classified each image as either
natural or cultural.
Although for convenience and to reduce project costs, all images used in both stages of the scene sampling
process were black and white (Stamps and Smith 2002), “the literature on simulation validity (1215 scenes,
4200 respondents: Stamps 1993) suggests that there is a substantial decrease in validity from using static
color images to using black and white images or graphic representations (Stamps 2004, 3).” And because
color photographic simulations are found to produce responses in study participants that more closely related
to field conditions (Gabr 1993; Shuttleworth 1980; Pennartz and Elsinga 1990), the final 24 images
employed in the study were printed in color (Pennartz and Elsinga 1990).
A review of the initial survey outline by the research design team indicated a lack of connection between the
questions posed in the survey instrument and the three sets of photographic images. In order to improve
access to the images by the participants, a graphic delineation for each image was printed on the survey
sheets. In the two tasks where participants were to either choose a preferred picture (three–parts of section
one) or conduct a free-sorting task (Figure 3.4.3), boxes representing the images were printed next to the task
instructions. For section one, numbers matching those placed upon the front of each photograph were printed
within each of the boxes placed next to the three preference selection tasks (Figure 3.4.1).
The final numbering of the images and the selection of the specific eight images to be placed in each of the
three groupings to match the instrument design were also randomly assigned in three steps (Pennartz and
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Elsinga 1990). First, the final 24 urban space photographs with their original letter-number code place (see
scene sampling process section 3.4.3.3 and Appendix A) were put in a “hat” and pulled out, sight unseen.
Each selected image was then assigned a number from 1 to 24 in sequence as they were drawn from the hat.
Second, the 24 images were grouped into the eight piles (three images each) according to the landscape
setting type assigned to it by the design experts during the multi-sorting task. Each pile of three was then
shuffled and then the top image from each group assigned to the first set of eight images used in the survey,
the second image from each group assigned to the second set and the last image from each group assigned to
the third set. Third, following a “draw from the hat” method to assign a location in each of the sets in the
instrument numbered boxes, an image from each group was drawn and placed in order of the draw for each
of the three sets. As a result of observations made during the pre-test exercise, the random placement of the
order of the images in each set was changed. To facilitate lay out of the images for review, the images in
each set were organized by value (lowest to highest) with the lowest numbered image first and located on the
left end and the highest numbered image last and located on the right end.
3.4.2.3 Survey Pre-Test
Since “questionnaires that appear logically sequenced and carefully worded to the researcher may be difficult
for respondents to follow and understand (Marans 1990, 53),” pre-tests were conducted with representative
youth, older adult, and research associate groups. Especially true when working with youth and older adult
respondents, the reviewing of the draft survey instrument helped to determine the ability of the draft
instrument and survey procedures worked properly, to gather the appropriate information (Fowler 1988),
specifically to detect weaknesses in the questionnaire framework, form layout, question format, task
directions, and survey session design. Intended to be tested with people who share the same characteristics
as the study sample population (Marans 1990), the main purpose of the pre-test survey sessions was to see
how real people responded and to make any needed adjustments that would help to conduct more effective
survey sessions with the sample population groups. Specifically, the sessions sought to answer five basic
questions: (1) How easy was it for respondents to understand the questions and the instructions? (2) What
needed to be said (script) to make the session easier? (3) How long did it take to complete each section and
the total survey? (4) What questions seemed to be most engaging? (5) Were there any difficulties with
respondents understanding and signing the participant informed-consent form?
The pre-test sessions were conducted over a single weekend and included six separate sessions with one male
and one female young person, two female older adults from each end of the older adult age frame (a 60 year
old and an 80 ear old), and two female intergenerational research/practice professionals (one who worked
children and one who worked with seniors. Participants were found through discussions with colleagues and
friends, some volunteered while others were able to supply names of people to contact. Although the final
six people were randomly selected, availability within a limited time frame and willingness did play a role.
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After the final 24 black and white images were selected through the expert judgment process, several sets
were printed in color to be employed in the pre-test exercises (see 3.4.3.3). Six copies of the simplified
survey instrument (see 3.4.2.1 and appendix B) and additional copies of request to participate/project
explanation sheets (appendix C) were printed. In addition, a set of explanatory notes was created and used
by the pre-test investigator/proctor during the pre-test survey sessions.
While administering the questionnaire to the pretest respondents, each was asked to give feedback, to share
their impressions of the questionnaire as to its intent and meaning, to share personal observations about any
questions that were unclear or confusing, and to discuss the ability of the instrument format to provided
adequate opportunities for expressing their opinions (Zeisel 1981). During each session, copious notes were
taken by the proctor to record personal observations of the process and any information supplied by the
respondents. A number of issues emerged from the pre-tests that were extremely helpful in guiding the
changes required to both the survey instrument and the session structure in order to better meet the both the
physical and psychological needs of the sample youth and older adult sample populations.
Reviewing the results of this pretest procedure in light of the suggested methods for research conducted with
youth and older adults (Lawton 1987; Ziegler and Andrews 1987) helped to insure the best possible data
collection process for this age-comparative study. Based upon what transpired during the pilot tests, the
following is a brief description of the modifications made to the previously discussed survey instrument (see
section 3.4.2.1). In order to gain the most out of the pre-test sessions conducted over a two day period,
modifications that seemed plausible and helpful to the survey experiences were made to the instrument at the
end of each individual session and a new instrument was employed in the next pretest survey session.
Generally, the changes made were minor but were intended to make the survey instrument and session tasks
more people friendly and enjoyable. In a number of cases, alterations were made and then rescinded because
they were shown to be ineffective for the remainder of the pre-test participants. The small code numbers
located next to the answer lines were removed. Although perhaps valuable in recording the responses for
analysis, these numbers were confusing to the participants. The number of opportunities for providing the
reasons for selecting an image to meet the five affordance conditions were reduced from two times to one
time. This action assured a cleaner survey instrument, a shorter session time, and greater definition of survey
results. Changes were made in certain informative texts including: photographs, images, simulations to
pictures, arrange the first set of pictures to review the first set of pictures to lay out the first set of pictures,
five factors to five criteria to five situations, and under sense of belonging, welcoming messages promote
sense of belonging to welcoming messages/a connection to the space. The five conditional affordances were
capitalized to project importance and definition.
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Using preference as a guide to answering all questions and eliminated two reasons for each selection of an
image in the first three-part section to one reason required changing 1st reason to reason for choice. The
form was changed so the instructions for each of the three image sets in section one were not repeated. A
simple line that stated the first task was to be repeated three times but with different pictures clarified the
process. Also, the line A picture may be chosen more than once was added to meet to provide for easy of
decision making on the part of participants. The picture numbered boxes in each set of eight were first
rearranged to form two lines of four each and then were changed back to one single line of eight and instead
of being positioned in a random order, they were placed in numerical order (lowest number first and highest
number last). And although this was considered helpful to participants for quickly laying out the pictures for
review, in any order was underlined to accentuate the fact that no picture was more valuable than any other
and that the order of review was unimportant.
Besides underlining important words in the beginning instructions, and enjoying being together, five
situations and most important reason in the first section were also accentuated using underlining. In section
two, clarification of the description of the ranking task included underlining different numbers from 1 to 5,
and first most, second most, third most, fourth most and least important. For the personally preferred space
section four, an extra line was added in order to list the city as separately answer. Finally, the Anglo and
Latino lines in the demographic section were changed to Anglo American and Latin American in order to be
consistent with the other three demographic lines (African American, Asian American and Native American).
In addition to informing positive changes to the survey instrument, the pre-test sessions were also helpful in
correcting possible problems including: improving the language to make the informed consent form more
personable, adjusting the script to be used during presentation during the sessions of the oral descriptions and
instruction, and increasing the number of support staff during the adult survey sessions (specific details
provided in Section 3.5.2 under Fieldwork). Cards were sent to all pre-test participants, thanking them for
participating in the project and offering to provide them with copies of the results.
3.4.2.4 Final Format
Based upon the previously discussed results of the pre-test investigation by the three pairs of respondents, the
following final instrument format emerged that helped in communicating the procedures and increasing the
understanding on the part of the two youth and older adult sample groups (Caspi 1984). The layout of the
questionnaire was designed to encourage understanding of the topic of interest and to motivate the
respondents to do a good job (Fowler 1988). To this end, the questions were organized in a sequence to carry
the participant along a pathway of thinking about visiting an urban public space with a friend. This sequence
of awareness included the following eight steps:
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(1) Development concept of urban public space through view of images
(2) Introduction of selection criteria through use of conditional affordance variables
(3) Presentation of social situation (visit space – assumes with a same-age friend)
(4) Decision about motivational importance (value of one affordance over another)
(5) Re-look at the public spaces as a whole (characteristics they have in common)
(6) Review spaces in terms of affordances and personal issues and experience
(7) Think about intergenerationally friendly spaces (visit with IG-friend)
(8) Relate to personally preferred space (support for intergenerational exchange)
In addressing these eight stages of perception, the survey looked at three major and three minor areas of
inquiry (Table 3.4.1). Section one and section two of the instrument were designed to answer the first three
questions posed by the study (see section 1.3.2). Seeking to understand the choices youth and older adults
make for visiting a public space with a friend, each task reflected a different perspective: (1) public space
image selection based on each of five environmental affordance conditions, (2) defining in own words the
reasons for choosing the public space images, and (3) determining a value for each of the conditional
affordances. Based upon the analysis of responses and a further review of the photographs of public places,
the last two questions posed by the study were addressed later through the analysis and interpretation
processes (see chapter 4 and 5). In addition to the three prevalent areas of inquiry, the survey also addressed
three less significant yet supportive areas. Investigated in sections three, four, and five, these tasks sought to
substantiate or inform the previous findings (triangulation), were collected as additional information to guide
future research studies, or helped to understand the characteristics of the youth and older adult participants
(demographic data).
Understanding that it was important to gather as much information as possible from respondents without
tiring them out (Zeisel 1981), and agreeing with M. Powell Lawton (1990) that five attributes may be the
maximum number of elements to include in any task hoping to get an effective response from older adults,
the first section of fifteen photo-preference tasks were divided into three separate sets of five each. Although
rating scales are perhaps the most difficult type of survey activity that culturally deprived older adult subjects
can accomplish (Powell 1990), Likert type scales can provide important information from older adults about
“the strength of a preference or value around a particular issue (Kane 2000, 248).” As many of the intended
older adult respondents were to come from lower class neighborhoods and since “most older people do well
with rating scales of five points (Powell 1990, 341),” then caution was employed in the development of the
section two by including only five elements to rank.
In order to encourage “good” responses from both youth and older adult participants, the survey form began
with a statement about the expected length of time that it would take to be completed (Kaplan 2001), a
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simple explanation of the procedures, a mention that the participant can ask for help, and a note of
encouragement (see appendix B). In addition, each section also included a simple set of instructions directed
to the specific task required (Korpela et al. 2001). In answering both photo-preference and free-sorting tasks
(Figure 3.4.1 and 3.4.2) and in defining and describing of a favorite intergenerational space (Figure 3.4.4),
the questionnaire “first asked the participants to image being in the given place (Korpela et al. 2001, 579).”
Depending upon whether youth or older adult, the participants were asked to close their eyes for a few
moments and think about the space that they would enjoy being together with a friend, and in the case of the
personally preferred space, in the company of an older adult friend for youth or a young friend for older
adults (Staats and Hartig 2004; Korpela et al. 2001). The final sentence thanked the participants for
contributing their valuable insights to the future design of intergenerational spaces with: Thank you so much
for letting us know what places are most valuable to you!

Table 3.4.1. Survey Instrument Sections and Associated Data Measuring Techniques
SURVEY INSTRUMENT
SECTIONS
1st (Three part) Section
Space Image Selection by
Conditional Affordances
2nd Section
Five Conditional Affordance Rank
3rd Section
Space Images by Common Groupings
4th Section
Personal Space Preference & Description
5th Section
Demographics Information

DATA MEASURING
METHODS
- Photo Preference Rating
- Open Ended Questions
- Concept Ranking Task
- Multiple Free-Sort Task
- Open Ended Question
- Open Ended Question
- Check Box Response
- Age Check Box
- Gender Check Box
- Ethnicity Check Box

Consisting of three letter-size sheets and organized into five sections (Table 3.4.1), the recording instrument
included a total of 49 questions to be answered by the youth and older adult respondents using a variety of
measuring methods: (1) photo preferences and associated open ended questions, (2) ranking, (3)
photographic free-sorting task and open ended questions, (4) open ended questions and check box response,
(5) demographic check box response. Specific descriptions and graphic representations (Figures 3.4.1
–3.4.5) of the organizational layouts with details employed for each of the five sections are detailed in the
following paragraphs.
Section One
In the first three-part section, both groups were asked to review eight images and select those public spaces
that, according to each of the five stipulated situations (conditional affordances), best supported being
together with a friend. Recorded in the appropriate line under list picture #, this task was completed three
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times with different sets of eight pictures. Since none of the participants was currently participating in an
intergenerational program, it was assumed that each respondent would answer the question according to their
own interpretation of the age of that friend. Since, according to Urie Bronfenbrenner (1979, 56), “…a dyad
is formed whenever persons pay attention to or participate in one another’s activities,” we can consider the
responses of the youth and older adult participants to be reflective of a paired friendship no matter the age of
the dyadic member. As stated earlier, section four and five of the study provided an opportunity to compare
the reasons for selection based upon visiting with the specified intergenerational friends as apposed to sameage friends.
For each image selected to meet one of the five affordance objectives, a survey participant was asked to
describe in written form (text) the reasons for their specific choice. Based upon the observed absence of this
important data in a previous intergenerational study (Layne 2001), the inclusion of the specific reasons why
youth and older adults select a particular urban environment (space image) is of primary importance in being
able to design intergenerationally supportive urban public spaces supportive of social exchange. Given the
fact that the rating of semantic differential scales or other scales or the selection of attributes from an
adjective checklist do not allow for the survey participant to use his/her own qualifiers to describe the
attributes of the environment, an additional open-ended question was included in the instrument and matched
to each opportunity for selecting a supportive image (Bechtel 1990a). By defining their own categories, the
“respondent’s judgment” was thought to be less contaminated by the investigator’s preconceptions (Groat
1982), and the salient rather than the ambiguous characteristics presented in the photographic simulation
could be defined (Bechtel 1990a). The results of these responses were later used to take a closer look at the
perceptions that guided the selection and the qualities that each group considered in making a selection
(Groat 1982; Taylor, Zube and Sell 1987; Ziegler and Andrews 1987).
Figure 3.4.1 displays the layout of the three parts of the first section of the instrument and includes the single
sentence instructions, the layout of the numbered image boxes that reference specific urban space pictures
(see sections 3.4.2.2 and 3.4.3.3 for details), the five conditional affordance descriptions and the places for
listing the selected preferred pictures and the written reasons for those selections. Although changing the
order of the affordance variables for each set might have improved the generalizablity of the results,
simplification through the repeating of similar tasks was considered a more important consideration in
working with older adults.
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• Please complete the following three sections using the same actions but with different pictures.
• Lay out the first set of 8 pictures in any order.

1

7

15

16

17

18

21

24

• Look them over and imagine you and a friend enjoying being together in each of the eight places.
• Choose the one picture that best fits each of the following five situations for you and a friend.
A picture may be chosen more than once.
• Briefly tell us the most important reason for choosing the picture.
FIVE SITUATIONS

LIST PICTURE #

YOUR REASON FOR CHOICE

• SAFETY/SECURITY
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

______

_________________________________
_________________________________

• SENSE OF BELONGING
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

______

_________________________________
_________________________________

• MULTIPLE ACTIVITIES
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

______

_________________________________
_________________________________

• DIFFERING PHYSICAL ABILITIES
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)

______

_________________________________
_________________________________

• INTERPERSONAL ENGAGEMENT
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend)

______

_________________________________
_________________________________

* * * * * *

*

* * * * * *

• Lay out the second set of 8 pictures in any order.

2

4

5

6

10

22

20

23

• Look them over and imagine you and a friend enjoying being together in each of the eight places and
answer the same questions as you did before.
FIVE SITUATIONS

LIST PICTURE #

YOUR REASON FOR CHOICE

• SAFETY/SECURITY
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

______

_________________________________
_________________________________

• SENSE OF BELONGING
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

______

_________________________________
_________________________________

• MULTIPLE ACTIVITIES
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

______

_________________________________
_________________________________

• DIFFERING PHYSICAL ABILITIES
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)

______

_________________________________
_________________________________

• INTERPERSONAL ENGAGEMENT
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend)

______

_________________________________
_________________________________

* * * * * *

*

* * * * * *

• Lay out the third set of 8 pictures in any order.

3

8

9

11

12

13

14

19

• Look them over and imagine you and a friend enjoying being together in each of the eight places and
answer the same questions as you did before.
FIVE SITUATIONS

LIST PICTURE #

YOUR REASON FOR CHOICE

Instrument repeats the five affordance descriptions and answer lines as in the first two sets.

Figure 3.4.1. First Three-part Section of Survey Questionnaire – Photo Preference for Urban
Space Pictures by Conditional Affordance and Open-ended Reasons for Selection
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Section Two
The second section (Figure 3.4.2) provides the opportunity for the youth and older adult participants to share
the value they place on each of the five conditional affordances by ranking them in order of importance. The
intention was that after exposure to the process involved with answering the questions in the first section, the
participants would become somewhat more familiar with the five criteria and their relationship to the
selection of a specific public space. With this initial exposure, youth and older adults had a clearer
understanding of the value each affordance had in meeting their personal interactive needs (Wallenius 1999).
Although often used in environment and behavior studies as a means of ranking preference, Likert scales
were not considered reliable measures when assessing preferences of older adults (Kane 2000; Kane et al.
2003). Thus, a simple five-point ordinal scale was used by each participant to rank in order of importance
the five conditional affordances (Groat 1982; Sanoff 1991; Layne 1995 and 2001). Again, the five criteria
for visiting a public space with a friend (safety, belonging, multiple activity, ability, and engagement) were
defined and each participant was asked to judge their value by placing a number between one and five on the
line next to each of the affordances (Isaacs 2000). A value could only be used once, so a rank ordering was
possible.

• Number each of the following five situations in order of importance when you choose a public space to
enjoy being together with a friend. Each line should have a different number from 1 to 5.
• Put a 5 on the line next to the first most important situation.
• Put a 4 on the line next to the second most important situation.
• Put a 3 next to the third most important situation
• Put a 2 next to the fourth most important situation
• Put a 1 on the line next to the least important situation
• SAFETY/SECURITY
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

______

• SENSE OF BELONGING
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

______

• MULTIPLE ACTIVITIES
(Flexible/accommodate lots of different uses)

______

• DIFFERING PHYSICAL ABILITIES
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)

______

• INTERPERSONAL ENGAGEMENT
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend)

______

Figure 3.4.2. Second Section of Survey Questionnaire – Ranking of Five Conditional Affordances
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The third and fourth sections of the survey instrument focused on the selection of public spaces that would be
visited with an intergenerational friend and included a free-sort of the images (public spaces) according to
personal associations, and an opportunity to list a specific public place considered supportive of
intergenerational activities. The purpose of these two sections was to provide an opportunity for
triangulation of the results. The text responses from these two activities were compared with the text
responses from section one with the results of this comparison discussed in Section 4.5. Again, the
respondents were asked to consider visiting both the simulated and the personally preferred spaces with
intergenerational friends, so a general comparison between the selections based upon a visit with a same-age
friend could be compared with a selection based upon a visit with an intergenerationally-aged friend. If
similar, the results would support any research findings that showed a convergence in preference between the
youth and older adults.
Section Three
Presented in Figure 3.4.3, the third selection assignment consisted of three free-sorting tasks, where each
person surveyed was asked to group the 24 photographic images of urban public spaces into three piles of
eight pictures (Groat 1982; Sanoff 1991). Based upon the equivalence-making abilities of youth and older
adults (Olver and Hornsby 1966), the method explored the reasons why pictures of different spaces might fit
together. This survey activity asked the participants to compile the photographs in such a way that each pile
would include images with some common principle or characteristic, different than any other pile. The
recording activity included placing the number of each image from the three sorted-sets into each of the
appropriate three groups of eight boxes. The participants where then asked to define the reason (similarity)
for putting the eight images together and to record the word or words on the survey form of the lines
provided. Later, both the images selected per set and the participant identified qualifiers were crossreferenced and compared with the selections made to meet each of the five affordance needs in section one.
This exercise was used to triangulate the methods employed in the study in order to improve the validity of
the results (see section 3.6.4.5 at the end of this chapter).
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• Lay out all 24 pictures in any order.
• Look them over again and imagine yourself enjoying being together with an older adult friend in each of
the 24 places for any reasons you feel are important to you.
• Organize (sort) the pictures into three (3) groups (8 pictures each) according to your own reasons.
• Write the numbers for each picture (all 24 represented) in the blank boxes.
• Briefly tell us why the pictures fit together. Why are they alike? What do they have in common?
PICTURE GROUP #1

• Similarities

______________________________________________________________________

PICTURE GROUP #2

• Similarities

______________________________________________________________________

PICTURE GROUP #3

• Similarities

______________________________________________________________________

Figure 3.4.3. Third Section of the Survey Questionnaire – Three Space Image Free-sorting Tasks
and Open-ended Written Common Characteristics for Each Set of Eight Pictures

Section Four
Besides providing another opportunity to triangulate the findings, the fourth section of the questionnaire
sought to gather specific information that could be used to conduct observational research in the future.
Specifically, each participant was asked to provide a name and description of a personally preferred public
space, located within their communities, that they would enjoy visiting with an intergenerational friend.
Since there was no definition given about what was a community location, a person could decide where this
place could be located. The name, street, and city address was written down on the appropriate lines. This
information provided an easy way to locate preferred intergenerational spaces for future observational
research activities. In order to have a clear understanding of the relationship of the preferred public place to
a person’s home base, two additional questions were asked: distance from home and mode of transportation
used to visit the site. These two questions and the associate categories of answers from which a respondent
could select supplied additional categorically measurable data about the access to public spaces located
within access to this suburban population sample (Groat and Wang 2002).
Finally, each person was asked to share the reasons for selecting their personally preferred public space. The
question was open-ended and gave each participant another opportunity to share the reasons for selecting a
public space for social exchange. These results offered clues to the types of the settings that might provide
opportunities for observational research at a future date. Defined in detail in the results in Section 4.5, both
an analysis of the types of spaces inferred in the name and the text content analysis of the collected reasons
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for choosing a specific space were cross-referenced with the landscape setting types and the space
characteristics defined in the results collected from the first section of this survey.

• Close your eyes for a few moments and think about the public spaces, located in your community, that
you enjoy or would enjoy being together with an older adult friend.
(…..with a young friend. if used in an older adult questionnaire)
• Please tell us about that public space.
Name of Public Space __________________________________________________________________
Location of Space closest cross streets ________________________________ city ______________
Distance from Home

Same Neighborhood __

I - 3 mi __

How You Get There (check the one you use most often)
Walk ____
Bicycle ____
Bus ____

4 - 10 mi __

11 - 20 mi __

Car ____ Other (specify) ___________

What are the reasons you chose this public place?
_________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
Figure 3.4.4. Fourth Section of the Survey Questionnaire – Open-ended Questions Asking Name and
Location of Participant’s Favorite Public Place with an Opportunity to Share Reasons for Preference

Section Five
In the fifth and final section of the instrument depicted in Figure 3.4.5, simple demographic data was
collected from all participating youth and older adults including: age, gender, and ethnicity. Simple checkoff response categories for age ranges, male, female, and ethic backgrounds were employed to investigate the
makeup of participants and later analyzed to determine if the two age groups were homogeneous (see section
4.1.3).

• Please answer the following questions.
We will not be able to match these answers to you, so your anonymity is secure.
Your Age (check one)
Gender
Ethnicity

M ___

10 - 13 yrs

__

14 - 17 yrs __

18 years and over __

F ___

African American ___
Anglo American ___

Asian American ___
Latin American ___

Native American ___

Figure 3.4.5. Fifth Section of Survey Questionnaire – Simple Check Box Responses to Inquiry for Age,
Gender, and Ethnic Background Demographic Information

The survey instrument was designed so that each participant could respond to the photographic images of
urban public spaces in the same way. Youth and older adult questionnaires were identical except in section
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four, five and six. For section four (image free-sort task) and section five (personally preferred space), youth
were asked to imagine being with an older adult friend and older adults were asked to imagine being with a
young person.
Copies of both the youth and older adult final survey questionnaires (appendix B) and the associated
informed consent forms (appendix F), along with a set of the 24 photographic pictures (see 3.4.3) were sent
to the committee members for approval. After acceptance by committee chairs, copies of the survey, consent
form, images, and IRB application (Appendix E) were sent to the Institutional Review Board at North
Carolina State University for approval before being employed in the field work. Being approved, both the
youth and older adult final instrument packages consisted of three letter-size sheets, a consent form, and a set
of 24 colored pictures in 3 sets of 8 (see Section 3.4.3). In order to improve the comfort level of each
participant, a sheet that included the reasons for the survey and an explanation of the procedures was also
created and made available to all survey participants in each of the two age-group sessions.

3.4.3

Scene Sampling: Simulation Selection

Almost since the development of photography, environmental designers and urban planners have employed
visual images for illustrative purposes rather than for conducting empirical research (Gaber and Gaber 2004).
Although architects and psychologists in the environment and behavior field have been employing
photographs to investigate people’s perceptions and preferences for architectural styles (Groat 1982; Groat
and Wang 2002), community participatory design planning (Sanoff 1994 and 2000), and landscape quality
assessment studies (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989; Kaplan, Kaplan and Ryan 1998), the use of photographs as
empirical research tools is little understood. Much of the observational research conducted in urban settings
and presented through documented photographs is based upon a view of somewhat limited activities of
chance squeezed into the middle of the workday (Whyte 1980; Marcus and Francis 1990). Yet, the
photograph can be considered an independent specimen of data (Collier and Collier 1986). For a photograph
to be used as an empirical research tool, John and Sharon Garber (2004) suggest that three aspects must be
present. The image must reflect (a) contemplation: be visually understandable, depicting the existing
environment and can be interpreted and analyzed by the researcher. The photograph must have a (b) variable
composition: identifiable visual variables that are based upon a theoretical framework that supports the area
of interest. Finally, the image must have (c) indexuality: the visual variables must have a relationship to one
another or language, the photograph must tell a story (Garber and Garber 2004, 225). Thus, the selection of
the final urban public open space images employed in the survey required that the photographs (1) be
interpreted as a real urban spaces, (2) include multiple variables as defined in the organization framework,
and (3) depict relationships between variables that provided an opportunity to tell stories.
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What is perhaps most important to conducting survey studies that seek to understand valued characteristics of
spaces visited by youth and older adult pairs, is that the “generalizability of the results depends on successful
sampling of images or stimuli (Sanoff 1991, 5).” Since the use of a cross-section of urban public open space
images was critical to obtaining valuable and generalizable information about intergenerationally supportive
space types and characteristics (Sanoff 1991), image sampling was as important as the subject sampling.
Whatever circumstances the simulations intended to project, the urban images obviously varied in detail,
color, quality, and conditions depicted, all making it difficult to generalize from the results (Sanoff 1991).
But the more accurately the images represented the characteristics of the study environment (Pennartz and
Elsinga 1990), the closer the survey responses could be considered to be those obtained from real life (Collier
and Collier 1986). “It is apparent that in the study of environmental perception and preference we need to
adopt a more satisfactory basis for selecting our stimuli than the haphazardous, expedient approach that has
been typical in this area of research (Wohlwill and Kohn 1976, 19).” Thus, the following procedures,
principles, and considerations were employed to insure that the most appropriate images would be employed
as a sampling of the urban environment so that the results of the study could be generalized across a wide
range of urban communities (Brunswik 1956; Appleyard and Fishman 1977; Sanoff 1991).
In order to create valid and effective photographic simulations, a set of five principles was employed.
Although not easily followed during the process of taking the photographic images, all five principles were
addressed in the scene sampling and image selection procedure employed to find the most appropriate urban
spaces to be used as the visual trigger for answering the questions posed in the survey instrument. Reflecting
both landscape quality assessment studies and the use of image-based research in sociological and
anthropological studies (Sheppard 1988; Sanoff 1991; Prosser 1998), the process employed to select the
study images was based upon selecting simulations that were (1) representative, (2) accurate, (3) credible, (4)
comprehensive, and (5) bias-free.
The simulations were trustworthy (Prosser 1998) a representation of a variety of typical views and conditions
that would normally be experienced by a significant number of people. The simulations were as accurate or
as measurable as possible (Sheppard 1988). Assuring that the image could be used to address the question
posed in the study, special attention was paid to the accuracy of the visual impacts such as scale, color
contrast, and elemental relationships (Sheppard 1983). Each simulation was deemed to be credible or
believable, a trace of reality (Harper 1998). In order to gain a response from the study participants, no line
drawings or Photoshop mockups were employed. Since the respondents might not be able to make a
judgment if an image was confusing or incomplete, the simulations were comprehensive so that
interpretation by the respondents could take place (Prosser 1998). Finally, the simulations had reflexivity or
were bias-free (Sanoff 1991). Both the methods used to take the photographs and the methods for selecting
the final set of public space images for the survey were as transparent as possible with personal choice by the
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researcher eliminated (Prosser 1998). In order to meet the objectives of these five criteria and to assure the
generalizability of the results that incorporated photographic images to simulate environmental settings
(Sanoff 1991), a group technique for program planning (Delbecq, Van de Ven and Gustafson 1975) was
employed to assure that the photographic images used in the study represented a cross-section of urban
public space types available to the youth and older adult groups.
“Citizen participation is not the only reason for increased group decision making. Another important force is
the need to share expertise (Delbecq, Van de Ven and Gustafson 1975, 6).” Especially as the expansion and
acceleration of knowledge increases, social program administrators, business professionals, academics, and
researchers are requiring experts in the fields of study to become involved in developing solutions to
complex problems that may arise. Originally developed to be used by education, health, social, and other
human service organizations and now employed by planners, managers, researchers, teachers and policymakers (Delbecq, Van de Ven and Gustafson 1975), group decision making techniques are increasingly
being employed as tools for conducting evaluative research.
Based upon Group Techniques for Program Planning by Andre Delbecq, Andrew Van de Ven and David
Gustafson (1975), the scene sampling (photographic image) group technique was intended to “increase the
creative productivity of group action, facilitate group decisions, help the generation of critical ideas, and give
guidance in the aggregation of individual judgments (Delbecq, Van de Ven and Gustafson 1975, viii).”
Reflecting “a method for the systematic solicitation and collation of judgments on a particular topic Delbecq,
Van de Ven and Gustafson 1975, 10),” the selected procedure was a modified Delphi Technique that
included parts of the Nominal Group Technique (NGT) to guide the creation of a set of urban space
photographic images for use with the intergenerational survey questionnaire. Specifically, the NGT process
was employed to define a set of guidelines and to identify a set of images to be reviewed and then the Delphi
Technique was employed to obtain a wider participation in the process by design expert judges.
Based to some degree upon a combination of random and stratified sampling techniques utilized in the
selection of subjects, the procedure for collecting a ‘representative sample’ of urban public spaces that
reflected a general array of the types of urban open spaces that were or could be designed for public use
involved eight steps (described in the following sections), divided into three main stages. The three main
approaches that were employed to give empirical support to the final twenty four study surrogate images
included: (1) a large number of initial images collected from a variety of urban sources, (2) a framework and
defined criteria to guide the selection process, and (3) ‘trained’ expert judges to rate and make the final
decisions. These stages insured, as much as possible, that the youth and older adult responses reflected an
attachment to real environments and thus the results actually became the first step in developing design
guidelines for the creation of intergenerationally supportive spaces.
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Based upon the Delphi model, this sampling procedure also required the involvement of three participant
groups that performed three different roles: (1) the principal investigator/dissertation researcher or decision
maker, (2) the work group of five, headed by an expert in group decision making procedures, and (3) the
twelve “trained” design expert judges. As expected, the dissertation researcher was actively involved
throughout the whole scene sampling process with special responsibilities for collecting the initial set of
urban space images, defining the use of the images within the instrument layout, and continually appraising
the effectiveness of the developed procedures and questions in meeting the study objectives. Experienced in
defining and conducting Delphi studies and a published expert in photographic scene sampling procedures
(Sanoff 1988; 1990; 1991; 1994 and 2000) with knowledge about the problem area under investigation,
Henry Sanoff led a five member work group, including the principal investigator and three support staff, that
defined the guidelines for image selection, reduced the images to a manageable size, developed the
procedures to be followed during the sampling process, and nominated the expert judges as respondents.
Specifically, the three support staff helped with scheduling meetings, creating and printing the space images,
sending out notices and letters, organizing the multi-sorting task sessions, and tallying the results. Selected
through a process described in detail in section 3.4.3.3, the Delphi process was particularly appropriate in
identifying the final group of twelve “trained” design experts in architecture and landscape architecture who
participated in the final step of the scene sampling procedure.
The modified three-stage Delphi Technique allowed for the appropriate creativity to emerge, balanced the
participatory involvement of each participating member, and used a mathematical rating system to define a
group judgment for the most appropriate urban space images. Since the design professionals, graduate
students, and academic experts from a variety of disciplines did not work in close proximity to one another
and had conflicting schedules, this technique supported their independence by requiring the least amount of
time for participation. Each expert independently contributed his/her own ideas directly to the selection and
ranking process without the reactions of other participants. In both the work group and the expert judges, not
only did this process produce an elevated quantity of ideas but the structured approach also produced high
group performance with low variability from the member responses.
The eight specific image selection steps taken to insure the validity and generalizability of the study results
are described in the following sections. Details of the techniques employed to bring the total number of
original 3,964 urban space images down to the final 24 used in instrument are defined in detail under
collected images, sampling procedures and criteria, and design expert judgments
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3.4.3.1 Collected Images
Representing stage one in the three-part process scene sampling process, the objective of the first step “was
to adequately represent potentially significant visual attributes in urban” settings, “irrespective of the number
of independent sites required to satisfy the necessary range of scenes (Gabr 1993, 68).” Although older
adults seem to congregate in urban parks on a regular basis, since society does not acknowledge the special
needs of the adolescent in using public outdoor spaces (Owens 2002; Marcus et al. 1990), few examples of
appropriate intergenerationally supportive settings existed to be used as a guide for collecting appropriate
urban space photographs. And even though the selection of urban settings by an intergenerational pair is
often very purposeful (a chance to interact with each other), the wide variety of options available within the
urban context required that a large diversity of urban scenes be investigated.
Step 1: Collection of Urban Space Images
In order to reflect the multiple variables to be investigated in the study, the images were selected from as
broad range of urban space locations and types of settings (Herzog and Chernick 2000). The initial sample
included 3,964 public space images from a variety of urban centers located in both large and small American
and European cities. The principal investigator photographed and reviewed color slides, prints, and digital
urban space images taken within large metropolitan areas. Often photographed in smaller towns and cities
that made up the amalgamation of a particular urban region, the images were collected from seventy separate
locations from twenty-one US states, two Canadian provinces, and two cites in the UK.
As the goal was to investigate the potential for social interaction in different settings, step one included a
large randomized sampling of urban public spaces that captured a wide range of conditions that would
typically confront youth or older adults and was considered important in conducting a non-biased survey
(Brunswik 1956; Leedy 1997). The space images reflected current concepts of urbanism that included
suburban environments alongside the higher density of the older cityscape. Since the use of the automobile
and public transportation provide easy access to all type of spaces, even to at-risk youth and lower income
older adults, the photographed settings included a wide variety of types of open spaces available to the urban
dweller. Many of the images were taken within spaces more natural in their appearance than built or manmade, reflecting the wide variety of park-like settings particularly open to the intergenerational dyad. For
this study, gardens were considered cultural as well as natural and promenades were considered natural as
well as cultural.
Taken in more than one site and often from more than one observation point, the large sample size was
intended “to reduce bias due to potential idiosyncrasies or inadequacies of a single place (Gabr 1993, 68).”
This initial cacophony of space images included: space quality aspects of busy, distracting, confusing, quiet,
contemplative, cold, warm, spiritual, and safe; environmental attributes of open, closed, dark, light,
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expansive, textured, smooth; space types such as entrances, pathway, play fields, intersection, parking lots,
and streets; and space furnishings like benches, lighting, walls, steps, trees, plantings, sculptures, water
features, buildings, signs, overhangs, and lots of people.
3.4.3.2 Sampling Procedures and Criteria
The second stage of the scene sampling process was conducted by the five-member work group included the
development of the criteria and monitoring the process that reduced the 3,964 urban space photographs down
to 56 in preparation for the expert judgment exercise. The stipulated criteria and steps followed by the work
group to create a final set of representative urban space images in preparation of the multiple-sorting tasks by
the expert judges employed a modification of the Delphi Technique which included an NGT procedural
aspect of face-to-face discussions of individually developed concepts. Following the Delphi method, at each
stage in the following six-step process, the team leader and principal investigator, supported by past design
research and professional experience and literature reviews and discussions with intergenerational
researchers (Kaplan 1994, 1997 and 2004; Taylor 1999, 2000 and 2004), individually defined a set of
qualities required for the space images, recorded those measures, discussed the reasons for including or
excluding each criteria, and then decided collectively upon the specific guidelines to be applied to the
selection of that set of images.
Step 2: Assorted Urban Space Types
Given the prime status that the photographic image held in the survey instrument, the selection of the specific
simulations to be used in the data collection process was critical. In clinical and psychological research,
there are two types of photographs: those that provide information and those that trigger a strong emotion
(Cronin 1998). Yet, the nature of this study suggested that both elements were at play. The second step in
the process of reducing the original 3.964 to a more manageable size focused upon the variety of types of
urban public spaces associated with human interaction.
In order to be able to define and name a variety of landscape setting types representing a cross-section of
urban open spaces that could be visited by youth and older adults, a review of urban space design texts was
conducted. In Image of the City, Kevin Lynch (1960) defined the physical and perceptual way people
imagine a city. He ordered the public image or form of a city into five types of elements: paths, edges,
districts, nodes, and landmarks. Clare Cooper Marcus and Carolyn Francis (1990) in People Places,
organized public spaces into five types of open space: street plaza, corporate foyer, urban oasis, transit foyer,
and grand public place. Guided by these frameworks, a list of over sixty descriptors (names) of different
urban space types used by both youth and older adults was culled from environment and behavior research
texts such as Public Places and Spaces edited by Irwin Altman and Ervin Zube (1989) and the Social Life of
Small Urban Spaces by William Whyte (1980); journal papers such as “No Teens Allowed” by Patsy
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Eubanks Owens (2002); and urban design guides such as Urban Design by Jon Lang (1994), Public Spaces,
Urban Places by Matthew Carmona and associates (2003), Small Urban Spaces by Whitney Seymour, Jr.
(1969) and Pedestrian Mall, Streetscapes and Urban Spaces by Harvey Rubenstein (1992).
Understanding that the study participants were to select spaces that they considered most appropriate in
meeting social exchange needs (their emotional connection), the selected images represented major activity
centers or districts, rather than out of the way places. All selected photographs were defined as destination
sites, spaces that could be considered by resident or visitor as places to be enjoyed. The work group believed
that these types of urban settings would be common to many urban places and thus be visited and perceived
as valuable by a greater number of people. Not unexpected, a large number of the space photographs
reflected the importance of streets and sidewalks in depicting one of the main public open places of the city
(Jacobs 1961).
The previous considerations and the following list of urban space types was used as a guide by the work
group in reducing the number of images by 1,474, down to 2,490.
pathway
esplanade
galleria
playground
public mkt.
promenade
square
atrium
sidewalk
wharf
street scene

festival site
city square
transit mall
concourse
market place
street corner
farmer’s mkt.
outdoor café
street seating
boardwalk
entry plaza

pool
plaza
forecourt
garden
piazza
fountain
strip mall
museum
park
walk

path
alley
terrace
arcade
street
gallery
stairs
patio
zoo
mall

courtyard
pedestrian connector
amusement park
large indoor space
open lawn
roof garden
museum setting
corporate foyer
transit foyer
vest-pocket park

Step 3: Guiding Principles
People’s perceptions of the physical environment are governed by past experiences with a space and their
preferences are connected directly with cognitive responses or their personal memories (both positive and
negative) that are enlivened by those spaces (Ulrich 1983). Because residents interact directly with the urban
environment in which they live and work, they view their city differently than outsiders who are only visiting
for the first time (Gabr 1993; Brower 1988; Lynch 1960). When intergenerational pairs begin their
association and select an urban open space to visit, they are in essence visiting that space as outsiders.
Although the selected space may have been visited before, the collective visit is different and the responses
to that space are different. Since the purpose was thus to employ simulations of urban public spaces that
would have the best chance for both the youth and older adults to act as visitors (outsiders) rather than
residents, the second step first included the elimination of any public space images taken from the Triangle
region in which the respondents lived. This procedure would provide the best opportunity to have the survey
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results reflect the newness of environmental experiences associated with intergenerational non-programmed
space selections.
Since the images needed to be possible places for interaction yet represent a place that the survey participants
could find anywhere, step three focused upon the selection of images that would provide the respondents
with choices that would not seem to obvious nor too impossible. In order to accomplish this task, a more
stringent approach was employed by the work group to further reduce the number of environmental
simulations by 1,689 pictures. Understanding that the preferences youth and older adults have for urban
settings must be based upon its supportiveness for social interaction, development of the guiding principles
used in this step was based upon the five intergenerational environmental affordance variables: (1) sense of
safety/security, (2) welcoming messages/perception of belonging, (3) flexible enough to accommodate
various types of use, (4) supports differing physical abilities, and (5) promotes interpersonal engagement.
Based upon dozens of studies using hundreds of scenes, two types of environments were consistently valued
low in preference: (1) large expanses of undifferentiated landcovers and (2) dense vegetation with obstructed
views (Kaplan, Kaplan and Ryan 1983, 11). Combined with insights obtained from conducting another
intergenerational photo preference survey (Layne 2001), these findings helped in selecting photographic
images that were environmentally interesting, presented an urban feeling, and included aspects of the built
environment. As in the previous step, the work group developed the following list of nine principles to guide
this step in the image selection process. Based upon these principles that understood the importance of
supporting social exchange among the two age groups, a review of the remaining images and an interactive
dialogue between members of the work group was conducted to reduce the urban space image count to 801.
• Could be Used by People of All Ages
• Could be Visited by Self, Pair, or Small Group
• A Place for Social Interchange
• Environmental Interesting
• Public or quasi-public space
• Urban Feeling (not rural)
• Designed or Could Be Designed
• Mixtures of Built and Natural Features
• Opportunities to Stop or Rest
Although critical to the success of the process, the next four steps in stage two tended to be more practical,
focusing upon graphic and visual rather than conceptual considerations. Fore example, a study conducted by
Charles Law and Ervin Zube (1983) to test the importance of photographic composition and foreground
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detail on people’s perception of the connection to the space used a five-point bipolar scale to rate pairs of
photographic images (foreground included and foreground excluded). The results indicated that including
foreground elements in the image did little to add to people feeling connected to the scene (Law and Zube
1983).
Step 4: Poor Visual Quality
After review of the remaining 801 photographic images in step four, the work group members thought that
one of the images needed to be removed because it presented a rainy day condition for the site (Pennartz and
Elsinga 1990), creating a distraction for that particular environmental setting. Concluding that photographs
which reproduced poorly or were odd in terms of image quality and brightness needed to be eliminated, the
work group created the following five additional criteria for determining the appropriateness of the
photographs for the study. Guided by these conditions, the principal investigator and scene sampling expert
reexamined the remaining images, argued over the appropriateness of certain photographs, and eliminated the
345 poor quality images. This action reduced the count down to 456 images.
• Detail or Close-up Shots Reduced
• No Unattractive or Mundane Sites Used
• Panorama and Distant Shots Eliminated
• Dark, Light, or Poorly Developed Images Removed
• Rainy Conditions Eliminated
Step 5: Visually Focused
The fifth step in the image selection process required the work group to consider the visual focus that each of
the remaining images projected. Realizing that each image needed to represent a definable urban space, one
that was self contained with a minimum of outside influences, the following five considerations were
developed to guide the decision making process. Again, after review of the remaining 456 images and a
discussion on the validity of each in meeting the newly defined criteria, the work group eliminated an
additional 264 pictures, which reduced the total remaining number of photographs to 192.
• Backdrop Interest Keep to Minimum
• Defined Boundaries When Possible
• Spaces of Similar Scale
• Not to Many People – Not Crowded
• Images of Recognizable Places Eliminated
Once the work team members culled the 456 images down to 192, several black and white printed copies
were made of each image. Although some of the photographs were in landscape format and others were in
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portrait format (Stamps and Smith 2002, 785),” the remaining 192 selected urban space photographic
“images were adjusted to be equal in size” (2 1/2” x 3 1/2”) and landscape formatted. Arranged up to eight
per page on 8 1/2” x 11” sheets according to city name, the final thirty-two sets of photographs included
sheets of images defined as: 3rd St Promenade, Albuquerque, Cathedral, Central LA, Extra Vertical, Getty,
His Lai, Huntington, LA IGI, Minneapolis/New Bern, Philly, Sacramento, San Jose, Slide Extras, Venice
Beach, and Whittier (see appendix A). Based upon its location on a page, each image was then given a
designation that included a letter (page) and number (location on page) code. Two full sets of 2 1/2” x 3 1/2”
black and white cards were created from the 192 images and used in the remainder of the selection process.
This interim coding procedure allowed for easy location of the final twenty-four images from among the
original slides and photographs so that duplicates in color could be reproduced for use in the pre-test and
final survey sessions.
Step 6: People Present
The next major and highly arguable consideration in step six of the second stage in the process was to decide
on whether or not to include people in the final simulations. A review of preference studies that employ
photographic images to represent space, did not seem to have people within the depicted settings (Hertzog,
Maquire and Nebel 2003; Kaplan and Kaplan 1989; Sanoff 1991). The reasons that were given implied that
including people in a simulation can distract from an understanding of the spatial relationships and the
spotlighted qualities of an environmental setting. And a review of the images employed in quality landscape
assessment literature seemed to reflect the same attitudes in the researchers as those of the design
professionals, the photographic simulations were devoid of people.
Yet the inclusion of people in photographs of public spaces was deemed to be important by Roger Barker
(1978), who defined public spaces (behavior settings) as consisting of a mixture of both physical and human
components. Although city planners and architectural designers seem to operate on the premise that city
people seek the sight of emptiness, obvious order, and quiet, people watching activities are evident in cities
everywhere (Jacobs 1961). Along with other researchers who are looking at the use of urban public space
(Gabr 1993), the author believes that people do not view spaces as objects but as places for holding people.
Jane Jacobs (1961) suggests that urban spaces or cities are different than towns or other more intimate places
because they are full of strangers. In Visual Anthropology: Photography as a Research Method, Collier and
Collier state: “The photographing of social action leads us into a rich area of nonverbal research. A
considerable variety of reliable evidence can be read from photographs of social scenes, for we find in them
the complex dimensions of social structure, cultural identity, and psychological expression. Pictures of
people mingling offer us opportunities for measuring, qualifying, and comparing (Collier and Collier 1986,
33).”
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A number of studies that used photographs to simulate public spaces indicated that the presence of people
was an important factor in regarding the space as supportive to people, a safe place to be (Brower, 1988).
Social psychology literature suggests that older adults and youth may select spaces for their use that have
people present rather than those spaces where people are absent (Sears 1983). In support of this idea, the
results of interviews with older adults conducted at the conclusion of an urban space photo-preference study
showed that the absence of people in the photographs made the participants feel insecure (Layne 2001). This
absence of people from a space seemed to suggest that a space with no activity, no action, was considered to
be unsafe. Thus, a sense of safety and the need for a space to provide for a multiple of activities was
considered critical to the older adult and youth respondents choosing a place for interaction. The presence of
people suggested that those spaces would be considered both safe and able to meet interactional objectives.
According to William Whyte (1980) in The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces, one of the key findings of his
New York City study was that good public spaces are filled with people and that people attract other people
(Project for Public Spaces 2000). People places are spaces that support human activity (Marcus and Francis
1990). In contrast to other researchers (Hertzog and Chernick 2000, 33; Kaplan and Kaplan 1983), the
presence of people within the photographs was considered a valuable asset rather than a distracter. Thus,
places full of people or at least those that have the potential for people being present could be one of the
deciding factors in the youth and older adult selection of a space supportive of social exchange.
After an intensive discussion between work group members relating to past practices in environment and
behavior research and the pros-and cons of the value of including or excluding people in the photographic
images, it was decided that only those images that incorporated people, not too many nor two few, would be
included for further review. In the same way that “the sight of people attracts still other people (Jacobs 1961,
37),” the valid representation of supportive environments required that the remaining photographic surrogates
included people within the urban spaces. By eliminating all photographs where people were either absent or
not visually noticeable, 56 additional images were removed. Thus 136 images remained to be evaluated in
step 7.
Step 7: Final Perspective
The final action in the second stage of the sampling procedure, step seven focused on the following six
miscellaneous factors for reducing the number of images to a quantity supportive of the multiple sorting task.
Since the objective of the study was to determine youth and older adult preference for urban public open
spaces rather than individual objects or elements, views that reflected a single focal point or where a building
overpowered the scene were considered inappropriate. In addition, to reduce the chance of prejudice or
personal experience informing preference, all images that might reflect other cultures were removed.
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• Single Focal Points Reduced
• Specific Architectural Buildings or Single Building Views Eliminated
• Reflections of Other Cultures Removed
• Eye Level View - No Birds-Eye Views)
• Make Sure All Eight Scene Types Represented
• Duplicate Images of Scenes Removed
One of the most important considerations in selecting images to be employed in survey research is that the
photograph be oriented toward an eye-level view of the environment (Garber and Garber 2004). It was
considered essential that the youth and older adult survey participants feel a part of the environment, that
they are present viewing the scene. The goal was to select photographs of the public spaces where the
subject was viewing the space from within rather than from a distance, an active participant rather than an
objective observer. Thus, all birds-eye views and views from balconies or other vantage points were
eliminated.
Reassessing the images based upon the guiding principles and graphic considerations, the work group
selected the most appropriate and visually reproducible images, made sure that all eight specified scene types
were present, and eliminated any spaces that seemed to be duplications. This final step in stage two of the
process eliminated 80 pictures and reduced the final count to a manageable 56 images to be employed by the
expert judges in the multi-sorting task.
3.4.3.3 Design Expert Judgments
Since professional environmental designers may have a different perception of useful and aesthetic values
associated with an urban public open space than “the perceptions of those who lack specialized training
(Kaplan 1985, 161),” it was important that the final selection of images to be employed in this
intergenerational study be selected by design specialists. Often used to evaluate the quality of regional
landscapes, community neighborhoods, and workstations (Marans and Ahertzen 1987), a panel of designers
utilized their expert equivalence-making abilities to reduce the 56 photographic images spotlighted in the
second stage down to survey size (Over and Hornsby 1966). The following describes the third stage in the
scene sampling process and details the actions of the work group to organize and conduct the multiple sorting
tasks used by twelve expert judges to define the final 24 urban space images used with the survey
questionnaire.
Once the specific “Delphi” question was determined as defined by the development of the image selection
guidelines and signified by the culling of the urban space images down to a manageable total number of 56
photographs, the work group then set about defining the exact procedure to be following in step eight of the
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survey image selection process. After redefining the guidelines (affordances, principles and graphic/visual
considerations) to be followed during the multiple-sorting process, the next step was to select appropriate
expert respondents. It was decided that the expert judges should be solicited from local professional
designers and graduate design students who had training in the fields of architecture, landscape architecture,
and urban design and academics and researchers in environment and behavior studies who held positions in
the College of Design at North Carolina State University. Since a suggested satisfactory number of
participants in a Delphi process should be between 10 and 15, the work group determined that the sample
size of the expert panel would be twelve. Through discussions between work group members and other
faculty members in the College of Design, thirty-six names were spotlighted. Specifically, only those experts
who had knowledge and expertise in determining useful and aesthetically appealing urban public spaces and
were interested both in the two age groups under investigation and the results of the study were selected as
finalists.
After the initial personal contact of each spotlighted prospect was made by members of the work group,
interested design experts were sent a written document that described the objectives of the study, the purpose
of the image selection process, the nature of the respondent panel, the obligations required by the selected
participants, the length of time required to conduct the multiple-sorting task, and how the results would be
shared (see Appendix A). Through a process that determined both availability and interest, a homogeneous
and respected panel of twelve design experts was chosen to participate in the image selection process.
Having completed the selection of the twelve expert judges, a second contact was made with each expert by
the work group to determine specific locations and times for conducting the photo image sorting sessions.
Arrangements were made to meet individual schedules and to be convenient to each expert respondent.
The work team next developed the specific program for conducting the multiple-sorting exercise. In order to
create a final survey instrument that was manageable but would present the variety of urban public spaces
presented in the literature, a smaller list of urban open space types was selected by the work group (see
landscape setting types in framework discussed in chapter 2). Similar to the methods used by authors who
conducted three experiments where participants made preference, familiarity, and typical judgments of all
scene types from either a twelve or a five scene set (Peron et al. 1998; Purcell, Peron and Berto 2001), a
review of the final fifty-six images showed that by organizing the large variety of sixty space names defined
in Step 2 into categories, the list could be collapsed down to a manageable size. Since the survey instrument
needed to include three sets of eight similar photographic images, eight types of everyday scenes ranging
from the built environment to naturalized spaces were identified. Reflecting both the types of spaces and the
variety of uses available within urban settings, the final eight scene types included: court, plaza, garden,
promenade, landscape park, mini-park, pathway, and street (see Figure 3.1.2 for organizing sets of
independent variables). The final category, street, was included as one of the final landscape type because
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according to Jane Jacobs’ (1961) seminal book, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, streets and
their associated sidewalks are the main public spaces of an urban environment.
Step 8: Expert Judgments
In meeting the organizational arrangements of the first three questions in Section One of the survey
instrument and following the procedure employed by another study that employed photographs to investigate
perception of urban spaces by adults, adolescents, and architects (Pennartz and Elsinga 1990), each of the 12
experts conducted independent multiple-sorting, equivalence-making tasks. Although similar to rank or
polar-opposite methods where pre-specified categories are defined, the multiple-sorting task using the 56
image cards encouraged the design experts to define the most appropriate urban space photographs based
upon their objective knowledge and experience of environmental attributes (Sanoff 1991). In addition, this
approach insured that the image selecting process could be considered uncontaminated by the principal
investigator’s preconceptions (Groat 1982).
Based upon the criteria developed by the work group used to select the photographs used in the exercise, the
final 24 images were selected by having each design expert independently sort the 56 image cards into
individual categories (equivalence). Specifically, the task included the sorting of the images according to
eight types of urban space settings (court, plaza, garden, promenade, landscape park, mini-park, path, street)
described in the framework (sub-section 2.5). At least three images were to be included in each of the eight
classifications and ordered in the stacks with the most preferred on top and the least preferred on the bottom.
And although an order of preference was thus defined, no assumption about the interval difference in value
between the selected images was determined (Groat and Wang 2002). At the completion of the one hour
sorting task, check marks were placed on the back of each pre-letter/number coded image card of the top
three images in each of the eight landscape setting piles. The set of 56 image cards was then reassembled,
shuffled, and redistributed face-up to the next design expert taking part in the sorting exercise. The same
procedure was then repeated until all twelve experts had completed the exercise.
After conclusion of the twelve independent expert sorting tasks, the images were simply re-stacked according
to the number of check marks that were marked on the back of each image card. In order of value, the eight
card stacks were organized with the highest number on top and the lowest number on the bottom. The results
were then tallied by the work-group members and the urban space photographs were ranked according to the
value recorded upon the back of each image card. The final twenty-four images employed in the study were
thus determined as consisting of the top three images from each of the eight categorical files: Court, Plaza,
Garden, Promenade, Landscape Park, Mini-Park, Path, and Street. Arranged by the eight setting groups,
Table 3.4.2 displays the expert assigned value (number of checkmarks) that was recorded on the back of each
of the top twenty-four urban space photographic images. Although all of the 56 images received at least one
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vote, the highest 24 photographic images did receive between 50% and 100% of the possible expert votes (6
to 12 check marks). One additional image (HH5) also received six votes but had to be eliminated because
only 24 images were required for the survey. Receiving the same value and picturing the same setting as
HH5 yet better reflecting the sampling process criteria, image GG1 was selected by the work group as the
24th picture to be used in the study. Thank you letters, including the results of the multiple-sorting exercise,
were sent to each of the expert panel members.

Table 3.4.2. Results of Scene Sampling Process for Final Twenty-Four Coded
Photographs Used in Study with Expert Categorized Setting Types and Recorded
Values Along with Work Group Assigned Urbanscape Types
IMAGE #
17
6
8
24
4
14
15
22
11
1
10
12
7
5
19
18
20
9
16
2
3
21
23
13

LETTER/NO.
CODE
A8
F2
HH7
J3
Q6
E5
P2
J5
U4
J2
AA7
R7
HH1
M1
P5
X7
Z5
GG1
Q2
F5
P4
F3
Z2
B4

LANDSCAPE
SETTING TYPE
Court
Court
Court
Plaza
Plaza
Plaza
Garden
Garden
Garden
Promenade
Promenade
Promenade
Landscape Park
Landscape Park
Landscape Park
Mini Park
Mini Park
Mini Park
Pathway
Pathway
Pathway
Street
Street
Street

RECORDED
VALUE
8
7
7
6
6
9
6
6
12
7
9
8
7
7
7
6
9
6
11
6
11
7
7
7

SET #
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

URBANSCAPE
TYPE
Cultural
Cultural
Cultural
Cultural
Cultural
Cultural
Natural
Cultural
Natural
Cultural
Cultural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Cultural
Cultural
Natural
Cultural
Natural
Natural
Cultural
Cultural
Cultural

Understanding that urban space types (patterns) and their characteristics (content) are both aspects of
environmental preference (Kaplan 1983) and following the guiding principles outlined in Step 3, each of the
images was also defined by the work group as belonging to a continuum ranging from exclusively natural, to
combined natural/man-made, to exclusively built or man-made (Kaplan, Kaplan and Wendt 1972). Although
the selected scenes included a range of built and un-built features, each of the final set of twenty-four urban
space simulations was placed by the research team members, according to contrast and fitness (Wohlwill and
Harris 1980), into the two clear categories of nature and culture (see Framework in chapter 2). Employed as
another analysis variable, the last column in Table 3.4.2 indicates the final urbanscape classification into
which each image was placed.
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Figure 3.4.6. First Set of Eight Photographic Images of Twenty-Four Urban Public Spaces Selected by
Expert Judges through the Delphi Process Employed in Study

Figure 3.4.7. Second Set of Eight Photographic Images of Twenty-Four Urban Public Spaces Selected
by Expert Judges through the Delphi Process Employed in Study

Figure 3.4.8. Third Set of Eight Photographic Images of Twenty-Four Urban Public Spaces Selected
by Expert Judges through the Delphi Process Employed in Study
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Finally, a randomized selection process discussed in detail in section 3.4.2.2 was conducted to assign
numbers to each image that was then printed on the front of each colored printed card used in the survey
sessions. Through a similar random process (explanation in section 3.4.2.2), a representative sample of the
eight setting type images was placed into each of three sets with the lowest number first and the highest
number last. Figures 3.4.6, 3.4.7, and 3.4.8 present the final three sets of photographic images that were
employed both in the six pre-test sessions and in the final survey sessions (n=135).

3.5 Data Collection
After making adjustments to the survey instruments and consent forms based upon the pretest results and the
final selection of the survey simulations by the expert judges, the questionnaire, photographic images, and
consent forms, along with survey protocols, were submitted to the doctoral committee for final approval.
Since this study involved conducting research with human subjects, North Carolina State University required
that an application be submitted to the Institutional Review Board (IRB) for their review and an approval of
the data collection protocol received prior to interaction with either pre-test or survey applicant involvement.
The application included the project title, name of principle investigator, faculty advisors, description of
project, subject populations and eligibility requirements, recruitment and data collection procedures, a copy
of the separate youth and adult survey questionnaire forms, youth/guardian informed consent form, older
adult informed consent form, and an explanation of the potential risks, benefits, and compensations to the
participants (see appendixes B, E and F).
Upon approval, the data collection phase of the study began. Described in the following section, the data
collection procedures begin with an explanation of the IRB issues of participant risk, benefits and
compensation. Next, the specific fieldwork activities including the recruitment procedures, site selection and
participant sampling, acceptance forms, and a description of nine older adult and four youth survey sessions
are described. Finally, the section concludes with a discussion of the values, limitations, and complexities
associated with conducting the survey sessions.

3.5.1

Risks, Benefits, and Compensations

Although the methods employed in environment and behavior research are most often not as intrusive as in
medical trials, often the questions associated with social science research can invade personal self-worth
issues (Rhodes 2002; Byrne 1996). Even environmental design studies that seek to understand preferred
spaces or the use of home places can impinge upon personal values and socio-economic self-evaluative
issues (Bechtel, Marans and Michelson 1987a). So, it was critical to make sure that the risks and benefits
were weighted against each other and the instrument and the procedures for collecting the data was free, as
much as possible, from causing any psychological harm to the participants. Following the IRB approved
guidelines for this research study (appendix E), all pre-test and final survey participants were appraised of the
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details of the study and required to either sign or have a parent/guardian sign a participant informed consent
form prior to answering the questionnaire.
3.5.1.1 Risks
Since participation was totally voluntary and the survey sessions did not request any information that the
participants could consider personal or sensitive (private behavior, economic status, sexual issues, religious
beliefs, or or answers that could place them at risk of criminal or civil liability, there were no potential risks
to either the youth or older adults respondents. Every effort was made during the survey sessions to make the
respondents feel comfortable and to encourage the belief that any answer given was both personal and valid.
Thus reputation or self-esteem issues were avoided. The sessions were conducted at the particiants “home”
facilities and at times normally associated with regularly secheduled activities. The data collection
proceedure was explained in advance via posted flyers at the facilites, so that those who participated knew
that they would not be subject to any physical, psychologiocal, financial, social, or legal risks. Based simply
upon the use of photographic images of urban public spaces to obtain preferences, an assurance that all
answers were correct, and the statement that people could write their reasons simply or not at all if they
chose, helped to elliminate any offensive, threatening, degrading or stressfull aspects that might be associated
with participating in the study.
In order to preserve confidentiality, the youth and older adult study participant (subject) responses remained
anonymous as no one's name was connected to a specific questionnaire. Although NC State University IRB
procedures required each youth and older adult to sign a participant informed consent form prior to being
allowed to participate, the forms were kept separate from the questionnaires. Thus, there was no way for the
responses to be matched to any particular individual. In addition, no audio or video recordings were
employed in collecting the data and no photographs were taken of the individual participants or of the session
activities or locations. Although it was necessary to keep the individual responses from each of the two
groups, youth (Y) and older adults (A), together in order to understand their collective perceptions and
preferences, no one but the principal investigator had access to this information. Following the completion
of the study, all the information, including the collected data and the consent forms, were destroyed. No risk
to any participant existed since, there was no way that an individual respondent could be connected to any
general or specific responses.
3.5.1.2 Benefits
Through promotional materials and presentations to prospective participants and the explanations and
procedures revealed during the survey sessions, youth and older adult participants in this study had the
opportunity to gain a greater appreciation for the role that physical environments play or could play in their
social interaction with other people. Since older adults and youth are often excluded from the community
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design decision-making process (Marcus and Wischemann 1987; Marcus, Watsky, Insley and Francis 1990),
this exercise afforded both age groups an opportunity to share their insights about the supportiveness of
public spaces to meet their personal and community needs.
The results could provide staff of existing intergenerational programs with insights into the types of spaces
that would better serve intergenerational program or service needs and thus improve the value of future
intergenerational experiences. Social scientists in the field of intergenerational studies or developers of new
intergenerational programs could employ the results to make decisions about where to locate new program
facilities that would allow closer proximity to supportive urban spaces. The results could also be informative
to those developing intergenerational shared-sites facilities. The results, analysis, and the associated design
criteria could be employed by urban designers, architects, and landscape architects to improve the design of
urban public open spaces for encouraging this most important of community building activity,
intergenerational interaction.
3.5.1.3 Compensation
Participation was totally voluntary and both youth and older adults seemed to be excited about sharing their
ideas about their preference for supportive public spaces. During the recruitment presentations and
discussions with program staff, an offer was made to pay for any transportation costs incured by either youth
or older adult respondents. And although no requests were made for compensation of travel costs, the
program directors did request that the result of the survey be made available to them. The six pretest youth,
older adult, and research expert participants were interested in the project and freely gave of their time
without any direct compensation required.
For the remaining youth and older adult survey sessions, refreshments were used both as incentives and
compensation for respondents spending the hour required to participate in the survey sessions. Notice was
given that any participant who wished not to continue with any part of the survey would be excused from
continuing and would still receive the previously stipulated refreshments. Even though the young members
of the Community in Schools of Wake County program often participated in educational activities conducted
at the Walnut Terrace and Heritage Park facilities, the participating youth were not forced in any way to be
involved in either their after-school programs or to participate in the survey sessions. Similarly, the young
people who participated in survey sessions held at the Wake Forest Boys and Girls Clubs were not coerced in
any way and free-volunteered to be a part of the sessions. For all four participating youth groups, a pizza
party that included soft drinks was provided to all participants following the completion of the survey
sessions. Several youth were not interested or could not obtain permission from their parents to participate.
And although they did not take part in the study, they were still allowed to participate in the pizza party.
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Similar to the pretest participants, the older adults who did not participate in group sessions (AARP, Golden
Kawanis Club, independent individuals) but completed the surveys at home and mailed in the questionniares
also request no compensation. The remainder of the older adults who participated received meals or
refreshments. Although the older adult volunteers in the City of Raleigh Foster Grandparent Program were
anxious to share their insights with others, the program director suggested that compensation mught be
appropriate in gaining further support. Thus, lunch was served to this large group of participants at their
monthly meeting prior to conducting the survey session. Involving much smaller groups of older adults, the
remainder of the survey sessions were conducted at community senior centers or senior resident housing
resident facilities. As part of the compensation, refreshments including cake, pie, cookies, coffee, tea, and
soft drinks were served and could be enjoyed during the survey sessions.

3.5.2

Fieldwork: Youth and Older Adults

Requiring the expert guidance of the principal investigator and a team of support research volunteers, three
essential tasks in collecting the survey data were critical to the success of the fieldwork and the study results.
Affecting not only the response rate but the quality of the responses, the interviewer(s) (1) located and
enlisted the cooperation of selected respondents from the youth and older adult age groups; (2) guided and
motivated the respondents to do a good job, and (3) through the use of a script and questionnaire, provided a
consistent and standardized approach to answering the survey questions (Fowler 1988). Information packets,
requests for participation, outlines of survey procedures, consent forms, and the final survey questionnaires
with accompanying expert selected photographic images were produced and used to conduct the fieldwork
for collection of the required data (see appendixes A, B, C, D and F). The following describes in detail the
recruitment procedures, a description of the final participant sample, and a full explanation of the survey
sessions with facilities, session protocol, and managed survey procedures.
3.5.2.1 Recruitment Procedures
The fieldwork included finding participants though telephone and letter requests to public and private
agencies that supported youth and older adult programs (see section 3.2.2 for details). Flyers, posters, and
information packets were employed to gain program support and to attract willing survey participants from
the two age groups. After the Foster Grandparent program, Communities in Schools, Boys and Girls Club,
Resources for Seniors, and individual senior residential housing establishments had given permission to hold
the survey sessions within their facilities, meetings were held with facilities/program staff to make sure that
the procedures for recruiting participant support followed all program or facilities protocols (Moore 1990),
and to determine if a space was available in which to hold the survey sessions. A follow up letter was then
sent to each program or facility administrator outlining the requirements for holding the survey sessions,
including a large enough room with sufficient overhead lighting, tables and chairs to accommodate the
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registered or expected number of participants, and a place to put out food and drink or distribute the lunches
(appendix C).
Having selected youth and older adults programs and facilities representing a cross-section of the spotlighted
sample population through a stratified and clustering sample collection approach yet intending to reduce bias
with the ability to analyze the results using parametric measures (Marans 1990), all residents or program
members had an equal chance to participate in the study. Because societal norms and governmental
regulations toward youth participation in research were strict, the screening procedures required for the youth
programs were somewhat different to those required for older adult facilities. Along with parent or guardian
permission, participation of the youth was generally based upon scheduling and the educational requirements
of the programs while participation by the older adults was determined much more freely and based more
upon scheduling and the willingness of participants themselves. Thus, efforts were made to accommodate
the particular requirements imposed by both youth and older adult program and facility staff and potential
participants.
The staff of all the programs and facilities was prepped as to the details of the study so questions could easily
be answered if inquiries were made by participants or their parents. A number was also made available so
that either staff or potential participants could call the principal investigator with any questions that could not
be answered by program staff. In addition to the pre-posted information, the principal investigator was on
call during the one-month period of the survey sessions to answer any questions that arose.
The next step in recruitment of participants was for either the principal investigator to visit a facility and
make a public request for participation or for program/facility staff to make a plea to residents or members to
participate. A statement was made that all youth and older adults who wished, could participate. Prospective
youth and older adults were simply asked if they would have the time and willingness to come to the
appropriate facility for an hour to share their insights about quality public spaces. Similar to the process for
finding appropriate programs from which to request participation (see section 3.2.2), there was a major
difference in the approach required in notifying and soliciting the two age groups to participate in the survey
sessions. Specifically, youth recruitment required that program administrators and staff employ a more
hands-on approach including personal contact with the young members, making announcements to individual
classes or in larger group sessions, and sending home study information packets with the interested young
people to gain support and permission of parents and guardians. Since parents or guardians were required to
sign informed consent forms prior a young person’s participation, staff needed to monitor this process to
make sure all forms were on hand prior to the start of a survey session.
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For the recruitment of older adult participants, a less formal approach was used. In some cases, the principal
investigator made a short presentation at a club meeting or during a class session at one of the senior centers.
Generally, staff was not involved in the process except to hang promotional posters and post individual signup activity sheets on bulletin boards located throughout the older adult facilities. In the case of the residential
facilities and the initial City of Raleigh Foster Grandparent program, management or the program director
took charge of promoting and encouraging willing participants. If an older adult seemed interested in
participating, staff asked if he/she wished to participate (Al-Homoud and Tassinary 2004), had any questions,
provided answers or directed the person to the principal investigator, were told that he/she needed to sign a
consent form and were directed to the poster for specifics on session location, date and time.
As a part of the recruitment and encouragement process, color posters and black and white flyers promoting
the individual session were created that showed images of urban public spaces, named the principal
investigator and his affiliations, discussed the purpose of the study, listed the location, date, and time of the
survey sessions, mentioned that refreshments would be served, and asked for participation. Examples of the
announcement poster/flyers can be viewed in appendix C.
In the three senior centers, signup sheets were also posted to help with scheduling the sessions with the older
adults (appendix C), but often, they forgot and had to be reminded the day the survey. And although older
adults were asked to sign up for the survey sessions in advance, participants often showed up to the sessions
with additional friends who wanted to be a part of the study which supported opportunistic sampling (Raval
1997; Patton 2002). Although not contacted individually but as groups through oral presentations and poster
displays, each older adult subject was asked if they wished to participate (Al-Homoud and Tassinary 2004)
by either signing up for a survey session or by taking a copy of the survey instrument home to be mailed-in at
a later date. After the presentations were made to AARP membership meeting and the Golden Kiwanis Club
meetings, signup sheets were employed to list contact information for those older adults who took copies of
the questionnaire home to complete and mail back to the principal investigator (see example in appendix C).
3.5.2.2 Participant Sample
Though no relationships existed between any of the participants and the principal investigator or research
team members, other potential bias was reduced as much as possible (Leedy 1997) by employing the
previously discussed variety of methods to contact and encourage prospective participants including notices,
flyers, word-of-mouth, internet, telephone calls, meetings with program sponsors and supervisors. As a
result of these efforts, fifty-two (52) youth and one-hundred-fourteen (114) older adults including African-,
Anglo-, Hispanic-, Native-, and Asian Americans from lower to upper middle class socio-economic levels
(total 166) participated in the survey sessions
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Although some life span authorities suggest that preadolescence is between the ages of 8 and 12 years
(Byrne, 1996) and that some youth mature earlier or later than others, it is often difficult to define the exact
age for this stage of development (Vasta, Haith, and Miller 1999). And although older adulthood is often
described as starting at age 55 (Barer and Johnson 2003) with people maturing at an earlier age or remaining
active well into their nineties, the exact age of an older adult is difficult to define. But following a
randomized sampling procedure and the requests of the program and facility staff that every member or
resident would have an equal chance to participate in the study, the youth participant ages ranged from 10 to
17 and the older adult participants ranged from 50 to 100.
Notwithstanding of a number of studies suggesting that environmental preference between people with
different ethnic/racial backgrounds showed much commonality (Virden and Walker 1999; Cheek, Field and
Burge 1976; Newell 1997) and that there were few differences in attitudes towards the environment between
African Americans and Euro-Americans (Parker and McDonough 1999), recruiting participants that reflected
a cross-section of the ethnically related socio-economic range of Triangle residents was considered
important. In order to assure that youth and older adults from both ends of the socio-economic range were
represented, the selection of programs and facilities in which to conduct the survey sessions was critical (see
section 3.22 for details).
All the youth participants attended public middle schools in Wake County, equally divided into two socioeconomic/ethnic groups. One group of youth survey participants was generally of African American decent
who lived in subsidized housing, participated in the Community in Schools after-school programs, and
considered socio-economically disadvantaged and at-risk. The other group of youth survey participants was
generally Caucasian, who lived in individual houses located within middleclass neighborhoods, participated
in the Boys and Girls Club after-school programs, and considered to fall within the middle of the socioeconomic range.
Although only the survey results of 45 youth between the ages of 10 and 13 (4 year span) were analyzed, the
response to the inquiry for participation resulted in a total of fifty-two young people taking the survey with
forty-five youth being between the ages 10 and 13 and seven youth being between the ages of 14 and 17.
Since the purpose of this study was to define urban public spaces that were preferred for social interaction by
potential members of intergenerational dyads, the preadolescent age group made up the majority youth
participants.
Mirroring the socio-economic breadth of the two youth groups, the older adult participants included a sample
of both African American and European American residents of the Triangle. Having had the incredible
opportunity to solicit responses from a cross-section of the African American population living in central
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Raleigh, North Carolina, approximately one-half of the older adults who participated in the survey were
active members of the City of Raleigh’s Foster Grandparent program (see description in section 3.2.2.2).
Living in subsidized housing, group homes, individual apartments or, small houses, most of these folks were
considered as belonging to the lower socio-economic class.
Grouped more by socio-economic and education levels than by ethnicity, the remainder of the older adult
participants were residents of older adult retirement communities (either group homes or apartment
complexes) or were single individuals who live in their own somewhat affluent houses. Generally, the
participants were middle to upper middle class Caucasian older adults with professional backgrounds who
participated in senior activities at local community centers or were members of local chapters of senior social
or business organizations.
Though only the responses of 90 older adults between the ages of 59 and 79 (20 year span) were analyzed,
the response to the inquiry for participation yielded a total of one-hundred-fourteen older adults answering
the questionnaire with two being between the age of 50 and 58, ninety being between the age of 59 and 79,
and twenty-two being between the age of 80 and 100. Because of selecting participants from independent
living or senior center facilities rather than those that supported more sedentary life styles, the majority of
older adults participating in the survey met the unstipulated requirement for an older adult member of an
intergenerational dyad by being active (Joseph and Zimring 2007), mobile, ready to experiment with
different types of work and leisure, and were often socially gregarious (Yeates 1979).
3.5.2.3 Informed Consent Requirements
Based upon the responses of the pretest participants, the Institutional Review Board, and research associates,
a number of text changes were made to the consent form (see appendix F for comparison). Some of the
language was changed to make the form more people-friendly, including: changing photographic images to
pictures, data to results, factors to considerations, principles to ideas, intergenerational exchange to use by
both older adults and young people, and intergenerational experiences for others to the experiences of youth
and other people. The time frame explanation was simplified from your participation in this study will last
between 30 minutes and 1 hour to your participation in this study should take less than an hour. Finally, the
paragraph that explained the session activities was increased from four to five steps to match the survey
sections, simplified to match the tasks to be accomplished, and spaced separately for easier comprehension.
Both the youth (along with their parent or guardian) and older adult participants were required to sign an
informed consent form prior to participating in the survey sessions (appendix F). The purpose was to make
sure that the respondents understood their rights as volunteer participants and to protect the principal
investigator, support staff, and the NC State University from potential litigation. The single letter size form
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listed the title of the study and the names and affiliations of researcher and his support committee, gave a
short explanation of the study and how the results would be used, and reiterated that participation was
voluntary and that the participant could withdraw at any time. Following the layout of the survey instrument
(appendix B), the exact tasks were simply outlined and the expected time frame was given. Assurances were
made that anonymity would be preserved and that there would be no way to connect answers to specific
people. Along with keeping the responses confidential, no audio or video documentation of the sessions
would be employed. In order to assure confidence in the security of the process, contact information was
provided for the principal investigator, the chair of the NC State University (NCSU) Institutional Review
Board (IRB) committee, and the NCSU IRB office so that any question that arose after participating in the
sessions could be addressed. The consent form ended with a short statement that acknowledged an
understanding of rights, a receipt of a copy of the form, permission to include responses in the analysis of the
results, and along with the principal investigator’s, provided a space for a signature and date. The final note
was a reminder not to include a name on the survey instrument.
Although both age groups used the same informed consent form, the youth participants required the
additional step of securing parent or guardian permission prior to the actual survey session date. If a young
person wanted to participate, permission slips (youth/parent) were sent home with plenty of time prior to the
survey date so that questons could be asked and addressed prior to meeting the required signing deadlline.
For the youth participants who attended the Communities in School programs, an informed consent form was
send home with each interested young person in order to obtain written permission from his/her parent or
guardian. Because of the limited focus often exhibited by youth and the varying schedules of working
parents, the process was monitored by each of the two program directors and took several weeks to obtain the
signed forms for all the youth participants. Both parents and the youth themselves were required to sign the
form prior to being able to participate. Obtaining permission for the interested youth from the Boys and Girls
Club was handled directly by the principle investigator. After making an afternoon presentation to the young
people participating in after-school activities at the center, a table was set up at the entrance with information
relating to the study program on display requesting participation. When the parent or guardian of an
interested youth came to pick up their child, they were directed to the display and were asked to read and sign
an informed consent form (Al-Homoud and Tassinary 2004). After being assured of the confidentiality of
the survey results, the parents and youth could ask specific questions of the investigator before both parent
and child signing the required form. Some times the parent and youth would give their signed permissions
right at the table and other times they would take them home and send them back with the youth at the time
of the survey sessions.
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For the older adult participants, the informed consent forms were made available at the beginning of each
survey session. When the adult participants arrived for the survey sessions, copies were provided for each
older adult to review. Depending upon the educational level and reading ability of those in attendance, the
consent form was either read aloud or private by the prospective participant. After reviewing the form, the
older adults were encouraged to ask questions, either individually or as a group. Once all questions were
asked and answered and after assurances were made that the results would be kept confidential, all older
adult participants who agreed to participate, were asked and required to sign and date the informed consent
form.
3.5.2.4 Survey Session Procedures
Conducted over a one-month period, all survey sessions were scheduled at the convenience of both the
programs and the participants. In order to involve intergenerationally aged participants that reflected a crosssection of the population both ethnically and socio-economically, the two groups were not paired but separate
sessions were conducted at youth and older adult facilities (Herzog and Chernick 2000). Though a similar
group-administered survey approach was employed to collect the response data from both the youth and
older adult groups of participants, the youth sessions required a greater degree of planning. Often considered
when conducting research with children was the increased amount of care needed to protect youth from any
legal or psychological harm and the time required to gain prior permission from parents or guardians.
While the intention was to keep the on-site data collection sessions for both the youth and older adult
participant groups under an hour, generally the sessions lasted from between forty-five minutes and one and a
half hours (Wallenius 1999). As expected, the young people generally completed the questionnaires in the
shortest time, and the less educated older adults took the longest time.
The original field work objective was to make arrangements to collect the data from the members of each of
the youth and older adult groups during two single sessions conducted in two single locations. Although this
procedure would have helped to cut down costs, reduce time requirements, and make the survey sessions
more manageable for the research team, an alternative approch was required. Easily distracted and often
having reading problems, both youth and older adults (especially those people who are disadvantaged) are
the most difficult population ages for which to administer printed surveys (Kane and Kane 1981).
Understanding that these concerns could transfer to difficulties with conducting survey sessions with large
groups of people, the methodological example employed by Thomas Herzog and Kristi Chernick (2000) was
followed for conducting multiple photo preferences survey sessions with a large number of participants (231
college students). Except for the initial survey session conducted with older adults from the Forster
Grandparent program that confirmed the previous hypothesis, the remainder of both the youth and older adult
survey sessions were conducted with smaller groups of participants. Thus, the remaining ten survey sessions
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included from a low number of four older adults to a high number of seventeen youth, providing each person
with an opportunity for individual attention if desired (Korpela et al. 2001).
A total of four survey sessions that included both male and female preadolescent youth were conducted at
three different locations. Two sessions were held in the auditorium of the Wake Forest Boys and Girls Club,
with mostly white youth who lived in nearby middle class residential neighborhoods participating. The other
two sessions were held in the activity classrooms of the Communities in School facilities at Heritage Park
and the Walnut Terrace Hurricane Academy, with mostly black youth who lived in the associated subsidized
housing communities participating. Administered by one volunteer research assistant with a staff person
from each after-school program available for support if necessary, the sessions were kept small with between
eight and seventeen young people participating in the study.
In contrast to collecting the youth responses from four small group survey sessions conducted at the afterschool program settings, the older adult responses were collected from six separate survey sessions
conducted in a variety of community and residential settings and from a number of independent mail-in
surveys. The older adults survey sessions were divided between a one large group session that included fiftyfour seniors who were participating in the City of Raleigh Foster Grandparent program and five smaller
group sessions of between four and nine older adults conduced at five different residential and senior centers
located in Raleigh, Cary, Garner, and Wake Forest.
Considered an effective and inexpensive way of gathering insights from a cross-section of the minority
population of the area, the larger group survey session took place in the community hall of the Chavis
Heights Community Center and although only fifty-four older adults participated, the program required the
serving of lunch to seventy-five prospective participants. Although the first group session involved a large
number of older adults, the obvious difficulty with managing that many people at a single time suggested a
change. Similar to the process employed for collecting data from the youth, the remaining five older adult
sessions were conducted in either the recreation room or community dining room of three senior resident
communities and two senior centers and involved from four to nine participants.
All participating young people completed the surveys at the session sites, but some older adults chose to
complete the questionnaires independently. After making presentations to AARP and the Golden Kiwanis
club, the members decided not to schedule a separate survey session but instead decided to complete the
survey at their leisure in their own homes. Thus, three remaining groups of older adult participants (AARP,
Golden Kiwanis Club, and independent individuals) were provided with survey packages including an
informed consent form, a set of twenty-four space images, and a copy of the survey the questionnaire that
they individually completed at home and returned via mail to the principal investigator. Since the survey
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instrument was designed to be self-explanatory and there was no time limit required to answering the
questions posed, there were no differences in the responses between those older adults who completed the
questionnare at home or those who participated in the group sessions.
Except for those participants who chose to take the survey instruments home and mail them back to the
principle investigator when completed, all sessions where held in open community rooms large enough to
hold the number of tables and chairs required to support the number of participants that were pre-registered
to participate. Each survey participant was provided with enough space at the table to spread out all twentyfour pictures and still have space to mark his/her responses on the questionnaire. In come locations, round
dining tables were available (two participants per table) and in other locations, 4’ x 8’ tables were used (6
participants per table). Good overhead lighting was supplied at each location so that participants (especially
older adults) had sufficient illumination to view the images and answer the questions. Several extra tables
were provided at each location to hold the refreshments that were supplied for each session. For the initial
older adult session that collected the responses of fifty-four people, a white board was supplied to use to help
answer questions and provide added instructions. Additionally, a projector and large screen was set up to
project each of the three sets of eight images at each step in the first section of the questionnaire.
“Written material was used to collect data relating to the dependent, independent, and potential confounding
variables (Al-Homoud and Tassinary 2004, 14).” The survey session material provided for each participant
included an informed consent form (appendix F), a three page pre-printed questionnaire for recording
answers to questions (appendix B), and plastic bag holding a set of twenty-four color pictures of urban public
spaces (Figures 3.4.6, 3.4.7 and 3.4.8) divided into three groups of eight images each (appendix A),
specifically matched to each of the first three-parts of section one of the survey instrument (Figure 3.4.1).
Also, each participant received a sharpened #2 pencil with an eraser to mark the questionnaire and a small
note pad for taking notes or organizing thoughts prior to recording an answer.
Along with informing the making of changes to the survey instrument and the informed consent form,
discussions with participants in the pretest exercises spotlighted the need to use programmed dialogue to
reduce the chances of bias create by researcher involvement in directing the respondent answers to the
questions. A standardized set of guidelines for conducting the survey sessions was thus employed by the
interviewer(s) to ensure that they did not influence the answers received by the respondents. This is a
particularly critical issue for questionnaire sessions involving youth and older adults who want to make sure
that they answer the questions correctly. The survey session protocol sheet was thus employed to reduce bias
in the responses by standardizing (1) the presentation of the study and tasks, (2) the way respondent
questions were answered, (3) the way answers were recorded, and (4) the way interpersonal aspects of the
interview process were handled (Fowler 1988).
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The pretest sessions also indicated that people were unsure about taking surveys and especially the older
adults could be slow in answering the questions. So besides reducing bias, the developed protocol (appendix
D) and accompanying explicit instructions was employed to help in communicating the procedures to both
age groups and increasing the respondent’s understanding of the whole process (Caspi 1984). In addition,
assistants were employed along with the session moderator to counteract any problems associated with
conducting surveys sessions with these two divergent age groups. Volunteer research associates helped to
answer questions posed by individual respondents and were available to assist with the writing down of the
reasons for selecting specific images if required by either the youth or older adult participants.
Although spotlighted during the pretests, the importance of making a short verbal presentation about the
purpose of the study and the data collection method and employing explicit instructions (the script) at the
beginning of the survey sessions became very apparent after conducting the first older adult assembly.
Besides providing the guidance for making a personal introduction, thanking each person in the room for
participating, and reminding all in attendance of the availability of a meal or refreshments, the scrip helped
the participants to feel comfortable and “raise[d] the level of motivation in the older subjects (Lawton 1990,
338)” and youth alike by explaining the value of the responses and confirming that each person was an expert
in knowing what he/she liked or did not like.
Also, it was mentioned that there were no correct or incorrect answers, that a participant could stop taking the
survey at any time if they felt uncomfortable about continuing, and made a “repeated emphasis that the time
taken to complete the task [was] inconsequential (Lawton 1990, 338).” Continuing to maintain eye contact
with as many of the participants as possible and monitoring the subjects responses (Lawton 1990), the survey
participants were reminded and encouraged to ask questions at anytime throughout the survey session. To
ensure that there would be no possible connection between a particular response and a specific participant,
the respondents were emphatically reminded not to put their names on the questionnaire forms. Because of
school training requiring a student’s name to be placed on a test or exercises, the absence of a name on the
survey instrument seemed awkward to many of the younger and older participants and needed to be
monitored closely by the volunteer assistants during the sessions.
Although modified to some extent when employed with the smaller groups of participants, the scripted
message and instructions carried the participants through the survey process and included: a description of
the general purpose of the study, how it could be helpful to the participants, and what benefits each person
would receive from participating. For the youth survey session, the previously youth/parent signed informed
consent forms were reviewed. For each of the older adult sessions, new informed consent forms were
distributed to each participant and read aloud. Described in detail so that the participants understood the its
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protective value, each person in the room was provided the opportunity to ask for any questions, either
addressed to the whole group or to one of the survey assistant/team member located throughout the room.
Following individual signing of the informed consent forms and being picked up by the assistants, a survey
kit including a bag of three sets of pictures, a sharpened pencil, a note pad, and a three-page questionnaire
was provide to each participant. The assistants were instructed to continue to observe the participants and
when ever possible, to make the exercise as enjoyable as possible and to be available to help when necessary.
The group was then told that the moderator would walk them through the procedure (Korpela et al. 2001),
one step at a time and that the whole exercise would take about an hour.
Although not defined specifically in the script, the oral presentation then continued with: an explanation of
where the pictures were collected, a notice that the pictures represented no specific place but were examples
of spaces generally visited by people, and ended with asking the respondents to image themselves enjoying
being in each space with a friend (Korpela et al. 2001). Then, using a pre-written script as a guide,
participants were reminded to read and follow the introductions printed on the questionnaire at the beginning
of each of the five sets of questions. “Subjects were asked to keep the answers simple, and if possible to one
or two words (Al-Homoud and Tassinary 2004, 14).” And if any of the questions seemed difficult to answer,
the participants were told to leave it blank and to move on to the next question (they could always go back
and answer the question later if they wished).
After reading the introduction and the instructions for the first three-part section, an explanation of the image
sets that incorporated 24 photographic images of urban public space types such as plazas, mall, parks and
streets was conducted and a demonstration of how to layout the pictures on the table (either in no particular
order or in the order shown on the answer form) was preformed. Each participant was asked to rate these
pictures as to the ability of a space to promote a feeling of safety, to instill a sense of belonging, to
accommodate for different activities, to support differing physical abilities, and to provide for interpersonal
engagement. To accomplish this image preference task, both the youth and older adults were then asked to
choose the one best picture that best supported each of the five situations as if they were visiting the space
with a friend and write the number next to the appropriate situation. The participants were then invited to
briefly describe the most important reason for choosing each picture and write it down on the line opposite
each of the five situation categories. Again, the participants were told that a short answer was considered
sufficient (Al-Homoud and Tassinary 2004). In cases where youth or older adults had difficulty with
describing the reasons effectively in English, the volunteer staff was available to assist. This was done three
times with each of the three different sets of eight cards.
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Next, the respondents were asked to follow the instructions and rank the five situations in order of
importance as if visiting a place with a friend by placing a number from five (most important) to one (least
important) next to each of the five situations on the answer sheet. Somewhat more difficult, the study
assistants walked around the room and helped individuals with the three multiple-sorting tasks as the
directions were being explained from the podium. First they were asked to image enjoying being together
with an intergenerational friend (youth friend for older adults). The process proceeded with the layout of all
twenty-four pictures and an explanation of the common or connecting idea (one example suggested was to
use one of the situations such as feeling safe). The assistants often needed to explain the term similarities
and reiterate the description in the instrument of alike, or have in common. Next, the selection of the pictures
into three groups of eight pictures that were alike, the in-order stacking of the most preferred pictures, the
recording of numbers, and the writing of the one or two word reasons for the selections was discussed.
Again, with some of the older adults and youth having trouble with writing down or spelling a word they
wished to share, the survey session assistants often needed to help with the writing of the answers on the
questionnaire.
Following the suggestion of Christopher Alexander (1979, 391) when discussing the use of his pattern
language to design supportive environments, the youth and older adult participants were next asked to close
their eyes and imagine the one public open space that they would like to visit with an intergenerational
friend. “The favorite place was described as that one place in which you have most enjoyed spending time,
or that you have valued being in more than any other place. Perhaps you view this place as being particularly
significant in your life (Korpela et al. 2001).” The respondent’s memory and knowledge of the selected
personal place (remembered by focusing attention away from the survey session site) emerged clearly
(Alexander 1979). After selecting their favorite community based public space, walking the respondents
through the personal space exercise was relatively easy. Since the youth and older adults already knew the
name and location of their favorite public outdoor space, the participants were then asked to write down the
specific name, location (cross streets), distance from home, the mode of transportation used get there, and the
reason they liked the space.
Both the youth and older adults were then asked to answer several simple questions about their age, gender,
and ethnic background. The participants were reminded that this information would only be used to describe
the make up of the two groups and not used to describe any individual. Although the final demographic
questions were easily answerable, survey support staff continually needed to remind people to complete this
most importance section.
At the end of the sessions, the assistants looked over each questionnaire and if the answers were unclear, the
respondent was asked to clarify. Whenever the need for a greater understanding the responses emerged, the
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researcher asked the participant to explain the reasons for selecting the setting in more detail. This allowed
for a mutual exploring of the meanings of the answers (Brenner, Brown, Canter 1985), leading to a more
accurate presentation of the survey results.
The sessions concluded with asking each participant being asked to help by placing the set of pictures back
into the supplied plastic bag. The protocol concluded with expressed gratitude and the hope that each
participant enjoyed the process, the assurance that each person’s answers were important to developing better
public spaces in the future, and contact information if anyone who participated wished to find out the results
of the survey (appendix D).

3.5.3

Survey Session Problems and Affects

There were a number of issues that emerged during the fieldwork, specifically during the collection of the
survey response data that may be helpful to other researchers in conducting future research studies involving
youth and older adults. Spotlighted in observations and discussions with participants made by the research
staff during the sessions, the two problems or concerns presented in the following discussion include the use
of small staff-supported sessions and the use of photographic images in studies involving disadvantaged
populations.
Although working with large groups may be important in achieving maximum participation (Hamdi and
Goethert 1997), and although the survey session conducted with participants in the City of Raleigh Foster
Grandparent program was successful and rewarding, problems with collecting data from a large group of
educationally disadvantaged participants became apparent. Specifically, though the survey session was
conducted with a large number of African American older adults, the level of collected response data was
reduced by a third. Even though seventy-five older adults were present at the beginning of the session and
received lunch as an incentive, only fifty-four seniors actually took part in the exercise. And of those who
participated in the survey session, only five older adults were able to complete all parts of the survey
questionnaire.
Even in some of the smaller youth sessions, not all the participants completed the questionnaires so their
responses could be coded in all seven categories. Although all participants in all the sessions were able to
select a favorite urban space (picture) to meet one or more the affordance criteria, particularly many of the
African American older adults and at-risk youth either did not provide a reason for the selection, provided
unclear reasons, or simply repeated the situation that matched the selection.
Although the survey support staff received some instructions prior to conducting the session, not enough time
was spent in training and the supervision so that effective interactions could take place between participants
and volunteers (Brenner, Brown and Canter 1985). Additionally, it was realized that to conduct survey
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sessions with large numbers of participants, the cost of assembling and training a field staff required to
handle the work was financially prohibitive. Yet, it became obvious that in order to obtain good quality
results and to support the requirements presented by the underprivileged youth and older adult sample
population, more focused personal attention was required to explain the process and assist each participant in
completing the survey questionnaire.
In order to collect the required number of participants for this study, the solution to the problem was achieved
by reducing the numbers of older adult and youth participants to a manageable size by increasing the number
of sessions held at different residential and activity center locations. Particularly with African American
older adults with limited reading and writing skills, small group sessions of between five and ten people
worked best to gather more effective feedback (Hamdi and Goethert 1997). Through this reduced session
size, the data collector was directly supportive of each participant by clarifying questions, providing personal
attention, and assisting the respondents in writing down their text responses. Thus, the smaller group
sessions helped to level the playing field between the more educated middle class white participants and the
less educated lower income based black population and resulted in a greater number of completed surveys.
Although the twenty-four pictures used in the survey sessions were clear to all demographic groups of
participants, the program staff associated with the less affluent youth or older adult population groups
suggested that because of limited life experiences, these populations might not be able to interpret the spaces
in the same way as those from more affluent groups who had traveled outside their home spaces. When
“children and adults whose experiences have been solely in the urban ghetto, [they] may have no place in
their universe of discourse for assigning positive meanings to the natural features of outdoor settings (Cheek,
Field and Burge 1976, 32).”
In collecting data from the older adults, the differences in life experience between people from a lower socioeconomic level (African decent) and those from a higher socio-economic level became somewhat obvious. It
was clear that although the youth from both socio-economic levels had similarly limited life experiences,
many of the older adults of European decent had lived, worked, and traveled to other parts of the world and
thus had a larger experience base from which to assess their photographic preferences. This observation
seems to mirror the results of a study that was conducted to assess the differences that residents from six
northern California communities perceived for natural landscapes. The strong preference for home gardens
and yards in the black communities reflected the limited number of safe and inexpensive areas close to home
available to that disadvantaged population group (McNally 1990).
And although the use of photographs in environment and behavior research is well documented, the specific
pictures of urban public space used in the survey may have visually suggested that only people with a higher
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socio-economic status would use the spaces (Cronin 1998). Thus, the economic and cultural differences
apparent between the more affluent European American participants and disadvantaged African American
participants may have influenced the validity of the survey results (Bechtel 1990a).
Yet, supported by the results of other studies, “when the environmental experiences of a variety of cultures or
subcultures are compared, one common phenomenon emerges as a prominent feature: the shared experience
of particular physical spaces as ‘places’ with peculiar qualitative characteristics (Cheek, Field and Burge
1976, 33).” So, if people from as different cultural backgrounds as Senegal, Ireland, and the United States
seemed to share a preference for certain environmental forms and features in their favorite places (Newell
1997), then perhaps there may be little difference between the way the participants from the different ethnic
and social backgrounds viewed the pictures in this intergenerational study.
In fact the real value of the use of the twenty-four expert judged photographic images became clear from
observations made during all the survey sessions and through the analysis of the results. No matter the
educational, economic, or experiential level of the members of the participants, the survey addressing
uncommonly asked questions, and the potential influences of placing numbers on the front of the pictures, to
all youth and older adult participants were able to view the images and make informed decisions about the
value of urban public spaces in supporting intergenerational exchange.

3.6

Analysis Protocol

The main purpose of documenting and coding all the collected data, including the written reasons for
selecting a space image, was “to produce systematic, quantitative summaries of the responses (Brenner,
Brown and Canter 1985).” Although the questions included a variety of types (multiple choice, ranking, and
open ended), the total number of responses from each questionnaire needed to be recorded and coded in order
to prepare them for analysis (Zeisel 1981). The analysis protocol developed to accomplish this task
employed the following four specific steps (Fowler 1988): (1) organizing and documenting the responses; (2)
designing and coding the demographic, response, affordance ranking, simulation, text response image freesort and text and the personal favorite public space data; (3) entering the data into a spreadsheet; and (4)
conducting data cleansing.
After quantifying the text responses and entering all the nominal and ordinal data into a spreadsheet format,
the final step in the procedure was to use a computerized statistics program to conduct a comparative analysis
of the answers, both within each of the youth and older adult age groups and between the two age groups. A
discussion of the five analytical tools and procedures employed for conducting the analysis required to
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answer the questions posted by this study completes the description of the methodology with the statistical
results presented in the following chapter.

3.6.1

Questionnaire Response Documentation

Following the conclusion of the fieldwork, all the completed questionnaires were grouped by survey session
for later description purposes (see section 3.5.2) and placed into two folders, one for youth and one for older
adults. Placing the surveys in random order, the questionnaires were numbered in sequential, Y1-52 for
youth and OA1-114 for older adults. With the use of a predetermined coding system based upon the
framework discussed in chapter 2, all 70+ questionnaire responses provided by each youth and older adult
respondent were reviewed, documented, and coded. Using a variety of techniques the following data was
quantified: the demographic information (age group designation with associated identification number, age,
gender, and ethnicity), affordance rank, image selections for three-part affordance section and three freesorting tasks (image number, urbanscape [U], and landscape [L] setting type), text responses for three-part
affordance section, three free-sorting tasks, and personal space exercise (centeredness [C], perception modes
[P], and text responses [T] for space attributes, features, and qualities, and specifically for the personally
defined intergenerational space, the names, locations, distance, and transportation modes (see survey
instrument in section 3.4.2.4 and appendix B).
In order to analyze all the collected data, the initial step was to screen all text (Pennartz and Elsinga 1990)
and document without bias, all the written responses from both age groups to the open-ended questions about
the reasons for selecting one of the urban space pictures, defining the connection between selected pictures in
the three free-sorting tasks, and the reasons for selecting the personally preferred space (see Figure 3.6.1).
This step included assigning each respondent a nominal letter (Y) for youth and (OA) for older adult and
number code according to the sequence of participating in the survey sessions. Individual forms were then
created for each participant that included the respondent’s code name at the top with the conditional
affordance ranking results underneath and the name and location of the personal space at the bottom. Two
columns of information including the response codes for the three-part affordance (S1-3, B1-3, M1-3, A1-3,
E1-3), free-sort (FS1-3), and personal space (PS1) and the associated selected picture numbers (1-24) were
placed vertically down the left margin. Matched specifically to the fifteen affordance related, three free-sort,
and personal space open-ended questions asked on the survey instrument were typed into the individual
forms (Figure 3.6.1).
Although some typographical corrections were conducted when transferring the hand-written responses to
the typed forms, none of the wording or sentence structures were altered so that the meaning of the
participant responses would be preserved. In some cases, where the handwriting was unreadable and
clarifying notes were not provided by the survey session assistants, a review of the answers to similar
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questions or the accompanying selected image helped in interpreting the meaning of the responses.
Reflecting all 135 individually documented questionnaire response forms that were created for this analysis,
Figure 3.6.1 presents examples of two typed data sets. The (Y4) data set represents the recorded responses of
an Anglo American female between the age of 10 and 13 who participates in programs held at the Boys and
Girls Club in Wake Forest and the (OA6) data set represented the recorded responses of a Native American
female older adult between the age of 60 and 79 who participates in programs held at the Whitaker Mills
Senior Center, Raleigh, NC.

Y4
Rank
Image
Number

10-13•F•Anglo American

OA6

4•2•1•3•5

Rank

Response
Code

Text
Response

Image
Number

60-79•F•Native American
5•1•3•4•2
Response
Code

Text
Response

15
2
14

S1
S2
S3

• I would go there because it looks real safe
• because it doesn’t look crowded
• because it isn’t crowded

18
6
9

S1
S2
S3

• a lot of people
• stores and people
• people around

7
10
9

B1
B2
B3

• because it has a lot of space to run
• because it is a beautiful place
• because kids are playing

15
10
11

B1
B2
B3

• to nature
• peaceful setting
• looking at nature

18
20
13

M1
M2
M3

• because it looks like people are ice skating
• because a lot of people (are) there
• because a lot of people are there

17
23
13

M1
M2
M3

• being in a mall
• different places
• sidewalk and open

24

A1

5
12

A2
A3

• because it shows a lot of space and
someone is in a wheelchair
• because it looks like kids are running
• because there is a lot of space

7
4
8

A1
A2
A3

• getting around
• open space
• flat sidewalk

15
2
19

E1
E2
E3

• because it doesn’t look too crowded
• because there is a lot of space
• because there is a lot of space

15
22
12

E1
E2
E3

• peaceful environment
• open and relaxing
• sitting on a bench

15•10•18•20•17•12•13•21
FS1
• people - nature
9•19•6•2•16•1•24•11
FS2
• steps - not good
7•22•4•3•8•23•14•5
FS3
• open spaces

15•2•14•3•19•10•22•16
FS1
• safe, fun, and water
3•2•4•5•7•11•12•9
FS2
• space, activities, and not many people
18•8•6•20•21•13•23•24
FS3
• crowded!

Pullen Park, Pullen Drive, Raleigh
PS1
• easy to get around,
peaceful, fishing

Museum of Science, Downtown Raleigh
PS1
• it is fun

Figure 3.6.1. Youth (Y4) and Older Adult (OA6) Data Sets of Typed Survey Responses - Reasons for
Selecting a Picture to Meet Affordance, Free-sort, and Personal Space Section Criteria

The examples presented in Figure 3.6.1 were taken directly from the hand-written survey responses collected
from the respondents and indicated the variety of responses obtained from the open-ended questions.
Though much easier to code than longer and more elaborate answers, some respondents were not very
observant or were less interested when viewing the pictures and provided very short and unimaginative
answers. Although selecting three separate pictures, the reasons given by one of the youth participants (Y2)
for all three opportunities for a space to meet differing physical abilities were fairly unimaginable and quite
short and very similar: A1 flat land and has no stairs, A2 flat land, and A3 leveled. Another youth (Y13)
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also responded succinctly to the same set of questions with sequential shortened, identical answers: A1 very
spacious area, A2 spacious area, and A3 spacious. And not exclusive to the youth group, one older adult’s
responses (OA 23) also answered with short and seemingly uninspired answers to the same question: A1
accessibility, A2 level - open, and A3 level – open space.
In contrast, some of the youth and older adult participants seemed to take the time to review the pictures, be
more observant, and provide very informative responses. For example, one older adult (OA 36) addressed
the three ability affordance questions with much more enriching answers: A1 wide open spaces give room for
mobility for wheelchairs and strollers and also allow for conversational type benches, A2 this area provides
activity and interest points for all age levels, and A3 wide paths, shaded, ample seating encouraged.
Although youth tended to be somewhat less verbose, one young person responded to the same three sets of
ability questions with: A1 elevators and stairs, A2 many people of all ages can play, eat, or whatever, and
A3 all ages can do anything there, enjoy the water. Since the written text responses represent the most
important information collected from the survey instruments for understanding perceptions and preferences
of youth and older adults for supportive urban open spaces, the following coding procedure including the text
content analysis was essential to being able to analyze the collected data.

3.6.2

Coding Procedures

Following the more explicit approach suggested by Amos Rapoport (1999; 2000) for conducting
environment and behavior research, the main purpose in coding the youth and older adult responses to the
70+ survey questions posed in the survey instrument was to be able to quantify the data. By providing data
that could be scientifically measured and evaluated, the coded information was easily employed in
conducting a comparative analysis of the similarities and differences between the perceptions and preferences
of the two intergenerational age groups. Guided by the outlined framework presented in chapter 2 for the
open-ended questions and employing the pre-recoded approach to documenting the standardized questions,
the coding procedure followed a protocol that ensured that all responses were mutually exclusive, not
overlapping either conceptually or numerically. Further, the coding was exhaustive (all responses falling into
a category) and a single level of abstraction for organizing the responses (within a category) was followed
(Zeisel 1981).
Since the first step in the analysis procedure was to develop a manageable classification system that looked at
recurring regularities in the data (Patton 2002; Marans and Ahrentzen 1987), a coding scheme was created to
include the numbered and written responses for each of the youth and older adult respondents. In order to
maintain validity and assure that the responses were matched with the demographic data, each respondent
was assigned a letter corresponding to the appropriate participant groups (youth = Y and older adult = OA)
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and a randomly selected number depicting the total number of respondents (youth: N = 45 and older adults:
N = 90).
Following the initial assignment of respondent codes (see Figure 3.6.4), some of the coding procedures were
automatic with little room for error, since many of the categories were developed prior to conducting the
fieldwork and reflect previous research techniques. In some cases the codes were predetermined (researcher
defined) and grouped by assigned classifications presented in the previously discussed conceptual framework
(Kane 2000; Appleyard 1976) or preset on the survey instrument: the ordinal ranking numbers, the image
numbers and the associated expert determination of the space type factors (urbanscapes and landscape
settings, the centeredness and perception mode categories defined as part of the variables development, the
personal space distance and mode of transportation information, and the demographic data.
Since coding and analysis is a dynamic process, other coding procedures were developed after the survey was
completed and were associated with the open-ended questions and non-design oriented responses of the
respondents. In this case, a content analysis was conducted of the open-ended questions, with the individual
constructs of categories (participant defined) emerging from the answers prior to being assigned specific
codes (Pennartz and Elsinga 1990; Kelly 1955; Honikman 1980) and being placed within the predefined
classification scheme. Specifically these text responses defined the name and location of the personally
preferred space and described the reasons for selecting specific images in the affordance situations, the
similarities between the images selected for the free-sort tasks, and the reason a personally preferred public
space was chosen.
Since the interpretation of written responses was so critical to the understanding of the perceptions and
preferences of youth and older adults to supportive urban public spaces, the coding procedures associated
with the text (content) analysis required a more extensive procedure. The review of the text responses was
conducted in a systematic manner using an explicitly formulated set of guides with objectivity being of prime
consideration (Holsti 1969). Consistently applied rules were applied to the process including the use of a
highlighter to spotlight analyzable units. The purpose was to eliminate extraneous words or phrases such as
because, this picture is, or this is safe because or whole sentences that simply repeated the question being
asked from the data to be coded.
This pre-reading of the written text also aided the researcher in becoming familiar with the type of responses
presented and in placing the word responses correctly into the main code categories (Appleyard 1976)
including the centeredness factors, perception modes, and space attributes, features, and qualities. In order to
reduce bias on the part of the coders and keep the content as free as possible from contamination, the review
of the text responses (reason for selecting an image) was keep separate from the specific images selected.
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Only when the response was illogical and review of the other words and sentences used by the respondent
within the same questionnaire did not give any clues to an interpretation, was a review of the image used to
ascertain the meaning of the unclear response. The specific coding tasks concluded with acknowledging the
predefined numbers connected with each of the selected space simulations (photographic images) and
assigning letters and numbers to create codes associated with both the predetermined and the emerging
categories of data.
Although the text responses were interpreted, combined into groups, and correctly assigned to organizational
categories by the principal investigator and assistants, as these decisions were open to personal interpretation,
an additional step was required to address reliability issues. After the initial interpretation and coding of the
text responses (reasons for selecting a space) was completed by the principle investigator, expert research
judges who had multiple linguistic experience and worked in the one of the design fields were recruited to
review the findings. Based upon the coding procedures outlined in the following subsections and starting
with a randomly selected point “three judges independently analyze[d] a number of transcripts (Pennartz and
Elsinga 1990, 690)” and conducted a review of the final results. Specifically, the team of three expert judges
reviewed the content of every tenth written response and collectively assigned a line of code to each of these
written responses that included the centeredness factors (C), perception modes (P) and text response
classifications (T).
Since each survey instrument included 19 possible open-ended responses (reasons for selecting a supportive
space) and the total number of youth and older adult participants was 45 youth and 90 older adults (N=135),
the total text responses thus equaled 2,565. As the expert judges were to review every 10th response, the total
number of independently reviewed code checks was 256. Although a few questions of interpretation and
categorization arose during the process, the agreement of only two of the judges was required to place a word
or phrase into an appropriate classification. Then the coding conducted by the judges was compared to the
coding conducted by the principal investigator. Generally, it was found that the judges coded the text
responses in the same manner as the research team. In a number of cases, the placement of a response into
another category and a change in the category name was suggested. Based upon this feedback, all text
responses were again reviewed by the principal investigator and changes made to conform to the suggestions
made by the expert judges.
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Y17

DA1 • DG2 • DE1
Rank

•S5•B4•M1•A2•E3

17
22
8

• S1
• S2
• S3

• there are cops, security, and many people there
• lots of people to be safe with
• many people to watch out for others

U2 L1 R1 C2 P1 T41 T57
U2 L3 R1 C2 P1 T41
U2 L1 R1 C2 P1 T41 T57

15
2
3

• B1
• B2
• B3

• nice landscaping, beautiful sight, and lake
• amazing sight, lots of walking, trees, and more
• I love places like this, it catches my eye

U1 L3 R1 C1 P1 T17 T38 T52 • P3 T61 T76
U1 L7 R1 C3 P1 T33 T38 • P2 T23 • P3 T15
U1 L7 R1 C1 P3 T76

7
5
9

• M1
• M2
• M3

• big field, lots of room
• lots of room to move around
• lots of activities to do

U1 L5 R1 C1 P1 T3
U1 L5 R1 C3 P1 T3 T23
U1 L6 R1 C3 P2 T32

17
20
14

• A1
• A2
• A3

• elevators and stairs
• many people of all ages can play, eat, or whatever
• all ages can do anything there; enjoy the water

U2 L1 R1 C1 P2 T43
U2 L6 R1 C3 P1 T41 • P2 T22 T48
U2 L2 R1 C3 P1 T52 • P2 T32 • P3 T81

15
10

• E1
• not much people, looks like a nice place to talk
• E2 • nice place to talk with someone and find a thing
to talk about
• E3
• not many people, quiet place to talk

12

U1 L3 R1 C3 P1 T55 • P2 T50 • P3 T76
U2 L4 R1 C3 P1 T9 • P2 T50 • P3 T76
U1 L4 R1 C3 P1 T55 • P2 T50 • P3 T4

18 • 23 • 20 • 6 • 22 • 14 • 17 • 24
• FS1 • these places are safe, you can get around, and lots
of people to communicate
4 • 8 • 11 • 13 • 21 • 5 • 7 • 9
• FS2 • a place where kids can go and enjoy themselves

R1 C3 P1 T41 • P2 T23 T50 • P3 T66

R1 C3 P2 T30 • P3 T81

19 • 3 • 15 • 2 • 12 • 10 • 16 • 1
• FS3 • lovely sights, a place I would love to go,
and a place to talk with my friend

R1 C3 P1 T38 • P2 T50 • P3 T76

Triangle Town Center, Triangle Blvd, Wake Forest
• PS1 • safe, can get around, many people of all ages can
hang, welcoming, many things to do

PSL4 • PSD4 • PSC4
R1 C3 P1 T41 • P2 T23 T32 T111 • P3 T66 T78

Figure 3.6.2. Full Documented Set of Coded Data Responses Collected from Survey
Questionnaire for Youth (Y17)

With the final coded program reflecting those adjustments, Figure 3.6.2 presents the fully recorded responses
to the questionnaire by an African American female (Y17) between the ages of 10 and 13 who attends afterschool programs at the Boys and Girls Club in Wake Forest, North Carolina. Similarly, Figure 3.6.3 presents
the fully recorded responses of an Anglo American female (OA44) between the age of 60 and 79 who is a
member of AARP and attends local meetings held at the Senior Center in Cary, North Carolina. Expanded
from the previous data set examples (Figure 3.6.1), these two forms also show the coding of the responses
using the specific predetermined (researcher defined) and the content analyzed (participant defined)
categories.
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OA44

DA7 • DG2 • DE4

Rank

•S2•B5•M1•A4•E3

24
20
9

• S1
• S2
• S3

• appears to be a courtyard or inner patio
• beautiful area, others around
• great playground, easy to view children,
tables to sit at

U2 L2 R1 C1 P1 T87
U2 L6 R1 C3 P1 T41 • P3 T61
U1 L6 R1 C3 P2 T8 T22 T30 T34 T51

24

• B1

U2 L2 R1 C3 P1 T24 • P2 T10

10

• B2

8

• B3

• its accessible space – room for strollers and
wheelchairs
• piers are fun, even if your are not a fisherman –
take grandchild fishing
• not beautiful but certain(ly) a gathering place

7

• M1

U1 L5 R1 C3 P1 T3 T99 • P2 T8 T47

2

• M2

9

• M3

• great field for games, shade for sitting, need
some benches facing field
• can jog, photograph, chat – zoos with benches,
great for children, everyone loves animals
• picnic, play, watch, run, imagine

24

• A1

U2 L2 R1 C1 P1 T3 T24 T114 • P2 T8 T34

10
12

• A2
• A3

• open space, wheelchairs, strollers, tables, and
colorful chairs
• piers usually have a ramp, lots of seats, tables
• looks very accessible, shade – wonder what they
are watching

24
20

• E1
• E2

U2 L2 R1 C3 P2 T50
U2 L6 R1 C1 P1 T115 T122

11

• E3

• looks like a conversational environment
• really like this Chinese or Japanese theme park,
but restrooms nearby
• garden plots are great, helping things grow is
rewarding, not sure how open it is to wheelchairs

U2 L4 R1 C3 P1 T121 • P2 T47 T50 • P3 T81
U2 L1 R1 C3 P2 T20 • P3 T78

U1 L7 R1 C3 P1 T69 T115 • P2 T8 T23 T30 T118
U1 L6 R1 C3 P2 T22 T23 T39 T48 T51

U2 L4 R1 C1 P1 T121 • P2 T8 T34 T43
U1 L4 R1 C3 P1 T99 • P2 T10 T51

U1 L3 R1 C3 P1 T17 • P2 T27 T74

20 • 9 • 7 • 22 • 5 • 19 • 11 • 21
• FS1 • all involve possibilities for intergenerational action

R1 C3 P2 T50

24 • 10 • 2 • 12 • 13 • 4 • 17 • 15
• FS2 • all beautiful, colorful places, most with places to
rest and talk, observe – not all accessible

R1 C3 P1 T114 • P2 T8 T50 T51 T74 • P3 T61

18 • 1 • 8 • 3 • 16 • 14 • 23 • 6
• FS3 • leftovers, many not wheelchair accessible
(important to me) – some beautiful

R1 C1 P1 T104

Kids Together Playground, Cary Pkwy, Cary
• PS1 • to enjoy my grandchildren – also fun place to
picnic, sit and relax

PSL21 • PSD3 • PSC4
R1 C1 P2 T8 T30 T48 • P3 T5 T81

Figure 3.6.3. Full Documented Set of Coded Data Responses Collected from Survey
Questionnaire for Older Adult (OA44)

Breaking down the process into manageable components, outtakes from the older adult coded data set
(OA44) are used to help to clarify the coding process. Including the demographic, response, affordance
ranking, photographic image, urbanscape and landscape setting types, centeredness and perception modes,
and the space attributes, features, and qualities, the following seven subsections describe the specific
procedures employed to code the responses collected from the youth and older adult participants prior to
being inputted into a computer spreadsheet (appendix G) for analysis purposes.
3.6.2.1 Demographic Data
Mirroring the data collected by other age comparative studies (Simmons 1993, 1994, 1995 and 1996;
Seitamaa-Hakkarainen and Hakkarainen 2001), the fifth and final section of the survey instrument was used
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to collect the demographic information essential to comparing the responses of youth and older adults. The
instrument was designed to address only three demographic categories that were common to many
comparative population studies: age, gender, and ethnicity. Realizing that there was little control over the
exact age of the participants, four older adult age categories were presented and three youth age categories
were presented for a total of seven age categories. Since the study was intended to examine the responses of
active older adults capable of being mentors to youth, the analysis was only conducted with the participants
who said they were between 60 and 79 years of age. This eliminated those participants who were between 50
and 59 years and those 80 years and over. This 20-year category was considered the minimum age span that
could be calculated and reduced the older adult surveyed sample to ninety (n = 90). Given the same
limitations on control over the age of the youth respondents, three youth age categories were presented. As
the purpose of the study was to compare the responses of youth who were of prime intergenerational age,
analysis was conducted for the youth who selected the pre-adolescent category of age 10 – 13 (n = 45).
The following nominal codes were used to organize the age data for analysis purposes. Including both a letter
and number designation, D = demographic and DA = demographic by age with the addition of numbers 1
through 9 used to define each age range category.
• DA 1: 10-13 yrs
• DA 2: 14-17 yrs
• DA 3: 18 –25 yrs
• DA 4: 26-38 yrs
• DA 5: 39-49 yrs

• DA 6: 50-59 yrs
• DA 7: 60-79 yrs
• DA 8: 80-99yrs
• DA 9: over 100 yrs

Following the examples set by a number of research studies that investigated the responses of participants
using other than age difference as a comparison (Cheek, Field and Burdge 1976; Pennartz and Elsinga 1990;
Parker and McDonough 1999; Groat 1982; Barer and Johnson 2003), the survey instrument also collected
gender and ethnic background information from the youth and older adult participants (Virden and Walker
1999; Newell 1997). For obvious reasons, both youth and older adult participants were either male or female
and fit into one of five major ethnic categories as presented in the 2000 US census: African-, Anglo-, Asian-,
Latin-, and Native-American (Census 2000 Summary 2008b). Although the current world political climate
might dictate otherwise, a Middle Eastern-American category was not include as an ethnic category in the
study.
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The following nominal codes were used to organize both gender and ethnic data for analysis. Including both
letters and numbers, DG = gender with the addition of number 1 and 2 defining male or female and DE =
ethnicity with numbers 1 through 5 added to define the specific ethnic categories.
• DG 1: male
• DG 2: female
• DE 1: African-American
• DE 2 Asian-American

• DE 3: Native-American
• DE 4: Anglo/European-American
• DE 5: Latin-American

Defined by age, gender, and ethnicity, Figure 3.6.4 highlights the coded demographic information depicted
within an older adult (OA44) response data set.

Older Adult Respondent 44 (n=90)

60-79 Years

OA44

24
20
9

Female

Anglo-American

DA7 • DG2 • DE4

Rank

•S2•B5•M1•A4•E3

• S1
• S2
• S3

• appears to be a courtyard or inner patio
• beautiful area, others around
• great playground, easy to view children,
tables to sit at

U2 L2 R1 C1 P1 T87
U2 L6 R1 C3 P1 T41 • P3 T61
U1 L6 R1 C3 P2 T8 T22 T30 T34 T51

Figure 3.6.4. Partial View of Documented Data Set for Older Adult (OA44) with
Spotlighted Coded Demographic Information

3.6.2.2 Response Data
Although survey session facilitators were employed to assist participants in filling out the surveys, some
participants in both groups, especially the older adults, chose not to answer all questions or did not answer
them successfully. The following nominal data schema includes the use of a letter (R=response) and number
(1-4) to define the extent of the responses made by both age groups to each of the nineteen text questions
posed in the questionnaire.
• R1 – A clear response
• R2 – No response

• R3 – Unclear response
• R4 – Response repeated question asked

Even though the response codes were placed in the spreadsheet for use in making comparisons between the
response rates of this sample and future intergenerational study samples, the response rates were not analysis
and presented as part of the study. Defined by one of four categories, Figure 3.6.5 highlights the coded
response information depicted within an older adult (OA44) response data set.
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A Clear Response
OA44

24
20
9

DA7 • DG2 • DE4

Rank

•S2•B5•M1•A4•E3

• S1
• S2
• S3

• appears to be a courtyard or inner patio
• beautiful area, others around
• great playground, easy to view children,
tables to sit at

U2 L2 R1 C1 P1 T87
U2 L6 R1 C3 P1 T41 • P3 T61
U1 L6 R1 C3 P2 T8 T22 T30 T34 T51

Figure 3.6.5. Partial View of Documented Data Set for Older Adult (OA44) with
Spotlighted Coded Response Information

3.6.2.3 Affordance Ranking Data: Conditional Space Needs
With the purpose of answering the first questions posed by this study, the second section of the survey
instrument consisted of only one ranking question. Based upon the assumption that youth and older adults
may vary in the importance they place upon one space affordance over another, this question provided
respondents the opportunity to place a value on each of the conditional affordance space needs. The results
provided a guide to the level of significance to be placed upon each affordance variable and thus the value of
the associated spaced types and characteristics defined by the participants through the text analysis process.
In addition, another objective was to determine if any relationships existed between two or more of these five
affordance variables. Again, this could be significant in explaining any common or divergent responses
between the two age groups.

Multiple Activities Most Important, Safety Second, Engagement
Third, Ability Fourth, and Belong Least Important

OA44

24
20
9

DA7 • DG2 • DE4

Rank

•S2•B5•M1•A4•E3

• S1
• S2
• S3

• appears to be a courtyard or inner patio
• beautiful area, others around
• great playground, easy to view children,
tables to sit at

U2 L2 R1 C1 P1 T87
U2 L6 R1 C3 P1 T41 • P3 T61
U1 L6 R1 C3 P2 T8 T22 T30 T34 T51

Figure 3.6.6. Partial View of Documented Data Set for Older Adult (OA44) with
Spotlighted Interval Coded Assigned to the Conditional Affordance Ranking Results

Since this question involved a ranking activity, an interval scale was employed. Each participant was to
assign a number from one to five (with one being the least important and five being the most important) to
each of the five social interactive space needs or conditional affordances: safety/security, sense of belonging,
multiple activities, differing physical abilities, interpersonal engagement. The coded ranking responses were
thus presented as letter codes of SBMAE to match the five affordance categories along with a participant
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defined interval number of between 1 and 5. Figure 3.6.6 spotlights the affordance ranking results for an
older adult (OA44) in order of importance: MSEAB.
3.6.2.4 Simulation: Space Preference Data
The following nominal coding framework was used to organize and evaluate the responses to the first threepart section of the survey. Totaling fifteen responses for each youth (Y) and older adult (OA) participant, the
coding provided insights into the respondent’s preferences for the supportiveness of the urban public spaces
(pictures) to meet one or more of the predefined social exchange space needs (conditional affordances).
The letter and number coding procedure included the documenting of the selected image along with the text
response reason given by each respondent for the selection (see Figure 3.6.1). The coding for each response
to each of the first fifteen open-ended questions presented in the questionnaire where an image was first
selected included four defined coding responsibilities: (1) selected image number and the expert judges
predefined space-type categories of urbanscape and landscape setting; (2) response type; (3) predetermined
perception factors of centeredness and perception modes as interpreted from text responses; and (4) specific
space attribute, feature, and quality extracted from the text response reasons as stated by participants and
placed within one of the three perception mode categories.
Defined in more detail in the following sub-sections, a linear coded description of a single response to one of
the first three-part questions posed by the survey would include a participant code (Y or OA with a number),
question code (S, B, M, A, E and no. 1-3), selected image number (#), and a series of capitol letters (U, L, R,
C, P, T), and a sub-level number codes (1-127). For example, the previously discussed youth participant
responded to third safety affordance question by listing image number 14 as safe with the reason it isn’t
crowded (Figure 3.6.1). The coded response to this question that was ultimately placed in the spreadsheet
was Y4 S3 14 U2 L2 R1 C2 P1 T55 (see appendix G for all coded responses). Having already presented the
participant code (Y1-45 and OA1-90) and the response codes (R1-4), the following sub-sections spotlight
each of the remaining features that make up this linear code sequence.
3.6.2.4.1

Photographic Images

Although each image was selected by expert judges through an extensive scene sampling process (section
3.4.3), the twenty-four urban space photographs were considered examples of potential intergenerational
supportive spaces for the purpose of collecting information about commonalities in preference between the
two age groups and not necessarily the finest examples of urban space quality. The twenty-four photographic
images of urban public spaces (3 sets of 8 each) that were employed in the survey instrument were pre-coded
by the principle investigator in a randomized procedure. Each individual image was individually numbered
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so that the respondents could easily select a preferred space by number to meet a given criteria in the
questionnaire.

Picture Number 24 Was Selected as the Safest Space Over the Other Seven
Choices Presented in the First Situational (Conditional Affordance) Task

OA44

24
20
9

DA7 • DG2 • DE4

Rank

•S2•B5•M1•A4•E3

• S1
• S2
• S3

• appears to be a courtyard or inner patio
• beautiful area, others around
• great playground, easy to view children,
tables to sit at

U2 L2 R1 C1 P1 T87
U2 L6 R1 C3 P1 T41 • P3 T61
U1 L6 R1 C3 P2 T8 T22 T30 T34 T51

Figure 3.6.7. Partial View of Documented Data Set for Older Adult (OA44) with Spotlighted First
Safety Selected Number-Coded Urban Space Picture (Image 24)

Based upon the design of the survey instrument questionnaire, each participant was allowed to select only
one image number per applicable question. In the rare instances where a respondent listed more than one
image number per question, the most obvious first choice or first one listed on a line was recorded as the
single choice. As the first section of the questionnaire was divided into three activities of five questions
each, each respondent could select from eight images at a time (3 activities x 8 images = 24 total images).
The respondent could select different images or select the same image from eight options for each of the five
questions posed in the three conditional affordance task sections. Thus whether youth or older adult, each
respondent could fully answer section one by selecting from three images (same image for all three
affordances per activity) to twenty-four images (different image for each affordance per each activity). In the
first situational image selection task, one older adult (OA44) selected picture 24 as the safest space from
among the other seven choices available (Figure 3.6.7).
3.6.2.4.2

Urbanscape Factors

Many of the research studies and associated dialogue relating to landscape (environmental) quality
assessment revolve around the ability of the physical environment to improve the quality of life (QOL). Two
conceptually conflicting variables that emerged from the many environmental preference studies were natural
and cultural aspects of the physical environment. The natural paradigm was associated with studies in
landscape architecture and natural resources (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989; Raval 1997) while the cultural (manmade) paradigm was connected to studies in architecture and urban design (Preiser 1981; Nasar 1989a;
Pasalar 2003). As a number of studies did make direct comparisons between the value of these two factors
(Wohlwill 1976; Wohlwill and Harris 1980; Hertzog and Chernick 2000), it was decided that this long-
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standing comparison could be a factor in understanding the similarities and differences between youth and
older adult preferences for urban spaces that support social exchange.
• U1 – Natural (softscape/plantings) Spaces (Images #2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 15, 19)
• U2 – Cultural (hardscape/buildings) Spaces
(Images #1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24).
Thus, the nature and culture were placed within the urbanscape category and assigned a U letter code. Since
each image was judged to be either natural or cultural, each was randomly assigned an associated number
code of 1 and 2. According to whether plantings or buildings defined the urban spaces, each of the twentyfour images was then assigned to one of the two categories by the work team members. If natural features or
a feeling of landscape quality was the most prevalent attribute in a image, that picture was considered as U1
(images 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15, 19), if buildings or hardscape elements were most prevalent or defined the space,
then it was considered as a U2 (images 1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 2, 23, 24). Since the
urbanscape code is directly connected to a selected image, Figure 3.6.8 spotlights the fact that image 24 is a
cultural setting and image 9 is a natural setting.

Image #9 is a Natural Setting

Image #24 is a Cultural Setting

OA44

24
20
9

DA7 • DG2 • DE4

Rank

•S2•B5•M1•A4•E3

• S1
• S2
• S3

• appears to be a courtyard or inner patio
• beautiful area, others around
• great playground, easy to view children,
tables to sit at

U2 L2 R1 C1 P1 T87
U2 L6 R1 C3 P1 T41 • P3 T61
U1 L6 R1 C3 P2 T8 T22 T30 T34 T51

Figure 3.6.8. Partial View of Documented Data Set for Older Adult (OA44) with Spotlighted Expert Assigned
Urbanscape Code for First Safety Selected Picture (Image 24) and Third Safety Selected Picture (Image 9)

3.6.2.4.3

Landscape Setting Types

Although spaces may be defined as natural or man-made, all urban public spaces were considered, to some
degree, designed. Whether defined as a destination site or a connective space (Lynch 1960), text relating to
landscape design, urban development, or planning theory organized urban public environments into easily
definable spaces (Lang 1994; Marcus and Francis 1990). Selected from a large assortment of setting types
(section 3.4.3.2), the final eight types of spaces were selected by the working group as being typical of public
or semi-public environments. Defined as Landscape Setting Types and coded with the letter L, the eight
space types (court, plaza, garden, promenade, landscape park, mini-park, pathway, and street) were also
randomly assigned numbers 1 through 8 by the research work team.
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• L1 – Court (Image #6, 8, 17)
• L2 – Plaza (Image #4, 14, 24)
• L3 – Garden (Image #11, 15, 22)
• L4 – Promenade (Image #1, 10, 12)

• L5 – Landscape Park (Image #5, 7, 19)
• L6 – Mini Park (Image #9, 18, 20)
• L7 – Pathway (Image #2, 3, 16)
• L8 – Street (Image #13, 21, 23)

Through the previously discussed scene-sampling image sorting process (section 3.4.3.3), independent expert
judges placed the final 24 images (3 pictures each) into one of these eight urban space type classifications.
The previous list presents the eight landscape setting type codes and places all twenty-four images within
each of the eight categories. Since the image selected to meet each of the affordance situations was preassigned to a specific landscape setting type category, Figure 3.6.8 spotlights the fact that image 24 is defined
as a plaza and images 20 and 9 are defined as mini-parks.

Images #20 and #9 are Mini-Parks

Image #24 is a Plaza

OA44

24
20
9

DA7 • DG2 • DE4

Rank

•S2•B5•M1•A4•E3

• S1
• S2
• S3

• appears to be a courtyard or inner patio
• beautiful area, others around
• great playground, easy to view children,
tables to sit at

U2 L2 R1 C1 P1 T87
U2 L6 R1 C3 P1 T41 • P3 T61
U1 L6 R1 C3 P2 T8 T22 T30 T34 T51

Figure 3.6.9. Partial View of Documented Data Set for Older Adult (OA44) with Spotlighted Expert Assigned
Landscape Setting Type Code for First Safety Selected Picture (Image 24), Second Safety Selected Picture
(Image 20), and Third Safety Selected Picture (Image 9)

3.6.2.5

Text Response Data: Content Analysis

Where the previous code categories were predefined before the survey sessions were conducted and the
assignment of a code to an answer was somewhat automatic, the remaining categories were connected to the
interpretation of the response to the open ended questions and thus required additional steps. Although each
of the remaining five data classifications were developed to assist in documenting and analyzing the
responses to the questions posed by the survey, the assigning of those codes to specific responses required
the previously discussed content analysis be conducted of the written text response of the youth and older
adult participants. Even more important than the affordance ranking or image selections, the coding
procedure (content analysis) for the youth and older adult self-reporting (Byrne 1996; Honikman 1980) of
specific observations of urban space preference was critical to the successful completion of this age
comparative study.
The centeredness factor and perception mode code categories were defined by the principal investigator as an
outgrowth of the development of the conceptual framework and study variables discussed in detail in section
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3.1.2 (see Figure 3.1.2). Although coded and placed by the principal investigator and research team into one
of the three perception mode classifications, the individual space features, attributes, and qualities (space
characteristics) were defined by the survey participants (Byrne 1996; Cheek, Field and Burdge 1976).
Whether the responses were defined by the researcher or the youth and older adult respondents, “data
analysis is an interpretive process generating its own theoretical and data categories (Marans and Ahrentzen
1987, 282).” Based upon this understanding, the following code categories were defined and organized in
order to be able to conduct a comparative analysis of environmental perceptions and preferences within and
between the youth and older age groups.
3.6.2.5.1

Centeredness Factors

A review of a number of frameworks employed by researchers to organize the results of environment and
behavior studies (Frager and Fadiman 1984; Marans and Ahrentzen 1987) suggested that when people “list
places they considered important and describe what these places meant to them (Gustafson 2001, 5),” three
poles often emerged: (P) person, (E) environment, and (B) behavior (Lewin 1935; 1997). Alain Legendre
(1999) employed three categories to characterize the relationship of children to their environment: selfcentered, object oriented, and socially oriented. And Martin Faletti (1984) in a human factors research study
with older adults defined tasks as being person, transaction, and environment oriented. In a cross cultural
study, Patricia Newell (1997) seemed to employ the outcome focused environmental perception framework
of human, landscape, and interaction (Zube, Sell and Taylor 1982) to organize the reasons given for selecting
favorite places as falling into three categories: place focus, person focus, and person/environment interaction
focus.
• C1 – Environment Centered: Text reflected physical space attributes only
• C2 – People Centered: Text represented people present in space only
• C3 – Behavior Centered: Text described both people & physical space attributes
or reflected people/environment interface associated with activity/behavior
Since this three-part landscape assessment framework seemed to define the different ways in which people
perceive and ultimately use public spaces, a centeredness code using the letter C was developed as another
method for comparing the urban space perceptions and preferences of youth and older adults. Classified into
three centeredness areas with the addition of numbers 1 through 3 and described in more detail in the
previous list, C1 = environment centered, C2 = people centered, and C3 = behavior.
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People/Environment or Behavior Centered

Environment Centered

OA44

24
20
9

DA7 • DG2 • DE4

Rank

•S2•B5•M1•A4•E3

• S1
• S2
• S3

• appears to be a courtyard or inner patio
• beautiful area, others around
• great playground, easy to view children,
tables to sit at

U2 L2 R1 C1 P1 T87
U2 L6 R1 C3 P1 T41 • P3 T61
U1 L6 R1 C3 P2 T8 T22 T30 T34 T51

Figure 3.6.10. Partial View of Documented Data Set for Older Adult (OA44) with Spotlighted Expert
Defined Centeredness Code Assigned to the First, Second and Third Safety Question Text Responses

With the guidance of this centeredness schema, all youth and older adult text responses were read by the
research team to determine an overall focus and the written responses to the fifteen affordance-based, the
three free-sorting, and the personal place questions were placed within one of the three centeredness
categories. Although the answers given by the participants reflected a variety of perceptual approaches, it
was relatively easy to attach one of the centeredness codes to each of the responses. Many of the responses
focused strictly upon the physical attributes of the spaces, with no mention of the presence of people as did
OA44 in answering the first safety affordance question (Figure 3.6.10) and received the C1 code. Other
responses made no mention of the physical environment, but only revealed the people located within the
public spaces and received a C2 code. Indicative of environment and behavior research studies, still other
responses defined the selected spaces in terms of both people and physical environment as can be seen by
OA44 responses to the second safety affordance question (Figure 3.6.10). Other respondents described the
preferred spaces in terms of interaction between people and space as defined by an activity or action as
expressed in the written response provided by OA44 to the third safety affordance task (Figure 3.6.10) and
received the C3 code. If a description of a supportive space (photographic image) implied people in action,
even if the word “people” was not used, then the response was also coded as a C3. Since only C factor can
apply to each text response, appears to be a courtyard or inner patio did not discuss people being present or
talk about an activity and thus was determined to fit into the environment-centered category and assigned the
C1 code (Figure 3.6.10).
3.6.2.5.2

Perception Modes

In addition to perception of a supportive space being guided by a general interpretation of the centeredness of
the overall environment, the same literature review as discussed earlier suggested that people’s preference for
public places was also directly associated with an awareness of specific space characteristics or attributes
(Craik 1968; Low 1997; Cutler 2000; Pretty, Chipuer and Bramston 2003). According to Kelly (1955),
people’s understanding or perception of the environment is guided by “previous experiences, expectancies,
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and anticipations (Honikman 1080, 79)” that helps them make sense of the complex world in which they live.
Based upon an interpretation of this personal construct theory (Kelly 1955), the response to or the value
placed upon one environment over another seems to be guided by a personal interpretation or construction of
the traits or visual cues that the environment has to offer (Honikman 1980; Sanoff 1991). When defining
environmental satisfaction, James Anderson and Sue Weidemann (1997) suggest that preference is based
upon how an individual responds to an object or event that occurs in the viewed setting or its transactional
qualities (Barker 1978a).
Seen as a non-verbal communication, one physical environment can be distinguished from another
environment by descriptions of fixed features including walls, tree, buildings, and sidewalks; semi-fixed
features such as furniture, furnishings, signs, and flowers; and non-fixed features like people, their gestures,
and proxemic relationships (Hall 1966). Although the compilation of a list of descriptors people might use to
define a favorite environment could be exhaustive (Craik 1975), this action would be meaningless to the
average person and serve no real purpose to either the environment and behavior researcher or the urban
designer unless those space attributes were organized in some meaningful way. This is perhaps the reason
why most environmental perception studies tend to develop some sort of classification system for organizing
and explaining the study results.
Investigation of relevant literature showed that a number of studies defined frameworks for organizing the
responses to open-ended questions (Kane 2000) or presenting indexes of collected demographic or census
data (Florida 2002) while other environment and behavior studies developed specific models for categorizing
and explaining participant responses within the space-trait-perception criteria (Lawton and Nahemow 1973;
Michelson 1975; Appleyard 1976; Moore 1978; Zeisel 1981; Brower 1988; Pennartz and Elsinga 1990).
Some researchers organized results based upon only one space trait such as activities preformed within a
space or their behavioral counterparts (Barker 1978a). For example, the results of a recreation participation
study that compared the responses between African Americans and European Americans (Cheek, Field and
Burdge 1976) were organized into a leisure activity behavior index to contain the variety of preferred
recreation and leisure activities recorded from the interviews. Other researchers created semantic differential
bipolar rating scales of descriptive adjectives and employed them as a measuring technique for obtaining
judgments of meaning that various groups of participants held for architectural buildings (Hershberger 1970)
or roadside landscapes (Winkel, Malek and Thiel 1970). Similarly, James Russell and Geraldine Pratt (1980)
organized 21 clusters of adjectives descriptive of place quality around a bipolar organizational wheel of
affective space meanings.
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On the other hand, Robert Thayer (1994) in Grey World Green Heart defined “a three-dimensional
framework for examining the meanings of landscape - particularly that which has been influenced by
technology and utilitarian necessity – and its impact on human affect or emotional response (Thayer 1994,
110)” that included perceptual, functional, and symbolic dimensions. While the Ecological Model developed
by Lawton and Nahemow (1973) that “theorizes that behaviors are a function of the interaction of personal
factors with the physical, psychological, and social dimensions of the environment (Cutler 2000, 361)” was
suggested as a good theoretical basis for assessing the value of physical environments used by older adults
(Cutler 2000). And Robin Moore (1978) utilized a three-part value system of operational value, conceived
value, and object value (Morris 1955; Peterson 1976) as a descriptive tool for assessing the results of a
variety of methods employed to study children’s use of a naturalized schoolyard located in Berkeley,
California.
In a study that compared the differences in perception of the urban environment between adults, adolescents,
and architects (Pennartz and Elsinga 1990), the responses to interviews were organized into three categories:
physical (elements), visual (spatial attributes), and meaning (social situations), while a similar study that
investigated the differences in perceptions of familiar environments between environmental professionals and
lay persons organized the participant defined constructs of meaning into five categories: physical-spatial,
behavioral, socio-psychological, emotional, and evaluative (Leff and Deutsch 1973). Whilst the three
discriminating variables the emerged from the results of a place identity study that compared the sense of
place perceptions of rural Australian adolescents and adults included “place attachment (emotional bonding
and behavioral commitment), sense of community (affiliation and belonging) and place dependency
(available activities, quality comparison with alternative communities) (Pretty, Chipuer and Bramston
2003).”
Henry Sanoff (1974) conducted a study that employed photographs of residential settings and a rating scale
of polar-opposite adjectives “drawn from the terms most frequently used by designers in their judgments and
characterizations of the environment (Sanoff 1991, 27)” to elicit the descriptions of residential attributes from
thirty architectural experts in research and design. The analysis of the bi-polar adjectival descriptions of the
differences between the photographs revealed three clustering patterns: descriptive, affective, and judgmental
(Sanoff 1974 and 1991). This measuring technique and resulting three organizational factors mirrored the
earlier work of Charles Osgood, George Suci, and Percy Tannenbaum (1957), who developed the semantic
differential measuring technique to assess connotative meanings people have for stimulus signs (objects,
ideas, environments, concepts, attributes). The factor analysis conducted of 50 pairs of polar terms generated
a clustering of the liguistic scales into three prominent classifications: potency, activity, and evaluation.
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What all these frameworks have in common is that they support what environmental “psychology has defined
[as] three basic forms of human response: cognitive, emotional, and conative (Anderson and Weidemann
1997),” or what people see in or know about and environment, what people feel about an environment, and
what people do in or do to an environment (Zeisel 1981). This theory supports the previous research work
conducted by social scientists Rose Olver and Joan Hornsby (1966) that established young people “group
discriminately different things and treat them as the same or alike (Olver and Hornsby 1966, 68)” in order to
create meaning out of chaos and cope with environmental diversity (Sanoff 1991). This equivalence making
process employed three techniques of knowing which are represented by: ikonic (perceptual kinship),
enactive (common action), and symbolic. Working with youth from age six to age nineteen, the results of
this cognitive growth study spotlighted five modes by which the young people rendered the items equivalent:
perceptible, functional, affective, nominal, and fiat. Only equivalence making modes of functional (use of
function), perceptible (immediate phenomenal qualities), and affective (emotional response) are relevant to
environmental design studies. In fact, William Michelson (1975), in his introduction to Behavioral Research
Methods in Environmental Design, reiterated the point by stating that: “any design project that truly accounts
for relevant social science considerations will have at least explored whatever behavioral [function/action],
perceptual-symbolic [attributes], and normative [QOL expectations] implications may be lodged in the work
(Michelson 1975, 6).”
Thus, “it is important to understand the classification scheme that people use to comprehend the environment
and the meaning they are likely to draw from those classifications (Sanoff 1991, 16)” if the analysis and
interpretation of the results are to be meaningful. The ability and inclination of the study population of youth
and (older) adults to employ the equivalency making process easily supports the belief that these two ages
also group different characteristics or features of the environment into common perceptible, functional, and
affective categories (Olver and Hornsby 1966; Sanoff 1971; 1991) and that this action produces a cognitive
structure (Kelly 1955) that informs preference.
The main objective was to create a simple three-part perception framework under which the results of the text
responses could be accurately placed. A two-part coding system was required that framed the contentanalyzed personally written reasons expressed by the youth and older adults for selecting supportive spaces
within a classification system that (1) allowed the expressed meanings to emerge (Osgood, Suci,
Tannenbaum 1957) and (2) provided a schema for equivalence to be employed to code the responses (Olver
and Hornsby 1966). Although each of the previously discussed organizing models or frameworks varied in
the names used to identify the three classifications of personally defined space traits, the three factors
employed by Donald Appleyard (1976) in his insightful study to frame the urban perceptions of the residents
of Ciudad Gyuana, Venezuela, were selected as the terms employed to organized the text responses of the
youth and older adults. Guided by the explicit descriptions presented by Sidney Brower (1988) in Design in
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Familiar Place, the following describes the three perception modes (responsive, operational, and inferential)
under which all the content analyzed text responses were classified (see section 3.6.2.5.3 for details).
• P1 – Response Mode: (physical) attributes experienced through one of senses
• P2 – Operational Mode: (social) features encourage specific action or use
• P3 – Inferential Mode: (psychological) qualities reflective of meaning or feelings
The responsive (physical) category reflected the attributes of a place that could be experienced through one
of the human senses. These attributes could be described in physical terms, could be counted, and were able
to be identified by everyone as being the same; they were factual or often seen as archetypes (Brower 1988).
The operational (social) category was associated with the use of a space. How a person could interact with or
within a particular space is significant. This category was associated with the ability of the environment to
allow for or encourage a given behavior or action required to complete a desired task or purpose. The
inferential (psychological) category was indicative of the symbolic or meaning associated with a specific
physical environment and reflected the value it imparted. How a person felt, rather than what he/she saw or
did was imperative.
Since “assessment techniques can be used to permit expressions of varied subtle reactions to environmental
phenomena through verbal [or written] descriptions of the images they evoke (Sanoff 1991, 27),” the
photographic images of urban landscapes in the first part and free-sort sections of the questionnaire elicited
descriptive judgments (Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum 1957) of the youth and older adult participants for
supportive public open spaces. The youth and older adult assessment of satisfactory visual attributes as
revealed through conducting the content analysis of the collected text responses revealed clustered patterns of
responses that were grouped into each of the three-perception modes. Although the three perception mode
categories into which each space characteristic were placed was predefined by the research team, the specific
space attributes, features, and qualities were defined by the participants in the recording of their text
responses to the 19 open-ended questions. Although organized into well defined classifications (see section
3.6.2.5.3 for listings) prior to being assigned to one of the three perception mode categories, the individual
text words or phases emerged from the documented responses of the youth and older adults to the selected
images rather than being simply checked-off from a pre-assigned inventory of predefined categories.
Since the text responses were open ended, with no limit to the number of words or phrases a respondent
could attach to a question, the text answers fell within one, two, or all three of the perception modes. In some
cases, participants attached a number of varying characteristics to a given space. Their perception of the
social exchange benefits of the space was associated with its physical attributes, the features that supported a
particular desired activity, or the feelings that emerged through its inherent qualities. Explained in more
detail in the following section, each response word or short phrase was attached to one of the three perception
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classification codes based upon the interpretation of the best fit. Figure 3.6.11 shows that the older adult
(#44) responded to the first safety affordance questions with one space characteristic, the second safety
condition with two characteristics, and the third safety condition with five characteristics. In this example,
courtyard and others around were placed within the responsive mode (P1); sit at, great playground, children,
table, and easy to view were coded under the operational mode (P2); and beautiful area was recorded in the
inferential mode (P3).

Operational Mode

Responsive Mode

OA44

24
20
9

Inferential Mode

DA7 • DG2 • DE4

Rank

•S2•B5•M1•A4•E3

• S1
• S2
• S3

• appears to be a courtyard or inner patio
• beautiful area, others around
• great playground, easy to view children,
tables to sit at

U2 L2 R1 C1 P1 T87
U2 L6 R1 C3 P1 T41 • P3 T61
U1 L6 R1 C3 P2 T8 T22 T30 T34 T51

Figure 3.6.11. Partial View of Documented Data Set for Older Adult (OA44) with Spotlighted Expert Defined
Perception Mode Codes (P Factors) Into which the Related Coded Text Responses (T Factors) were Placed

For clarity, the following examples were used as guides to assist the research team members and the expert
judges to accurately place the words into the correct perception code. If the text response listed an attribute
that could be seen in the public space image such as a tree, a market, or even variety, then the associated text
response (T code) was placed in the response mode (P1). If the text response listed a specific action such as
learn, sit, sports or a feature that could easily be associated with an action such as a table, a bike, child
centered space, level surface, music, then the response was placed into the operational mode (P2). Finally, if
the text response listed a word that could not be easily defined in the same way by everyone such as scenic,
peaceful, safe, or fun, then the response would be placed into the inferential mode (P3).
3.6.2.5.3

Space Attributes, Features and Qualities: Respondent Defined (87: T1 – T127)

Descriptive words or phrases were collected from the written survey responses of each participant from the
two age groups. Since the reasons for selecting specific urban public spaces, either for a numbered
photographic image (first three-part or third free-sort survey sections) or for a personally preferred space
(fourth survey section), were addressed through written responses to open-ended questions, specific
categories were not defined prior to the start of the coding procedures. Although based upon a theoretical
framework discussed earlier, the text responses were content analyzed in order to generate two levels of
information: category label (perceived space characteristic) and the descriptors that would define them (Gabr
1993).
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Similar to the three argument groups defined by Pennartz and Elsinga (1990, 688) to assist in conducting a
content analysis of the text responses of different age groups (Brenner, Brown and Canter 1985), the results
were organized into (1) spatial/visual qualities, (2) physical elements, and (3) emotions/moods (meaning).
An organizational schema (see section 3.6.2.5.2), based upon the three previously defined perception modes
(responsive, operational, and inferential) was employed as an organizing scheme into which the text
responses were placed (Osgood, Suci, Tannenbaum 1957; Appleyard 1976; Brower 1988; Moore 1978;
Byrne 1996).
To reiterate the coding process, the hand written responses of each participant were read and transcribed into
a typed form and placed adjacent to each coded survey question (Figure 3.6.1). Each text response was then
identified as an interpretation of one or a number of thoughts or concepts and translated into single words or
short-word phrases (Roberts 1997). These simplified responses collected from all the respondents were
written down one at a time starting with the Y1 and OA1 and going though each data set in ordered sequence.
As the process of documentation continued, groups of words with similar meaning began to emerge.
“Group[ed] discriminately and treat[ed]…as alike (Sanoff 1991, 16),” this initial judging of equivalence of
the individual words or phrases was based upon liguistic similarities. As convergence of the data continued,
regularities in patterns were revealed and natural categories emerged into which additional text responses
were placed (Patton 2002).
As a specific type of response emerged as dominant, the letter T (representing text response) accompanied
with a number code was assigned to the cluster (Byrne 1996). This process continued until all the responses
were read and the equivalence making process produced individual T-factors numbered from 1 to 127. After
the final coding was completed, a review of all the multitude of participant defined space characteristic
groupings was conducted to see if any of the existing classifications had similar meanings and could thus be
combined or “dovetailed” effectively in order to reduce the total number of categories down to a more
manageable size (Patton 2002). Through this step, the total number of T coded responses was reduced by
thirty-one, from 127 to 96. It was decided that, although the number of content categories was still large,
“the items [were] grouped in conceptually linked topics, and the list [was] highly comprehensive (Kane 2000,
251).” In addition, the classifications were clear and a further reduction in the designations would have
resulted in a limited and less accurate interpretation of the collected data (Patton 2002). Reflective of the
many variables listed in the findings of other environmental perception and preference studies (Cheek, Field
and Burdge 1976; Russell and Pratt 1980; Skjaeveland and Garling 1997; Herzog and Barnes 1999) or
simply defined as space attributes in A Pattern Language (Alexander, Ishikawa and Silverstein 1977), each
of the remaining 96 equivalent word clusters was explicitly and simply defined and assigned a one or two
word classification title.
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Once these general participant-defined responses were categorized and clearly defined through the
equivalence making process (Greenfield, Reich and Olver 1966; Maccoby and Modiano 1966), an additional
judgment of similarities was conducted in order to place each of the individual space descriptors (T-factors)
into one of three perception modes: perceptible or responsive, functional or operational and affective or
inferential (Sanoff 1991; Olver and Hornsby 1966; Appleyard 1976). This step required the re-reading of the
remaining 96 one or two word titles and through an equivalency making process, all the narrative space
descriptors (T coded classifications) were grouped together under one of the three perception mode
classifications into which they belonged. Although more extensive qualifying descriptions can be found at
the head of each of the following three lists of respondent-defined coded text categories, generally an
individual coded classification was deemed to qualify for the responsive (perceptible) mode (P1) and
classified as a space attribute if its equivalency was based upon immediate phenomena such as size, shape,
color, or other visual descriptor. If the equivalency of a one or two-word phrase was based upon function or
activity, then it was located within the operational (functional) mode (P2) and classified as a space feature.
And if the terms were “described as equivalent on the basis of an emotion they arouse[d] or of an evaluation
of them (Sanoff 1991, 16,” that group was placed into the inferential (affective) mode category (P3) and
classified as a space quality.
Once the 96 T-factor categories that emerged from all the written text responses were content analyzed,
coded, and assigned to the appropriate perception mode classification, each specific text response was again
individually reviewed. Employing the newly developed two-part coding system (P and T factors), each
written response collected from both the youth and older adult respondents was then assigned the applicable
and exhaustive multiple codes required for analysis (see Figures 3.6.2 and 3.6.3). Although the participants
were asked to keep their responses short, the number of T-factors (T= text) associated with a given answer
could be limitless. Since the coded responses could fall into one, two, or all three of the perception modes,
the text responses (T-factors) also reflected this variation in classification of preferred space attributes,
features, or qualities. In order to better manage the data, the number of T-factors associated with any one
question was limited to a total of six (6) space characteristics. This was an effective decision in keeping the
coded responses a manageable size in the few cases where the participants were verbose in answering one of
the questions. In other words, a response could have as few as one T coded response (one P code + one T
code) or as many as six T coded response (3 P codes with six T codes total).
Thus, the text responses to each of 19 open-ended survey questions collected from all the youth and older
adult respondents (n=135) were assigned their own series of letter/number codes that corresponded to the
linked perception codes (P factors) and associated space characteristics (T factors). In order to fully
understand the coding criteria, the accompanying three lists of coded space attributes, space features, and
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space qualities present the final single or double word title of the T-factor variables followed by all the
written text responses that were considered as belonging to each cluster. In some cases, a review of the
selected image was required in order to be able to gain an insight into which of the presented T-factor
variables a given response belonged. An obvious result of the need to review the selected photographic
images during the coding procedure was the placement of the same word in different categories. For
example, depending upon the usage of the term as reflected in the contents of the picture, the word street was
employed in both the near street and the market place categories. This example shows the importance of
having the independent judges review coding procedures and make the appropriate recommendations (see
introductory to section 3.6 above for details.

People
Present

Courtyard

OA44

24
20
9

Rank

•S2•B5•M1•A4•E3

• S1
• S2
• S3

• appears to be a courtyard or inner patio
• beautiful area, others around
• great playground, easy to view children,
tables to sit at

DA7 • DG2 • DE4

Beautiful/
Attractive

U2 L2 R1 C1 P1 T87
U2 L6 R1 C3 P1 T41 • P3 T61
U1 L6 R1 C3 P2 T8 T22 T30 T34 T51

Seat/Resting

Table

Watching
Playing

Child-Centered

Figure 3.6.12. Partial View of Documented Data Sets of Three Safety Affordance Question Responses
Collected from Older Adult (OA44) with Spotlighted Interconnected Text and Perception Codes

Employing the partial survey section showing older adult #44 reasons for selecting images 24, 20 and 9 as
meeting the first three safety affordance conditions, Figure 3.6.12 presents an example of the individual
codes assigned to the linked perception mode (P factors) and space characteristics (T factors). Specifically,
image # 24 was selected as a safe urban environment because it appears to be a courtyard or inner patio.
This response was grouped with the Courtyard cluster, assigned the T87 code, and placed within the
responsive P1 code category. Similarly, image #20 was selected as a safe space for social exchange because
it was a beautiful area, and others were around. Others around was equivalent to People Present, assigned a
T41 code, and located within the responsive mode (P1) while beautiful area was grouped with the
Beautiful/Attractive cluster, assigned a T61 code and placed in the inferential mode (P3).
Image #9 was considered representative of a safe place because it had a great playground, was easy to view
children, and had tables to sit at. Although some of these words could be considered as objects, a review of
the image suggested that all aspects of the response were connected to some activity and thus all the T coded
word classifications were grouped within the operational mode (P2). From the ten-word response, five
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separate categories emerged including: sit at into Seat/Resting (T8), great playground into Playing (T22),
children into Child-Centered (T30), table into Table (T34), and easy to view into Watching (T51).
The following three lists present the space attribute (responsive mode), space feature (operational mode) and
space quality (inferential mode) T-factor classifications employed to code the text responses of the youth and
older adult participants. At the head of each list is a description of the qualifications that guided the
equivalency making decisions to include the respective coded categories within each of the three responsive
modes. Developed from conducting a content analysis of the responses to the open-ended questions
addressed in the first three-part affordance related image selection survey task, the third free-sort survey task,
and the personally preferred space, the lists include the code, the category title, and the equivalent written
text responses that are clustered within each classification.
a. Space Attributes: Responsive Mode
The following 44 coded classifications of space characteristics (T1-T123) and the equivalent clusters of text
response collected from the open-ended survey questions were placed within the responsive mode category
(P1) and reflected a sense of place and the attributes of the physical environment that could be experienced
though the human senses (tactile, kinetic, color, texture, sound and smell, and particularly sight).
• T1 – Interior: interior space, indoors, inside, mall
• T3 – Openness: open space, field, lots of space, plenty of space, open,
expanse, spacious, enough space, broad, field
• T9 – Diversity: different scenes, diverse areas, lots of places to be, different places, variety
• T11 – Nearby Building: close to house, not too isolated, nearby or close,
walls, city, urban space, convenient
• T16 – Enclosed: walled-in, structural, fence, set apart, discrete space, close,
clearly defined space, refuge, small space, limited, room, columns
• T17 – Nature: greenery, natural landscape, green space, lawn, jungle, scenery,
park, gardens
• T19 – Town Center: community center, small shopping center, common area,
shopping center, outdoor mall, familiar, neighborhood, public space,
people centered, hometown environment, commercial
• T24 – Wheelchair/Stroller Present: person in wheelchair, wheelchair,
nursing home, strollers, wheelchair accessible
(person in wheelchair visible)
• T25 – Market Place: – market, fair, festival, farmer’s market, street, tents,
multiple vendors
• T33 – Plants/Trees: plants, topiary, woods, flowers, grass, woods
• T38 – View: prospective, visual aspects, good background, scenic,
boundary in background
• T40 – Low Traffic: Traffic separation, pedestrian street, no cars
• T41 – People Present: lots of people, group, company, well-attended, friends,
full of people, family, people around, friendly people,
nature of the outing
• T42 – Near Street: Cars nearby, street, access to vehicles
• T46 – Manicured: clean, well kept, uncluttered
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• T52 – Water: river, sea, waterfall, water feature, fountain, beach, sand
• T53 – Different Ages Present: Older adults around, various ages, kids also,
children around
• T54 – Landmarks: cultural images, history, old ruins, cultural tourism,
touristy, tourism, clearly marked, signs, art
• T55 – Not Crowded: few people around, less populated, no people
• T57 - Monitored: staff, security, people to help, monitored space,
well managed
• T58 - Railings: roped-off area, fence, can’t get hurt or fall, barriers
• T64 – Crowded:
• T65 – Cultural Buildings: museum, performing arts building, college, school,
library, arboretum, medical center, hospital, arboretum, movies, church
• T68 – Designed Space: hard design, structure, modern, symbolic verticality,
tiled surface, paved surface
• T69 – Wildlife: animals, seals, birds, ducks
• T70 – Café: restaurant, eatery
• T72 – Outdoors: open air, fresh air, smelling fresh air, county like
• T75 – Privately Owned: private use, home environment,
private dwelling
• T83 – Covered: awning, roof cover, pergola, trellis, sheltered
• T87 – Courtyard: plaza, patio
• T90 – Sunny: sun
• T93 – Couples Present: pair of people, with a friend, lovers, two guys,
companions
• T99 – Shade/Cool: breeze, dark plazas
• T104 – Nothing in Common: not much
• T107 – Nature Sounds: bird sounds, fountain sounds, ocean sounds
• T108 – Illumination: outdoor lighting
• T114 – Colorful:
• T115 – Amusement Park: zoo, theme park, spa, ice rink, exhibits, train ride,
carousel, boats to ride
• T116 – Wind Free: sheltered from wind
• T117 – Landforms: uneven surface, rolling surface
• T120 – Electricity: electricity available
• T121 – Boardwalk: dock, pier
• T122 – Restrooms:
• T123 – Threshold/Entry: doorway, gateway, entrance

b. Space Features/Elements or Activities: Operational Mode
The following 29 coded and titled operational mode categories (T7-T127) and equivalent word responses
collected from the survey questionnaires were associated with action or behavior and reflected the practical
aspects of an environment that allowed a person to complete a particular task or purpose. This included a
physical feature or element that supported a particular activity or was implied in the action word used by the
participant as one of the documented words or phases. The inclusion of both barrier and barrier-free within
the text responses was only one example of polar opposites being simultaneously preferred by the
respondents as characteristics reflective of supportive urban public spaces.
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• T7 – Exploring: explore, to imagine, sightseeing
• T8 – Seat/Resting: rest-in, sitting, place to sit, sit down, chairs, benches,
seating
• T10 – Level Surface: same level, level ground, flat, mobility, flat sidewalk,
no place to fall, using walkers, smooth, wheelchair accessible,
easy surface, solid surface
• T12 – Barrier Free: no obstructions, no barriers, no steps, easy to get to,
no stairs, easy escape, no balustrades
• T13 – Wide Path/Walk: wide sidewalks, wide isles, large isles, space to pass,
pass way, not narrow, room to move, wide street
• T14 – No Distractions: without interference, less activity, no interruptions
• T20 – Meeting Place: meet people, group meeting place, being together,
place for people to gather, gathering place, bring people together,
community center, engaging company
• T22 – Playing: play place, play tools, play equipment, playground, joke
• T23 – Walking/Moving: walkers, stroll, hiking, mobile, movement, go,
jog, running, bikes. biking, strollers, scooters, canes
• T26 – Stores/Shopping: places to shop a, options, stores, pubic vendors
• T27 – Gardening:
• T30 – Child-Centered: child-centered space, purpose-built for children,
children, kids
• T32 – Varied Activities: experience, multiple activities, active & passive,
flexible space, multiple activities or uses, flexible activity options
• T34 – Table:
• T39 – Learn/Teach: imagine, teaching, interests, discovery, accomplishments,
find information, story telling, reading, studying, homework
• T43 – Stair/Ramp: steps, stairs, escalator, ramps
• T45 – Adult-Centered: older adults, adults, parents
• T47 – Sports/Games: sports activities, structured activities, physical activity,
two kids at sports-active & passive, throw rocks, climbing, fishing,
swings, golf club, kite flying, jumping, recreation, hop scotch, chess,
exercise, playing ball, checkers, cards, game table, Frisbee, games,
swimming
• T48 – Food/Eating: cookout, picnicking, lots of picnicking, lunch,
share a meal
• T49 – Music: Listen to music, harpist, concerts, street entertaining,
public event, sing
• T50 – Talking: conversations, talk, IG connections, be together, share,
shared experiences, natural interactions, joint activity, shared interest,
common interests
• T51 – Watching: viewing, observation, looking at people, looking at buildings,
watching activities
• T62 – Pathways: path, paths, walkways, corridor type, places to pass through,
narrow path, trails, sidewalks, no places to sit and chat
• T74 – Barriers/Consequences: obstacles, obstructions, poor access, steps,
scary features, limited access, hiding place, limited access, unsafe, scary,
reduced ingress or egress, difficulty of escaping, confining space,
not fit for wheelchair, steps to climb, dangerous, get lost, get hurt
• T79 – No Hiding Places: no lurking, see all around, visibility,
see what’s happening
• T88 – Flexible/Group Seating: corner seating, furniture arrangement,
moveable tables, grouping of chairs, can face each other,
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seating next to each other, small group use, arrangement of chairs,
commercial type seating
• T98 – Paired Interest: helping each other, common interests,
working together, mutual experiences, special interest
• T111 – Hanging Out: lingering, standing around, waiting
• T118 - Documenting: taking photos, sketching
c. Space Qualities: Inferential Mode
The following 14 space quality categories (T2-T82) and equivalent responses collected from the youth and
older adult participants were placed within the inferential perception mode and depicted symbolic
interpretations or reflects how a person felt when visually visiting a one of the specific spaces presented in
the survey images.
• T2 – Privacy/Personal: individual space, personal space, alone, private
• T4 – Peaceful: tranquil, calm, easy feeling, serene, quiet,
psychological comfort
• T5 – Restful: nourishing, help relaxing, more time, informal, unrushed,
calming, unhurried, easy, leisure, soothing, chilling
• T15 – Engaging: interesting space, exciting space, cheerful, over stimulating,
stimulating, entertaining, adventure place, different, amazing,
crazy speed, challenging, complex
• T18 – Public Life: sense of place, community places, sense of life and living,
urban daily life, street activity
• T31 – Vibrant/Festive: atmosphere place, community run, busy public street,
busy & active, hustle & bustle, party atmosphere, vibrant community life
• T37 – Contemplative: meditative, reflective, introspective,
remember other times
• T61 –Beautiful/Attractive: beauty, handsome, pretty, lovely, aesthetic,
appealing, wonderful, adorable
• T66 – Protective: safe, secure, not dangerous, trouble-free, cannot be harmed
• T67 – Reclusive: secluded, isolated, empty, solitude, no public interaction
• T76 – Inviting/Familiar: pulls one in, warm earthy feeling, warm feeling,
positive ions, homey, pleasant, becoming, good, nice, like, neat,
very cool, pleasure, irresistible, charm, it calls to me, comfortable,
catches my eye, welcoming, it charms me to, belonging,
sense of belonging, connection to space, not modern, not traditional,
home of favorite team, wholesome
• T78 – Unpleasant: we would not go, not my favorite pictures, mostly typical
urban public spaces, somewhat stark spaces with artificially pruned trees,
boring, not interesting to children, less interesting that other settings,
not beautiful but certainly a gathering space
• T81 – Having Fun: enjoy, playful, pleasure
• T82 – Cozy: intimate, close, comfy, comfortable
3.6.2.6 Image Free-Sort and Text Data
Based upon the equivalence making abilities of the two age groups, the third section of the survey instrument
consisted of three free-sorting tasks that asked each respondent to group the urban space images according to
their own individually perceived space attributes (Olver and Hornsby 1966). Since the overall objective of
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this study was to investigate the similarities between young people and older adults towards environmental
preference and perception, this multiple image sorting technique was selected because of its proven record as
a research tool for conducting similar comparative studies (Groat 1982; Parker and McDonough 1999;
Virden and Walker 1999; Nasar 1989a). Considered to be a triangulation mechanism to support the results of
the first three sections, the free-sort activity was intended to give youth and older adults a chance to reiterate
the importance of one of the five affordance conditions or to share additional reasons for selecting one space
over another. Though the specific task included the selection of sets of pictures of urban spaces that were
similar to each other, the specific images were not considered relevant to the study but were intended to only
act as clues to defining specific space attributes, features, or qualities.
This exercise also provided the respondents with an opportunity to use equivalence making to group eight
spaces together rather than only describing the preferred characteristics of only one space. In other words,
each participant was asked to organize all twenty-four photographic images of public spaces into three sets of
eight images each with the purpose of finding something in common between all eight images. In some
cases, the respondents did not find reportable likeness between the twenty-four images to form all three
groupings, but only were able to assemble two groups of eight, with the last collection of eight images
reflecting no-connection. Although many of the older adults surveyed did not complete this task, the results
were analyzed using the coding system and data cleaning procedure employed for analysis of the first three
survey sections (Fowler 1988). One difference was that since eight images were selected to answer each
free-sort question, an urbanscape factor and a landscape setting type could not be assigned to the sets of
responses.
Thus, the coding for each of the three free-sort tasks included four major areas: (1) image number of all eight
photographs; (2) response types; (3) perception factors as interpreted from text; and (4) specific text response
reasons as stated by participants. The results were collected and organized within a text file program for
analysis purpose. Since the images were intended to act as a stimulus to providing insights into the reasons
for selecting a particular urban space rather than as a quantifiable result, the coded numbers for the selected
images were eliminated from further analysis. Similar to the previously discussed coding activity and
highlighted as an example in Figure 3.6.13, each youth and older adult participant’s (Y/OA) written response
to each of the three free-sort questions was coded using a series of capitol letters (R = response, C =
centeredness, P = perception, T = text response), and a sub-level number code (1-127) appropriate to the
letter category as defined in the previously presented lists.
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Second Free-sort
Question Code

Set of Eight Sorted
Number-Coded Pictures

Text Response Written
in Words and Phrases

OA44

Barriers/
Consequences

DA7 • DG2 • DE4

20 • 9 • 7 • 22 • 5 • 19 • 11 • 21
• FS1 • all involve possibilities for intergenerational action

Operational
Mode

24 • 10 • 2 • 12 • 13 • 4 • 17 • 15
• FS2 • all beautiful, colorful places, most with places to
rest and talk, observe – not all accessible

Beautiful/
Attractive

R1 C3 P1 T114 • P2 T8 T50 T51 T74 • P3 T61

Clear
18 • 1 • 8 • 3 • 16 • 14 • 23 • 6
• FS3 • leftovers, many not
wheelchair accessible
Response
(important to me) – some beautiful
People/Environment
or Behavior Centered

R1 C3 P2 T50

Watching

R1 C1 P1 T104

Talking

Colorful

Responsive
Mode

Seat/
Resting

Inferential
Mode

Figure 3.6.13. Partial View of Documented Data Highlighting the Full Data Set of the Coded
Response to the Second Free-Sorting Question Collected from Older Adult (OA44)

Shown in Figure 3.6.13 as an example of the equivalence making process, the forty-fourth older adult
participant defined the reason for her second grouping of eight urban space pictures (24, 10, 2, 12, 13, 4, 17
and 15) as all beautiful, colorful places, most with places to rest and talk, observe – not all accessible.
Following the same coding program as previously stated and spotlighted and defined in Figure 3.6.13, the
response was thus coded as R1 C3 P1 T114 P2 T8 T50 T51 T74. Specifically, OA44 gave a clear answer
(R1) that focused upon the interaction between people and the physical environment (C3), with colorful
places considered one of the reasons for grouping the images together and thus being placed within the
Colorful (T114) category under the responsive mode (P1). Additionally, four equivalency-making reasons
for grouping the eight images all fell within the operational mode (P2). Explicitly, rest was grouped with
Seat/Resting (T8), talk was placed in Talking (T50), observe was grouped with Watching (T51), and not all
accessible fell under the Barriers/Consequences (T74) classification. And the last qualifying characteristic
defined as common to all eight pictures was all beautiful, which fell within the inferential mode (P3) and was
grouped as equivalent with Beautiful/Attractive (T61).
3.6.2.7 Personally Preferred Public Place Data
In the fourth section of the survey instrument each respondent was asked to list his/her favorite public place,
its location, distance from home, the mode of transportation used to visit the space, and why the personally
selected place was preferred. The first purpose for including these questions and collecting the responses
was to conduct another cross-check or triangulation of these responses with the previously collected and
analyzed results. This task was accomplished by writing down, coding, and analyzing the test responses to
the open-ended question posed to the youth and older adults that asked the reason for choosing the listed
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personally preferred public space. Again, using the same coding system defined earlier, the resulting reasons
for selecting the specific preferred place could be compared to the previously analyzed results of the text
responses (content) collected from the first three-part section of the survey questionnaire. Along with
placing the personal places within setting name/types classification for an additional comparative review, the
collected distance from the space to home and the transportation mode used to travel to and from the public
space was considered valuable in providing insights into the differences and similarities between the two age
groups. The data collected from all three areas were coded (see following three lists) and the comparative
results were then presented in section 2.5.2.4 and Table 4. 5.4, Table 4.5.9, and Table 4.5.10 respectively.
The second and perhaps more important purpose for collecting this information from the youth and older
adults, was to create a database of specific intergenerationally supportive urban public open places that could
be employed in future observational research designs (see section 5.4.3 for further research
recommendations). In this way, the results of the study could be compared to actual observations of
intergenerational interactions between youth and older adults taking place in real public open space
environments. Since the personal place names and locations did not directly relate to the initial questions
posed in this research study, the results were not coded or analyzed but organized under seventeen urban
place type categories and included in the results section 5.4.3 and presented as a list in Table 4.5.8.
The collected responses to the open-ended questions associated with the personal space section were
analyzed using the same coding system and data cleaning procedure employed for analyzing the first threepart affordance related and free-sort survey sections (Fowler 1988). The major difference was that no
photographs were employed in this exercise. And although public space setting type classification was
created from an interpretation of the listed names of the personally preferred places rather than from
specifically-selected images, no urbanscape nor landscape setting type factors were collected. Besides
employing the previously discussed standard R, C, P, and T codes to document the written reasons for
choosing a preferred personal place, additional codes were required to categorize the other designations. In
order to analyze the remaining responses, both newly-developed and pre-defined codes were employed to
code the place name/type, distance from home, and mode of circulation used to visit the place.
When possible, the place/name types were coded with the same code numbers as employed for the landscape
setting type (L) designations assigned during the scene sampling procedure. For example, the landscape
setting type garden coded as L3 was replicated in the personal space name/type classification gardens by
coding it with PSL3. Listed below and in Figure 3.6.14, the codes used to organize the results included PS1
= personal space question code for reason for selecting the personal space; PSL = personal space name/type
of setting; PSD = personal space distance from home; and PSC = personal space circulation/transportation
type used to go to the place.
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Personal Space Name/Type Setting
• PSL1 – School
• PSL2 – Zoo
• PSL3 – Gardens (garden)
• PSL4 – Mall/Shopping Center/Store
• PSL5 – Tower/Tall Building
• PSL6 – General Locale
• PSL7 – Park (landscape park)
• PSL8 – Park Drive (street)
• PSL9 – Bridge/Trail (pathway)
• PSL10 – Lake/Beach/Water/
Marina/Pool/Lake Park
• PSL11 - Café/Restaurant/Food/Dining

• PSL12 – Library
• PSL13 – Museum
• PSL14 – Community Center/
Boys & Girls Club
• PSL15 – Entertainment Center/
Ball Stadium
• PSL16 - Skating Rink
• PSL17 – Home/Relative House
• PSL18 – Basketball Court
• PSL19 – Golf Course
• PSL20 – Fair Grounds
• PSL21 – Playground
• PSL 22 - Church

Personal Space Distance from Home
• PSD1: neighborhood
• PSD2: 1 – 3 miles
• PSD3: 4 – 10 miles
• PSD4: 11 – 20 miles

Personal Space Circulation Type
(transportation used to go to the space)
• PSC1: walk
• PSC2: bike
• PSC3: bus
• PSC4: car
• PSC5: other

The PS factors were employed to code for analysis each youth and older adult participant’s naming of his/her
personally preferred place for intergenerational interaction, written response to the reason for choosing that
specific place, and qualifiers of that specific space. First each specific place and its unique location was
cataloged for future observational research purposes, discussed in more detail in Section 5.3 of chapter 5.
Based upon the name provided by the respondents, each place was coded with the letters PSL and a number
from 1 to 22 according to which of the twenty-two extended setting name/type categories if belonged. Next,
the distance from home codes that included letters PSD plus a number between on and four and the
circulation code which included letters PSC plus a number from one to five were assigned to each
respondent’s answers (second line in Figure 3.6.14).
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4-10 Miles
Distance
Name/Address of
Personal Space

Travel to
Space by Car

Text Response Written
in Words and Phrases

OA44

Playground

Kids Together Playground, Cary Pkwy, Cary
• PS1 • to enjoy my grandchildren – also fun place to
picnic, sit and relax

Inferential
Mode
Having
Fun

DA7 • DG2 • DE4
PSL21 • PSD3 • PSC4
R1 C3 P2 T8 T30 T48 • P3 T5 T81

Restful

Clear
Response

Personal Space
Question Code
People/Environment
or Behavior Centered

Operational
Mode

Seat/
Resting

ChildCentered

Food/
Eating

Figure 3.6.14. Partial View of Documented Data Highlighting the Full Data Set of the Coded
Response to the Personally Preferred Space Question Collected from Older Adult (OA44)

Then, the text responses or reasons for selection of a personally preferred place, was coded using the same
series of capitol letters and associated numbers mentioned earlier (R = response, C = centeredness, P =
perception, T = text response). Shown in the example presented in Figure 3.6.14, for the forty-fourth older
adult respondent, her most favorite intergenerationally supportive urban public open space was the Kids
Together Playground, located in Cary, NC, between 11-20 miles from her home, that she travels to by car.
Displayed in the second line in Figure 3.6.14, the code for the space type, distance, and travel mode was thus
PSL21 PSD3 PSC4.
Because her reason for preferring this place was expressed enthusiastically as to enjoy my grandchildren –
also fun place to picnic, sit and relax, the coding was fairly extensive and written as: R1 C3 P2 T8 T30 T48
P3 T5 T81. Specifically, OA44 gave a clear answer (R1) that focused upon the interaction between people
and the physical environment (C3), and the reason given for preferring this space based upon five space
characteristics. Associated with the operational mode (P2), sit was placed within the Seat/Resting (T8)
category, to enjoy my grandchildren was grouped with Child-Centered (T30), and to picnic was assigned to
Food/Eating (T48). With the remaining two supportive characteristics belonging to the inferential mode (P3),
relax was put into the Restful (T5) category and fun place was assigned to Having Fun (T81).

3.6.3

Data File Entry and Cleaning

Following the coding of both the research/expert team defined and participant defined responses, the data
was converted to numerical data and then entered into a Microsoft Excel computerized database (Blalock
1960; Appleyard 1976). A spreadsheet was developed (see addendum G) with all the respondents (Y:1-45
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and OA:1-90) located on the vertical axis and all the input designated titles and coded responses to the survey
questions running along the horizontal axis. Since the purpose of the study was to document the responses of
each group independently and then to make comparisons between the two age groups, all the response data
from the two participant groups was placed into two separate youth and older adult data files for comparative
analysis purposes (Fowler 1988; Leedy 1997).
Data cleaning was conducted by the principle investigator and separately by the previously described team of
independent judges (see introduction to Coding Procedures section 3.6.2) as a final check on the two data
files for accuracy, completeness, and consistency (Fowler 1988). A check by the principal investigator and
an assistant of the pre-determined codes (researcher defined) including demographic, response, affordance
rank, urbanscape, landscape setting type, and selection of photographic image was conducted to make sure
the input was accurate. Additionally, a review of the written text responses to the open-ended questions that
was typed into each of the youth and older adult respondent data sheets was again reviewed by the principal
investigator, the assistant, and the three independent judges to see if the coding for the three centeredness
factors was correctly interpreted and that the entries into the youth and older adult spreadsheets were accurate
(see appendix G).

Table 3.6.1. Excel Spreadsheet Display of Coded Data Set of Reasons for
Selecting Pictures to Meet Safety and Belonging Affordance Conditions
Collected from Youth #17 and Older Adult #44
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Then, a final check of the interconnected perception mode (P1-3) and associated analyzed content (T1-127)
classifications of the text responses was conducted by the principal investigator and separately by the three
independent judges. Having already analyzed and coded 256 text responses during the text content analysis
procedure and thus being familiar with the data, and judges performed a thorough review of a select number
of the coded responses of the youth and older adult participants to determine if the three-part (C, P, and T
factor) coding system defined earlier was applied correctly. As no significant problems were found, the
independent judges, along with the principal investigator and assistant, ran a check to make sure that the
coded responses assigned to each response were correctly inputted into the spreadsheet formats.

Table 3.6.2. Excel Spreadsheet Display of Coded Data Set of Reasons for
Selecting Pictures to Meet Multiple Activity, Ability, and Engagement
Affordance Conditions Collected from Youth #17 and Older Adult #44
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Although a reproduction of the two fully coded spreadsheet databases of all participants can be found in
appendix G, Table 3.6.1, Table 3.6.2 and Table 3.6.3 show the coded spreadsheet records for Y17 and OA44.
For clarity, a comparison can be made between what appeared in the typed data sheets (Figure 3.6.2 and
Figure 3.6.3) and what is shown in these three spreadsheets. Table 3.6.1 shows the numbers of the pictures
selected and the full lines of codes that interpret the associated responses of youth 17 and older adult 44 to
the three safety and three belonging affordance open ended questions posed in the first survey section.
Ready to be transferred into the analysis program, Table 3.6.2 shows the same information but for the
multiple activity, ability, and engagement affordance conditions.

Table 3.6.3. Excel Spreadsheet Display of Coded Data Sets Showing Results
of Affordance Ranking, Free-Sort, Personal Space, and Demographics
Collected from Youth #17 and Older Adult #44
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Table 3.6.3 displays the headings and coded data of the responses collected from the same youth (Y17) and
older adult (A44) participants including the ranking of the five affordances, the three free-sort tasks, the
personal space question, and the personal demographic information. The code headings for each of the five
sets of affordance, the free-sort and the personal space respones were color coded separately for easier access
during the data cleansing process and for later inputing the coded data into the analysis programs.
Subsequent to the initial input sequence and the review conducted by outside judges, a final check for
accuracy, completeness, and consistency was conducted of all youth and older adult records (Fowler 1988).
After corrections were made as needed to each of the linear data sets (n=135), the two age group specific
spreadsheet data files (Y: n=45 and OA: n=90) were considered ready for the analysis procedures.

3.6.4

Statistical Analysis: SPSS Program and Value Calculations

Since the purpose of the analysis was to understand how the population subgroups (youth and older adults)
felt about the photographically presented urban environments and any associations that existed between those
spaces, various statistical techniques were employed to analyze the collected data (Marans and Ahrentzen
1987). Following the previously described coding sequence, the data from the completed surveys was
analyzed using collected frequency distributions to determine the mean responses for each question answered
by the two age-group populations. Then, the similarities and differences between the independent responses
of the youth group and the older adult group were analyzed. Since the main analysis objective was to
document the responses of both youth and older adults to a set of questions and then to review those
responses in terms of the commonality between the two age groups (Youngentob and Hostetler 2005), the
SPSS program (version 13) was selected as the appropriate analysis tool (Foster 1998; Morgan, Griego and
Gloeckner 2001; Kirkpatrick and Feeney 2005). This data analysis program was not only user friendly but
the basic directory provided the range of analysis tools required to address issues of population representation
and comparison, to manage the range of variables, and answer the variety of questions put forth in the study.
Using SPSS 13.0 for Windows, a total of seven analysis tools were employed: frequency distribution, group
cross-tabulation, Pearson Chi-square test for independence (Youngentob and Hostetler 2005), independent
sample t-test, test of homogeneity of variances, one way ANOVA between groups (Kytta 2002), and a
Pearson correlation of ranked data.
Carried out in the following order, the variety of SPSS tools were utilized to conduct five major analysis
tasks required to answer the five proposed questions in this study (see Table 3.1.1 in introduction to Research
Design section 3.1). The specific task order was significant in achieving the desired results for obtaining
salient space characteristics and being able to make a valid comparison between the preferences of the two
age-groups. Presented in the Results: Age Comparative Review (chapter 4), the initial three analysis tasks
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were conducted to address the dual population survey and to answer the first three study questions. The
specific data and associated tasks included: (1) demographic data - employed three analysis tools to find out
if the sample population for the two age-groups were statistically similar in structure by gender and ethnicity
(homogeneous), (2) space affordance ranking data - calculated frequency distribution of responses, analyzed
the mean value of each affordance, and investigated any correlation between variables, and (3) preference
and text content analysis - collected frequency data for each age group and multiplied the result percentages
by affordance values to ascertain salient space types and characteristics.
Presented under the Summary of Findings: Age Group Comparison (section 5.1) and Ideal Spaces for
Intergenerational Exchange: Design Implications (section 5.3), the subsequent two analysis tasks sought to
answer the remaining two major questions of the study. The analysis tasks included: (4) comparison of
salient space types and characteristics between the two age groups based upon results of frequency
distribution and affordance value calculations to ascertain possible intergenerationally supportive public
spaces, and (5) guided by a design interpretation of the mutually supportive space types and characteristics,
intergenerationally supportive space features and spatial relationships were categorized, and defined, and
illustrated. The following sections present detailed descriptions of the procedures employed to conduct each
of the five spotlighted tasks including within the groups and between the groups analysis.
3.6.4.1 Demographic Comparison: Testing Homogeneity
The purpose of the first analysis task was to determine if the responses to the study questions by the two age
groups could be considered equivalent. To achieve this objective, the demographic data was analyzed to find
out statistically if the two sample populations (youth and older adults) represented the larger population by
gender and ethnicity, and to ascertain if the two age-groups were statistically homogeneously similar. The
first step was to collect the demographic frequency distribution data (age, gender, and ethnicity) and calculate
the percentage of total responses for each of the two age groups. This documented data is presented under
Participant Group Demographics in chapter 4.
The second step was to determine if the sample populations for both youth and older adults were statistically
similar in composition. Using the individually collected frequency data, a cross-tabulation between the two
age groups was calculated by gender (male to female) and by the five categories of ethnicity. The cross
tabulation and Pearson chi-square test for independence was conducted to assess if there was any significant
difference in the makeup between the two age-groups (Youngentob and Hostetler 2005). In order for this test
to be valid, three conditions (no respondent can appear in more than one cell, no cell can have expected
frequency of less than 1, no more than 20% of expected frequencies in table can be less than 5) needed to be
met (Foster 1998). All three conditions were met for the gender comparison. But because five or 50% of the
cells for ethnicity had expected frequencies of less than 5, the ethnic categories of Asian, Latin, and Native
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Americans were combined prior to conducting the final chi-square test. This action allowed for the final
cross tabulation and chi-square test to be performed between the three valid ethnic categories of African
American, Anglo American, and Mixed Ethnicity.
Since some differences in makeup were present between the two sample populations, specifically by gender,
further tests to assess the similarities in homogeneity of the youth and older adult groups were conducted.
The third step in the search for homogeneity used the affordance ranking frequency distribution data to
determine if gender or ethnicity influenced the responses made by both the youth and older adult groups.
Continuing with a comparative approach, two SPSS tools were employed to analyze the mean responses of
the youth and older adult groups by gender and ethnicity.
Focusing first upon the discrepancy between the two sample populations by gender, a Levene’s test for
equality of variance and an independent sample (group) t-test for equality of mean was performed. The tests
were employed to determine if there was any significant difference between the average responses of males
and females to the ranking of the five comparable affordance measures: safety, belonging, multiple activity,
ability, and engagement. The tests were conducted with both youth and older adult sample populations to
determine if any significant difference in the mean responses between men and women could be observed for
the two groups. As no significant difference was revealed, the conclusion was made that the variation in the
gender counts would have little or no influence on the results.
Since it was considered important to also determine if there were any significant differences between the
average responses by ethnicity for the two age groups, an additional test for variance was also conducted.
Because there were three sets of parametric data to be analyzed (African American, Anglo American and
Mixed Ethnicity), a t-test that compared only two sets could not be employed (Foster 1998). Thus, a single
factor analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA) including a test for homogeneity of variance was conducted to
compare the mean ranking value for all five affordances for the three ethnic groups. Conducted for both age
groups, the tested hypothesis assumed that with a normal distribution, the variance of the compared gender or
ethnic groups were equal.
Once a determination was made that both the youth and older adult sample populations were statistically
homogeneous (there was no difference in the mean responses by gender or ethnicity), then the remainder of
the data was treated as a whole and as equal group responses. The responses to the questions in the survey
were then analyzed for both age groups individually and comparatively. Thus, the following analysis
methods were employed to determine similarities and differences between the two age groups for affordance
value, space type, and characteristic preferences.
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3.6.4.2 Affordance Rank
Given the equivalency between the two age groups in terms of gender and ethnicity, the second major task in
the five-part analysis procedure was initiated. Since the main focus was to compare the preferences for
public spaces between the two age groups, the five environmental affordances were employed to act as a
mediating framework under which both groups could mutually address the survey questions.
Although the affordance ranking exercise was the second activity spotlighted in the survey, the results of this
task was of major importance in addressing the first question posed by this thesis and in validating the
response significance to the other survey questions addressed in this age comparative study. The results were
employed as a measure to determine if the two age groups matched in their attitudes and approaches to the
selection of supportive public spaces for social exchange. It was felt that coincidence of environmental
affordance values was essential if a comparison of public space types and characteristics for that support was
to be validated.
In order to understand the significance of the space affordance ranking data and to answer the first question
presented in chapter 1, three main objectives were addressed using three SPSS analysis procedures.
Frequency distribution of the responses was gathered, analysis of the mean (central tendency) was calculated,
and an investigation of any existing correlations between variables was conducted. Based upon the results of
the analysis procedures, each of the five environmental affordances was then assigned a numerical value that
corresponded to its ranking, one set for the youth respondent group and another set for the older adult
respondent group.
The first objective of the analysis procedure was to determine the ranking of the five affordances by value (5
= highest and 1 = lowest) for both age groups in selecting an urban public space for social exchange. In
order to accomplish this task, the first step in the analysis was to collect frequency data to determine the
separate rank each of the two groups, youth and older adults, placed upon the five environmental affordances.
Transferring the coded responses of each participant from the text file into the SPSS program, tables of rank
for each age group were developed.
For each age group and for each of the five variables, the SPSS program produced a frequency distribution
and a set of descriptive statistics (Kirkpatrick and Feeney 2005). The descriptive statistics of the sample
populations included measures of central tendency (mean, median, mode and percentiles) and the measure of
variation (variance, range, standard deviation, and skewness or the symmetry of the distribution (Agresti and
Finlay 1997). Each environmental affordance frequency table lists by column: all values stated for each
variable, number of cases having that value, percentage of all cases for each value, and cumulative
percentage of all values (Kirkpatrick and Feeney 2005).
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Realizing that none of the environmental affordance conditions exist in isolation, the second objective was to
determine if any relationships were present between each of the five variables. To address this question, a
Pearson correlation test was conducted to determine if any associations occurred between the five affordance
variables (Agresti and Finlay 1997; Kirkpatrick and Feeney 2005). The resulting correlation matrix,
developed for both the youth and older adult groups, was used to determine if any relationships existed
between pairs of variables. For this test, a p value of 0.05 was considered to represent a significant
correlation, while a p value of 0.01 was considered to represent a highly significant correlation.
The third objective of the procedure was to assign a numerical value system to the affordance ranking results
that could be used to judge the relative importance of one selected urban space type and associated
characteristic over another for the two population groups. Thus, by age group, if one environmental criteria
or affordance was of more importance than another, it was accorded more weight and received a higher
number to be used in the next stage of the analysis procedure (Burstiner 1989). To employ this criteria, a
numerical value was assigned to each affordance rank based upon the calculated mean of the responses. For
example: if the mean ranking response for safety by young people was 4.44, the numerical affordance value
for Safety would be 4.4 and if the mean ranking response for safety by older adults was 4.02, the numerical
affordance value for Safety would be 4.0. The numerical system of calculated values for each affordance
was then used to modify the mean responses of each age group in order to interpret the overall values placed
by the youth and older adult groups upon the urban space types and characteristics determined from the text
response analysis.
3.6.4.3 Preferred Space Types & Characteristics: Youth and Older Adult Groups
Having thus quantified the five environmental affordances, the third major procedure was employed in order
to determine what types of urban public open spaces and the associated characteristics did young people and
older adults prefer for social exchange. Specifically designed to answer questions 2 & 3 presented in chapter
1), the data was collected independently from the responses of the two age groups to the open-ended
questions asked in the first three-part survey section, the third free-sort section, and the fourth personal
favorite space section. As described earlier, both the photographic simulation selection results and the
written (text analysis) responses were coded to match the space type and space characteristics framework
presented at the end of chapter 2. In addition, the responses to the open ended questions were coded
according to the participant defined phrase descriptor categories defined in the three lists presented in section
3.6.2.5.3.
For each of the two age groups independently and involving both the research-team defined and the
participant defined variables (Table 3.1.1 and Figure 3.1.1), two separate steps were followed in order to
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identify the preferred urban space types and characteristics for supporting social exchange. The first step was
divided into two parts: creating frequency distribution tables and spotlighting the valid percentage outputs.
The second step was to employ the affordance ranking data to determine overall importance of each of the
defined space types and characteristics. Since the data collected from the responses was ordinal rather than
interval, the SPSS frequency distribution analysis tool was used to quantify the results.
The first part of first step was to create frequency distribution tables for the response rates, photographic
image selection, and text responses (content analysis) for both age groups separately (Margan, Griego and
Gloeckner 2001; Kirkpatrick and Feeney 2005). The frequency data for selection of specific images to meet
each of the affordance criteria was calculated and the results were presented in written form only. The
resulting specific images were not depicted in the results, as they were used only as guides in assisting the
respondents to define space types and space characteristics. In some cases, where the physical characteristics
of a highly selected space seemed relevant to understanding the differences and similarities between the two
group preferences, a drawing showing the relevant specific attributes or features was presented later in the
final discussion of results in chapter 5.
Most importantly, the responses to the photographic simulations of urban spaces provided critical frequency
information about the types of spaces preferred and included both the landscape setting types and urbanscape
factors (nature and culture) that were assigned to the images during the scene sampling process. Another
descriptive of preferred public spaces, frequency data collected from the coding of the text responses
included the centeredness factors of place, people, and activity. And finally, the text analysis codes were
used to determine the frequency distribution of specific space characteristics as perceived by the two age
groups as well as the frequency distributions of the interconnected responsive, objective, and inferential
perception modes.
Although, the main focus of this step was to define the types and characteristics of urban spaces selected
through the first three-part exercise posted in the questionnaire, additional frequency distribution data was
also collected from both the free-sort and the personal favorite space description tasks (discussed in more
detail at end of this chapter). The main purpose of these last two survey tasks was to triangulate the results
by providing the youth and older adults with additional methods for defining the reasons for selecting
preferred space types and characteristics (Gaber and Gaber 2004). The frequency distributions of the space
characteristics as defined through the text analysis of the free-sort and personal favorite-spaces responses was
compared to the same frequency distributions collected from the first three-part survey section. Although no
additional analysis tasks other than the collection of the frequency data were conducted for the latter two
survey tasks, a non-statistical review of the collected frequency data was completed and compared to the
results of the initial three-part question and presented at the end of chapter 4.
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The final part of the first step in the process was to spotlight the valid percentage cells from the frequency
distribution outputs for each of the space type variables (landscape setting, urbanscape, and centeredness),
and the three space characteristics variables (attributes, features, and qualities). Organized by the five
conditional environmental affordance variables (safety, belonging, multiple activity, ability, and
engagement), the mean preference level (valid %) for each response possibility was collected independently
from both the youth and older adult groups. Except using the resulting percentage values of 0.5% and under
as collected, the mean response or valid percent for each variable presented in the combined (three-part
question responses) frequency tables were converted to whole percentage numbers for ease of calculation. In
some cases were the normal conversion procedure resulted in the group of whole percentages not adding up
to 100%, personal judgments were employed to adjust the figures accordingly.

STEP 1

STEP 2

Public Space Type or
Characteristic Values
(valid % from mean
frequency tables)

Affordance Rank
Numerical Factor
(mean value of
ranking task)

X
(multiply)

=
(equals)

List of Preferred
Public Space Types
or Characteristics
(listed by value for each
age group)

Figure 3.6.15: Two Step Numerical Frequency-to-Affordance Value Calculation Formula for
Determining Preferred Urban Space Types & Characteristics for Each Age Group

Determined by the degree of value each age group placed upon each of the five affordance conditions, the
second step was to multiply the percentage of frequency response for each environmental type or
characteristic by the calculated afforance rank numerical factor assigned to each affordance (see Figure
3.6.15). The analytical procedure included the matching of each valid response percentage collected from
the frequency distribution tables for all 12 space oriented variable categories (3 environmental types + 3
environmental characteristic x 2 age groups = 12 variables) with the appropriate 5 environmental affordance
variable classifications. Based upon the numerical value system developed from the results of the ranking
survey question, the valid mean percentage from each of the 60 frequency tables was then multiplied by the
environmental affordance numerical factor connected with that variable (see calculations tables for results of
first three-part survey questions in section 4.3 and 4.4). The purpose of this arithmetic exercise was to create
a final list of space types and the associated characteristics by preference value for both the youth and older
adult participant groups.
Step one and two of the mathematical calculation (Figure 3.6.15) provided a list of preferred space types
(landscape setting, urbanscape, and centeredness) and their associated characteristics (attributes, features, and
qualities) for both the youth and older adult groups individually. Tables showing the calculation process for
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each variable are shown in the final results for the youth group (Figures 4.3.1 - 4.3.7) and for the older adult
group (Figures 4.4. 1 – 4.4.7).
3.6.4.4 Salient Space Types and Characteristics: Comparing Age-Group Preferences
Using the results of the mathematical calculations described above, a comparative analysis was conducted
between the two age groups in order to determine divergence and, more importantly, conformity in
perception and preference for supportive urban public spaces and the associated characteristics they
exhibited. Since the purpose of this study was not intended to prove similarities in attitudes toward the use of
public space by both age groups but to find commonalities in preference that could be used to design
intergenerationally supportive public spaces, the final analysis task focused upon this objective.
In order to answer the fourth question posed by this thesis and to understand how the two age groups
compare in their perception and preference for supportive urban public spaces, the space type response data
(landscape setting type, urbanscape factor, and centeredness factor) and the associated space characteristic
response data (responsive attributes, operational features, inferential qualities) were first collected from the
list of preferred space types and characteristics for each age group. Since the previously mentioned preaffordance factor cross tabulation and Pearson’s chi-square test for independence conducted between the two
age groups resulted in no significant difference between the youth and older adult groups, no further
statistical tests were conducted. Having completed all statistical analysis procedures on the data, a
comparative analysis between the two groups of the most preferred space types and characteristics thus
followed a more researcher defined program. Because of the less statistical approach employed, the results
of this comparison are presented in chapter 5 under Summary of Findings, section 5.1.
Given the small number of variables spotlighted and thus easily defined as salient (Gabr 1993), no further
action was required to make a comparison between the space types preferred by youth and older adults.
Already in specific categories, the results of the previously mentioned frequency-to-affordance value
calculations were first translated into percentage of overall value for both youth (Tables 4.3.1, 4.3.2, and
4.3.3) and older adults Tables 4.4.1, 4.4.2, and 4.4.3). The variable names and their respective percentages of
overall value for urbanscape, landscape setting type, and centeredness factors were then recorded into the text
file program. Based upon the resulting frequency-to-affordance calculated percentage recorded, individual
pie charts for each age group were created. A paired set of charts of urbanscape variables, Natural and
Cultural, was produced. A set of age-related charts representing the value percentages for the eight
Landscape Setting variables was also produced. Finally, pie charts presenting the three centeredness factors,
People, Environment, and Behavior, for both value and visual comparison between the two age groups was
created. All three comparative chart pairs are presented in chapter 5 (Figures 5.1.6, 5.1.7, 5.1.8).
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In contrast, the three classifications of space characteristics each represented numerous variables for
comparison. Not only were the large number of characteristics cumbersome to present visually but the
differences and similarities in choices between the two age groups could more easily be understood if the
wide range of preference variables were reduced (Stamps 2004). In order to simplify the comparative
analysis procedure, a number of studies were reviewed in order to create a model for organizing (equivalence
making) the space characteristic variables for both youth and older adults into sub-categories reflective of
specific responsive attributes, operational (activity) features, and inferential qualities. Generally, the
responsive mode was interpreted as the human understanding of space or what someone knows; the
operational mode reflected human behavior within a space or what someone does; and the inferential mode
was defined as the meaning of a space or how an environment makes someone feel (Ziesel 1981).
Based upon the definitions of the three space modes, the sub-categories or organizational groupings were
identified using an interpretive language process that was defined by reviewing three studies. The first was
an evaluation of a quantitative literature review of research studies that correlated preference to the natural
and built environmental attributes of mystery, complexity, legibility, and coherence (Stamps 2004). The
summary of sixty-one located sources from 1972 through 2002 representing 12,452 participants and 3,125
scenes sought to find a commonality of variables (space features and attributes) that could be employed in
further studies to predict people’s preference for an environment. There were 249 labels represented with
only nature being represented four times. The vague character and large quantity of the listed environmental
characteristics did not produce general categories. But since environmental preferences of youth and older
adults were being studied, obtaining and understanding the thinking of these two age groups was considered
more important than seeking reproducible concepts for study (Stamps 2004).
Although no specific categories emerged from the review of the meta-analysis, a review of the 249 listed
stimulus labels revealed a close association with the space characteristics youth and older adults preferred for
social exchange. Forty-five out of the eighty-five preferred space characteristics mentioned by youth and
older adults were documented in the analysis study conducted by Arthur Stamps (2004). Thirty-one of the
environmental labels documented in the analysis were descriptions of setting features, and were thus
interpreted as representing three-quarters of the forty-three (nothing in common was removed) responsive
mode space characteristics. Eleven of the stimulus labels seemed to be associated with more interactive
space features and thus reflected one-third of the twenty-nine operational mode space characteristics.
Translated as representing less than one-quarter of the thirteen (unpleasant was removed) youth and older
adult preferred inferential space qualities, only three environmental variables could be matched to those in
the meta-analysis. By far, the majority of listed stimulus labels in all the studies reviewed represented the
responsive mode in environmental perception.
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Given the limited number of labels associated with environmental use or behavior, and in re-addressing
Gibson’s (1986) affordance criteria of environmental functional possibilities (Heft 1997), a study that
included organizational categories associated with the operational perception mode was reviewed. Given the
nature of the urban space focus of this study and the action-oriented approach taken by young people toward
their perception of pubic spaces, Childhood’s Domain by Robin Moore (1990) became a guiding resource.
The tables of children’s drawings listing rank order and class of place elements and children’s interviews
showing favorite places and activities matched thirty-three of the eighty-five youth/older adult preferred
space characteristics. Only about one-third (15 of 43) reflected the responsive mode and only one of thirteen
was associated with the inferential perception mode. But as expected, over one-half (16 of 29) of the place
elements or activities mentioned by the children in the Moore study matched those environmental
characteristics preferred by both youth and older adults. In contrast to the findings of the meta-analysis, the
individual place elements and favorite activities collected from the children’s drawings and interviews in
Childhood’s Domain were organized into classes for interpretation and analysis. The process employed by
Moore (1990) in defining the eighteen classifications of place elements, eight classes of favorite place
elements, and seven categories of favorite activities became a guiding resource for organizing those salient
urban space characteristics, especially those that were reflective of actualized or child-friendly environments
(Kytta 2004).
Recognizing the further need to categorize the feelings youth and older adults had toward supportive urban
spaces (inferential qualities), the sub-categories or groups were further defined using methods employed by
Charles Osgood (1957) and associates to organized descriptive judgments of bipolar adjective rating scales in
studies presented in The Measurement of Meaning. A review of the final list of semantic dimension scales
employed in a centroid factor analysis of a thesaurus study, presented in Table 5 (Osgood, Suci and
Tannenbaum 1957, 53-61), highlighted a matched twenty-six variables out of eighty-five space variables in
the youth/adult study. Since the research methods in the study were designed to focus on a subject’s
meaningful judgments (Sanoff 1991), it was not surprising that less than one-quarter (9 of 43) reflected
responsive characteristics and only four could be matched with twenty-nine possible operational factors. An
interpretation of the final seventy-six bipolar scales and their associated bipolar adjectival scale clusters
presented in the table showed that all of the thirteen salient inferential space qualities mentioned by the youth
and older adults were mentioned.
In order to place the eighty-five space characteristics spotlighted by the two age groups within meaningful
categories, the three previously mentioned studies were used as guides to conduct the equivalence making
process. Table 3.6.4 presents under the three perception modes of responsive attributes, operational features,
and inferential qualities the final thirteen classifications and the associated grouped space characteristics.
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Table 3.6.4: Thirteen Groupings of Salient Urban Space Characteristics preferred by Youth and
Older Adults Placed within the Three Perception Mode Classification
Responsive Attributes

Operational Features

People-as-Attributes
People Present
Not Crowded
Monitored
Wheelchair/Stroller
Couples Present
Different Ages
Crowded

Active Recreation Activities
Playing
Walking/Moving
Varied Activities
Sports/Games
Exploring
Pathways
Gardening/Garden

Design Attributes
Openness
Diversity
Shade/Cool
Enclosed
Covered
View
Sunny
Landform
Designed Space
Colorful
Threshold/Entry
Wind-free

Passive Recreation Activities
Talking
Seat/Resting
Watching
No Distractions
Hanging Out

Natural Attributes
Native
Water
Plants/Trees
Outdoors
Nature Sounds
Wildlife
Cultural Attributes
Town Center
Interior
Nearby Buildings
Market Place
Near Street
Cultural Buildings
Amusement Park
Landmarks
Boardwalk
Manicured
Café
Courtyard
Low Traffic
Privately Owned

Group Specific Activities
Child-Centered
Adult-Centered
Paired Interests
Social Activities
Stores/Shopping
Food/Eating
Meeting Place
Tables
Learn/Teach
Music
Documenting
Safe/Accessible Issues
Level Surface
No Hiding Places
Wide Path/Walk
Barrier Free
Flex/Group Seats
Barriers
Stairs/Ramps

Utility Attributes
Railings
Illumination
Electricity
Restrooms
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Inferential Qualities
Calming Qualities
Peaceful
Restful
Beautiful/Attractive
Contemplative
Support/Protective Qualities
Inviting/Familiar
Protective
Private/Personal
Reclusive
Cozy
Energizing Qualities
Having Fun
Engaging
Vibrant/Festive
Public Life

Although supported by some of the classifications presented in the Moore (1990) study but based upon the
obvious strength of the Stamps (2004) study in representing physical space attributes, a simultaneous review
of both the stimulus labels and the responsive attributes described by the two age groups results in the
forming of five groupings of characteristics being placed under the Responsive Attributes category.
Presented in Table 3.6.4, the first four appropriate organizing categories included People-as-Attributes,
Design Attributes, Natural Attributes, and Cultural (urban) Attributes, with the fifth one, Utility Attributes,
being unique to the youth/older adult study. As mentioned earlier, the framework used by Moore to organize
the place elements and place activities became a guide for creating the following five Operational Features
groupings: Active Recreation Activities, Passive Recreation Activities, Group Specific Activities, Social
Activities, and Safe/Accessible Activity Issues. Focusing on the obvious inferential perceptive mode of the
Osgood (1957) study, three Inferential Quality clusters were developed. Representing many of the bipolar
variables presented in the evaluation category, the final salient categories were Calming Qualities,
Supportive/Protective Qualities, and Energizing Qualities.
In completing the analysis procedure for the space characteristics, three specific steps were required to
produce graphic and numerical charts to be used to make a comparison between the responses of youth and
older adults for supportiveness of urban public environments. First, the results of the previously mentioned
frequency-to-affordance value calculations for the three perception modes were translated into percentages of
overall value for both the youth (Tables 4.3.4) and older adult groups (Table 4.4.4). This data was recorded
into the text file program and a set of comparative pie charts showing the percentages of responsive,
operational, and inferential perception response values was produced and presented in section 5.1.4 in
chapter 5 (Figure 5.1.9).
Second, the percentages of value for each of the salient sub-group categories were calculated for all three
perception factors (Gabr 1993). A review of the numerical urban space (responsive) attribute values for all
variables listed in the last columns of Tables 4.3.5 and 4.4.5 was conducted and the accumulated value of all
the attribute variables listed in each subgroup was added together. Based upon these accumulated numbers,
value percentages for each of the five responsive subgroups (People, Design, Natural, Cultural, and Utility)
was computed. The sub-group clusters and their respective percentage of overall value were then recorded
into a new text file program, producing a pair of youth and older adult pie charts used for graphic and
quantitative comparison and discussion in chapter 5 (Figure 5.1.10).
In a similar process, the individual numerical values for urban space (operational) features located in the last
columns in Tables 4.3.6 and 4.4.6 and the numerical values for urban space (inferential) qualities listed in the
last columns in Tables 4.3.7 and 4.4.7 were grouped under their respective subcategories. Based upon the
accumulated numerical values, value percentages for five operational perception mode subgroups (Active
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Recreation, Passive Recreation, Groups Specific, Social and Safe/Accessible) were created for each age
group. Through the same process, three sub-groups (Calming, Support/Protective and Energizing) were
calculated for the inferential mode category. Matching the process mentioned above, the names of all the
clusters and their respective percent values were recorded in an additional data file. Pairs of age related pie
charts were then created for use in the operational (Figure 5.1.16) and inferential (Figure 5.1.22) comparative
analysis discussed in chapter 5.
Third, each of the eighty-five space characteristic variables spotlighted by youth and older adults was
grouped into the previously mentioned thirteen salient sub-group categories (Table 3.6.4). Each salient
subgroup cluster consisted of the appropriately listed characteristic variables and their associated frequencyto-affordance numerical values and percentage ratings presented for both the youth (Tables 4.3.5, 4.3.6, and
4.3.7) and older adult (Tables 4.4.5, 4.4.6, and 4.4.7) groups separately. The names and percentage values of
each characteristic were also entered into the data file and bar charts that paired the youth and older adult
results were created. Individual age comparative bar charts of the five responsive mode clusters (Figures
5.1.11 – 5.1.15), the five operational mode clusters (Figures 5.1.17 – 5.1.21), and the three inferential mode
clusters (Figures 5.1.23 – 5.1.25) are displayed for comparative analysis under Summary of Findings in
chapter 5 (section 5.1.4).
Based upon the graphic and frequency percentages presented in Figures 5.1.6 through 5.1.25, a visual
comparison was then conducted of these age-generated salient space types (landscape settings, urbanscapes,
and centeredness factors) and the associated space characteristics (attributes, features, and qualities) in order
to find out if there were any similarities in preferences between the two age groups. Where direct
commonalities in space types and characteristics could be observed, the spotlighted variables were
considered intergeneratinally supportive and important considerations in either selecting or creating urban
spaces that would encourage social exchange between the two age groups. For those salient space types and
characteristic where the two age groups seemed to diverge, these defined variables were considered nonintergenerationally supportive and thus should be considered detrimental in selecting or designing spaces
intended to be supportive of interaction between youth and older adults. Those salient space types and
characteristics that seemed neither supportive nor non-supportive when comparing youth and older adult
responses, were considered of little influence in designing intergenerational spaces and thus were not
included in further design considerations.
The results of the visual comparison revealed the specific types and characteristics of public open spaces that
could support social exchange between either familial or non-familial pairings of youth and older adults.
Presented in the Ideal Space for Intergenerational Exchange: Design Implications section 5.3 in chapter 5, the
intergenerationally supportive space types and associated characteristics that emerged from the analysis
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became the basis for developing an initial set of design guides (section 5.3.2.2) for creating urban public
open spaces for social exchange between youth and older adults. Presented in graphic form, the mutually
supportive space types and characteristics also guided the development of a set of space design features and
spatial relationships for creating the energizing, protecting, and calming urban public spaces that seemed to
be associated with the restorative outcomes supportive of positive interactions between youth and older
adults.
3.6.4.5 Free-Sort and Personally Preferred Paces: Triangulation of Analysis
Although the free-sort and personal space survey sections were auxiliary to the previously described initial
three-part survey exercise, a cursory analysis of the results of these two survey tasks served to validate the
other findings. As part of the triangulation process, both youth and older adult responses to the free-sort and
personal place exercises were collected and the SPSS, version 13, program was utilized as an analysis tool
for making a comparison between the two age groups. In addition, the results from several questions posed
in the personal place section were employed to create a list of intergenerational supportive places to be used
for future observational research studies further explained in section 5.4. The coding procedures discussed
earlier in section 3.6.2.6 and 3.6.2.7 were employed to organize and evaluate the responses of youth and
older adults for both the free-sort (Figure 3.6.13) and the personal place (Figure 3.6.13) sections of the
survey.
Once the coded responses were entered into two independent youth and older adult Excel spreadsheet data
files (Table 3.6.3), the SPSS data analysis tool was used to quantify the coded responses for the free-sort
task. Frequency distribution, group cross-tabulation, a Pearson Chi-square test for independence analysis
procedures were employed in order to be able to make a comparison between the responses collected from
the youth respondents and those collected from the older adult respondents. The first step was to create
frequency distribution tables for the text responses (content analysis) that included centeredness, perception,
and the associated space characteristic variables (Margan, Griego and Gloeckner 2001; Kirkpatrick and
Feeney 2005). The three free-sort task response counts for all variables were combined to produce
cumulated frequency and the associated percentage tables. The mean response frequencies and valid
percentages for each variable presented in the combined frequency tables were displayed from most to least
with most frequent responses presented first.
In order to make a comparison of the responses between youth and older adults, the second step was to use
the frequency data collected from each age group to create a cross-tabulation of frequency counts and valid
percentages for the centeredness, perception and space characteristic responses. Then to determine if any
significant differences in responses existed between the two age groups, a chi-square test of independence
was conducted for each of the three preference factors. As a final triangulation test and addition to the final
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discussion of the types and characteristics supportive of intergenerational spaces (sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4),
the numbers and types of space characteristics associated with each of the three perception modes were
calculated from the frequency distribution tables and later compared with the frequency tables created from
the responses to the first three-part question in the survey.
Employing the same process as for the free-sort task, an SPSS frequency distribution analysis tool was used
to quantify the coded responses for the personally preferred places. The two analysis steps employed for
making a comparison between the youth and older adults also included the development of frequency
distribution tables and the creation of cross tabulation charts and the associated chi-square test for
independence. Three response sources were employed to create frequency distribution tables of the collected
data (Margan, Griego and Gloeckner 2001; Kirkpatrick and Feeney 2005). The specific place names
supplied information for the landscape setting types, the text responses (content analysis) supplied the
centeredness, perception, and space characteristic variables, with place distances and circulation types
coming from the answers to those specific questions.
With the purpose of validating the results of this study, the resulting valid frequency percentages for
centeredness and perception were compared to the same resulting variables from the first survey section. In
addition, in order to further investigate the similarities and differences between preferences for social
exchange urban spaces between the two age groups, a comparison was conducted between the personal space
types, distances from home and mode of transportation required to visit the site.
The results of the comparison between the youth and older adult responses to the free-sort task including
centeredness factors (Table 4.5.1), perception modes (Table 4.5.2), and space characteristics (Tables 4.5.3)
are presented and discussed in section 4.5.1 at the end of chapter 4. Similarly, the results of the comparison
between the youth and older adult responses to the personal space selection task including urban space types
(Table 4.5.4), centeredness factors (Table 4.5.5), perception modes (Table 4.5.6), space characteristics
(Tables 4.5.7), distance from home (Table 4.5.9), and transportation used to visit space (able 4.5.10) are also
presented and discussed at the end of chapter 4 (section 4.5.2).
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CHAPTER 4

Results: Age-Comparative Review
Based upon the analysis procedures defined in the previous chapter, chapter 4 presents the survey results for
this age comparative study between youth and older adults. As stipulated in chapter 1, this chapter focuses
upon those results that could be directly connected with the two objectives of defining the types of urban
public spaces and their related characteristics that could support social exchange. More specifically, the goal
was to address the first three questions posed by this thesis: understanding the values youth and older adults
place upon the five environmental affordances and the space types and characteristics each of the two age
groups find supportive of social exchange between friends.
The demographic breakdown including gender and ethnicity for the youth and the older adult participant
groups are presented. Given the fact that some disparity existed between the two selected age groups, the
results of statistical tests that support group homogeneity are first offered. Based upon the proven statistical
equality of the participant groups, the results of the comparative study were then considered for presentation.
In order to determine if youth and older adults approached the question of supportive environments in a
similar way and to answer the first question proposed by this study (see section 1.3.2), the results of the
ranking of the five environmental affordances by each age group individually and comparatively was
conducted. The results demonstrated that both youth and older adults placed similar values upon each of the
five affordances (safety, belonging, multiple activity, ability, and engagement) when selecting urban spaces
for social exchange. Unplanned findings that suggested reciprocal relationships existed between the
affordances variables are also presented.
In addressing the second and third research questions, the main body of the chapter focuses upon the
preferred public space types (urbanscapes, landscape setting types, and centeredness factors) and the relating
space characteristics (attributes, features, and qualities) that could support social exchange as defined by the
two age groups separately. In order to incorporate the results of the affordance ranking into the analysis,
frequency-to-affordance calculations were conducted for each age group. The resulting salient urban space
types and characteristics as defined by youth and older adults are thus presented as a true measure of the
valued responses.
The final section of this chapter presents the results of the analysis of the data collected from the free-sort and
personal place survey tasks. The chapter concludes with a list and the descriptions of existing specific public
urban spaces that were named and described in the last section of the survey results and considered as prime
examples of intergenerationally supportive exchange places by both youth and older adult participant sample
groups.
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Although extensive scene sampling was conducted to create the specific images of existing urban space
settings employed in the survey, they were considered only as mechanisms for providing visual assistance to
the survey participants in spotlighting the important urban space attributes, qualities, and features required
for social exchange. Since the purpose of this study was to present types of spaces (physical space
characteristics) that could be considered important in the design of urban public spaces supportive of social
interchange between intergenerational pairs, the survey participant’s reasons for selecting a space were
considered essential. The results reflect the use of general space type written data interpreted by the
researcher and specific space characteristic text data supplied by the youth and older adult participants.

4.1 Participant Group Demographics
As mentioned in the previous chapter, three analysis tasks were conducted in order to define the two
participant groups, determine if the groups reflected the general population, and to discover if the two sample
groups were homogeneously similar in their responses to the survey questions. The first task was to collect
and analyze frequency data by gender and ethnicity for the two age groups. The second analysis task sought
to determine if the mix in terms of gender and ethnicity was generally reflective of the subject population.
The third analysis task was employed to determine if there was any significant difference between the
responses to the affordance ranking question within the two age groups (i.e. male to female and the three
defined ethnic groups). The frequency distribution results are presented individually for both the youth and
older adult sample groups and, based upon the additional analysis tasks, and the results of a comparison
between the two groups is then presented.

4.1.1

Youth Group

The response to the inquiry for participation resulted in fifty-two young people taking the survey during four
sessions held at three different locations. Those preadolescents who were either younger or older than the
designated 10-13 years of age, were eliminated from the analysis procedure. Thus, the responses of fortyfive (n=45) preadolescent youth between the ages of 10 and 13 (4 year span) were coded for analysis.
4.1.1.1 Gender
Figure 4.1.1 shows that twenty-six (57.8%) of the study participants (n=45) were female with nineteen
(42.2%) being male. It seemed that a greater number of girls than boys were signed up for after-school
programs which accounts for not having an equal number of females to males in the study. Given this fact,
the relative matching of the two gender groups to the general population could be considered accurate.
4.1.1.2 Ethnicity
Of the forty-five young people whose responses were analyzed, twenty-six (57.8%) were of African decent
and fourteen (31.1%) were of Anglo or European decent (Figure 4.1.2). The remaining five participants
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included three (6.7%) of Native American decent and two (4.4%) of Latin decent. Since the last two
categories had fewer than five participants each, they were combined into Mixed Ethnicity of five (11.1%) in
order to statistically analyze the results (see Figure 5.1.2).

Ethnicity - Youth Participants

Gender - Youth Participants
70%

70%

60%

60%

57.8%

50%

50%

42.2%

40%

40%
30%
20%

30%
FEMALE
57.8%

20%
MALE
42.2%

10%

4.4%

0%
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American

0%

Figure 4.1.1. Bar Graphs of Youth
Demographic Data by Gender

4.1.2

6.7%

10%

European
American

Native
American

Latin
American

0.0%
Asian
American

Figure 4.1.2. Bar Graphs of Youth
Demographic Data by Ethnicity

Older Adult Group

The combined survey participants from six sessions held at different locations and from mail-in responses
totaled one hundred and fourteen older adults. Those elders who were either younger or older than the
designated 60 -79 years of age, were eliminated from the analysis. Thus, the responses of ninety (n=90)
active older adults between the ages of 60 and 79 (20 year span) were analyzed.
4.1.2.1 Gender
Representing the total older adult participants (n=90), seventy-five (83.3%) were female and fifteen (16.7%)
were male (Figure 4.1.3). This extreme variation between men and women is to be expected since women
have a life expectancy much greater than that of men, outliving both spouses and siblings (Puglisi and
Rickards 1989), and thus the sample could be considered a reflection of the general population that was being
studied.
4.1.2.2 Ethnicity
Of the ninety respondents (n=90) shown in Figure 4.1.4, forty (44.4%) were of African decent, and thirty-six
(40.0%) were Anglo or European decent. The remaining fourteen participants included seven (7.8%) of
Native American decent, four (4.5%) of Latin decent, and three (3.3%) of Asian decent. What was positive
is that the majority of participants were divided equally between black and white participants, which reflects
the demographics of the Greater Triangle area as reported in the 2000 US census and supports the increased
number of Anglo Americans retiring to the Region. Since the last three categories had extremely low counts
and were intended to match the youth participant categories, they were combined into Mixed Ethnicity of
fourteen (15.6%) in order to statistically analyze the results (see Figure 5.1.2).
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Comparison of Group Homogeneity: Youth to Older Adults

A cursory review of frequency data for the two samples was conducted to determine if there were any
significant differences in the gender and ethnic composition of the two age groups. As a number of
variations existed for both demographic variables, three analysis tests were conducted to determine if these
differences would have any bearing on the specific responses and thus influence the validity of the
comparison to be conducted between the youth and older adult group responses.
4.1.3.1 Test of Independence: Demographic Data
Since the make up of the two participating sample age groups was numerically different in both the gender
and ethnicity categories, a chi-square test of independence was conducted to determine if the differences
were significant enough to affect the results of this comparative study. This analysis tool tests the null
hypothesis that the frequency of participants by either gender or ethnicity and the age of those participants
are independent. In other words, there is no difference between the number of participants in either the
gender or ethnicity categories and their age.
Using the frequency data collected from the demographic section in the survey, group cross tabulations
between youth and older adults were conducted for both gender and ethnicity. The related Person’s “chisquare test compares the number of cases falling within each cell of the table with the frequency that would
be expected if there were no associations between the two variables that form the table (Foster 1998, 154)”.
The SPSS output for the analysis is shown in the four part Tables 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.
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Table 4.1.1. A Four-part Table Showing Youth and Older Adult Group
Crosstabulation Charts and Chi-square Tests of Independence by Gender
Case Processing Summary

Gen Group

Cases
Missing
N
Percent
0
.0%

Valid
N
Percent
135
100.0%

N
135

Total
Percent
100.0%

Gen Group Crosstabulation

Gen

1.00
2.00

Total

Group
1.00
7.00
19
15
11.3
22.7
26
75
33.7
67.3
45
90
45.0
90.0

Count
Expected Count
Count
Expected Count
Count
Expected Count

Total
34
34.0
101
101.0
135
135.0

Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correction(a)
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear Association
N of Valid Cases

Value
10.398(b)
9.086
9.986

df
1
1
1

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
.001
.003
.002

10.321
135

1

.001

a Computed only for a 2x2 table
b 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 11.33.

Symmetric Measures
Nominal by Phi
Nominal
Cramer's V
N of Valid Cases

Value
.278
.278
135

Approx. Sig.
.001
.001

a Not assuming the null hypothesis.
b Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.

The “Case Processing Summary” part of Table 4.1.1 shows the total number of participants combined for the
two age groups and matches the youth (n=45) and older adult (n=90) participant numbers stipulated in the
demographic section above. The “Gen(der) Group Crosstabulation” part presents descriptive statistics for
comparison and includes the frequency counts and expected frequency counts for both age groups by gender.
The chart shows that of the 45 youth participants, 19 were male (expected count 11.3) and 26 were female
(expected count 33.7). Of the 90 older adult participants, 15 were male (expected count 22.7) and 75 were
female (expected count 67.3). There is a fairly large size discrepancy between the observed counts and the
expected counts, indicating that the relationship may be statistically significant.
In the next part, several chi-square statistics are presented. Specifically, they test the significance of the
relationships and the null hypothesis that the proportion of youth and older adult participants is the same by
gender. The Pearson chi-square value equals 10.398 with 1 degree of freedom. The “Asymp(tion)
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Sig(nificant) (2-sided)” cell reports a p value of .001 rejects the null hypothesis, indicating that a significant
relationship does exist between the two age group variables. A look at the Phi in the “Symmetric Measures”
part shows that Phi has a value of .278 and a p value of .001. This fact strengthens the argument, that males
and females are statistically different in number by age. Since descriptive line (b) under the “Chi-Square
Tests” part shows that there were no cells with expected counts under 5, the statistical test can be considered
reliable.
Table 4.1.2. A Four-part Table Showing Youth and Older Adult Group
Crosstabulation Chart and Chi-square Test of Independence by Ethnicity
Case Processing Summary

N
Eth Group

135

Valid
Percent

Cases
Missing
N
Percent

100.0%

0

Total
Percent

N

.0%

135

100.0%

Eth Group Crosstabulation

Eth

1.00
2.00
3.00

Total

Group
1.00
7.00
26
40
22.0
44.0
14
36
16.7
33.3
5
14
6.3
12.7
45
90
45.0
90.0

Count
Expected Count
Count
Expected Count
Count
Expected Count
Count
Expected Count

Total
66
66.0
50
50.0
19
19.0
135
135.0

Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear Association
N of Valid Cases

Value
2.152(a)
2.160
1.851
135

df
2
2
1

Asymp. Sig. (2sided)
.341
.340
.174

a 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 6.33.

Symmetric Measures
Nominal by
Nominal

Phi
Cramer's V

N of Valid Cases

Value
.126
.126
135

Approx. Sig.
.341
.341

a Not assuming the null hypothesis.
b Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.

Following the same procedures for comparing gender between the two age groups, the “Case Processing
Summary” part presented in Table 4.1.2 shows the number of participants for each age group and matches
the youth (n=45) and older adult (n=90) participant numbers stipulated in the demographic section above by
ethnicity. The “Eth(nicity) Group Crosstabulation” part presents descriptive statistics for comparison and
includes the frequency counts and expected frequency counts for both age groups by ethnicity. The chart
shows that of the 45 youth participants, 26 were African American (expected count 22), 14 were Anglo
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American (expected count 16.7), and the remaining 5 were a mixed group (expected count 6.3). Of the 90
older adult participants, 40 were African American (expected count 44.0), 36 were Anglo American
(expected count 33.3), and the remaining 14 were a mixed group (expected count 12.7). In this case there is
only a moderate size discrepancy between the observed counts and the expected counts, indicating that no
relationship may exist.
In the third part of the table, several chi-square tests are conducted to analyze the significance of these
relationships and the null hypothesis that the proportion of youth and older adult participants is the same by
ethnicity. The Pearson chi-square value equals 2.152 with 2 degrees of freedom. The “Asymp. Sig (2sided)” cell reports a p value of .341 supports the null hypothesis, indicating that no relationship exists
between the two age group variables. A look at the Phi, in the “Symmetric Measures” part, shows that Phi
with a value of .126 and a p value of .341. This fact strengthens the argument, that statistically there is no
difference between the three ethnic categories in number by age. Since descriptive line (b) under the “ChiSquare Tests” part shows that there were no cells with expected counts under 5, the statistical test can be
considered reliable.
4.1.3.2 Test for Independence of Variance: Affordance Ranking Data
Although the previous tests provided evidence that the two age groups were similar in makeup ethnically, a
difference between the youth and older adult sample groups in the distribution of women to men participants
did exist. Since the five affordances were employed to mitigate any differences in perspective between the
two age groups toward the use of public space, the results of the affordance ranking exercise were used to
further test the homogeneity of the two groups for both the gender and ethnicity. Utilizing the mean
frequency affordance ranking data collected from the youth and older adult groups, an independent sample ttest was used to compare the responses of males to females. Using the same frequency response data from
the ranking exercise, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was also conducted to compare the responses
of the three ethnic groups for both youth and older adults. Of the total number of youth participating (n=45),
two young people did not answer this question. Of the total number of older adults participating in this study
(n=90), thirty-nine did not answer this question. Thus, only the data from the youth (n=43) and older adults
(n=51) who answered the affordance-ranking question was included in the homogeneity analysis procedures.
The independent sample t-test between groups questioned the null hypothesis that there was no difference
between the mean responses of male participants to female participants in the value they hold for each of the
five environmental affordances. The first part of Tables 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 shows descriptive statistics for male
and female respondent groups by affordance factor for the two age groups separately and includes: number of
respondents [youth (n=43) and older adult (n=51)], mean, standard deviation, and standard error on the
dependent variable (Kirkpatrick and Feeney 2005). Under Gen Y: 1.00 = male (n=19) and 2.00 = female
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(n=24). Under Gen OA: 1.00 = male (n=13) and 2.00 = female (n=38). A review of the mean responses by
gender for the youth group shows that except for the Multiple Activity (difference of 0.8136), the affordance
rankings are all under 0.5 in value difference. The same review of the older adult mean responses shows that
all affordance rankings are very similar, all under 0.35 in value difference.
The second part of Tables 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 provide the result of two statistical tests. The Levene’s test,
presented in the first two columns, is not the t-test but only tests the assumption that the variances of the male
and female groups are equal (Morgan, Griego and Gloeckner 2001). Since the F test for all five affordance
for both the youth and older adult groups is not significant (sig >.05) and the assumption is not violated, the
equal variance assumed line for the t-test and related statistics is utilized.

Table 4.1.3. A Two-part Table Showing Youth Results of an Independent Sample t-test for the Equality of
Variance and the Equality of Means Analysis by Gender for Ranking Five Affordance Variables
Group Statistics
SafetyY
BelongY
ActivityY
AbilityY
EngageY

Gen Y
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00

N
19
24
19
24
19
24
19
24
19
24

Std.
Deviation
1.07333
1.21285
1.21636
1.45400
1.32894
1.26763
1.11607
.90790
1.27275
1.26763

Mean
4.4737
4.4167
2.5789
2.8750
3.1053
2.2917
2.6316
2.7083
2.2105
2.7083

Std. Error
Mean
.24624
.24757
.27905
.29680
.30488
.25875
.25604
.18532
.29199
.25875

Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test
for Equality of
Variances

F
SafetyY

BelongY

ActivityY

AbilityY

EngageY

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

.173

1.251

.078

1.609

.039

t-test for Equality of Means

Sig.

t

.679

.161
.163
-.712
-.727
2.046
2.035
-.249
-.243
-1.277
-1.276

.270

.781

.212

.845

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

41

.873

.05702

.35427

-.65845

.77249

40.44
2

.871

.05702

.34918

-.64846

.76250

41

.481

-.29605

.41604

-1.13626

.54415

40.84
9

.472

-.29605

.40738

-1.11887

.52676

41

.047

.81360

.39764

.01055

1.61665

37.88
6

.049

.81360

.39988

.00400

1.62319

41

.805

-.07675

.30850

-.69978

.54627

34.40
9

.810

-.07675

.31608

-.71881

.56531

41

.209

-.49781

.38995

-1.28534

.28972

38.69
6

.210

-.49781

.39014

-1.28714

.29153

df
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For the youth group, the t-test for equality of mean in Table 4.1.3 shows the results for the following four
affordances: Safety – t(41)=0.16, p=.873; Belonging – t(41)=-0.71, p=.481; Ability – t(41)=-0.25, p=.805;
and Engage – t(41)=-1.28, p=.209. The results show that there is no significant difference between girls and
boys in the ranking for these four affordances. For Multiple Activity, the results [t(41)=2.05, p=.047] show
that with a confidence level of 95%, there is a significant difference (though barely) between how girls and
boys rank the Multiple Activity affordance.

Table 4.1.4. A Two-part Table Showing Older Adult Results of an Independent Sample t-test for the
Equality of Variance and the Equality of Means Analysis by Gender for Ranking Five Affordance Variables
Group Statistics
GenOA
SafetyOA

N

BelongOA
ActivityOA
AbilityOA
EngageOA

1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00

13
38
13
38
13
38
13
38
13
38

Mean
3.8462
4.0789
3.0000
3.2368
2.3846
2.4474
2.6154
2.4211
3.1538
2.8158

Std.
Deviation
.98710
1.36325
1.63299
1.34434
1.26085
1.17858
1.66024
1.34830
1.21423
1.20484

Std. Error
Mean
.27377
.22115
.45291
.21808
.34970
.19119
.46047
.21872
.33677
.19545

Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test
for Equality of
Variances

F
SafetyOA

BelongOA

ActivityOA

AbilityOA

EngageOA

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

2.964

1.135

.000

1.538

.178

Sig.
.091

.292

.988

.221

.675

t-test for Equality of Means

t

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper

-.565

49

.574

-.23279

.41172

-1.06017

.59459

-.661

28.79
4

.514

-.23279

.35193

-.95280

.48722

-.519

49

.606

-.23684

.45641

-1.15403

.68034

-.471

17.89
7

.643

-.23684

.50268

-1.29337

.81968

-.163

49

.871

-.06275

.38533

-.83710

.71159

-.157

19.67
6

.876

-.06275

.39855

-.89499

.76949

.423

49

.674

.19433

.45979

-.72965

1.11832

.381

17.73
3

.708

.19433

.50978

-.87782

1.26649

.872

49

.388

.33806

.38787

-.44139

1.11750

.868

20.68
4

.395

.33806

.38938

-.47245

1.14856
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For the older adult group, the t-test for equality of mean in Table 4.1.4 shows the results for the following
five affordances: Safety – t(49)=-0.57, p=.574; Belonging – t(49)=-0.52, p=.606; Multiple Activity – t(49)=0.16, p=.871; Ability – t(49)=0.42, p=.674; and Engage – t(49)=0.87, p=.388. The results show that with a
95% confidence level, there is no significant difference between women and men in ranking the five
affordances.
Given the limited difference between girls and boys for ranking Multiple Activity, no significant difference
for the other four youth affordance rankings, and no significant difference between women and men for all
five of the older adult affordance rankings, the interpretation of the results of the independent sample t-test
for equality of means seem to support the null hypothesis that for both the youth group and the older adult
group, there was basically no difference by gender for ranking the five affordances.
In order to see if there was any difference ethnically in ranking the five affordances, a one-way ANOVA
analysis was conducted between the three ethnic groups using the mean responses for both the youth and
older adult samples. This single factor analysis of variance tests the null hypothesis that, on average, there is
no significant difference between the mean responses of the three ethnic groups in the value they hold for
each of the five affordances. In other words, two sets of five one-way ANOVA tests were conducted, one for
each affordance (one set for youth and one for older adults).
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Table 4.1.5. A Three-part Table Showing Youth Results of a One-way ANOVA Test for the Equality of
Variance and the Equality of Means Analysis by Ethnicity for Ranking Five Affordance Variables
Descriptives
N
SafetyY

BelongY

ActivityY

AbilityY

EngageY

1.00
2.00
3.00
Total
1.00
2.00
3.00
Total
1.00
2.00
3.00
Total
1.00
2.00
3.00
Total
1.00
2.00
3.00
Total

24
14
5
43
24
14
5
43
24
14
5
43
24
14
5
43
24
14
5
43

Mean
4.5417
4.1429
4.8000
4.4419
2.5833
3.0714
2.6000
2.7442
2.7917
2.5714
2.2000
2.6512
2.8333
2.3571
2.8000
2.6744
2.2500
2.8571
2.6000
2.4884

Std.
Deviation
1.17877
1.23146
.44721
1.14022
1.31601
1.38477
1.51658
1.34683
1.25036
1.45255
1.64317
1.34313
.96309
1.08182
.83666
.99333
1.22474
1.40642
1.14018
1.27936

Std.
Error
.24061
.32912
.20000
.17388
.26863
.37009
.67823
.20539
.25523
.38821
.73485
.20482
.19659
.28913
.37417
.15148
.25000
.37588
.50990
.19510

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
4.0439
5.0394
3.4318
4.8539
4.2447
5.3553
4.0910
4.7928
2.0276
3.1390
2.2719
3.8710
.7169
4.4831
2.3297
3.1587
2.2637
3.3196
1.7328
3.4101
.1597
4.2403
2.2378
3.0645
2.4267
3.2400
1.7325
2.9818
1.7611
3.8389
2.3687
2.9801
1.7328
2.7672
2.0451
3.6692
1.1843
4.0157
2.0946
2.8821

Minimum

Maximum

1.00
1.00
4.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00

Test of Homogeneity of Variances
SafetyY
BelongY
ActivityY
AbilityY
EngageY

Levene Statistic
1.323
.127
1.166
.680
.408

df1

df2
2
2
2
2
2

Sig.
.278
.881
.322
.513
.668

40
40
40
40
40

ANOVA

SafetyY

BelongY

ActivityY

AbilityY

EngageY

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of Squares
2.132
52.473
54.605
2.224
73.962
76.186
1.581
74.187
75.767
2.094
39.348
41.442
3.330
65.414
68.744

df
2
40
42
2
40
42
2
40
42
2
40
42
2
40
42
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Mean Square
1.066
1.312

F
.813

Sig.
.451

1.112
1.849

.601

.553

.790
1.855

.426

.656

1.047
.984

1.064

.354

1.665
1.635

1.018

.370

The first part of Tables 4.1.5 and 4.1.6 shows familiar descriptive statistics for the three ethnic respondent
groups by affordance factor for the two age groups separately and includes the same number of respondents
stipulated in the previous t-test [youth (n=43) and older adult (n=51)]. For the youth (Y) group: 1.00 =
African American (n=24), 2.00 = Anglo American (n=14), and 3.00 = Mixed Ethnic group (n=5). For the
older adult (OA) group: 1.00 = African American (n=10), 2.00 = Anglo American (n=35), and 3.00 = Mixed
Ethnic group (n=6). A review of the mean responses by gender for the youth group shows that the mean
ranking differences between the three ethnic groups for all five affordances falls between 0.48 and 0.66 in
value, a range difference of approximately 0.5 out of a possible 5. The same review of the older adult mean
responses shows that all affordance rankings are also close, between 0.30 and 0.81 difference in value. A
look at the main two ethnic groups showed that the difference between African American and Anglo
American responses was even closer, with the mean affordance rankings for the youth group between 0.22
and 0.61 and the older adult group was between 0.01 and 0.53.
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Table 4.1.6. A Three-part Table Showing Older Adult Results of a One-way ANOVA Test for the Equality of
Variance and the Equality of Means Analysis by Ethnicity for Ranking Five Affordance Variables
Descriptives

SafetyOA

BelongOA

ActivityOA

AbilityOA

EngageOA

1.00
2.00
3.00
Total
1.00
2.00
3.00
Total
1.00
2.00
3.00
Total
1.00
2.00
3.00
Total
1.00
2.00
3.00
Total

N

Mean

10
35
6
51
10
35
6
51
10
35
6
51
10
35
6
51
10
35
6
51

4.2000
3.8571
4.6667
4.0196
3.4000
3.2000
2.6667
3.1765
2.2000
2.4857
2.5000
2.4314
2.7000
2.4286
2.3333
2.4706
2.5000
3.0286
2.8333
2.9020

Std.
Deviation

Std.
Error

1.39841
1.28665
.81650
1.27264
1.26491
1.45117
1.50555
1.41005
1.03280
1.19734
1.51658
1.18752
1.41814
1.50070
1.03280
1.41920
1.26930
1.20014
1.16905
1.20424

.44222
.21748
.33333
.17820
.40000
.24529
.61464
.19745
.32660
.20239
.61914
.16629
.44845
.25366
.42164
.19873
.40139
.20286
.47726
.16863

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
3.1996
5.2004
3.4152
4.2991
3.8098
5.5235
3.6617
4.3775
2.4951
4.3049
2.7015
3.6985
1.0867
4.2466
2.7799
3.5731
1.4612
2.9388
2.0744
2.8970
.9085
4.0915
2.0974
2.7654
1.6855
3.7145
1.9131
2.9441
1.2495
3.4172
2.0714
2.8697
1.5920
3.4080
2.6163
3.4408
1.6065
4.0602
2.5633
3.2407

Minimum

Maximum

1.00
1.00
3.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
4.00
5.00

Test of Homogeneity of Variances

SafetyOA
BelongOA
ActivityOA
AbilityOA
EngageOA

Levene Statistic
1.802
.684
.547
1.723
.247

df1

df2
2
2
2
2
2

48
48
48
48
48

Sig.
.176
.510
.582
.189
.782

ANOVA
SafetyOA

BelongOA
ActivityOA
AbilityOA

EngageOA

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of Squares
3.761
77.219
80.980
2.078
97.333
99.412
.667
69.843
70.510
.701
100.005
100.706
2.205
70.305
72.510

df
2
48
50
2
48
50
2
48
50
2
48
50
2
48
50

Mean Square
1.881
1.609

F
1.169

Sig.
.319

1.039
2.028

.512

.602

.333
1.455

.229

.796

.351
2.083

.168

.846

1.103
1.465

.753

.477

The second part of Tables 4.1.5 and 4.1.6 includes the Levene test for the assumption of equal variance
(Morgan, Griego and Gloeckner 2001). Since for both the youth and older adult groups, the results of this
test are not significant (sig > .05) for all five of the affordance variables, the assumption is not violated and
the ANOVA test can be considered valid.
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For the youth group, the last part of Table 4.1.5 shows the results for the five affordances: Safety – F(2,
40)=0.81, p=.451; Belonging – F(2, 40)=0.60, p=.553; Multiple Activity – F(2, 40)=0.43, p=.656; Ability –
F(2, 40)=1.06, p=.354; and Engage – F(2, 40)=1.02, p=.370. Similarly, for the older adult group, Table 4.1.6
shows the results for the same five affordances: Safety – F(2, 48)=1.17, p=.319; Belonging – F(2, 48)=0.51,
p=.602; Multiple Activity – F(2, 48)=0.23, p=.796; Ability – F(2, 48)=0.17, p=.846; and Engage – F(2,
48)=0.75, p=.477. Interpreting the results of the five one-way ANOVA tests of variance for the mean
responses supports the null hypothesis that for both the youth group and the older adult group, there was
basically no difference between the three ethnic groups for ranking the five affordances.
Thus, determining that the two age-groups can statistically be considered homogeneous, especially toward
the ranking of the five affordances by both gender and ethnicity, the remainder of the survey results were
considered legitimate representations of both the youth and older adult groups. Since the independent group
responses were considered constant and reflective of the responses of the general population, a comparison
between the responses of the two age-groups for the remaining variables was also considered defendable.

4.2 Social Interactive Public Space Affordances
Having determined that the two participant age groups are statistically equal, the following results seek to
answer the following three-part question proposed in the first chapter. What values do youth and older adults
hold for each of the five environmental affordances; do any relationships exist between these affordance
variables; and how do those values relate to the most preferred urban public spaces for social exchange?

4.2.1

Environmental Affordance: Rank

In order to understand what significance each one of the intergenerational environmental affordances played
in meeting social exchange needs, a greater understanding of the specific values each of the two age groups
held for those affordances was critical. To answer this question, the survey questionnaire asked each
respondent to position the five affordances into a sequential order with the most important affordance placed
first and the least important affordance placed last. Each affordance was then given a value of from 5 (most
important) to 1 (least important). The results of frequency distribution and measure of variation data of the
mean responses for all five affordances by both age groups are presented.
4.2.1.1 Youth Affordance Ranking
Of the forty-five young people who took the survey, forty-three (n=43) participated in the affordance ranking
task. After inputting the responses into a text file program for collecting and organizing the data, the SPSS
program created a data set of all youth ranking responses for all five affordance variables. Based upon this
data, Table 4.2.1 displays a set of descriptive statistics including the measure of central tendency, the
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measure of variance, and the range of responses by young people for all five affordance variables
(Kirkpatrick and Feeney 2005).
Since the interpretation of the ranking results was based upon the average responses of the youth group
participants, a review of the mean and median statistic for all five variables were considered the most
significant statistics. With an average value of 4.4419, a median value of 5, and a value of 1.7 over the next
nearest variable, Safety is by far the most important youth affordance in selecting an urban public space for
social exchange. With most valued first and least valued last, the following affordances are in order of mean
values: Belonging = 2.7442, Ability = 2.6774, Multiple Activity = 2.6512, and Engagement = 2.4884. For
the last four variables, the median figures correspond to and reflect the nearest whole number rank value.
Except for safety, which is highly skewed toward the highest value of five, the line graphs (Figures 4.2.1
through 4.2.5) confirm the skewness figures (<+/– 1.0) revealed in Table 4.2.1 and graphically represent
multiple activity, which is bimodal, and belonging, ability, and engagement which are bell-shaped, as having
approximately normal distributions.

Table 4.2.1. Descriptive Statistics of Measure of Central Tendency and Measure of Variation of
Youth Responses to Ranking Task for Five Environmental Affordance Variables (Statistics)
Statistics
Safety
N

Valid
Missing

Mean
Std. Error of Mean
Median
Mode
Std. Deviation
Variance
Skewness
Std. Error of Skewness
Kurtosis
Std. Error of Kurtosis
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Percentiles
25
50
75

43
0
4.4419
.17388
5.0000
5.00
1.14022
1.300
-2.175
.361
3.949
.709
4.00
1.00
5.00
191.00
4.0000
5.0000
5.0000

Belong
43
0
2.7442
.20539
3.0000
2.00
1.34683
1.814
.309
.361
-1.058
.709
4.00
1.00
5.00
118.00
2.0000
3.0000
4.0000

Activity
43
0
2.6512
.20482
3.0000
4.00
1.34313
1.804
.001
.361
-1.495
.709
4.00
1.00
5.00
114.00
1.0000
3.0000
4.0000

Ability
43
0
2.6744
.15148
3.0000
3.00
.99333
.987
-.205
.361
-.950
.709
3.00
1.00
4.00
115.00
2.0000
3.0000
3.0000

Engage
43
0
2.4884
.19510
2.0000
1.00(a)
1.27936
1.637
.421
.361
-.958
.709
4.00
1.00
5.00
107.00
1.0000
2.0000
4.0000

a Multiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown

Tables 4.2.2 through 4.2.6 and the accompanying line graphs are organized by youth affordance values (most
important to least important) and further present the frequency distribution of all the youth responses to the
affordance ranking question. Table 4.2.2 shows that almost 75% of the respondents selected safety as the
most important environmental affordance. The other four tables show a more even distribution for all four
variables with about half the youth ranking them low and half ranking them high. Although safety is ranked
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significantly higher, the last four affordance variables differ in value by only 0.26 and could be considered
almost equal in importance.
Table 4.2.2. Frequency Distribution Table of Youth
Responses to Ranking for the Environmental
Affordance: Safety

Safety - Scewed to Right
80
70
60

Valid

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
Total

Frequency
3
0
4
4
32
43

Percent
7.0
0.0
9.3
9.3
74.4
100.0

Valid
Percent
7.0
0.0
9.3
9.3
74.4
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
7.0
7.0
16.3
25.6
100.0

Table 4.2.3. Frequency Distribution Table of Youth
Responses to Ranking for the Environmental
Affordance: Belonging

Valid

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
Total

Frequency
9
12
9
7
6
43

Percent
20.9
27.9
20.9
16.3
14.0
100.0

Valid
Percent
20.9
27.9
20.9
16.3
14.0
100.0

50
40
30
20
10
0

Figure 4.2.1. Line Graph Shows the
Distribution for Safety: Bell-shaped
Curve Highly Skewed to the Right

Belonging - Middle Range
30
25

Cumulative
Percent
20.9
48.8
69.8
86.0
100.0

Table 4.2.4. Frequency Distribution Table of Youth
Responses to Ranking to the Environmental
Affordance: Ability

20
15
10
5
0

Figure 4.2.2. Line Graph Shows the
Distribution for Belonging: Bellshaped Slightly Skewed to the Left

Ability - Middle Range
40
35
30

Frequency
Valid

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
Total

6
12
15
10
0
43

Percent
14.0
27.9
34.9
23.3
0.0
100.0

Valid
Percent
14.0
27.9
34.9
23.3
0.0
100.0

Cumulative
Percent

25

14.0
41.9
76.7
100.0
100.0

10

Table 4.2.5. Frequency Distribution Table of
Youth Responses to Ranking to the
Environmental Affordance: Multiple Activity

Valid

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
Total

Frequency
13
7
7
14
2
43

Percent
30.2
16.3
16.3
32.6
4.7
100.0

Valid
Percent
30.2
16.3
16.3
32.6
4.7
100.0

20
15
5
0

Figure 4.2.3. Line Graph Shows the
Distribution for Ability: Bell-shaped

Multiple Activity - Bimodal
35
30

Cumulative
Percent
30.2
46.5
62.8
95.3
100.0
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25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 4.2.4. Line Graph Shows the
Distribution for Multiple Activity:
U-shaped (Bimodal)

Table 4.2.6. Frequency Distribution Table of Youth
Responses to Ranking to the Environmental
Affordance: Engagement

Valid

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
Total

Frequency
12
12
8
8
3
43

Percent
27.9
27.9
18.6
18.6
7.0
100.0

Valid
Percent
27.9
27.9
18.6
18.6
7.0
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
27.9
55.8
74.4
93.0
100.0

Engagement - Scewed to Left
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 4.2.5. Line Graph Shows the
Distribution for Engagement: Bellshaped Slightly Skewed to the Left

4.2.1.2 Older Adult Affordance Ranking
Of the ninety older adults who took the survey, fifty-one (n=51) participated in the affordance ranking task.
After inputting the responses into the organizing text file program, the SPSS program created a data set of all
older adult ranking responses for all five affordance variables. Based upon this data, Table 4.2.7 displays a
set of descriptive statistics including the measure of central tendency, the measure of variance, and the range
of responses by older adults for all five affordance variables (Kirkpatrick and Feeney 2005).
Since the interpretation of the ranking results was based upon the average responses of the older adult group
participants, a review of the mean and median statistic for all five variables were considered the most
significant statistics. With an average value of 4.0196, a median value of 5, and a value of 0.84 over the next
nearest variable, Safety is by far the most important older adult affordance in selecting an urban public space
for social exchange. With most valued first and least valued last, the following affordances are in order of
mean values, Belonging = 3.1765, Engagement = 2.9020, Ability = 2.4706, and Multiple Activity = 2.4314.
For all of the last four variables, the median figures correspond to and reflect the nearest whole number rank
value.
Except for safety, which is a little skewed toward the highest value of five, the line graphs (Figures 4.2.6
through 4.2.10) confirm the skewness figures (<+/– 1.0) revealed in Table 4.2.7 and graphically represent
belonging, engagement, ability, multiple activity as bell-shaped, and thus having approximately normal
distributions.
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Table 4.2.7. Descriptive Statistics of Measure of Central Tendency and Measure of Variation of
Older Adult Responses to Ranking Task for Five Environmental Affordance Variables (Statistics)
Statistics
Safety
N

Valid
Missing

Mean
Std. Error of Mean
Median
Mode
Std. Deviation
Variance
Skewness
Std. Error of Skewness
Kurtosis
Std. Error of Kurtosis
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Percentiles
25
50
75

51
0
4.0196
.17820
5.0000
5.00
1.27264
1.620
-1.008
.333
-.157
.656
4.00
1.00
5.00
205.00
3.0000
5.0000
5.0000

Belong
51
0
3.1765
.19745
3.0000
5.00
1.41005
1.988
-.148
.333
-1.270
.656
4.00
1.00
5.00
162.00
2.0000
3.0000
4.0000

Activity
51
0
2.4314
.16629
2.0000
2.00
1.18752
1.410
.505
.333
-.588
.656
4.00
1.00
5.00
124.00
1.0000
2.0000
3.0000

Ability
51
0
2.4706
.19873
2.0000
1.00
1.41920
2.014
.543
.333
-1.102
.656
4.00
1.00
5.00
126.00
1.0000
2.0000
4.0000

Engage
51
0
2.9020
.16863
3.0000
4.00
1.20424
1.450
-.377
.333
-1.040
.656
4.00
1.00
5.00
148.00
2.0000
3.0000
4.0000

Tables 4.2.8 through 4.2.12 and the accompanying line graphs are organized by older adult affordance values
(most important to least important) and further present the frequency distribution of all the older adult
responses to the affordance ranking question. Table 4.2.8 shows that over 50% of the respondents selected
safety as the most important environmental affordance. The other four tables show a more even distribution
for all four variables with about half the older adults ranking them low and half ranking them high. Although
safety is ranked somewhat higher, the last four affordance variables differ in value by only 0.75 and could be
considered fairly equal in importance.

Table 4.2.8. Frequency Distribution Table of Older
Adult Responses to Ranking for the
Environmental Affordance: Safety

Valid

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
Total

Frequency
3
4
10
6
28
51

Percent
5.9
7.8
19.6
11.8
54.9
100.0

Valid
Percent
5.9
7.8
19.6
11.8
54.9
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
5.9
13.7
33.3
45.1
100.0
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Safety - Scewed to Right
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Figure 4.2.6. Line Graph Shows the
Distribution for Safety: Bell-shaped
Skewed to the Right

Table 4.2.9. Frequency Distribution Table of Older
Adult Responses to Ranking for the
Environmental Affordance: Belonging

Belonging - Middle Range
30
25

Valid

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
Total

Frequency
8
10
10
11
12
51

Percent
15.7
19.6
19.6
21.6
23.5
100.0

Valid
Percent
15.7
19.6
19.6
21.6
23.5
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
15.7
35.3
54.9
76.5
100.0

Table 4.2.10. Frequency Distribution Table of
Older Adult Responses to Ranking to the
Environmental Affordance: Engagement

20
15
10
5
0

Figure 4.2.7. Line Graph Shows the
Distribution for Belonging: Bellshaped Middle Range

Engagement - Scewed to Right
40
35
30

Valid

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
Total

Frequency
10
7
14
18
2
51

Percent
19.6
13.7
27.5
35.3
3.9
100.0

Valid
Percent
19.6
13.7
27.5
35.3
3.9
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
19.6
33.3
60.8
96.1
100.0

Table 4.2.11. Frequency Distribution Table of
Older Adult Responses to Ranking to the
Environmental Affordance: Ability

25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 4.2.8. Line Graph Shows the
Distribution for Engagement: Bellshaped Slightly Skewed to the Right

Ability - Scewed to Left
40
35
30

Valid

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
Total

Frequency
17
14
5
9
6
51

Percent
33.3
27.5
9.8
17.6
11.8
100.0

Valid
Percent
33.3
27.5
9.8
17.6
11.8
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
33.3
60.8
70.6
88.2
100.0

Table 4.2.12. Frequency Distribution Table of
Older Adult Responses to Ranking to the
Environmental Affordance: Multiple Activity

25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 4.2.9. Line Graph Shows the
Distribution for Ability: Bell-shaped
Slightly Skewed to the Left

Multi Activity - Scewed to Left
35
30
25

Valid

4.2.2

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
Total

Frequency
13
16
12
7
3
51

Percent
25.5
31.4
23.5
13.7
5.9
100.0

Valid
Percent
25.5
31.4
23.5
13.7
5.9
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
25.5
56.9
80.4
94.1
100.0

20
15
10
5
0

Figure 4.2.10. Line Graph Shows the
Distribution for Multiple Activity: Bellshaped Skewed to the Left

Environmental Affordance: Variable Relationships

Realizing that each of the five affordance variables (safety, belonging, multiple activity, ability, and
engagement) do not exist in isolation, a Pearson correlation test was conducted to determine if any
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associations existed between them (Agresti and Finlay 1997; Kirkpatrick and Feeney 2005). The results of
the analysis showed that relationships did exist between all the affordance variables associated with the
ranking task for both youth and older adults. Specific results of the correlation test for each age group are
further defined.
4.2.2.1 Youth Group Affordance Relationships
The Pearson correlations analysis output for the youth group ranking of the environmental affordances
produced by the SPSS program is shown in Table 4.2.13. Repeated twice for each intersecting row and
column of affordance variable, the results are displayed as a correlation matrix (Kirkpatrick and Feeney
2005). Each intersecting affordance cell displays the correlation coefficient, the level of statistical
significance or p, and the sample size. A positive numerical coefficient constitutes a direct relationship and a
negative numerical coefficient constitutes a reciprocal relationship (Morgan, Griego and Gloeckner 2001).
The results of the Pearson correlation test among pairs of the five environmental affordances are:
Safety/Belong – r (43) = -.44, p < .01; Safety/Activity – r (43) = -.10, p > .05; Safety/Ability – r (43) = .03, p
> .05; Safety/Engage – r (43) = -.35, p < .05; Belong/Activity – r (43) = -.39, p < .01; Belong/Ability – r (43)
= -.31, p < .05; Belong/Engage – r (43) = -.01, p > .05; Activity/Ability – r (43) = -.16, p > .05;
Activity/Engage – r (43) = -.43, p < .01; and Ability/Engage – r (43) = -.30, p < .05.
These results showed that no positive correlation existed between any of the affordance variables.
Since a p value of 0.01 was considered to represent a highly significant correlation and a p value of 0.05 was
considered to represent a significant correlation, the correlation test for youth rank responses was interpreted
as very strong reciprocal relationships existed between Safety and Belonging, Belonging and Multiple
Activity, and Multiple Activity and Engagement with only slightly less reciprocal relationships existing
between Belonging and Ability, Ability and Engagement, and Safety and Engagement. It can also be
concluded that for young people there are no apparent relationships, either positive or negative, between
Safety and either Multiple Activity or Ability, between Belonging and Engagement, or between Multiple
Activity and Ability.
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Table 4.2.13. Correlation Matrix of Five Environmental Affordance Rankings by Youth
Correlations
Safety
Safety
Belong
Activity
Ability
Engage

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Belong
-.436(**)
.003
43
1

1
43
-.436(**)
.003
43
-.099
.527
43
.025
.874
43
-.347(*)
.022
43

43
-.393(**)
.009
43
-.313(*)
.041
43
-.009
.956
43

Activity
-.099
.527
43
-.393(**)
.009
43
1
43
-.159
.310
43
-.425(**)
.004
43

Ability
.025
.874
43
-.313(*)
.041
43
-.159
.310
43
1
43
-.303(*)
.048
43

Engage
-.347(*)
.022
43
-.009
.956
43
-.425(**)
.004
43
-.303(*)
.048
43
1
43

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

4.2.2.2 Older Adult Group Affordance Relationships
The Pearson correlations analysis output for the older adult group ranking of the environmental affordances
produced by the SPSS program is shown in Table 4.2.14. Each intersecting affordance cell of the correlation
matrix displays the correlation coefficient, the level of statistical significance or p, and the sample size
(Kirkpatrick and Feeney 2005). As stated before, a positive numerical coefficient indicates a direct
relationship and a negative numerical coefficient indicates a reciprocal relationship (Morgan, Griego and
Gloeckner 2001).
The results of the Pearson correlation test among pairs of the five environmental affordances are:
Safety/Belong – r (51) = -.37, p < .01; Safety/Activity – r (51) = -.24, p > .05; Safety/Ability – r (51) = -.08, p
> .05; Safety/Engage – r (51) = -.29, p < .05; Belong/Activity – r (51) = -.27, p > .05; Belong/Ability – r (51)
= -.38, p < .01; Belong/Engage – r (51) = -.06, p > .05; Activity/Ability – r (51) = -.23, p > .05;
Activity/Engage – r (51) = -.14, p > .05; and Ability/Engage – r (51) = -.42, p < .01.
These results also showed that no positive correlation existed between any of the affordance variables.
Since a p value of 0.01 was considered to represent a highly significant correlation and a p value of 0.05 was
considered to represent a significant correlation, the correlation test for older adult rank responses was
interpreted as very strong reciprocal relationships existing between Safety and Belonging, Belonging and
Ability, and Ability and Engagement with only slightly less reciprocal relationships existing between Safety
and Engagement. It can also be concluded that for older adults there are no apparent relationships, either
positive or negative, between Safety and either Multiple Activity or Ability, between Belonging and either
Activity or Engagement, or between Multiple Activity and either Ability or Engagement.
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Table 4.2.14. Correlation Matrix of Five Environmental Affordance Rankings by Older Adults
Correlations
Safety
Safety
Belong
Activity
Ability
Engage

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Belong
-.370(**)
.008
51
1

1
51
-.370(**)
.008
51
-.244
.085
51
-.083
.564
51
-.286(*)
.042
51

51
-.273
.052
51
-.382(**)
.006
51
-.060
.674
51

Activity
-.244
.085
51
-.273
.052
51
1
51
-.230
.105
51
-.138
.335
51

Ability
-.083
.564
51
-.382(**)
.006
51
-.230
.105
51
1
51
-.417(**)
.002
51

Engage
-.286(*)
.042
51
-.060
.674
51
-.138
.335
51
-.417(**)
.002
51
1
51

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

4.2.3

Environmental Affordance: Numerical Ranking Value Matrix System

In order to complete the preliminary steps required to ascertain the salient urban public spaces for social
exchange for both youth and older adults, a clear understanding of the relationship between selected space
variables and affordance values was required. Based upon the mean responses collected from the affordance
ranking task, Table 4.2.15 shows the reduction of the mean ranking value for the five affordances down to
one decimal place. The numerical values listed in the table were used to modify the youth and older adult
space type and characteristic preferences. Specific calculations for each space type and character are
presented as they are employed in defining the results.

Table 4.2.15. Numerical Value of Affordances by Age Group
Environmental Affordance

Numerical Value
Youth

Older Adults

Safety

4.4

4.0

Belonging

2.7

3.2

Multiple Activity

2.7

2.4

Ability

2.7

2.5

Engagement

2.5

2.9

Note: Numerical values based upon mean response from each age group

Although the previous section showed that reciprocal relationships seemed to exist between many of the
environmental affordance variables, the value rating for each affordance was different. In addition to this
variation in value, the results of the correlation analysis could not define the exact degree to which one
affordance was reciprocally related to another affordance. While an extremely important finding, no
affordance rank reciprocal relationship data could thus be employed to modify the salient urban space
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variables presented as part of the results. In the final analysis in chapter 5, a number of possible outcomes
relating to the reciprocal affordance associations are discussed.

4.3 Youth Preferred Public Spaces
Having gained an understanding of the value that youth hold for the five environmental affordances in
selecting urban public spaces for social exchange, the results of the survey were interpreted to determine
what types of urban public open spaces and the associated characteristics young people prefer for social
exchange. Of the forty-five young people who took the survey, all forty-five (n=45) participated in the first
task of the initial three-part question of the survey exercise by selecting an image for each one of the
affordance criteria.
In three repetitive sequential tasks, young people were asked to select one from a set of eight public space
images that they felt matched each of the affordance conditions. They were then asked to explain the reason
for each selection. Of the total number of youth who participated in the survey (n=45) some of the young
people gave unclear responses, repeated the question asked or gave no written response. Thus for each of the
three opportunities to address each of the affordances (15 questions total), the total number of coded
responses ranged from forty-one to forty-four. After coding the responses (n=41 to n=44) and inputting them
into the text file program, the SPSS program created a coded data set for both the space type and space
characteristics of the definable youth responses to all five affordance variables.
Based upon this data, response statistics and frequency distribution tables for each space type and space
characteristic were created for each of the three response sets individually as well as a combined three-set
summary for each of the five affordance variables (Kirkpatrick and Feeney 2005). Since each of the three
consecutive survey tasks involved the use of different sets of eight images, the combined frequency tables
(8x3=24 urban spaces) were considered appropriate for analysis.
For the two main categories (space type and space characteristic), a list of all variables for each of the
subcategories was defined. Then, the resulting variables were modified using the youth defined affordance
ranking value system formula presented in the last chapter. Reiterating the analysis procedure described in
detail in the previous chapter (Table 3.6.17), the valid percentage of response for each space type and
characteristic was multiplied by its affordance ranking value. The final results (presented in tables according
to significance level) represent the preferred space types and characteristics that young people felt would
support social exchange between friends.
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4.3.1

Types of Social Exchange Spaces: Youth

The preferred space type variables were collected from the first three-part question in the survey instrument.
The first step was to determine the frequency of selected urban space images to meet the five affordance
conditions. A review of the cumulative percentage columns for each of the SPSS frequency distribution
tables for the youth responses showed the following results by level of importance. Rated extremely high in
the affordance ranking results, for Safety, 30% of the respondents selected image #7, #5 and #15. For
belonging, 32 % selected image #17, #10, #14 and #15. For multiple activity, 34% selected image #7 and #9.
For ability, 32 % selected image #24, #5, and #7. For engagement, 31% selected image #10, #22, and #3.
An interpretation of results showed that for about one third of the young people, image #7 was selected as
appropriate for social exchange for three affordance variables and image #5, #10 and #15 were selected to
meet two affordance variables. Since the specific simulations served only as guides in answering the survey
questions and not as indications of specific intergenerational supportive spaces, the frequency tables
representing image selection and the matching images themselves were not included here as part of the
results. Specific frequency distribution tables of image selection results by affordance variable were created.
A discussion concerning the affordance reciprocal relationships expressed by several urban spaces images
can be found under Summary of Findings in chapter 5.
Guided by the participant selection of these simulations of urban public spaces (photographic images) to
meet one of the five environmental affordance conditions, coded responses for the urbanscape and landscape
setting space types (researcher defined) were collected. More fully described in the methods chapter, the
centeredness space type variables (participant defined) were also coded from a content analysis of the openended text responses to the question asking the reason for selection of a particular image to meet one of the
environmental affordance conditions. After modifying the coded responses using the frequency-toaffordance calculation, the three categories of salient space types preferred by young people are thus
presented numerically by value in the following tables.
4.3.1.1 Urbanscapes
As defined in chapter 3, the total 24 urbanscape images consisted of nine naturally (3/8 of total) and twelve
culturally (5/8) defined spaces. The large number of cultural or building oriented spaces in the total set is
reflective of the design expert’s belief and selection of appropriate simulations for the study that urban spaces
tend to be a reflection of a more architecturally defined types of space. In spite of the offset quantity of
images for each urbanscape factor, for all three selection tasks, each participant could select any one of the
eight images (either natural or cultural) more than once to meet each of the affordance objectives. This
procedure basically eliminated any advantage of one urbanscape type being selected over another. The
results of the frequency distribution analysis showed the following mean response for all the young people’s
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selection of natural and cultural public spaces for each affordance category: Safety - 58.5% natural / 41.5%
cultural; Belonging - 33.6% natural / 66.4% cultural; Multiple Activities - 55.6% natural / 44.4% cultural;
Ability - 47.8% natural / 52.2% cultural; and Engagement – 42.5% natural / 57.5% cultural. Table 4.3.1
shows the frequency-to-affordance value calculations for each affordance variable. For each affordance
variable, the type value number (valid percent from frequency tables converted to two places) multiplied by
affordance rank value number (see Table 4.2.16) equals overall value number located in the grey box. The
number in the last column is calculated by adding up the OA values for each of the five affordances and
represents the overall value youth place upon each of the two urbanscape variables. Based upon the numbers
presented in the last column, it appears that young people considered both natural spaces (736 or 49%) and
cultural spaces (760 or 51%) equal in value for supporting social interaction.

Table 4.3.1. Youth Perception of the Values of Natural and Cultural Urbanscape Images
by Affordance Variable, Calculated Using the Frequency-to-Affordance Value Formula
SAFETY

BELONG

ACTIVITY

ABILITY

ENGAGE

43
57

2.5
2.5

OA Value

127
140
267

Rank Value

2.7
2.7

OA Value

48
52

Type Value

151
119
270

Rank Value

2.7
2.7

OA Value

56
44

Type Value

92
178
270

Rank Value

2.7
2.7

OA Value

34
66

Type Value

260
180
440

Rank Value

4.4
4.4

OA Value

59
41

Type Value

NATURAL
CULTURAL
TOTALS

Rank Value

URBANSCAPE
TYPE

Type Value

Youth
URBANSCAPE
VALUES

106
143
249

736 (49%)
760 (51%)
1496(100%)

Calculations: 1. Type Value multiplied by Rank Value equals Overall Value for each affordance variable
2. Addition of all five Overall Values equals Urbanscape Values for urbanscape variables (Natural and Cultural) Margin of Error = 0.2%

4.3.1.2 Landscape Settings
The following results were based upon the same responses to the initial three-part question that asked young
people to select an image for each affordance condition that best supported social interaction. Besides being
coded to match one of the two urbanscape factors, the selected photographic images of urban spaces were
also coded according to the eight landscape setting type categories discussed in chapter 3. Equally
distributed among the repeated three-part initial survey question, each one of the 24 images reflected one of
the eight categories (court, plaza, garden, promenade, landscape park, mini park, pathway and street). As
discussed in the previous section, in meeting each one of the five affordance conditions, a young respondent
could select any image more than once if they felt that the space reflected the desired personal criteria. In
other words, each one of the eight landscape settings could be selected from fifteen times (3 tasks x 5
affordances) or none at all.
The results of the collective three-part frequency distribution analysis presents the mean responses for all the
young people’s selection of landscape setting choices for each affordance category. The following results
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match the most preferred landscape setting type to the affordance: Safety - 23.7% Landscape Park;
Belonging – 17.2% Court; Multiple Activities – 30.4% Mini Park; Ability – 23.9% Landscape Park; and
Engagement – 24.6% Promenade. Table 4.3.2 shows the frequency-to-affordance value calculations for each
affordance variable. The type value number (valid percent from frequency tables converted to two places)
multiplied by the affordance rank value number (see Table 4.2.16) equals the overall value number located in
the grey boxes. The number in the last column is calculated by adding up the overall values for each of the
five affordances and represents the overall value youth place upon each of the eight landscape setting type
variables. Based upon the numbers presented in the last column, it appears that for young people, landscape
parks, with one-fifth the value (19%), are considered the most positive settings for social exchange.
Following closely behind, the results show that promenades at 15% and mini parks at 14% can be considered
quality spaces for social interaction between friends. Plazas (12%), courts (10%), gardens and pathways
(both with 11%) seem to be of less value with streets (8%) being the least favored places by youth.

Table 4.3.2. Youth Perception of the Values of Landscape Setting Types by Affordance
Variable, Calculated Using the Frequency-to-Affordance Formula
SAFETY

BELONG

ACTIVITY

ABILITY

ENGAGE

6
11
21
25
9
7
16
5

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

OA Value

22
59
22
32
65
35
16
19
270

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

8
22
8
12
24
13
6
7

Type Value

24
16
5
14
73
81
22
35
270

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

9
6
2
5
27
30
8
13

Type Value

46
32
35
38
24
35
32
27
269

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

17
12
13
14
9
13
12
10

Type Value

40
40
57
70
106
40
62
26
441

Rank Value

4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4

OA Value

9
9
13
16
24
9
14
6

Type Value

COURT
PLAZA
GARDEN
PROMENADE
LAND. PARK
MINI PARK
PATHWAY
STREET
TOTALS

Rank Value

LANDSCAPE
SETTING
TYPES

Type Value

Youth
LANDSCAPE
SETTING
VALUES

15
28
53
63
23
18
40
13
253

147 (10%)
175 (12%)
172 (11%)
217 (15%)
291 (19%)
209 (14%)
172 (11%)
120 (8%)
1503(100%)

Calculations: 1. Type Value multiplied by Rank Value equals Overall Value (shaded box) for each affordance variable
2. Addition of all five Overall Values equals Landscape Setting Values for all eight landscape setting variables. Margin of Error = 0.2%

4.3.1.3 Centeredness Focus
The final space type, centeredness, addressed in this study reflected another way in which youth seem to
perceive and use public spaces (Frager and Fadiman 1984; Newell 1997; Gustafson 2001). Based upon the
three stipulated centeredness factors discussed in the previous chapter, the text responses to the first threepart question in the survey were analyzed to determine if each participant viewed the selected urban space
image in terms of the attributes of the physical space alone (environment centered), as a reflection of the
people present in the space (people centered), or as a place where both space attributes and people existed
together or where the activity/behavior was most significant (behavior centered).
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Although the urbanscape and landscape setting type coding was based upon the same youth participant
selection of specific photographic images of public spaces to meet the affordance conditions, the analysis of
the text (reasons for selection of the images) became the basis for coding the three centeredness factors. A
product of the open-ended questions, the centeredness space type variables were thus defined by the youth
participants rather than by the principle investigator. Figure 3.6.9 is an example of the interpretation of text
content and the associated coding employed for all three centeredness factors. As for the other two space
type variable categories, frequency tables for each of the three consecutive responses to question one for each
affordance condition were created for the three centeredness factors. The analysis of the results was
calculated using the valid percent cells from the frequency tables of the combined results for each affordance
variable.
The results of the frequency distribution analysis showed the following means of the coded responses for the
youth perception of centeredness factors for each affordance category: Safety – 22.8% environment / 34.6%
people / 42.5% behavior; Belonging – 37.8% environment / 8.7% people / 53.5% behavior; Multiple
Activities – 30.0% environment / 6.2% people / 63.8% behavior; Ability – 32.6% environment / 14.7%
people / 52.7% behavior; and Engagement – 35.4% environment / 6.2% people / 58.5% behavior. Table
4.3.3 shows the frequency-to-affordance value calculations for each affordance variable. Similar to the
previous variable calculations, the type value number (valid percent from frequency tables converted to two
places) is multiplied by affordance rank value number (see Table 4.2.16) for each affordance variable,
equaling the overall value number located in the grey boxes. Representing the overall value youth place
upon each of the three centeredness variables, the number in the last column is calculated by adding up the
overall values for each of the five affordances.
Based upon the numbers presented in the last column, it appears that young people employ a variety of
perceptive approaches in selecting urban spaces for exchange. With a value rating of over half, the results
indicate that urban public spaces that are perceived as supporting activity or behavior (53%) and interaction
between people and the physical environment are highly valued by young people for social exchange.
Although not as highly valued (30%), physical space attributes and features, exclusive of the presence of
people, are considered by youth as contributing to a space’s value as an interactive environment. Spaces with
people around (17%) are considerably less valued as being significant in selecting a space for interaction
with a friend.
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Table 4.3.3. Youth Perception of the Values of Environment, People, and Behavior
Centeredness Factors by Affordance Variable in Selecting Urban Space Images for
Social Exchange, Calculated Using the Frequency-to-Affordance Value Computations
SAFETY

BELONG

ACTIVITY

ABILITY

ENGAGE

86
41
143
270

35
6
59

2.5
2.5
2.5

OA Value

2.7
2.7
2.7

Rank Value

32
15
53

Type Value

81
16
173
270

OA Value

2.7
2.7
2.7

Rank Value

30
6
64

Type Value

103
24
143
270

OA Value

2.7
2.7
2.7

Rank Value

38
9
53

Type Value

101
154
185
440

OA Value

4.4
4.4
4.4

Rank Value

23
35
42

Type Value

Rank Value

ENVIRONMENT
PEOPLE
BEHAVIOR
TOTALS

OA Value

CENTEREDNESS
FACTOR
TYPES

Type Value

Youth
CENTEREDNESS
FACTOR
VALUES

88
15
148
251

459 (30%)
250 (17%)
792 (53%)
1501(100%)

Calculations: 1. Type Value multiplied by Rank Value equals Overall Value for each affordance variable
2. Addition of all five Overall Values equals Centeredness Factor Values. Margin of Error = 0.2%

4.3.2

Characteristics of Social Exchange Spaces: Youth

Employing the same text coding and affordance modification procedure used to analyze the centeredness
factors, the following three sections describe the preferred characteristics for supportive urban public spaces
as defined by the youth survey respondents. As discussed earlier in the analysis of the review of literature
and defined in the coding procedures in chapter 3, there are three modes of perception that young people
employ in selecting a public space for personal use. For this study, the three modes (responsive, operational,
and inferential) were directly associated with three specific space characteristics (attributes, features, and
qualities). As part of the analysis procedure, the text responses were reviewed in order to find out the
specific characteristics young people felt were important in selecting a particular space. Then, the
characteristics were coded to match their appropriate perception category and analyzed to determine the
perceptive modes young people tend to employ in deciding the appropriateness of an urban public space for
social exchange.
Independent of specific characteristics, Table 4.3.4 provides a comparative review of the three perceptive
modes and lays the groundwork for presentation of the youth preferred urban open space attributes, features,
and qualities. The results of the frequency distribution analysis showed the following means of the coded
responses for the youth perception modes for each affordance category: Safety – 57.0% responsive / 28.5%
operational / 14.6% inferential; Belonging – 40.7% responsive / 32.0% operational / 27.3% inferential;
Multiple Activities – 44.4% responsive / 44.9% operational / 10.7% inferential; Ability – 45.7% responsive /
46.3% operational / 8.0% inferential; and Engagement – 26.6% responsive / 39.5% operational / 33.9%
inferential. Table 4.3.4 displays the frequency-to-affordance value calculations for each affordance variable.
Similar to the centeredness variable calculations, the type value number (valid percent from frequency tables
converted to two places) is multiplied by affordance rank value number (see Table 4.2.16) for each
affordance variable, equaling the overall value number located in the grey boxes. Representing the overall
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value youth place upon each of the three perception modes, the number in the last column is calculated by
adding up the overall values for each of the five affordances.
Based upon the numbers presented in the last column, it appears that there is a clear hierarchy in the
perception modes young people employ in selecting urban spaces for exchange. With a value rating of 45%,
the results indicate that urban public spaces that are perceived responsively (attributes experienced through
one of the human senses) are highly valued by young people. Although not as highly valued (37%),
operational or usefulness of a space is considered by youth as making a significant contribution to its
interactive value. Spaces that are perceived through the feelings they impart of inferentiality (18%) are
considerably less valued as being significant in selecting a space for interaction with a friend.

Table 4.3.4. Perception Modes and Associated Values by Affordance Variable Employed by
Youth in Selecting Urban Space Images for Social Exchange, Calculated Using the
Frequency-to-Affordance Value Formula
SAFETY

BELONG

ACTIVITY

ABILITY

ENGAGE

124
124
22
270

27
39
34

2.5
2.5
2.5

OA Value

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

46
46
8

Char. Value

119
122
30
271

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

44
45
11

Char. Value

111
86
73
270

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

41
32
27

Char. Value

251
123
66
440

Rank Value

4.4
4.4
4.4

OA Value

57
28
15

Char. Value

RESPONSIVE
OPERATIONAL
INFERENTIAL
TOTALS

Rank Value

PERCEPTION
MODES

Char. Value

Youth

68
98
85
251

PERCEPTION
MODE
VALUES

673 (45%)
553 (37%)
276 (18%)
1502(100%)

Calculations: 1. Characteristic Value multiplied by Rank Value equals Overall Value for each affordance variable
2. Addition of all five Overall Values equals Perception Mode Values. Margin of Error = 0.2%

Besides sharing the most frequent and most important space characteristics through the use of tables for each
responsive mode condition, a number of unique and interesting written text responses are also presented.
Since the results were based upon the coded interpretation of the personally written reply to the open-ended
questions, examples of these responses are intended to clarify, enliven, and personalize the outcome. These
quite fascinating responses not only provide a better understanding of the diversity of the sample population
but imbue a sense of humanness to their responses.
4.3.2.1 Space Attributes: Responsive Mode
The following outcomes were based upon the coded text responses to the initial three-part question that asked
young people to select an image and briefly discuss why that image was selected as meeting each affordance
condition that best supported social interaction. As previously discussed, a young respondent could select any
image more than once if they felt that the space would meet one of the five affordance conditions. Although
the image could be the same, the written reason could be either the same or different depending upon the
affordance question asked.
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The results of the collective three-part frequency distribution analysis presents mean responses of the coded
urban space attributes defined by all the young people for each affordance category. The following outcomes
pair the most preferred responsive space attributes with each of the five affordances. Of the eleven attributes
associated with Safe/Secure spaces, 50% of the value was connected with having People Present on the site,
11% was associated with the space feeling Open and being Monitored, and 9% of the value was connected to
Not being Crowded and having Railings for support. Of the eighteen attributes associate with the Sense of
Belonging, 52% of the value was connected to having People Present, 24% of value of a space related to
Diversity and Water on the site, and 19% was connected to Openness and Plants/Trees at hand. Out of the
eighteen attributes mentioned by youth as connected to the Multiple Activity affordance, 25% of value was
associated with People Present and with Openness, and 21% with Diversity. Nineteen physical space
attributes emerged as being associated with Ability. 26% of the overall value for Ability was linked to
having People Present and Openness, with 10% value each for the physical attributes of Not Crowded and
Wheelchairs/Stroller around. Of the last affordance variable, Engagement, youth depicted sixteen attributes
as important with People Present rated at 24%, Not Crowded rated at 20%, and Couples Present rated at 12%
of the overall value.
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Table 4.3.5. Youth Values for Urban Space Attributes (Responsive Mode) by Affordance Variables,
Calculated Using the Frequency-to-Affordance Formula
SAFETY

BELONG

ACTIVITY

ABILITY

ENGAGE

6
2
2
5
0
.5
0
1
1
.5
.5
1
.5
3
0
.5
0
.5
0
0
0
0
0
0
.5
0
0
0
0
0
.5

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

OA Value

27
27
5
11
1
3
1
3
3
11
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
3
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
103

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

10
10
2
4
.5
1
.5
1
1
4
0
.5
.5
.5
.5
0
0
0
.5
1
0
0
.5
.5
0
0
.5
0
0
0
0

Char. Value

30
30
24
0
0
5
3
1
5
0
0
1
3
0
1
3
0
3
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
115

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

11
11
9
0
0
2
1
.5
2
0
0
.5
1
0
.5
1
0
1
0
0
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
0
0
0
0
0

Char. Value

30
11
14
0
0
14
0
11
5
0
1
5
0
0
5
1
3
1
3
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
109

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

11
4
5
0
0
5
0
4
2
0
.5
2
0
0
2
.5
1
.5
1
0
.5
.5
0
0
0
0
0
.5
.5
.5
0

Char. Value

123
26
0
22
26
4
22
2
0
0
9
0
4
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
242

Rank Value

4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4

OA Value

28
6
0
5
6
1
5
.5
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
.5
.5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Char. Value

People Present
Openness
Diversity
Not Crowded
Monitored
Water
Railings
Plants/Trees
Nature
Wheelchair
Enclosed
Shade/Cool
Nearby Bldgs.
Couples Present
Interior
Near Street
View
Market Place
Outdoors
Different Ages
Town Center
Covered
Landforms
Cafe
Cultural Bldgs.
Landmarks
Sunny
Amusemnt. Park
Boardwalk
Privately Owned
Manicured
TOTALS

Rank Value

URBAN
SPACE
ATTRIBUTES

Char. Value

Youth
URBAN
SPACE
ATTRIBUTE
VALUES

15
5
5
13
0
1
0
3
3
1
1
3
1
8
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
63

225 (36%)
99 (16%)
48 (8%)
46 (7%)
27 (4%)
27 (4%)
26 (4%)
20 (3%)
16 (2%)
12 (2%)
11 (2%)
10 (2%)
9 (1%)
9 (1%)
7 (1%)
7 (1%)
5 (0.8%)
5 (0.8%)
4 (0.6%)
3 (0.5%)
2 (0.3%)
2 (0.3%)
2 (0.3%)
2 (0.3%)
2 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
632(100%)

Calculations: 1. Characteristic Value multiplied by Rank Value equals Overall Value for each affordance variable.
2. Addition of all five Overall Values equals Urban Space Attribute Values for all thirty-one space attribute variables. Margin of Error = 0.2%

Table 4.3.5 shows the frequency-to-affordance value calculations for each affordance variable. The
characteristic value number (valid percent from frequency tables converted to whole number percentages or
to hundredths if valued at 0.5% or under) multiplied by affordance rank value number (see Table 4.2.16)
equals overall value number located in the grey boxes. The number in the last column (Youth: Urban Space
Attribute Values) is calculated by adding up the overall values for each of the five affordances and represents
the overall value youth place upon each of the thirty-one responsive attribute variables.
Based upon the numbers presented in the last column on the right (Table 4.3.5), it is obvious that for young
people, having People Present (36%) in public spaces, with over one third of the over all value is not only
extremely important in presenting a feeling of a safe space, but is considered the most important attribute for
all affordance conditions for supporting social exchange. Believing that a safe environment is connected to
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having people around, the responses of young people were often simple: “because we would be around more
kids,” “lots of people around having fun,” or “there are lots of kids playing.”
Sometimes the amount of people present was associated with other attributes such as Openness: “there is
enough space and enough people,” or “because its roomy for us and other people.” The results show that
Openness (16%) is considered second as an important attribute for exchange and has equal value in meeting
each of the five affordance conditions. The response to Openness could be a short phrase such as “it is
spaceful,” or “it is wide open,” or more wordy such as “seems easy to get around and open,” or “because it is
so big and I always love to be (in) big places.” Often the openness response is connected to diversity:
“there’s like a big area where there’s a lot of things to do.
The overall results show that public spaces that have Diversity (8%), are Not Crowded (7%), and are
Monitored (4%), seem also to be valued by young people. Diversity was not defined by any particular way,
only that the space was “full of things to look at,” or “because we can see different things.” Although youth
want people around, it seems that they do not what too many people. Test responses for Not Crowded
include: “not much people, looks like a nice place to talk,” and “because they could get around and it
wouldn’t be a big crowd.” Perhaps one of the most important associations between attributes is the
connection between People Present and Monitored space. The responses given by youth, “a lot of people
here watching you,” “full of people which help you,” “cops, security, and many people there,” all express the
importance of these two attributes to a feeling of Safety.
Less associated with people, spaces that have Water, and Railings (with 4% each), include Plants/Trees (3%),
represent Nature, provide for Wheelchairs/Strollers, are Enclosed and have Shade/Cool (all four at 2% each)
appear to hold some value by young people. Nature was expressed simply as “its a jungle,” “because I like
that green,” and “the grass is around;” Plant/Trees included “playing on the knocked down tree,” and “it
looks like you can sit down and relax and see all of (the) plants:” and Water was expressed as “I like to be
near water,” and “to swim in water and look at it.” Shaded/Cool spaces seem to connect to natural settings,
“the shade from trees seems to be inviting” and “I like to walk in dark places.”
The importance of Railings emerged through simple observational statements, “the path is lines with
handrails,” safety concerns, “has a wooden fence that can catch you if you fall,” to more control issues such
as “the wooden gate means you can’t cross,” “the rails mean don’t go over it,” “and “has a rope that means
don’t cross while Enclosed spaces were depicted in statements such as “it is small so you won’t get lost.” In
the same way, the youth participants observed people sitting in Wheelchairs and people pushing Strollers and
made a strong association between their presence in the space and the Ability of the space to meet
Engagement needs. Examples include: “also in the picture there is a person in a wheelchair,” “I saw people
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with wheelchairs,” “anyone can get there (even the guy in the wheelchair,” and “because the lady in the
wheelchair and they are eating with her.”
Reflective of the more important valued space attributes mentioned previously, the remainder of the
responsive urban space attributes considered as influencing positive social exchange have values of 1% or
less, are often contradictory, and include: Nearby Buildings (“I think it looks safe because of how many
buildings”), Couples Present (“some space for two people to chat” and “there are seats of two”), Interior,
Nearby Street (“they have streets for a float or parade”), View, Market Place (because there are a lot of
tents”), Outdoors (“smell the fresh air”), Different Ages, Town Center (“a place that everybody want to be
there”), Covered (“because it has an awning”), Landforms, Café, Cultural Buildings, Landmarks, Sunny,
Amusement Park, Boardwalk, Privately Owned, and Manicured.
4.3.2.2 Space Features: Operational Mode
Although smaller in number, the same procedures as outlined above were employed to collect the space
features from the coded text responses to the initial three-part question that asked young people to select an
image and briefly discuss why that image was selected for meeting each affordance condition that best
supported social interaction. The results of the collective three-part frequency distribution analysis show the
mean responses of the coded urban space features defined by all the young people for each affordance
category. The following outcomes pair the most preferred operational space features with each of the five
affordances. Of the nineteen features associated with Safe/Secure spaces, 15% of the value was connected
with being able to Play on the site with the site supporting both Adult-Centered (15%) activities and ChildCentered (18%) activities. Of the sixteen operational features associate with the Sense of Belonging, 16% of
the value was connected to being able to Play and with the site supporting Walking/Moving (also 16%). The
Sense of Belonging also was enhanced by a space that provided Stores for Shopping and places for Watching
(both 10% of value). Out of the eighteen features mentioned by youth as connected to the Multiple Activity
affordance, 27% of the value was associated with Playing, 21% with Varied Activities, 14% with
Stores/Shopping and Sports/Games, and 9% of the value associated with spaces that were Child-Centered
and provided for Walking/Moving. Nineteen physical space features emerged as being associated with
Ability. 13% of the overall value for Ability was linked to having Playing, 21% with Child-Centered
activities, 14% associated with space that had Level Surfaces, and 9% was linked to Adult-Centered spaces.
Of the last affordance variable, Engagement, youth depicted nineteen features as important with places for
Talking rated at a high 41%, Seat/Resting places valued at 18%, and space for Walking/Moving rated at 9%
of the overall value.
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Table 4.3.6. Youth Values for Urban Space Features (Operational Mode) by Affordance Variable,
Calculated Using the Frequency-to-Affordance Formula
SAFETY

BELONG

ACTIVITY

ABILITY

ENGAGE

2
1
18
4
8
.5
1
1
1
.5
2
0
1
0
.5
0
0
0
.5
1
0
0
.5
0
.5
.5
0
.5

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

OA Value

19
32
3
11
3
14
8
3
5
22
8
1
1
1
3
0
8
8
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
154

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

7
12
1
4
1
5
3
0
2
8
3
.5
.5
0
1
0
3
3
0
0
0
0
.5
.5
0
.5
.5
0

Char. Value

32
11
1
11
1
1
24
16
16
1
0
1
3
0
3
1
0
0
1
1
1
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
130

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

12
4
.5
4
.5
.5
9
6
6
.5
0
.5
1
0
1
.5
0
0
.5
.5
.5
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

Char. Value

14
5
5
14
5
1
3
8
1
1
5
8
1
0
3
5
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
82

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

5
2
2
5
2
.5
1
3
.5
.5
2
3
.5
0
1
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Char. Value

22
26
9
4
13
22
0
0
4
2
2
9
4
9
0
2
0
0
2
2
4
0
2
2
2
0
0
0
142

Rank Value

4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4

OA Value

5
6
2
1
3
5
0
0
1
.5
.5
2
1
2
0
.5
0
0
.5
.5
1
0
.5
.5
.5
0
0
0

Char. Value

Playing
Child-Centered
Talking
Walking/Moving
Seat/Resting
Adult-Centered
Varied Activities
Stores/Shopping
Sports/Games
Level Surface
Food/Eating
Watching
Meeting Place
No Hiding Place
Pathways
Exploring
Barrier Free
Wide Path/Walk
Learn/Teach
Table
Barriers
Music
Paired Interest
Stairs/Ramps
No Distractions
Hanging Out
Gardening
Flex/Group Seat
TOTALS

Rank Value

URBAN
SPACE
FEATURES

Char. Value

Youth
URBAN
SPACE
FEATURE
VALUES

5
3
45
10
20
1
3
3
3
1
5
0
3
0
1
0
0
0
1
3
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
111

92 (15%)
77 (13%)
63 (10%)
50 (8%)
42 (7%)
39 (6%)
38 (6%)
30 (5%)
29 (5%)
27 (4%)
20 (3%)
19 (3%)
12 (2%)
10 (2%)
10 (2%)
8 (1%)
8 (1%)
8 (1%)
7 (1%)
6 (0.9%)
5 (0.8%)
5 (0.8%)
4 (0.6%)
3 (0.5%)
3 (0.5%)
2 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
619(100%)

Calculations: 1. Characteristic Value multiplied by Rank Value equals Overall Value for each affordance variable.
2. Addition of all five Overall Values equals Urban Space Feature Values for all twenty-eight space feature variables. Margin of Error = 0.2%

Table 4.3.6 shows the frequency-to-affordance value calculations for each affordance variable. The
characteristic value number (valid percent from frequency tables converted to whole number percentages or
to hundredths if valued at 0.5% or under) multiplied by affordance rank value number (see Table 4.2.16)
equals overall value number located in the grey boxes. The number in the last column (Youth: Urban Space
Feature Values) is calculated by adding up the overall values for each of the five affordances and represents
the overall value youth place upon each of the twenty-eight operational feature variables.
Based upon the numbers presented in the last column on the right (Table 4.3.6), it is obvious that for young
people the top three space features for social exchange include Playing (15%), Child Centered (13%), and
Talking (10%). The combination of these three features account for over one third of the over all value with
Playing associated most highly Safety, Belonging, and Multiple Activity. Youth connected Playing to Safety
with “this is safe because kids can play and be with other siblings,” to Belonging with “I like to climb,
explore and play,” or to Multiple Activity with “because playing is a good thing to help you (grow) strong.”
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Child-Centered spaces reflected simple statements such as “a bunch of kids playing” and “because the little
children,” to more profound statements such as “because lil’ and big kids (c)an play at a park” and “there is
less violence in a young environment.” Youth also considered Adult Centered (6%) spaces important,
especially when connected with Child-Centered spaces “the elderly can bring their grand kids to this place,”
“because people of all ages are on the grass,” and “old people are walking around and young people are with
them.”
Although depicted in all five affordance categories, a review of the grey Engage column shows that a space
that affords an opportunity for Talking is by far the most important with an overall value of 45. Often
Talking was included with Varied Activities (6%): “places to sit, eat, shop and talk,” or “it seems like you
can just plop down and play games of chess and talk,” and “nice place to talk with someone and find a thing
to talk about.” But more important to real engagement, young people stated that place was supportive since
“it looks nice to chat with my bff (boyfriend),” these places where people are communicating,” and “because
its (there is) room to talk about personal stuff.”
The results show that spaces that provide for Walking/Moving (8%) can also be associated with Talking,
“because you can walk and talk and have a good conversation,” and “It is where my friend and I can walk
and talk like we are at school,” or the space seems to allow for moving from one space to another such as
“because it has lots of space to run,” “there are people walking down the street,” “ go anywhere then go (to)
another place,” and cars are driving and people are walking every which-way.” In contrast, Seat/Resting
places (7%) are valued almost as much with simple phrases “a place to sit,” “ has two people benches,” lots
of seats,” “the hanging chairs are brilliant” or combine the stopping and going with “you could go for a walk,
read, sit.” Often an associated operation to Seat/Resting, Watching (3%) or seeing the world seemed to
match most highly with the sense of belonging: “because you can see beautiful plants,” “because you can see
interesting things happen(ing),” and “its inside and full of things you get to look at.”
Besides less active endeavors, young people required more active spaces with Stores/Shopping (5%)
opportunities, “you belong there to buy things,” “people are buying flowers,” “this looks like a long strip of
stores are here,” or combined with Food/Eating (3%), “there are shops, tables to sit at, and restaurants,” “we
can eat and joke,” “because they could play or have a cookout,” and “food, food and more food.” And of
course for youth, Sports/Games (5%) are important with statements like “its full of games,” “because you
could play baseball or a lot of other things,” “you can play and play soccer,” and play board games like
chess.”
Youth also felt that space characteristics that related directly to operational choices were valued for social
exchange and included Level Surfaces (4%) “because it has flat land,” “ it has smooth pavement,” and more
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directly related to the Ability affordance such as “I think flat land helps people get around,” because it is
grassy so wheelchairs can move,” and because you can walk around without hobble(ing).” A Meeting Place
(2%) “make me feel like I can meet new people,” Pathways (2%) “it has a sidewalk,” and “it seems like
anyone can walk in and out,” and No Hiding Places (2%), “because people could not sneak up on you,” “no
tricky hiding places,” seem to be valued as well. Although not valued for all five affordance conditions, the
remainder of the operational urban space features considered as influencing positive social exchange by
youth have values of 1% or less and include: Exploring: “because it looks like a place to explore,” Barrier
Free, Wide Paths/Walks: “looks like wide streets for space,” and “it has several places to rest and it looks
easy to get around,” Learning/Teaching: “bic (because) it is probably the most (best) place to learn,” Tables:
“because they got a whole lot of tables,” Barriers, Music, Paired Interest, Stairs/Ramps, No Distractions,
Hanging Out: “because it look like two guys hanging out,” Gardening: “you can plant things and run
around,” and Flexible/Group Seating: “because it has talking tables.”
4.3.2.3 Space Qualities: Inferential Mode
Although reflecting the smallest number of responses, the same procedures as outlined previously were
employed to collect the space qualities from the coded text responses of young people for reasons for
selecting an image to meet each affordance condition that best supported social interaction. The results of
the collective three-part frequency distribution analysis display the mean responses of the coded urban space
qualities defined by all the young people for each affordance category. The following outcomes pair the
most preferred inferential space qualities with each of the five affordances. Of the seven qualities associated
with Safe/Secure spaces, 43% of the value was connected with a Peaceful site with the space being Inviting
or Familiar (29%). Of the eight operational qualities associate with the Sense of Belonging, 36% of the value
was connected to a space being Inviting/Familiar, 20% with a Restful place, 16% associated with a Peaceful
setting, and 12% connected to a Beautiful/Attractive space. Out of the five qualities mentioned by youth as
connected to the Multiple Activity affordance, 32% of value was associated with Having Fun and 21% of the
value associated with each of the spaces that were Inviting/Familiar, Engaging, and Vibrant/Festive. Only
three physical space qualities emerged as being associated with Ability with 50% of the overall value for
Ability linked to having Inviting/Familiar spaces, 33% with Having Fun, and 17% was linked to Peaceful
spaces. Of the last affordance variable, Engagement, youth spotlighted eight qualities as important with
Peaceful places rated at a high 50%, Inviting/Familiar and Private/Personal places valued at 13% each, and
Restful spaces rated at 10% of the overall value.
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Table 4.3.7. Youth Values for Urban Space Qualities (Inferential Mode) by Affordance Variable,
Calculated Using the Frequency-to-Affordance Formula
SAFETY

BELONG

ACTIVITY

ABILITY

ENGAGE

15
4
3
1
1
1
4
0
1
0
0

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

OA Value

3
8
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

1
3
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Char. Value

1
5
0
8
0
5
0
5
0
0
0
24

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

.5
2
0
3
0
2
0
2
0
0
0

Char. Value

11
24
14
5
8
3
0
1
0
0
1
67

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

4
9
5
2
3
1
0
.5
0
0
.5

Char. Value

26
18
4
4
4
0
0
0
2
2
0
60

Rank Value

4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4

OA Value

6
4
1
1
1
0
0
0
.5
.5
0

Char. Value

Peaceful
Inviting/Familiar
Restful
Having Fun
Beautiful/Attract.
Engaging
Private/Personal
Vibrant/Festive
Protective
Reclusive
Public Life
TOTALS

Rank Value

URBAN
SPACE
QUALITIES

Char. Value

Youth
URBAN
SPACE
QUALITY
VALUES

38
10
8
3
3
3
10
0
3
0
0
78

79 (32%)
65 (27%)
26 (11%)
25 (10%)
15 (6%)
11 (4%)
10 (4%)
6 (3%)
5 (2%)
2 (0.7%)
1 (0.3%)
245(100%)

Calculations: 1. Characteristic Value multiplied by Rank Value equals Overall Value for each affordance variable.
2. Addition of all five Overall Values equals Urban Space Quality Values for all eleven space quality variables. Margin of Error = 0.2%

Table 4.3.7 shows the frequency-to-affordance value calculations for each affordance variable. The
characteristic value number (valid percent from frequency tables converted to whole number percentages or
to hundredths if valued at 0.5% or under) multiplied by affordance rank value number (see Table 4.2.16)
equals overall value number located in the grey boxes. The number in the last column (Youth: Urban Space
Quality Values) is calculated by adding up the overall values for each of the five affordances and represents
the overall value youth place upon each of the twenty-eight operational feature variables.
Based upon the numbers presented in the last column on the right (Table 4.3.7), it is obvious that for young
people two similar qualities of the top three for social exchange are Peaceful spaces (32%) and Restful
(11%). The combination of these two qualities account for almost half of the over all value with Engagement
being highly supported with a Peaceful environment and a sense of Belonging highly enhanced by a Restful
space. Youth described Peaceful places in a number of ways: “there is a sense of calm,” “it looks like a nice
quiet place,” “because is it calm and you can talk easily,” and “because it is a quiet place and not something
that’s for studying.” Restful spaces were also connected with calmness as in: “these landscapes are very
relaxing and calm,” it looks like you can sit down and relax and see all (the) plants,” “everyone is around just
chillin’ out,” or a combination of both qualities are mentioned: “it’s a quiet, relaxed environment.”
If the other top space quality, Inviting/Familiar (27%), is added to Peaceful and Restful, together they
represent almost two-thirds of the overall values youth consider important in selecting an urban public space
for social exchange. The responses were often simple such as: “because it looks good,” “because it would be
nice to look at,” “comfortable, nice air or more personal as in: “it looks like I would want to go there,”
“because it feels like you are welcomed,” “I feel a call for this place,” or it is related to a particular believe in
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a type of space as: “it looks like a park and everyone is invited to the park.” Similarly, Beautiful/Attractive
(6%) was used to define positive spaces: “because it is a beautiful space,” nice landscape, beautiful sight and
lake,” “and pretty, relaxing, outdoors.”
The results show that not only quiet, calming, or pretty spaces were important to youth, but more active and
exciting spaces were desired as well. Having Fun (10%) was defined simply as: “to have fun in the city or
country,” “because you can talk and have lots of fun,” “because you want to always have fun,” “it looks like
a place you could go and have fun,” “because it has lots of people around hav(ing) fun so that means it’s
good to come,” or insinuated with: “people are on benches with smiles on their faces,” and “it is where
disabled people can relax and enjoy life.” An Engaging space (4%) with “it seems very exciting,” and “it
looks like an adventure place,” or a Vibrant/Festive space (3%) with “it looks like a type of festival or party,”
“and “it seems like a busy place/activity place,” or a space that projects Public Life (0.3%) with “it is a
civilized space” are also considered significant by youth for exchange supportive environments.
Whether peaceful of active, it seems that young people also want Private or Personal space (4%) with “we
could have our own space w/ no one watching,” “it has personal spaces with tables,” and because its room to
talk about personal stuff.” The Personal space could also be associated with Reclusive space (0.7%) with
“secluded and private,” or with Protective space (2%) with “it is where I would feel like nothing (could)
harm me.”

4.4 Older Adult Preferred Public Spaces
Based upon an understanding of the value that older adults hold for the five environmental affordances in
selecting urban public spaces, the results of the survey were interpreted to determine what types of urban
public open spaces and the associated characteristics older adults prefer for social exchange. Of the ninety
older adults who took the survey, from one to ten people did not select an image for each of the fifteen
opportunities. Thus for the image selecting task of the initial three-part question, from eighty to eighty-nine
older adults (n=80 to n=89) participated.
Similar to the process employed with the youth responses, four steps were followed in order to finalize the
results. For the two main categories (space type and space characteristic), a list of all variables for each of
the subcategories is presented. Then, the resulting space types and characteristics were modification using
the older adult defined frequency-to-affordance rank values presented in the last section. In order of
importance, the tables present the preferred space types and characteristics that older adults felt would
support social exchange between friends.
In three repetitive sequential tasks, older adults were asked to select one from a set of eight public space
images that they felt matched each of the affordance conditions. They were then asked to explain the reason
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for each selection. Of the total number of older adults who participated in the survey (n=90) some of the
older adults gave unclear responses, repeated the question asked, or gave no written response. Thus for each
of the three opportunities to address the affordances conditions (15 questions total), the total number of coded
responses ranged from sixty-five to eighty-five. After coding the responses (n=65 to n=85) and inputting
them into the text file program, the SPSS program created a coded data set for both the space type and space
characteristics of the definable older adult responses to all five affordance variables.
Based upon this data, response statistics and frequency distribution tables for each space type and space
characteristic were created for each of the three response sets individually as well as a combined three-set
summary for each of the five affordance variables (Kirkpatrick and Feeney 2005). Since each of the three
consecutive survey tasks involved the use of different sets of eight images, the combined frequency tables
(8x3=24 urban spaces) were used for analysis.
For the two main categories (space type and space characteristic), a list of all variables for each of the
subcategories was created. Then, the resulting variables were modified using the older adult defined
affordance ranking value formula. Reiterating the analysis procedure described in detail in the previous
chapter (Table 3.6.16), the valid percentage of response for each space type and characteristic was multiplied
by its affordance ranking value. The final results (presented in tables according to significance level)
represent the preferred space types and characteristics that older adults felt could support social exchange
between friends.

4.4.1

Types of Social Exchange Spaces: Older Adults

Similar to the analysis procedure conducted for youth, the three preferred space types variables were
collected from the three-part question one in the survey instrument. The activity was to determine the
frequency of selected urban space images to meet each of the five environmental affordance conditions. A
review of the cumulative percentage columns for each of the SPSS frequency distribution tables for the
responses of older adults showed the following results by level of importance. Also rated extremely high in
affordance ranking results by older adults, for Safety, 35% of the respondents selected image #8, #7, #13 and
#17. For belonging, 32 % selected image #15, #24, #8 and #2. For multiple activity, 36% selected image #9,
#5 and #7. For ability, 36 % selected image #24, #4, and #12. For engagement, 30% selected image #15,
#12, and #22.
The results show that for about one third of the older adults, image #7, #8, #12, #15 and #24 were selected as
appropriate for social exchange for two affordance variables. Since the specific images were intended as
guides in answering the survey questions and not as indications of specific intergenerational supportive
spaces, the frequency tables representing image selection and the matching images themselves were not
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included as part of the results. Specific frequency distribution tables of image selection results by affordance
variable were created.
Guided by the participant selection of photographic images (simulations of urban public spaces) to meet one
of the five environmental affordance conditions, the perceived urbanscape and landscape setting space types
(researcher defined) were collected. Since the specific simulations served only as guides in addressing the
survey question and were not necessarily indicative of specific intergenerational supportive spaces, the
frequency tables representing image selection were not presented here as part of the results. The preferred
centeredness space type variable (participant defined) was coded using a content analysis procedure for
interpreting the results of the open-ended text question asking the reason for selection of a particular image to
meet one of the environmental affordance conditions. The salient space types preferred by older adults are
thus presented numerically by value in the following bar graphs.
4.4.1.1 Urbanscapes
Using the exact same urbanscape images (24) consisting of nine naturally (3/8 of total) and twelve culturally
(5/8) defined spaces as employed in the youth survey, each participant could select any one of the eight
images (either natural and cultural) more than once to meet each of the affordance objectives for all three
selection tasks. The results of the frequency distribution analysis of the accumulated results showed the
following mean responses for all the older adult selection of natural and cultural public spaces for each
affordance category: Safety – 34.6% natural / 65.4% cultural; Belonging – 41.9% natural / 58.1% cultural;
Multiple Activities – 46.1% natural / 53.9% cultural; Ability – 29.0%natural / 71.0% cultural; and
Engagement – 40.3% natural / 59.7% cultural. Table 4.4.1 shows the frequency-to-affordance value
calculations for each affordance variable, with a final calculation of the overall value older adults place upon
each of the urbanscape variables. Based upon the numbers presented in the last column, it appears that older
adults value cultural spaces (62%) almost two to one over natural spaces (38%) for supporting social
interaction.
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Table 4.4.1. Older Adult Perception of the Values of Natural and Cultural Urbanscape Images
by Affordance Variable, Calculated Using Frequency-to-Affordance Value Calculations

78
192
270

40
60

2.5
2.5

Older
Adults
OA Value

Rank Value

2.7
2.7

OA Value

29
71

ENGAGE
Type Value

124
146
270

Rank Value

2.7
2.7

OA Value

46
54

ABILITY
Type Value

113
157
270

Rank Value

2.7
2.7

OA Value

42
58

ACTIVITY
Type Value

154
286
440

Rank Value

4.4
4.4

OA Value

35
65

BELONG
Type Value

NATURAL
CULTURAL
TOTALS

Rank Value

URBANSCAPE
TYPE

Type Value

SAFETY

100
150
250

URBANSCAPE
VALUES
569 (38%)
931 (62%)
1500(100%)

Calculations: 1. Type Value multiplied by Rank Value equals Overall Value (shaded box) for each affordance variable
2. Addition of all five Overall Values equals Urbanscape Values for urbanscape variables (Natural and Cultural) Margin of Error = 0.2%

4.4.1.2 Landscape Settings
Similar to youth, the following results were based upon the same responses to the initial three-part question
that asked older adults to select an image for each affordance condition that best supported social interaction
between friends. Again, the selected photographic images of urban spaces were coded according to the eight
landscape setting type categories (court, plaza, garden, promenade, landscape park, mini park, pathway and
street). Equally distributed among the repeated three-part initial survey question, each one of the 24 images
reflected one of the eight categories discussed in chapter 3. An older adult respondent could select any image
more than once for each affordance condition if they felt that the space reflected the desired personal criteria.
In other words, each one of the eight landscape settings could be selected from fifteen times (3 tasks x 5
affordances) or none at all.
The results of the collective three-part frequency distribution analysis presents the mean responses for all the
older adult’s selection of landscape setting choices for each affordance category. The following results
match the most preferred landscape setting type to the affordance: Safety - 21.4% Court; Belonging – 20.9%
Garden; Multiple Activities – 28.9% Mini Park; Ability – 32.2% Plaza; and Engagement – 21.8% Garden.
Table 4.4.2 shows the frequency-to-affordance value calculations for each affordance variable. The type
value number (valid percent from frequency tables converted to two places) multiplied by affordance rank
value number (see Table 4.2.16) equals overall value number located in the grey boxes. The number in the
last column is calculated by adding up the overall values for each of the five affordances and represents the
overall value older adults place upon each of the eight landscape setting types. Based upon the final numbers
posted in the last column, it appears that mini-parks (17%) are valued the highest by older adults as settings
for social exchange. Following closely behind, the results show that gardens (15%) are also considered
prime spaces for social interaction between friends. Plazas (13%), courts (13%), promenades (11%),
landscape parks (12%), and streets (11%)seem to be of less value with pathways (8%) being the least favored
places for older adult interaction.
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Table 4.4.2. Older Adult Perception of the Values of Landscape Setting Types by Affordance
Variable, Calculated Using the Frequency-to-Affordance Value Calculation system

22
86
14
38
30
35
16
30
271

10
11
22
21
5
14
11
6

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

Older
Adults
OA Value

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

8
32
5
14
11
13
6
11

ENGAGE
Type Value

19
16
24
16
59
78
8
49
269

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

7
6
9
6
22
29
3
18

ABILITY
Type Value

35
32
57
32
24
41
27
22
270

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

13
12
21
12
9
15
10
8

ACTIVITY
Type Value

92
35
70
35
53
70
40
44
439

Rank Value

4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4

OA Value

21
8
16
8
12
16
9
10

BELONG
Type Value

COURT
PLAZA
GARDEN
PROMENADE
LAND. PARK
MINI PARK
PATHWAY
STREET
TOTALS

Rank Value

LANDSCAPE
SETTING
TYPES

Type Value

SAFETY

25
28
55
53
13
35
28
15
252

LANDSCAPE
SETTING
VALUES
193 (13%)
197 (13%)
220 (15%)
174 (11%)
179 (12%)
259 (17%)
119 (8%)
160 (11%)
1501(100%)

Calculations: 1. Type Value multiplied by Rank Value equals Overall Value (shaded box) for each affordance variable
2. Addition of all five Overall Values equals Landscape Setting Values for all eight landscape setting variables. Margin of Error = 0.2%

4.4.1.3 Centeredness Focus
Similar to the young people, the centeredness factor reflects another way in which older adults perceive and
use public spaces (Frager and Fadiman 1984; Newell 1997; Gustafson 2001). Based upon the three
centeredness factors discussed in the chapter 3, the text responses were also analyzed to determine if each
participant viewed the selected urban space image in terms of the attributes of the physical space alone
(environment centered), as a reflection of the people present in the space (people centered), or as a place
where both space attributes and people existed together or where the activity/behavior was most significant
(behavior centered).
Just as discussed in the youth section above, the analysis of the reasons for selection of the images (text
response) became the basis for coding the three centeredness factors. Figure 3.6.9 shows an example of the
interpretation of text content and the associated coding employed for all three centeredness factors.
Frequency tables for each of the three consecutive responses to question one for each affordance condition
were created for the environment, people, and behavior centeredness factors. The analysis of the results was
calculated using the valid percent cells from the frequency tables of the combined results (the three repeated
parts of question one) for each affordance variable.
The results of the frequency distribution analysis showed the mean of the coded responses for the older adult
perception of centeredness factors for each affordance category: Safety – 32.3% environment / 32.3% people
/ 35.3% behavior; Belonging – 43.2% environment / 13.7% people / 43.2% behavior; Multiple Activities –
33.6% environment / 11.2% people / 55.2% behavior; Ability – 43.9% environment / 11.3% people / 44.8%
behavior; and Engagement – 39.3% environment / 12.8% people / 47.9% behavior. Table 4.4.3 shows the
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frequency-to-affordance value calculations for each affordance variable. Following the same procedures as
with previous variable calculations, the type value number (valid percent from frequency tables converted to
two places) is multiplied by affordance rank value number (see Table 4.2.16) for each affordance variable,
equaling the overall value number located in the grey boxes. Representing the overall value older adults
place upon each of the three centeredness variables, the number in the last column is calculated by adding up
the overall values for each of the five affordances.
Based upon the numbers and percentages displayed in the last column (Table 4.4.3), it appears that just like
youth, older adults employ a variety of perceptive schemes in selecting urban spaces for exchange. With a
value rating of 44%, the results indicate that urban public spaces that are perceived as supporting activity
(behavior) and interaction between people and the physical environment are highly valued by older adults for
social exchange. Only slightly lower in value (38%), physical space attributes and features, exclusive of the
presence of people, are considered by older adults as contributing to a space’s value as an interactive urban
public space. Spaces with people present (18%) are considerably less valued as being significant in selecting
a space for social interaction with a friend.
Table 4.4.3. Older Adult Perception of the Values of Environment, People, and Behavior
Centeredness Factors by Affordance Variable in Selecting Urban Space Images for Social
Exchange, Calculated Using the Frequency-to-Affordance Value Computations
SAFETY

BELONG

ACTIVITY

ABILITY

ENGAGE

119
30
122
271

39
13
48

2.5
2.5
2.5

OA Value

2.7
2.7
2.7

Rank Value

44
11
45

Type Value

92
30
149
271

OA Value

2.7
2.7
2.7

Rank Value

34
11
55

Type Value

116
38
116
270

OA Value

2.7
2.7
2.7

Rank Value

43
14
43

Type Value

141
141
158
440

OA Value

4.4
4.4
4.4

Rank Value

32
32
36

Type Value

Rank Value

ENVIRONMENT
PEOPLE
BEHAVIOR
TOTALS

OA Value

CENTEREDNESS
FACTOR
TYPES

Type Value

Older Adults
CENTEREDNESS
FACTOR
VALUES

98
33
120
251

566 (38%)
272 (18%)
665 (44%)
1503(100%)

Calculations: 1. Type Value multiplied by Rank Value equals Overall Value for each affordance variable
2. Addition of all five Overall Values equals Centeredness Factor Values. Margin of Error = 0.2%

4.4.2

Characteristics of Social Exchange Spaces: Older Adults

Based upon the same text coding and affordance modification process employed to collect and modify the
youth responses, the following three sections describe the salient characteristics for supportive urban public
spaces as defined by the older adult survey respondents. As part of the analysis procedure, the text responses
were reviewed in order to find out the specific characteristics older adults felt were important in selecting a
particular space for social exchange. Then, the characteristics were coded to match the appropriate
perception category and analyzed to determine the perceptive modes older adults tend to employ in deciding
the appropriateness of an urban public space for social exchange.
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Independent of specific characteristics, Table 4.4.4 provides a comparative review of the three perceptive
modes (responsive, operational, and inferential) and lays the groundwork for presentation of the older adult
preferred urban open space attributes, features and qualities. The results of the frequency distribution
analysis display the following means of the coded responses for the older adult perception modes for each
affordance category: Safety – 61.1% responsive / 21.9% operational / 16.9% inferential; Belonging – 39.6%
responsive / 32.3% operational / 28.1% inferential; Multiple Activities – 43.6% responsive / 46.3%
operational / 10.1% inferential; Ability – 42.9% responsive / 46.3% operational / 10.8% inferential; and
Engagement – 32.2% responsive / 35.9% operational / 31.9% inferential. Table 4.4.4 displays the frequencyto-affordance value calculations for each affordance variable. Resembling the centeredness variable
calculations, the type value number (valid percent from frequency tables converted to two places) is
multiplied by affordance rank value number (see Table 4.2.16) for each affordance variable, equaling the
overall value number located in the grey boxes. Representing the overall value youth place upon each of the
three perception modes, the number in the last column is calculated by adding up the overall values for each
of the five affordances.
Based upon the numbers presented in the last column, it appears that there is a clear hierarchy in the
perception modes older adults employ in selecting urban spaces for social exchange. With a value rating of
46%, the results indicate that urban public spaces that are perceived through the responsive mode (attributes
experienced through one of the human senses) are highly valued by older adults. Although not as highly
valued (35%), operational or ability to support an action is considered by older adults as making a significant
contribution to its supportive value. Environments that are perceived through the meanings they project or
inferentially (19%) are considerably less valued as being significant in selecting a space for interaction with a
friend.

Table 4.4.4. Perception Modes and Associated Values by Affordance Variable Employed by
Older Adults in Selecting Urban Space Images for Social Exchange, Calculated Using the
Frequency-to-Affordance Formula
SAFETY

BELONG

ACTIVITY

ABILITY

ENGAGE

116
124
30
270

Calculations: 1. Characteristic Value multiplied by Rank Value equals Overall Value for each affordance variable
2. Addition of all five Overall Values equals Perception Mode Values. Margin of Error = 0.2%

409

32
36
32

2.5
2.5
2.5

OA Value

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

43
46
11

Char. Value

119
124
27
270

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

44
46
10

Char. Value

108
86
76
270

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

40
32
28

Char. Value

268
97
75
440

Rank Value

4.4
4.4
4.4

OA Value

61
22
17

Char. Value

RESPONSIVE
OPERATIONAL
INFERENTIAL
TOTALS

Rank Value

PERCEPTION
MODES

Char. Value

Older Adults

80
90
80
250

PERCEPTION
MODE
VALUES

691 (46%)
521 (35%)
288 (19%)
1500(100%)

Along with presenting the most frequent and most important space characteristics in the following tables,
some unique and interesting written text responses from these older adults are included in the analysis. Since
the results were based upon the coded interpretation of personally written responses to an open-ended
question, the examples are intended to illuminate, enliven, and personalize the outcome. Even of greater
variety than the responses of the young people these distinctive and fascinating responses, not only provide a
better understanding of the diversity of the older adult sample population, but imbue a sense of personality to
their responses.
4.4.2.1 Space Attributes (Responsive Mode)
As described in the youth section above, the following outcomes were based upon the coded text responses to
the initial three-part question that asked older adults to select an image and briefly discuss why they felt that
a selected space image met each of the five affordance conditions. Although the selected image could meet
one or more of the affordance criteria, the written response could be either the same or different depending
upon the affordance question asked.
The results of the collective three-part frequency distribution analysis presents mean responses of the coded
urban space attributes defined by all the older adults for each affordance category. The following outcomes
match the most preferred responsive space attributes with each of the five affordances. Of the twenty-five
attributes associated with Safe/Secure spaces, 41% of the value was connected with having People Present on
the site and 13% of the overall value was associated with having an Open space. Although having people
around was important, 7% of the value was in having a Not Crowded space. Of the twenty-nine attributes
associate with a Sense of Belonging, 24% of the value was connected to having People Present, 22% of value
was associated with a space full of Nature, and Water was valued at 7%. Out of the twenty-seven attributes
mentioned by youth as connected to the Multiple Activity affordance, 14% of value was associated with
People Present, 31% connected to Openness, and 9% of value was connected to Nature. Twenty-four
physical space attributes emerged as being associated with Ability. 11% of the overall value for Ability was
linked to having People Present, 32% connected to Openness, and 21% was linked to the presence of
Wheelchairs or Strollers. Of the last affordance variable, Engagement, older adults spotlighted twenty-seven
attributes as important with People Present and Openness both rated at 9% each and Nature rated at 13% of
the overall value.
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Table 4.4.5. Older Adult Values for Urban Space Attributes (Responsive Mode) by Affordance
Variable, Calculated Using the Frequency-to-Affordance Formula
SAFETY

BELONG

ACTIVITY

ABILITY

ENGAGE

3
3
4
2
2
.5
2
2
1
2
.5
2
1
0
.5
1
1
.5
1
0
1
.2
.2
0
.2
.2
0
0
.2
0
.2
0
0
0
.2
0
0
0
0
.2
0

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

OA Value

11
32
5
1
0
22
5
5
1
3
0
3
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
3
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
104

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

4
12
2
.3
0
8
2
2
.3
1
0
1
0
.5
0
0
.3
.3
.5
1
.3
0
.3
.5
.3
0
.3
0
0
0
0
.3
0
0
.5
.3
0
0
.3
0
0

Char. Value

14
30
8
0
3
0
3
3
0
3
0
3
1
0
1
3
5
1
3
0
1
1
3
3
0
3
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
100

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

5
11
3
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
.2
0
.5
1
2
.5
1
0
.2
.2
1
1
0
1
.2
.2
.2
.2
0
0
.5
.2
0
0
.2
.2
0
0
0

Char. Value

27
5
24
1
5
1
8
3
5
5
3
3
3
1
3
1
1
3
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
114

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

10
2
9
.5
2
.2
3
1
2
2
1
1
1
.2
1
.5
.5
1
.2
0
.2
.2
.2
.5
0
0
.2
.2
.2
.2
.5
.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Char. Value

123
40
13
22
13
0
1
4
9
2
13
2
9
13
9
4
0
2
0
4
1
4
0
0
2
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
295

Rank Value

4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4

OA Value

28
9
3
5
3
0
.3
1
2
.5
3
.5
2
3
2
1
0
.5
0
1
.3
1
0
0
.5
0
.3
.3
0
0
0
0
0
.3
0
.3
0
0
0
0
.3

Char. Value

People Present
Openness
Nature
Not Crowded
Town Center
Wheelchair
Water
Shade/Cool
Plants/Trees
Outdoors
Enclosed
Couples Present
Covered
Monitored
Interior
Crowded
Diversity
Cultural Bldgs.
Amusemnt. Park
Nearby Bldgs.
View
Landmarks
Market Place
Boardwalk
Near Street
Sunny
Manicured
Designed Space
Nature Sounds
Different Ages
Cafe
Colorful
Wildlife
Courtyard
Low Traffic
Illumination
Landforms
Electricity
Wind Free
Restrooms
Threshold/Entry
TOTALS

Rank Value

URBAN
SPACE
ATTRIBUTES

Char. Value

Older
Adults
URBAN
SPACE
ATTRIBUTE
VALUES

8
8
10
5
5
1
5
5
3
5
1
5
3
0
1
3
3
1
3
0
3
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
86

183 (26%)
115 (16%)
60 (9%)
29 (4%)
26 (4%)
24 (3%)
22 (3%)
20 (3%)
18 (3%)
18 (3%)
17 (2%)
16 (2%)
16 (2%)
15 (2%)
14 (2%)
11 (2%)
10 (2%)
8 (1%)
8 (1%)
7 (1%)
7 (1%)
7 (1%)
6 (0.9%)
5 (0.7%)
4 (0.5%)
4 (0.5%)
4 (0.5%)
3 (0.4%)
3 (0.4%)
2 (0.3%)
2 (0.3%)
2 (0.3%)
2 (0.3%)
2 (0.3%)
2 (0.3%)
2 (0.3%)
1 (0.2%)
1 (0.2%)
1 (0.2%)
1 (0.2%)
1 (0.2%)
699(100%)

Calculations: 1. Characteristic Value multiplied by Rank Value equals Overall Value for each affordance variable.
2. Addition of all five Overall Values equals Urban Space Attribute Values for all forty-one space attribute variables. Margin of Error = 0.2%

Table 4.4.5 shows the frequency-to-affordance value calculations for each affordance variable. The
characteristic value number (valid percent from frequency tables converted to whole number percentages or
to hundredths if valued at 0.5% or under) multiplied by affordance rank value number (see Table 4.2.16)
equals overall value number located in the grey boxes. The number in the last column (Older Adults: Urban
Space Attribute Values) is calculated by adding up the overall values for each of the five affordances and
represents the overall value older adults placed upon each of the forty-one responsive attribute variables.
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Based upon the numbers presented in the last column on the right (Table 4.4.5), it is obvious that for older
adults, having People Present in public spaces (26%), with over one quarter of the over all value, is not only
extremely important in presenting a feeling of a safe space, but is considered the most important attribute for
belonging to a space as well. Sometimes the response was a single word such as ”group,” “people,”
“crowd,” or two words like “people nearby,” “more people,” or “friendly people.” Sometimes more explicit
reasons reflected the sense of belonging to a place: “crowds around – people – attractive,” “I like being
around people,” or “enjoy with your family.” Many times there was a connection between the number of
people and specific security issues: “lots of people, could be police around,” or “more to observe you.”
Often times, safety and security seemed to be associated with open space: “flat, open, a lot of people offer a
sense of security.” The results showed that Openness (16%) was considered almost as important an attribute
required for exchange as have people present and has almost equal value in meeting three of the five
affordance conditions (safety, activity and ability). The Openness response could be a single word “open,”
“spacious,” “large,” and reflective of outdoors “it looks wide open,” “open and spacey,” or even “openness
within a closed space such as spacious indoors.” One response reflected all three affordance concerns and
was associated with some of the next most important space attributes: “ large space not cluttered,” “space
available for moving,” and “wide open spaces have room for mobility for wheelchairs and stroller and also
allows for conversational type seating.”
Most highly associated with belonging but important for safety and engagement, public spaces that represent
Nature (9%) were considered next in importance with simple text responses such as “natural area,” “beautiful
park,” landscape-peaceful,” “I love a garden, “and “calm, lots of greenery, nature setting.” Other attributes
often associated with nature such as Water, Plants/Trees, and Outdoors (all with 3% each) were valued in
varying degrees for all five affordance criteria. Older adults seemed to associate Water with both its visual
and sound quality with “waterfalls sound relaxing,” “I like space and water: it has a soothing affect and
talking is easier than in a crowd,” “and water always invokes peace, positive ions.” Trees/Plants also seems
to related most often with its calming affects with “sit and relax among the trees,” as well as more exciting
and colorful benefits as “interesting surroundings of plants,” and “trees in bloom.” Similar to Nature’s high
association with belonging and engagement, Outdoors responses were more simple with “outdoor park,”
“spacious outdoors,” and “fresh air.”
Of this second tier of values, Not Crowded and Town Center (4%), Wheelchairs/Strollers around (3%), and
Couples Present, Monitored, and Crowded (2% each) reflected more people oriented attributes that were
most strongly associated with the affordance Safety and/or Engagement. Seemingly opposite attributes, Not
Crowded responses included “few people,” “populated but not too crowded,” and “I don’t feel safe in large
crowds, everyone here are seated and watching,” while Crowded responses included “more people,”
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reflecting engage with ‘lots of people to talk to,” and supporting safety with “lots of people make a getaway
(difficult).” Town Center was expressed as “village atmosphere,” “downtown,” “community, town square,”
and “open public places that people congregate in.” Couples Present responses included single words as
“companion,” “friend,” or more defined as “place to share with a special person.” Obviously mostly
associated with safety, Monitored was expressed with “less open suggests more likely help if needed,” and
“malls are mostly very security friendly.” Wheelchairs/Strollers was closely associated with ability and the
responses reflected participant observations of people using wheelchairs in the images as “wheelchair in
view,” “obviously wheelchair accessible,” as well as more thoughtful responses: “wide open spaces give
room for mobility for wheelchairs and strollers and also allow for conventional seating.”
Reflecting more designable characteristics, Shade/Cool (3%), Enclosed, Covered, and Interior, and Diversity
(2% each) are also attributes valued by older adults when selecting a site to visit with a friend. The attribute
Shade/Cool was a response most closely allied with ability and engagement: “shaded available,” “shelter
form the wind and sun,” and “pleasant – shady area – seems quiet but well attended.” Most closely aligned
with safety, Enclosed was described as “an enclosed mall has more protection,” “area separated by columns,”
Covered included “sheltered,” “trees for roof,” and Interior was described as “indoor shopping,” and “being
in a mall.” Diversity was most closely associated with activity and engagement with a simple word
“portable,” and more extensive, “number of different booths.”
Although reflective of the more important valued space attributes and representing over half of the
responsive variables, the remainder of the responsive urban space attributes considered as influencing
positive social exchange have values of 1% or less and are in keeping with physical attributes typically
associated with urban public spaces (Lynch 1960; Whyte 1980). Associated with all five affordance criteria,
they include in order of value: Cultural Buildings (college – library scene” and “museum, relaxed, shaded”),
Amusement Park (“Japanese theme park” and “little Six Flags”), and Nearby Buildings (“everything is close”
and “close to buildings yet not crowded”). Next in order of value was View (“vista,” “commanding view of
area” and “large walking, lawn background”), Landmarks (“message on pole”), Market Place, Boardwalk,
Near Street, Sunny (“walking, meditating and sunning yourself”), Manicured (“uncluttered area), and
Designed Space (‘plants, trees, design of landscape”). Nature Sounds, Different Ages present (“I myself
enjoy being around younger people”), Café, Colorful, Wildlife (“zoo with benches, great for children,
everyone love animals”), Courtyard, Low Traffic, Illumination (“it is an open, well lighted area where you
would likely find security people”), Landforms (“easy, comfortable, soft and rolling surface”), Electricity,
Wind Free, Restrooms, and Threshold/Entry (“doorway to stores nearby”) finish out the older adult preferred
space attributes associated with social exchange.
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4.4.2.2 Space Features (Operational Mode)
Following the same procedures as previously discussed, the space features were collected from the coded text
responses from the older adult respondents to the question that asked why an image was selected for meeting
each affordance condition. The results of the collective three-part frequency distribution analysis display the
mean responses of the coded urban space features defined by all the older adults for each affordance
category. The following outcomes pair the most preferred operational space features with each of the five
affordances. Of the twenty-two features associated with Safe/Secure spaces, 14% of the value was connected
with being able to Play on the site with the site supporting Walking/Moving, Child-Centered activities, and
with No Hiding Places (all at 10%). Of the twenty-three operational features associate with the Sense of
Belonging, 15% of the value was connected to the space having Seats and Resting places, with Meeting
Places and Talking (12% each). Out of the twenty-four features mentioned by older adults as connected to
the Multiple Activity affordance, 13% of value was associated with a space that had Varied Activities, 12%
with opportunities for Playing and Sports/Games, 10% with Child-Centered activities, and 8% of the value
associated with Walking/Moving. Twenty-one physical space features emerged as being associated with
Ability. 28% of the overall value for Ability was linked to having a Level Surface, 13% with Seats or
Resting places, and 9% was linked to spaces that encouraged Walking/Moving. Of the last affordance
variable, Engagement, older adults selected twenty-three features as important with places for Talking rated
at a high 28%, Seat/Resting places valued at 21%, and space for Walking/Moving rated at 9% of the overall
value.
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Table 4.4.6. Older Adult Values for Urban Space Features (Operational Mode) by Affordance Variable,
Calculated Using the Frequency-to-Affordance Formula
SAFETY

BELONG

ACTIVITY

ABILITY

ENGAGE

9
12
4
.5
1
.2
1
.5
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
.2
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
.5
0
0
0
0

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

OA Value

19
3
14
41
8
3
11
5
5
1
5
3
0
3
1
8
1
1
0
3
0
5
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
142

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

7
1
5
15
3
1
4
2
2
.5
2
1
0
1
.5
3
.5
.3
0
1
0
2
0
.3
0
0
0
.5
0

Char. Value

11
5
14
3
16
19
19
22
1
11
8
8
11
3
3
0
3
3
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
3
1
1
1
169

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

4
2
5
1
6
7
7
8
.2
4
3
3
4
1
1
0
1
1
0
.2
0
0
.2
0
.5
1
.2
.2
.2

Char. Value

14
11
5
3
5
3
3
5
11
5
3
5
3
3
3
1
3
3
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
94

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

5
4
2
1
2
1
1
2
4
2
1
2
1
1
1
.2
1
1
.2
.5
0
0
.2
0
.5
0
.2
0
0

Char. Value

4
4
9
4
9
13
0
2
4
4
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
9
1
4
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
83

Rank Value

4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4

OA Value

1
1
2
1
2
3
0
.5
1
1
1
1
.3
.5
.3
.3
.3
.3
2
.3
1
.5
0
0
.3
0
0
0
0

Char. Value

Seat/Resting
Talking
Walking/Moving
Level Surface
Child-Centered
Playing
Sports/Games
Varied Activities
Meeting Place
Stores/Shopping
Adult-Centered
Watching
Food/Eating
Paired Interest
Exploring
Wide Path/Walk
Table
Flex/Group Seat
No Hiding Place
Pathways
Barriers
Barrier Free
Hanging Out
No Distractions
Gardening
Music
Learn/Teach
Stair/Ramp
Documenting
TOTALS

Rank Value

URBAN
SPACE
FEATURES

Char. Value

Older
Adults
URBAN
SPACE
FEATURE
VALUES

23
30
10
1
3
1
3
1
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
0
3
3
0
3
3
1
0
0
0
0
115

71 (12%)
53 (9%)
52 (9%)
52 (9%)
41 (7%)
39 (6%)
36 (6%)
35 (6%)
26 (4%)
24 (4%)
23 (4%)
23 (4%)
18 (3%)
13 (2%)
11 (2%)
11 (2%)
11 (2%)
11 (2%)
10 (1%)
9 (1%)
7 (1%)
6 (1%)
5 (0.8%)
4 (0.6%)
4 (0.6%)
3 (0.4%)
2 (0.2%)
2 (0.2%)
1 (0.2%)
603(100%)

Calculations: 1. Characteristic Value multiplied by Rank Value equals Overall Value for each affordance variable.
2. Addition of all five Overall Values equals Urban Space Feature Values for all twenty-nine space feature variables. Margin of Error = 0.2%

Table 4.4.6 shows the frequency-to-affordance value calculations for each affordance variable. The
characteristic value number (valid percent from frequency tables converted to whole number percentages or
to hundredths if valued at 0.5% or under) multiplied by affordance rank value number (see Table 4.2.16)
equals overall value number located in the grey boxes. The number in the last column (Older Adults: Urban
Space Feature Values) is calculated by adding up the overall values for each of the five affordances and
represents the overall value older adults place upon each of the twenty-nine operational feature variables.
Based upon the numbers presented in the last column on the right (Table 4.4.6), it is obvious that for older
adults the top four space features for social exchange include Seat/Resting (12%), Talking (9%),
Walking/Moving (9%), and Level Surface (9%). Almost identical to the youth response, the combination of
these four features account for more than one third of the over all value, with a space that provides an
opportunity for Talking being the most important for engagement (overall value of 30 points).
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Although referenced individually, often these four space features were mentioned together and may reflect
the older adult’s desire for both active and passive recreational opportunities to exist in a single public space
(Barker 1968, Bechtel 1990b). Although associated with all five affordances, Seat/Resting was highly and
equally associated with Belonging, Multiple Activity, Ability, and Engagement reflected in simple responses
such as “bench,” “seat,” to “ample seating,” and “reflects not only setting but people at rest.” Many times,
Seat/Resting was associated with Talking as “place to rest and talk,” “conversational type seating,” and “sit
and socializing.” Older adults also described Talking as “ visiting,” “could have a nice conversation,” and
“talking looks like it could be easy.” Not only was Talking important by it self or while resting, but was
associated with Walking/Moving such as “walk and chat,” and “I like to walk and talk at the same time.”
The responses to Walking/Moving also included easy movement “strolling around,” “walk – saunter around,”
“stroll through a natural tunnel with a friend,” and more active motion such as “place for walking, hiking,
running,” and “able to run, walk, jump in a park area.” Sometimes Walking/Moving was connected to
Seat/Resting as “walking, sitting, looking,” and all three with “nice place to sit and talk or walk.” The final
feature in the top third of responses was Level Surfaces with “flat area,” “smooth floor,” “easy access,” “all
on one level,” “ no steps” or implied connection to Walking/Moving with “good for handicap people,” and
“physical niceties to allow people mobility.”
The results showed that spaces that promoted people-oriented activities including Child-Centered (7%),
Adult Centered (4%), and Paired Interests (2%) were the second most important features for social
interaction between friends. Although represented in all five affordance categories, it was not surprising that
both Child-Centered and Adult-Centered were most associated with Activity. The Child-Centered included
simple responses such as “children,” “children’s activities,” “play area,” as well as “I myself enjoy being
around young people” and “have fund with my Grands.” Adult-Centered included “people of my own age,”
“looks like more safety for seniors and grownups,” and “older people need to have a place to rest – chairs
available.” There were many responses that combined both youth and older adult-centered orientation:
“playground for kid and table for adults, “people of mixed ages,” “kids play, adults visit,” and children being
watched by senior adults.” Although similar to the combined youth/older adult text responses, the Paired
Interest responses reflected more age-related interactive activities: “working together and enjoying each
others company,” “sharing games, skills, projects,” “few people - special interest,” “special time with friend”
and “people sitting together.”
With a combined value of almost one third (32%) of the total, older adults seemed to believe that public
spaces that allow for Playing, Sports/Games, and Varied Activities (6% each), have Stores/Shopping
opportunities and support Watching (both at 4%), Food/Eating (3%) and Exploring (2%) would be beneficial
for social exchange. Playing responses were not specific: “playground,” “play games,” “playing ball,”
“playing together,” and “park to play or picnic.” Sports/Games were more specific as “different games,”
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“game tables,” “climbing,” “frisbee,” “take grand children fishing,” “exercise for fund and sports,” and “
open-field- good for soccer/football.” Varied Activities included “multiple things to do,” “everyone appears
to be doing something,” “the different activities in each space five diverse interest,” “various activities
available, sitting, shopping,” and “many activities can be arranged in the open space.” Stores/Shopping with
“shopping,” “shops,” ‘shopping center,” “kiosk” and Food/Eating with “ people can picnic,” “restaurant,”
“dinning,” “can have lunch” represent retail-oriented activities. Exploring responses such as “sightseeing,”
“explore,“ “would be fun to explore old tree – maybe climb” and Watching responses including “looking at
nature,” “people looking around,” “ easy to watch children,” “place to sit and gaze in the water” are reflective
of more passive activities.
Indicative of more designable environments, spaces that had Meeting Places (4%), Wide Paths, Tables,
Flexible/Group Seating (all three at 2% each) with No Hiding Places and regular Pathways (1% each) seem
to be valued by older adults for social exchange. Meeting Places with “group fellowship,” “meet with
friends,” “gathering place,” Flex/Group Seating with “cluster of seating,” “flexible seating,” “ open, tables
and chairs around to accommodate conversation,” and Tables with “convenient tables,” “probably can talk at
table – two chairs” all reflect the need to create spaces for social interaction. Wide Path/Walk with “ample
space for movement,” “wide paths,” and Pathways with “paths,” walk – trail” show need to have physical
spaces for movement. And especially interesting, No Hiding Places with clear visibility of area,” “limited
access,” open space – no place to hide” reflects the importance of Safety to older adults.
Although not valued for all five affordance conditions, the remainder of the operational urban space features
considered as influencing positive social exchange by older adults have values of 1% or less and include
alternative Barrier/Consequences with “difficult of escaping” Barrier Free with “flat, even, no obstacles,” no
steps,” “few hazards – easy to get around,” and Stairs/Ramps with “escalator,” “with steps invite sitting.”
Hanging Out with “inviting to linger,” “just being with a friend hanging out” and No Distractions with “least
distractions” reflect a need for one-on-one interaction. Gardening with “gardening for food and fun,” Music
with “street entertainment,” Documenting with “photograph,” and Learn/Teach with “imagine,” “sharing and
learning and perhaps teaching about side world and values people hold” represent planned activities and their
associated places.
4.4.2.3 Space Qualities (Inferential Mode)
Although reflecting the smallest number of responses, the same procedures as outlined for youth participants
were employed to collect the space qualities from the coded text responses of older adults. The results of the
collective three-part frequency distribution analysis present the mean responses of the coded urban space
qualities defined by all the older adults for each affordance category. The following outcomes pair the most
preferred inferential space qualities with each of the five affordances. Of the nine qualities associated with
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Safe/Secure spaces, 26% of the value was connected with a Peaceful site, 19% with a Restful space, and 13%
each for an Inviting/Familiar space, a Beautiful/Attractive space or with Having Fun. Of the thirteen
operational qualities associate with the Sense of Belonging, 33% of the value was connected to a space being
Peaceful, 16% with a Restful or Inviting/Familiar place, and 12% connected to a Beautiful/Attractive space.
Out of the nine qualities mentioned by youth as connected to the Multiple Activity affordance, 33% of value
was associated with Having Fun, 22% with a Restful environment, and 11% of the value associated with each
of the spaces that were Inviting/Familiar, Protective, and Engaging. Ten physical space qualities emerged as
being associated with Ability with 22% of the overall value for Ability linked to having Restful spaces and
Having Fun, and 11% each was linked to Inviting/Familiar, Beautiful/Attractive, or Protective spaces. Of the
last affordance variable, Engagement, older adults spotlighted thirteen qualities as important with Peaceful
places rated at a high 33%, Private/Personal places valued at 17%, Inviting/Familiar places valued at 13%,
and Restful spaces rated at 10% of the overall value.

Table 4.4.7. Older Adults Values for Urban Space Qualities (Inferential Mode) by Affordance Variable,
Calculated Using the Frequency-to-Affordance Formula
SAFETY

BELONG

ACTIVITY

ABILITY

ENGAGE

10
3
4
2
1
.5
5
.5
1
1
1
.2
.5

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

OA Value

1
5
3
5
3
3
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
24

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

.5
2
1
2
1
1
0
.5
.5
0
0
.3
.3

Char. Value

1
5
3
8
1
3
0
1
3
0
0
0
1
26

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

.2
2
1
3
.5
1
0
.2
1
0
0
0
.2

Char. Value

22
11
11
3
8
5
0
1
0
3
1
1
0
67

Rank Value

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

OA Value

8
4
4
1
3
2
.2
.5
0
1
.5
.5
.5

Char. Value

18
13
9
4
9
9
0
4
0
1
0
1
0
68

Rank Value

4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4

OA Value

4
3
2
1
2
2
0
1
0
.3
0
.3
0

Char. Value

Peaceful
Restful
Inviting/Familiar
Having Fun
Beautiful/Attract.
Protective
Private/Personal
Vibrant/Festive
Engaging
Cozy
Reclusive
Public Life
Contemplative
TOTALS

Rank Value

URBAN
SPACE
QUALITIES

Char. Value

Older
Adults
URBAN
SPACE
QUALITY
VALUES

25
8
10
5
3
1
13
1
3
3
3
1
1
77

67 (25%)
42 (16%)
36 (14%)
25 (9%)
24 (9%)
21 (8%)
13 (5%)
8 (3%)
7 (3%)
7 (3%)
4 (2%)
4 (2%)
3 (1%)
261(100%)

Calculations: 1. Characteristic Value multiplied by Rank Value equals Overall Value for each affordance variable.
2. Addition of all five Overall Values equals Urban Space Quality Values for all fourteen space quality variables. Margin of Error = 0.2%

Table 4.4.7 shows the frequency-to-affordance value calculations for each affordance variable. The
characteristic value number (valid percent from frequency tables converted to whole number percentages or
to hundredths if valued at 0.5% or under) multiplied by affordance rank value number (see Table 4.2.16)
equals overall value number located in the grey boxes. The number in the last column (Older Adults: Urban
Space Quality Values) is calculated by adding up the overall values for each of the five affordances and
represents the overall value youth place upon each of the twenty-eight operational feature variables. Based
upon the numbers presented in the last column on the right (Table 4.4.7), and reflective of the importance of
the calming value of public spaces, it is obvious that for older adults four of the top qualities for social
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exchange are Peaceful (25%), Restful (16%), Inviting/Familiar (14%), and Beautiful/Attractive (9%). The
combination of these four qualities account for almost two-thirds of the over all value with Engagement,
Belonging, and Safety being highly supported by all four environmental qualities. Peaceful with one quarter
of the overall value was express simply as “calm,” “quiet,” “tranquil,” “sense of peace,” “peace and quiet,”
and more elaborately as “a quiet setting is good for conversation,” “quiet times and surrounding,” and
“something calming about strolling through a garden.” Often mentioned together with Peaceful, Restful
included simple phrases as “soothing,” “relaxing,” “a leisure place for relaxing,” “it looks like vacation
time,” “people don’t seem very busy,” “young and old can just relax,” “time can be taken to connect – spend
as much time or as little,” and very often Restful was associated with water as “water is nourishing to me,”
and “waterfalls sound relaxing.” The comfortability of spaces continues with Inviting/Familiar being
described as “inviting,” “comforting landscape,” nice place,” “pleasant surround,” “welcome sense,” “sense
of belonging,” and “it pulls me in.” Beautiful/Attractive spaces were described as “lovely setting,”
“handsome décor,” “very pretty,” “beautiful atmosphere,” it looks lovely,” and “nice walk in beautiful park.”
Reflecting all five affordance variables, the results show that older adults also consider more exuberant or
community oriented spaces that support Having Fun (9%), represent Vibrant/Festive or Engaging (3% each)
environments, or indicate settings that exhibit Public Life (2%), as significant qualities required for
supporting interaction. Having Fun was expressed with simple terms as “fun,” “fun place,” “enjoyable,”
“pleasure,” and more descriptive terms as “it would be fun to plan and work in a garden,” “ having fun with a
group of people,” and “it would be fun to explore old trees. Vibrant/Festive was expresses as “festive,” “busy
street,” “party atmosphere,” Engaging included “entertaining,” “feeling of adventure,” “different enjoyment
or atmosphere,” and Public Life was “pleasant street activity,” and “suggests neighbors working together to
better environment.”
The last group of important space qualities valued by older adults seems contradictory to the previously
mentioned public oriented group. Although classified as personal or inward looking space qualities,
Protective (8%), Private/Personal (5%), Cozy 3% each), Reclusive (2%), and Contemplative (1%) reflect
places that also encourage social interaction. Strongly associated with Safety, Protective environments were
stated simply as “security/safety,” or “void of any harm,” “encourage a feeling of personal safety,” and “not
likely to be a hangout for gangs or drug peddlers.” Private/Personal spaces were highly and exclusively
connected to Engagement and were described as “private,” “space to be alone in a group,” “amble space for
intimacy,” and space for private conversation.” Although not meeting all affordance values, Cozy with
“comfy place to sit,” “ it seems like a cozy place,” Reclusive with “secluded,” “solitude conducive to
talking,” Contemplative with “meditating,” “thought provoking,” and “reflection – time to think on
surroundings” seem to stress the importance of having welcoming spaces for reflection to support social
exchange.
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4.5 Free-Sort Spaces and Personal Places
Presented are the results of the free-sort space and personal place task (sections three and four in the survey
instrument) responses for both the youth and older adult groups. As mentioned earlier, the two main
purposes for including the free-sort and personal place section in the survey instrument was to triangulate the
results as a way of testing their validity and to collect additional data for future research objectives. The
results of these two extra survey sections sometimes confirm, provide no insights, but do not seem to refute
the previously discussed results. A review of the youth and older adult text (content analysis) responses in
these two sections was compared to the text responses for selecting images in the three-parts of section one.
The results of that comparison, was used to augment the analysis of the individual frequency counts collected
for both youth and older adults.
Having gained an understanding of the urban public space types and characteristics youth and older adults
consider supportive for social exchange, the results of the last two sections of the survey were interpreted to
determine if a change in methodology would achieve different results. In three repetitive sequential freesorting tasks, young people and older adults were asked to sort twenty-four public space images into three
groups of eight each and to write down what each group of images had in common. Of the forty-five young
people who took the survey, all sorted the images into three groups but one youth did not provide a reason for
that selection. Since only the text responses and not the images selections were analyzed, the youth
participant count for the free-sort task was forty-four (n=44). Of the ninety older adults whose surveys were
analyzed, sixty-two sorted the images into the three groups, and only forty-three gave reasons for selecting
the spaces. Thus for the free-sort task, only forty-three (n=43) older adults were analyzed.
The personal place task asked participants from both age groups to name a favorite public place in their
community that they would like to visit with an intergenerational friend (youth with an older adult friend and
older adults with a young friend). Of the forty-five youth who took the survey, only forty-three completed all
parts of the personal place task (two not sharing the reason for their preferred place and one person proving
no response at all. So for the personal place section, when analyzing the landscape setting types, forty-four
youth participants were evaluated (n=44), and for the text response variables, forty-two were evaluated
(n=42). Of the ninety older adults who took the survey, sixty named their personal place while forty-nine
completed all parts of the personal space task. Thus sixty (n=60) older adults were analyzed for landscape
setting types and forty-nine (n=49) elders were analyzed for the text response variables.
After coding the responses for the free-sort and the personal place tasks (youth: FS n=44 and PS landscape
setting n=44 and other variables n=42) and (older adults: FS n=43 and PS landscape types n=60 and other
variables n=49) and inputting them into the text file program, the SPSS program created a coded data set for
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all space types, space characteristics, and space descriptions for both age groups. Based upon this data,
response statistics and frequency distribution tables for each space type and space characteristic were created
for each of the two age groups (Kirkpatrick and Feeney 2005). For ease of analysis, the combined frequency
tables for the three free-sort tasks were considered appropriate for analysis for both youth and older adults.
Please note that for both the free-sort and personal place analysis, no frequency-to-affordance calculations
were made. Although these two survey tasks did not stipulate any connection to the five affordance
variables, it is believed that they were part of the variety of factors each participant employed when
addressing these two questions.

4.5.1

Free-Sort Space Types and Characteristics

Based upon an interpretation of the text reasons for creating each of the three urban space image sets in the
free-sort task, the space type factor, centeredness, was analyzed for this study. In addition, the extensive list
of space characteristics developed through the equivalence making process and expressed in the same text
responses was organized and interpreted using the previously discussed three perception modes.
4.5.1.1 Centeredness and Perception Factors
Based upon the three stipulated centeredness factors discussed earlier in this chapter, the text responses to the
three free-sort questions were analyzed to determine how each participant viewed the grouping of the urban
space images in terms of the physical space alone (environment centered), as a reflection of people present
(people centered), or as a place where both environment and people were important or where their
activity/behavior was most significant (behavior centered). Utilizing the combined frequency distribution
data collected for the three free-sort tasks, valid percentages for people, environment, and behavior for both
youth and older adults are presented in Table 4.5.1. The results of the frequency distribution analysis showed
the following means of the coded responses for the youth and older adult perception of the centeredness
factors (youth: 56.1% behavior / 38.2% environment / 5.7% people; older adults: 59.5% behavior / 29.0%
environment / 11.5% people. It is obvious that for both youth and older adults, well over half of the
responses can be interpreted as representing people acting within the environment or their behavior (Ziesel
1981). And for both age groups, the environment is second in importance with over a third of responses and
people present in the space being least important.
These results were very similar to the results of the centeredness percentages for the first section of the
survey presented earlier in this chapter. For both youth and older adults, the sequence of behavior first,
environment second, and people third were a match. The comparison of the results presented in Table 4.3.3
and those presented in Table 4.5.1 shows that for youth, the centeredness factor value difference for behavior
was only 3.1%, for environment was only 8.2% and for people was only 11.3%. While the values for each
factor varied from those of youth, a comparison of the results presented in Table 4.4.3 with those presented in
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Table 4.5.1 showed that for older adults, the difference in centeredness factor for behavior was 15.5%, for
environment was only 9.0% and for people was only 6.5%. Although there was certainly not an exact match
to centeredness values, it could be stated that whether considering affordance variables or not, for both youth
and older adults, the results of the study seems valid.

Table 4.5.1. Youth and Older Adult Free-sort
Task Response Frequency Distribution
Percentage Tables for Centeredness Factors
Centeredness
Factors
Behavior
Environment
People

Table 4.5.2. Youth and Older Adult Free-sort
Task Response Frequency Distribution
Percentage Tables for Perception Modes

Valid Percent
Y
OA
56.1 59.5
38.2 29.0
5.7 11.5

Perception
Modes
Operational
Responsive
Inferential

Valid Percent
Y
OA
33.3 40.2
27.6 36.2
39.1 23.6

Appling the same text coding procedure used to analyze the centeredness factors, the three modes of
perception into which the responses the young people and older adults defined for selecting a public space for
social exchange were also examined. As in the earlier analysis, the three modes (responsive, operational, and
inferential) were connected with three specific space characteristics (attributes, features, and qualities). As
part of the analysis procedure, the characteristics were coded to match their appropriate perception category
and analyzed to determine the perceptive modes youth and older adults tend to use in deciding the
appropriateness of an urban public space for social interaction. Independent of specific characteristics, Table
4.5.2 provides a comparative review of the three perceptive modes for the two age groups and lays the
groundwork for presentation of the preferred urban open space attributes, features, and qualities resulting
from the free-sort task. The results of the frequency distribution analysis showed the following means of the
coded responses for the youth perception modes: Youth – 39.1% inferential / 33.3% operational / 27.6%
responsive; and older adults – 23.6% inferential / 40.2% operational / 36.2% responsive. For youth, the
environmental perception variables are relatively equal with around one-third of the overall value for each
mode. For older adults, responsive was close to one-third the value with inferential a little under and
operational a little larger than one-third. This was not surprising, as young people tend to be interested in
physical activities over mental ones. Although the two age groups differed in the ranking of the three
perception modes, it was obvious that there was little significant difference between the two groups regarding
value of the three perception variables.
Contrary to the centeredness factors, these results were very dissimilar to the results of the perception
percentages presented for the first section of the survey. As mentioned earlier, in the frequency-toaffordance calculations, both youth and older adults placed responsive first, operational second, and
inferential third (See Tables 4.3.4 and 4.4.4). Not only were the sequence of importance of variables
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different, but the range in values was less significant in the free-sort task results. Thus based upon a
comparison between these two results, support of the previous findings could no be strengthened. Given the
close connection between perception and the characteristics, a comparative review of space characteristics
was conducted to determine if validity of the results might still be triangulated.
4.5.1.2 Space Characteristics
The results of the free-sort space characteristics analysis were developed from the coded text responses
(content analysis) that young people and older adults stated were the equivalency reasons for placing the
urban space images into the three groupings. Table 4.5.3 provides an age-comparative review of the specific
preferred urban open space attributes, features, and qualities that emerged from the free-sort task. The table
represents the valid percentages (values) for each characteristic, calculated from the frequency distribution
analysis of the mean coded responses for both youth and older adults.
For youth, the top eight space characteristics from each of the three perception categories (bolded) represent
over 50% of the total value assigned. In the same manner, over 50% of the accumulated value was registered
in the top nine space characteristics (also bolded) for older adults. Both youth and older adults seem to agree
on the importance of four of the highly valued characteristics (People Present, Varied Activities, Talking, and
Peaceful). Specifically, young people defined seventeen responsive variables and older adults defined
thirteen responsive variables as important characteristics for social exchange, with only eleven responsive
variables of mutual importance. Operationally, thirteen variables were selected by youth and nineteen
characteristics were selected by older adults, with thirteen variables considered mutually important. And for
inferential perception, nine characteristics for youth and thirteen for older adults were considered viable, with
nine mutually selected. Generally speaking, although the two age groups varied in their perception mode
valuations, they seemed to agree on the most valued characteristics. There were two additional variables
present in the free-sort task results (italicized) that did not appear in the previous results: responsive –
nothing in common and inferential – unpleasant. Although not space characteristics that would be conducive
to social exchange, they appear as a direct response to the free-sorting task of sorting the images into three
groups and having the last group a collection of those urban space images that remained. For a small number
of the youth and older adult respondents, the last group of free-sorted images had nothing in common or were
considered unpleasant or of no value in supporting social interaction.
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Table 4.5.3. Youth and Older Adult Free-sort Task Response Frequency Distribution
Percentage Tables for Urban Space Characteristics
URBAN
SPACE
ATTRIBUTES
People Present
Town Center
Openness
Nature
Outdoors
Couples Present
Plants/Trees
Nothing in Common
Diversity
Not Crowded
Crowded
Water
Nearby Buildings
Shade/Cool
Designed Space
Interior
View
Wildlife
Colorful
Landforms

Valid
Percent
Y
7.2
2.2
1.1
1.7
1.1
2.2
1.7
1.7
1.1
1.1
1.7
0.6
1.1
1.1
0.0
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.0
0.0

OA
6.5
4.0
5.1
4.3
3.6
1.8
1.4
1.4
1.1
1.1
0.0
0.7
0.0
0.0
0.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.4

URBAN
SPACE
FEATURES
Varied Activities
Talking
Child Centered
Walking/Moving
Playing
Barriers
Meeting Place
Seat/Resting
Level Surface
Stores/Shopping
Hanging Out
Sports/Games
Watching
Food/Eating
Exploring
Learn/Teach
Paired Interest
Stair/Ramp
Pathways

Valid
Percent
Y
6.1
9.9
2.8
3.3
1.1
1.7
1.1
1.7
1.1
1.7
1.1
0.0
0.0
0.6
0.0
0.0
0.6
0.0
0.0

OA
9.4
5.1
6.2
3.3
2.9
2.2
2.5
1.8
2.2
1.4
1.1
1.8
1.8
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.4
0.4
0.4

URBAN
SPACE
QUALITIES
Inviting/Familiar
Peaceful
Protective
Having Fun
Restful
Beautiful/Attractive
Engaging
Unpleasant
Vibrant/Festive
Contemplative
Public Life
Cozy
Reclusive

Valid
Percent
Y
9.9
6.1
8.3
7.2
3.3
1.7
1.7
1.1
0.0
0.0
0.6
0.0
0.0

OA
1.8
4.0
1.4
2.2
0.7
2.9
1.8
0.4
1.4
1.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

An examination of the youth preferred space attribute results from the first three-step survey task (Table
4.3.5) indicated that of the thirty-one space attributes (responsive mode) mentioned, fourteen attributes were
duplicated in the free-sort task (Table 4.5.3). People Present was considered most important for both tasks
with Crowded and Wildlife only appearing in the youth free-sort responses. For older adults, the comparative
review of Table 4.4.5 revealed that thirteen attributes were duplicated in the free-sort task (Table 4.5.3).
People Present was considered most important for both tasks with four of the top five space attributes being
represented in both survey results.
Conducting the same comparative analysis for the space features (operational mode), Table 4.3.6 illustrates
that of the twenty-eight features selected by youth in the initial task, thirteen of them were repeated in the
free-sort task (see Table 4.5.3). In addition, the top four features in the free-sort results are duplicated within
the top seven features in Table 4.3.6. For older adults the results are even closer. A comparison between the
results in Table 4.4.6 and those in Table 4.5.3 indicates that nineteen were repeated in the free-sort task and
that ten of the top eleven features defined in the free-sort task are also represented in the top ten features
defined by older adults in the first task of the survey.
Finally, a look at the space qualities (inferential mode) defined by youth and older adults for both the threepart image selection task and the free-sort task clearly indicated even a closer match in results. Table 4.3.7
illustrates that of the eleven features selected by youth in the initial task, nine of them are repeated in the
free-sort task (see Table 4.5.3). Additionally, six of the top inferential space qualities selected in the free-sort
task are represented in the top six qualities presented in the initial three-part survey results in Table 4.3.7.
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For older adults, a comparison between Table 4.4.7 and Table 4.5.3 shows that of the thirteen space qualities
spotlighted in the first three-part survey question results, all thirteen were repeated in the free-sort task
results. In fact Peaceful was considered most important in both survey task results.
The comparative analysis of survey results collected for both youth and older adults between the free-sort
task and the initial three-part survey task of the selection of space attributes, features, and qualities revealed
their close alignment. Although not identical, the comparatively close space characteristic selection by both
age groups during the free-sort task could be considered a valid support (triangulation) for the space
characteristics defined by the frequency-to-affordance results collected from the initial three-part survey task.

4.5.2

Personal Public Places Defined

The fourth task in the survey instrument asked youth and older adults to provide the specific names and
relative information about a preferred public space that would support social exchange between
intergenerational pairs. The purpose of this task was to focus the participant’s attention on a potential
intergenerational experience rather than on same-age interactions. With this approach in mind, the two
objectives were to conduct a crosscheck or triangulation with the frequency-to-affordance results collected
from the first survey task and to collect a list of public spaces and associated attributes that could be
employed in future observational research studies (see chapter 5). The analysis of the personal place survey
results was developed from the coding of the text responses (content analysis) that young people and older
adults used to answer the question. The comparative results of the landscape setting types, centeredness
factors, perception modes, and place characteristic variables are presented in the next three sections and the
specific names, locations, and related information are presented in the final section of this chapter.
4.5.2.1 Landscape Setting Types
Table 4.5.4 provides an age-comparative review of the specific landscape setting types preferred by youth
and older adults based upon the specific places listed in the survey as a public place to be visited with an
intergenerational partner. The table represents the valid percentages (values) for each landscape, calculated
from the frequency distribution analysis of the mean coded responses for both youth and older adults.
The twelve landscape setting types that emerged from the personal place survey question showed that for
youth, Mall/Shopping Center represented the most preferred (25%) type of place they liked to visit with an
older adult. Landscape Park was second with 13.6%, followed by Community Center, Library, and
Entertainment Center/Ball Park, all with 9.1%. These first five landscape types represent almost two-thirds
of the overall value. In order of value, the remaining landscape setting types included: Lake/Beach/Water,
Home/Relative’s House, and School with 6.8% each; Museum with 4.5%; and Bridge/Trail/Path, Skating
rink, and Basketball Court with 2.3% each.
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Of the fifteen personal places spotlighted by older adults, the most preferred setting type for visiting with a
young friend was Landscape Park with over one-third (35%) of the participants selecting a park for social
exchange. The second most preferred type of space mentioned in the personal place survey results was
Lake/Beach/Water with 18.3%. Together with the Landscape Park, these two places represented over half of
the preferred types of space. In order of value, Playground was third with 8.3%; Garden and Church with
6.7% each; Community Center (5%); Mall/Shopping Center, Museum, Café/Restaurant, and Golf Course
(3.3%); and the last five were Library, Home/Relative’s House, School, Zoo, and Fairgrounds (1.7% each).

Table 4.5.4. Youth and Older Adult Personal Place
Task Response Frequency Distribution Percentage
Tables for Urban Space Types
Personal Place Landscape
Setting Types
Landscape Park
Mall/Shopping Ctr.
Lake/Beach/Water
Community Center
Library
Enter. Center/Ball Park
Home/Relative’s House
School
Playground
Museum
Garden
Church
Café/Restaurant
Golf Course
Bridge/Trail/Path
Skating Rink
Basketball Court
Zoo
Fairgrounds

Valid Percent
Y
OA
13.6
35.0
25.0
3.3
6.8
18.3
9.1
5.0
9.1
1.7
9.1
0.0
6.8
1.7
6.8
1.7
0.0
8.3
4.5
3.3
0.0
6.7
0.0
6.7
0.0
3.3
0.0
3.3
2.3
0.0
2.3
0.0
2.3
0.0
0.0
1.7
0.0
1.7

Although twice as many landscape setting types were spotlighted in the personal place survey compared to
the original researcher defined eight landscape setting types, a review comparing the initial frequency-toaffordance survey task results presented in Table 4.3.2 and Table 4.4.2 was conducted to see if there was a
match between the top setting types. For youth, Table 4.3.2 shows that Landscape Park and Mini Park were
first and third, with Promenade and Plaza second and fourth. Although reversed and defined somewhat
differently, these selections could be considered as matching the top urban and natural setting types
(Mall/Shopping Center and Landscape Park) defined in the personal place survey (Table 4.5.4).
Conducting a similar comparison for older adults, Table 4.4.2 shows that Mini Park and Garden were first
and second. Although defined a little differently, these settings could be considered as directly matching the
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top two natural setting types (Landscape Park and Lake/Beach/Water) defined in the personal place survey
(Table 4.5.4). Though not definitive for either youth or older adults, the landscape setting types selected in
the personal place survey task seem to support rather than contradict the important urban landscape settings
selected as most important in the initial survey task.
4.5.2.2 Centeredness and Perception Factors
The text responses provided as a reason for selecting the personal place were analyzed to determine how each
participant viewed the value of a space as it related to the three centeredness factors: physical space alone
(environment centered), the importance of people present (people centered), or as a place where both
environment and people were important or where their activity/behavior was most significance (behavior
centered). Utilizing the collected frequency distribution data, valid percentages for people, environment, and
behavior for both youth and older adults are presented in Table 4.5.5.
The results of the frequency distribution analysis showed the following means for the youth and older adult
perception of the centeredness factors (youth: 81.0% behavior / 16.7% environment / 2.4% people; older
adults: 61.2% behavior / 34.7% environment / 4.1% people. It is obvious that for both youth and older
adults, perception of a supportive urban space is highly associated with people’s actions or behavior within
that environment (Zeisel 1981). And for both age groups, the environment is second in importance with
people present in the space being least important.
For both youth and older adults, the sequence of behavior first, environment second, and people third were a
match to the results of the centeredness percentages for the first section of the survey presented earlier in this
chapter. A comparison of the results presented in Table 4.3.3 and Table 4.4.3 with those presented in Table
4.5.5 shows that for both age groups, behavior or activity within a space by far the most important criteria in
selecting a space for social exchange. Although there was certainly not an exact match to centeredness
values, the matched ranking of the three centeredness variables could be considered a triangulation of the
results.

Table 4.5.5. Youth and Older Adult Personal
Place Task Response Frequency Distribution
Percentage Tables for Centeredness Factors
Centeredness
Factors
Behavior
Environment
People

Table 4.5.6. Youth and Older Adult Personal
Place Task Response Frequency Distribution
Percentage Tables for Perception Modes

Valid Percent
Y
OA
81.0 61.2
16.7 34.7
2.4 4.1

Perception
Modes
Operational
Responsive
Inferential
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Valid Percent
Y
OA
47.3 35.8
36.4 23.2
16.4 41.1

Applying the same text coding procedure used above, the three modes of perception that the two age groups
employed in selecting a public space for social exchange were examined. As presented in the earlier
analysis, the three modes (responsive, operational, and inferential) are directly related to the three specific
space characteristics (attributes, features, and qualities). As part of the analysis procedure, the characteristics
were coded to match their appropriate perception category and analyzed to determine the perceptive modes
youth and older adults employed in deciding the appropriateness of an urban public space for social
interaction. Independent of specific characteristics, Table 4.5.6 exhibits a comparative review of the three
perceptive modes for the two age groups and lays the groundwork for presentation of the preferred urban
open space attributes, features, and qualities resulting from the review of the personal place task.
The results of the frequency distribution analysis showed the following means of the coded responses for the
youth perception modes: Youth – 47.3% operational / 36.4% responsive / 16.4% inferential; and older adults
– 35.8% operational / 23.2% responsive / 41.1% inferential. For youth, the environmental perception
variables are unequal with operational almost half the value, responsive about a third and inferential
considerably less. For older adults, operational is about a third, responsive not quite a quarter and inferential
between one third and half of the value. Of interest but not surprising, the results indicated that in regard to
personal places selected for social exchange between intergenerational pairs, youth prefer active recreational
places and older adults seem to prefer passive recreational places.
Contrary to the centeredness factors, the perception percentages for each mode did not have the same ranking
as presented for the first section of the survey. As mentioned earlier, in the frequency-to-affordance
calculations, both youth and older adults placed responsive first, operational second, and inferential third
(See Tables 4.3.4 and 4.4.4). Although similar in value range, the rank differences are notable. Based upon
a comparison to the previous results, validation could not be supported by the personal place results. Given
the close connection between perception and the characteristics, a comparative review of space
characteristics was thus conducted to determine if validity might still be triangulated.
4.5.2.3 Place Characteristics
The results of the personal place characteristic analysis emerged from the coded text responses (content
analysis) that young people and older adults stated were the reasons for choosing their specific place for
social exchange between intergenerational friends. Table 4.5.7 shows an age-comparative review of the
urban space attributes, features, and qualities that resulted. The table represents the valid percentages
(values) for each characteristic, calculated from the frequency distribution analysis of the mean coded
responses for both age groups.
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For youth, the top six space characteristics from each of the three perception categories (bolded) represent
almost half (49.1%) of the total value assigned. Similarly, one-third (33.3%) of the accumulated value was
also registered in the top six space characteristics (also bolded) for older adults. Matching the perception
mode results, both youth and older adults agree on the importance of the operational features in selecting a
supportive space with eight of the top twelve characteristics being represented (Food/Eating, Varied
Activities, Sports/Games, Learn/Teach and Waking/Moving for both ages and Store/Shopping for youth
alone). Specifically, young people defined seven responsive variables and older adults defined twenty-three
responsive variables as important characteristics for social exchange, with all seven youth defined variables
being defined by adults. Eleven operational variables were selected by young people and fifteen
characteristics were selected by older adults with eight variables considered mutually important. And for
inferential perception, eight characteristics for youth and nine for older adults were considered viable, with
eight mutually selected.
Table 4.5.7. Youth and Older Adult Personal Place Task Response Frequency
Distribution Percentage Tables for Urban Space Characteristics

PERSONAL
PLACE
ATTRIBUTES
Nature
Openness
Nearby Buildings
Water
People Present
Couples Present
Wildlife
Diversity
Manicured
Amusement Park
Monitored
Outdoors
Plants/Trees
Interior
View
Landmarks
Cultural Buildings
Covered
Enclosed
Privately Owned
Nature Sounds
Colorful
Restrooms

Valid
Percent
Y
0.0
1.4
1.4
0.0
2.9
2.9
0.0
1.4
1.4
0.0
1.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

OA
6.8
3.4
3.4
4.5
1.1
1.1
3.4
1.7
1.7
2.8
1.1
2.3
1.7
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

PERSONAL
PLACE
FEATURES
Food/Eating
Varied Activities
Sports/Games
Learn/Teach
Walking/Moving
Stores/Shopping
Playing
Meeting Place
Talking
Seat/Resting
Child Centered
Hanging Out
Pathways
Adult Centered
Paired Interest
Barrier Free
Wide Path/Walk
Music

Valid
Percent
Y
5.8
7.2
7.2
8.7
4.3
7.2
4.3
4.3
1.4
0.0
0.0
2.9
0.0
0.0
1.4
0.0
0.0
0.0

OA
6.8
4.5
4.0
1.7
5.6
0.0
2.3
0.6
2.8
4.0
3.4
0.0
2.8
1.7
0.0
0.6
0.6
0.6

PERSONAL
PLACE
QUALITIES
Having Fun
Peaceful
Protective
Inviting/Familiar
Beautiful/Attractive
Engaging
Restful
Unpleasant*
Private/Personal

Valid
Percent
Y
13.0
2.9
4.3
4.3
1.4
2.9
1.4
1.4
0.0

OA
1.1
5.1
1.7
0.6
3.4
0.6
1.7
1.4
0.6

* Note: Although not a supportive space quality, both youth and older adults did define some
personal spaces as have this characteristic

An examination of the youth preferred space attribute results from the first three-step survey task (Table
4.3.5) indicated that of the thirty-one space attributes (responsive mode) mentioned, all seven mentioned
attributes were duplicated in the personal place task (Table 4.5.7). People Present was considered most
important for both tasks. For older adults, the comparative review of Table 4.4.5 revealed that of the fortyone space attributes mentioned, twenty-two attributes were duplicated with Privately Owned being added in
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the personal place task (Table 4.5.7). Reflecting the importance of nature over culture, four of the top ten
attributes were represented in both survey results (Openness, Nature, Water, and Outdoors).
Conducting the same comparative analysis for the space features (operational mode), Table 4.3.6 illustrates
that of the twenty-eight features selected by youth in the initial task, eleven of them were repeated in the top
personal place task results (see Table 4.5.7). Although Learn/Teach was most the important responsive
characteristic mentioned in the personal space task and considered much lower in the initial survey, the top
eight features in the personal space results were duplicated within the top thirteen features in Table 4.3.6.
These included: Playing, Talking, Walking/Moving, Varied Activities, Stores/Shopping, Sports/Games,
Food/Eating, and Meeting Place.
For older adults the results are similar. A comparison between the results in Table 4.4.6 and those in Table
4.5.7 indicates that fifteen were repeated in the personal place task. Repeating some of the most important
features mentioned by youth, four of the top five features defined by older adults in the personal place task
including, Walking/Moving, Varied Activities, Sports/Games, and Food/Eating are also represented in the top
features defined by older adults in the first task of the survey.
Finally, a look at the space qualities (inferential mode) defined by youth and older adults for both the threepart image selection task and the personal place task clearly indicated even a closer match in results. Table
4.3.7 illustrates that of the eleven features selected by youth in the initial task, seven of them are repeated in
the personal place task (see Table 4.5.7). Although youth considered Having Fun (13% overall) the most
important reason for selecting a personal place for social exchange, Protective and Inviting/Familiar were
also important. Duplicating the youth results, a comparison between Table 4.4.7 and Table 4.5.7 showed that
of the thirteen space qualities spotlighted in the first three-part survey question by older adults, eight were
repeated in the personal place task results. In fact Peaceful was considered most important in both survey
task results. Though probably not capable of supporting social exchange, Unpleasant* was mentioned by
both youth and older adults as a valid quality of their preferred personal places.
The comparative analysis of survey results collected for both youth and older adults between the personal
place task and the initial three-part survey task of the selection of space attributes, features, and qualities did
not reveal a close alignment in terms of rating of space characteristics. But the fact that when given a chance
to select a personal place for social exchange, the same space characteristics as were spotlighted in initial
three-part survey also emerged as important. Although not conclusive, the results tend to support the
previously spotlighted space types and characteristics that seem important to youth and older adults in
selecting an urban public space for social interaction.
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4.5.2.4 Place Name and Location
While the place types, centeredness, perception, and characteristic results from the personal place survey task
was used to triangulate the validity of the results collected from the first survey task, the specific information
collected from the place name, location and circulation factors had another purpose. The youth and older
adult responses for these three questions were collected in order to compile a list of potential existing settings
that could be visited in the future in order to conduct observational research of intergenerational interactions.
The question in the survey instrument specifically asked for the name and location of a favorite public space
that would support a visit with an intergenerational friend (youth with an older adult friend and older adults
with a young friend).
Presented in Table 4.5.8, the names and locations of personally defined intergenerationally supportive urban
public spaces seem to fall into thirteen categories. By far, Public Parks were mentioned most often with
Community Centers and Malls/Shopping Centers mentioned only about a third as often. Museums, Churches
and Entertainment Centers/Ball Stadiums were next, followed by Schools, Relative’s Houses, Beach, Garden
and Golf Course/County Club. The last group of five (Open/natural Landscape, Downtown Center,
Fairgrounds, Skating Rink and Zoo) were mentioned by only one person each.
Many of the specific place names were repeating by both age groups and thus perhaps had more value than
other sites in terms of opportunities to conduct observational research. Reflecting the variety of place types
and in order of rank, they included for youth: Pullen Park, Triangle Town Center, Walnut Terrace
Community Center, and RBC Center. Not surprising, older adults had a more extensive list with the most
frequent site being: Pullen Park, Bond Park, and Church.
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Table 4.5.8. Specific Personal Place Names and Locations Listed by Youth and
Older Adults That They Believe Could Support Intergenerational Interaction
Personal Place Names
Public Parks (39)
Pullen Regional Park
Bond Park (Regional Park)
Shelley Lake
Kids Together Park
City of Garner Park
Wake Forest Community Park
Lassiter Mill Park
Falls Lake Dam
Lake Benson
Community Center (12)
Walnut Terrace Community Center
Chavis Community Center
Northern Wake Senior Center
Mall/Shopping Center (12)
Triangle Town Center
Crabtree Valley Mall
Car Town Center
Museum (6)
Museum of Life and Science
Wax Museum
Library (5)
Wake Public Library
Church (5)
Church
Entertainment Center/Ball Stadium (4)
RBC Center
School (3)
Seminary
Wake County Schools
Home/Relative’s House (3)
Home, Walnut Terrace
Home, Heritage Park
Beach (2)
Coast - Outer Banks
Garden (2)
NCSU-Raulston Arboretum
Golf Course/Country Club (2)
Golf Course
Downtown Center (1)
Downtown Raleigh
Skating Rink (1)
Capitol Roller Skating Center

Place Locations

Personal Place Names

Place Locations

Raleigh, NC
Cary, NC
Raleigh, NC
Cary, NC
Garner, NC
Wake Forest, NC
Raleigh, NC
Raleigh, NC
Garner, NC

Durham Park
Pine Lake
The Rose Garden
Lake Lynn
Lake Wheeler
Pennequid Point Lighthouse
Selby Gardens
Moraine State Park

Cary, NC
Apex, NC
Raleigh, NC
Raleigh, NC
Raleigh, NC
Damariscotta, ME
Sarasota, FL
Prospect, PA

Raleigh, NC
Raleigh, NC
Wake Forest

Boys & Girls Club
Heritage Park Community Center
The Grove

Wake Forest, NC
Raleigh, NC
Raleigh, NC

Raleigh, NC
Raleigh, NC
Raleigh, NC

South Point Mall
Super Target

Durham, NC
Durham, NC

Durham, NC
Raleigh, NC

Museum of Science
Air Force Museum

Raleigh, NC
Dayton, OH

Wake Forest, NC

Wake Public Library, Downtown

Raleigh, NC

Raleigh, NC

Bethesda Baptist Church

Raleigh, NC

Raleigh, NC

Reynolds Coliseum-NCSU

Raleigh, NC

Wake Forest, NC
Raleigh, NC

Reedy Creek School

Cary, NC

Raleigh, NC
Raleigh, NC

Sister’s House

Raleigh, NC

North Carolina

Lido Beach

Sarasota, FL

Raleigh, NC

Wakefield Plantation Sr. Apts.
Open/Natural Landscape (1)
Open Land Across from Wake Med
Fairgrounds (1)
NC State Fairgrounds
Zoo (1)
Wake Forest Zoo

Raleigh, NC

Raleigh, NC
Raleigh, NC
Raleigh, NC

Raleigh, NC
Raleigh, NC
Wake Forest, NC

The majority of listed personal places are located within the Raleigh/Durham/Chapel Hill Triangle region of
North Carolina, and reflect the extended opportunities for public access to social exchange spaces. Youth
tended to select local venues and except for a number of cases, so to did the active older adults. The varied
list does provide a wealth of specific potential settings for observing and documenting the social
interactivities of intergenerational pairs.
Along with the specific name and location of the personal place, each respondent was asked to share how far
that place was away from their home and what mode of travel they most often used to make a visit.
Presented as valid percentages of frequency distributions of the responses, the results seemed to confirm
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some obvious truths about both the differences and similarities between the two age groups in selecting a
space. Although for both age groups the personal place was located in their neighborhood, of some distance
away (11-20 miles) or somewhere between 1-10 miles distance. Table 4.5.9 shows an almost equal
distribution of distances, while the older adults seem to select places in the larger local community but not
nearby.

Table 4.5.9. Youth and Older Adult Personal
Place Task Response Frequency Distribution
Percentages for Distance from Home
Personal
Place Distance
Neighborhood
1-3 Miles
4-10 Miles
11-20 Miles

Table 4.5.10. Youth and Older Adult Personal Place
Task Response Frequency Distribution Percentages
for Type of Transportation Used to Visit Special Places

Valid Percent
Y
OA
20.5
15.5
22.7
20.7
22.7
50.0
34.1
13.8

Personal
Place Circulation
Walk
Bike
Bus
Car
Other

Valid Percent
Y
OA
22.7
16.1
2.3
0.0
9.1
6.5
65.9
75.8
0.0
1.6

It is obvious that by far youth (65.9%) and older adults (75.8%) use personal cars most frequently when
visiting their most supportive social exchange places (Table 4.5.10). This result coincides with the place
distances stipulated earlier. Obviously, both youth and older adults walk to those places that are located in
their neighborhoods.
Although not contributing to the significance of the results of this survey, the specific list of personal places
and their locations could be of value in testing the validity of those results through observations of young
people and older adults interacting together in a public space. Suggested research approaches are discussed
under Behavior Observational Research in chapter 5. A comparison between the preferred urban space types
and characteristics collected from the free-sort and personal place survey tasks and the results of the salient
frequency-to-affordance space type and characteristic results presented earlier revealed similarities in choices
for both age groups. Though not conclusive, the triangulation of the results tended to support the validity of
the selected urban space types and characteristics that are discuss in detail in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions: Discussion and Design Implications
“Dyadic relationships form the core elements of our social lives (Gonzalez and Griffin 1997, 271.” This fact
is particularly true for the one-on-one grand friend relationships that exist between youth and older adults
participating in intergenerational programs. Why, then do so many assessments in this area of research,
including this study, seem to focus on interpreting the results of individual age-related data rather than
combined data? The reason, as experienced in the research design of this study, may be that
intergenerational exchange is a single pair activity, rather than a grouped pair activity. This fact, along with
limited access to intergenerational pairs, has led to the independent collection of data from each age group.
However, when the sample data is collected in the idealized world of independence, rather than the real
world of dyadic interdependence, an analytical dilemma appears. How can the psychology of perception and
preference of intergenerational interdependence be discussed using the statistics of youth and older adult
group independence?
In order to address this concern, the first section of this chapter endeavors to address the second objective
presented in chapter 1 yet focus the discussion upon the similarities rather than the differences between the
two age groups in the perceptions and preferences for urban public open spaces. Reviewing the results in a
more holistic way, the following discussion seeks to define the specific urban space types and their
associated characteristics that seem to support social exchange between the intergenerational members of a
hypothetical grand friend pair. The interpretation of the results is accomplished by reviewing both the
frequency and ratings data for each group and combining it with the between group comparative data. Newly
created graphic images, along with sections of previously presented charts and graphs, are employed as a
visual tool for informing the discussion.
Following a short presentation of the demographic attributes of the two age groups, an extended discussion of
the five environmental affordance variables is presented. Addressing question 1, the importance of each
affordance value to the two age groups and the reciprocal relationships that seem to exist between those
variables is presented. Using the most preferred mutually selected urban space images as a guide, specific
qualities associated with the affordance selection of each age group is discussed. Based upon the previous
results presented in chapter 4 and the goal of addressing questions 2, 3, and 4 that were posed at the
beginning of this report, the ideal urban public open space types that would support social exchange between
youth and older adults are defined and their specific characteristics are categorized into clustered groups.
Although no age-comparative studies that looked specifically at environmental influences for exchange were
found during the literature search, selected research studies and opinion papers were presented in the second
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section and employed as a basis for discussing specific urban space types and characteristics that were
spotlighted in the results of this study. And as often occurs during the process of defining and conducting a
research study, recommendations for further research investigations are discussed in the third section.
With the fifth and final objective to translate the research results of this study into practice, section four looks
at the possible intergenerational space design implications and proposes a set of indicators that might be used
to define intergenerational supportive spaces. Both space features and some associated spatial relationships
that seem to support intergenerational dyadic behaviors are identified. Then confronting question 5, the
dyadic (combined youth and older adult) salient public space types and associated space characteristics
spotlighted in this final analysis become a starting point for both evaluating the validity of current settings to
support social exchange between the two age groups (dyadic behavior) and as a possible guide for making
design decisions in the development of new urban public open spaces.
Finally, Niels Bohr’s (1934) scientific theory of complementarity was employed to guide a final discussion of
the interface of opposites and the omnivalence of unknown possibilities that seemed to emerge during the
analysis and discussion of the results of this investigation and reflect the dyadic and opposing nature of this
age (youth and older adult) comparative study.

5.1 Summary of Findings: Age-Group Comparison
Presenting the general conclusion that a commonality exists between what urban public spaces youth
consider supportive and what older adults consider supportive, this section presents a discussion of the results
of the study as they are defined by the first four questions presented in chapter 1. Reflecting the agecomparative nature of the study, the discussion of the results is guided by the relevance of the variables
presented in the analytical framework and includes: environmental affordances, space types, and space
characteristics.
Since age-related inferences may be connected to gender, race, or socio-economic conditions, a quick review
of the demographic similarities of the two participating age-groups is first presented. Similarities in choices
between the two groups, specifically as they relate to one or more of the five affordances (safety, belonging,
multiple activities, ability, and engagement), seem to reflect similar development needs between youth and
older adults as suggested in the background section of chapter 1. Other inferences concerning the data
suggest that differences and similarities in preference expressed by the two groups may be connected to
similar perceptive approaches used in selecting an urban public space for social exchange. And finally,
inferences can be made relating to the specific types and associated characteristics selected by youth and
older adults, both convergent and divergent.
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Although logic tells us that opposites are balanced against one another (Saarinen 1949), and divergent
inferences may be of more critical interest than the convergent ones, the main focus of this final discussion is
on the similarities. Focusing on the convergence of perceptions and preferences of the two age-groups as
revealed through the results, this summary section discusses the specific similarities between the choices
made by the youth and older adult respondents and presents possible rationale to explain those results.

5.1.1

Demographic Comparison

Although the analysis of the data presented in chapter 4 mirrored the results of another ethnic/gender
comparative study (Virden and Walker 1999), suggesting that the two participant age-groups were
homogeneous, a cursory review of the demographic data suggests that the makeup of the youth and older
adult groups of study participants, in terms of gender and ethnicity, was somewhat varied. Reflective of
current trends in our society, a review of the demographic data by gender showed that for both age groups,
more females than males took part in the survey (see Figure 5.1.1). Typically, more girls participate in after
school programs than boys and the life expectancy of women is much greater than for men and thus women
represent a larger segment of the older adult population (Puglisi and Rickards 1989). For both the youth and
older adult groups, the majority of participants were divided almost equally between African Americans and
European Americans with the Mixed American (Native, Latino and Asian) population being represented at a
smaller yet approximately equal in numbers for the two age groups (see Figure 5.1.2).

Gender - Intergenerational Participants

Ethnicity - Intergenerational Participants

90%

70%

80%

60%

70%
60%
50%
40%

50%

OAdults
83.3%

40%
Youth
57.8%

30%

30%
Youth
42.2%

20%

0%
Female

OAdult
44.4%

20%

Youth
42.2% OAdult
40.0%

10%

OAdults
16.7%

10%

Youth
57.8%

Youth OAdult
11.1% 15.6%

0%

African American

Male

Figure 5.1.1. Comparative Bar Graphs
between Youth and Older Adult
Demographic Data by Gender

European American

Mixed American

Figure 5.1.2. Comparative Bar Graphs
between Youth and Older Adult
Demographic Data by Ethnicity

The gender and ethnic demographics for the two age groups, when compared against the general population
stats collected from the 2000 US census for the Triangle region, showed that the two sample groups did
represent a fairly accurate representation of the greater population. In addition, a review of the results of the
tests for variance and independence, including cross tabs, p factors for Pearson Chi-square, Phi, the t-tests
and ANOVA analysis procedures conducted to determine the homogeneity of the two age groups, established
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that both the youth and older adult samples could be considered statistically similar (see section 4.1 for
details).
Since the five environmental affordances were employed to mitigate any differences in perception between
the two age groups toward the use of public space, the validity of the age-comparative results and ultimately
the significance of their interpretation was considered critical. The results of the statistical analysis of the
rest for independence of the youth and older adult groups responses to the affordance ranking questions
showed basically no difference between the responses of the two age groups. Both by age and by gender, the
youth and older adult participant groups generally ranked the five environmental affordances in the same
manner. This fact validates the survey results and provides a level base line between youth and older adults
from which to define and discuss what urban public space types and characteristics would meet the needs for
intergenerational exchange.

5.1.2

Affordance Values and Complementary Reciprocal Dualities

The main focus of this section is to answer and discuss the implications of first three-part question posed in
chapter 1. What values do youth and older adults hold for each of the five environmental affordances; do any
relationships exist between these affordance variables; and how do those values relate to the most preferred
urban public spaces for social exchange? Not only did the literature review spotlight the five affordance
variables but the study seemed to support the significance of these five affordances in the selection of
supportive public spaces for social exchange by the two age groups.
The environmental affordances (a public space’s ability to meet human social exchange needs) were not a
collection of five independent, equally required variables, but seemed to be interconnected and interrelated.
So, an urban public space that met one or more of the affordances may be of equal value to another
environment that met other affordances. Thus, in order to understand the most appropriate spaces and their
accompanying characteristics (attributes, features, and qualities) for encouraging social exchange between
youth and older adults, the following four result categories were analyzed and used to guide the discussion.
1. The rank each age group assigned to each of the five affordances (Safety, Belonging, Multiple
Activity, Ability and Engagement).
2. Any relationships that existed between the affordances for each age group.
3. A list of space types (Landscape Setting, Urbanscape, and Centeredness) by rank for each age group
associated with each affordance.
4. A list of space characteristics (attributes, features, and qualities) by value for each age group
associated with each of the five affordance variables.
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Each of the four groupings of research findings was delineated and presented in the results (chapter 4) for
both youth and older adult groups and then a comparison was made and presented for discussion in this
chapter in order to determine if any urban public space types and characteristics emerged that could be
considered mutually supportive of social exchange. Specifically, the intergenerational comparative analysis
of affordance rankings, reciprocal pairings, and connection to the most preferred survey images is presented
and discussed in this section.
5.1.2.1 Affordance Ranking
Based upon a review of the frequency tables and a comparison of the distribution graphs, a conclusion can be
made that both age-groups responded similarly to the ranking question. In general, the affordance ranking
responses were comparable for both groups. As can be seen in Figure 5.1.3, although the mean values were
slightly different, both youth and older adults ranked Safety a strong first and Belonging second. Youth
ranked Ability third, Multiple Activity fourth and Engagement last while older adults ranked Engagement
third, Ability fourth and Multiple Activity last. Even though the last three affordances (Multiple Activity,
Ability, and Engagement) were ranked slightly different by each age group, the mean values for these
variables were very close and could be considered almost equal.

5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Safety

Belonging

Multiple
Activity

Ability

Engagement

Youth

4.44

2.74

2.65

2.67

2.49

Older Adult

4.02

3.18

2.43

2.47

2.9

Figure 5.1.3. Bar Graph Showing Mean Value and Rank of Five
Affordances by Age Group
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By far, a perception of a safe environment was most critical to supporting social exchange for both youth and
older adults. Given the current world-wide political and economic situation that is negatively influencing
people’s perception of both physical and emotional security, it was not surprising that a sense of safety was
the most important concern facing both youth and older adults as they selected spaces for social exchange.
Yet, even when safety was considered most important, people seemed to attribute different characteristics to
what was considered safe.
According to personal construct theory put forth by George Kelly (1955), the mind comprehends the
environment and makes decisions about how to interact with that environment based upon anticipated events.
Thus, people perceive the world according to their own constructed systems (Lester 1995, Kelly 1955).
According to Kelly, the individual’s construct system consists of polar opposites and people tend to use one
pole to a greater extent than the other. Perhaps this theory can be used to explain the two opposing criteria,
collected from the results, for the selection of safe urban public spaces for social interchange. Many of the
subjects, both youth and older adults, described the selected safe spaces as being well maintained, enclosed,
quiet, private, and free from too many people. Others in the survey described safe spaces as those that were
unusual and interesting, open, lively, and full of people. It seemed that for some, an environment was
considered safe for interaction if it was intimate and free of outside distractions while others considered a
space safe if it was loaded with activities and wide open.
Reflective of the complementary prospect and refuge theory presented by Jay Appleton (1975), where both
environmental openness (prospect), or the ability to see advancing threats, and environmental protection
(refuge), or the ability to be invisible to those threats, is desired (Nasar 1989b), these results may reflect the
dual aspects required for a safe place. Thus, in this ecological approach that treats objects as dependent upon
people, an environmental affordance “can be identified that (which) is common to a number of different
environmental features (Heft 1997, 91)” and inversely, this approach suggests that a single feature may be
reflected in a number of different affordances. This complementarity of qualities required for a safe
environment is also reflected in the other four affordances and the consequence of these findings is further
discussed in the next section and in the research recommendations and suggested intergenerational design
guidelines later in this chapter.
Though somewhat less significant, both youth and older adults considered a public space as next in
importance for social exchange if it was welcoming, provided a sense of belonging. The insecurity about the
future and how people fit within the new order supports a sense of (belonging) as second in importance to
safety for both members of the intergenerational dyad. Thus, it is not surprising that youth and older adults
ranked (safety) and security and a sense of (belonging) over the other affordances. Since older adults value
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safety more highly than youth and youth have a greater need to belong (Francis 1989), it was somewhat
surprising that the results seem to contradict these two assumptions.
Although there was some significant difference in their ranking by the two age groups, the three remaining
environmental variables (multiple activity, ability, and engagement) were almost equal in value. Not
surprising, youth felt that multiple activity followed by ability were more important than engagement.
Similarly, older adults considered engagement and ability more important than multiple activities. Children
engage in a greater variety of active activities while older adults engage in a greater number of passive
activities (Sebba 1991). Thus it was not surprising that Multiple Activity was rated higher by youth than
older adults.
M. Powell Lawton (1987) states that it may be more difficult for older people to introspect their
environmental experiences because of age related loss in mobility and the ever increasing experience level
required of today’s public spaces. On the other hand, youth are being sensitized to environmental concerns
to a greater extent than were people even two generations ago (Thompson and Steiner 1997). Although
approaching the issue from two different perspectives, it is consistent with current trends that both youth and
older adults had similar levels of concern for their ability to access urban public spaces. Although it is true
that older adults ranked engagement somewhat higher than youth, because of a greater life experience, the
difference may be associated with an older adults increased comfort with social interaction (Pennartz and
Elsinga 1990).
Perhaps not surprising to the observer of human behavior in urban public spaces, the subtle variations
between the two age-groups reflect both a young person’s interest in physical activity and direct involvement
in a place or active recreation experiences and an older adult’s interest in more sedentary and observational
or passive recreation interests (Whyte 1989; Carstens 1990; Stine 1997; Moore 1999).
5.1.2.2 Affordance Relationships: Reciprocal Pairs
Although the use of the five affordances was employed as a leveling ground from which both youth and older
adult participants could address the supportiveness of the simulation images of urban public spaces, and the
results indicated that the two groups considered safety as the major factor in selecting a specific spaces for
social exchange, the interrelationships between these five affordance factors was of extreme interest to both
the researcher and his colleagues in the field of environment and behavior research. Although beyond the
scope of this dissertation, the realization that each one of the five affordances does not stand alone as
important factors in creating supportive public spaces but may be part of a complimentary reciprocal pair is a
stunning find (Shlain 1991).
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One research study that looked at neighborhood territoriality issues suggested that safety and control were
positively correlated (Brunson, Kuo, and Sullivan 2001). Since the results of this study indicated that both
safety and belonging (control) were highly rated by both youth and older adults, a correlational analysis was
considered appropriate. In order for a meeting place to be supportive of interaction for both mentor and
protégé, a space should be considered secure and identified by both youth and older adult as “their” space
(Rogers and Taylor 1997). Thus, it was expected that the results of this survey would show a positive
correlation between (safety) and a sense of (belonging) for both youth and older adults. Although expecting
that strong positive causal effects would be displayed between a number of the affordance variables (Groat
and Wang 2002), our study indicated that strong relationships did exist between all five affordances, but in
the negative. Although it is possible that supportive public outdoor spaces could provide a venue where a
number of the environmental affordances might reinforce each other (Brunson, Kuo. and Sullivan 2001), this
reciprocal pairing of affordance variables was considered an unexpected and inspirational finding.
Considered a major result of the study, proposed additional literature investigation and an extended scope of
study is further discussed in section 5.3.
The most important finding of this analysis procedure was that there existed an inverse relationship between
many of the paired environmental affordance variables. Although the expectations might have been for
positive rather than negative relationships between variables to exist, a reciprocal or reverse relationship
seemed to be present between most of the variables. Perhaps the best way to explain the reciprocal
relationships between the affordance variables is to compare them to the complimentary pairing of space and
time in Hermann Minkowski’s spacetime continuum (Pais 1982). The reciprocal pairing of the conditonal
affordance variables are not unlike the intimate intertwining of space and time: “as time dilates, space
contracts; as time contracts, space dilates (Shlain 1991, 132).” In the same way, a reciprocal relationship
exists between certain pairs of the specified five affordance variables. As an example: for Safety/Belonging,
as the perception of a safe environment increases, the need for that environmental to be welcoming
decreases; and as the perception of a sense of environmental belonging increases, the need for environmental
safety decreases. Figure 5.1.4 presents an easy to understand diagram of the all six of the reciprocally paired
affordances (ten are possible).
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Youth & Older Adults
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B

As the perception of being Safe in a space increases,
the need to Belong to that space is reduced. Likewise,
as a feeling of Belonging increases, the need for
feeling Safe in a space is reduced.

E

As the perception of being Safe in a space increases,
the need for Engagement with others is reduced.
Similarly, as Engagement with another person
increases, the need for a Safe space is reduced.

A

As the perception of Belonging to a space increases,
the need for a space to meet all Abilities is reduced.
Likewise, a space’s increase in meeting all physical
Abilities reduces the need for Belonging.

E

As the perception of a space to meet all physical Abilities
increases, the need for Engagement with another person is
reduced. Similarly, as Engagement increases the need for a
space to meet all physical Abilities is reduced.

Youth Only

B
M

M
E

B
M

M

As the perception of Belonging to a space increases,
the need to have Multiple Activities is reduced.
Equally, as Multiple Activities increase in a space the
need to Belong to that space is reduced.

E

As the perception of a space to have Multiple Activities
increases, the need for Engagement with another person is
reduced. Similarly, as Engagement increases the need for a
space to have Multiple Activities is reduced.

Figure 5.1.4. Diagram of Reciprocal Pairs of Environmental Affordance Variables Spotlighted
During Ranking Analysis

Although reciprocal relationships were shown to exist between pairs of environmental affordance variables,
the level of value placed on each by the two ages groups was different. In addition, the results of the
correlation analysis were not able to define the specific degrees of reciprocity among the affordance pairs.
These two factors discouraged the use of these important findings from becoming a part of the salient urban
space calculations. Yet, a number of possible outcomes relating to the reciprocal affordance associations are
discussed here.
In contrast to the findings of a study that showed that safety was positively associated with the appropriation
of neighborhood space by its residents (Brunso, Kuo, and Sullivan 2001), the results of this study indicated
that as a feeling of safety increased while the need for control (ownership) decreased. One interpretation of
this finding suggests that as the physical environment promotes a feeling of safety and security, there is less
need for a person to want to control that space. Reciprocally, as a person feels that they have control or
ownership over a physical space (they actually or perceptually either exert control or aspects of the
environment are familiar to them), they are less in need to feel safe. Based upon a similar argument, it also
seems logical that the same reciprocal relationship would exist between safety and engagement. The safer a
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person feels in an environment, the lesser the importance of being with someone, and when interacting with
another person in a setting, the more secure a person may feel and thus less significance that variable may be
in selecting a supportive environment to interact.
The theory of supportive design (Ulrich 1991) suggests that environments will support coping skills and
improved outcomes if a person feels a sense of control (belonging), they are involved in positive distractions
(multiple activities), and they have access to social support (engagement). According to a number of studies,
youth participation in a variety of structured and unstructured activities (multiple activities) can provide
opportunities for interaction (engagement) and a sense of belonging (belonging) with adults and peers
(Bartko and Eccles 2003). Suggested in the intergenerational mentoring publications by Andrea Taylor and
Jeanette Bressler (2000) and Jean Rhodes (2002), one of the guiding features required for positive
intergenerational interaction (engagement) is for both partners is to have a sense of control over their
mutually selected activities (multiple activities) and to be on equal footing (belonging).
Besides being neutral ground, public spaces are being designed to provide for a variety of new and exciting
opportunities for activities that can encourage mutually supportive social exchange. Thus for both youth and
older adults, it was expected that a strong mutually positive relationship should exist between all three
variables: multiple activity, sense of belonging, and engagement. Contrary to these findings yet similar to the
reciprocal relationship that seemed to exist between safety and belonging, the results indicated that a strong
reciprocal relationship may exist for both youth and older adults between multiple activity and belonging.
One interpretation would be that as the opportunity for activities increase within a setting, such as exists at a
community fair or public celebration, the less one needs to be personally connected to the space.
Reciprocally, as one feels imbedded within a place such as a neighborhood, the less a person needs to have a
variety of activities to entertain.
In a study conducted with 167 young adults, the results showed that the higher the relative frequency of
informal action (multiple activities) and socially integrated projects (engagement), the higher the perceived
supportiveness of the environment (Wallenius 1999). In other studies conducted on the relationships
between children and non-parental adults, it was suggest that involvement in activities that exhibit some
novelty (multiple activities) both passive and active were substantially correlated with strength of
involvement (engagement) and overall satisfaction (Pianta 1992; Layne 2001). For the youth participants,
the results of this analysis contradicted these findings by suggesting that a reciprocal relationship may exist
between multiple activity and engagement. Perhaps for young people, active involvement in a variety of
behaviors can be done independently and does not constitute a need for social exchange. And reciprocally,
when engaged in social interaction with another person, the selected activity reflects a one-on-one
conversation orientation.
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Although the results of the use-study of public space from 1915 to 1976 suggested that the degree to which
neighborhoods are used by children for play (multiple activity) and the access (ability) to those neighborhood
spaces is positively correlated (Gaster 1991), no literature was found that actually connected accessibility to
either belonging or engagement, it is logical to assume that as a person feels more independent and able to
easily move around a space at will, there would be less of a need to control the space or to share that space
with someone else. In retrospect, when either accompanied by or interacting with another person, or visiting
a familiar environment, less of a concern for access might be a result.
Repeating the suggestion made in chapter 1 that these divergent age-groups may have many development
needs in common, a comparison of the complimentary reciprocal pairs of affordances shows marked
similarities (see Table 5.1.1). Both youth and older adults seem to consider Safety/Belonging,
Safety/Engagement, Belonging/Ability, and Ability/Engagement to be reciprocal pairs of environmental
affordances. Only the youth group believes that a reciprocal relationship exists between Multiple Activities
and both Belonging and Engagement. Again this difference is probably a reflection of young people’s
propensity for active recreation and the camaraderie or sense of belonging physical (sports) activities can
promote.

Table 5.1.1. Complimentary Reciprocal Pairs of
Affordance Variables by Age Group
Environmental Affordance
Complimentary Reciprocal Pairs

Age Groups
Youth

Older Adults

Safety/Belonging

x

x

Safety/Engagement

x

x

Belonging/Multiple Activity

x

Belonging/Ability

x

Multiple Activity / Engagement

x

Ability/Engagement

x

x

x

Combining the suggestive importance of this research agenda and previous discussion’s cursory review, a
closer look at the reciprocal relationships between pairs of the environmental affordances seems critical. The
fact that safety was considered far more important than any of the other four affordance variables by both age
groups needs to be reviewed in light of the study being conducted shortly after airplanes destroyed the twin
towers of the World Trade Center in New York City on September 11, 2001. The backlash of fear
spotlighted by actions taken by both the Congress and the executive branch of the government of the United
States of American speaks to this issue. Thus, we can assume that although the reciprocal relationships
between the other affordances presented in the findings can be considered complimentary, the reciprocal
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duality apparent for both the youth and older adult age groups between Safety/Belonging and
Safety/Engagement may not be equally interchangeable (Shlain 1991).
5.1.2.3 Affordance Values: Preferred Image Selection
A review of both the youth and older adult image selection to meet one or more of the affordance conditions
revealed some interesting insights. Not only did the results of the correlation analysis show reciprocal
relationships existed between the affordance variables, but the images selected to represent spaces that met
affordance conditions were also repeated for many of the paired situations. In order to discuss the
implications of these findings, three of the most highly rated reciprocally paired place images employed in
the survey were spotlighted. A closer look at images #8, #12, and #15 helps to qualify the reciprocal nature
of the environmental affordances selected by the two respondent groups (Figure 5.1.5). Of major interest, is
that although the selected affordance reciprocal pairs seem to be the same for the two age groups, the nature
of the physical environments that represent those pairings seem to be different.
One-third of the older adults selected image #8 as an example of a significant space for meeting both the
safety and belonging affordance conditions. The spatial relationships of the assembled parts including the
enclosure of the space by the two adjacent buildings, the easily definable space, the tree canopy, and the
clean smooth concrete surface all tend to support a feeling of safety on the part of older adults. In addition to
the previously mentioned characteristics, the picnic table, the house-like look of the adjacent buildings, the
tiled seating of the tree surround planter, and the more intimate space all speak of a comfortably familiar
setting which supports the welcoming feeling of belonging for the older adult participants (Marcus 1990).
Similarly, one-third of the youth participants selected image #12 as important in meeting both affordance
reciprocal conditions of safety and belonging. This setting includes a linear row of seat-backed wooden
benches with a row of trees planted behind, and a concrete paved area spread out in front. This backdrop of
trees creates both a canopied ceiling and a natural wall that helps people sitting on the benches to feel safe
and secure. The linearly placed benches sitting along a concrete walkway with trash receptacles and planters
are a common arrangement in most urban cities and thus the scene seems welcoming. Since it is common for
young people to want to be seen as well as being able to view others (Marcus and Greene 1990), it was not
surprising that youth would select this more public space as most preferable.
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Image #8

Image #12

Image #15

Figure 5.1.5. Three Selected Images that Represent Important Affordance Reciprocal Pairings

Supporting the environmental perception/preference theory proposed by Jay Appleton (1975), images #8 and
#12 provide for both prospect (the ability to clearly observe the surrounding environment) and refuge (the
feeling of being able to control access to the individual observer). Although the two spaces consist of
different elements and appeal separately to the two age groups, they both have physical characteristics that
reduce the fear of crime (Fisher and Nasar 1992), and initiate the affordances of feeling safe or being
welcomed.
Image #15 was selected by over one-third of both the youth and older adult participants for meeting both
ability and engagement objectives. First of all this Japanese inspired setting includes not only an arched
bridge over the pond, but an accessible walkway that meanders along its edge. Although the landscape is of
varying elevations, the variety of paths and roadways depicted in the image seem to indicate that there are
many ways to access all areas of this park. Even if this is not the case, the higher perimeter elevation
surrounding the bowl allows for people of all abilities to view the naturalized scene. With this fantastic
viewshed and the multiple of resting and walking opportunities this site provides, it is clear that both youth
and older adults would be able to find the perfect place for social interaction within the space or with another
person.
Along with the proposed supportive characteristics, having people present in all the pictures could also have
been a factor in their selection as safe, welcoming, and accessible spaces. A review of each one of the twelve
images employed in the study certainly presented an opportunity to theorize as to the characteristics that each
had in meeting one or more of the reciprocal environmental affordance needs. But for this study, the
importance of understanding preference lies in defining and discussing both the space types and associated
space characteristics (Yang and Brown 1992) that are indicated as essential for meeting intergenerational
social exchange needs (see design guidelines in section 5.4).
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5.1.3

Types of Intergenerational Social Exchange Spaces

Reported as having the largest effect on preference (Peron et al. 1998), this section presents intergenerational
space types (scene types), the first of two major interpretations of the results. The following list of mutually
preferred space types is based upon the frequency-to-affordance calculations that includes all five affordance
variables (see chapter 4) and influences the development of design guidelines for creating urban public
spaces that would promote social exchange between youth and older adults (see section 5.4). Having
answered Questions 2 and 3 by documenting and presenting the independent youth and older adult preferred
urban space types in chapter 4 (see sections 4.3 and 4.4), the following section answers and discusses the first
half of the fourth question posed by this study. What types of urban public open spaces are mutually
preferred by youth and older adults?
Although the main purpose of this study was to define the similarities in perceptions and preferences for
urban public spaces by youth and older adults, the following discussion does attempt to address some
possible reasons for both similarities and differences in the intergenerational responses. Again, it is
important to reiterate that when evaluating the significance of one environmental type over another, the
affordance values or ratings designated by each of the two age-groups were employed to define the final
percentages depicted in the pie and bar charts (see 4.2.3). In addition, the results of the final two survey
questions (see free-sort space 4.5.1 and personal public places 4.5.2) did indicate similar results for the
landscape setting type and centeredness variables and thus provided a triangulation or validity for these
results.
Although the two subject groups (youth and older adults) were from varied socio-economic, cultural, ethnic
backgrounds and different educational and life experiences, the analysis of demographic and affordance
ranking responses determined that the two groups could be considered statistically homogeneous “individuals
resemble each other (Riley and Riley 1954b, 191)”, and thus the responses could easily be united into two
sets of results. By reviewing and combining the responses of the individuals within the two age-groups, the
group pattern or composite of the individual acts emerged and were presented side-by-side as comparative
pie charts.
Following the procedure outlined in chapter 3 for a comparative analysis between the three space-type
variables (urbanscape, landscape setting, and centeredness), a chi-square test for independence was
conducted between responses collected for the two age groups. The results of the tests conducted for all five
affordance conditions showed that no cells had expected counts of less than five (Foster 1998, 156). Given
that the chi-square test was not violated, the results for both the youth and older adult groups and a discussion
of their significance are presented in the following three sections.
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5.1.3.1 Urbanscapes
The following age-comparative pie charts (Figure 5.1.6) are based upon the results of the analysis of the
responses of youth and older adults in selecting the researcher defined cultural or natural setting images as
presented in tables 4.3.1 and 4.4.1. Based upon the numbers presented in the urbanscapes for the youth pie
chart (Figure 5.1.6), it appears that young people considered both natural spaces at 49% and cultural spaces
51% to be almost equal in value for supporting social interaction. Similarly, a review of the urbanscapes for
the older adults pie chart (Figure 5.1.6) suggests that older adults value cultural settings about three-fifths
(62%) versus two-fifths (38%) for natural settings in being supportive of social exchange. The almost equal
preference for both natural and cultural space seems to mirror the beliefs of a growing number of ecologists
that there exists “a symbiotic relationship between nature and culture (Van der Ryn and Cowan 1996, 23.”

Urbanscape for Older Adults

Urbanscape for Youth

Nautral
49%

Nautral
38%

Cultural
62%

Cultural
51%

Figure 5.1.6. Comparative Pie Charts by Percentage of Salient Urbanscape Variables Preferred
by Youth and Older Adults

A review of both the youth and older adult urbanscape affordance tables (4.3.1 and 4.4.1) shows that
although youth’s overall preference for natural and cultural spaces is almost equal, this age group varied
when considering individual affordance variables. Youth preferred natural spaces for safety and activity,
cultural spaces for belonging and engagement, and was equally divided for ability. The older adults, on the
other hand, preferred cultural spaces over natural spaces for all five affordance variables.
Current theories and practices seem to conflict with both the youth and older adult preference results.
According to Balling and Falk (1982), adolescents seem to have a lower preference for natural spaces
(natural) than other age groups and prefer places of activity (multiple activity), where they could do things
(Kaplan and Kaplan 1989). Proposed by the biophilia hypothesis and supported by quite a number of studies
(Ulrich 1983 and 1984; Ulrich, Dimberg and Driver 1991; Wilson 1984; Kaplan and Kaplan 1989), the
restorative qualities of naturalized spaces have supported the conclusion that people (especially adults) seem
to prefer natural environments over architectural environments (cultural).
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Yet what emerged from the results of this study and confirmed by another intergenerational comparative
study was opposite to these findings (Layne 2001), and that preference may be linked to age. Specifically,
older adults seemed to prefer spaces with more human influence (cultural) while youth prefer more natural
areas. The obvious difference in urbanscape preferences between youth and older adults is confirmed by the
results of a survey conducted with youth and adult teachers to see what types of spaces would be preferred
for environmental education purposes. The youth seemed to prefer natural areas that were more rugged,
while the teachers seemed to prefer manicured, facility-oriented natural settings (Simmons 1993; 1994; 1995;
1996). The fact that children seem to prefer “back” spaces while adults prefer more formalized park-like
settings was confirmed by Robin Moore (1990) in his documentation of children’s play environments,
Childhood’s Domain.
Although the limited number of age-comparative research studies regarding young and older people’s
preferences for natural spaces over cultural ones makes these results less than conclusive, the results suggest
a closer look at the preferences for these two age groups needs to be conducted. Although there seems to be
an increased importance of culturally oriented urban spaces for the older adult group over that of the youth
group, the relevance could be considered insignificant if urban public spaces provided equal amounts of both
natural and cultural aspects.
5.1.3.2 Landscape Settings
The second factor associated with intergenerationally-supportive urban public space types is defined as types
of landscape settings. Most closely associated with understanding urban design issues, different types of
settings affect the roles, activities, and relationships of the users of those spaces (Bronfenbrenner 1979;
Barker 1978b; Thiel 1997). Along with ascertaining the relationships between specific spaces and the five
environmental affordances, this study sought to understand what types of environmental spaces the
participants preferred.
When investigating intergenerationally supportive public spaces, the discussion focuses upon physical urban
spaces that could support a variety of activities. In the multi-country study supported by UNESCO, Growing
up in Cities, Kevin Lynch (1977) suggested that children living in major cities in Poland, Argentina,
Australia, and Mexico all use “un-programmed” spaces (Moore 1990) rather than places created to house
specific activities such as sports arena, playground, or shopping mall and reserves that seem to be mostly
empty. These spaces are important extensions of the more personalized home spaces such as streets,
courtyards, or even apartment staircases (Lynch 1977). For both older adults and young people, these types
of spaces are immediately at hand, require no additional expense or travel arrangements, and provide places
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for walking, talking, and “just hanging out.” Even streets themselves, when designed to accommodate both
people and vehicles, can be important to children’s growth (Abu-Ghazzeh 1998)
“These supportive places consist of “the shape of the local streets, the stairs, and courtyards that are
important to children (and older adults): the paving, the trees, the safety, and suitability for informal play, the
corners, doorways, nooks, and benches where they can meet their friends, the opportunities those places give
them to slip away from the parental (or caretaker older child) eye while still being thought safe and under
general supervision (Lynch 1977, 20-21). Because these urban space or landscape setting types are not
connected to rigidly prescribed programs or activities, the preference for one over another can be an
important consideration in the selection of a space for social exchange.
Defined by the expert judges as part of the survey image selection process (see section 3.4), the 1% to 4%
percentage differences in age-related preferences shown in Figure 5.1.7 indicates that both youth and older
adults seem to prefer all eight landscape setting types equally as places for social interaction. Indicated by
comparing the pie chart perceontages for landscape park, one exception seems to be that youth may prefer
the landscape park as a social exchange space more than older adults.

Landscape Setting Types for
Older Adults

Landscape Setting Types for Youth
Street 8%
Pathway
11%

Mini Park
14%

Landscape
Park
20%

Court 10%

Street 11%

Plaza
12%

Pathway
8%

Garden
11%

Mini Park
17%
Landscape
Park
12%

Promenade
15%

Court 13%

Plaza
13%

Garden
15%
Promenade
11%

Figure 5.1.7. Comparative Pie Charts by Percentage of Salient Landscape Setting Type Variables
Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

For all five affordance variables, both youth and older adults selected all eight spaces in relatively equal
measure as supportive of social exchange. Slight variations that occur between the two age groups within
each setting type may reflect the slight differences in both Urbanscape (Figure 5.1.6) and Centeredness
(Figure 5.1.8) factors. Specifically, youth seemed to prefer the landscape park as a safe environment, the
court as a place to belong, the mini-park and landscape park for activities, both the landscape park and plaza
as accessible, and the promenade and garden for engagement. To some degree, older adults preferred the
courtyard as a safe place, the garden as a place to belong, the mini-park and landscape park for activities, the
plaza as an accessible space, and the garden and promenade as places for engagement.
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A review of these preferences indicates that for safety youth prefer more naturalized environments
(landscape park) and older adults prefer a built space (courtyard). Understanding that older adults seem to
prefer urban public spaces where they feel in control and are more manicured, it is not out of context that
older adults would find the landscape park less supportive than would youth (Carstens 1993). And for
belonging, the preference is reversed, with youth preferring a courtyard and older adults a garden. For the
other three affordance variables, there is almost an exact match between the two age-groups with park
settings preferred for activities, plazas preferred for ability, and promenades and gardens supportive of
engagement.
Although matching the previously mentioned urbanscape results, the almost identical and equal preference
between the two age-groups for both natural and man-made settings seems contradictory to the urban design
theory and guidelines which suggests that adults prefer more natural spaces and youth prefer more built
spaces (Marcus and Wischemann 1990; Lang 1994; Carstens 1990; Jacobs 1961). Since youth may prefer
less manicured spaces where there is less control, the need for youth to be involved in a variety of activities
and to be seen does logically support the seeming agreement for preferred spaces between youth and older
adults. While the urban settings preferred for social interchange are shown to be the same for both youth and
older adults, the reasons associated with specific environmental needs or affordances can sometimes be
different.
5.1.3.3 Centeredness Focus
The third and final criterion for defining the mutually-preferred urban public space types was defined by the
researcher as a centeredness factor (see the analytical framework in chapter 2). A guiding principle of this
study is that perception of the supportiveness of urban public spaces for social interchange between youth
and older adults influence the preference for that environment. In meeting one or more of the environmental
affordance variables, the three centeredness perception factors (environment or landscape, people or human,
and behavior or outcomes) directly influence the way urban public spaces are selected by the two age groups
(Zube, Sell and Taylor 1982).
Many of the respondents perceived the selected images in terms of the physical attributes of the spaces, with
no mention of the presence of people (environment-centered). Others seemed to take no notice of the
physical environment, but only focused their attention on the people residing in the public spaces (peoplecentered). Indicative of positive environment and behavior research study results, still other respondent
youth and older adults perceived the spaces in terms of both people and physical environment or understood
the space in terms of the interaction (an activity or action) between people and the urban public spaces
(behavior-centered).
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The results indicated that for all five affordance variables (safety, belonging, activity, ability and
engagement), the percentage of responses by both youth and older adults for the three centeredness variables
were consistent with those indicated below. Only slight variations in belonging and safety suggest that when
considering these affordances, youth and older adults place as much or more value on people as they do on
the environment.

Centeredness for Youth

Behavior
53%

Centeredness for Older Adults

Behavior
44%

Environ
30%

People
17%

Environ
38%

People
18%

Figure 5.1.8. Comparative Pie Charts by Percentage of Salient Centeredness Variables
Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

In a cross-cultural study, the reasons given by adult participants for selection of favorite places were
clustered according to three factors: place-centered, person-centered, and person-environment interaction
(Newell 1997). Although no significant differences were reported, the results placed person (people) first,
place (environment) second, and people/environment (behavior) last. A review of Figure 5.1.8 suggests that
a reversal of that order might be more accurate for this cohort, with behavior most significant, the
environment next, and people of least significance. In light of the behavior settings work of Roger Barker
(1978a and 1978b) and the conceptualization of behavior as a function of person and environment theory of
Kurt Lewin (1935) that suggests that environment cannot be separated from activity, it is not surprising that
person-environment fit or behavior was recorded as the most important centeredness factor for both the youth
and older adult responses.
Although Figure 5.1.8 does not indicate identical responses to the centeredness factors, what does become
clear is that generally both youth and older adults seem to equally value interaction with and within an
environment over either the environment or people. Based upon the activity focus of intergenerational
programs (behavior), it is perhaps not unexpected that the results of this study would show that the two age
groups selected spaces that reflect a connection between people and place (activity-centered).
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5.1.4

Characteristics of Intergenerational Social Exchange Spaces

This section presents the second of the two major interpretations of the results: intergenerational space
characteristics. Of most importance to this study and of significant interest in discussing the results are the
listing and description of the salient attributes or emergent characteristics associated with the youth and older
adult mutually preferred urban public space types (Gabr 1993). When evaluating the significance of one
environmental characteristic over another, the affordance ratings designated by the youth and older adult
respondents were employed to define the final percentages (see section 4.2.3). Although in some cases the
analysis indicated similarities, the results of the final two survey questions (see free-sort space 4.5.1 and
personal public places 4.5.2) were considered inconclusive and did not provide any significant insights into
the interpretation of the following results.
The following lists of mutually preferred space characteristics are based upon the frequency-to-affordance
calculations that includes all five affordance variables (see chapter 4) and lay the groundwork for developing
specific design guidelines for creating urban public spaces that could promote social exchange between youth
and older adults (see section 5.4). Having answered Questions 2 and 3, the following section answers and
discusses the second half of the fourth question posed by this study. What characteristics of urban public
open space are mutually preferred by both youth and older adults?
Previously discussed in more detail in chapter 3, the frequency-to-affordance mathematical calculations
(Figure 3.6.17) and the categorization of preferred spaces provided a list of salient space characteristics for
each age-group individually. In order to make a comparison of the salient space characteristics preferred by
youth and older adults, another step was required. Since the main purpose of the study was to determine
what characteristics of spaces could support social interaction between dyadic pairs, a review of both the
independently preferred (the age-related) and the mutually preferred (intergenerational responses) were
spotlighted for discussion. The pie and bar charts represented in Figures 5.1.9 through 5.1.25 not only
support the discussion but are visually representative of the comparative review.
A discussion of the space characteristics preferred by youth and older adults as supportive of social exchange
requires a closer look at how spaces are perceived. Urban designer Kevin Lynch (1960) suggested that a
person chooses a space based upon its congruence or person/environment fit (Kaplan 1983; Holahan and
Wandersman 1991). Children’s landscape designer Robin Moore (1978) suggested that “good” social places
require a balance of operational factors and conceived meaning. People’s perception of an urban public
space’s ability to meet their needs (environmental affordances) guides their preference for or selection of that
space over another space. Useful in understanding results associated with environmental aesthetics research
(Bourassa 1990), perception can be organized into a tripartite paradigm that reflects the three human aspects:
mental (responsive), physical (operational), and spiritual (inferential). Defined and presented (three italicized
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phrases) by design researcher John Zeisel (1981, 181-186), the responsive mode speaks to human
understanding about the nature of a space (what we know); the operational mode addresses human behavior
or action to or within a space (what we do); and the inferential mode defines the meaning humans gain from a
space (what we feel).

Perception for Older Adults

Perception for Youth

Inferential
19%

Inferential
18%

Responsive
46%

Responsive
45%

Operational
35%

Operational
37%

Figure 5.1.9. Comparative Pie Charts by Percentage of Salient Perception Mode Variables (Space
Characteristics) Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

The landscape quality assessment studies reviewed and discussed in chapter 2 compared visual preference for
one or more characteristics of the physical environment. Most of the studies correlated preference to
predictor variables that could be classified under either the responsive perception mode such as openness or
enclosure (Hertzog, Mcguire and Nebel 2003; Stamps and Smith 2002) or under the inferential perception
mode such as tranquility (Hertzog and Barnes 1999; Kaplan and Kaplan 1989). Although a number of
studies looked at trees, forest, and meadow (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989; Simmons 1996), limited research
seemed to have been conducted that looked at specific operational properties of the environment such as
seating venues or opportunities to walk (Skjaeveland and Garling 1997).
A review of Figure 5.1.9 suggests that the results of this study mirror the findings of a multi-age
environmental preference study that suggests that similar patterns are employed by both youth and older
adults in selecting spaces for social exchange (Seibert and Anooshian 1993). These results also seem to
indicate that both young people and older folks equally employ not only responsive and inferential perception
variables, but operational variables, in selecting preferred urban landscapes. Contrary to the findings of an
age comparative study that suggests that youth perceive the urban environment through stimuli or the
responsive mode and adults perceive the urban environment through its meaning or the inferential mode
(Pennartz and Elsinga 1990), a review of the pie charts (Figure 5.1.9) and Table 4.3.4 (youth perception
modes) and Table 4.4.4 (older adult perception modes) suggests that except for the affordance variables
belonging and engagement, these two age-groups equally perceive the environment operationally almost two
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times that of meaning (inferential). Although the previously mentioned studies suggest that people prefer a
place based more upon the perception of an environment’s responsive attributes and inferential qualities, this
study not only supports that theory but suggests that youth and older adult preference may also include the
operational features of a space.
In contrast to the suggested importance of programming expressed in the intergenerational literature and the
associated belief that intergenerational pairs visit a specific public space with a particular activity in mind,
the results of this study indicate that youth and older adults may actually select a prospective place for social
exchange based more upon the perceived responsive attributes than the operationally specific features.
Reflective of how both lay people and environmental professionals construe the physical environment (Leff
and Deeutscch 1973) the results of this study suggest that an intergenerational pair may pay less attention to
the space’s ability to engage them physically and more for that space’s ability to engage them mentally and
spiritually.
In order to counter the often-ignored patterns of information available in the environment and to understand a
wider range of human-environment relationships (S. Kaplan 1983), sub-set patterns or commonly understood
groupings within the three perception mode responses were recognized and defined (Patton 2002, Marans
and Ahrentzen 1987). Guided by the methodology employed in a cultural comparative study of landscape
perceptions and preferences (Herzog et al. 2000), and a job satisfaction and a job related survey of 20,000
information technology workers (Florida 2002), a review of the specific preferred space characteristics and
their organization into common threads yielded thirteen broad perceptual categories or clusters: five for
responsive, five for operational, and three for inferential. This arrangement of the individual space attributes,
space activity features, and space qualities into clusters seemed to emerge by themselves (Pennartz and
Elsinga 1990) and produced a unique cluster typology of space characteristics for further discussion (Bartko
and Eccles 2003).
Although Figure 5.1.9 seems to indicate that the two age groups match in their use of the three perception
modes in selecting a space for social exchange, a review of the following perception mode clusters indicates
some variation in approach. Even though the space quality clusters seem to be similar, there are distinct
differences between youth and older adults in terms of the specific space attributes and features that inform
those perceptions. Mirroring the method employed by Mihaly Csikszetmihalyi (1997) to present the results
of a survey of teenage activities, a review and discussion of the perceptual clusters presented as pie charts is
thus followed by a detailed look at bar charts of the individual space characteristics that make up each of the
three defined perception modes. When beneficial to the discussion of specific findings, comparisons are
made between the results of this study and other research. As this research study is intended to inform the
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design of public spaces for social exchange between the intergenerational dyad, the spotlighted comparative
studies were selected from appropriate environment and behavior research rather than from social research.
5.1.4.1 Space Attributes: Responsive Mode
The results of this study indicate that preference for an urban public space may be based upon its perceived
responsive attributes more than the other two perception modes. Both young people and older adults seem to
value the responsive attributes of the physical environment in equal measure. Comparing the responsive
attribute clusters of youth and older adults, Figure 5.1.10 indicates that both age groups respond most highly
to people attributes, second to design attributes (almost equal with 30% and 28%), third to natural attributes,
fourth to cultural attributes, and last to utility attributes.
Understanding that the sequence of values remains similar, a review of the comparative pie charts indicates
that the specific values placed upon these attribute clusters are somewhat different for the two age groups.
What does become apparent is that contrary to the urbanscape findings where cultural settings are preferred
over natural settings (Figure 5.1.6), both youth and older adults seem to prefer natural space attributes over
cultural space attributes. Similarly, the cluster of people oriented space attributes seems to play a much
greater role than indicated in the centeredness findings (Figure 5.1.8) discussed in the previous section.

Responsive Attribute Clusters
for Youth
Cultural
6%

Responsive Attribute Clusters
for Older Adults

Utility 4%

Cultural
13%

Utility 1%

Natural
10%

Natural
19%

People
50%

Design
30%

People
39%

Design
28%

Figure 5.1.10. Comparative Pie Charts by Percentage of Responsive Space Attribute
Clusters Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

While a review of Figure 5.1.10 indicates similar perception and preference values between youth and older
adults for responsive space clusters, investigation of the specific space attributes as presented in the
following bar chart breakdowns for each of the five clusters revealed additional information. With between
39% and 50%, Figure 5.1.11 strongly presents the importance of having people present in a place as the most
significant factor in selecting a space for social exchange. This result certainly supports sociability, one of
the four tenets of great spaces (Project 2000), and the findings of William Whyte (1980) in The Social Life of
Small Urban Spaces, that what attracts people to a space is other people! Existing within the public realm,
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people seem to need social places to relax and socialize, places where they can meet other people outside of
the responsibilities that are inherent in both domestic and work environments (Oldenburg 1999; Carmona et
al. 2003).

Responsive Attributes - People
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Older Adults
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4%
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2%

0.30%
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Figure 5.1.11. Comparative Bar Charts by Percentage of People Oriented
Responsive Space Attributes Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

Although not a significant difference, an interesting observation is that youth seem to want people present
more than older adults do. This fact may be supported by the idea that youth seem to have a need to be seen
and observed by others while older adults often want to simply observe or people-watch. The remainder of
the people attributes can be considered qualifiers or specific ways in which people can be present in a space.
The inclusion of the monitored attribute by both ages obviously has a direct relationship with the need for
Safety and may reflect the use of guards and other authority personnel in both public and quasi-“public”
outdoor spaces (Carmona et al. 2003).
Reflecting the construct theory of polar opposites (Kelly 1955), one interesting observation is that both not
crowded and crowded responses are represented for older adults. Although these two responsive attributes
seem to contradict each other, this result may only indicate that youth like people around but want to have
more freedom of motion and action while older adults may prefer too many to none at all. Perhaps reflective
of the importance of the safety affordance in this study, the mention of monitoring may be significant.
Reflecting the reciprocal relationship of safety to belonging, the importance of people present in our study
seems to mirror the findings of a place attachment study that showed that a majority of urban residents
associated a higher sense of belonging with the number of friends and neighbors known to live nearby
(Mesch and Manor 1998). A small number of both groups considered specific people attributes such as those
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in wheelchairs, those who are with someone, and people of diversity in selecting specific spaces for social
exchange.
Although reflecting only a little over half the value of the People cluster, the combined responsive attributes
that indicate physical environmental elements or design factors are also dominated by a single attribute,
openness (Figure 5.1.12). Contradicting the finding of a landscape preference study involving college
students and adults that showed that open was the least important of six perceptual categories (Herzog et al.
2000), both youth and older adult participants agreed that openness was a significant feature for a supportive
public space. Yet, in a study conducted with young children, the results seemed to confirm the
supportiveness of an open plan in supporting social interaction (Legendre 1999).
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Figure 5.1.12. Comparative Bar Charts by Percentage of Design Oriented
Responsive Space Attributes Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

Continuing to reflect the reciprocity of openness and enclosed, the results seem to match those of a crowding
and neighborhood satisfaction study that concluded that both characteristics were important for supportive
urban spaces. Although less significant, enclosed may also be important because of the neurological effects
and evolutionary theory of environmental perception and preference it represents (Stamps and Smith 2002).
The results suggest that an association may exist between safety and the need to see all around (prospect),
and refuge (Appleton 1975), and seems to question one of the four environmental preferences of the Kaplan’s
(1983) matrix model (mystery) and support the findings of a study on predictors of perceived danger that
showed a negative correlation between mystery and both preference and visual access (Herzog and Kropscott
2004).
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Here, as in the People attribute discussion, the next two Design attributes, view and sunny, may be considered
as modifiers of openness. And although view reflected only a small percentage of the responses, the mention
of this characteristic by both youth and older adults does reflect the seeming importance of distant views
(Herzog and Shier 2000) and view complexity (Heath, Smith and Lim 2000) in urban space preference. Of
the final five Design attributes, only landforms is mentioned by both youth and older adults.
Reiterating the findings in Figure 5.1.12, the results show an ambivalence of values with openness in
seeming opposition to enclosed and covered, and shade/cool to sunny may indicate the omnivalence of these
findings. What emerges is that both youth and older adults generally seem to value each Design attribute
equally. The only major contradiction is diversity, where older adults seem to prefer an environment with a
more limited palette than do youth and may reflect older people’s declining physical abilities that supports
the need to master and own a place (Carstens 1993).
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Figure 5.1.13. Comparative Bar Charts by Percentage of Natural Oriented
Responsive Space Attributes Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

Although the combined Natural (Figure 5.1.13), Cultural (Figure 5.1.14), and Utility (Figure 5.1.15) clusters
represent only one fifth of the youth and one third of the older adult response attributes, these characteristics
seem to play some role in selecting a place for social exchange. Figure 5.1.13 indicates that nature, water,
and plants/trees are the most important natural attributes for youth and older adults with older adults adding
outdoors to the high significance both age groups hold for nature in general.
In addition, there may be a connection between the youth and older adult preference for Nature in an urban
environment and at least three of the affordance factors. Connecting with the results of the Design cluster, a
study conducted with residents of new urbanist communities concluded that natural features along with open
space played a significant role in promoting a sense of Belonging (Kim and Kaplan 2004). Also confirming
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the results and reflecting the importance of Safety, another study showed that the presence of urban nature
was found to be associated with a reduction in reported crime (Kuo and Sullivan 2001a). Supporting nature
as a significant characteristic in providing for Multiple Activities, a study of adolescents found that “good”
schoolyards had nature or “woods” in or near them (Lindholm 1995).
As this study reflects the importance of the urban landscape, it certainly supports the findings of Herzog and
Gale (1996) that people prefer urban buildings that exist within a natural context. Given the strong
preferential association held between natural environments and the presence of vegetation and water (Ulrich
1983), it is not surprising that both youth and older adults selected urban public spaces that included an
abundance of trees/plants and where water was present. Figure 5.1.13 does show a slightly higher value for
water over trees/plants and matches a study that suggests that regardless of cultural differences, water was a
characteristic of the landscape that was preferred over vegetation and rocks (Yang and Brown 1992).
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Figure 5.1.14. Comparative Bar Charts by Percentage of Cultural Oriented Responsive
Space Attributes Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

Whatever the makeup, natural spaces seemed to be highly preferred (Korpela et al. 2001) and even views of
nature have been shown to support satisfaction with the neighborhood and promote a feeling of wellbeing
(Kaplan 2001). Although not supporting wellbeing, views of the built or Cultural environment did play a
role in residential satisfaction or sense of Belonging (Kaplan 2001). In the same way, the results of this study
as represented in the fourteen individual Cultural attributes (Figure 5.1.14), seem to play some role in the
selection of public spaces by youth and older adults. In fact, a list of favorite places preferred by college
students also included: retail settings - market place, community and governmental settings - cultural
buildings, leisure time settings - amusement park, and food service settings – café (Korpela et al. 2001).
Although the previous study included only preferences of college students, in this study the combined values
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of the Cultural characteristics, reflecting 6% for youth and 13% for older adults, were shared almost equally
by both young people and older adults.
The importance of Safety, as an affordance criteria, may be associated directly with one of the Cultural
characteristics, manicured. The setting care of urban alleys has been shown to be both a positive predictor of
preference and a negative predictor of danger (Herzog and Flynn-Smith 2001). In two other studies that
looked at urban building preference, well-maintained (manicured) grass and trees were positively related to
both preference (Herzog and Gale 1996) and sense of Safety (Kuo, Bacaicoa and Sullivan 1998). The
equally important value of nearby buildings suggested by youth and older adults can be confirmed by the
results of a study that showed that students preferred spaces between buildings for outdoor activities (AbuGhazzeh 1999).
Although no mention was made by youth, Figure 5.1.15 indicates that some older adults do consider lighting,
electricity, and restrooms important considerations in selecting a space for social exchange. What is
interesting is that only youth mention that railings were a consideration. Perhaps these conflicting responses
indicate young people’s focus on places to sit and be seen and older adults concern for practical matters.
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Figure 5.1.15. Comparative Bar Charts by Percentage of Utility Oriented
Responsive Space Attributes Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

Reflecting only limited responses, the repeated mention of Natural and Cultural space features may have
some connection with the more important Design features. Reflected in the urbanscape findings (Figure
5.1.6), interview results of a previously author-conducted intergenerational study revealed that one of the
main reasons that older adults preferred man-made spaces over naturalized spaces was the elder’s concern for
safety (Layne 2001). The older adults felt that nature in the form of trees and shrubs could provide places for
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people to hide. The fear of someone coming out from behind a planted screen and accosting them was real.
In contrast and representing Kelly’s construct theory of polar opposites (Kelly 1955; Brower 1988), studies
have also shown that older adults feel safer in public spaces with environmental attributes that include:
enclosed, reduced access to outsiders, private, and fewer people. Thus, it is not surprising that the urban
public spaces preferred by older adults, though including trees and plants and other natural features, would
need to have more manicured natural features, be absent of hiding places, with space attributes both open and
enclosed.
Rather than indicating that a space must exhibit either one or another characteristic, the often contradictory
results of the Responsive mode clusters seem to mirror the theory of complementarity of Neils Bohr (1934)
which was employed to define the reciprocal aspects of the affordance ranking results discussed earlier in
this chapter. A closer review of the written responses (particularly those of older adults) indicated a
propensity to express contradictions or find different ways to come up with the same value. For example,
one respondent felt that large open spaces with easy access to help and no hiding places depicted in the
following statements: “open space easy to observe – easy access for help and emergency,” and “open space –
no place to hide,” was a safe public space. That same older adult felt that enclosed space with limited access
to an escape was curtailed in “limited access” and “canopy” also was felt to be a safe public environment. In
a similar contradictory situation, one older adult felt that spaces that were “open yet enclosed - people yet
not-crowded -…” were also safe spaces for social exchange.
Another indication of this dichotomy, “privacy in a crowd” was expressed as a reason a public place met the
Engage affordance criteria. Similarly, “openness – privacy” was also expressed as characteristics that
supported engagement. These seemingly contradictory responses to open space needs are further reiterated
by both youth and older adults in the following Operational Mode responses.
5.1.4.2 Space Features: Operational Mode
Most closely associated with the Multiple Activity affordance, the study results indicate that preference for
an urban public space is based to a large degree upon the perceived ability of the space to meet certain
activity needs. Representing 37% of youth responses and 35% of older adult responses, the two age groups
seem to value the operational attributes of the physical environment equally. Comparing the operational
attribute clusters of youth and older adults, Figure 5.1.17 indicates that both age groups respond most highly
to Active Recreational attributes (31% – 37%), second to Passive Recreational attributes (21% – 26%), third
to Group Specific attributes (13% - 20%), fourth to Social attributes (almost equal at 13% - 14%), and last to
Safe/Accessible attributes (9% - 16%).
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Figure 5.1.16. Comparative Pie Charts by Percentage of Operational Space Activity
Clusters Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

Although limited differences between youth and older adults are spotlighted in more detail in the five
comparative operational activity bar charts (Figures 5.1.17 through 5.1.21), the value sequence of the five
clusters remains the same for both age groups. What does emerge from a review of the comparative pie
charts (Figure 5.1.16) is the relative similarities between youth and older adults as to what operational
attributes a supportive environment should possess. Given children’s higher preference for new and exciting
urban public spaces that provide for active recreation (Pianta 1992), it was surprising that older adults also
held similar urban public spaces in the same high regard. And contrary to the expectations that youth desire
more active spaces, the results indicate that both age groups seem to select spaces that support a variety of
activities, both active and passive. While the highest four clusters seem to be similar in value for the two age
groups, the almost double value older adults place on safety/access over youth may reflect the importance
that physical mobility concerns older adults place on safety (Kane 2000) rather than social or personal
concerns.
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Figure 5.1.17. Comparative Bar Charts by Percentage of Active Recreation
Oriented Operational Space Features Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

Representing over one-third of the responses of both age groups, the active recreation cluster (Figure 5.1.17)
indicates that youth (15%) placed a somewhat higher value on playing than (6%) older adults. These results
are somewhat conflicting with current design guidelines, since although children seem to prefer play
activities when interacting with others outdoors (Coates and Bussard 1974; Moore 1990), studies of
adolescents indicate that they are closer to older adults with hanging out and being observed by others as the
primary goal (Marcus et al. 1990). Irregardless, youth and older adults seem to place equal value on the next
three active recreation attributes of walking/moving, varied activities, and sports/games with between 5% and
9% (Figure 5.1.17). Although less significant, the final three categories (exploring, pathways, and
gardening) can simply be classified as modifiers of the other four active response categories.
Supportive of the importance of activity to an older person’s health, a review of Figure 5.1.17 shows that
older adults selected walking/moving as the most preferred physical recreation activity. In fact, older adults
living in three retirement communities reported the importance of physical characteristics to pathway
designs. The residents indicated that preference for recreational walking was associated with pathways that
were longer, well connected, did not have steps, and had attractive views (Joseph and Zimring 2007). And in
a study that investigated physical and psychological factors associated with a sense of community, results
indicated that two affordances (a sense of belonging and opportunities for engagement) were enhanced when
the outdoor environment provided for varied activities in regards to recreational opportunities (Kim and
Kaplan 2004).
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Figure 5.1.18. Comparative Bar Charts by Percentage of Passive Recreation
Oriented Operational Space Features Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

Although the combined Active and Passive Recreation clusters represent well over half of the supportive
operational space features, as expected, Figure 5.1.18 does indicate that older adults more highly rate passive
recreation activities (26%) than do youth (21%). Older adults’ greater need to sit down more frequently may
account for their rating rest/seating the highest in this cluster with 12% as compared to youth with 7%. The
results of the survey indicate that both young people and older adults value talking (10% youth / 9% older
adults), watching (3% youth / 4% older adults), no distractions (0.5% youth / 0.6% older adults), hanging out
(0.3% youth / 0.8% older adults) almost equally. The top three passive recreation features do seem to match
the results of a study conducted with adults who work in outdoor spaces within day-care, elementary and
high school, and children’s museum settings (Stine 1997). Although working in different settings, the
educators valued as most important those spaces where they could socialize (talking), relax (seat/resting), and
observe (watching).
The almost equal value youth and older adults place on urban spaces that support passive recreational
activities (Figure 5.1.18) seems to support the current urban design guidelines literature that suggests that
adolescent preference for urban places where they can hang out with friends matches observation of older
adults relaxing in urban parks, resting and watching (Carmona et al. 2003; Long 1994; Marcus et al. 1990;
Whyte 1980). A study conducted with older adults residing in thirty-eight elder care homes, supported both
the importance of opportunities for interactive behavior on well being and the need to provide a variety of
spaces for social (passive) recreational activities (Barnes 2006).
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Figure 5.1.19. Comparative Bar Charts by Percentage of Group Specific
Oriented Operational Space Features Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

Representing less than one-fifth the total operational activity responses, the Group Specific cluster (Figure
5.1.19) does indicate that young people seem to place greater value on age related activities (child-centered
13% / adult-centered 6%) than do older adults (child-centered 7% / adult-centered 4%). This result mirrors
the findings of a preadolescent time-use study that reported “children’s activities had a distinct appeal
(Medrich 1982, 236.” And although reflecting under 2% of the operational mode, older adults do seem to
consider paired interests important as compared with youth. The relative similarity in the group specific
cluster may indicate the willingness of both youth and older adults to find commonality in the selection of
urban spaces that could support intergenerational activities.
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Figure 5.1.20. Comparative Bar Charts by Percentage of Social Oriented
Operational Space Features Preferred by Youth and Older Adults
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Given the role that public outdoor physical characteristics can play in the formation and maintenance of
social ties among older adults (Kweon, Sullivan Wiley 1998) as well as youth, the seven specific
characteristics of the Social cluster represented in Figure 5.1.20 are is not surprising. Reflecting 13% for
youth and 14% for older adults of the total operational perception mode, the top three characteristics
(stores/shopping, food/eating, and meeting place) were listed as favorite places in a place attachment study
(Koprela et al. 2001) and are most associated with the socio-cultural public realm and the attributes of public
spaces that support social interaction (Carmona et al. 2003). And except for meeting place and tables, youth
seem to have the same or even a greater appreciation for stores/shopping, food/eating, learn/teaching, and
music. Reflecting the previously mentioned recreational importance of public spaces, a study that looked at
people’s motivations for visiting zoological parks concluded that social orientation (meeting place, tables,
and music) and educational (learn/teach and documenting) factors were found to be statistically significant
(Morgan and Hodgkinson 1999).
A comparative multi-place (neighborhood, center, and periphery) analysis conducted between inhabitants of
a large and a small city spotlighted the importance of the physical environment in promoting socialization.
Reflecting the individualistic activities and spaces of the Social cluster, the inhabitants of the smaller city
tended to have more integrated urban experiences and a higher relevance of interpersonal socialization
activities characterized by less urban isolation (Bonaiuto and Bonnes 1996).
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Figure 5.1.21. Comparative Bar Charts by Percentage of Safe/Accessible
Oriented Operational Space Features Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

Representing 9% for youth and 16% for older adults, the Safe/Accessible cluster with seven space features
completes the operational mode results. Although these two percentages indicate a strong divergence, Figure
5.1.21 does indicate that the majority of difference is in the level surface category. Although this attribute
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may reflect older adult mobility issues rather than safety concerns, the percentages of the other six attributes
seem to reflect a mutual concern from both youth and older adults for Safe/Accessible spaces.
The importance of level surfaces, no hiding places and wide paths/walks in selecting a space for social
exchange seems to mirror the findings of landscape fear assessment study that showed that routes that
provided concealment–hiding places and potential physical entrapment evoked fear in female college
students (Nasar and Jones 1997). Another study that looked at the relationship between fear of crime and
exterior site features seemed to confirm the importance of these attributes by suggesting that crime was
highest in areas that had refuge for potential offenders and low prospect and escape venues for potential
victims (Fisher and Nasar 1992). The findings of a photo preference study conducted with 100 Chicago
inner city residents suggested that, when well-maintained, resident preference and feeling of safety were
increased when tree groupings and grass lawns were a major parts of the neighborhood environment (Kuo,
Bacaicoa and Sullivan 1998). Although the results of a study that investigated variables associated with 70
field/forest settings indicated that visibility and locomotor access factors were positive predictors of
preference and negative predictors of danger (Herzog and Kutzli 2002), the importance of the safe landscape
attributes is undeniable.
Similar to the crowed/not crowded attributes of the People cluster and the openness/enclosed attributes of the
Design cluster, the Safe/Accessible cluster sports two seemingly contradictory variables, barrier and barrierfree. These two characteristics might easily reflect concerns with physical accessibility to move from or
move into a specific space as defined in the ADA universal design guidelines. Although the barrier and
barrier free categories were placed within the Operational Perception Mode assuming that the spaces are not
physically accessible, a person’s perception of accessibility may not only be physical but also emotional.
The ability to move into or out of a space can also be more symbolic and represented as zones of influence
associated with the public/private space interface (Newman 1972, 1976). Does the person have a right to
enter? The visual symbols or features such as gateways and portals, changes in degrees of lighting, types of
enclosures, and patterns of materials, may suggest a transitional space from public to private, inviting or
blocking entry. Perhaps, this idea of reinforcing zones of influence can be expanded to include all the
variations of supportive activities suggested in the Operational Responsive Mode results. Although it seems
important that a supportive environment include opportunities for active and passive recreation, support agerelated group activities, encourage a variety of spaces that promote social interaction, and be considered
accessible and safe, perhaps Oscar Newman’s (1972, 1976) concept for “defensible space” can be a guide for
the placement of amenities or features that together support one type of use or another in a given location
(see section 5.4).
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5.1.4.3 Space Qualities: Inferential Mode
A review of the results of the urban space qualities selected by youth (Table 4.3.7) and older adults (Table
4.4.7) provided some interesting and perhaps unexpected results. The three operational space quality clusters
(Calming, Supportive/Protective, and Energizing) reflected a clear indication of the dichotomy of supportive
space qualities and reiterated the existence of semantic opposites that were defined in a study of word
descriptions of environmental quality attributes (Russell and Pratt 1980). Specifically, if the more subdued
qualities included in the Calming (peaceful, restful, beautiful/attractive, and contemplative) and
Supportive/Protective (inviting/familiar, protective, private/personal, reclusive, and cozy) clusters were
combined they represented 83% of the both the youth and older adult responses (Figure 5.1.22). Similarly,
the Energizing cluster (having fun, engaging, vibrant/festive, and public life) of space qualities represented
17% of both the youth and older adult inferential responses.

Inferential Quality Clusters
for Older Adults

Inferential Quality Clusters
for Youth
Energizing
17%

Energizing
17%

Calming
49%

Calming
51%
Support/
Protective
32%

Support/
Protective
34%

Figure 5.1.22. Comparative Pie Charts by Percentage of Inferential Space Quality Clusters
Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

Although it can be determined from the results that both youth and older adults did have a preference for
spaces for social exchange that were somewhat exciting, the qualities most preferred were much more
subdued. Although reflecting expectations of older adult space values, the much higher ratings by youth of
the more subdued qualities over the exuberant ones seemed contrary to the stereotypical space values often
associated with young people. And yet, given the multitude of societal problems facing both youth and older
adults (see section 1.1), perhaps it is not surprising that young people seem to seek spaces that rejuvenate as
much as older people do.
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Figure 5.1.23. Comparative Bar Charts by Percentage of Calming Oriented
Inferential Space Qualities Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

Indicative of this apparent need, the Calming cluster represented about one half of all the Inferential space
quality responses with 49% for youth and 51% for older adults. This highly valued set of characteristics
seems to coincide with the results of a study that compared seven variables associated with natural settings,
where tranquility and preference were substantially correlated (Hertzog and Barnes 1999). Figure 5.1.23
breaks down the cluster into peaceful, restful, beautiful/attractive, and contemplative. Peaceful, another
name for tranquil, with almost one third of the youth responses and one quarter of the older adult response,
speaks to these results and is the most important inferential space quality desired for intergenerational
exchange.
Not surprising, the importance of the combined space qualities of peaceful, restful, and even
beautiful/attractive and contemplative seems to confirm the results of studies that indicate that the restorative
value of a scene is an implicit frame of reference for making a preferential judgment (Purcell, Peron and
Berto 2001). Supported by a survey of inner city residents who indicated that green spaces reduced mental
fatigue (Kuo 2001), the importance of the restorative qualities of a space (Hartig, Mang and Evans 1991)
may also be associated with the greater value youth and older adults placed upon natural attributes over
cultural ones (Figure 5.1.10).
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Figure 5.1.24. Comparative Bar Charts by Percentage of Support/Protective
Oriented Inferential Space Qualities Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

The second cluster consists of approximately one third of the Inferential perception mode responses of both
age groups (Figure 5.1.22). Represented in Figure 5.1.24 and reflective of other cluster bar charts, one space
quality (inviting/familiar) with 27% for youth and 14% for older adults is more highly valued than the other
four Supportive/Protective cluster qualities (protective, private/personal, reclusive, and cozy). Reiterating
the importance of Calming space qualities and also indicative of the Supportive/Protective space
characteristics, the results of a study conducted in a heavily utilized Manhattan park also showed that over
half the participants used the words greenery, comfortable, relaxing, tranquil, calm, peaceful, oasis and
sanctuary to describe the value of a “park as retreat” (Marcus et al. 1990).
Specifically spotlighting the importance of the Belonging affordance variable, the five inferential qualities
represented in Figure 5.1.24 are reflective of a number of indicators that are relevant predictors of
environmental attachment including aesthetic pleasantness and social exchange opportunities (Bonaiuto et al.
1999). What is significant is that these five support/protective inferential space qualities provide for the two
different kinds of environment uses simultaneously: those that support “extraindividual action required by
situational demands and…individual purposive action (Wallenius 1999, 131). While inviting/familiar,
protective, and even cozy qualities would seem to support group activities and private/personal and reclusive
would tend to support individual activities, all would seem to support intergenerational dyadic activities.
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Figure 5.1.25. Comparative Bar Charts by Percentage of Energizing Oriented
Inferential Space Qualities Preferred by Youth and Older Adults

Although considerably lower in value yet reflective of
AROUSING

the continuing appearance of opposites in the responses
of both youth and older adults, the Energizing cluster

DISTRESSING
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Figure 5.1.26. Circular Ordering of Eight Bipolar
Adjective Descriptors of Place Qualities (Russell
and Pratt 1980, 313)

the market place (Zacharias 1993).
The opposing Calming/Protective and Energizing clusters of inferential space quality responses seem to
mirror one half of a circular ordering of eight descriptors of person-environment interaction proposed by
James Russell and Geraldine Pratt (1980) to describe the affective quality attributes of environments. Given
the intention of this age-comparative study to ascertain qualities of spaces that would support
intergenerational exchange, the positive side (arousing to sleepy) of the bipolar descriptive adjectives of
affective quality of places model (Figure 5.1.26) definitely represents many of the inferential space
characteristics revealed in this study. Two significant space qualities (engaging and vibrant/festive) easily fit
within the arousing–pleasant quadrant (Nasar 1983), while the two top Calming qualities (peaceful and
restful) fit within the pleasant-sleepy quadrant (Herzog and Barnes 1999).
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Reflecting a significant relationship between pleasantness and arousal variables and preference (Herzog and
Barnes 1999), the bipolarity of the inferential responses of both age groups may reflect the need for public
open spaces to fill both a familiar and unique role. Perhaps, when selecting a space for social exchange, both
youth and older adults act as both insiders (resident) and outsiders (visitor) desiring the space to have both
Calming/Protective and Energizing qualities (Appleyard 1976). Thus, it is not surprising that the
characteristics of an intergenerationally supportive outdoor public space would need to include resident
(calming) qualities: be well-maintained, good looking, socially desirable, quiet and private, and have services
available; and visitor (energizing) qualities: unusual, interesting, lively, recreational, and vibrant and festive.
The spotlighted and discussed results presented in the three perception modes (Responsive, Operational, and
Inferential) seem to indicate what Kevin Lynch (1960) has termed congruence or the measure of
behavior/environment “fit” seems to exist between the space types and space characteristics that youth and
older adults would specify for intergenerational exchange. The youth and older adult selected space
attributes, features, and qualities not only suggest that intergenerationally supportive spaces are possible but
that good social spaces must exhibit a balance of responsive/operational and inferential/conceived meaning
(Moore 1978).
Contrary to current design guidelines and Environment and Behavior research studies, yet reflective of the
intergenerational argument stated in chapter 1 that suggested there are similar developmental needs shared by
members of the two groups (Rhodes 2002; Maslow 1954; Layne 2003; Israel 2003; Priddy 1980), there
seems to be a convergence in preference and perception between youth and older adults for urban public
spaces that support social interchange. Regardless of some slight variations in approaches, the results of this
age-comparative study seem to indicate that a commonality is present between what urban public spaces
youth consider supportive and what spaces older adults consider supportive.

5.2 Comparison to Other Studies
Generally, there were only a limited number of research studies that actually compared the perceptions and
preferences of youth and older adults for urban public open space. Although the previous review and
discussion of the results of intergenerational urban space types and characteristics included assessments
based upon the results of somewhat related studies, a comparison to a number of additional studies that
looked at the relationship between people and the environment was considered important to the completion
of this dialogue.
Following in order of the four questions asked in chapter 1 and reflecting the range of space type and space
characteristic variables associated with this study, the selected studies for this comparison represent the three
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major categories in the literature review: public space design, population comparison, and landscape
assessment. Falling within a major research theme of environmental assessment inquiry often discussed in
the literature, concepts include: Lawton’s environmental docility hypothesis, Osmon’s sociofugal/sociopedal
theory, Kelly’s semantic differential rating scale, Barker’s behavior settings; Appleton’s prospect and refuge
theory; the Kaplan’s attention restoration theory and preference matrix; and Relph’s place / placelessness
framework. Specifically focusing upon the most preferred intergenerationally supportive space variables, the
following comparative discussion is divided between the research that seems to reject (non-supportive of
findings) and the research that seems to agree (supportive the findings) with the results of this study (for ease
of comparison, this section will designate this dissertation as IG Space study within this section).

5.2.1

Studies Reflecting Non-Supportive Results

According to M. Powell Lawton’s “environmental docility” hypothesis: the greater the degree of the
competence of the organism, the less will be the proportion of variance in behavior due to environmental
factors. Conversely, limitations in health, cognitive skills, ego, strength, status, social role performance, or
degree of cultural evolution will tend to heighten the docility of the person in the face of environmental
constraints and influences (Lawton 1970b, 40).” What this hypothesis suggests is that because of a
divergence in life experiences (education, power, and social influence) and physical and mental changes
between older adults and young people, there would also be a difference between the two age groups in their
perceptions, values, and relationships to the physical environment.
In support of this theory, the results of a number of age-comparative landscape assessment studies suggested
that landscape preference (Balling and Falk 1982) and perception of scenic values (Zube, Pitt and Evans
1983) vary over the life span. One of the main findings reported in studies conducted by Lawton (1977) in
the 1970’s stated that although both youth and older adults lived in the same residential communities, the
environmental satisfaction reported by older adults differed greatly from those reported by the younger
population (Golant 1984). The results suggested that although both age groups used the same spaces for
interaction, their perceptions and values were quite divergent.
Yet supportive of the findings of Roger Ulrich (1983) and guided by Erwin Zube’s (1984) suggestion of
employing landscape assessment standards (framework) to test the proposed value differences youth and
older adults may place on scenic quality (landscape aesthetics), the results reported in this IG Space study
(see results in chapter 4) seemed to contradict the reported dissimilar environmental experiences and the
results of many past lifespan and other cross-cultural studies. The findings suggest not only that a
convergence of preference for specific types and characteristics of urban environments exists between
preadolescent youth and active older adults, but that the two groups use similar perceptive approaches when
selecting supportive public open spaces.
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Reflecting the dichotomous natural/man-made landscape types (see Figure 5.1.6 Urbanscape Variables)
associated with urban-suburban sprawl, a review of studies that compared preferences for natural vs. cultural
environments was considered important. A study that compared the responses of rural and urban residents to
outdoor spaces indicated similarities in preference for natural spaces (Lutz, Simpson-Housley and Deman
1999). Based upon a photo preference task, the results of the attitude questionnaire indicated that although
the rural and urban dwellers expressed similar preference for wilderness areas, the perceptive approaches
were quite different between the two groups. Reiterating the previously mentioned fact that older adults have
a higher degree of life experiences than youth and that a majority of the older adult participants had traveled
or moved to the Research Triangle area of North Carolina from other parts of the United States, it was
expected that the results of this IG Space study would indicate a mutual preference but a contrasting
perception for natural spaces between youth (same as rural) and older adults (same a urban). But a look at
the Figure 5.1.9 easily refutes this expectation by showing that our two age groups both perceive natural and
man-made space in a similar way and prefer them equally.
What may be of some interest to the discussion is that when research is conducted with non-American
subjects (Peron et al. 1998), the preference for natural spaces (landscape, lakes, forests, hills, country, and
riviera) over urban spaces (housing, city streets, arcades/porches, canals, industrial areas, and country/city
edges) seems to contradict the cultural (urban picturesque) over natural preference results of German
residents (Isaacs 2000) and the almost equal preference for American youth and older adults in this study.
Many of the verbal text reasons for selecting spaces (see section 4.4.2), the strength of the operational Active
Recreation cluster (Figure 5.1.17), along with the variety of Cultural Responsive cluster attributes defined as
important by youth and older adults in this IG Space study, seem to match the conclusion that preference-fordifference in scene types is greater than preference-for-prototype (typical) scene types (Peron et al. 1998).
Supported by the results of another scene type preference study where there was a high correlation between
restorative qualities of nature, variety, and preference (Purcell, Peron and Berto 2001), these findings suggest
that whether natural or cultural, preferred intergenerationally supportive scenes not only need to have variety
(complexity) but must also exhibit a high degree of restorative value.
Representing the Centeredness Focus (Figure 5.1.8) as an important factor in the perception of the most
preferred urban space in this IG Space study, a comparison to the results of another study with similar
perceptive variables was conducted. In order to interpret the reasons given for selecting favorite places by
university students (mean 21.5 years), the responses were organized similarly into three focus areas: (1)
place, (2) person, and (3) person/environment interaction (Newell 1997, 507). The combined-gender average
of the Place focus of 35% for the student study came close to the centeredness factor Environment of 30%
youth and 38% older adults in this IG Space study (Figure 5.1.8). In contrast, the Person focus of 38.5% and
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the Person/Environment Interaction focus of 26.5% seemed to contradict the centeredness factors results of
this age-comparative IG Space study (People – 17% youth, 18% older adults; Behavior – 44% youth and
53% older adults). Perhaps the resemblance in place/environment centeredness value reflects the similarities
in the way people visually perceive and define physical spaces. The importance of person/people
centeredness over person/environment interaction/behavior centeredness for college students as compared
with the youth and older adults valuing interaction/behavior as more important may reflect the selfcenteredness and personal focus required by the college student as compared to those people in a younger or
older age bracket.
Although the urbanscape and centeredness perception factors are important considerations in understanding
the approach youth and older adults take in selecting supportive urban spaces, the specific characteristics are
the only definable measure of a positive space. Thus a comparison of the results of this IG Space study to an
urban study that looked at urban design factors seemed appropriate. In a development control plan for
Cleveland, nine urban design components were suggested as important additions to pedestrian walkways,
open spaces, and commercial plazas: (1) Trees and Plants, (2) Street Furniture, (3) Pedestrian Signage, (4)
Lighting, (5) Streetscape Sculpture, (6) Paving Design, (7) Ground Level Façade Treatments, (8) Public
Structures, and (9) Treatment for Disabled Persons (Doonar 1991). Although the results of this IG Space
study, combined with an interpretation of the selected space images, seemed to confirm the inclusion of
many of the four urban space attributes (1, 2, 8 and 9), the absence of any specific mention of pedestrian
signage, lighting, streetscape sculpture, paving design, and facade treatments may indicate that design
professionals and urban planners may find these elements more important than either youth or older adults
when selecting an urban environment for social exchange.
Signifying the convergence of the youth/older adult responses yet reflecting the reciprocal relationships that
seem to exist between many of the variables (both affordance and space characteristics) reviewed within this
IG Space study, the results of the rating of natural vs. man-made settings suggests that tranquility
(Belonging) and danger (Safety) are negatively correlated across both setting types (Herzog and Chernick
2000) and seem to reflect the ongoing debate between the value of natural and cultural settings in supporting
wellbeing. Although the results of this age-comparative study of supportive urban space characteristics was
organized into the three perception modes, relationships seem to exist between characteristics of one mode
and those of the other modes. One example and an interesting difference in the findings was that Herzog and
Chernick (2000) found openness to be a significant predictor of danger but not of tranquility. This finding
contradicts the seeming supportiveness youth and older adults place on both openness (top design cluster
attribute of the responsive mode) and peaceful and restful (top two qualities of the calming cluster of the
inferential mode).
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Reflective of the importance to both age groups in space selection, a further look at the qualities of openness
was considered important. Considered the first environment and behavior mini-theory (Bechtel 1997),
Humphrey Osmond (1959) classified two kinds of conversational spaces: non-supportive sociofugal and
supportive sociopedal. Being large, open, and expansive, with high ceilings and bright lighting, sociofugal
spaces tend to drive people apart and discourage social interaction. In opposition, he believed that smaller
spaces with lower overhangs and close lighting, sociopedal spaces tend to bring people together, encouraging
conversation. Yet, the much greater importance youth and older adults in this study placed upon openness
(16% youth & older adult) over enclosed (2% youth & older adult) and covered (0.3% youth & 2% older
adult) as a quality for social interactive intergenerational spaces seemed to contradict this belief. Although
openness seems significantly more important, perhaps the findings match those of Robert Sommer (1969),
that suggest the two types of spaces are needed to support both intimate and community oriented
conversations (Bechtel 1997).

5.2.2

Studies Reflecting Supportive Results

Because of the limited amount of research that connects attributes of the physical environment to
intergenerational exchange outcomes, it was exciting to find that the results of this IG (intergenerational)
Space study did coincide with two requirements of a supportive intergenerational meeting place (Rogers and
Taylor 1997). Reflecting the first and second affordance variables (safety and belonging), an
intergenerational space needs to be a setting where both youth and older adults can feel safe and be clearly
identified as their own. And reiterating the importance of the most valued Operational space feature
(openness) and the third affordance variable (Multiple Activity), according to Rogers and Taylor (1997), the
prefect meeting place must also be large enough to accommodate a range of activities.
Representing the highly valued space requirement and reflecting the strong reciprocal relationship that exists
between safety and belonging reported in the affordance rating task, the results of the IG Space study seemed
to mirror the findings of a neighborhood safety survey of ninety-one public housing residents. Those
residents that defended near-home space through territorial appropriation experienced the neighborhood as a
safer place than those that did not (Brunson, Kuo and Sullivan 2001). The researchers’ conclusion was also
reciprocal: those residents that exerted territorial control felt safer (Safe), and those residents that felt safer
seemed to engage in territorial appropriation (Belong). Reflecting the importance of people present yet not
crowded as important factors reflected in people feeling safe in an environment (Brower 1988), the results of
this IG Space study also suggested that the reciprocal nature of safe urban spaces may depend upon whether
a person using the space is an insider (resident) or an outsider (visitor); whether the people present are
recognizable as neighbors or strangers (Taylor, Brower and Stough 1976).
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In Place and Placelessness, Ted Relph (1976) developed a conceptual framework of seven modes of
insideness and outsideness to explain how people’s intentions, experiences, and behavior help to define their
understanding of place. Based upon the spiritual connectivity of insideness—the more strongly an
environment generates a sense of belonging, the more strongly that environment becomes a place (Seamon
1996). Conclusions reported by Sidney Brower (1988) in Design in Familiar Places indicate that Belonging
is associated with residents (insiders) having a strong preference for places that are Safe, well-maintained,
socially desirable, natural, have variety, are good looking, have adequate services, and are quiet and private.
He also suggests that visitors (outsiders) sense of Belonging is associated with a preference for spaces that
are also Safe, have adequate services, pedestrian access, and are unusual, interesting, central, recreational,
good looking, and lively. He concludes that the preferences of these two groups (insiders and outsiders) are
somewhat “different but, in the main, not mutually incompatible (Brower 1988, 28).” The mirrored
importance of both Safety and Belonging affordance criteria (see Figure 5.1.3) along with the obvious repeat
of all of these environmental characteristics (see section 5.1.4) by both youth and older adults suggests that
the results of this IG Space study are indicative of the strong relationship that exists between the mutually
preferred space types and characteristics and their value in providing urban public open spaces for people of
all ages, especially for supporting intergenerational social exchange.
Reflecting on the importance of environmental affordances as a guideline employed by both youth and older
adults in the selection of supportive urban public spaces, it seemed appropriate to make a comparison
between the results of this IG Space study and another age-comparative study conducted almost thirty years
ago (Bohland and Davis 1979). In that study, as in this study, “elderly structured neighborhood satisfaction
similarly to younger persons (Bohland and Davis 1979, 107)” and both youth and older adults seemed to
place similar value on each of four affordance variables. A comparative review showed a reversal of ranked
affordance values though, with the Engagement (neighboring) and Access (convenience) moving from most
important in the Bohland/Davis study to least important in the IG Space study. Likewise, Safe/Secure
(safety) and Belonging (condition or appearance) moved from the least important in the Bohland/Davis study
to the most important in the IG Space study.
Given the major role the affordance safety seemed to play in the selection of supportive environments by
youth and older adults (see Figure 5.1.3) and the importance mystery seemed to play in many outdoor
environmental preference studies (Herzog and Miller 1998; Kaplan, Kaplan and Ryan 1998; Kaplan and
Kaplan 1989; Herzog and Gale 1996; Herzog and Kropscott 2004), it was not surprising that a paradoxical
nature seemed to exist between many of the preferred space types and characteristics spotlighted in this IG
Space study. Confirming this conclusion, the results of one environmental preference study concluded that
although openness (either urban alley or field/forest setting) reduced perceived danger and thus increased a
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sense of safety and preference, openness also reduced the sense of mystery and thus reduced preference as
well (Herzog and Miller 1998).
Referred to as behavior settings (Hester 1990b; Bechtel 1997; Wicker 1991), one approach to defining the
characteristics and qualities of a supportive public environment is to document the activities (behaviors) of
people as they actually use a public space (setting). Extending the seminal behavior settings work of Roger
Barker (Barker 1978b; Barker and Wright 1978), Robert Bechtel mapped the behavior settings of a town
against the community behavior setting and showed how people organized their behavior by the frequency of
contacts with each other (Bechtel 1997, 239).” This most central behavior setting can be considered a
behavior focal point because it literally reflects the major behavior setting for the whole community. Given
the often community or public focus of social exchange spaces, it was not surprising that the results of the IG
Space study seemed to reflect those of the Bechtel study. The five qualities of a “good” behavioral focal
point (1) easy access, (2) crossroads of pedestrian traffic, (3) rich mix of behaviors and people, (4) visual
access of seeing and being seen, and (5) lots of seating with food and drink (Bechtel 1977 and 1997) were
represented in both the affordance criteria and the most important space characteristics reported by both
youth and older adults as significant in selecting supportive urban spaces.
Reflecting somewhat more specifically defined space characteristics, a comparison between the salient space
characteristics reported earlier in this chapter (see Figure 5.1.9 through Figure 5.1.25) and those reported in a
user study for Prospect Park (Low, Taplin and Scheld 2005) showed some similarities in the results. In order
of value and paired with the related IG Study perception clusters (in italics), the reclassified list included:
active recreation things to do (21.9%), passive recreation relax/release (15.8%), calming nice/beautiful
(12.6%), nature nature/wildlife (9.5%), calming memories (contemplation) (8.7%), people people (7.1%),
supportive/protective safe (5.4%), supportive/protective place memory (4.2%) and cultural civic resources
(3.4%). Representative of the highest youth/older adult mutually preferred active recreational activity (see
Figure 5.1.17), walking surpassed playground, and reflecting over one-third of the park user group preferred
activities, walking surpassed playground, relax, picnic/eating, and be with family/kids with over one-third of
the total responses. Although not all the clusters are represented and the percentages of value may be
different, it is easy to see that the classified findings of the Low study seem repeat specific space attributes,
features and qualities that fall within the responsive, operational, and inferential modes used to analyze the
results of the IG Space study.
Contemplating that a potential relationship may exist between responsive attributes and inferential qualities
and based upon the attention restoration theory (ART) developed by Rachel and Steven Kaplan (1989), much
of the environment and behavior research suggests that people’s preference for natural over cultural (urban)
environments is associated with the calming and restorative aspects of natural settings (Ulrich 1983; Hartig,
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Mang and Evans 1991; Kaplan 1995; Kaplan 2001; Kuo and Sullivan 2001; Purcell, Peron and Berto 2001).
Yet, being able to relax in the company of family and close friends where one feels safe also seems to
provide the needed stress reduction required in order to cope with the speed of the current society (Driver,
Tinsley and Manfredo 1991). While visited either alone or with a friend, the results of a study that compared
the restorative effects of natural vs. urban settings suggest that “attentional fatigue increases preference for
the natural over the urban environment (Staats and Hartig 2004, 1999).” Although this finding seems to
conflict with the intergenerational preference for cultural over natural spaces (Figure 5.1.6) and the
importance of “people being present”, the reason may be connected to another finding of the Staats and
Hartig (2004) study stating that, because of an improved perception of safety and the restorative value of
social interaction, companionship increased preference for urban spaces. Since the results of this agecomparative IG Space study indicated that safety was the most important consideration in selecting a space
and the answers were based upon a presumption of a youth/older adult pair visiting each urban open space
together, both results suggest that when people are with friends or family, urban spaces are not only preferred
but are restorative as well.
Initiated by Kelly’s (1995) semantic-differential ratings approach taken by Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum
(1957) and continued by Steven and Rachel Kaplan (1982, 1983) among others (Leff and Deutsch 1973,
Gabr 1993), the search for a set of salient visual perception attributes of urban scenes has yielded “four
dimensions that seem to be stable across various populations and environments: (1) naturalness as compared
to man-made or urban (Herzog and Chernick 2000), (2) complexity, (3) clarity/order, and (4) openness
(Nasar 1989b, 38).” Although the findings of this IG Space study seem to support this statement, most
notably in the Responsive perception mode
clustered responses, the significance of this study
to defining salient visual space attributes may be
that the results are respondent-defined variables
rather than researcher-defined. The apparent
importance of Natural attributes over Cultural
attributes (Ulrich 1983), the variety of and often
opposing Design and Cultural space attributes, the
need for clarity and order as defined by monitored,

7

enclosed, landmarks, manicured, and most
importantly the significance of openness all seem
to support the previously defined four categories of
salient perception attributes.

Figure 5.2.1. Supporting Appleton’s Prospect/Refuge
Theory, Wide-Open Expanse of Lawn in Study Image
#7 Considered One of Safest Urban Spaces
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Not only the most important design feature mutually selected by both youth and older adults, open space
(both green areas and streets) was also most frequently mentioned by Polish children in the influential
Growing Up in Cities study conducted by Kevin Lynch (1977). Reflective of the connection between
perceived spaciousness and neighboring (Skjaeveland and Garling 1997), it was not surprising that these
results seemed to confirm the work of Jay Appleton that people have an innate preference for open
landscapes (Appleton 1975; Fisher and Nasar 1992). Supported even by studies involving children (Fisher
and Shrout 2006) and middle-age adults (Byerts 1976), the prospect-refuge theory (Appleton 1975) suggests
that because of survival instincts developed during human evolutionary past connections to the savannas of
East Africa, people are hard-wired to prefer both openness and natural space characteristics (Stamps 2005).
And although the results of this IG Space study seem to support the conclusion that both youth and older
adults tended to prefer environmental attributes with which they were most familiar, the preference for Image
#7 (Figure 5.2.1) suggested that even when the natural scene is unspectacular or subpar (Ulrich 1983; Jost
2008), people of all ages and experiences have a “deep, innate preference for grass landscapes (Hiss 1990,
37).” Representing not only openness and natural with a wide expanse of green lawn, this seemingly
unimaginative open space was considered second highest in overall value, fifth in variety of space
characteristics represented, and supportive of the previous hypothesis with one of the highest ratings for the
affordance Safety.

5.3 Ideal Spaces for Intergenerational Exchange: Design Implications
“Urban design is essentially about place-making,” where a “successful urban place must combine quality in
three essential elements: physical space, the sensory experience, and activity (Montgomery 1998, 95).”
Although the results of this study describe the attitudes of both youth and older adults at one point in time
and were not intended to describe specific actions to be taken or design decisions to be made (Hayward
1989), presenting the results “without any clear delineation of how they could be achieved (Hamdi and
Goethert 1997, 17)” to design integenerationnally supportive spaces makes them somewhat superfluous.
Thus, this analysis does include a discussion of the possible connection between the data and its implication
for urban design. Assuming that the mutually preferred salient space types and space characteristics
spotlighted in section 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 are significant and reflect quality physical, sensory, and experiential
urban open space environments, the following presents possibilities for ways these results can be applied to
the design of intergenerationally supportive urban public open spaces. This section addresses the fifth and
final question posed by this study (see section 1.2.2) and lays the groundwork for the presentation of
suggested design-relevant intergenerational guides or observations that could be employed for creating urban
public spaces that would promote and support social exchange between youth and older adult members of
intergenerational dyads.
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Based upon the mutually age-supportive final results and analysis defined at the beginning of this chapter, the
purpose is to translate the research findings of this IG Space study into terms that could be employed by
urban designers to create supportive intergenerational public open spaces. Since the results reflect the space
needs and desires of youth and older adults, the design oriented observations and concepts could be applied
to the creation of supportive spaces that would meet the needs of all ages and classifications of urban and
suburban city dwellers. In order to create intergenerational urban space design guides from the available
data, a sequence of four steps were undertaken. First, an overview of the five affordance needs, thirteen
space types, and fifty-six salient space characteristics spotlighted by this study was conducted and a set of
intergenerational space design factors and affordance principles were defined. Second, directed by these
defined affordance objectives, a re-review of the relevant urban space guideline literature (see section 2.2.2)
combined with a reassessment of the twenty-four space images employed in the study (see section 3.4.3)
indicated an approach to be taken in connecting the results to specific intergenerationally supportive urban
concepts. Third, a set of procedures was developed to analyze the connection that seemed to exist between
the salient fifty-six space characteristics and the twenty-four urban space images employed in this IG Space
study. Fourth, the results of this analysis were used to present design oriented observations, guides, and
conceptual diagrams that defined the spatial definitions and relationships that supported the desired urban
space restorative outcomes, the preferred open space activities, and the associated defined space features
required to support intergenerational social exchange.
Realizing that designers and planners must consider the “physical characteristics of the site, management
needs, future maintenance concerns, design integrity, and relative costs of improvements (Hayward 1989,
206),” these design solutions must be considered in terms of addressing broad intergenerational design issues
rather than addressing specific design problems. And believing that “research-based recommendations
cannot substitute for public participation, the input of those people who will actually be using the designed
(or redesigned) space (Marcus and Francis 1990, 6),” these intergenerationlly supportive guidelines should
not replace, but should inform future participatory design processes.

5.3.1

Intergenerational Space Design Factors and Affordance Principles

The results of this study provided a strong set of indicators that could inform the evaluation of an existing
urban site or objectives that could guide the design of a new setting supportive of intergenerational social
exchange. Although somewhat difficult to translate into physical design, the five affordances along with the
intangible urban space types and characteristics seem to reflect some of the most important considerations
that the study participant young people and older adults perceived as important in choosing a space in which
to interact with others. These conceptual space values are a baseline from which the researcher or designer
can assess the more physical aspect of the design process.
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In an effort to develop a program for expanding the perceptual and preferential results into physical design
concepts, the following approach and interpretive procedures required a review of the appropriate design
guideline literature and a reassessment of the most preferred salient space values spotlighted by the youth and
older adult respondents as they related to the twenty-four space images employed in the study.
5.3.1.1 Overview of Results
From the comparative study results presented in chapter 4 and the major urban space types and
characteristics discussed in section 5.1 above, a simplified set of objectives for defining an ideal urban space
for intergenerational social exchange emerged. The results of this study indicate that when selecting an
urban public open space for intergenerational social engagement between pairs of youth and older adults,
types of spaces that exhibit certain specific characteristics would seem to be most appropriate.
Although “the interpretation of dyadic data is more complicated than the interpretation of ratings based upon
subjects alone (Riley and Riley 1954a, 162),” the responses of the youth and older adult sample groups were
combined to present a composite of intergenerational dyadic responses (Riley and Riley 1954b). This dyadic
comparison of salient space types and the associated space characteristics (final results of analysis) is
presented here. Taken directly from the guiding framework developed to collect and analyze the results of
this age-comparative study, the following five space affordances, thirteen space types, twenty-two space
attributes, twenty-three space features, and eleven space qualities represent the interpretation of the salient
data in terms of an intergenerational dyadic use of urban public open space. The following lists of
intergenerational space design factors (labeled in bold italics type) sets the stage for defining a group of
intergenerational space design guides and concepts developed to address the fifth and final question of the
study.
5.3.1.1.1

Intergenerational Space Affordance Needs

Based upon the framework of five affordances developed by the author from archival research and literature
review for collecting and analyzing the responses of the youth and older adult survey participants, the results
indicate that for both age groups, the ability of an urban public space to promote a feeling of safety or
security is by far the most important issue in selecting a space for intergenerational exchange (Table 4.2.15
and Figure 5.1.3). Although the analysis of the five affordances indicated that reciprocal relationships seem
to occur between many of the affordance variables (Tables 4.2.13, 4.2.14, 5.1.1, and Figure 5.1.4), the results
indicate that in order of value, youth and older adults also place significant importance on a space that
promotes a sense of belonging, encourages engagement, supports all abilities, and provides for a multiple
of activities.
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5.3.1.1.2

Intergenerational Space Type Preferences

Reflecting the importance that design researchers and practitioners in the Environmental Design Research
Association place on understanding the relationships between the physical environment and human behavior,
the results indicate that both youth and older adults place the greatest importance on an environment’s ability
to support their Behavior. Although specific characteristics of the physical Environment, and to a lesser
degree the importance of People being present within a space, are significant issues in selecting a space for
intergenerational exchange, the interaction between people with and within a specific urban public open
space seems to inform both youth and older adult choices of where to go for social exchange (Tables 4.3.3,
4.4.3, and Figure 5.1.8). In addition, intergenerationally supportive spaces need to reflect in almost equal
measure both Cultural and Natural aspects of the urban scene (Tables 4.3.1, 4.4.1, and Figure 5.1.6). The
specific types of urban spaces that can accommodate these requirements are varied in style and configuration
(Tables 4.3.2, 4.4.2, and Figure 5.1.7), but seem to include in order of value: Landscape Park, Mini-Park,
Promenade, Garden, Plaza, Court, Pathway, and Street.
5.3.1.1.3

Intergenerational (Responsive) Space Attributes: Expected Elements

A comparative review of both the youth (Table 4.3.5) and older adult (Table 4.4.5) responses to the survey
for all five affordance conditions indicated that certain responsive attributes are considered important to both
age groups. For obvious reasons, those space attributes that were mentioned by only one age group and not
the other were not included within this discussion. Those attributes that were valued at more than one
percent (>1%) by each age group indicated possible intergenerational urban space responsive characteristics
that would support social exchange between youth and older adults. In order of value and depicting People
(Figure 5.1.11), Design (Figure 5.1.12), Natural (Figure 5.1.13), and Cultural (Figure 5.1.14) responsive
mode clusters, those fourteen salient responsive space attributes included: People Present, Openness, Not
Crowded, Nature, Diversity, Water, Plants/Trees, Monitored, Wheelchairs, Shade/Cool, Enclosed, Couples
Present, Interior, and Nearby Buildings.
In addition to the space attributes that are considered mutually supportive, there are a number of salient
responsive attributes that are highly valued by one age group (>1%) and less valued by the other group
(<1%). Although perhaps not quite as intergenerationally significant, the importance of these attributes to
one group could make them valuable additions to any ideal intergenerational social exchange space.
Representing the Cultural cluster (Figure 5.1.14), the one additionally significant space attribute for youth
was Near Street. For older adults, in order of value and depicting Cultural (Figure 5.1.14), Natural (Figure
5.1.13), and Design (Figure 5.1.12) responsive mode clusters, the significant attributes included: Town
Center, Outdoors, Covered, View, Landmark, Cultural Building, and Amusement Park.
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5.3.1.1.4

Intergenerational (Operational) Space Features: Preferred Activities/Uses

Conducting a comparative review of the youth (Table 4.3.6) and older adult (Table 4.4.6) preferences for
operational features also indicated mutually supportive space characteristics for all five affordances. Those
features that were valued at more than one percent (>1%) by each age group suggested possible
intergenerational urban space operational mode features that would support social exchange between youth
and older adults. In order of value and depicting Active Recreation (Figure 5.1.17), Passive Recreation
(Figure 5.1.18), Group Specific (Figure 5.1.19), Social (Figure 5.1.20), and Safe/Accessible (Figure 5.1.21)
operational mode clusters, those eighteen salient operational space features included: Playing, ChildCentered, Talking, Seat/Resting, Walking/Moving, Level Surface, Varied Activities, Sports/Games, AdultCentered, Stores/Shopping, Watching, Food/Eating, Meeting Place, Pathways, Wide Path/Walk,
Exploring, No Hiding-Places, and Barrier-Free.
Besides the space features that are considered mutually supportive, there are a number of salient operational
mode features that are highly valued by one age group (>1%) and less valued by the other age group (<1%).
Again the importance of these features to one group could make them valuable additions to any ideal
intergenerational social exchange space. Reflecting the Social operational cluster (Figure 5.1.20), the one
additionally significant space feature for youth was Learn/Teach. In order of value and reflecting Social
(Figure 5.1.20), Group Specific (Figure 5.1.19), and Safe/Accessible (Figure 5.1.21) operational clusters, the
additional significant features for older adults included: Table, Paired Interests, Flexible/Group Seating,
and Barriers.
5.3.1.1.5

Intergenerational (Inferential) Space Qualities: Desired Outcomes

Similar to the last two perception modes, a comparative review of the youth (Table 4.3.7) and older adult
(Table 4.4.7) preferences for inferential qualities also indicated mutually supportive space characteristics for
all five affordances. Those qualities that were valued at more than one percent (>1%) by each age group
indicated possible intergenerational urban space inferential mode characteristics that would support social
exchange between youth and older adults. In order of value and reflecting the Calming (Figure 5.1.23),
Support/Protective (figure 5.1.24), and Energizing (Figure 5.1.25) inferential clusters, those nine salient
inferential space qualities included: Peaceful, Inviting/Familiar, Restful, Having Fun, Beautiful/Attractive,
Protective, Private/Personal, Engaging, and Vibrant/Festive.
Besides the space qualities that were considered mutually supportive, there were two salient inferential mode
qualities that were highly valued by the older adult group (>1%) and less valued by the youth group (<1%).
In order of value and representing Support/Protective (Figure 5.1.24) and Energizing (Figure 5.1.25)
inferential clusters, the two were Reclusive and Public Life. The importance of these qualities to the older
adults could make them valuable additions to any ideal intergenerational social exchange space.
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5.3.1.2 Design Guide Development Approach
Since the whole study was guided by the interpretation of what an environment affords a user or its ability to
meet certain human needs (Gibson 1986), a review of the guidelines that reflect this approach was conducted.
Although no setting can possibly be ideal for all potential users, the Project for Public Space (2000, 17;
Carmona, et al. 2003, 100) defines four key attributes of a successful urban public space: “comfort and
image, access and linkage, uses and activities, and sociability.” Representing these results and reflective of
the five affordance needs (in parentheses) spotlighted as important factors in the selection of
intergenerational spaces, the following five basic criteria were translated from an older adult housing siteselection framework (Howell 1976, 181).
1.

Safety and security in relation to the surrounding social and physical environment (Safety)

2.

Familiarity of neighborhood or public space (Belonging)

3.

Pedestrian accessibility to key services or activities (Multiple Activities)

4.

Modifiability or absences of major environmental barriers (Ability)

5.

Proximity to all age groups especially youth and older adults (Engagement)

Given the comparative similarities between youth and older adults in preference for social exchange places,
the development of space design concepts that incorporate a similar framework would seem most
appropriate. Expanding upon the previous five site-selection affordance criteria, echoing some of the space
characteristics defined by youth and older adults in this intergenerational study, and connecting the
affordances to specific space characteristics, the following space design goals include descriptions of some
desired outcomes, preferred activities, and defined characteristics (Howell 1976).
1.

Senses of Safety and Security in relation to the surrounding social and physical
environment (Safety)
Not susceptible to street burglary and vandals
Reduced degree of transiency, low turnover rates
Buildings in use, not abandoned
Back alleys eliminated

2.

Familiarity of neighborhood (Belonging)
Sense of place, people, objects, and pathways
Day, night, and weekend habits
Defined boundaries/within edges
Signage and landmarks
Sounds and smells as well as sights

3.

Pedestrian accessibility to key services (Multiple Activities)
Shops and services within 1/2 mile
Transportation to facilities (service, commercial center, hospital, and church)
Walk to bank, post office, beauty/barber shop, notions stores
Public library and other cultural amenities
Groceries, meals, and pharmacies
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4.

Modifiability of major environmental barriers (Ability)
Location away from highways, large parking lots and railroad tracks
Condition of sidewalks and streets
ADA compliant

5.

Proximity to middle-aged and older neighbors (Engagement)
Shared experiences sustain friendships
Same age relationships maintained
Spaces not located near schools or where children/youth or young adults live or hang out
Young and middle-aged adults important as neighbors, friends, and helpers

Supported by a number of urban design professionals and environment and behavior researchers (Whyte
1980; Moore, Goltsman and Iacofano 1987; Marcus and Francis 1990; Marcus and Barnes 1999; Sanoff
2000), the previous framework strongly suggests that there exists a connection between the development of
design guides and the expanded space affordances.
Although the results presented in chapter 4 and the graphic pie and bar chart interpretations represented
earlier in this chapter included the five researcher defined affordances and the three space type factors
(centeredness, urbanscape, landscape settings), the youth and older adult defined restorative outcomes and
associated preferred activities and space attributes were considered more closely aligned with improved
quality of life issues associated with intergenerational exchange goals (Kim and Kaplan 2004). Based upon
research results suggesting that personal and community wellbeing is directly connected to the restorative
qualities of outdoor environments (Herzog, Maquire and Nebel 2003; Hartig and Staats 2005; Marcus and
Barnes 1999; Kaplan and Kaplan 1989), focusing attention on the fifty-six space characteristics (11
Inferential, 23 Operational, and 22 Responsive) defined by the youth and older adults respondents was
considered critical to the development of quality design guides.
Presented in the form of pie charts (Figure 5.1.22), detailed in bar charts (Figures 5.1.23, 5.1.24, and 5.1.25),
and listed earlier in this section (5.3.1.1.3), the three-part inferential quality clusters define in clear terms the
restorative outcomes sought by youth and older adults in selecting spaces for social exchange. Organized
into three restorative qualities (calming, protecting, and energizing), the urban open spaces became the baseline for developing intergenerationally supportive space design concepts. Directly connected to each of the
three restorative outcomes and obviously more easily transferable to specifically definable guides, the
associated preferred (operational) activities (Figures 5.1.16 – 5.1.21) and the space (responsive) attributes
that support those activities (Figures 5.1.10 – 5.1.15) extended the value of the defined concepts (Herzog et
al. 2000).
But for the urban designer, simply listing the desired outcomes, favorite activities, and defined space
attributes can often be ambiguous. This “vagueness can be greatly reduced by confining [or expanding]
one’s descriptions of physical design features to materials and spatial relationships (Stamps III 1999, 723).”
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Thus, with the purpose of gaining a greater understanding of the relationship that exists between the
previously stated youth and older adult preferred salient space characteristics and the design of physical
spaces, the twenty-four urban space images employed in the study were also reviewed as they related to the
specific text responses defined by the participants (Heft and Nasar 2000). Although not included in the
description of the study results (chapter 4), the images were reevaluated in terms of the total number of
responses received (most valued) and the highest number of salient characteristics represented (most
diverse).
Finally, concurring with another photo preference research study that seemed to confirm the importance of
visual access as a predictor of preference (Herzog and Kropscott 2004), the twenty-four space images were
re-examined again through the eyes of the design professional. Although the urban space simulations
employed in this intergenerational study served only as guides in answering the survey questions rather than
indicators of specific intergenerational places, the recording of physical features and spatial relationships
(Abu-Ghazzeh 1999) were based upon classification of the images into the three restorative outcome
objectives (calming, protecting, and energizing). The combination of detailed image evaluation, guideline
literature review, and recording of the specific preferred activities and space attributes guided the
development of an initial set of written guidelines including space attributes and features necessary to support
intergenerational exchange within the three restorative urban spaces. In addition, an evaluation of the tricategorized restorative outcome supportive images resulted in a greater understanding of the spatial
relationship associated with all three types of restorative urban spaces.
Thus, based upon an expansion of the original five affordance needs as they related to the youth and older
adult respondent-preferred salient environmental space factors, the approach focused upon guidelines that
would meet the desired restorative outcomes as further defined by the associated preferred activities and
defined space attributes. Guided by a review of space design guideline literature (see section 2.2.2), a
professional analytical review (although anecdotal) of the space images employed in the study inspired a set
of written design concepts that could be used to design intergenerational spaces. Although emphasis was
placed upon the spatial relationships (diagrammatic representations) that seemed to support each of the three
restorative outcomes desired by youth and older adults, preferred space attributes and features which seem to
meet all three outcome affordances concluded the guideline development exercise.
5.3.1.3 Review and Interpretation Procedures
The results seemed to indicate that for youth and older adult members of the intergenerational dyad (and
perhaps reflecting the preferences of all age groups), the value of an urban public open space is based upon
its ability to meet one of the three restorative objectives rather than aesthetic objectives. Yet, the majority of
the responses to the questionnaire suggest that use objectives (preferred activities) and the associated space
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attributes are connected to the visual perception of the spaces to meet all needs specified. Thus, the objective
of the following procedure is to connect each of the twenty-four visual images with the preferred fifty-six
participant-defined space characteristics reflective of the desired outcomes, activities, and space attributes
and to use the results to define the physical space features and spatial relationships that seem to be associated
with the design of supportive intergenerational exchange.
Although not offered as part of the final results presented in chapter 4, this extended evaluative process
focused upon the connection between the preferred space characteristics and the selected space images using
data collected from the original survey instrument. The procedure for translating the previously collected
data into a usable form for developing intergenerationally supportive design guides and urban spatial
relationships included the following fifteen separate steps:
1.

A list of the 56 salient space characteristics as defined in section 5.3.1.1.3 through 5.3.1.1.5 was
created and matched with each of the assigned coded T-number (T1 - T96) defined in section
3.6.2.5.3.

2.

The Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (see section 3.6.3) that documented the first three-part section of the
survey responses of youth and older adults (N=45 youth and N=90 older adults) was duplicated.

3.

All coding responses were removed, except the photographic image numbers (1-24) and the
corresponding T-numbers (text responses) for the first three-part (five affordances) section of the
questionnaire (total of fifteen response activities).

4.

A resulting Excel spreadsheet matched each text response (T number) for the 56 salient space
characteristics made by all youth and older adult respondents with a similarly selected space
photographic image number (1-24). The total number of preferred space characteristic to image
responses was 2,936.

5.

A chart was then created with each characteristic name and number (and associated perception mode)
listed along one side and the image numbers listed along the top. Using the information from the
previous text file, the total number of responses for each matching characteristic and image was then
recorded (see appendix H).

6.

Two quantities were then calculated: the total number of characteristic responses for each image and
the total number of different characteristic responses for each image.

7.

A space value number was then assigned to the 24 photographic images by totaling the number of
responses (space characteristics from text codes) per each space image. A ranking of from 1 (highest)
to 19 (lowest) was assigned each image based upon decreasing number of responses from 220 to 32
responses.

8.

A space diversity percentage was then assigned to the 24 photographic images by totaling the number
of different responses (space characteristics from text codes) per each space image and dividing that
number by 56 total possibilities. A ranking of from 1 (highest) to 16 (lowest) was assigned each
image based upon the decreasing order of percentage from between 70% to 30%.
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9.

An intergenerational space ranking of the photographic images was created by adding up the space
value rank and the space diversity rank, with the lowest numbered image having the highest rank and
the highest numbered image having the lowest rank (see Table 5.3.1).

10. A new chart was then created which listed each of the images in order of rank and the total number of
youth and older adult responses (see step 5 above) for each of the three desired restorative outcomes
(inferential mode cluster): Calming, Protecting, Energizing.
11. Although each image reflected all three restorative outcomes, the highest number of responses for a
category was used to place each one of the twenty-four images into a single restorative objective
group. In order of value the images were placed into the following three restorative categories:
Energizing – image #20, 13, 6, 11, 23; Protecting – image #7, 9, 4, 5, 19, 21; Calming – image #24,
18, 15, 8, 12, 22, 10, 2, 17, 3, 14, 1, 16.
12. Using the three restorative space image groupings as a basis, the total number of landscape setting
types and urbanscape factors was calculated for each group. And more importantly, the total number
of matching preferred activities (operational mode) and defined space attributes (responsive mode) for
all the images in each group were calculated for both clusters and individual characteristics.
13. Based upon these numbers, a value system for both clusters and individual characteristics within the
activity and attribute clusters was developed. Individual characteristics with counts above 20 were
considered highly valued; those characteristics with counts above 10 were considered moderately
valued; those characteristics with counts between 3 and 9 were considered as having some limited
value, and those with characteristics with counts two or below were discounted.
14. All the images were reviewed in light of the value placed upon the salient characteristics for each of
the three restorative categories and along with a review of relevant guideline literature (see section
2.2.2), a general set and three outcome-specific sets of design guidelines or concepts was developed.
15. Each grouping of images was again reviewed, focusing on any connections that may exist between the
design, natural, and cultural cluster (responsive) characteristics and each of the three restorative
outcomes. Based upon anecdotal evidence acquired through personal observations and experiences in
conducting studies and documenting public use of urban spaces in a multitude of urban centers, a set
of spatial relationships emerged that seemed to be specific to each of the three youth and older adult
desired restorative goals for visiting an urban public space.
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5.3.2

3
1
2
4
6
9
3
5
7
6
9
10
12
8
11
14
13
13
15
16
18
17
18
19

38
34
34
34
36
39
31
34
35
30
35
35
29
24
27
28
26
24
23
24
25
24
21
17

68%
61%
61%
61%
64%
70%
53%
61%
63%
54%
63%
63%
52%
43%
48%
50%
46%
43%
41%
43%
45%
43%
38%
30%

Space
Diversity
Rank

Percentage
of Total
Diverse
Response

188
220
203
171
157
139
188
170
150
157
139
138
91
143
109
76
78
78
67
66
57
62
57
32

Total
Number of
Diverse
Responses

20
7
24
15
18
8
9
12
22
10
13
2
4
5
17
3
14
19
6
11
1
21
23
16

Space
Value Rank

SPACE
IMAGE
NUMBER
(Order of
Rank)

Total
Number of
Responses

Table 5.3.1. Photographic Space Image Ranking (Highest to Lowest)
by Space Value and Space Diversity for Youth and Older Adults

2
5
5
5
3
1
7
5
4
6
4
4
8
13
10
9
11
13
14
13
12
13
15
16

SPACE
IMAGE
RANK
NUMBER
5
6
7
9
9
10
10
10
11
12
13
14
20
21
21
23
24
26
29
29
30
30
33
35

Intergenerational Space Design Guides

Although the value of this interpretation of the findings was intended to define acceptable and unacceptable
environmental conditions for supporting social exchange among intergenerational pairs, “the variability of
population needs and situations” seems to support the “present planning thought” “against the formation of
standards (Appleyard and Lintell 1972, 99).” Yet because of the seeming convergence of needs and
preferences by youth and older adults shown in this study, the value of creating at least an initial set of simple
guides for creating intergenerational urban spaces was considered suitable.
When considering the design of the urban environment, two types of thinking emerge as viable ways of
creating spaces and places that support human habitation: visionaries and practitioners (Lang 1994). Often
concerned with creating a new social, spatial, or architectural order, visionaries include Ebenezer Howard
(1902), Le Corbusier (1934), Paul and Percival Goodman (1947), Frank Lloyd Wright (1958), and Paolo
Soleri (1969, 1981). Often motivated similarly by a social conscience or aesthetic ideology, practitioners are
influenced by the needs of the client and must develop a design that achieves financial, political, and
occasionally social ends. According to Jon Lang (1984) in Urban Design: The American Experience, there
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are four types of urban design work: the urban designer as total designer, all-of-a-piece urban design, the
urban designer as the designer of infrastructure, and the urban designer as designer of guidelines for design.
Acting as a link between environmental needs, public policy statements, and physical design of urban spaces,
design guideline suggestions are perhaps the best way to apply the results of this study to the practice of
urban design. Rather than suggesting aesthetic, specific controls, zoning, or simulations for use in particular
types of development, the following conceptual guides can be used by those interested in either designing
new or evaluating existing urban public open spaces for intergenerational social exchange.
Based upon an interpretation of the results generated though the previously defined fifteen-step procedure,
one general set and three specific restorative sets of design concepts emerged that seem to support the five
original affordance setting conditions (safety, belonging, multiple activities, ability, and engagement) while
focusing specific attention upon the youth and older adult defined urban space characteristics that support the
additional affordance objectives of meeting desired energizing, protecting, and calming restorative outcomes
and intergenerational social interactional-needs (Clark and Uzzell 2002; Gibson 1986).
5.3.2.1 General Observations: All Intergenerational Spaces
Since the youth and older adult groups in this study represent the two personally active age group extremes
of our society, then perhaps the preferred space characteristics for supporting social exchange can also
represent the values of the wider community. Confirming the results and focus of this intergenerational
study, Carl Keane (1991) states that community formation is dependent upon social interaction and that the
three variables that enhance that interaction are: (1) opportunities for contact, (2) proximity to others, and (3)
appropriate space to interact. The following short list of conceptual guides, although general in nature, can
be employed by urban designers as a starting point for the creation of public open spaces that not only
support the social interactive and recuperative goals of youth and older adults (Clark and Uzzell 2002), but
the community as a whole.
Postulating that the integration of different age groups is critical to a sustainable society, the urban
environment seems to afford the best opportunity for social exchange to take place. Jan Gehl (1987), in
Life Between Buildings, suggests that people have a need for contact, to meet, see, hear, and be among
others, and “experience other people functioning in various situations (Gehl 1987, 17).”
1.

This need for contact seems to confirm the observation that there is a strong correlation between
people being present in a place and that environment being a designed space.

2.

There also seems to be a strong correlation between people being present in a space, that space
being a natural environment, and the spaces calming influence on the people present.

3.

The more cultural the space, the more important were the issues of safety and access.
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4.

The less preferred spaces seemed to require greater concern for safety and access.

5.

Generally, the most important desired restorative outcomes for visiting a space were calming and
protecting over energizing. This is contrary to the design of urban spaces that support sales
objectives of urban designed spaces.

6.

When a space was considered natural, the natural elements are considered most important.

7.

When a space was considered cultural, one-half the time, the elements that were considered most
important were also natural.

8.

All the spaces images were considered to support for all three restorative outcomes.

9.

When a space was considered to meet a calming need, it also met protective needs but to a lesser
degree.

10. When seeking a space for support, the need to be calmed seems not be a consideration.
11. Energizing spaces seem to be connected to protecting and calming spaces.
12. One-half of the space images were considered as calming places and indicate a basic environmental
affordance in supporting social exchange between youth and older adults.
5.3.2.2 Specific Guides: Desired Restorative Outcomes
A review of guidelines from the design literature seemed to match a number of space characteristics
preferred by youth and older adults in this intergenerational study (Montgomery 1998; Whyte 1980; Jacobs
1961; Isaacs 2000; Barker 1968; Bechtel 1977; Ulrich 1983) including physical shaped spaces that support
prospect, refuge and escape (Fisher and Nasar 1992; Appleton 1975). Specifically, the results of one study
concluded that “the use of restorative value of a scene [could be used] as an explicit frame of reference for
preference judgments (Purcell, Peron, and Berto 2001, 93)” and the findings presented in Healing Gardens
specified that outdoor environments relieve physical symptoms, reduce stress, and improve overall sense of
wellbeing (Marcus and Barnes 1999). Understanding the importance of the use of public spaces as
restorative venues, the previously defined procedures were employed to develop three separate sets of guides
based specifically on the data collected for each of the three restorative space outcome goals (calming,
protecting, and energizing). The following list of specific recommendations could thus become the basis for
designing various intergenerational community-planning projects that would accommodate interaction
between youth and older adult dyads (Walters and Brown 2004; Lewis and Walter 2001).
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5.3.2.2.1

Energizing Outcomes

Denoting a sixth of the desired restorative
outcomes for intergenerational social exchange,
energizing spaces were also described by youth
and older adults as engaging, vibrant/festive,
public life, and having fun (see example Figure
5.3.1). Specific requirements in support of
designing an energizing public open space
include:
1.

Lots of features in an open space –
diversity of options

rd

Figure 5.3.1. Example of Energizing Space, 3 Street
Promenade located in Santa Monica, CA

2.

A walking/moving space with decision
nodes (choices to change direction)

3.

Space connects to other pathways – optional path choices

4.

A passageway space – moving though the space

5.

Space is a street or adjacent to a street (auto lanes nearby)

6.

Level surface - hardscape or paved

7.

Equally adult and child centered (paired interest) activities included

8.

Shops with building entrances along sides of linear space

9.

Partially covered by building overhangs or street trees

10. Cultural (man-made) space with trees present
11. Open at each end with building enclosed sides
12. Limited amount of seating located within space for resting, watching, or talking
13. A social space for meeting, greeting, and shopping
14. More people present – in motion
15. Monitored (very controlled) space is well defined
16. Designed space with building facades prominent
17. Space framed-in by opposing sets of buildings creates an enclosed feeling (ends stay open)
18. A street scene
19. People are in motion – casual, slow walking
20. Destination site for slow motion (walking, talking, and shopping)
21. Diversity of activities and options
22. Relatively small space, free of any barriers to movement
23. Light and airy with both sun and shade area present
24. Visual energy (multitude of activities present and options available)
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25. Linear space but with door openings or small alleyways off to the sides
26. Bright and colorful - vibrant and festive
5.3.2.2.2

Protecting Outcomes

Depicting a third of the desired restorative
outcomes for intergenerational social exchange,
protecting spaces were also described by youth
and older adults as supportive, inviting/familiar,
private/personal, reclusive, and cozy (see
example Figure 5.3.2). Specific requirements in
support of designing a protecting public open
space include:
1

Large open area for activities in center

2

Perimeter elements include buildings,
trees, or benches

3

Central area is a mowed lawn or low ground cover for walking upon

4

Enclosing perimeter may include walls or buildings but usually includes natural plantings (trees)

5

Used for active recreation (sport/games) rather than for passive activities

6

Used for group activities

7

Space is designed (man-made), plantings are formal and part of plan

8

Surrounding trees provide cooling shade in hot times of the day

9

Both sunny areas and shady area present at same time

Figure 5.3.2. Example of Protecting Space, Huntington
Museum and Gardens Located in San Marino, CA

10 Either cultural with natural elements present or natural with cultural elements present
11 People present within the space, but not crowded
12 Monitored – defined and controlled
13 Diverse surroundings beyond perimeter
14 Pathways and seating located around perimeter
15 Backdrop framing in the space
16 Level surface
17 Easy to move about either in groups, pairs, or individually
18 The central space is clear and simple with surroundings more varied in texture and scope
19 Generally the space is a large square with defined boundaries
20 Space is a destination site
21 The center is open to the sky with perimeter covered
22 Can be considered a large protective outdoor room
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23 Considered a familiar space – playground, park, open landscape, lawn, or farmer’s market
24 Can be used for a variety of recreational or public activities
25 Green and growing
5.3.2.2.3

Calming Outcomes

Representing half of the desired restorative
outcomes for improved intergenerational social
exchange, calming spaces were also described by
youth and older adults as peaceful, restful,
beautiful/attractive, and contemplative (see
example Figure 5.3.3). Specific requirements in
support of designing a calming public open
space include:
1.

A more intimate space

2.

Vertical elements present (posts,
columns or tree trunks)

3.

Some people present but not crowded (individuals, pairs, small groups)

4.

Nature visible but composed and controlled (trees, plats, sod, etc.)

5.

Seating for small groups within space or nearby (group seating available)

6.

Cultural spaces with creative type environments

7.

Walking or moving through space available but more passive activities such as watching, talking
and sitting prominent (space is not a pathway)

8.

Definitely a meeting place with food venders or café/restaurant nearby

9.

Spaces are designed

Figure 5.3.3. Photographic Example of Calming Space
Taken in Semi-public Outdoor Mall in Los Angeles, CA

10. Open spaces nearby with some overhead cover
11. Views form more intimate small spaces into open spaces
12. Spaces are enclosed, covered, and shaded
13. Couples, people using wheelchairs, and individuals are made welcome
14. Space is monitored or has the appearance of being supervised
15. Located at edge of larger open space
16. Considered a destination site for watching, talking, resting, and observing
17. Not crowded (holds less than 10 people)
18. Water or plants and trees the primary feature
19. Water features include ponds, pools, fountains, waterfalls, and streams
20. Spaces are easily understood, clear but with visual options (views) to observe (out there)
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21. Space is level and the surface is generally smooth
22. Space shape may be triangular, a half circle, oblong, or linear.
23. Small and intimate with neutral colors

5.3.3

Intergenerational Space Design Features and Relationships

Although there seemed to be a clear connection between youth and older adult perceptions and preferences
for certain public open spaces and the ability of those spaces to meet one or more of the five basic human
affordance needs, the results indicated that spaces needed to also exhibit one of three restorative qualities
(energizing, protecting, and calming) in order to meet intergenerational exchange goals. According to John
Zeisel (1981), Inquiry by Design, people’s responses to the physical environment are guided by what they
feel, what they do, and what they see. Thus, it is not surprising that selection of one of the three restorative
(feel) spaces seemed to be directly connected to the ability of a space to provide for specific activities (do)
and that those activities (either passive or active) required the space to exhibit certain physical traits and
include certain features (see).
The physical environment does seem to matter and both influences and reflects a person’s environmental
values including feelings, behaviors, and perceptions (Becker 1977; Kaplan 1983; Zeisel 1981; Rapoport
1982; Sanoff 1991). A space either supports or does not support restorative human needs, and unless the
person is insensitive to the physical world, he/she seldom feels indifference and most often conforms to the
pattern and form prevalent in a space (Barker 1978b). Eliel Saarinen (1948, 127) uses the “room” as a
definitive expression of form that “…constitutes the space of protection that everyone is compelled to
establish about himself.” He believes that this “room” is the “…sanctuary of man’s life and work.”
Particularly applicable to the three definitive restorative space forms that emerged from this investigation,
Saarinen further points out that the “room” is not what we commonly consider as a bare space with four
blank walls, but a place in which all the features that make up the environment are an essential part of that
place.
“Mental representations of space are constructions based upon elements, the things in space, and the spatial
relationships among them (Tversky 2003).” Individual elements and their spatial relationships are the two
major factors that inform the design of physical spaces, particularly urban public open space. The first
factor, informed by the desired outcomes, consisted of the individual elements (preferred activities and space
attributes) that made up the youth and older adult preferred physical spaces. Despite organizing the text
responses into the three perception modes clusters (inferential outcomes, operational activities, and
responsive attributes), the fifty-six salient urban space characteristics appeared to be quite diverse and even
quite independent of one another. These “necessary and desired objects are scattered about in the
environment and separated by something we call space. Space is a non-object; it cannot be touched, poured,
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seen, heard, broken, bent, or holed. It can only be experienced indirectly as an interval between objects, just
as time can only be experienced as an interval between events (Lee 1982, 60).”
Although these selected features or objects can be defined by their individual attributes, it is almost
impossible to conceive of one of these space characteristics without connecting it to its spatial tag or location
within the environment. “A single element can only be positioned in space … a number of elements are
positioned both in space and in relationship to each other (Bell 1994, 35).” Thus, with regard to making
informed design decisions, this “very heterogeneous collection of labels and arguments (Pennartz and
Elsinga 1990, 689)” needed to be delineated in terms of the spatial environment and the relationship between
them. Although less definable by the non-design professional, the second factor is the spatial relationships
that exist between all or some of the selected salient physical characteristics defined by the youth and older
adult participants. The interrelationships of these features seems to either enhance or detract from a person’s
ability to use the space in meeting the featured restorative human needs. While spatial features and elements
may be the realm of the manufacturer, the craftsman, the artist, or the technician, spatial relationships are the
realm of the designer (landscape/building architect or urban planner/designer) and are thus extremely
important in designing urban public spaces.
Since the final objective of this study was to translate the results into specific features and spatial
relationships (Stamps III 1999) that could be applied to the design of urban spaces supportive of
intergenerational social exchange, the following presents the suggested design shape or form for each of the
three restorative environments along with the associated activities and space attributes that seem to support
the social exchange needs of youth and older adults dyads. As guides are intended to be of value to the
individual designer rather than the E&B or social science researcher, graphics rather than words were
considered more useful as a demonstration tool. In support of the three uniquely defining sets of
characteristics and spatial relationships, a graphic diagram (plan and elevation) and the associated picture of
each image used in the study are presented for comparative review (Layne 2001).
Although reflective of a variety of urban space types (see section 2.2.2 for details), the following energizing
physical space attributes and relationships seem to mirror many of the guideline suggestions made designing
urban open spaces including plazas, promenades, and shopping streets (Jacobs 1961; Whyte 1980;
Montgomery 1998; Project for Public Spaces 2000; Carmona 2003; Barker 1968; Bechtel 1977, 1997;
Walters and Brown 2004; Goers 1989; Doonar 1991; Ulrich 1983; Lewis and Walters 2001; Marcus, Francis
and Russell 1990; Kaplan et al. 2007), urban pathways (Isaacs 2000), urban parks (Zion 1969; Watson 1986;
Byerts 1976; Pregill and Volkman 1999; Marcus et al. 1990), children’s parks (Mooore 1978; Moore,
Goltsman and Iacofano 1987), academic campuses (Marcus and Wischemann 1990); residential community
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spaces (Marcus 2003; Joseph and Zimring 2007; Carstens 1990, 1993), and residential gardens/pleasure
grounds (Le Blond 1728; Nichols 1902; Cranz 1982).
5.3.3.1 Energizing Spaces
Representing 17% and the lowest number of inferential perceptive responses (see Figure 5.1.22), energizing
spaces were still highly valued in meeting youth and older adult restorative objectives for visiting a place.
Graphic images, photographs and the accompanying text represents the designed shape/form, preferred
activities or use, defined space attributes and overall spatial relationships that seem to be required in
designing urban public spaces that provide energizing experiences for both youth and older adults.
Energizing Design Shape/Form
Coinciding with the seeming importance of the relationships of length to
width in preference for urban alleyways (Herzog and Miller 1998; Herzog
and Flynn-Smith 2001), the designed form of energizing spaces should be
linear with enclosed sides and open ends. The space should be a fairly
narrow streetscape with no direct automobile traffic, such as an outdoor
pedestrian mall with the opposing side walls being generally higher than the

Figure 5.3.4. Typical Spatial
Relationship Cross-Section of
Energizing Space

ground surface is wide (Figure 5.3.4).
Preferred Energizing Activities/Use
Designed as outdoor rooms to accommodate pedestrian
activities and to provide places for child-centered, adultcentered, and paired-use (Walters and Brown 2004; Gindroz
et al. 2003), the preferred activities include social as well as
active and passive recreation. Generally, energizing spaces

Figure 5.3.5. Cross-Section of Energizing
Space Showing Main Activity of Walking
in Center and Minor Activity of Resting
and Watching Along Parallel Sides

are meeting places for social activities including eating and
shopping with some teaching and learning opportunities available.
The most important active recreational activities include walking or
moving and games with variety being the significant factor. Less
important active exercises include playing and exploring. Although
required but significantly less important are the more passive
activities of resting, talking, and watching (Figure 5.3.5).
Defined Energizing Space Attributes
Though not crowded, people-being-present (individually or as
couples) is by far the most important attribute of an energizing space.
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Figure 5.3.6. View of Linear Town
Center Showing Tree Lined and
Canopied Cover Adjacent to
Opposing Building Facades

Located in a “town center” (Figure 5.3.6), near a street with buildings
on both sides, the environment should exhibit diversity with easily
recognizable landmarks. Considered a widened linear pathway
(Figure 5.3.7), the space should have direct access to stores and
eating establishments with both fixed and flexible seating and tables
to support eating and conversation. Visually open with no hiding
places and views out of the ends, the place should have a level
surface to accommodate all users including people using

Figure 5.3.7. Plan Diagram of
Main Linear Pathway with Direct
Access to Adjacent Store and
Restaurant Spaces

wheelchairs. Monitored at all times, the open to the sky energizing
environment should have some sense of enclosure with partial cover along the building facades in the form of
canopies or trees. Although generally regarded as an outdoor architectural space, nature adjacent to the
building such as quality plants, trees, and flowers help reduce crime (Kuo and Sullivan 2001a).
Overall Energizing Spatial Relationship
Arranged in order of their energizing value as selected by the youth and older adults survey participants, each
of the five three-part graphics (plan view, section view and space image) reiterate the same spatial
relationships that seemed to exist between many of the previously mentioned defined attributes (Figures 5.3.8
– 5.3.12). A review of the five diagrams does provide strong evidence that energizing places are open-ended
rectilinear spaces, have opposing and enclosing architectural designed side-walls, comprised of a level
surface and an open feeling, include a diversity of natural and man-made feature located throughout the
space, and includes a partial overhead canopy of tree limbs, awnings, or roofline.
Plan View

Section View

Space Image

Plan View

Section View

Space Image

Figure 5.3.8. Rated #1 in Restorative and Social
Figure 5.3.9. Rated #8 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Active play Area Located in
Exchange Value, Pedestrian Mall in Santa Monica,
Pedestrian Mall Between Two Streets in San Jose, CA CA Provides for Street Venders & Entertainers
Plan View

Section View

Plan View

Space Image

Figure 5.3.10. Rated #15 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Pedestrian Shopping Mall with
Lollypop Trees Located in Whittier, CA

Section View

Space Image

Figure 5.3.11. Rated #15 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Community Garden Located in
Strawberry Mansion Area of Philadelphia, PA
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Plan View

Section View

Space Image

Figure 5.3.12. Rated #17 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Arcade in San Jose, CA Supports
Connection Between Pedestrian and Auto Circulation

5.3.3.2 Protecting Spaces
Representing 33% of the restorative outcomes desired by youth and older adults, protecting spaces were
highly valued by one third of survey participants in meeting restorative objectives for visiting a social
exchange space. Graphic images and accompanying text represents the designed shape/form, preferred
activities or use, defined space attributes and overall spatial relationships that seem to be required in
designing urban public open spaces that meet desired protective experiences of both youth and older adults.
Protecting Design Shape/Form
Reflecting the connection between preference and legibility and
coherence (Herzog and Kropscott 2004), protecting spaces are required to
be open on one side and thus visually accessible from all locations.
Designed in the shape of a large square or rectangular box with a grassed
ground plane and open to the sky, this park-like setting should be
surrounded on three sides by an enclosing green wall of tall trees and

Figure 5.3.13. Typical Spatial
Relationship Cross-Section of
Protecting Space

plantings (Figure 5.3.13).
Preferred Protecting Activities/Use
Scaled to accommodate small groups and to
support a variety of child-centered, adultcentered, and generationally-paired active
recreational use, the preferred activities
include playing, sports, games, walking, and
exploring. Along with a few pathways that
may cross the central expanse of lawn
(Figure 5.3.14), over-head covered

Figure 5.3.14. Limited Number of
Wide Pathways Crisscross and
Surround Central Lawn Area,
Supporting a Variety of Active and
Passive Recreational Activities

perimeter walks with adjacent seating can
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Figure 5.3.15. Section
Diagram Depicting
Shade Producing
Over-Head Tree Cover
Along Perimeter Walk

provide a chance for more passive activities including resting, watching, talking, teaching, and learning
(Figure 5.3.15). Protecting spaces are also social meeting places, so tables should be located at edge of open
space to support eating and resting after shopping excursions nearby.
Defined Protecting Space Attributes
Although people-being-present (especially couples and small groups)
is a major attribute, not crowded openness is certainly the most
important attribute of a protecting space. Adjacent and open to a
major connecting street on one side (Figure 5.3.16) with stores and
restaurants or outdoor cafes nearby, the natural open park
environment should exhibit diversity with both sunny and shady
areas present. Depicted in Figure 5.3.17, the surrounding strong

Figure 5.3.16. Plan diagram of
Tree Lines Open Park Open on
One Side to a Major Thoroughfare

boundary of roughened greenery (trees and shrubs), separating the
open grass area and surrounding cultural/town center buildings, helps
to make the enclosed large open outdoor room seem even more
spacious and inviting (Kuo, Bacaicoa and Sullivan 1998; Stamps III
and Krishman 2006). Barrier-free and monitored with no hiding
places, the spacious open park should include wide pathways and a
level surface to accommodate all visitors including people using
wheelchairs. Although located adjacent to architectural man-made
spaces, this protective grass-covered and tree-lined natural open

Figure 5.3.17. View Showing Strong
Tree Boundary Supportive of
Spacious Protective Outdoor Room

space builds community and supports social exchange among youth
and older adults (Sullivan, Kuo and Depooter 2004; Kim and Kaplan 2004).
Overall Protecting Spatial Relationship
Arranged in order of their protecting value as selected by the intergenerational dyadic survey participants,
each of the six three-part representations (plan view, section view and space image) reiterate the same spatial
relationships that seemed to exist between many of the previously mentioned defined attributes (Figures
5.3.18 – 5.3.23). A review of the six diagrams does provide strong evidence that protecting places are large
enclosed square-spaced outdoor rooms with visually surrounding natural walls on three sides and open to
major thoroughfare on the other, comprised of a simple level grassy surface and open to the sky, limited
pathways and seating at edge with a partial overhead canopy of tall trees at perimeter.
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Plan View

Section View

Figure 5.3.18. Rated #2 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Open Grassy Tree-Lined Central
Quad on Whittier College, Whittier, CA
Plan View

Section View

Section View

Plan View

Space Image

Section View

Space Image

Figure 5.3.21. Rated #11 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Play Spiral Landform, Huntington
Museum and Gardens in San Marino, CA
Plan View

Space Image

Figure 5.3.22. Rated #14 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Tree Enclosed Natural Play Space,
Huntington Museum & Gardens, San Marino, CA

Section View

Figure 5.3.19. Rated #5 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Multi Use Neighborhood Park with
Central Children’s Playground, Whittier, CA

Space Image

Figure 5.3.20. Rated #10 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Palm Tree-Lined Entry Court at
the Roman Catholic Cathedral, Los Angeles, CA
Plan View

Plan View

Space Image

Section View

Space Image

Figure 5.3.23. Rated #16 in Restorative and social
Exchange Value, Cordoned-Off Street Used for
Weekend Farmer’s Market, Whittier, CA

5.3.3.3 Calming Spaces
Representing 50% of all youth/older adult desired restorative outcomes, more intimate calming spaces were
by far the highest valued by the dyadic survey participants in meeting shared-use of public open space for
social exchange (Marcus 2003). Graphic images and accompanying text represents the designed shape/form,
preferred activities or use, defined space attributes and overall spatial
relationships that seem to be required in designing urban public open
spaces that meet desired calming experiences of both youth and older
adults.
Calming Design Shape/Form
Small and more intimate (Figure 5.3.24), calming spaces come in all
shapes including square, rectangle, triangle, half-circle, or even linear
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Figure 5.3.24. Typical Spatial
Relationship Cross-Section of
Calming Space

(see Figures 5.3.31 – 5.3.35). Designed to support a feeling of
openness, these partially covered and enclosed three-dimensional
outdoor rooms should have walled barriers (natural or man-made) on
two or three sides and be directly connected to a much larger space.
Accommodating intergenerational pairs or small groups, the ground
plan of a calming spaces can be paved or grass covered and open to the
sky above.

Figure 5.3.25. Perspective
Showing Two Calming Pathways
with View Out to Cityscape

Preferred Calming Activities/Use
Moderately scaled to accommodate several
intergenerational dyads or small groups and to
support a variety child-centered, adultcentered, and paired-interest leisure pursuits,
by far the most preferred activities are passive
and include resting, talking, and watching.
Rated lower but still of significance, calming
spaces also need to support more active

Figure 5.3.26. Section
Depicting Natural Backdrop
& Shade Producing OverHead Cover with View Out

Figure 5.3.27. Plan Graphic
Shows Important View
Through Tree Line into
Adjacent Open Space

pastimes such sports, games, or playing.
Calming spaces can also be pathways (Figure 5.3.25) that accommodate both walking, exploring, or
teaching/learning opportunities and passive viewing out to cultural landmarks or natural amenities (Joseph
and Zimring 2007; Kaplan 2001). Similar to the other two restorative place types, calming spaces are also
social meeting places that require tables and flexible/movable seating to provide accommodations for casual
eating or resting after shopping at nearby stores or food stands.
Defined Calming Space Attributes
Monitored and not too crowded, people-being-present as
couples, people using wheelchairs, or small groups seem to be
the most important attribute of a preferred calming space.
Creating a feeling of openness, a partly covered, shady, and
enclosed space with views to larger landscapes is considered
next as the most significant feature of a calming environment
(Figures 5.3.26 and 5.3.27). Situated adjacent and visually

Figure 5.3.28. Plan of Two Naturalized
Alternative Calming Spaces with Direct
Access to Active Pedestrian Pathway

connected to wider active pedestrian thoroughfares located near
cultural buildings, amusement parks, or town centers, these restorative spaces need to be multiple and diverse
settings that are located within natural landscapes (Figures 5.3.28 and 5.3.29). Either located in an interior
open space such as an atrium or court, or located outside surrounded by trees and shrubs that help to create an
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enclosed small outdoor room (Stamps III 2005a and 2005b), natural features especially planting, trees, and
water seem to be critical attributes for supporting social exchange between youth and older adults (Hartig,
Mang and Evans 1991). Specially supportive of the safety and ability affordance criteria and mirroring the
other two restorative spaces, calm producing settings need to be barrier-free with no hiding places and have a
level surface that supports the needs and preferences the intergenerational age groups and those ages in
between.
Calming Seat Spaces for Talking and Watching
Twice as important in meeting the desired restorative outcome
associated with interaction between young people and older adults
than any other activity, calming sitting spaces need to include seating
to support resting, talking, and watching. Accommodating one or
two intergenerational dyads (four to six people maximum), seating
can be a bench, seat wall, or small tables and chairs. Varying in
shape and dimensions, the calming seat spaces should be located
adjacent to but set back from active pedestrian circulation pathways
and have natural and enclosing backdrops to provide for privacy and
protection (Figures 5.3.31 – 5.3.35). Whether young or older,

Figure 5.3.29. View Showing
Thoroughfare Connecting Variety of
Calming Spaces Located within
Natural and Urban Settings

people’s preference for settings varies according to the different
features and attributes (Cohen and Trostle 1990; Barnes 2006). In order to provide alternative calming
spaces that encourage communication between the youth and older adult pairs and yet support observation of
cultural and natural life, seating should be flexible/mobile (Figures 5.3.31 and 5.3.32), an inside curved
(Figure 5.3.33), or a right-angled corner (Figures 5.3.30, 5.3.34, and 5.3.35).

Figure 5.3.30.
Corner Bench
Seating
Arrangement

Figure 5.3.31.
Triangular
Flex -Seating
Arrangement

Figure 5.3.32.
Rectangular
Recessed
Flex-Seating

Figure 5.3.33.
Half-Circle
Recessed
Seating

Figure 5.3.34.
Wide-toNarrow Path
Seating

Figure 5.3.35.
Square SetBack Corner
Seating

Overall Calming Spatial Relationship
Arranged in order of their calming value as selected by the intergenerational survey participants, each of the
thirteen three-part graphic representations (plan view, section view and space image) reiterate the same
spatial relationships that seemed to exist between many of the previously mentioned defined attributes
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(Figures 5.3.36 – 5.3.48). A review of the diagrams and photographs does provide strong evidence that
calming places are more intimate enclosed outdoor rooms, having natural barriers or backdrops on two or
three sides with views to larger open natural or cultural landscapes, directly connected to an active pedestrian
walk, comprised of a simple level grassy or paved surface that is open to the sky, with a variety of seating
opportunities for leisure activities and personal communication.

Plan View

Section View

Figure 5.3.36. Rated #3 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Water & Tree-Lined Outdoor Food
Court, the Getty Museum, Brentwood, CA
Plan View

Section View

Section View

Plan View

Section View

Plan View

Plan View

Section View

Space Image

Section View

Space Image

Figure 5.3.41. Rated #6 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Sculptural Trees Frame Streamside
Open Court, Getty Museum, Brentwood, CA
Plan View

Space Image

Figure 5.3.42. Rated #7 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Covered and Columned Oceanside Boardwalk Promenade, Charleston, SC

Space Image

Figure 5.3.39. Rated #5 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Central Courtyard of Child Day
Care Center Located in Whittier, CA

Space Image

Figure 5.3.40. Rated #5 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Tree & Bench-Lined Entry Court,
Huntington Museum in San Marino, CA

Section View

Figure 5.3.37. Rated #4 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Flex-Seating & Eating Court Near
Outdoor Ice Skating Rink, Sacramento, CA

Space Image

Figure 5.3.38. Rated #4 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Grass Knoll Overlooking Japanese
Gardens, Huntington Museum, San Marino, CA

Plan View

Plan View

Space Image

Section View

Space Image

Figure 5.3.43. Rated #9 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Pathway Bridges Small Stream,
Huntington Gardens, San Marino, CA
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Plan View

Section View

Space Image

Figure 5.3.44. Rated #11 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Curved Seating & Water Feature,
Indoor Shopping Mall, Santa Monica, CA
Plan View

Section View

Section View

Section View

Space Image

Figure 5.3.45. Rated #12 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Bamboo Lined Path, Huntington
Museum and Gardens, San Marino, CA
Plan View

Space Image

Figure 5.3.46. Rated #13 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Interactive Water-Spout Corporate
Entry Court, Los Angeles, CA
Plan View

Plan View

Section View

Space Image

Figure 5.3.47. Rated #16 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Flex-Seating & Benches Surround
Accessible Pond, Getty Museum, Brentwood, CA

Space Image

Figure 5.3.48. Rated #18 in Restorative and Social
Exchange Value, Natural Acting Steam Centers
Wide Urban Outdoor Stairway, Los Angeles, CA

5.3.4

Designing Urban Spaces for Intergenerational Exchange

A review of the urban space setting graphics presented for the three desired restorative outcomes, suggests
that the preferred activities, defined characteristics, and spatial relationships are definable and could be
significant factors in designing urban public spaces for social exchange between young people and their older
adult mentors. At first glance many of the photographic settings employed in the study seem to be too
restrained and boring to meet the needs of young people, yet the results indicate high levels of preference by
both youth and older adults. The fact that calming and protecting spaces, as well as energizing spaces, are
required to meet intergenerational social exchange needs, addresses this apparent dilemma by suggesting that
all three types of restorative spaces are critical. What the final guideline development process revealed is
that intergenerationally supportive urban open spaces need to be designed in order to meet the affordance
needs and restorative outcomes desired by youth and older adults.
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Effective “design is of course about much more than composing elements into visually pleasing
arrangements (Bell 1993, 8).” As was demonstrated through a review of the previous interpretation of the
results, a restorative physical urban environment is spatial and includes both natural and man-made elements.
When defining these spatial environments in terms of design, four categories emerged: elements defining
space, elements influencing the quality of space, elements ordering space, and elements contained in a space
(Salama 1998; Rubenstein 1992). As separately described for each one of the three restorative spaces shapes
“elements defining space” were defined in terms of three two-dimensional planes: the base or ground, the
vertical or sides (buildings or rows of trees), and the overhead or covering (Zion 1969). In designing quality
intergenerational urban environments, these three planes need to be manipulated to create the threedimensional volume or exterior urban room unique to energizing, protecting, or calming spaces. Reflective
of the specific relationships that exist between the intergenerational dyad and the created physical volumes,
each of the three types of spaces need to also be defined in terms of the “elements influencing the quality of
space,” their specific attributes including enclosure, size, scale, shape, and proportion. As was shown for
many of the intergenerational settings, “the quality of space [was] also … reinforced by light and shade
(Figure 5. 3.49), and by [the] color and texture of the materials used (Salama 1998, 77).”
The “elements ordering space” reflect the desired activities or human movement (either visually or
physically) within each supportive space, often providing continuity and representing a chain of events or
sequences. These arrangements, as depicted in the images and diagrams, should be considered hierarchical,
repetitive, or rhythmic as they provide continuity to the spatial structure of each setting. The “elements
contained in a space” need to include both the most highly valued people-using-the-space as well as the
defined range of objects and elements that should be placed within each of the three spaces. As previously
dictated, what people do in a space (their activities) is closely associated with what exists in the space. Often
described as site furnishings, the clearly defined most important “added” elements for all three space types
included: benches, tables and chairs, trees, shrubs, groundcover, walls, paving, walks, lighting, sculpture,
pools, streams, bridges, water features, bike racks, trash cans, signs, and building façade details, overhangs,
and store entrances. In presenting final guidelines for designing intergenerationally supportive urban outdoor
public settings, two overriding concepts emerged: the emergence of space traits that seem to be associated
with all three restorative environments and the importance of including and connecting a variety of
energizing, protecting, and calming spaces within a single community setting.
5.3.4.1 Preferred Intergenerational Space Traits
Confirming the suggestions by Rubenstein (1992), in Pedestrian Malls, Streetscapes, and Urban Spaces,
supportive public open spaces must fit within an urban context and include elements (graphics, materials,
furnishings, and amenities), activities, and relationships to automobiles and traffic but within a human scale.
Spaces should be inviting with shops, cafes, and comfortable seating areas and have a sense of containment
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which reinforces a sense of security. And even more specific to and matching the attributes spotlighted by
this intergenerational study, the most preferred features of a multi-generational study conducted in Dresden,
Germany included three major areas: (1) “vegetation – trees, flowers, other greenery,” (2) “the furnishings
within the space – benches, fountains sculpture and lamps,” and (3) “people – sitting in front of cafes,
couples sitting on benches (Isaacs 2000, 172).”
Reflective of many research study results and design guideline descriptions (see detailed descriptions in the
literature review chapter 2), the detailed descriptions of the youth and older adult preferred settings
supportive of social exchange between them seem to indicate that whether energizing, protecting, or calming,
restorative spaces have certain attributes in common. Mirroring many of the findings of a previous
intergenerational study conducted by the author (Layne 2001) and replicating the qualities of a “good”
community supportive centrally located behavior focal point (Bechtel 1977; 1997), mutually supportive
intergenerational spaces need to exhibit the following fifteen traits.
1.

Variations in Light (both sunny and shady)

2.

Contiguous Buildings or Backdrops (visually surrounding and enclosing)

3.

Prospect, Refuge, and Escape (The Experience of Landscapes (Appleton 1975)

4.

Open Space or Adjacency to Open Space (exhibit feeling of openness)

5.

Group or Paired Meeting Opportunities (adjacent to activity centers)

6.

Some Overhead Cover (open to sky)

7.

Appropriate Seating (various flex and fixed types, materials, and arrangements)

8.

Circulation Pathways (alternative routes and accessible)

9.

Nature Prominent (natural settings or cultural settings with natural features)

10. Varied Passive and Active Activities (within or nearby site)
11. People Present (not crowded by all types and relationships)
12. Views (natural and cultural both into and out of spaces)
13. Connection to Other Spaces (visually and physically interconnected)
14. Food and Drink Nearby (cafes, takeout fast food, and sit down restaurants)
15. Five Affordances Met (a sense of safety, belonging, multiple activities, ability, and engagement)

5.3.4.2 Spaces Supporting Multiple Restorative Outcomes
“In a complex social fabric, human relations are inevitably subtle. It is essential that each person feels free to
make connections or not, to move or not, to talk or not, to change the situation or not, according to his
judgment (Alexander et al. 1977, 628).” Thus, it is important that the physical environment provide for this
freedom of choice and action so that both youth and older adults can reap the highest benefit out of their
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social interaction. In support of this need for individual
Energizing
Space

independence, it is understood that outdoor urban spaces

Protecting
Space

do not exist in isolation (Figure 5.3.49). Each supportive
intergenerational space is connected in a sequence of
Calming Space

individual outdoor rooms (Isaacs 2000), providing a fluid

Calming Space

Figure 5.3.49. Cross-Section Showing
Connective Relationships Between All Three
Restorative Spaces, Protecting Space
Includes Both Sunny and Shady Area

opportunity for each individual or pair to easily move
from a less satisfying space to a more valued space
(Figures 5.3.50 and 5.3.52).
Since the results indicated that paired talking

Energizing
Space

and recreational walking are two of the most important activities
preferred by the two age groups for social exchange, optional seating
spaces (Figure 5.3.51) and alternative pedestrian routes (Figure 5.3.25)

Calming
Spaces

Calming
Spaces
Protecting
Space

should be constructed that easily connect all three types of restorative
spaces (Figures 5.3.52 and 5.3.56). These calming and social exchange
pathways need to have both short and long sections, be well constructed,

Figure 5.3.50. Bubble Diagram
of Interconnected Spaces

be absent of steps, and include views to natural and cultural amenities
(Joseph and Zimring 2007).
Path

Given the importance of the three different
Seating

types of restorative promoting
intergenerational spaces, it is clear that a

Seating

Seating

community urban environment that would
support or promote social exchange between

Path
Seating
Seating

youth and older adults would need to include a

Seating

good mixture of energizing, protecting, and
calming settings (Figures 5.3.53, 5.3.54, 5.3.55
and 5.3.57). And although Christopher
Alexander (1977) and his associates, in A
Pattern Language, suggest that the fifty-six

Open
Park
Protecting
Space

Alternative
Calming
Spaces
with
View
Out

Path

Figure 5.3.51. Linear
Energizing Space with
Alternative Routes and
Seating Arrangements

Town
Center
Linear
Energizing
Spaces

Figure 5.3.52. Three Types of
Restorative Space Connected
with Calming Pathways &
Resting/Viewing Opportunities

salient characteristics could be combined in
any number of small sequences of patterns to create thousands of possible forms (Figures 5.3.56, 5.3.58 and
5.3.59), the purpose of this exercise is to provide a few ideas of potential youth and older adult supportive
urban public open spaces for further consideration. The accompanying diagrams, plan views, and sketches
present a medley of environmental concepts from which the intergenerationally supportive urban designer or
intergenerational program administrator can draw for inspiration.
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The following seven illustrations (Figures 5.3.53 – 5.3.59) were taken from the sketchbook of the author.
Although the ideas presented certainly depict the range of possible urban space forms that could meet the
energizing, protecting, and calming intergenerational exchange goals spotlighted by the study, the concept
drawings were originally created as suggestions for urban public spaces located along the Neuse River. As
part of the Neuse River Corridor Parks and Recreation Master Plan developed for the City of Raleigh, the
ideas were develop by Layne while he was working as a landscape designer for Mark Robinson and
Associates, a landscape architecture and planning firm also located in Raleigh, North Carolina.

Figure 5.3.53. Calming Space,
Urban Streamside Pathway and
Seating Wall Shows Man Fishing

Figure 5.3.54. Protecting Space, Tree-Enclosed Open Space Used
as Outdoor Theatre Performance Venue with Two Stages and
Seating Area Combined to Support of Audience Participation

Figure 5.3.55. Protecting Space, Tree-Enclosed Meadow
Opens onto Urban Stream Pathway and Canoe Run
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Figure 5.3.56. Calming and Stream-Crossing Pathway
Connects Energizing Cultural Spaces to Each Other
and to Protecting Natural Open Space

Figure 5.3.57. Energizing Space, Tree-Lined
Open Air Pedestrian Shopping Mall with Water
Feature, Storefront Awnings, and Seating and
Pathways Alternatives

Figure 5.3.58. Pathway Connects Adjacent Calming and
Protecting Spaces to a Protecting Space Used as
Temporarily Energizing Festival & Farmer’s Market

Figure 5.3.59. Urban Park with Multiple Types of
Protecting Spaces for Sports and Leisure
Connected to Calming Spaces with a Variety of
Seating Opportunities Via Stream-side Pathway
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One of the most important conclusions to emerge from the spatial interpretation of the results of this age
comparative study is that spaces that are supportive of social interaction between youth and older adults are
probably also supportive of social exchange between all types of dyads. Given the socio-economic and
ethnic diversity and particularly the divergent ages of the study population, the results could certainly be
transferred to the environmental affordance needs and personal restorative outcomes preferred by people who
are seeking benefits from social and educative dyadic exchange. Thus, creating outdoor environments with
physical attributes spotlighted in this section would not only support intergenerational exchange but would be
supportive of exchanges between parent and child, parent and their aging parents, older adults or infirmed
people and caregivers, hospitalized people and medical staff, student and teacher or mentor, student and
counselor, an incarcerated person and probation officer, child and family members and social worker,
recovering addict or alcoholic and sponsor, or peer friends and family members.

5.3.5

Intergenerational Planning Directions: Research, Policy and Practice

Although the design oriented presentation of the study results and the detailed application of defined
guidelines for the creation of intergenerationally supportive urban public spaces was comprehensive, it was
felt that a review of the main findings and their implications was necessary. Since the results of this age
comparative study were intended to be of value to the field of intergenerational studies (see sub-section
1.4.1) as well as that of the environment/behavior – urban design studies (see sub-section 1.4.2), a visual aid
that simply and clearly presents the major results and their implications to the two fields was considered
valuable. Table 5.3.2 lists five major research findings interpreted from the analyzed and presented data
collected from the youth and older adult responses to the survey instrument and relates each finding to
potential implications in scholarship, planning, and practice. Presented in general terms (section 1.4 renders
a more extensive discussion of specific implications with specific details found throughout section 5.3),
possible applications of the results are divided among three areas of professional interest (scholarly research,
public space planning advocacy and policy, and program and design practice). Understanding that the
intergenerational and design fields may relate to the results in different ways with differing objectives, the
suggested research implications are further sub-divided in order to relate to the needs of the social scientist
and the environment/behavior or environmental psychologist; the policy areas are split between the
intergenerational advocate and the community planner, and the practice areas are arranged to meet the
potential use by intergenerational program administrators/developers and landscape architects/urban
designers. Thus, specific implications of the results can easily be matched to goals of the appropriate
academic or professional in each of the two applicable fields.
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Table 5.3.2. Five Major Results (Findings) of Study and Associated Implications to Intergenerational
and Urban Design Scholarship, Planning and Practice

Major Research Results
1. Verify the use of developed
framework of variables and
methods for conducting youth
and older adult comparative
environmental assessment
research studies (researcher
defined conditional space
affordances, space types, and
user defined space
characteristics)

Implications to Scholarship, Planning & Practice
Scholarly Research
IG Social Scientist

E&B – Environmental Psychologist

• Suggests cooperation between IG
social scientist and E&B researcher
• Extend into broader issues relevant
to welfare of youth and older adults
• Data collection methods go beyond
standard measures
• Venue for extending studies beyond
political and ideological issues into
programming outcomes
• Addition of environmental variables
in IG program evaluation studies
• Influence of environment in meeting
social and psychological IG needs

• Suggests multi-disciplinarily studies (IG
social scientist and E&B researcher)
• Conduct studies where age is the
significant variable (population comparison)
• Venue for youth/older adult
environment/behavior studies research
• Use of new and revisited environmental
variables as correlates with preference
• Fieldwork and survey instrument
accessible to both age groups
• Extend studies into environmental
relationships with IG program activities and
desired outcome goals

Public Space Planning Policy
IG Advocates

Community Planners

• Venue for defining and discussing
space influences on IG programs
• Environmental variables used for
promoting IG community building
programs

• Reduce use of guesswork concerning the
environmental issues facing youth-older
adults
• Defining public realm (IG influences)
• Use set of photographs to convey types of
IG supportive urban settings

Program and Design Practice
IG Program Administrator
• Expansion of program development
to include environmental concerns

2. Provide evidence establishing
the validity of the assertion that
youth and older adults do
perceive the physical
environment in identical ways
and do prefer similar public open
spaces for social exchange

LAR – Urban Designer
• Develop design solutions based upon a
large set of variables

Scholarly Research
IG Social Scientist

E&B – Environmental Psychologist

• Supports mutual needs/benefits
research with common environmental
preferences

• Support for conducing youth and older
adult comparative preference studies

Public Space Planning Policy
IG Advocates
• Promote IG supportive rather than
age-segregated public spaces

Community Planners
• Require public space designs to support
IG use rather than separate age use
• Creating safe spaces most important
followed second by a sense of belonging
• Spaces mutually preferred by youth and
older adults compatible to all age groups

Program and Design Practice
IG Program Administrator
• Support for co-located
intergenerational shared-site facilities
• Encourage IG activities within nonprogrammed settings
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LAR – Urban Designer
• Possible to design intergenerational
spaces
• Design public spaces based upon
integrative approach (shared-use by youth
and older adults)

Table 5.3.2. Continued
3. Deduce that youth and older
adults value and select urban
public open spaces for social
interaction based upon three
restorative benefits or desired
outcomes (calming, protecting,
and energizing)

Scholarly Research
IG Social Scientist
• Suggest using environmental factors
in measuring IG exchange outcomes

E&B – Environmental Psychologist
• Suggest new urban space (cultural and
natural) comparative studies between the
variables preference and tranquility

Public Space Planning Policy
IG Advocates

Community Planners

• Urban public spaces considered
important in supporting IG exchange
benefits.
• Possible use of IG restorative
outcome goals in school yard design

• Space can support decent and effective
behaviors when desired needs are met
• Focus the planning of public open spaces
on restorative (active and passive) qualities
rather than upon high excitement only

Program and Design Practice
IG Program Administrator
• Physical space a critical component
in meeting IG exchange restorative
outcomes
• Benefits of restorative outcome focus
for program space development

4. Show that desired
intergenerational social
exchange restorative outcomes
(inferential) are related to
specific visual public space
features (responsive) and
supportive activities
(operational)

LAR – Urban Designer
• Spotlights and defines IG exchange goals
as new guide to design problem solving
• Need for separate but interconnecting IG
social exchange urban public open spaces

Scholarly Research
IG Social Scientist
• IG outcomes connected to
perception modes and thus physical
space attributes and features

E&B – Environmental Psychologist
• Supports expansion of three perception
variables (modes) into age-comparative
studies

Public Space Planning Policy
IG Advocates

Community Planners

• Require urban spaces to be activity
centered including both active and
passive recreational provisions
• Suggest development of urban
spaces that reflect a connection
between people and place (ownership
and activity)
• People being present most critical
• Promote intergenerational (youth
and older adult) involvement in
community development processes
• Guide for community open space
activities required for IG exchange
needs (see list Figure 5.3.3)

• Guide evaluation of existing urban public
spaces to assess ability to meet
intergenerational exchange opportunities
• Use guidelines to develop community
development master plans
• Public open spaces should have natural
and cultural areas in equal amounts
• Urban centers to include: interconnected
plazas, streets, mini-parks, landscape
parks, pathways, courts, gardens, and
promenades
• Guide for community open space design
layouts and space attributes required to
meet IG exchange needs (see Figure 5.3.3)

Program and Design Practice
IG Program Administrator

LAR – Urban Designer

• Guide to design of shared-site
outdoor program or entry areas
• Guide to locating and assessing
existing IG exchange supportive
public open spaces that exhibit
attributes such as: alternative light,
surrounding buildings, open space,
meeting spaces, covered, pathways,
seating, nature, multiple activities, and
people around
• Suggest environmental modifications
to existing IG facilities

• Design IG public open spaces based upon
design guidelines including: variation in
light, contiguous buildings, or backdrops,
prospect and refuge, open space or
adjacency to open space, group and paired
meeting opportunities, overhead cover,
appropriate seating, circulation pathways,
natural settings, and varied activities
• Specific guides for design of urban open
spaces to meet IG exchange goals (see
Figure 5.3.3 for list of space shapes,
preferred activities, and space attributes)
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Table 5.3.2. Continued
5. Conclude that
intergenerational urban open
spaces also must provide a
complementarity of supportive
environmental affordances,
desired outcomes, interactive
activities, and space attributes

Scholarly Research
IG Social Scientist

E&B – Environmental Psychologist

• Supports social science approach of
including individual outcome analysis

• Multiple methods including observational
research required to meet the desired
research to design interface
• Reminding that individuals rather than age
groups are the users of community spaces

Public Space Planning Policy
IG Advocates

Community Planners

• No singular IG community design
schema effective in all conditions
• Promote development of programs
and environments specific to needs of
each IG community or facility

• Effective planning for different urban areas
(residential, commercial, industrial,
shopping, tourism) can be adjusted based
upon associated reciprocal correlations of
environmental affordance requirements
(example: residential communicate sense of
belonging, requiring reduced safety
perceptions, while shopping spaces need to
be safer because of reduce sense of
belonging

Program and Design Practice
IG Program Administrator

LAR – Urban Designer

• Each IG program must meet the
needs of the individual clients being
served rather than general population

• Each urban space design project requires
an individually focused approach rather than
use of a generalized scheme

To encourage a greater understanding by the intergenerational advocates and program administrators of the
specific attributes required for intergenerationally supportive urban public spaces, a simplified chart is also
presented. Divided into the three restorative outcomes desired by youth and older adults for social
interaction, Table 5.3.3 specifies the required shapes and types, preferred activities, and attributes for
calming, protecting, and energizing spaces. Mirroring the intergenerational space design features and
relationships described and graphically presented in sub-section 5.3.3, both the three desired restorative
outcomes and their associated features, elements and activities are listed from left to right and from top to
bottom in order of preference.
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Table 5.3.3. Space Shapes and Types, Preferred Activities and Space Attributes Required to Meet
Three Intergenerational Social Exchange Restorative Outcome Goals

Space Features
Urban Open Space
Design Guides
Required to Meet
Intergenerational
Youth and Older
Adult Desired
Restorative
Exchange Outcome
Objectives (see design
guides section 5.3.2 and
design features and
relationships section 5.3.3
for detailed explanation)

Designed
Shape
and Type

Preferred
Activities

Space
Attributes

Desired Restorative Outcomes Space Types
Calming Spaces

Protecting Spaces

• Square, Triangular, or
Oblong Space
• Enclosed One -Two Sides
• Covered
• Views to Other Spaces
• Seating or Tables
• Pathways
• Alcoves
•Water Features
Passive Recreation
• Seat/Resting
• Talking
• Watching
Active Recreation
• Walking/Moving
• Sports/Games
• Varied Activities
• Pathways
• Exploring
• Playing
Safe/Accessible
• Level Surface
• Flex/Group Seating
• Wide Pathways
• Barrier Free
• No Hiding Places
Social Activities
• Meeting Places
• Food/Eating
• Tables
• Stores Shopping
Group Specific
• Child-Centered
• Adult-Centered
• Paired Interest
People Orientation
• People Present
• Not Crowded
• People Using Wheelchairs
• Couples Present
• Monitored
Design Elements
• Openness
• Diversity
• Shade/Cool
• Enclosed
• Covered
• View
Natural Focus
• Nature
• Water
• Outdoors
• Plants/Trees
Cultural Focus
• Interior
• Town Center
• Cultural Facilities

• Square or Triangular Space
• Enclosed on Three Sides
• Open at Front
• Park
• Open Field or Plaza

• Linear Space
• Enclosed Sides
• Open Ends
• Streetscape
• Pedestrian Mall

Active Recreation
• Playing
• Varied Activities
• Sports/Games
• Walking/Moving
Group Specific
• Child-Centered
• Adult-Centered
Safe/Accessible
• Level Surface
• No Hiding Places
Passive Recreation
• Talking
• Watching
Social Activities
• Food/Eating

Active Recreation
• Walking/Moving
• Varied Activities
• Sports/Games
Social Activities
• Stores Shopping
• Food/Eating
• Meeting Places
Passive Recreation
• Seat/Resting
• Talking
• Watching
Group Specific
• Child-Centered
• Adult-Centered
Safe/Accessible
• Level Surface

Design Elements
• Openness
• Shade/Cool
People Orientation
• People Present
• People Using Wheelchairs
• Not Crowded
Natural Focus
• Nature
• Plants/Trees

People Orientation
• People Present
• Monitored
Design Elements
• Openness
• Diversity
Cultural Focus
• Town Center
• Near Street
• Near Buildings
Natural Focus
• Nature
• Plants/Trees
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Energizing Spaces

5.4 Further Research Recommendations
Although the approach and methodology employed in this study was quite extensive, the fact that this is only
one of very few surveys that collected and analyzed the perceptions and preferences for intergenerationally
supportive urban public spaces by youth and older adults suggests the need for further research. The
previous comparison between the results of this IG Space study to those of both non-supportive and
supportive findings of other studies seems to indicate the need for extensive further study in the area of crossgenerational (E&B) environment and behavior research.
What this study has done is provide the groundwork for further research studies that look to define the
physical characteristics of urban public spaces that would support social exchange between youth and older
adults. Expanding upon the results of an intergenerational pilot study presented at the joint conference of
EDRA and IAPES in Scotland, (Layne 2001), the initial findings of this study were presented at the 2005
International Generations United conference in Washington, DC (Layne 2005) and the final results are to be
presented in a paper at the 2008 North Carolina Conference on Aging in October (Layne 2008). The initial
response to the findings of this study has been encouraging, with intergenerational researchers requesting
details of the results to be included as a reference in future research proposals. Perhaps more importantly, the
presentations have sparked interest by intergenerational program directors intending to use the results and
associated guidelines as a source for informing the design of future intergenerational-shared sites.
Guided by the Growing up in Cities approach (Lynch 1977), the scope of this IG Space study focused upon
the way both children and older adults image, use, and value public open spaces, particularly for social
interactions between intergenerational friends. The results are intended to assist environment/behavior and
intergenerational researchers and design practitioners in understanding the perceptions these two age groups
have of supportive environments and the attributes, features, and qualities those preferred spaces possess.
Believing that both children and older adults are an underutilized resource in our society, the findings suggest
design applications for providing opportunities for social integration rather than social segregation. Guided
by the objectives and methodology employed in this IG Space study, it is hoped that the limited scope of the
results will inspire environmental design researchers to:
1. Conduct cross-generational studies that compare the environmental preferences and perceptions of both
youth and older adults.
2. Develop sets of environmental quality indicators, which can be used to guide the design of
public/private spaces that would support social interaction between youth and older adults.
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3. Collect lists of public open spaces that could be analyzed through observational research methods as
to their ability to support intergenerational exchange.
Extending and expanding on the results presented in this study, additional intergenerational issues and
questions emerged that could influence the direction of further research. Specifically, some of the data
collected from this study could be reevaluated, duplicate studies could be conducted with larger samples to
include other demographic population groups, and additional methodologies could be employed to gather
further data for comparison. The following presents some suggestions for conducting further analysis of the
already collected data, using other approaches and methods for conducting comparative research involving
these two divergent population groups, and a generalized outline for a follow-up observational research study
that could employ the specific preferred intergenerationally supportive public outdoor settings collected from
the three groups surveyed during this research project: youth, older adults, and intergenerational experts.

5.4.1

Supplementary Analysis of Study Data

In addition to the specific findings that were presented in chapters 4 and 5, there are three additional analysis
procedures that could be conducted using the data collected from youth and older adult small group surveys
and intergenerational expert on-line surveys: (1) demographic comparison, (2) inter-perception mode
characteristics, and (3) intergenerational cross-expert/client (youth/older adult participant) responses.
5.4.1.1 Demographic Comparisons
Since the main purpose of this study was to determine if youth and older adults perceived and preferred
similar urban spaces for social exchange, tests were only conducted to determine if the two participating age
groups were similar in terms of gender and ethnicity. Once it was determined that the two groups were
homogeneous (see section 4.1), no further analysis was conducted relating to these two demographic
variables. Besides age, it would also be a reasonable to assume and other studies confirm (Lynch 1977;
Newell 1997; Parker and McDonough 1999; Yang and Brown 1992; Herzog et al. 2000; Meinhold and
Malkus 2005), that both gender and ethnicity could play a role in the perception and preference for
supportive environments. One example of the difference between gender preference showed up in Kevin
Lynch’s Growing Up in Cities survey where he determined that the reason boys mentioned open space twice
as much as girls was because the boy’s had a larger sense of safety and they needed more space to conduct
motorial games (Lynch 1977).
In addition to gender and ethnicity, socio-economic factors may also contribute to the type and characteristic
of space preferred both age groups (Devlin 1994; Keane 1991). Because this classification was deemed to be
inappropriate as a self-determinant variable, this classification was not included as a question on the survey
instrument. Realizing that social status and income levels often effect educational levels obtained and the
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extent of life experiences realized (Steinfeld 1972; King and Golledge 1978; Isaacs 2000), and thus may
contribute to environmental preference, the research survey administrators took observational notes relating
to the suspected level of social/economic standing each group participant groups. This procedure was fairly
easy to document without participant involvement, since each survey session was conducted with groups of
youth and older adults directly connected with public or private facilities or programs that could be directly
connected to socio-economic factors (see section 3.2 for details).
Thus, the results of this IG Space study could be reanalyzed though the lens of all three demographic
variables: gender, ethnicity, and social/economic constraints. A comparison to the presented results would
determine just how significant a role any of these demographic factors might play in developing supportive
spaces that meet different demographic groupings of intergenerational dyads.
5.4.1.2 Inter-Perception Mode Characteristics
While reviewing the results of the specific space characteristics defined by the youth and older adult
participants, two additional research questions emerged that if addressed could either lead to additional
analysis of the collected data or become the basis for a new research agenda. First, given the importance of
the inferential space qualities in selecting a supportive environment (Figure 5.1.9), how can these values be
defined in terms of designable features? And second, is there a direct and measurable connection between
the responsive attributes and operational features and those same inferential qualities?
Given the E&B perspective of understanding how perception relates to preference, and how this knowledge
might lead to defining design criteria that would assist in creating better intergenerational spaces,
determining the relationship that might exist between a space attribute and a space feature, or between a
space feature and a space quality might yield significant results. Using the current data, there may be an
opportunity to cross-reference the selected space attributes and space features with the space qualities to see
if those more illusionary space qualities can be defined in more physical space terms.
5.4.1.3 Comparison with Intergenerational (IG) Expert Preferences
Understanding that the majority of current interaction that takes place between non-familial youth and older
adults (intergenerational interaction) is associated with some form of educational or social program and is
organized and directed by program staff, one question emerged during the development of this study that
could provide important insights into designing supportive public spaces. Do the intergenerational program
directors and staff, the researchers conducting intergenerational studies, or the experts in creating these
intergenerational programs (IG experts) perceive public spaces in the same way as the population groups they
wish to support? In other words, are the subjective responses of intergenerational researchers or program
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administrators to supportive public open spaces the same or different from the objective responses of the
youth and older adult clients to those same spaces?
Although beyond the scope of this age-comparative study yet understanding the importance of the previous
question, a survey was simultaneously conducted with intergenerational experts from around the world. The
same questionnaire that was employed to survey the responses of the youth and older adult samples was
utilized to collect the data from the IG experts, but rather than being conducted in small group hands-on
sessions, the survey instrument was displayed and the results collected over the world-wide web. Thirty-five
intergenerational experts with an average of eight plus years working in the intergenerational field
(researchers, teachers, program administrators, and social workers and staff) participated in the survey.
A cursory review of the results indicated convergence and divergence in both urban space perceptions and
preferences between the responses of the youth and older adult participants and those of the intergenerational
experts. Perhaps because social scientists usually sample individuals rather than environments (Bechtel,
Marans, and Michelson 1990) for example, the IG experts differed with the two intergenerational age groups
by placing Engagement above Safety as the most important environmental affordance. And although the
youth and older adults participants seemed to be compatible to the IG experts in their perceptual approaches
to supportive spaces, the cursory review of the results indicated that the youth and older adults (potential
client base) preferred different space characteristics for support of intergenerational social exchange.
As the author has been asked to submit a paper on the intergenerational expert perceptions and preferences
for urban public open spaces for publication in the Generations United publication, Together, an analysis of
findings of the IG expert responses and a comparative analysis of the results between the youth/older adult
responses and those of the intergenerational experts is in progress. Perhaps the presentation of the
comparative results of the intergenerational expert and youth/older adult dyad responses, especially showing
where divergence occurs, could provide needed impetus for involving both youth and older adults in the
development process when making decisions regarding the design intergenerational program supportive
spaces such as shared sites (Layne 1995a; Sanoff 2000; Schindler 1992).

5.4.2

Extending Scope of Study

Besides reevaluating the data collected from this IG Space study, the credibility and importance of these
findings to intergenerational exchange can often be supported by extending the scope of the research. The
following briefly presents a number of alternative concepts or approaches to conducting additional
intergenerational E&B research studies. Further, alternative methods for collecting and measuring data
associated with understanding supportive intergenerational spaces are also provided for review.
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5.4.2.1 Concepts and Approaches
Four specific concepts or approaches to additional research studies are presented. They include: (1)
conducting the study with a larger and more divergent study population, (2) focusing upon rural population
groups, (3) including the additional factor of pet animals in the research agenda, (4) conducting an
intergenerational dyadic survey rather than with individual age groups, (5) a more detailed review of specific
measurable traits of each space characteristic deemed supportive to social exchange, (6) and perhaps of most
significance to Environmental Psychology research, investigating the reciprocal relationships that seem to
exist between the environmental affordances spotlighted in this IG Space study.
First, in addition to including a more intensive analysis of the demographic differences for each age group,
replication of this IG Space study using a much larger sample population would provide a greater level of
significance to the results. The suggested mutually supportive urban public spaces and their corresponding
attributes could be tested by conducting a series of follow-up surveys involving youth and older adults living
in urban/suburban centers throughout the county. Further, the weight of the current results would be
enhanced if the study could be extended to include divergent socio-economic populations from other
suburban/urban centers where ethnic diversity and their associated problems are more apparent.
Second, although most of the focus of intergenerational studies has involved children and older adults who
live in urban settings, much of the youth/older adult population lives outside urban centers and little research
work has been conducted in rural communities. Recent calls for proposals for social research in rural areas
(Active Living 2006), supported by discussions with Andrea Taylor (2001), speaks to the current need for a
greater understanding of small town-based populations and the range of public spaces that may be required to
support social exchange within the rural environment.
Third, one of the many unexpected outcomes of the August 2005 hurricane “Katrina,” was to spotlight
another important personal consideration in creating supportive environments, the importance of personal
pets in people’s lives. Many of the home owners, especially older adults, would not leave their homes even
as they were coming under water if their pets were not allowed to leave with them. The pets were like
children to them. This and other stories showed the significance of pets to older adults, and surely to youth
as well.
The realization that none of the urban space photographs used in this IG Space study presented pictures that
included cats or dogs, obviously was the reason that no mention was made of their importance for social
exchange within urban settings. Photo documentation of social interactions taken during my annual visits to
urban centers or as part of Sociology Through Photography, a course I taught at Whittier College in southern
California, revealed how both youth and older adults seem to be attracted to dogs on leashes or cats perched
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on walls. They are immediate attractors and initiators of conversations between people of all ages. Perhaps,
given the apparent importance of animals in the urban landscape, studies that focus upon the value of the
animal/human interaction variable within urban public spaces could be valuable.
Fourth, one limitation associated with the reported results of the IG Space study reflects the methodology that
asks questions of members of the youth and older adult groups independent of each other. Although the
urban space types and characteristics statistically were found to be mutually supportive by both age groups,
there was no guarantee that youth and older adults would perceive or select the same spaces to be used
simultaneously. Although the instrument for collecting the perceptions and preferences for supportive urban
spaces stipulated that the study participants from each age group should respond to the questions as if visiting
a particular space with an intergenerational friend, there is no guarantee as to the approach a respondent may
take in answering the questions. It is highly probable that many respondents, both youth and older adults,
answered the questions as if visiting the spaces either with a same-age friend or by themselves.
In addition, the degree of importance of each of the five affordance variables in selecting supportive spaces
might also be altered if a space was visited by intergenerational friends rather than individual youth or older
adults. If intergenerational exchange improves the personal sense of security and sense of ownership
(control) that individuals feel, then perhaps this improved self-actuation would change the level of safety and
belonging requirement and thus the specific environmental characteristics required to meet those needs. In
other words, the perceptions and preferences for environments that meet safety, belonging, multiple activity,
ability, and engagement needs could be different for intergenerational pairs as compared to those of the
independent youth older adult groups.
But regardless of the degree of similarity of responses of the two members of an intergenerational pair, the
question of interdependence when selecting a space collectively is of the utmost importance (Riley and Cohn
1954). Rather than collecting, analyzing, and combining the ”independent” responses of individuals from
each age group to determine mutually supportive spaces, the combined “interdependent” responses of
intergenerational dyads would automatically provide a combined immediately accessible response that could
be studied directly (Gonzalez and Griffin 1997). Although finding and recruiting a sufficient sample of
intergenerational dyads to conduct a generalizable study might be difficult, the results of such a survey and
use of a pairwise intraclass correlation analysis would present a more accurate picture of the give-and-take
consensual process that would be employed by a pair of youth and older adult friends in deciding what public
open space to visit together.
Since one of the main objectives in this research study was to determine what types of urban public spaces
and their associated characteristics would be mutually supportive for intergenerational exchange, the logical
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step would be to conduct a similar research study of “dyadic action” or choices rather than the “individual
action” or responses of the young people and older adults separately (Riley and Riley 1954a). Then a
comparison of the perceptions and preferences of the independent dyadic “pairs” as reported in this study
could be made with the perceptions and preferences of the active intergenerational pairs. If the same urban
space types and characteristics were selected by both non-paired and intergenerationally-paired groups, then
not only would the results of this IG Space study be validated but the use of more easily found age-specific
populations rather than the limited availability of intergenerational programs dyads as study participants
would lead to greater intergenerational research opportunities. Whether the responses of the
intergenerationally-active dyad are found to be similar or different from the responses of the contrived noninteractive dyad, the results could be a valuable tool in guiding the design of more intergenerationallysupportive urban public spaces.
Fifth, one of the obvious limitations of the study results is that the selected space characteristics were quite
general in nature and thus not fully defined. More specific descriptions would be necessary to make any real
definitive analysis of the values of the preferred space attributes, features, and qualities. With the renewed
purpose of using the results as predictor variables for understanding and interpreting intergenerational
perceptions and preferences, a greater understanding of what is meant by some of the variables such as
covered or sports or restive spaces could be extremely significant (Herzog and Chernick 2000).
For example, given the seemingly high value of openness as a characteristic desired by both youth and older
adults in the selection of supportive urban public spaces, a study that would further investigate the specific
physical traits of this important variable in terms of size, shape, proximity to other spaces, percentages of
natural to man-made elements, amount of open sky, views, etc. would be appropriate. Openness, with its
possible variations in ceiling height, light intensity, and scale, is one space variable that could easily be
employed to test the validity of sociofugal and sociopetal foundations of interactive behaviors as they relate
to intergenerational exchange (Bechtel 1997; Osmond 1959).
Either individually or in groups, each of the defined space characteristics revealed in this study could be
investigated in more detail. In addition to defining spatial measures for each of the 56 defined space
characteristic variables, specific interconnections between these characteristics and the five target affordance
variables might reveal further insights into the relationships that may exist between them. Sixth, and
certainly reflecting the most unintended findings that emerged from the analysis of the results of this study,
would be to develop an approach for further measuring and analyzing the reciprocal relationships that seem
to be present between the five conditional affordance variables (Safety, Belonging, Multiple Activity,
Ability, and Engagement) ranked by youth and older adults. The highly significant reverse correlation
between many of the environmental affordances such as sense of Safety and sense of Belonging (see results
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in section 4.2.2, discussion in section 5.1.2.2, and final observation in section 5.4 at the end of this chapter),
would be an important issue for further investigation. The strong reciprocal relationships existing between
pairs of affordance variables (as the need for one increases, the need for other one decreases) exhibited in the
analysis of the ranking task by both youth and older adults in this IG Space study asks the question: Why
does this reciprocity between such important environmental factors occur and how can a greater
understanding of this phenomenon be used to inform the design of better intergenerational public open
spaces?
5.4.2.2 Data Collection and Analysis Methods
In this IG Space study, photographic images were employed to spark personal insights into the specific space
attributes, features, and qualities required to create socially accessible urban spaces. Based upon a
reappraisal of the data collection and analysis methods employed in this study, two methodological
approaches seemed to emerge that might extend the scope of the study or reveal additional or divergent
person/environment data: visual simulation and semantic differential rating scale.
Although the method of involving experts in the selection of the photographic images employed in this study
resulted in a quality simulation tool, there are two more extensive approaches that could be taken in
developing future simulations for studying intergenerationally supportive spaces: documentary photography
and computer graphics. The first would extend the use of photography by visiting and documenting specific
urban public spaces that seem to exhibit the characteristics defined in this IG space study. The participant
defined list of personal public spaces collected from the responses of youth and older adults could actually
become a guide for this recording process. The final set of intergenerational space images would obviously
go through the same rigorous expert defined process employed to develop the first set of images used in this
study, resulting in a more accurate set of simulations from which to conduct a survey.
Although line drawings, and often photographs, are often not considered to be representative of actual spaces
for research purposes (Taylor, Zube and Sell 1990), three-dimensional simulations can often help survey
participants connect to the spaces being studied. Based upon the results of this study, the second approach to
simulation development would thus be to create 3-D models of the spaces to be studied. New computeraided graphic programs are constantly being developed that seem to assist participants with achieving a
greater integration with the physical space environments. Whatever the approach, a simulation tool that is
based upon the results of this study would lead to a greater understanding of specific urban space features
and their associated spatial relationships required to meet the needs of intergenerational interaction.
While the urban space images (simulations) employed in the IG Space study were selected to represent a
wealth of urban space types, the specific spaces presented in the photographs were limited in terms of
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reflecting the vast array of intergenerationally supportive spaces available from cities around the world.
Though the results of this youth and older adult preference survey spotlighted many urban space types and
characteristics important to social exchange, greater insights into the specific space characteristics could be
augmented through a more detailed survey approach. The work of Charles Osgood, George Suci, and Percy
Tannenbaum (1957) in The Measurement of Meaning presents a method for increasing the sensitivity of the
survey instrument. Their use of a semantic differential process that combines bipolar adjectival scales with
subject concepts could provide greater insights into the specific qualities required for the design of
intergenerational supportive urban environments.
Given the large number of polar opposite space characteristics that surfaced during the analysis of the IG
Space survey results, a methodology that matches the specific urban space types and characteristics with a
bipolar scale might expand and enliven the collected data. For example, each member of a youth and older
adult dyad could be asked to rate a seven step bipolar adjective scale of straight to curved, side-by-side to
opposite, or soft to hard for the operational feature seat/resting (see Figure 5.3.1). Although in this study
seat/resting was considered mutually supportive by both youth and older adults for social exchange, a match
in respect to specific preferred seating traits would strengthen the mutually preferred argument. As a number
of adjectival opposites of seat/resting could be paired and presented as an attachment to the survey
questionnaire, a greater understanding of the qualities of supportive seat types could be defined.

SEAT/RESTING
straight _____ : _____ : _____ : _____ : _____ : _____ : _____ curved
……..side-by-side _____ : _____ : _____ : _____ : _____ : _____ : _____ opposite
…… .soft _____ : _____ : _____ : _____ : _____ : _____ : _____ hard

FIGURE 5.4.1: Example of Proposed Semantic Differential Scale for Measuring
Judgments of Youth/Older Adult Dyads for Urban Space Characteristics
(Seat/Resting Operational Feature)

5.4.3

Observational Research Method: an Extended Study

Of all the methods employed in environment and behavior research, observation is the most fun since people
naturally seem to enjoy watching other people (Bechtel and Zeisel 1987). While questions of validity may
arise from a review of the results of this IG Space study, the observational method “…does not require
independent confirmation to establish validity (Bechtel, Marans and Michelson 1990, 399).” Since the
documentation of human action or behavior is emphatic and straight forward (Zeisel 1981), and does not rely
upon people’s feelings or perceptions which may result in erroneous conclusions (Sanoff 1991), direct
observation can be considered one of the most accurate methods for conducting people and environment
research.
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But perhaps the most important reason for employing direct observational intergenerational research is that it
provides the best approach for documenting pairs of people, their interactive activities, and how they relate to
one another within a spatial environment (Zeisel 1981). Since this method encourages observation of a
segment of the population (youth and older adult pairs) that have not been specifically investigated by
environment and behavior researchers, the results of observing these two divergent age groups interacting
within a public space could lead even more definable and measurable research hypothesizes and questions
(Bechtel and Zeisel 1987).
For these two reasons, the fourth environmental section of the IG Space survey (see questionnaire design
3.4.1) asked the participants from both age groups to provide the name and location of a favorite public space
that they would consider to be supportive for visiting with an intergenerational friend. The assembled list of
preferred spaces is expected to provide opportunities for observing and documenting social interaction
between different age groups especially social exchange between intergenerational pairs. Supporting the
need to gain a better understanding of the specific uses of public space by intergenerational pairs, one
approach would be to visit the specific settings listed, document through photography the characteristics of
those spaces in use by intergenerational pairs, and then employ the images to develop intergenerationallyspecific visual simulations for further intergenerational survey designs.
Supporting a more direct observational research model of working with active intergenerational pairs, an
extensive study could be designed that would seek to further understand the factors that seem to influence the
interconnectivity between intergenerational exchange goals and environmental influences. This approach
would require the development of an extended research model that would be employed to conduct a spacerelated observational study with pre-determined intergenerational pairs from existing mentoring programs.
Based upon the results of this IG space study and additional data collected from the associated research
literature reviewed, four major factors seem to influence intergenerational space selection procedures:
Outcomes (intergenerational and peer values), Activities (social interaction and exchange), Public Open
Spaces (types and characteristics), and Community Connections (mapable locations). Based upon this
understanding, the following outlines three phases for employing an observational method and collecting
supportive data from intergenerational dyads that that would strengthen and validate the overall findings: preobservation, observation, and post-observation.
Prior to direct observation of intergenerational pairs interacting within the physical environment, preobservation interviews would be conducted to obtain the required non-observational data and set the stage for
better behavior observation results. In order to understand the specific nature of intergenerational pairings
and how those relationships may influence environmental perceptions and preferences, a survey
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questionnaire consisting of a number of parts would be required. In addition to the following four sets of
questions asked of each dyad (intergenerational pair), a number of wellness disposition or self-concept scales
might be given that would provide data relating to each participant’s psychological, social, and physical
wellbeing (Byrne 1996; Antonelli, Rubini and Fassone 2000). Given the importance of the affordance
factors in the space selection process, self-perception may play a significant role in the decision-making
process and thus should be collected and cross-referenced with the results.
The first set of interview questions would ask participants to define or select from a list, the outcomes they
receive as a result of their intergenerational partnership (Bechtel 1990a). The second set of questions would
afford the youth and older adult members a chance to record and then define the types of activities they
engage in with their intergenerational partner. This section could include a selection of both active and
passive recreational activities as well as other types of social interaction opportunities. The third set of
questions would try to determine the specific types of urban places or public settings (malls, street corners,
parks, stores, etc.) where those preferred interactions seem to take place. Rather than a simple questionnaire,
a collective or dyadic mental mapping exercise could be employed (Layne 1995a, Marcus 1978, Moore
1990). This simple approach would help in understanding both the types and the physical qualities that make
these places special to the intergenerational dyad rather than to individuals. The final set of questions would
have the pairs locate those special places on a map of their home cities (Carp and Carp 1984). This mapping
exercise, along with the other collected data, would begin to suggest if any relationships exist between the
spaces participants select and city-wide factors such as location/proximity to the home neighborhood or
transportation accessibility available to the participants.
Using the four categories of social factors survey data collected from the intergenerational dyads as a guide,
specific intergenerationally supportive urban open space settings can be selected for observation and an
appropriate instrument for documenting social exchange within those spaces can be designed. There are two
major types of observation-based models developed specifically for examining intergenerational interactions
and relationships: observations made using a checklist of verbal and nonverbal behaviors and videotape
recordings that are scored by independent coders (Kuehne and Collins 1997). Yet, behavior mapping is one
of the best methods of measuring actual use of a site (Moore 1990; Sanoff 1991; Ziesel 1981), and can be
used to compare behaviors within (Moore 1978) or across different sites (Mason, Forrester and Hermann
1975). Especially important to this approach, the results of behavior mapping can also be used to put a
numerical value on the uses of parts or all of a site, to describe the temporal cycles of a site, and to check
these results against the youth and older adult dyadic perceptions of the site as expressed in the preobservation interviews and questionnaires discussed earlier (Moore 1978; Barker 1978b).
Since the intergenerational activities may occur within specific areas or range over large expanses of public
urban environments, boundaries of the specific behavior settings would need to be determined and base maps
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created for documenting social interaction locations. Given the extensive space characteristics defined by
this IG Space study, it would be important to document stationary activities and to “track” the
intergenerational pairs over time as they move throughout the whole urban space. It would be important to
document the movement and activities of intergenerational dyads as they use the space at different times,
days, and seasons.
In addition, photographs should be taken of specific social activities and intergenerational and associated
interactions in order to obtain a clear understanding of how the physical environment and the presence of
other people influence the documented interactions. The purpose would be to capture enough
intergenerational activity occurring within each site so that different patterns of use emerge and can be easily
defined. The process of observation and documentation would also provide detailed information about which
physical features were most heavily used and thus most important in creating intergenerationally supportive
urban public open spaces. Equally important, an analysis of the results would also yield which physical
space elements were “underused” and thus considered unimportant as features supportive of social exchange.
One advantage of direct observation and documentation of intergenerational behavior within the public
environment is that other methods for collecting data can also be employed. After observing and
documenting the dyadic activity over a period of time, a short interactive interview could be conducted with
the observed pairs. The use of this follow-up survey could be instrumental in further understanding the
specific reasons for selecting the specific public spaces and for determining if and in what way the
environment either added to or subtracted from the expected intergenerational exchange. Since one of the
objectives of this specific area of environmental design research is to provide evidence of the value the
physical environment plays in the psychological and social wellbeing of people, documenting the role that
urban public open spaces play in mitigating favorable intergenerational outcomes seems most appropriate.
Since it is often difficult to conduct studies with youth and older adults or finding intergenerational programs
that can support extensive research agendas, the sample size could be increased by conducting parallel
studies with other naturally or socially occurring dyads. Either non-programmed intergenerational pairs
(familial pairs of cross-generational relatives such as grandparent/grandchild) or same-age pairs ( such as
age-related friends of either adult dyads and youth dyads) could be studied using the same model as
previously presented. If similar outcomes, activities, space characteristics, and community connections were
found to exist between the non-familial dyads and the other dyadic groups, then the limitations associated
with finding non-familial intergenerational research subjects would be solved. These mutual results could
also be an indication of generalizability of the findings since the urban public space types and characteristics
that were found to be supportive of social interchange between intergenerational pairs could also be
supportive of social interaction between other dyadic groups.
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Not only would the information gathered through the use of this extended observational methodology
influence the design of future intergenerational survey instruments and locate appropriate spaces to conduct
the observational research, but would provide intergenerational program specialists with information that
could be used to modify and improve the value of their intergenerational programs. The main value of this
multi-level research approach would be the apparent application to supporting not only the design of public
spaces that could support intergenerational exchange, but to directly assist current programs in improving
intergenerational outcomes. Obviously, the greater the number, types, and accessibility of these
intergenerationally supportive spaces within a locale, the more valuable the whole neighborhood would be in
supporting intergenerational programs located within its boundaries. The age-comparative results could be
instrumental in influencing future urban development and legislative decisions that would support crossgenerational service and advocacy rather than age-segregated agendas (Taylor and Bressler 2000; Weill and
Rother 1999). The ultimate value is in encouraging professionals outside of the social sciences to employ
intergenerational objectives in completing successful public space-making design projects.

5.5 Finale: Complementarity of Intergenerational Spaces
The long held view by environmental designers, that young people and older adults were completely
different and thus needed completely different spaces for social exchange obviously needs to be reexamined.
In spite of the fact that both youth and older adults are at opposite ends of the life cycle and thus employ
selective perception based upon personal values and experiences in choosing space in which to interact, like
most people, neither age group acts in isolation (Gans 1999). As members of family, peer, or specifically
intergenerational social groups, youth and older adults seem to complement each other in selecting urban
public spaces for social exchange.
Supported by the analysis and interpretation of the results of this study, “Einstein’s special theory of
relativity and Bohr’s theory of complementarity both propose ways in which opposites can be annealed into
seamless alloys with no beginning and no end but an endless loop (Shlain 1991, 242).” Perhaps the same
apparent developmental needs exhibited by both youth and older adults (see chapter 1) are not only a
reflection of similar changes occurring in the life span of these two age groups but a reflection of the
interchangeability of these opposing ages.
This apparent need for the union of opposites is perhaps defined best by Niels Bohr when he discusses the
need to generalize the paradox of duality that exists between the “two classical models of particle and wave
models in classical physics theory (Murdoch 1987, 57).” In addressing “the apparent contradictions which
have been revealed in the discussion of light and of material particles (Bohr 1934, 95),” Bohr suggests the
term complementarity, and sometimes reciprocity, be used as a framework which both supersedes and
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embraces the “notion of causality in order to give coherence to a wide range of experimental observations
(Bohr 1943; Honner 1987)” associated with the theory of quantum mechanics.
This framework allows the consideration of both sides of the coin as a single observation (Honner 1987), but
may be more likened to contradictory spiritual writings, the yin and yang symbol of interlocking opposites,
both separate and independent of each other for support (Eastwaran 1987; Huang and Lynch 1995), or the
often parallel visions of the often contrasting creative approaches of artists and scientists (Shlain 1991).
What is important to this discussion is that complementarity follows a reciprocal rather than a co-joining
approach to describing quantum physics. Bohr further talks about complementarity in terms of the dualities
of “psyche and physis in biology, of instinct and reason in human behavior, of one culture and another
culture, of seriousness and humour in art and play, of thought and feeling, love and justice, justice and mercy,
and so on (Honner 1987, 57).” Just as Bohr intended, for our discussion, complementarity is intended “to
connote a complete framework for intelligent description and unambiguous communication of those aspects
of our experience where mutually exclusive and apparently contradictory concepts are employed (Honner
1987).”
Just like the dichotomies of “space/time, right/left, or observer/observed (Shlain 1991), the socially
interacting intergenerational youth and older adult dyad is also a reciprocal indivisible pair. According to
Tao, all existence is circular, duality is in essence neutralized. “The Tao mentor is actually a superb
mentoree; the excellent mentoree is a fine mentor (Huang and Lynch 1995, 3).” In a good intergenerational
youth and older adult relationship, there is no sharp line of demarcation. The process produces a condition
where both members of the dyad are mutually learning and teaching, experiencing life together. Through
this intergenerational exchange, both youth and older adult are able to “confront conflicts, doubts, failures,
paradoxes and adversities of life (Huang and Lynch 1995, 91)” together and through empathy and sensitivity,
“trust, kindness, patience, mindfulness, simplicity, humility, and honesty (Huang and Lynch 1995, 25)” can
be achieved.
This interface of opposites (youth and older adult), expressed in terms of age, experience, energy,
knowledge, and wisdom, produces the value. This value is expressed in the multitude of possibilities that
inspire interaction for achieving real benefits from the exchange. Accompanying the similarities in growth
and development needs, members of the intergenerational dyad create the spark that excites, energizes, and
encourages activities that create real feelings that create memories. Both the similarities and opposites
(within groups and between groups) must be maintained in order to inspire each member of the
intergenerational dyad to fine merit in those memories and to create the stories that the intergenerational
experience inspire. These positive, perhaps life-changing, memories and the stories seem to be directly
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connected to the feelings that emerge from the intergenerational experiences. It is these feelings that
stimulate growth and ultimately lead to meaningful social exchange between the pair.
Since experiences take place within a physical space, and memories are always associated with specific
environments, it is the physical environment’s responsibility to provide a safe an inviting place, an
encompassing frame with the impetus for the positive feelings to emerge. To do this, the physical
environment must also exhibit this contrast, this tension of opposites, this omnivalence. The value of the
space is thus in the edges, the connections, or the interactions of divergent materials, and the unlimited
possibilities that these connections provide for the use of the space. The possibilities, the omnivalence or
unknown promises, that exist within a space creates the tension and the added value that cannot be defined by
specific materials or uses. The review of the restorative space images and conceptual intergenerational space
sketches reveal the existing contrast between nature and culture, landscape and hardscape, planned circular
plazas of paving stones and unkempt expanses of wild flowers or waste left by an overflowing stream, and
seem to reflect the power of unknown possibilities to inspire and rejuvenate. The power of the physical
environment, and especially urban public open spaces, to reflect the yen and yang, the finished composition
and the unfinished symphony, the upheaval and the calm, the controlled and the uncontrolled, the natural and
the cultural, the opposites and the similarities, may be the key to the value of that space to support
intergenerational interaction or positive dyadic social exchange.
Thus, what seems to be more important to the discussion of the possibility of creating mutually supportive
urban public spaces is the understanding that although the conclusion of this study focused on the space
attributes, features, and qualities that were mutually supportive for both youth and older adults, there
obviously exist a number space types and characteristics for which the two age groups would diverge.
Understanding this complementarity or self-contradictory state is essential in being able to design spaces that
truly support the interaction between youth and older adults and between other diverse age, ethnic, cultural,
economic, social groups of people. Spaces that support both convergent and divergent perceptions are of
greater value in providing for social exchange than either those that are supportive of one group over another
or those that only exhibit characteristics that are mutually supportive.
Reflecting on this idea, it might be more appropriate if environmental designers and civic leaders proposing
urban development schemes, would look to the needs of this union of opposites, this complementary duality
of youth and older adults for inspiration rather than relying exclusively on the desires of those who live in
between, the middle-agers. Community design, based upon the needs and visions of the complementary
pairings of youth and older adults, would not only be more livable for all ages but could insure the civic
continuum, so drastically in need of support.
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Yet, the most significant value of these findings may be a profound understanding of the inseparable
relationship that exists between the feelings or desired restorative outcomes (inferential), the preferred space
activities (operational), and the visually perceived physical attributes (responsive) that inspire them. Perhaps
this interwoven tripartite of perceptual modes are the exact qualities that John Brinkerhoff Jackson
“associates with a sense of place: a lively awareness of the familiar environment, a ritual repetition, a sense
of fellowship based upon a shared experience (Jackson 1994, 159).” Even more significant to providing a
space that is supportive of intergenerational exchange, youth and older adults may “associate a sense of place
not so much with architecture or a monument or a designed space as with some event, some daily or weekly
or seasonal occurrence which“ they “look forward to or remember and which” they “share with (each) other
(Jackson 1994, 159).” This sense of connection to both partner and place, through ritual experiences acted
upon together within a familiar and supportive space which effects a change of mood, may be the essence of
creating an intergenerational space, and in time, a whole community.
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Although the main text and related tables and figures in chapters 3, 4 and 5 are extensive and present the
collected data, analysis, results, interpretations and discussions, it was felt that additional information needed
to be available to those interested in the specific procedures and statistics employed. Since, based upon the
literature review, conducting an age comparative study that looked at the perceptions and preferences of
youth and older adults for urban spaces was unique and thus others might like to duplicate the model,
supplying additional detailed information was considered appropriate. In addition, the large number of
variables employed to make the comparison between the two age groups and the obvious resulting
permutations of interest seemed to require that the specific tools employed to collect and analyze the data be
available for review. And of course, since the collected data and the statistical analysis can confirm (or fail
to confirm) the key concepts and theories presented in the previous chapters, it was prudent that the data be
available for further analysis or interpretation.
The first six appendices (A - F) present examples of the forms employed to collect the data, the next three
appendices (G - I) display the collected data, the following two appendices (J - K) present the statistics, and
the last appendix (L) displays the data used to inform the intergenerational urban space design guides.
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APPENDIX A

Photographic Images (Simulation): Urban Public Spaces
The two pieces of information included within Appendix A are associated with the design expert judgment
scene sampling procedure employed to select the images to accompany the survey instrument used in the
study (see section 3.4.3). Figures A.1.1 through A.1.32 show the final 192 urban public space simulations
(photographic images) from which black and white cards were created to conduct the last three steps in the
scene sampling exercise. A close scrutiny of the images will show from which urban centers the final 24
images used with the survey questionnaire were culled. All photographs were taken by the author as part of
documentation of human use of public outdoor spaces and are © copyright 2009 by Michael R. Layne, all
right reserved. Figures A.2.1 and A.2.2 are a sample of the program and protocol provided to the design
expert judges for conducting their part in the scene sampling procedure.

Figure A.1.2. Sheet B (Images B1-B4), 3rd
Street Promenade #2, Santa Monica, California

Figure A.1.1. Sheet A (Images A1-A8), 3rd
Street Promenade #1, Santa Monica, California

Figure A.1.3. Sheet C (Images C1-C3),
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Figure A.1.4. Sheet D (Images D1-D2), Roman
Catholic Cathedral, Los Angles, California

Figure A.1.5. Sheet E (Images E1-E6), Central
Area of Los Angles, California

Figure A.1.6. Sheet F (Images F1-F5), Misc. of
Philadelphia, PA, Whittier, CA and Huntington
Gardens, San Marino, California

Figure A.1.7. Sheet G (Images G1-G8), Getty
Center #1, Los Angeles, California
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Figure A.1.9. Sheet J (Images J1-J8), Getty
Center #3, Los Angeles, California

Figure A.1.8. Sheet H (Images H1-H8), Getty
Center #2, Los Angeles, California

Figure A.1.10. Sheet L (Images L1-L3), Hsi Lai
Temple, Hacienda Heights, California
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Figure A.1.11. Sheet M (Images M1-M8),
Huntington Gardens #1, San Marino, California

Figure A.1.12. Sheet N (Images N1-N8),
Huntington Gardens #2, San Marino, California

Figure A.1.13. Sheet P (Images P1-P5),
Huntington Gardens #3, San Marino, California
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Figure A.1.14. Sheet Q (Images Q1-Q8), Misc.
#1 of Santa Monica and Central Los Angeles,
California

Figure A.1.15. Sheet R (Images R1-R8), Misc.
#2 of Whittier, Huntington Gardens and Central
Los Angeles, California

Figure A.1.17. Sheet T (Images T1-T2),
Minneapolis, Minn. and New Bern, North Carolina

Figure A.1.16. Sheet S (Images S1-S6), Misc.
#3 of Whittier, Venice Beach, San Marino and
Central Los Angeles, California
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Figure A.1.19. Sheet V (Images V1-V4),
Philadelphia Area #2, Pennsylvania

Figure A.1.18. Sheet U (Images U1-U8),
Philadelphia #1, Pennsylvania

Figure A.1.20. Sheet W (Images W1-W8),
Sacramento #1, California
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Figure A.1.22. Sheet Y (Images Y1-Y3),
Sacramento #3, California

Figure A.1.21. Sheet X (Images X1-X8),
Sacramento #2, California

Figure A.1.23. Sheet Z (Images Z1-Z8),
San Jose, California
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Figure A.1.25. Sheet BB (Images BB1-BB6),
Misc. Settings #2 from North, South, Midwest
and Western, USA

Figure A.1.24. Sheet AA (Images AA1-AA8),
Misc. Settings #1 from Midwest and South, USA
California

Figure A.1.26. Sheet CC (Images CC1-CC3),
Misc. Settings #3 from Philadelphia Area, Penn.
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Figure A.1.27. Sheet DD (Images DD1-DD8),
Venice Beach #1, California

Figure A.1.28. Sheet EE (Images EE1-EE8),
Venice Beach #2, California

Figure A.1.29. Sheet FF (Image FF1),
Venice Beach #3, California
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Figure A.1.30. Sheet GG (Images GG1-GG8),
Whittier #1, California

Figure A.1.31. Sheet HH (Images HH1-HH8),
Whittier #2, California

Figure A.1.32. Sheet JJ (Images JJ1-JJ2),
Whittier #3, California
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February 5, 2004

Michael Layne, PhD Candidate
College of Design, NCSU

Request for Assistance: Selecting Urban Public Space Images for Intergenerational Dissertation Research Study
Expert Judges: Design Professionals, Graduate Students, and Faculty in the Environmental Design Disciplines of
Architecture and Landscape Architecture
Purpose of Request: Conduct a scene sampling procedure with design professionals to ensure that the most appropriate
representation of urban public spaces (photographic simulations) will be available for use in the age comparative study seeking
to understand the values youth and older adults place on public spaces that could support their social interaction.
Design Expert Panel: Twelve urban space design experts from professional practice or academia nominated by project work
team to take part in the exercise. Reflecting a wide variety of experience, each panel member has been selected because of
his/her unique training and qualifications as a practicing professional in the environmental design field.
Task and Time Frame: Based upon the following criteria developed by the project work team. each expert will be asked to
conduct an independent multiple-sorting task using 56 photographic images to provide an expert judgment in selecting the
final 24 urban space images to be employed in the study. The task will include the sorting of the images according to eight
types of urban space settings (court, plaza, garden, promenade, landscape park, mini-park, path, street) and should take
approximately one hour to complete. Specific locations and times for photo image sorting sessions can be arranged to meet the
individual convenience of each design expert respondent.
Sharing of Results: After tallying the 12 individual multi-sorting task results, a rank ordering by value of the 56 photographic
images will be conducted. The top three most valued photographic images from each of the eight space types will then be
selected, totaling 24 images to be used in the study. All expert panel members will be informed of the results and if interested,
the results of the dissertation study when completed.
Urban Space Image Selection Criteria: Taken of major public space activity districts or city centers located in 70 large
metro areas and small cities in the USA, Canada, and the UK, approximately 4,000 color slides, prints, and digital images were
reviewed by the work team. Through seven separate steps to provide the best possible images for the multi-sorting task, the
following criterion was used as a guide in culling those images down to 56. The goal was to make sure that all urban space
types were represented while assuring that a manageable number of pictures were made available for the design expert
judgment process. Along with the following five intergenerational affordances, spotlighted as important factors in youth and
older adults selecting a space for social exchange, the judges should also consider all of the following criteria when choosing
the most appropriate images for the study.
Five Intergenerational Affordances
1.
Sense of safety/security
2.
Welcoming messages/perception of belonging
3.
Flexible enough to accommodate various types of use
4.
Supports differing physical abilities
5.
Promotes interpersonal engagement
Urban Space Types
pathway
esplanade
galleria
playground
public mkt.
promenade
square
atrium
sidewalk
wharf
street scene

festival site
city square
transit mall
concourse
market place
street corner
farmer’s mkt.
outdoor café
street seating
boardwalk
entry plaza

pool
plaza
forecourt
garden
piazza
fountain
strip mall
museum
park
walk

path
alley
terrace
arcade
street
gallery
stairs
patio
zoo
mall

courtyard
pedestrian connector
amusement park
large indoor space
open lawn
roof garden
museum setting
corporate foyer
transit foyer
vest-pocket park

Figure A.2.1. First Page of Scene Sampling and Protocol Document Employed by Design
Experts in Scene Sampling Judgment Procedure for Selecting Images for Survey
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Guiding Principles for Spaces
• Could be Used by People of All Ages
• Could be Visited by Self, Pair, or Small Group
• A Place for Social Interchange
• Environmental Interesting
• Public or quasi-public space
• Urban Feeling (not rural)
• Designed or Could Be Designed
• Mixtures of Built and Natural Features
• Opportunities to Stop or Rest
Graphic/Visual Considerations (Set 1)
• Detail or Close-up Shots Reduced
• No Unattractive or Mundane Sites Used
• Panorama and Distant Shots Eliminated
• Dark, Light, or Poorly Developed Images Removed
• Rainy Conditions Eliminated
Graphic/Visual Considerations (Set 2)
• Backdrop Interest Keep to Minimum
• Defined Boundaries When Possible
• Spaces of Similar Scale
• Not to Many People – Not Crowded
• Images of Recognizable Places Eliminated
Graphic/Visual Considerations (Set 3)
• Elimination of Images with No People Visible
Graphic/Visual Considerations (Set 4)
• Eye Level View - No Birds-Eye Views)
• Single Focal Points Reduced
• Specific Architectural Buildings or Single Building Views Eliminated
• Reflections of Other Cultures Removed
• Make Sure All Eight Scene Types Represented
• Duplicate Images of Scenes Removed

Additional Information – Dissertation Research Study:
Study Title: "Supporting Intergenerational Interaction: Affordance of Urban Public Spaces"
Principle Investigator: Michael R. Layne, doctoral candidate, PhD in Design
Community and Environmental Design • College of Design, NC State University
Contact info: 919.571.8286 • layne@legacyworks.com
Doctoral Committee Co-Chairs:
Distinguished Professor Henry Sanoff (Architecture) & Dr. Shishir Raval (Landscape Architecture)
Purpose of Study: The objective is to understand what role the physical environment plays in intergenerational (IG) exchanges.
Specifically, which factors are most important, and how these principles are applied to the design of public open spaces.
Participants: Active older adults and pre-adolescent youth living in the Triangle area of North Carolina who would be prime
candidates for intergenerational mentoring programs
Survey Procedure: Based upon five conditional affordances (feeling of safety, a sense of belonging, accommodation for
different activities, support of differing physical abilities and promotion of interpersonal engagement), youth and older adults
will participate in a photo preference survey of public spaces such as plazas, malls, parks, and streets in order to understand
what they believe are important considerations in providing supportive environments for intergenerational social exchange.

Figure A.2.2. Second Page of Scene Sampling and Protocol Document Employed by Design
Experts in Scene Sampling Judgment Procedure for Selecting Images for Survey
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APPENDIX B

Survey Instruments: Youth and Older Adults
The six items included within Appendix B reflect three stages in the development of the survey questionnaire
and are examples of the draft, pretest, and final survey instruments used to collect data from the participant
youth and older adults participants (see section 3.4.2). Figures B1.1 - B.1.5 show the four pages of the initial
draft of the older adult survey instrument created during the questionnaire development. The next three
samples are of the three survey instruments employed in the pretest exercise with Figures B.2.1 – B2.3 a
copy of the three pages of the pretest questionnaire given to a male and female youth. And Figures B.2.4 –
B.2.6 is a sample of the three page pretest questionnaire given to a male and female older adult, while
Figures B.2.7 – B.2.9 is a sample of the three page pretest questionnaire given to two intergenerational
experts. Appendix B finishes with samples of the resulting two survey questionnaires used in the collection
of the responses of the study participants (Figures B.3.1 – B.3.3: three page youth survey instrument and
Figures B.3.4 – B.3.6: three page older adult survey instrument).
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North Carolina State University • College of Design
Raleigh, North Carolina

Older Adult Survey Form

"SUPPORTING INTERGENERATIONAL INTERACTION:
AFFORDANCE OF URBAN PUBLIC SPACES"
Principal Investigator: Michael R. Layne
PhD. committee co-chairs: Distinguished Prof. Henry Sanoff and Dr. Shishir Raval

This survey session will take between 1 and 1 1/2 hours to complete and consists of two major activities: rating
of photographic images of public open spaces for their ability to support your needs, and answering a few
questions about you and your favorite public open space that you visit with a friend. If you have any questions
in filling out the survey, please ask one of the assistants to help you. There are no right or wrong answers, so
just respond to the questions the best you can. After you finished with the survey, please let one of the assistants
know so we can review your answers with you and collect the completed forms.
Do not write your name on this form. We do not want to be able to connect your name to any specific responses.
Thank you so much for your help. Your answers are very important to us!

Task # 1
Spread the stack of photographic cards representing public open spaces out in front of you so you can see them all clearly.
Please select the five (5) images that you would most like to visit with a friend who is close to you in age and the five (5)
that you would least like to visit with the same friend. Put the five cards from each group into two separate stacks in order
of importance, with the most preferred on top and the least preferred on the bottom. List the ten images, by number and
letter shown on the face of each card, on the lines provided below. On the appropriate line, describe what is it about the
most preferred public open space (top card) that you feel is significant in choosing it as a good place to visit with your
friend. On the appropriate line, describe what it is about the least preferred public open space (bottom card) that you
feel is most significant in choosing it as a bad place to visit with a friend.
A. Five most preferred images of public open spaces for visiting with a friend (most preferred on top).
1. __________
What is it about this space (top card) that makes it your most preferred place to visit with a friend?
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. __________
3. __________
4. __________
5. __________
B. Five least preferred images of public open spaces for visiting with a friend (least preferred on bottom).
5. __________
4. __________
3. __________
2. __________
1. __________
What is it about this space (bottom card) that makes it your least preferred place to visit with a friend?
___________________________________________________________________________________

Figure B.1.1. First Page of Initial Draft Older Adult Survey Questionnaire
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Task # 2
Using the letters next to the numbers as a guide, put the cards into five stacks according to the same letters (stack A, stack B,
stack C, stack D, and stack E).
Please sort the cards in stack A according to how safe you would feel in the space if visiting with a friend who is close to your
same age. Put the photographic card that represents the space where you have the highest sense of safety/security on top and
the least safest space on the bottom. List the images, by number and letter shown on the face of each card, on the lines
provided below. On the appropriate line, describe what it is about that particular public open space (top card) that you feel is
significant in choosing it as the safest place to visit with your friend.
A. Five images of safe public open spaces for visiting with a friend (highest sense of safety on top).
1. __________
What is it about this space (top card) that helps you to feel safe/secure if visited with a friend?
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. __________
3. __________
4. __________
5. __________
Next, sort the cards in stack B according to the degree that the spaces have welcoming messages/support a sense of belonging
if visited with a friend who is close to your same age. Put the photographic card that represents the space where you feel the
greatest sense of belonging on top and the card that instills the least sense of belonging on the bottom. List the images, by
number and letter shown on the face of each card, on the lines provided below. On the appropriate line, describe what is it
about that particular public open space (top card) that you feel is significant in choosing it as being most welcoming and
supporting a sense of belonging if visited with your friend.
B. Five images of welcoming public open spaces for visiting with a friend (greatest sense of belonging on top).
1. __________
What is it about this space (top card) that is most welcoming or supports a sense of belonging if visited with a friend?
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. __________
3. __________
4. __________
5. __________
Next, sort the cards in stack C according to the degree that the spaces seem flexible enough to provide for various types of use
if visiting with a friend who is close to your same age. Put the photographic card that represents the space where you feel the
greatest types of activities can occur on top and the card that promotes the least variety of activities on the bottom. List the
images, by number and letter shown on the face of each card, on the lines provided below. On the appropriate line, describe
what is it about that particular public open space (top card) that you feel is significant in choosing it as being most flexible in
providing for various types of use if visited with your friend.
C. Five images representing variety of activity in public open spaces for visiting with a friend (greatest variety on top).
1. __________
What is it about this space (top card) that seems to indicate it is flexible enough to provide for various types of use if visited
with a friend?
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. __________
3. __________
4. __________
5. __________

Figure B.1.2. Second Page of Initial Draft Older Adult Survey Questionnaire
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D. Five images representing accommodation for differing physical abilities in public open spaces for visiting with a friend
(greatest physical accommodations on top).
1. __________
What is it about this space (top card) that seems to indicate it would accommodate differing physical abilities if visited with
a friend?
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. __________
3. __________
4. __________
5. __________
Last, sort the cards in stack E according to the degree that the spaces seem to promoted a chance for interpersonal engagement
between you and your same-age friend. Put the photographic card that represents the space where you feel the greatest chance
for interpersonal engagement on top and the card that represents the least chance for interpersonal engagement on the bottom.
List the images, by number and letter shown on the face of each card, on the lines provided below. On the appropriate line,
describe what is it about that particular public open space (top card) that you feel is significant in selecting it as the greatest
opportunity for interpersonal exchange with your friend.

E. Five images representing a chance for interpersonal engagement in public open spaces when visiting with a friend (greatest
chance for interpersonal exchange on top).
1. __________
What is it about this space (top card) that seems to indicate it would accommodate differing physical abilities if visited with
a friend?
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. __________
3. __________
4. __________
5. __________
On the following lines, list the previously mentioned five reasons for public spaces being supportive when visited with a friend
by letter in order of importance (A - feeling of security/safety, B - welcoming messages/sense of belonging, C - flexible
enough to accommodate a variety of uses, D - supports differing physical abilities, and E - promotes interpersonal exchange.
Put the most important consideration on the first line after # 1 and the least important consideration on the last line #5.
F. Rating of five factors for public open spaces to be supportive if visited with a same-age friend (most important to least
important).
1. __________
2. __________
3. __________
4. __________
5. __________

Figure B.1.3. Third Page of Initial Draft Older Adult Survey Questionnaire
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Task # 3
Close your eyes for a few moments and think about your favorite public outdoor space that is located in the Triangle area that
you like to visit with a friend who is close to your same-age. Write down the specific name, and its specific location by
writing down the nearest cross streets on the appropriate lines below. Select the appropriate distance the public space is from
your house and the type of transportation you use to travel to the place. Finally, on the appropriate line, describe what is it
about that particular public open space that you feel is significant in selecting it as a place that supports you visiting there with
a same-age friend.
A. Specific name of favorite public outdoor space located in greater Triangle area to visit with a friend.
___________________________________________________________________________________
B. Specific location of favorite public outdoor space to visit with a friend (name of closest cross streets or other landmark).
___________________________________________________________________________________
C. Distance from your home (please check the one that applies)
Same Neighborhood ____
I to 3 miles ____ 4 to 10 miles ____
11 to 20 miles ___
21 to 35 miles ____ 36 to 50 miles ____
Over 50 miles _____
D. How do you get there (please check the one that applies)
Walk ____
Bicycle ____ Bus ____
Car ____ Other (specify) ____
E. What is it about your favorite public open space that makes it supportive for visiting with a friend?
___________________________________________________________________________________

Task # 4
Take a few moments to relax, take a few deep breaths.
Again, spread the stack of photographic cards representing public open spaces out in front of you so you can see them all
clearly. Please select the one (1) image that you feel is most supportive if you were to visit that place with a friend who is 10
and 17 years of age and the one (1) images that you feel is least supportive if you were to visit that place with the same young
friend. List the two images, by number and letter shown on the face of each card, on the lines provided below. On the
appropriate line, describe what is it about the most preferred public open space (top card) that you feel is significant in
choosing it as a good place to visit with your young friend. On the appropriate line, describe what is it about the least
preferred public open space (bottom card) that you feel is most significant in choosing it as a bad place to visit with the same
young friend.
A. Most supportive images of public an open space for visiting with a young friend.
1. __________
What is it about this space that makes it the most supportive place if visited with a young friend?
___________________________________________________________________________________
B. Least supportive images of public an open space for visiting with a young friend.
1. __________
What is it about this space that makes it the least supportive place if visited with a young friend?
___________________________________________________________________________________

Task # 5
Please answer the following questions to end this survey. This last few questions are important and remember, we will not be
able to match these answers to any one person, so you anonymity is secure. Thank you so much for letting us know how you
feel about public spaces and for taking the time to assist us in understanding what places are most valuable to you in meeting
your needs. We would be happy to share this information with you after June, 2004.
A. Your Age: ________
B. Gender:
M ___ F ___
C. Ethnicity:
African American ___
Anglo ___ Latino ___

Asian American ___

Native American ____

Figure B.1.4. Fourth Page of Initial Draft Older Adult Survey Questionnaire
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Young Person Survey Form
This session should take about 1 hour to complete. You will be asked to select from 24
pictures and to answer questions to find out how you feel about visiting public spaces
with a friend. If you have any questions in filling out the survey, please ask one of our
team to help you. There are no right or wrong answers, so simply do your best and
have fun! Do not include your name on the survey and thank you for participating!.
• Layout the first set of 8 pictures in any order.

21

7

1

16

15

17

24

18

1 them over and imagine you and a friend enjoying being together in each of the eight places.
• Look
• Choose the one picture that best fits each of the following five situations for you and a friend.
A picture may be chosen more than once.
• Briefly tell us the two most important reasons for choosing the picture.
SITUATIONS

PICTURE #

1ST REASON

2ND REASON

• Safety/Security
1.______
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

2._______________________
_______________________

3._______________________
_______________________

• Sense of Belonging
4.______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

5._______________________
_______________________

6._______________________
_______________________

• Multiple Activities
7.______
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

8._______________________
_______________________

9._______________________
_______________________

• Differing Physical Abilities
10.______
11._______________________ 12.______________________
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)
_______________________
_______________________
• Interpersonal Engagement
13.______
14._______________________ 15.______________________
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend) _______________________
_______________________

• Layout the second set of 8 pictures in any order.

10

2

5

6

20

4

22

23

1 them over and imagine you and a friend enjoying being together in each of the eight places and answer the same
• Look
questions as you did before.
SITUATIONS

PICTURE #

1ST REASON

2ND REASON

• Safety/Security
16.______
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

17._______________________ 18._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Sense of Belonging
19.______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

20._______________________ 21._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Multiple Activities
22.______
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

23._______________________ 24._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Differing Physical Abilities
25.______
26._______________________ 27.______________________
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)
_______________________
_______________________
• Interpersonal Engagement
28.______
29._______________________ 30.______________________
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend) _______________________
_______________________

Figure B.2.1. First Page of Youth Pretest Questionnaire
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• Layout the third set of 8 pictures in any order.

13

9

19

11

8

3

14

12

1 them over and imagine you and a friend enjoying being together in each of the eight places and answer the same
• Look
questions as you did before.
SITUATIONS

PICTURE #

1ST REASON

2ND REASON

• Safety/Security
31.______
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

32._______________________ 33._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Sense of Belonging
34.______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

35._______________________ 36._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Multiple Activities
37.______
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

38._______________________ 39._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Differing Physical Abilities
40.______
41._______________________ 42.______________________
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)
_______________________
_______________________
• Interpersonal Engagement
43.______
44._______________________ 45.______________________
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend) _______________________
_______________________

• Put in order of importance all the following five situations. Give a 5 to the most important and a 1 to the least important to
you in selecting a public space to enjoy being together with a friend.
• Write a single number (using all five value numbers) next to each situation.
• Safety/Security
46.______
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

• Differing Physical Abilities
49.______
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)

• Sense of Belonging
47.______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

• Interpersonal Engagement
50.______
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend)

• Multiple Activities
48.______
(Flexible/accommodate lots of different uses)

Figure B.2.2. Second Page of Youth Pretest Questionnaire
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• Layout all 24 pictures in any order
• Look them over again and imagine yourself enjoying being together with an older adult person in each of the 24 places for
any reasons you feel are important to you
• Organize (sort) the pictures into three (3) groups (8 pictures each) according to your own reasons.
• Write the numbers for each picture (all 24 represented) in the blank boxes.
• Briefly tell us why the pictures fit together. Why are they alike? What do they have in common?
51
PICTURE GROUP #1
• Similarities

52.__________________________________________________________________
53

PICTURE GROUP #2
• Similarities

54.____________________________________________________________________

55
PICTURE GROUP #3
• Similarities

56.____________________________________________________________________

• Close your eyes for a few moments and think about the public spaces, located in your community, that you enjoy or would
enjoy being together with an older adult friend.
• Please answer the following questions
Name of Public Space 57. ________________________________________________________________________
Location of Space (cross streets and city 58. __________________________________________________________
Distance from Home 59. Same Neighborhood __

I - 3 mi __

4 - 10 mi __

11 - 20 mi __

Travel to Favorite Space (check the one you would use most often)
60.
Walk ____
Bicycle ____
Bus ____
Car ____ Other (specify) ___________
What are the reasons you chose this public place?
61.____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
• Please answer the following questions.
We will not be able to match these answers you, so your anonymity is secure.
Your Age (check one) 62.

10 - 13 yrs

Gender 63.

M ___

Ethnicity 64.

African American ___
Anglo ___

__

14 - 17 yrs __

18 yrs and over __

F ___
Asian American ___
Latino ___

Native American ___

Thank you so much for letting us know how you feel about public spaces and for taking the time to
assist us in understanding what places are most valuable to you in meeting your needs. We would be
happy to share the results of this study with you after June, 2004.

Figure B.2.3. Third Page of Youth Pretest Questionnaire
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Older Adult Survey Form
This session should take about 1 hour to complete. You will be asked to select from 24
pictures and to answer questions to find out how you feel about visiting public spaces
with a friend. If you have any questions in filling out the survey, please ask one of our
team to help you. There are no right or wrong answers, so simply do your best and
have fun! Do not include your name on the survey and thank you for participating!.
• Layout the first set of 8 pictures in any order.

21

7

1

16

15

17

24

18

1 them over and imagine you and a friend enjoying being together in each of the eight places.
• Look
• Choose the one picture that best fits each of the following five situations for you and a friend.
A picture may be chosen more than once.
• Briefly tell us the two most important reasons for choosing the picture.
SITUATIONS

PICTURE #

1ST REASON

2ND REASON

• Safety/Security
1.______
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

2._______________________
_______________________

3._______________________
_______________________

• Sense of Belonging
4.______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

5._______________________
_______________________

6._______________________
_______________________

• Multiple Activities
7.______
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

8._______________________
_______________________

9._______________________
_______________________

• Differing Physical Abilities
10.______
11._______________________ 12.______________________
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)
_______________________
_______________________
• Interpersonal Engagement
13.______
14._______________________ 15.______________________
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend) _______________________
_______________________

• Layout the second set of 8 pictures in any order.

10

2

5

6

20

4

22

23

1 them over and imagine you and a friend enjoying being together in each of the eight places and answer the same
• Look
questions as you did before.
SITUATIONS

PICTURE #

1ST REASON

2ND REASON

• Safety/Security
16.______
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

17._______________________ 18._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Sense of Belonging
19.______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

20._______________________ 21._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Multiple Activities
22.______
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

23._______________________ 24._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Differing Physical Abilities
25.______
26._______________________ 27.______________________
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)
_______________________
_______________________
• Interpersonal Engagement
28.______
29._______________________ 30.______________________
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend) _______________________
_______________________

Figure B.2.4. First Page of Older Adult Pretest Questionnaire
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• Layout the third set of 8 pictures in any order.

13

9

19

11

8

3

14

12

1 them over and imagine you and a friend enjoying being together in each of the eight places and answer the same
• Look
questions as you did before.
SITUATIONS

PICTURE #

1ST REASON

2ND REASON

• Safety/Security
31.______
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

32._______________________ 33._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Sense of Belonging
34.______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

35._______________________ 36._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Multiple Activities
37.______
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

38._______________________ 39._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Differing Physical Abilities
40.______
41._______________________ 42.______________________
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)
_______________________
_______________________
• Interpersonal Engagement
43.______
44._______________________ 45.______________________
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend) _______________________
_______________________

• Put in order of importance all the following five situations. Give a 5 to the most important and a 1 to the least important to
you in selecting a public space to enjoy being together with a friend.
• Write a single number (using all five value numbers) next to each situation.
• Safety/Security
46.______
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

• Differing Physical Abilities
49.______
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)

• Sense of Belonging
47.______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

• Interpersonal Engagement
50.______
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend)

• Multiple Activities
48.______
(Flexible/accommodate lots of different uses)

Figure B.2.5. Second Page of Older Adult Pretest Questionnaire
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• Layout all 24 pictures in any order
• Look them over again and imagine yourself enjoying being together with a young person in each of the 24 places for
any reasons you feel are important to you
• Organize (sort) the pictures into three (3) groups (8 pictures each) according to your own reasons.
• Write the numbers for each picture (all 24 represented) in the blank boxes.
• Briefly tell us why the pictures fit together. Why are they alike? What do they have in common?
51
PICTURE GROUP #1
• Similarities

52.__________________________________________________________________

53
PICTURE GROUP #2
• Similarities

54.____________________________________________________________________

55
PICTURE GROUP #3
• Similarities

56.____________________________________________________________________

• Close your eyes for a few moments and think about the public spaces, located in your community, that you enjoy or would
enjoy being together with a young friend.
• Please answer the following questions
Name of Public Space 57. ________________________________________________________________________
Location of Space (cross streets and city 58. __________________________________________________________
Distance from Home 59. Same Neighborhood __

I - 3 mi __

4 - 10 mi __

11 - 20 mi __

Travel to Favorite Space (check the one you would use most often)
60.
Walk ____
Bicycle ____
Bus ____
Car ____ Other (specify) ___________
What are the reasons you chose this public place?
61.____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
• Please answer the following questions.
We will not be able to match these answers you, so your anonymity is secure.
Your Age (check one) 62.

50-59 yrs

Gender 63.

M ___

Ethnicity 64.

African American ___
Anglo ___

__

60-79 yrs __

80-99 yrs __

over 100 yrs __

F ___
Asian American ___
Latino ___

Native American ___

Thank you so much for letting us know how you feel about public spaces and for taking the time to
assist us in understanding what places are most valuable to you in meeting your needs. We would be
happy to share the results of this study with you after June, 2004.

Figure B.2.6. Third Page of Older Adult Pretest Questionnaire
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North Carolina State University • College of Design
Raleigh, North Carolina

Intergenerational Expert Survey Form
"SUPPORTING INTERGENERATIONAL INTERACTION:
AFFORDANCE OF URBAN PUBLIC SPACES"
Principal Investigator: Michael R. Layne
PhD. committee co-chairs: Distinguished Prof. Henry Sanoff and Dr. Shishir Raval

This survey session should take between 30 minutes and 1 hour to complete. As an expert in the field of
intergenerational (IG) studies, you will be asked to rate pictures (set of 24) of public spaces in meeting five IG
criteria if visited by a pair of intergenerational friends and to share the reasons for your selections. If you have
any questions in filling out the survey, please contact the principal investigator at 919.571.8286 or
layne@legacyworks.com. There are no right or wrong answers, so simply do your best and have fun! Do not
include your name on the survey. Thank you for participating in this survey.
• Review the first set of 8 pictures.

21

7

1

16

15

17

24

18

1 a pair of IG friend (older adult over 55 yrs. & a youth 10-13 yrs.) enjoying being together in each of the eight places.
• Imagine
• Select one picture for each of the five IG criteria that would most support a visit by the IG pair.
• Briefly describe what it is about the space (the most important reason) that guided your choice.
SITUATIONS

PICTURE #

1ST REASON

2ND REASON

• Safety/Security
1.______
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

2._______________________
_______________________

3._______________________
_______________________

• Sense of Belonging
4.______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

5._______________________
_______________________

6._______________________
_______________________

• Multiple Activities
7.______
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

8._______________________
_______________________

9._______________________
_______________________

• Differing Physical Abilities
10.______
11._______________________ 12.______________________
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)
_______________________
_______________________
• Interpersonal Engagement
13.______
14._______________________ 15.______________________
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend) _______________________
_______________________
• Review the second set of 8 pictures

10

2

5

6

20

4

22

23

1 a pair of IG friends enjoying being together in each of these eight places and follow the same steps as you did
• Imagine
for the previous set of pictures.
SITUATIONS

PICTURE #

1ST REASON

2ND REASON

• Safety/Security
16.______
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

17._______________________ 18._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Sense of Belonging
19.______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

20._______________________ 21._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Figure B.2.7. First Page of Intergenerational Expert Pretest Questionnaire
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• Multiple Activities
22.______
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

23._______________________ 24._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Differing Physical Abilities
25.______
26._______________________ 27.______________________
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)
_______________________
_______________________
• Interpersonal Engagement
28.______
29._______________________ 30.______________________
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend) _______________________
_______________________

• Review the third set of 8 pictures

13

9

19

11

8

3

14

12

1
• Imagine
a pair of IG friends enjoying being together in each of these eight places and follow the same steps as you did
for the previous set of pictures.
SITUATIONS

PICTURE #

1ST REASON

2ND REASON

• Safety/Security
31.______
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

32._______________________ 33._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Sense of Belonging
34.______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

35._______________________ 36._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Multiple Activities
37.______
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

38._______________________ 39._______________________
_______________________
_______________________

• Differing Physical Abilities
40.______
41._______________________ 42.______________________
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)
_______________________
_______________________
• Interpersonal Engagement
43.______
44._______________________ 45.______________________
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend) _______________________
_______________________
• Review all 24 pictures
• Imagine a pair of IG friends (older adult over 55 yrs. and a youth 10 - 13 yrs.) enjoying being together in each of the 24
places for any reasons you feel are important.
• Organize (sort) the pictures into three (3) groups (8 pictures each) according to your own reasons.
• Write the numbers for each picture of the three sets in the blank boxes
• Briefly describe what it is about the spaces that make them fit together in a group. Why are they alike? What do they
have in common?
46
PICTURE GROUP #1
• Similarities

47.__________________________________________________________________
48

PICTURE GROUP #2
• Similarities

49.____________________________________________________________________

50
PICTURE GROUP #3
• Similarities

51.____________________________________________________________________

Figure B.2.8. Second Page of Intergenerational Expert Pretest Questionnaire
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• Close your eyes for a few moments and think about the public spaces, located in your community, that you enjoy or
would enjoy being together with a young friend.
• Please describe that public space.
Name of Public Space 52. ________________________________________________________________________
Location of Space (cross streets and city) 53. __________________________________________________________
Distance from Home 54. Same Neighborhood __

I - 3 mi __

4 - 10 mi __

11 - 20 mi __

Travel to Favorite Space (check the one you would use most often)
55.
Walk ____
Bicycle ____
Bus ____
Car ____ Other (specify) ___________
What are the reasons you chose this public place?
56.____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

• Please answer the following questions.
We will not be able to match these answers you, so your anonymity is secure.
Your Age (check one) 57.

under 18 yrs __
50 - 59 yrs __

Gender 58.

M ___

Ethnicity 59.

African American ___
Anglo ___

18 - 29 yrs __
60 - 79 yrs __

30 - 39 yrs __
80 - 99 yrs __

40 - 49 yrs __
over 100 yrs __

F ___
Asian American ___
Latino ___

Native American ___

Number of Years in Intergenerational Field 60. ___ yrs
Intergenerational Professional Category 61. (check all that apply)
Practice ____ Research ____ Teaching ____

Service ____

Intergenerational Program/Organization Type 62.
(Please describe the type(s) of intergenerational program/s and how you are involved
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Thank you so much for letting us know how you feel about public spaces and for taking the time to
assist us in understanding what places are most valuable in meeting the needs of intergenerational
pairs. We would be happy to share the results with you after June, 2004.

Figure B.2.9. Third Page of Intergenerational Expert Pretest Questionnaire
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Young Person Survey Form
This session should take less than an hour to complete. You will be asked to select from 24 pictures
and to answer questions to find out how you feel about visiting public spaces with a friend. If you have
any questions in filling out the survey, please ask one of our team members to help you. There are no
right or wrong answers! Simply follow the steps and answer the questions. Have fun!
• Please complete the following three sections using the same actions but with different pictures.
• Lay out the first set of 8 pictures in any order.

1

7

15

16

17

18

21

24

• Look them over and imagine you and a friend enjoying being together in each of the eight places.
• Choose the one picture that best fits each of the following five situations for you and a friend.
A picture may be chosen more than once.
• Briefly tell us the most important reason for choosing the picture.
FIVE SITUATIONS

LIST PICTURE #

• SAFETY/SECURITY
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

YOUR REASON FOR CHOICE

______

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• SENSE OF BELONGING
______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• MULTIPLE ACTIVITIES
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

______

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• DIFFERING PHYSICAL ABILITIES
______
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• INTERPERSONAL ENGAGEMENT
______
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend)
* * * * * *
• Lay out the second set of 8 pictures in any order.

2

4

5

6

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
*
* * * * * *

10

20

22

23

• Look them over and imagine you and a friend enjoying being together in each of the eight places and answer the same
questions as you did before.

FIVE SITUATIONS

LIST PICTURE #

• SAFETY/SECURITY
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

YOUR REASON FOR CHOICE

______

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• SENSE OF BELONGING
______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• MULTIPLE ACTIVITIES
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

______

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• DIFFERING PHYSICAL ABILITIES
______
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• INTERPERSONAL ENGAGEMENT
______
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend)

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

Figure B.3.1. First Page of Youth Questionnaire Employed in Study
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• Lay out the second set of 8 pictures in any order.

3

8

9

11

12

13

14

19

• Look them over and imagine you and a friend enjoying being together in each of the eight places and answer the same
questions as you did before.

FIVE SITUATIONS

LIST PICTURE #

• SAFETY/SECURITY
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

YOUR REASON FOR CHOICE

______

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• SENSE OF BELONGING
______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• MULTIPLE ACTIVITIES
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

______

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• DIFFERING PHYSICAL ABILITIES
______
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• INTERPERSONAL ENGAGEMENT
______
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend)

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• Number each of the following five situations in order of importance when you choose a public space to enjoy being
together with a friend. Each line should have a different number from 1 to 5.
• Put a 5 on the line next to the first most important situation.
• Put a 4 on the line next to the second most important situation.
• Put a 3 next to the third most important situation
• Put a 2 next to the fourth most important situation
• Put a 1 on the line next to the least important situation
• SAFETY/SECURITY
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

______

• SENSE OF BELONGING
______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)
• MULTIPLE ACTIVITIES
(Flexible/accommodate lots of different uses)

______

• DIFFERING PHYSICAL ABILITIES
______
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)
• INTERPERSONAL ENGAGEMENT
______
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend)

Figure B.3.2. Second Page of Youth Questionnaire Employed in Study
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• Layout all 24 pictures in any order
• Look them over again and imagine yourself enjoying being together with an older adult friend in each of the 24 places for
any reasons you feel are important to you
• Organize (sort) the pictures into three (3) groups (8 pictures each) according to your own reasons.
• Write the numbers for each picture (all 24 represented) in the blank boxes.
• Briefly tell us why the pictures fit together. Why are they alike? What do they have in common?

PICTURE GROUP #1

• Similarities

____________________________________________________________________

PICTURE GROUP #2
• Similarities

____________________________________________________________________

PICTURE GROUP #3

_____________________________________________

• Similarities

* * * * * *

*

* * * * * *

• Close your eyes for a few moments and think about the public spaces, located in your community, that you enjoy or would
enjoy being together with an older adult friend.
• Please tell us about that public space.
Name of Public Space __________________________________________________________________________
Location of Space closest cross streets ___________________________________ city ______________________
Distance from Home

Same Neighborhood __

I - 3 mi __

4 - 10 mi __

11 - 20 mi __

How You Get There (check the one you use most often)
Walk ____ Bicycle ____ Bus ____
Car ____ Other (specify) ___________
What are the reasons you chose this public place?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
* * * * * *
*
* * * * * *
• Please answer the following questions.
We will not be able to match these answers to you, so your anonymity is secure.
Your Age (check one)
Gender
Ethnicity

10 - 13 yrs

__

14 - 17 yrs __

18 years and over __

M ___ F ___
African American ___
Anglo American ___

Asian American ___
Latin American ___

Native American ___

Thank you so much for letting us know what places are most valuable to you!

Figure B.3.3. Third Page of Youth Questionnaire Employed in Study
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Older Adult Survey Form
This session should take about 1hour to complete. You will be asked to select from 24 pictures and to
answer questions to find out how you feel about visiting public spaces with a friend. If you have any
questions in filling out the survey, please ask one of our team members to help you. There are no right
or wrong answers! Simply follow the steps and answer the questions. Have fun!
• Please complete the following three sections using the same actions but with different pictures.
• Lay out the first set of 8 pictures in any order.

1

7

15

16

17

18

21

24

• Look them over and imagine you and a friend enjoying being together in each of the eight places.
• Choose the one picture that best fits each of the following five situations for you and a friend.
A picture may be chosen more than once.
• Briefly tell us the most important reason for choosing the picture.
FIVE SITUATIONS

LIST PICTURE #

• SAFETY/SECURITY
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

YOUR REASON FOR CHOICE

______

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• SENSE OF BELONGING
______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• MULTIPLE ACTIVITIES
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

______

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• DIFFERING PHYSICAL ABILITIES
______
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• INTERPERSONAL ENGAGEMENT
______
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend)
* * * * * *
• Lay out the second set of 8 pictures in any order.

2

4

5

6

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
*
* * * * * *

10

20

22

23

• Look them over and imagine you and a friend enjoying being together in each of the eight places and answer the same
questions as you did before.

FIVE SITUATIONS

LIST PICTURE #

• SAFETY/SECURITY
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

YOUR REASON FOR CHOICE

______

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• SENSE OF BELONGING
______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• MULTIPLE ACTIVITIES
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

______

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• DIFFERING PHYSICAL ABILITIES
______
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• INTERPERSONAL ENGAGEMENT
______
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend)

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

Figure B.3.4. First Page of Older Adult Questionnaire Employed in Study
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• Lay out the second set of 8 pictures in any order.

3

8

9

11

12

13

14

19

• Look them over and imagine you and a friend enjoying being together in each of the eight places and answer the same
questions as you did before.

FIVE SITUATIONS

LIST PICTURE #

• SAFETY/SECURITY
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

YOUR REASON FOR CHOICE

______

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• SENSE OF BELONGING
______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• MULTIPLE ACTIVITIES
(Flexible/accommodates lots of different uses)

______

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• DIFFERING PHYSICAL ABILITIES
______
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• INTERPERSONAL ENGAGEMENT
______
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend)

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

• Number each of the following five situations in order of importance when you choose a public space to enjoy being
together with a friend. Each line should have a different number from 1 to 5.
• Put a 5 on the line next to the first most important situation.
• Put a 4 on the line next to the second most important situation.
• Put a 3 next to the third most important situation
• Put a 2 next to the fourth most important situation
• Put a 1 on the line next to the least important situation
• SAFETY/SECURITY
(Encourages a feeling of personal safety)

______

• SENSE OF BELONGING
______
(Welcoming messages/a connection to the space)
• MULTIPLE ACTIVITIES
(Flexible/accommodate lots of different uses)

______

• DIFFERING PHYSICAL ABILITIES
______
(Supports mobility/people of all ages can get around)
• INTERPERSONAL ENGAGEMENT
______
(Provides for connecting/communicating with a friend)

Figure B.3.5. Second Page of Older Adult Questionnaire Employed in Study
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• Layout all 24 pictures in any order
• Look them over again and imagine yourself enjoying being together with a young friend in each of the 24 places for
any reasons you feel are important to you
• Organize (sort) the pictures into three (3) groups (8 pictures each) according to your own reasons.
• Write the numbers for each picture (all 24 represented) in the blank boxes.
• Briefly tell us why the pictures fit together. Why are they alike? What do they have in common?

PICTURE GROUP #1

• Similarities

____________________________________________________________________

PICTURE GROUP #2
• Similarities

____________________________________________________________________

PICTURE GROUP #3

_____________________________________________

• Similarities

* * * * * *

*

* * * * * *

• Close your eyes for a few moments and think about the public spaces, located in your community, that you enjoy or would
enjoy being together with a young friend.
• Please tell us about that public space.
Name of Public Space __________________________________________________________________________
Location of Space closest cross streets ___________________________________ city ______________________
Distance from Home

Same Neighborhood __

I - 3 mi __

4 - 10 mi __

11 - 20 mi __

How You Get There (check the one you use most often)
Walk ____ Bicycle ____ Bus ____
Car ____ Other (specify) ___________
What are the reasons you chose this public place?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
* * * * * *
*
* * * * * *
• Please answer the following questions.
We will not be able to match these answers to you, so your anonymity is secure.
Your Age (check one)
Gender
Ethnicity

50 - 59 yrs

__

60 - 79 yrs __

80 - 99 yrs __

over 100 yrs __

M ___ F ___
African American ___
Anglo American ___

Asian American ___
Latin American ___

Native American ___

Thank you so much for letting us know what places are most valuable to you!

Figure B.3.6. Third Page of Older Adult Questionnaire Employed in Study
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APPENDIX C

Fieldwork: Survey Session Announcements and Posters
The ten items displayed within Appendix C are examples of the public relations documents created to
promote and recruit participation from youth and older adults in the study and the more practical documents
for managing the survey sessions (see section 3.5.2 for details). Specifically, Figures C.1.1 and C.1.2 are the
written notes that were used to guide the talks presented at the various sites requesting participation by
members for the two age groups. Figure C.2.1 is an example of the required sign up sheets that was posted at
several older adult venues and Figure C.2.2 was used to collect the names of older adults who would be
taking the surveys at their own residences. The remaining request for participation announcements (Figures
C.3.1 and C.3.2) and promotional flyers (figures C.4.1 and C.4.2) were exhibited at the spotlighted
community centers, recreation centers, older adult housing complexes, senior program locations and Boys
and Girls Clubs requesting youth and older adult participation in the study. The final document is a sample
of the letter sent to the director of the Foster Grandparent Program, with specific purpose and implications of
the study, describing the session procedures, affirmation of 70 lunches for the attending older adults, and
specifying the facility set up requirements for conducting the study (Figure C.5.1).
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Outline - Request for Participation by Young People in Public Space Study

Boys and Girls Club Members (and Parents)

• Michael Layne - completing doctoral studies - NC State University's College of Design
• Artist, educator, and urban designer - improving people's lives through better gardens, parks, plazas, malls, and other public
places
• Improve understanding of good public place - "Supporting Intergenerational Interaction: Affordance of Urban Public
Spaces."
• Research speak for - What is it about existing public spaces that supports the needs of young people and older adults?
• Wake Forest Boys and Girls Club programs promote your personal growth and encourages your involvement in community
building projects.
• As young people, your opinions are not sought about what would make a good public place in your neighborhood.
• By participating in this survey you can have a chance! You are the expert about what you like.
• Your insights could be instrumental in making the next public space a better place for you and your friends to be enjoy
Goal of this study - what role the physical environment plays in intergenerational exchanges
As young people, most with living grandparents, you are all uniquely qualified to share your insights
• Later I will be asking older adults to also answer the same questions, so I can compare their responses to yours. You may
have more in common than you realize!
• Basically, you will be asked to look at color pictures of public spaces, and share your ideas about which places you would
enjoy most when visiting with a friend.
• Survey Session - This Friday, March 26, between 2:45 - 3:30 at the club .
• 20 - 30 Boys & Girls Club members - 10 and 13 years
• Pizza party with sodas following completion of survey session
• Must have signed consent forms (both you and parent or guardian) to participate
• Required by NC State University to protect your rights as young people (describes survey steps and insure your anonymity)
• Pleases take a form and sign it and have your parents sign it when they come to pick you up today
• Will be in lobby to answer questions and pick up survey. Need to collect today to order pizza.
• Questions? Contact: Michael Layne; 919.571.8286 or layne@legqcyworks.com

Thank you!

Figure C.1.1. Outline for Talks Given at Various Sites Requesting Youth Participation in the Study
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Outline - Request for Participation by older Adults in Public Space Study

Golden Years Clubs - Raleigh Parks and Recreation

• Michael Layne - completing doctoral studies - NC State University's College of Design
• Artist, educator, and urban designer - improving people's lives through better gardens, parks, plazas, malls, and other public
places
• Improve understanding of good public place - "Supporting Intergenerational Interaction: Affordance of Urban Public
Spaces."
• Research speak for - What is it about existing public spaces that supports the needs of older adults as well as young people?
• Golden Years Club programs offer opportunities for personal leisure and growth activities and encourages involvement in
community projects.
• As older adults, your opinions are not sought about what would make a good public place in your neighborhood.
• By participating in this survey you can have a chance! You are the expert about what you like.
• Your insights could be instrumental in making the next public space a better place for you and your friends to be enjoy
Goal of this study - what role the physical environment plays in intergenerational exchanges
As older adults, many with grandchildren or younger nieces or nephews, you are all uniquely qualified to share your insights
• Later I will be asking young people to also answer the same questions, so I can compare their responses to yours. You may
have more in common than you realize!
• Basically, you will be asked to look at color pictures of public spaces, and share your ideas about which places you would
enjoy most when visiting with a friend.
• Survey Session - Approximately 45 minutes at your meeting location
• Golden Years Club members and friends - Over 55 years (groups of 5 to 20)
• Tables and chairs required to spread out pictures of public spaces for survey
• Refreshments - Coffee and treats or pizza and sodas
• Must have signed consent forms (competed at beginning of session) to participate
• Required by NC State University to protect your rights (describes survey steps and insure your anonymity)
• Must hold sessions over next two weeks. (between March 29 and April 9, 2004)
• Questions? Contact: Michael Layne; 919.571.8286 or layne@legacyworks.com Thank you!

Figure C.1.2. Outline for Talks Given at Various Sites Requesting Older Adult Participation in the Study
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Participation in Public Space Study
Northern Wake Senior Center - Wake Forest, NC
Wednesday, April 7th, 2004 • 10:30 am
Refreshments will be Served
Name

Phone number

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

____________________________

__________________

Figure C.2.1. Facility Posted Required Sign Up Sheet for On-Site Older Adult Survey Participants
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Public Space Study by Michael Layne • NC State University
Golden Kawanis Club & AARP - Cary, NC
Tuesday, April 6, 2004
Name

Phone number

Email Address

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

____________________________

__________________

_______________

Figure C.2.2. Sign Up Sheet for Older Adult Participants Taking Surveys in Their Own Residents
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Request for Participation by Young People in Public Space Study
Dear Boys and Girls Club Members (and Parents)
My name is Michael Layne and I am currently trying to complete my doctoral studies at NC State University's
College of Design. As an artist, educator, and urban designer, I am interested in improving peoples lives by
helping to create better gardens, parks, plazas, malls, streets, and other public places.
In order to better understand what makes a good public place, I am conducting a study entitled "Supporting
Intergenerational Interaction: Affordance of Urban Public Spaces." This is a fancy way of saying: What it is
about existing public spaces that either supports or does not support the needs of both young people and older
adults?
Through recreational and educational programs, the Wake Forest Boys and Girls Club promotes the personal
growth of young people and encourages your involvement in community building projects. In most cases, you
are not asked your opinions about what would make a good public place in your neighborhood. By participating
in this survey you can! You are the expert about what you like and do not like. By agreeing to participate in this
study, you can share your insights and perhaps be instrumental in making the next public space a better place to
be enjoyed by you and your friends.
As the goal of this study is to understand what role the physical environment plays in intergenerational
exchanges, your roles as young people, most with living grandparents, makes you all uniquely qualified to share
your insights. Later I will be asking older adults to also answer the same questions, so I can compare their
responses to yours. You may have more in common than you realize!
Basically, you will be asked to look at color pictures of public spaces, and to share your ideas with me about
which places you would enjoy most when visiting with a friend. The session should take less than an hour. I
plan to conduct the survey with a small group (20 to 30) of you and your Club friends who are between the age
of 10 and 13 years, on Friday, March 26 between 2:45 and 3:30. We will have a pizza party with sodas after the
survey session for all who participate.
You will need to sign and have your parent or guardian sign a consent form before you can participate. Required
by the University, the consent form protects your rights as young people, insures your anonymity, and describes
the steps you will take to complete the survey.
Thank you in advance for your participation. If you have any questions, please contact me directly.
Sincerely,

Michael Layne
PhD. in Design candidate
College of Design
North Carolina State University
919.571.8286 • layne@legacyworks.com

Figure C.3.1. Survey Request-for-Participation Information Sheets Placed at Selected Youth Facilities
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Request for Participation by Older Adults in Public Spaces Study

Dear Northern Wake Senior Center Members,
My name is Michael Layne and I am currently completing my doctoral studies at NC State University's College
of Design. As an artist, educator, and urban designer, I am interested in improving peoples lives by helping to
create better gardens, parks, plazas, malls and other public places.
In order to better understand what makes a good public place, I am conducting a study entitled "Supporting
Intergenerational Interaction: Affordance of Urban Public Spaces." This is a fancy way of saying: What it is
about existing public spaces that either supports or does not support the needs of both older adults and young
people?
As older adults living in this community, you and your friends are probably not asked your opinions about what
would make a good public place in your neighborhood. But, by participating in this survey you can! You are
the experts about what you like and do not like. By agreeing to participate in this study, you can share your
insights and perhaps be instrumental in making the next public space a better place for you and your friends to
enjoy.
As the goal of this study is to understand what role the physical environment plays in intergenerational
exchanges, your roles as older adults, many of you with grandchildren or younger relatives, makes you all
uniquely qualified to share your insights. Later I will be asking young people to also answer the same questions,
so I can compare their responses to yours. You may have more in common than you realize!
Basically, you will be asked to look at color pictures of public spaces, and to share your ideas with me about
which places you would enjoy most when visiting with a friend. The survey session should take less than 45
minutes. I would like to conduct the survey with a small group of older adults over 55 years who are members
of the Center or are your friends. Refreshments will be provided.
The survey session will be conducted on Wednesday, April 7th at 10:15 am in the Dance room. Thank you for
your consideration. If you have any questions please contact me directly.
Sincerely,

Michael Layne
PhD. in Design candidate
College of Design
North Carolina State University
919.571.8286 • layne@legacyworks.com

Figure C.3.2. Survey Request-for-Participation Information Sheets Placed at Selected Older Adult Facilities
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What Makes a Good P ublic S p a c e
An interactive survey to find out what qualities of existing public spaces such as
malls, parks, plazas, and streets support or do not support the needs of young
people between the age of 10 and 13 years.
You are the experts about what you like and we want to know what you think!
College of Design • NC State University
Raleigh, North Carolina

You will be asked to look at
pictures of public spaces and to
share your ideas about what
places you would enjoy most
when visiting with a friend.

Friday, March 26 , 2004
2:45 - 3 : 3 0
Wake Forest Boys & Girls C l u b

Study conducted by

Michael R. Layne
• Doctoral Candidate in Design
• Urban Designer and Public Artist
• Visiting Faculty, NCSU, Raleigh, NC and Whittier
and Whittier College, Whittier, CA

There w ill be a pizza party
following the survey sess ion.

Figure C.4.1. Sample of a Survey Promotion Poster Placed at Selected Youth Facilities
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What Makes a Good P ublic S p a c e
Request for participation in an interactive survey to find out what qualities of
existing public spaces such as malls, parks, plazas, and streets support or do not
support the needs of older adults.
You are the experts about what you like and we want to know what you think!
College of Design • NC State University
Raleigh, North Carolina

You will be asked to look at
pictures of public spaces and to
share your ideas about what
places you would enjoy most
when visiting with a friend.

Michael R. Layne

Wednesday, A pril 7 , 2004
10:15 am
Northern Wake Senior Center

• Doctoral Candidate in Design
• Urban Designer and Public Artist
• Visiting Faculty, NCSU, Raleigh, NC and Whittier
and Whittier College, Whittier, CA

Survey Session – 45 minut e s
Refreshments will be served

Study conducted by

Figure C.4.2. Sample of a Survey Promotion Poster Placed at Selected Older Adult Facilities
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February 20, 2004
Dear Ms. Needham, Director
Foster Grandparents Program of Raleigh
It was a pleasure speaking with you yesterday and thank you so much for your willingness to support my research
by involving older adults from Raleigh's
Foster Grandparent Program in my study. As I mentioned, I will continue to seek out a student in the College of
Design or in Cooperative Extension at N.C. State who might be willing to intern with you to work on setting up the
intergenerational visitation program with Head Start children and older adults at local senior centers. If no one can
be found, I would be willing to assist with this program development after the completion of my dissertation defense
at the end of May.
Per your request, I have included an outline of my study and some specific details for the March 1 meeting. Please
check them over to see if I have not forgotten anything. I will provide survey forms and lunches for 70 older adults,
unless you think I will need more or could use less.
Study Title: "Supporting Intergenerational Interaction: Affordance of Urban Public Spaces"
Participating Program: Foster Grandparent Program (FGP)
Community Services Department • City Of Raleigh
Date and Location: Monday, March 1
Chavis Community Center • 840 Holmes Street
919.831-6989
Start at 11:30 (following regular monthly meeting presentation)
Lunch will be served first (sandwiches, drinks, and desert)
Then the survey will be conducted which should take I hour
Facilities and Equipment Requirements:
• 12 - 4'x8' tables (6 people per table)
• 76 chairs (6 per table)
• 2 extra tables for food
• Full lighting so people can easily review surveys and images
• Ability to set up room (food and surveys) prior to 10 am start of regular meeting
and to have time to discuss procedures with assistants and program staff (thanks for offering to help)
• Outlet for projector and white wall for projection (or will bring screen)
• Chalkboard or white board to help with any questions
Procedure:
After explaining the purpose of the study, and getting signatures on consent forms, participants will be asked to
rate photographs of public spaces such as plazas, malls, parks, and streets for supportiveness when visited with a
friend. They will be asked to rate the places as to their ability to respond to a feeling of safety, a sense of
belonging, accommodation for different activities, support of differing physical abilities and promotion of
interpersonal engagement. A short questionnaire asking about their favorite activities and associated public
spaces and some demographic information will conclude the survey. The whole procedure should take between
one and one and one half hours to complete.
In addition, a group of young people and intergenerational professionals will be asked to rate the same
photographs according to the same criteria.
Purpose and Implications:
To find out how older adults respond to the supportiveness of public spaces to meet their needs since they are
often not consulted during community design decision-making processes that may effect their lives. Here is a
chance for them to be heard. The outcomes of the older adult responses would be compared to the responses of
individual pre-adolescent/adolescent youth and those of experts in intergenerational programming from around the
county. The objective is to understand what role the physical environment plays in IG exchanges. Specifically,
which factors are most important, and how these principles are applied to the design of public open spaces.
Results may have design implications for community building initiatives that encourage the renewal of the social
compact through improved intergenerational programs.

Figure C.5.1. Sample of Survey Session Request with Study Information and Facilities Requirements
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APPENDIX D

Fieldwork: Data Collection Instructions and Guidelines
The three documents exhibited in Appendix D were employed by the session moderator and volunteer staff
as a guide in conducting the survey sessions with both the youth and older adult age groups. Figures D.1.1
and D.1.2 are the two page sample of the script used by the moderator as a protocol for conducting the survey
session with 70+ participating older adults from the City of Raleigh Foster Grandparents Program. Likewise,
Figures D.1.3 and D.1.4 show the two page sample of the script employed by the session moderator to
conduct the subsequent individual survey sessions with smaller groups of youth and older adults. Both
scripts include the step-by-step instructions for guiding the participants through the multiple stages of the
survey instrument with specific instructions for following the various tasks and answering the associated
survey questions. Figure D.2.1 is a sample of the request for assistance letter sent to the volunteer staff who
participated in conducting the large older adult survey session at Chavis Community Center. The letter
includes a description of the study, specific required duties and instructions for helping the older adults with
the answering the questions, and a request for help in preparing the lunches to be served and the facilities.
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Survey Session Design and Script for Older Adults Survey
Monday, March 1, 2004 • 11:30 am to 1:00 pm
Chavis Community Center • Raleigh, North Carolina
Participants: Foster Grandparents Program (FGP) of Raleigh
• Good morning! My name is Michael Layne and I am currently completing my doctoral studies at NC State
University's College of Design.
• Thank you for agreeing to be here today and sharing your feelings about the value of public spaces in meeting
your needs.
• I hope that you are enjoying your lunch.
• As an artist, educator, and urban designer, I am interested in improving peoples lives by designing better
gardens, parks, plazas, malls and other public places.
• In order to better understand what makes a good public place, we are here this morning to conduct a study
entitled "Supporting Intergenerational Interaction: Affordance of Urban Public Spaces."
• This is a fancy way of saying, What it is about existing public spaces that either supports or does not support
your needs.
• As older adults living in this community, you are probably not asked your opinions about what would make a
good public park in your neighborhood.
• But, today you can help us to understand your feelings about good spaces for you to visit, especially with a
friend.
• You are the expert about what you like and do not like. We want to know what you think.
• By agreeing to participate in this study, you can share your insights and perhaps be instrumental in making the
next public space a better place for you to enjoy.
• I am here today with several associates who have agreed to help collect your ideas, so do not hesitate to ask
questions. They are here to help. (Please raise your hand when I call your name)
• I would like to introduce them to you Nicole Young, Kathryn James, Ben Monette, Jennifer Wagner, Sheila
Ruth Akinleye, Darryl Carrington, Celen Pasalar, and my wife, Erika Layne.
• I would also like to thank Ms. Liz Needham, the director of you Foster Grandparent program, the director and
staff of the Chavis Community center, for their kind support and use of this space.
• Since the goal of this study is to understand what role the physical environment plays in intergenerational (IG)
exchanges, your roles as Foster Grandparents working with young people, makes you all uniquely qualified to
share your insights.
• Later we will be asking young people to also answer the same questions, so we can compare their responses to
yours. You have a lot in common!
• Basically, you will be asked to look at colorful pictures of public spaces, and to share you ideas with us about
which places you would enjoy most when visiting with a friend.
• Are there any questions?

Figure D.1.1. First Page of Script Used to Conduct Survey Session with Large Group of Older Adults
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• While you are finishing your lunch, we will ask you to look over a sign a consent form that says you have
agreed to participate in this study.
• I will give you a few minutes to read it and then ask you to sign it at the bottom.
• Basically, it uses a lot of words to make sure your rights are protected.
• The form states that I am conducting the study as part of my work at NC State.
• That you understand the purpose of the study and what you are asked to do.
• That you are volunteering to participate and can stop at any time, before or during this survey session.
• That the study will take about an hour.
• That you should not write your name on the survey form, since we do not want to protect your anonymity.
Your age, gender and ethnic back group will only be used to understand the makeup of the group that is
participating, and cannot be connected to you personally.
• The answers will be kept strictly confidential, no mention of your name will appear in a report.
• There is no risk to you from this study!
• Are there any questions?
• Read the little "blurp" at the bottom of the consent form
• Could you please sign the consent form using a pen and return it to one of the research team members.
• You have a bag with three sets of pictures, a pencil, and a questionnaire form sitting on the table I front of you.
If you break a pencil, please ask for another one.
• I will walk you though the steps, but if you have any questions, do not understand the what you are to do, or
simply want someone to help, please raise your hand and will be right there.
• The exercise will take about 1 hour to complete, so you should be done by 1pm.
• Follow directions in Survey and take them along one step at a time. Make it interesting for them!!!
• When you are done, please call on one of the team members to look it over with you to see if you have missed
a question, and to collect your survey form.
• Also, you could help us a lot by putting the pictures back in the plastic bag.
• Thank you so much for participating and sharing your thoughts and ideas.
• I do hope you have enjoyed looking at pictures and that you had an interesting experience as well.
• Your answers are important to us and will help develop better public spaces in the future.
• For those who are interested, the results will be available in the middle of June.
• I will leave my phone number with Ms. Needham, and you can contact me if you have any questions or would
like to find out the result of this study.
• Thank you again and good afternoon.

Figure D.1.2. Second Page of Script Used to Conduct Survey Session with Large Group of Older Adults
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Survey Session Design and Script
Older Adults Survey
Wednesday, March 17, 2004 • 1:00 pm to 2:00 pm
Heritage Park Community Learning Center • Raleigh, North Carolina
Participants: Presidents of (ICC) Inter Community Council and friends
Thursday, March 18, 2004 • 1:00 pm to 2:00 pm
Whittaker Mill Sr. Center • Raleigh, North Carolina
Participants: Center Members • Managed by Resources for Seniors
• Good afternoon! My name is Michael Layne and I am currently completing my doctoral studies at NC State
University's College of Design.
• Thank you for agreeing to be here today and sharing your feelings about the value of public spaces in meeting
your needs.
• I hope that you are enjoying the snacks.
• As an artist, educator, and urban designer, I am interested in improving peoples lives by designing better
gardens, parks, plazas, malls and other public places.
• In order to better understand what makes a good public place, we are here this afternoon to conduct a study
entitled "Supporting Intergenerational Interaction: Affordance of Urban Public Spaces."
• This is a fancy way of saying, What it is about existing public spaces that either supports or does not support
your needs.
• As older adults living in this community, you are probably not asked your opinions about what would make a
good public park in your neighborhood.
• But, today you can help us to understand your feelings about good spaces for you to visit, especially with a
friend.
• You are the experts about what you like and do not like. We want to know what you think.
• By agreeing to participate in this study, you can share your insights and perhaps be instrumental in making the
next public space a better place for you to enjoy.
• Please do not hesitate to ask questions about the survey or if you need help.
• I would also like to thank Ms. McCullers, President of Heritage Park and Ms. LaToya Jefferys, the director of
Heritage Park Community Learning Center and her staff and volunteers, for their kind support and use of this
space.
or
• I would also like to thank Ms. Vicky Baer and Carol Battle for their kind support and use of this space.
• Since the goal of this study is to understand what role the physical environment plays in intergenerational (IG)
exchanges, your roles as older adults, many with grandchildren, makes you all uniquely qualified to share your
insights.
• Later we will be asking young people to also answer the same questions, so we can compare their responses to
yours. You have a lot in common!
• Basically, you will be asked to look at colorful pictures of public spaces, and to share you ideas with us about
which places you would enjoy most when visiting with a friend.
• Are there any questions?
Figure D.1.3. First Page of Script Used to Conduct Small Group Survey Sessions
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• Please look over and sign your consent form if you would like to participate in this study.
• I will give you a few minutes to read it over, to ask any questions you may have, and then ask you to sign and
date it at the bottom.
• Basically, it uses a lot of words to make sure your rights are protected.
• The form states that I am conducting the study as part of my work at NC State.
• That you understand the purpose of the study and what you are asked to do.
• That you are volunteering to participate and can stop at any time, before or during this survey session.
• That the study will take about an hour.
• That you should not write your name on the survey form, since we do want to protect your anonymity. Your
age, gender and ethnic background will only be used to understand the makeup of the group that is participating,
and cannot be connected to you personally.
• The answers will be kept strictly confidential, no mention of your name will appear in a report.
• There is no risk to you from this study!
• Are there any questions?
• Read the little "blurp" at the bottom of the consent form aloud.
• Could you please sign the consent form using a pen and return it to one of the research team members. If you
would like a copy of the form, please let me know and I will make one for you.
Great! Lets begin.
• You have a bag with three sets of pictures, a pencil, and a questionnaire form sitting on the table in front of
you. If you break a pencil, please ask for another one.
• I will walk you though the steps, but if you have any questions, do not understand what you are to do, or
simply want someone to help, please let me know and I will assist. If you choose, you may complete the survey
at your own pace.
• The exercise will take about 1 hour to complete, so you should be done by 2pm.
• Follow directions in Survey and take them along one step at a time. Make it interesting for them!!!
• When you are done, please let me know so I can review it with you before you leave.
• Also, you could help us a lot by putting the pictures and tags back in the plastic bag provided
• Thank you so much for participating and sharing your thoughts and ideas. I do hope you have enjoyed looking
at pictures and that you had an interesting experience as well.
• Your answers are important to us and will help develop better public spaces in the future.
• For those who are interested, the results will be available around the middle of June.
• I will leave my phone number with Ms. Jefferys and Ms. McCullers, or Ms Baer and Ms. Battle and you can
contact me if you have any questions or would like to find out the result of this study.
Thank you again and good afternoon.

Figure D.1.4. Second Page of Script Used to Conduct Small Group Survey Sessions
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Request for Assistance in Conducting Survey Session with Older Adults
Dear Ms. or Mr.
Thank you for offering to help me with my doctoral research on the intergenerational use of urban public spaces
and assisting with the collection of the responses of 70 older adults on Monday, March 1, 2004. I am still in the
process of finalizing the research survey instrument and all the details associated with working with the Foster
Grandparents program. I would like to have a meeting with you, along with others who have offered to help, to
go over the procedures and activities for the session, tomorrow, Friday, February 27, at 1 pm on the LAR floor
of Kamp. The following information may be of interest.
Survey Session Location & Date: Chavis Community Center
840 Holmes Street off Martin Luther King Blvd. (near downtown Raleigh)
Phone Number 919.831.6989
Monday, March 1, 2004
9:00 to 9:30 am – Set up room (tables, chairs, etc.)
9:30 to11:30 am – Make lunches and prepare survey packets in Center kitchen
11:30 to 11:45 pm – Serve lunch
1:45 to 1:15 pm – Conduct survey
Study Title: “Supporting Intergenerational Interaction: Affordance of Urban Public Space”
Principal Investigator: Michael Layne, doctoral candidate, PhD in Design, Community and Environmental
Design, College of Design, NC State University, 919.571.8286, layne@legacyworks.com
Purpose of Study: The object is to understand what role the physical environment plays in intergenerational (IG)
exchanges. Specifically, which factors are most important, and how these principles are applied to the design of
public open spaces. Results may have design implications for community building initiatives that encourage the
renewal of the social compact through the design and installation of pubic places that support intergenerational
interaction and thus improve the social exchange outcomes of intergenerational mentoring programs.
Participants: 70 older adults, over 60 years, who participate in the City of Raleigh Foster Grandparents Program
(FGP). The program director is Liz Needham. In addition, experts in intergenerational studies and a group of
young people will also participate in the study and be asked to rate the same photographs according to the same
criteria. The responses of both groups will be compared to the responses of the older adults.
Survey Procedure: Participants will be asked to rate (sort) sets of photographs of public open spaces such as
plazas, malls, parks, and streets based upon five affordance criteria. Intergenerational studies suggest that (1) a
feeling of safety, (2) a sense of belonging, (3) accommodation for different activities, (4) support of differing
physical abilities and (5) promotion of interpersonal engagement are import considerations in providing
supportive environments for IG activities. The exercise should take between 1 and 1 1/2 hours to complete.
Survey Team Duties: To work with small groups of older adults participants so that they will have a clearer
understand the questions, be able to conduct the sorting procedure, and be able to fill out the questionnaire
correctly. Many of the older adults have problems with reading and in being able to write down their desired
responses (some have eye sight problems, other have reduced language skills). For those who have time, we
could also use help in preparing the lunches for 80 people and setting up the room for the session on Monday
morning at 9 am.
If you are willing to help, please reply to: layne@legacyworks.com and let me know if you will be able to attend
the Friday meeting. If not, we can make other arrangements. Thanks again for your assistance.
Sincerely,
Michael Layne
Figure D.2.1. Request for Assistance to Volunteer Survey Sessions Staff with Instructions
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APPENDIX E

IRB Proposal and Approval Forms
Because of working with human subjects, the two documents included in Appendix E were required by North
Carolina State University in order to conduct the study. Figure E.1.1 is a copy of the approval letter received
by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) granting permission for conducting the fieldwork and collecting data
from the youth and older adult participants. Figure E.2.1 – E.2.8 is a copy of the original proposal submitted
to the IRB, seeking permission to conduct the study. Since permission was required prior to initiating the
study, the proposal does not reflect changes made to the survey instrument and session protocols as a result
of the pretest sessions, the addition of other older adult and youth subjects recruited during the fieldwork, the
use of survey session volunteers, and the mention of food incentives. It should also be noted that permission
was given to involve intergenerational experts as participants in the study, and although the presented data
does not include those results, surveys were conducted with this group as well.
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Figure E.1.1. North Carolina State University Institutional Review Board IG Study Approval Letter
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Figure E.2.1. First Page of NC State University Institutional Review Board IG Study Proposal
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Figure E.2.2. Second Page of NC State University Institutional Review Board IG Study Proposal
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Figure E.2.3. Third Page of NC State University Institutional Review Board IG Study Proposal
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Figure E.2.4. Fourth Page of NC State University Institutional Review Board IG Study Proposal
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Figure E.2.5. Fifth Page of NC State University Institutional Review Board IG Study Proposal
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Figure E.2.6. Sixth Page of NC State University Institutional Review Board IG Study Proposal
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Figure E.2.7. Seventh Page of NC State University Institutional Review Board IG Study Proposal
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Figure E.2.8. Eighth Page of NC State University Institutional Review Board IG Study Proposal
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APPENDIX F

Participant Informed Consent Forms
The three forms displayed in Appendix F were required as part of the Institutional Review Board protocol
when conducting human subject research. Representative of the consent forms used with both the youth and
intergenerational experts, Figure F.1.1 is a sample of the consent form employed in the pretest exercise for
describing the survey procedures and obtaining written permission from the older adult participants to
include the results in the study. Altered somewhat because of comments received by the pretest participants,
Figures F.2.1 and F.2.2 are examples of the final informed consent forms employed in the main study. Each
form describes the purpose of the study, explains the survey procedures, defines the confidentiality of the
answers, and with the signatures of the youth and older adult participants, gains permission to include the
responses in the analysis of the results.
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North Carolina State University • College of Design
Raleigh, North Carolina

Adult Participant Informed Consent Form
"SUPPORTING INTERGENERATIONAL INTERACTION: AFFORDANCE OF URBAN PUBLIC SPACES"

Principal Investigator: Michael R. Layne
PhD. committee co-chairs: Distinguished Prof. Henry Sanoff and Dr. Shishir Raval
You are invited to participate in a research study. You will be part of a small group of older adults. Your responses will be compared
to the responses of a group of young people and professionals in the field of intergenerational studies. The survey session, which
seeks to understand what role physical urban spaces, such as plazas, mall, parks and streets, play in supporting positive
relationships between young people and older adults, is being conducted by Michael Layne, a Doctoral Candidate at North Carolina
State University with the support of Henry Sanoff, Distinguished Professor of Architecture also at NC State University. The purpose
of the study is to learn more about what considerations are most important, and how these ideas can be used to design public
open spaces that support use by both older adults and young people. You will also be asked to share your understandings
about certain types of public spaces and your preferences for spaces that meet your needs. Your involvement in this study could
help you to realize the value public places play or could play in your community life. The information you provide will be used to
create a set of guidelines for creating public spaces for improving the experiences of you and other people.
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. You may withdraw from the session at anytime. If you withdraw from the
study before you finish the survey, your information will be returned to you or destroyed. This survey session will involve five steps.
First, you will be asked to select the one picture from a set of eight pictures that best fits the following five situations if visited with a
friend: feeling of safety, sense of belonging, accommodations for different activities, support of differing physical abilities, and
providing space to communicate with a friend. You will be asked to do this again with two other sets of eight pictures. Second, you
will be asked to put in order of your personal value five sets of images of public spaces according to their ability to respond to the
following needs if visited with a friend: feeling of safety, sense of belonging, accommodation for different activities, support of
differing physical abilities, and promotion of interpersonal engagement. Third, you will be asked to organize 24 pictures into three
groups according to your own reasons if you were to visit there with a young friend and asked to say why they are alike. Fourth, you
will be asked to describe your favorite public outdoor space, located in the greater Triangle area, that you would enjoy being together
with a young person. Fifth, you will be asked to provide some information about you. At the beginning of each section, you will have
an opportunity to ask any questions about the procedure. Your participation in this study will last about 1 hour.
DO NOT write your name on the survey forms. The information will NOT be used to find out your name. We DO NOT want to
know how specific people answer the questions. The questions that ask about your age, gender, ethnicity, and your profession
will only be used to describe the make up of the group who is completing this survey. No reference will be made in oral or written
reports that could link you to the study. The answers you give will be kept strictly confidential. The responses will be stored securely
and will be made available only to the persons conducting the survey unless you give permission in writing to do otherwise. Given
these precautions, and the nature of the study, there should be no risks to you form participation.
If you have questions later, or you would like to discuss this research, you may contact Michael Layne by telephone at 919-5718286 or by email at layne@legacyworks.com. If you feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions in this form, or your
rights as a research participant have been violated during the course of this project, you may contact Dr. Matt Zingraff, Chair of the
NCSU IRB for the use of Human Subjects in Research Committee, at 919-513-1834 or Debra Paxton at the NCSU IRB office at 919515-4514.
______________________________________________________________________________________________

CONSENT: After reading the following statement, if you chose to participate in this study, please sign below.
“By signing this form, I agree that I understand my rights as a participant in this study. I have received a
copy of this form, and I give permission to Mr. Layne and the members of his research team to include my
responses in their analysis of the results.
All of my questions have been answered to my satisfaction,
and I agree to
participate with the understanding that I may drop out at any time.”
Participant's Signature _________________________________

Date________________________

Investigator’s Signature_________________________________

Date________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Reminder: Do not write your name on the survey forms.

Figure F.1.1. Older Adult Participant Informed Consent Form Employed in Pretest Exercise
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North Carolina State University • College of Design
Raleigh, North Carolina

Young Person Participant Informed Consent Form
"SUPPORTING INTERGENERATIONAL INTERACTION: AFFORDANCE OF URBAN PUBLIC SPACES"
Principal Investigator: Michael R. Layne
PhD. committee co-chairs: Distinguished Prof. Henry Sanoff and Dr. Shishir Raval

You are invited to participate in a research study. You will be part of a small group of young people. Your responses will be compared
to the responses of a group of older adults. The survey session, which seeks to understand what role physical urban spaces, such
as plazas, mall, parks and streets, play in supporting positive relationships between young people and older adults, is being
conducted by Michael Layne, a Doctoral Candidate at North Carolina State University with the support of Henry Sanoff, Distinguished
Professor of Architecture and Dr. Shishir Raval also at NC State University. The purpose of the study is to learn more about what
considerations are most important, and how these ideas can be used to design public open spaces that support use by both
young people and older adults. You will also be asked to share your understandings about certain types of public spaces and
your preferences for spaces that meet your needs. Your involvement in this study could help you to realize the value public places
play or could play in your community life. The information you provide will be used to create a set of guidelines that will help in
creating public spaces for improving the experiences of you and other people.
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. You may withdraw from the session at anytime. If you withdraw from the
study before you finish the survey, your information will be returned to you or destroyed. Your participation in this study should take
less than 1 hour. This survey session will involve five steps. At the beginning of each section, you will have an opportunity to ask any
questions about the procedure.
1. You will be asked to select one picture from a set of eight pictures that best fits the following five situations if visited with a friend:
feeling of safety, sense of belonging, accommodation for different activities, support of differing physical abilities, and providing space
to communicate with a friend. You will be asked to do this again with two other sets of eight pictures.
2. You will be asked to put in order of importance to you (rank) the following five situations, if visiting a public space with a friend:
feeling of safety, sense of belonging, accommodation for different activities, support of differing physical abilities, and promotion of
interpersonal engagement.
3. You will be asked to organize 24 pictures into three groups according to your own reasons if you were to visit with an older adult
and asked to say why they are alike.
4. You will be asked to describe your favorite public outdoor space, located in the greater Triangle area, that you would enjoy visiting
with an older adult.
5. You will be asked to provide some information about you.
DO NOT write your name on the survey forms. The information will NOT be used to find out your name. We DO NOT want to
know how specific people answer the questions. The questions that ask about your age, gender, ethnicity will only be used to
describe the make up of the group who is completing this survey. No reference will be made in oral or written reports that could
link you to the study. The answers you give will be kept strictly confidential. The results will be stored securely and will be made
available only to the persons conducting the survey unless you give permission in writing to do otherwise. Given these precautions,
and the nature of the study, there should be no risks to you from participation.
If you have questions later, or you would like to discuss this research, you may contact Michael Layne by telephone at 919-5718286 or email layne@legacyworks.com. If you feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions in this form, or your rights
as a research participant have been violated during the course of this project, you may contact Dr. Matt Zingraff, Chair of the NCSU
IRB for the use of Human Subjects in Research Committee, at 919-513-1834 or Debra Paxton at the NCSU IRB office at 919-5154514.

CONSENT: After reading the following statement, if you chose to participate in this study, please sign below.
“By signing this form, I agree that I understand my rights as a participant in this study. I have received a copy of this
form, and I give permission to Mr. Layne and members of his research team to include my responses in their analysis
of the results. All of my questions have been answered to my satisfaction, and I agree to participate with the
understanding that I may drop out at any time.”
Participant's Signature

____________________________ Date_____________________

Parent/Guardian's Signature _______________________________ Date_____________________
Investigator’s Signature

____________________________ Date_____________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
Reminder: Do not write your name on the survey form

Figure F.2.1. Final Youth Participant Informed Consent Form Employed in Study
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North Carolina State University • College of Design
Raleigh, North Carolina

Adult Participant Informed Consent Form
"SUPPORTING INTERGENERATIONAL INTERACTION: AFFORDANCE OF URBAN PUBLIC SPACES"
Principal Investigator: Michael R. Layne
PhD. committee co-chairs: Distinguished Prof. Henry Sanoff and Dr. Shishir Raval

You are invited to participate in a research study. You will be part of a small group of young people. Your responses will be compared
to the responses of a group of older adults. The survey session, which seeks to understand what role physical urban spaces, such
as plazas, mall, parks and streets, play in supporting positive relationships between young people and older adults, is being
conducted by Michael Layne, a Doctoral Candidate at North Carolina State University with the support of Henry Sanoff, Distinguished
Professor of Architecture and Dr. Shishir Raval also at NC State University. The purpose of the study is to learn more about what
considerations are most important, and how these ideas can be used to design public open spaces that support use by both
young people and older adults. You will also be asked to share your understandings about certain types of public spaces and
your preferences for spaces that meet your needs. Your involvement in this study could help you to realize the value public places
play or could play in your community life. The information you provide will be used to create a set of guidelines that will help in
creating public spaces for improving the experiences of you and other people.
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. You may withdraw from the session at anytime. If you withdraw from the
study before you finish the survey, your information will be returned to you or destroyed. Your participation in this study should take
less than 1 hour. This survey session will involve five steps. At the beginning of each section, you will have an opportunity to ask any
questions about the procedure.
1. You will be asked to select one picture from a set of eight pictures that best fits the following five situations if visited with a friend:
feeling of safety, sense of belonging, accommodation for different activities, support of differing physical abilities, and providing space
to communicate with a friend. You will be asked to do this again with two other sets of eight pictures.
2. You will be asked to put in order of importance to you (rank) the following five situations, if visiting a public space with a friend:
feeling of safety, sense of belonging, accommodation for different activities, support of differing physical abilities, and promotion of
interpersonal engagement.
3. You will be asked to organize 24 pictures into three groups according to your own reasons if you were to visit with a young person
and asked to say why they are alike.
4. You will be asked to describe your favorite public outdoor space, located in the greater Triangle area, that you would enjoy visiting
with a young person.
5. You will be asked to provide some information about you.
DO NOT write your name on the survey forms. The information will NOT be used to find out your name. We DO NOT want to
know how specific people answer the questions. The questions that ask about your age, gender, ethnicity will only be used to
describe the make up of the group who is completing this survey. No reference will be made in oral or written reports that could
link you to the study. The answers you give will be kept strictly confidential. The results will be stored securely and will be made
available only to the persons conducting the survey unless you give permission in writing to do otherwise. Given these precautions,
and the nature of the study, there should be no risks to you from participation.
If you have questions later, or you would like to discuss this research, you may contact Michael Layne by telephone at 919-5718286 or email layne@legacyworks.com. If you feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions in this form, or your rights
as a research participant have been violated during the course of this project, you may contact Dr. Matt Zingraff, Chair of the NCSU
IRB for the use of Human Subjects in Research Committee, at 919-513-1834 or Debra Paxton at the NCSU IRB office at 919-5154514.

CONSENT: After reading the following statement, if you chose to participate in this study, please sign below.
“By signing this form, I agree that I understand my rights as a participant in this study. I have received a copy of this
form, and I give permission to Mr. Layne and members of his research team to include my responses in their analysis
of the results. All of my questions have been answered to my satisfaction, and I agree to participate with the
understanding that I may drop out at any time.”
Participant's Signature

____________________________ Date_____________________

Investigator’s Signature

____________________________ Date_____________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
Reminder: Do not write your name on the survey form

Figure F.2.2. Final Older Adult Participant Informed Consent Form Employed in Study
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APPENDIX G

Coded Responses from Surveys: Text File
The following four tables were developed using Excel spread sheets to record the data collected from the
survey instruments. Table G.1.1 consists of the twelve-page text file for Part I of the responses of the
selected 45 youth participants (listed in the far left column of the first page) to the first three-part photo
preference exercise. The headings display the image number selected and the coded text responses (content
analysis) for each of the three image sets for all five affordance conditions. The headings are color coded by
affordance with safety (turquoise), belonging (light blue), multiple activity (yellow orange), ability (mauve)
and engagement (lavender). As an example, the heading for the first page of Table G.1.1 shows participant
(with Y +# code underneath), and headings for the first safety image selection set with image number
(pn1_safety), urbanscape factor (s1U), landscape setting type (s1L), response type (s1R), centeredness factor
(s1C), three perception modes (s1P_1, s1P-2, and s1-P3), and coded content analyzed text responses for six
places (s1T1 – s1T6). The coding is repeated for the three tasks for all five affordances.
Table G.1.2 consists of the six-page text file for Part II of the responses of the same selected 45 youth
participants (listed in the far left column of the first page with a Y+# code) to the remaining survey questions.
The headings include the coded responses for the affordance ranking exercise (rank_safety, etc.) and the
selected images (fs1_image 1, etc.) and what they have in common for the three free-sorting tasks. The first
through fifth pages show the coded results for the three free-sort exercise with the heading repeated for the
three sets. The headings for free-sort task one includes: responses types (fs1R), centeredness (fs1C), three
perception modes (fs1P_1-fs1P_3), and six places of the coded text responses (fs1T_1 – fs1T_6). The last
two pages show headings and results for the personal space information place name/type (PSL), response
rates (ps1R), centeredness (ps1C), three perception modes (ps1P_1-ps1P-3) and reasons for liking the space
(ps1T-1 – ps1T_6), location (numbers match specific places), distance from home (PSD), and transportation
or circulation type used to visit the place (PSC). The final three headings include the coded demographic
information of age (DA), gender (DG), and ethnicity (DE).
Matching the youth text file headings, Table G.2.1 consists of the twelve-page text file for Part I of the
responses of the selected 90 older adults participants (listed in the far left column of the first page) to the first
three-part photo preference exercise. The headings display the image number selected and the coded text
responses (content analysis) for each of the three image sets for all five affordance conditions (safety,
belonging, multiple activity, ability and engagement). Table G.2.2 consists of the five-page text file for Part
II of the responses of the same selected 90 older adult participants (listed in the far left column of the first
page) to the remaining survey questions. Also matching the youth text files, the headings include the coded
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responses for the affordance ranking exercise, the selected images and what they have in common for the
three free-sorting tasks, the personal space name/type, reason for preference, location, distance form home,
and transportation used to visit the place. The final headings include the coded demographic information of
age, gender, and ethnicity.

Table G.1.1. Part I of Text File: Coded Data of Youth Responses to Survey Questionnaire
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Table G.1.1. Continued
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Table G.1.2. Part II of Text File: Coded Data of Youth Responses to Survey Questionnaire
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Table G.2.1. Part I of Text File: Coded Data of Older Adult Responses to Survey Questionnaire
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Table G.2.2. Part II of Text File: Coded Data of Older Adult Responses to Survey Questionnaire
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APPENDIX H

Space Image Values: Preference & Characteristics
Tables H.1.1 and H.1.2 are the two parts of the table that was created to present the results of the youth and
older adult image selections and the associated preferred space characteristics collected from the first threepart photo preference section of the survey questionnaire. Described in a fifteen-step procedure in section
5.3.1.3, the presented results were reviewed and interpreted in order to develop a set of guides for creating
intergenerational public spaces. Specifically, Table H.1.1 lists the 56 space characteristics that were defined
by the youth and older adult participants along with the associated number codes and the perception mode
into which each characteristic was placed. The left four columns employ an x-mark to show where the
youth, older adults or both defined a specific characteristic and which space characteristics were valued by at
least 1% of the total youth or older adult respondents. The far right column shows the total number of
characteristics that were mentioned for all 24 photographic images.
Table H.1.2 also lists the 56 space characteristics defined by the youth and older adult participants on the left
side with the main body of the table displaying the number of times a characteristic was mentioned per each
of the 24 urban space images employed in the study. Most important to the development of the guides, the
bottom two rows display the total number of characteristic responses for each image (space images valued by
number of times selected) and the total number of different characteristic responses for each image (space
image valued by number of characteristics). Based upon the space value numbers and the space diversity
percentages calculated for each of the 24 images, an intergenerational space ranking of the photographic
images was created (see Table 5.3.1) and used to create a scenario of calming, protecting and energizing
supportive environments.
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Table H.1.1. Participant Defined Space Characteristics and Values (Image Selections)
Selection by
Age Group
OA
Y
Y/OA

Selection
by Both
1% +

x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

Perception
Mode

Code
Number

Responsive
Responsive
Operational
Responsive
Operational
Responsive
Inferential
Operational
Inferential
Operational
Responsive
Inferential
Inferential
Responsive
Operational
Inferential
Responsive
Responsive
Responsive
Responsive
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Responsive
Responsive
Operational
Responsive
Operational
Responsive
Operational
Inferential
Operational
Operational
Responsive
Operational
Operational
Operational
Responsive
Inferential
Responsive
Responsive
Inferential
Operational
Operational
Responsive
Operational
Responsive
Operational
Operational
Inferential
Inferential
Responsive
Inferential
Responsive

115
99
98
93
88
83
81
79
76
74
72
67
66
65
62
61
57
55
54
52
51
50
48
47
45
42
41
39
38
34
33
32
31
30
26
24
23
22
20
19
18
17
16
15
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
5
4
3
2
1
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Participant
Defined Space
Characteristic
Amusement Park
Shade/Cool
Paired Interest
Couples Present
Flex/Group Seating
Covered
Having Fun
No Hiding Places
Inviting/Familiar
Barriers
Outdoors
Reclusive
Protective
Cultural Building
Pathways
Beautiful/Attractive
Monitored
Not Crowded
Landmark
Water
Watching
Talking
Food/Eating
Sports/Games
Adult-Centered
Near Street
People Present
Learn/Teach
View
Table
Plants/Trees
Varied Activities
Vibrant/Festive
Child-Centered
Stores/Shopping
Wheelchairs
Walking/Moving
Playing
Meeting Place
Town Center
Public Life
Nature
Enclosed
Engaging
Wide Path/Walk
Barrier Free
Nearby Buildings
Level Surface
Diversity
Seat/Resting
Exploring
Restful
Peaceful
Openness
Private/Personal
Interior

Total
Response per
Characteristic
8
29
24
30
17
14
56
13
92
8
31
8
23
9
18
40
28
58
8
49
46
129
45
81
48
9
323
7
12
23
33
81
17
109
62
42
123
111
46
32
6
94
21
15
21
16
14
90
54
148
19
78
147
216
36
22

Table H.1.2. Valued Urban Space Images by Selection (Preference) and Characteristics
Participant
Space Image Numbers
Defined Space
Characteristic #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12 #13 #14 #15 #16 #17 #18 #19 #20 #21 #22 #23 #24
Amusement Park
Shade/Cool
Paired Interest
Couples Present
Flex/Group Seating
Covered
Having Fun
No Hiding Places
Inviting/Familiar
Barriers
Outdoors
Reclusive
Protective
Cultural Building
Pathways
Beautiful/Attractive
Monitored
Not Crowded
Landmark
Water
Watching
Talking
Food/Eating
Sports/Games
Adult-Centered
Near Street
People Present
Learn/Teach
View
Table
Plants/Trees
Varied Activities
Vibrant/Festive
Child-Centered
Stores/Shopping
Wheelchairs
Walking/Moving
Playing
Meeting Place
Town Center
Public Life
Nature
Enclosed
Engaging
Wide Path/Walk
Barrier Free
Nearby Buildings
Level Surface
Diversity
Seat/Resting
Exploring
Restful
Peaceful
Openness
Private/Personal
Interior

1
3

1
1
4
3
2

1
2

2
5
1
3
9

1
1

1

3
1
1

1

1

1

5
1
1

1
1
2
4
1
1
2
1

1
5

4

1
1
3
3

3
2
2
2
1

1

2

1

2
2
1

1

5
2
2

4

3
1

4

2

1

4
1
1
3
1

3
4
1

2
4

4

2
3

1

7

2

1

1

1

2

8
2
2
1

1

1
2

2
3

4
5
3
6

3
1

1
1

6

5
1

1

1

2

1

2
1
1

1
1
3
1

1
1

1
5
7
1
1

1
5
4
3
3
9

3
7

3

1
2
1

1

4

3

7
2
1
3
3
2
1
22
1
1

3

3

1

1
1
3
1
2
7
2

No. of Times
Selected 57
No. of
Characteristics 25

2
1
3
4
5
8
3
2

19

1
1
9

2
1
18
8
35

3

4
2

4

3

15

1

2

16

1
11

25

9

1
22

9
1
1

11
3
1

1
13
1
3
2

2
10
6

1
2

8
2
2
1

1
2
2
2
2
1
8

8
20
1
1
8

1
2

1

1
1
1
2
3
5

30
1
1
2
1
2
2
3
1
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